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DISC SPACE: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?

by VladimlrVolokh
VESOFT

1135 S. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90035 USA

310-282-0420
In spite of many new developments· in disc technology, the good old Winchester drive, with its
mechanically movable arms, is still the prilllary medium for all of our fdes.

In this article I will try to present some observations on HP3000 file structure -- both for "Classic"
(MPE/V) and "Spectrum" (MPE/iX) computers -- in the hope that it might help HP3000 users
manage disc space better. It seems that many simple questions have answers that are not so simple.

HOW DO WE MEASURE DISC SPACE?

In various discussions about. disc space, you've seen. terms like "sectors", "kilobytes"'. "megabytes", and
"gigabytes". What do these words mean? Well, nothing is simple. A sector, by HP'sdefmition, is 256
bytes; "kilo" (K)is 1000, or 1024 for memory devices; "mega" is 100000o, or 1024K.for memory devices;
and "giga" is a prefIXdenoting a billion, or 1.073 billion for memory devices. My dictionary tells me that
"tera" means one trillion (1<r12) of a given unit. HP's Glossary of Terms mentions only "kilo" .and
"mega" (in 1989). So, considering all this mathematics, how many megabytes does your disc have if
after :DISCFREE C on your XL machine you see the following:

ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE I N SECTORS.

ALL PERCENTAGES ARE RELATIVE TO THE DEVICE· SIZE.

Configured In Use Available

LDEV : 1 -- (MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET:MEMBER1)

Device I 2232192 I 1708144 ( m)

Permanent I 1852720 (83%) I 1605344 ( 72%)

Transient I 1852720 ( 83%) I 102800 ( 5%)

524048 ( 23%)

247376 ( 11%)

524048 (23%)

Considering that 4*256 is close enough to 1000 you can do it easily -- just divide the number of sectors
by 4000 and you will have it in megs. In this case, it'll be 2232192/4000 = 558, close enough to the real
answer, 545 megs. _/

HOW BIG IS .THE DISC?

As you've seen above, MPE/iX gives you an answer via :DISCFREE. In MPE/V the utility
FREE5.PUB.SYS -- true to its name -- shows only free space. But if it shows you that X sectors are
free, that's X sectors out of how many? This information is hidden deep inside the VINIT utility (as if it
were unimportant). Try this:

:VINIT

>pfspace 1;addr

You will see a lot of information about addresses and sizes of free spaCe (and you don't care much
about that). But at the end of this listing you will see:

TOTAL VOLUME CAPACITY: 216832 SECTORS

TOTAL fREE SPACE AVAILABLE: .16490 SPACE

MAXIMUM CONTIGUOUS AREA: 5505 SECTORS

By the way, it's not my tYPo·· (if you're wondering about "16490 SPACE") ._- it's an unknownMPE
designer's mistake, frozen in time· ....
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HOW MUCH OF IT IS FREE?

MPE/iX gives a pretty straightforward answer to this question: look at its output in the example above
-- this time not on the fust line but on the second:

Permanent I 1852720 ( 83%) I 1605344 .( 72%) 247316 ( 11%) I "

As you see, 83% of the whole space is configured to be used as permanent, 72% is used, so only 11%
(which is 83-72) is available for permanent flies. But why doesn't. this simple calculation work for the
third line (transient space)?

Transient I 1852120 ( 83%) 102800 ( 5") I 524048.( .23") .1

Even·though transient space can also take up to 83% ofthe space on LDEV 1, in·this case oply 28% is
left for that: 17% can't be permanent and 11% is unused bypennanent files; because S% is actually
used by transient space, 23% is aVailable.

On MPE/Vmachines available space is supposed to be shown by the FREES.PUB.SYS utility or via
the PFSPACE command of :VINIT (16490. sectors in the PFSPACE.example above). But what about
virtual (transient) space? This information, again, is hidden-- this time inside the :SYSDUMP output:

: SYSDUMP $NULL

ANY CHANGES? YES

DISC ALLOCATION CHANGES? YES

VIRTUAL MEMORY CHANGES? YES

LIST VIRTUAL MEMORY DEVICE ALLOCATION? YES

WLUME NAME LDEV 'II VM ALLOCATION

LDEV1 1 25

ENTER VOLUME NAME I SIZE IN KILOSECTORS (MAX = 25S )?

[??1] This means that MPE/V knows nothing about virtual space utilization at the moment; some
space is also taken (possibly) by spool files and by temporary fdes. Note also that even though total,
free and virtual space ·is given by DEVil, used space is not. (The :REPORT command gives used
flIespace-sectors by group and accounts.) One Y'ay to know this distribution is to use the MPEX
commane:t %LISTF @.@.@,DISCUSE.

IS FREE SPACE REALLY AVAILABLE TO US?

Seeing the FREES output on "Classic" one should pay attention not only to the· "TOTAL FREE
SPACE" line but. also to the preceding.ones:

:RUN FREES.PUB.SYS

VOLUME MH7945U1 LDEV 1

LARGEST FREE AREA= 25530

SIZE COUNT SPACE AVERAGE

>100000 0 0 0

>10000 2 42196 21398

>1000 0 0 0

>100 4 540 135

>10 29 1065 36

>·1 101 217 2

tQTAL FREE SPACE=44618

If you have a lot of small pieces, they might not be usable at all because none of your flies may have
small enouah extents (more on this later). What vou need is not iust free snace but CONTIGUOUS
space. ·On-"Classics",'discspace can b~ conde~ed··to some de~ee by. the >COND command in
:VINIT; on "Spectrum" machines the disc fragmentation shouldn't be a problem (or so HP tells us).
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IS THE "USED-- SPACE REALLY USED BY US?

OK, by subtracting "free" space from the "total" space or just looking at the :DISCFREE output we
might get an idea of how many sectors are "used".-- physically, that is. Keep in mind, however, that
probably about half of those files which you see on the full backup listing have not been used (either
modified or accessed) for a long time-- 6 months or more. But which' half? Some answers to this
question can be found in the:STORE,command of MPE or, better y~t, using selection by ACCDATE
and/or MODDATE in MPEX (with totals of files and space). Archiviitg and purging seldom used files
saves a lot of disc space, directory space, and backup time.

TO BLOCK OR NOT TO BLOCK?

Another question is: how is the space used inside "active"' mes? One factor -- relevant 00. MPE/V
machines but not on MPE/iX machines -- is blocking. MPE/V does all disc I/Os in multiples of one
sector (256 bytes). The blocking factor is the number of records that we choose to fit into a certain
number of sectors (block). But very often we don't choose -- we simply rely on MPE/V defaults, which
can range from good to very bad (see [1] for more details). A bad blocking factor wastes not only disc
space, but also I/O time -- the more records per one I/O we read/write, the better. Consider some
examples:

ACCOUNT= SYS GROUP= OPERATOR

FILENAME CODE ---u-uu--LOGICAL RECORD-_u_uu-- -- uSPACE- u_

SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT RIB SECTORS #X MX

REPORT1 132B FA 26 10000 1 1251 8
REPORT2 132B FA 26 10000 60 651 8
REPORT3 1328 FA 26 26 60 62 1

REPORT4 132B FA 26 26 9 20 1

Here the file REPORT1 is built with the default blocking factor 1 (1 = 256 bytes 1132 bytes); the
remainder (256 - 132;= 124 bytes) is simply wasted, though it's almost 50% of the space; this me is like
a piece of swiss cheese -- with many big holes inside. Tile second me is .the result of changing the
blocking factor to 60, thus achieving the BEST space utilization for this me -- now 60 records take
60*132=7920 bytes which is close to the size of a block of 31sectors (256*31=7936). However, we can
get an even bigger saving by SQUEEZEing this me (setting FLIMIT down to EOp) -- that's how we
got the me REPORT3. By reblocking it again we sayeJPore space; as a result, the difference in size
between REPORT1 and REPORT4 mes is quite significant. Things like this can be done using our
very own MPEX (the %ALTFILEcommand with options SQUEEZE and BLKFACT=BEST).

And what about XL (or should we say iX) computers? The blocking factor does not mean much there;
all the records are tightly packed, except for the last extent which can (for very big files) be up to 2048
sectors. The good news is that the FCLOSE intrinsic (on the XL). has a new option called "XLTRIM",

\ which/allows the system to reuse free space beyond the end of file without decreasing the file limit.
Look at the following before-and-after example:

ACCOUNT= SYS GROUP= PUB

FILENAME CODE u - u u - u uLOGI CAL RECORD -- u -- -- -- - -:,_ - --SPACEu u

SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT RIB SECTORS #X MX

REPORT1

R~PORT2

132B FA

132B FA

26

26

10000

10000

256 1 *
16 1 8

,Quite a savings (MPEX's%ALTFILE ;XLTRIM does it) -- and we can append to the me!
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THE EXTENT QUESTION, OR WHERE THE FILE IS?

The extent is MPE's compromise between two extremes in fde size management: assigning all ftle
space requested to the file immediately or giving space one record (or sedor) at a time. In MPE/V a
ftle·can consist of anywhere from 1 to 32 extents (the default number is 8). Each extent resides wholly
on one disc, but different extents may be located on diffe~entdiscs. So where is any given ftle? You
have to know the· full extent. map of. the file and only then can you think about. improving ·system
perfonnance through disc balancing. If you use the LISTDIRS. >LISTF you might see the DISC DEV
I/: line, but this of course is only the device of the fustextent (the same goes for :STORE listings).
>LISTF ...;MAP, however, gives you a map (the fust digit is the "volume table indeX', which is· not
necessarily the device number, and is hard to convertto the device number):

LISTDIR5 G.06.00 (C) HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., 1983

>L1 STF VESOFT. PUB. SYS

FCODE: 0

BLiC FACTOR: 1

REC SIZE: 1276(B)

BLiC SIZE: 640(1)

EXT SIZE: 10(S)

# REC: 482

# SEC: 70

# EXT: 7

MAX REC: 13

MAX EXT: 7

# LABELS: 0

MAX LABELS: 0

DISC DEV #: 3

DISC TYPE: 3

DISC SUBTYPE: 4

CLASS: DISC

FOPTIONS: STO,ASCII,VARIABLE

CREATOR: **

LOCKWORD: **

SECURITY--READ: ANY

WRITE: ANY

APPEND: ANY

LOCK: ANY

EXECUTE: ANY

**SECURITY I S ON

COLD LOAD ID: 124025

CREATED: THU, 9 APR 1992

MODIFIED: THU, 9 APR 1992

ACCESSED: THU, 9 APR 1992

LABEL ADR: **

SEC OFFSET: X5

FLAGS: NO ACCESSORS

>L1STF VESOFT.PUB.SYSiMAP

FCODE: 0

BLiC FACTOR: 1

REC SIZE: 1276(8)

BLK SIZE: 640(W)

EXT SIZE: 10(S)

# REC: 482

# SEC: 70

# EXT: 7

MAX REC: 13

MAX EXT: 7

# LABELS: 0

MAX LABELS: 0

DISC DEV #: 3

DISC TYPE: 3

DISC SUBTYPE: 4

CLASS: DISC

EXT MAP: X300161067

X300\62207

FOPTIONS: .. STD,ASCII ,VARIABLE

CREATOR: **

LOCKWRD: **

SECURITY--READ: ANY

WRITE: ANY

APPEND: ANY

LOCK: ANY

EXECUTE: ANY

**SECURITY I S ON

COLD LOAD ID: 124025

CREATED: THU, 9 APR 1992

MODIFIED: THU, 9 APR 1992

ACCESSED: THU, 9 APR 1992

LABEL ADR: **

SEC OFFSET: X5

FLAGS: NO ACCESSORS

120023.3735 X3oo162124 1200240307

%100211521 1200240326

In MPE/XL ftle labels are kept separately from the data, and yet :LISTF ,3 still shows the file label
address, which might have no relevance to the location of the data at all. Here is an example of :LISTF
,3 ;uld MPEX's %LISTF ,4 showing the full extent map of the ftle:
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FILE CODE : 0

BLK FACTOR: 1

REC SIZE: 2044(BYTES)

BLK SIZE: 2048(BYTES)

EXT SIZE: O(SECT)

NUM REC: 2720

MUM SEC: 2304

MUM EXT: 9

MAX REC: 1024

: LI STF L0G3320,3

FOPTIONS: BINARY,VARIABLE,NOCCTl,STD

CREATOR: **

LOCIC\lORD: **

SECURITY--READ : CR

WRITE : CR

APPEND : CR

LOCK : CR

EXEaJTE : CR

**SEaJRITY IS ON

flAGS : 1 ACCESSORS, SHARED, 1 R, 1 "

MUM LABELS: 0 CREATED : THU, APR 9, 1992, 2:01 PM

MAX LABELS: 0 MODIFIED: THU, APR 9, 1992, 2:01 PM

DISC DEV': 1 ACCESSED: THU, APR 9, 1992, 2:01 PM

SEC OFFSET: 0 lABEL ADDR: **

WlCLASS : MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET:DISC

MPEX Xl.:ISTF l0g3320 PAGE 1

MANAGER.SYS,PUB THU, APR 9, 1992, 4:01 PM

ACCOUNT= SYS GROUP= PUB

-----FlLE------ EXTENTS

NAME CODE NUM MAX

-----SECTORS----- DEVICE

USED NOV SAVABLE CLASS

L0G3320

Dev/Sector:
Dev/Sector:
Dev/Sector:
Dev/Sector:

10

2/X0000004516700

3/XOOOO001407620

1/XO000002675520

2/X00000065m60

2560 208 -DISC

2/XOoo0000444440 2/xoooooooo72040

3/xoooooom7620 1/xooooo032073oo

2/XO000006572620 3/X0000000536200

To finish this little essay I propose a puzzle to MPE/iX users: what do these two ••• mean in the
following :USTF ,2 1?

ACCOUNT= SYS GROUP= PUB

FILENAME CODE ------------LOGICAL RECORD--~-------- ----SPACE----

SIZE TYP EOF LIMIT R/B SECTORS #IX MX

PUZZLE 128\1 FB 1608 2222 1616 * *

The answer is in one of the recommended reading items:

1. Eugene Volokh, -ne Truth About Disc F'tles", Presented at 1982 HPIUG Conference, San Antonio,
TXUSA

2. Andy Tauber, "Disc Balancing", INTERACf Magazine, Jan. 1986

3. Greg Englestad, .HP3QOO Disc Management", Supergroup Association Magazine, Sep.-Nov. 1987

4.. Eugene Volokh, -ne Truth About MPE/XL Disc Files", Presented at 1989 INTEREX Conference,
San Francisco, CA USA

$. S. Gordon, Vo Volokh, -ne Art And Science Of Disc Space Management", INTERACf Magazine,
July 1991
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Paper ##5033

lIP 3000 to PC Portability and Interoperability

N.M.Demos
Performance Software Group

12 HiUview·Drive
Baltimore, Mat;yland 21228-2237

(410) 242-6777

INTRODUCTION

The context. in which .the issues of· interoperability and portability .exist .is the
current· pusb for "Open. Systems". "Open Systems are hardware~ software and
network .environments that . are designed and implemented .in accordance with
standards that are vendor independ.ent, .and that· are·· commonly available."fl)
Issues .such as when is· a proposed· standard a real· standard· and·. what. is "vendor
independent" are beyond the scope ofthis.paper~. It is clear, .however,·· that ·there is
~cl~ar need and a desire for the hardware, software and·network products ofmany
differentvendofs to· work. smoothly together in socha way that thereplacernent of
anyone of·the above· can·be··done easily and· economically. Everyone may agree
that there .is a need for Open Systems, but it is hard to find someone .who does not
see ··software cQnversiofts to new platforms as. a diversionftom ··themore
productive tasks of an information systems department, if not. a .waste of time.
While the push for Open Systems.has .. come .ffomthe gQvetnment and larger
businesses the desirability. of Open Systems. is not lost ·on the smaller user~ ·Would
it not be wonderful if a user could order any software with the assurance that it
would run on mscurrent computer· systemwithmi11imumeffort on his part? One
reason that the IBM PC and its clones will be with us Cor the foreseeable future is
the huge amount of packaged software that is available for this platform. As an
operating environment .the ffiM. PC architecture· is obsolete and presents a
develop.ers· nightmare, but only when a new architecture is widely. available at a
reasonable costwiU this architecture die. We hope to be· seeing this With IBM
OS/2· and especially, with·the introduction ofWindows NT. TimeWillteU ifthis· is
the case.

In the· Open Systems environment there are· several terms. that need· definition
before we.start:

Portability - The ability to run on dissimilar computers· without rewriting code(l).
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Scalability - The degree that hardware· or software "has the ability to run on
platforms ranging from a small desktop to a mainframe host without rewriting"(l).

Interoperability - The ability to share data (without conversion) throughout an
enterprise and to communicate effectively, efficiently and instantly inside and
outside the enterprise(l).

Migration - To move software from one system (hardware or operating system)
to another.

Compatibility - In data processing, the capability of a computer system, through
special hardware and/or software, to run the object programs of another computer
system. Compatibility usually imposes a significant performance penalty and is
viewed as a temporary assistance in migration.

UNIX - An operating system considered the best. Open Systems choice, in spite of
the fact that it is technically a proprietary system of AT&T. UNIX has been
almost universally accepted in the academic and scientific world as the standard
operating system and it is in the process of being accepted in business computing
also. However, it is not as "standard" as one would desire. In spite ofthe fact. that
there are many variations, it at least is by intent and design meant to be a portable
operating system. In summary, it is far from ideal, but the best that there is.

POSIX (portable Operating System Interface X) - The most important UNIX
based standard. There are currently POSIX standards for system calls, commands,
utilities and systems administration.

Client-Server - A term used to describe a system of distributed computing where
multiple computers (Clients) request information, service or resources from one or
more other computers (Servers). In the Client/Server model the Client typically
executes the program and therefore has control, relying on the Server for. data base
files and other resources.

(Seamless) Integration - (Integrate - "to form or blend into a whole" [Webster's
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary]). In particular reference to the Client/Server
model, the coupling of the computers and software. The ultimate goal is
"seamlessness", i. e. the user does not see the "seams" and is not aware that he is
accessing more than one system.

Legacy System - (Legacy - "something received from an ancestor or predecessor
nr ttnn1 thl3l n~~t" rWl3lh~tl3lr'~ Ninth NI3lUT rnll~niat~ nil"'tinnanTl\ .Anannlil"'atinn
..,& &.,& ..,&&& .•&&ow t'-..,. .L •• OW"''''.OW&·.., ..... &&&.&& ...... ow "" - ..·0&&"""0&_·""" ""&""".&""&&Wo& J J/· ..........&. -t't'&&"""".&""&&

system that is currently operating and is necessary to the continuing activity of the
business entity. Legacy systems, which exist in almost every situation where
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movement .. to·.a newhardware/softwaresystem is .contemplated, vastly ~omplicate

the process and may severelylimit the options.

Portability and interoperability are closely related. If one can run the identical
software system in the same environment .• on.·.·two .or more." platfonns, then .. the
systems are both "portable" and "interoperable", assuming there is some
communications.infrfistructure •in .. plficetoallowthe platforms tocolJ1Il1unicate.
lJowever, all interoperable systems are not portable. Data may be .able tQ be freely
exchanged among platfortns,butthe software may not run on all platf()rms.

OPEN SYSTEMS AND STANDARDS

There is no doubt about the desirability ofOpens Systems andstfindards. Much
literature has been directed to the computer COmm\1nity about the. desirability and
applicability of Open Systems find standards. . .Unfortunfitely, theav;tilability of
workable Open Systems in thecommerciaLarenfi is another story... Even UNIX is
nota truly "Open System"; it is proprietary to AT&T. Defining find implementing
an "Open System"in the.dyn&c environmentthe computer ind\1stry n()w finds
itself may be an impossible task. \ Of greater importance is the i~dequacy of
"standard" UNIX for busine.ss applications.•• For example, the file .sY$tem seems
archaic to. one used. to the· file and 110<" structureav;tilable on th~ HP.3000.
S~curity is another area· in. which UNIX is weak. .A true. batch facility is not
available,althQugh programs can be run in the background. The examples goon
and· on.

To overcome. some ofthe mote severe limitations, hardware vendors have added
extensions to their versions ofUNIX.• In one analysis (2), it was detsrminedthat
thePOSIX standards covered only a-smallprop()rtion ofthe HP-UX~alls~ •While
some ofthese calls may beincorporated in the standards at a laterdate,itbecomes
obvious that we are a long way from an acceptable commercial Open System. The
choice for the system implementor seems. to be standardization' at the cost of
functionality or vice versa.

In other areas standardization faces the same problems. Thest.anc:lat"dsare way
behind system find application requirements, so the use of extensions. becomes
inevitable. A good ·.example 'of the ". failure .' of .standards ·to· meet business
requirements is COBOL. COBOL was the first big attempt at standardization in
the commercial information systems area..• After an•initial reluctance on the part of
theprogranuning COmntunity, it was generally accepted. However, the standards
did'not keep up with the need for screen.handling and.data base access.' 'Therefore,
programmers. had to add system calls to COBOL. programs to be able to· work
with a screen handler··andlor a data base. We now have millions of lines of
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COBOL· code that are theoretically portable but ·they are really not because ·of
systems calls to add required functionality not available in the standard! COBOL
is available on many platforms, but what is the percent of HP 3000 software that
could be easily ported to these platforms? Since most HP 3000 COBOL programs
use either Image or Vplus, it is very· low.

The· current inadequacy of UNIX and standards does not mean that the system
implementor should disr~gard UNIX and other standards. Even if a .program or
system cannot be implemented in a fully "standard" way, the advantages ofcoming
as close as reasonably feasible are many. For example, the ~se of standard
methodology has a positive impact on the training required to make a new
employee productive. Using standard methodology where feasible is usually better
than using proprietary systems because in today's environment manufacturers are
much more inclined to enhance· their "standard" products than their ··proprietary
ones. There are still significant benefits in portability and interoperabilityeven
though the use of standards in the implementation of any given system or
application may not be complete. The above examples and comments· on ·the
failure and/or inadequacy of standards are not meant to discourage anyone from
adhering to standards, but rather to help set reasonable expectations.

ESTABLISHING SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

As in all projects, one of the most important keys to success is the establishment
and complete definition of system objectives. Our objective was to port HP's
Transact (compiler) to the ffiM PC and other platforms. The intended users of
our system would employ it for one or more ofthe following purposes:

1. ·As a desktop workbench to ·design, write and test HP 3000 programs. This
would remove a .. load from the production HP 3000 and allow the programmer to
design and test at home or while traveling. System objectives for this application
include:

a. Exact functionality between the PC and HP 3000 is required. Any
deviation must be precisely documented.

b. The ability to download and upload'test files is necessary.

c. The dictionary (DictionarylV) must be up-loadable and down-Ioadable
and the dictionary manipulation and maintenance facilities must be available
on the PC.
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d. Compile time speed is desirable, but execution speed is nota
requirement.

e.• ·· Symbolic.debugging (in tbis·caseTrandebug}mustbe available and
fully implemented on the PC.

f. ··Any·additional facilities· availableftom.the·Windows.environment.that
make the programming and testing easier are·desirable. Examples in~lude

better editors than on the 3000 and the abilityto edit, compile, debug and
see the results (particularly Vplus)in different··Windows.

2. As an aid in migrationftom the lIP 3000. In the case of botb.inhouse
programs and purchased software, there is often a need to do production on other
platforms for. a variety of reasons~....Essential· components.include:

a. ..Similar functionality is ·required, ·.although it is not as·.stringenta
requirement as.in ··.1. above.

b.. The' ability to download and convertsource, flat, database and Vplus
files. is.·necessary.··· The·ability to convert to. other databases and screen
handlers is desirable but not essential.

c... Downloading and converting the dietionaryis necessary.

d. Compiletime speed is not a factor but·speed ofexecution is.

e. The ability to·maintain and operate the application in a· stand~alone
environment·in the absence ofa·HP 3000 is essential.

3. To gain flexibility. and similar functionality .on multiple platforms. This is
similar,. but not the same as 2. above. In the case of 2., weare looking at a
migration; there will be no need in the future to operate and exchange data with
multiple systems.·· The intent is to allowthe same program and data to be used on
anyone ofa multiple number ofmachines interchangeably. The requirements for
this approach are a combination of 1. and 2. above, although the programmer
workbench ·attributes are not as .essential,·· but desirable. An .. additional· important
and not trivial requirement exists in this scenario: the ability to access data
(particularly· data bases) across platforms, in.a fast, transparent .("seamless")
manner.
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DEFINING THE SYSTEM- ENVIRONMENT

As we completed our. system objectives, it became obvious that establishing the
~nvironmentin whichthe-.system would operate was very important. How much of
the environment of the source system has to be transferred to thenew'system? If
translation and re-formatting are required, what parts of this should take place on
the source system and how much on the target .. system? These .are very important
questions, particularly-if one· is looking for a generalized solution, rather than one
that will be applied just to one software 'system. ·In the case we are reviewing here
we needed the following elements ofthe HP 3000 environment on the PC:

1. Image. ·Image is the pervasive data base sys~em on the lIP· 3000. We
considered two ways of solving the problem of Image data·bases.··We could have
used an available data base on the PC and translated Image. system calls to the
format required and converted the Image data bases to the data base system
chosen. This has the advantage ofutilizing' existing, proven software and providing
an additional functionality to the user. The disadvantages are the improbability of
being able to do an exact functional duplication with a different data base system in
addition to the difficulties in converting the structure and data·.··from Im~ge to
another data base. Secondly, there were two vendors who had developed Image
simulations on the PC, but they were not functional with Windows. ".Since we had
a stringent requirement to duplicate functionality exactly and wanted our system to
work under Windows, we chose to implement a data base structure on the PC that
was functionally an exact duplicate of Image on the lIP 3000. This also meant that
we had to generate software to provide additional functionality such as found in
lIP Dbschema and Dbutil. Image is not that hard of a system to duplicate. The
structure is well documented. Besides the problems with the supporting software,
the largest problem is maintaining the' integrity of the data base. We implemented
simple recovery procedures for use with our current single-user system. As we
enhance to a multi-user system, we will have to implement· the Image locking
strategy and a more sophisticated recovery system.

2. Vplus. The Vplus situation is similar to Image, but Vplus is a much· more
complicated system. The internals of Vplus are not documented and Vplus has
grown incrementally as HP released new block-mode terminals and employed new
communications. technology. We 'also had the decision of implementing our own
version and using· someone else's.; There were two contenders for Vplus. .One is
Mistral,a simulation of Vplus on the PC and Software Research Northwest's
Wingspan, which is not a simulation, but has a conversion routine to get from
Vplus to Wingspan. Mistral is a fairly old implementation (it was first done for the
150!). It is currently notfunctional with Windows. Wingspan would have given us
more functionality than Vplus, but our development team decided that it is more
complicated and might not be completely functionally identical. Again, it· was
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decided to do our own version ofa screen handler withidentical functionality as
Vplus.

3. >HP3000 intrinsics. The system (Transact) that we were porting did not use
the lIP 3000 intrinsics directly.. We could havegonedirectlyftom Transact to the
necessary code to give the same capability. This presented two. problems. To ·.get
an exact match in execution would have been difficultand<the>system would not
have been nearly as flexible. Therefore, we decided to implement all the Vplus,
Image and necessary file handling intrinsics in our system. We would use the same
approach as Transact,· calling. the .appropriate·. intrinsics .asrequired. We also
implemented most other intrinsics•that we •• thought would· be·desirable.

4..•. TheMPE.eommandinterpreter.We.users of MPEforget· sometimes how
much .the··¥pE·•• command interpreter.does·for •••• us... Forexample, .•• we•••• aU .use file
equations. "There is no such facility in M-S·DOS,althoughthe SET command can
be used, it. is not the same and does not provide the same•level of tlexibilityas the
MPEFilecommand. For that matter, the whole file structure of MS-D·OS is
different There is no such thing as record lengths as\far as DOS is concerned.
Files are merely continuous streams ofbytes, possibly with delimiters (CR<isusoo
most). To be able to port and use MPEfiles on the PC, we have tocpreserve the
MPE •label information.• We did this in the •most conventionalway;.we placed the
MPElabel information in the beginning ofthe PC. file.••... It ·becam.eobvious as the
project started that. it would. be difficult. to supply. full program .•. compatibility
without ·some more capability to tie the system together. To handle this situation,
we·.Wfote our own command·interpreter, .including support for all commands that
made sense on the PC.•As a result, we·have an environment thatiscotnfortable to
the MPE.userandprogrammer.>We. have also the functionality that programs
written for the·3000 could not do without

METHODOLOGY

Once we had established the systems •objectives and·· defined the systems
environment,we.could.look at the PC so.ftware and tools available to accomplish
the task. The systems choices on the PC are:

1. MS-DOS..~S-DOSisbyfarthe most widely used operating system in
the mM-compatible PC arena.. 1t is .anobviouschoice.. However, DOS
alone ·is becoming. obsolete. Most users want a more powerful. user
interface.
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2. MS-DOS with .Windows. As we looked at the systems available,
Windows was maturing. With the advent of Windows, version 3.0. and
then 3.1, it was decided that our system should operate in this environment.
The memory handling and multiple window capabilities this makes available
to us made the task significantly easier.

3. mM OIS 2. One ofour goals was portability, so we have designed the
system to be easily portable. Although we have· not yet tried to· port the
system to OS/2, we do not see this as a major task.

Portability was an .important objective of the software we were developing. We
know that later we will be porting this system to UNIX. To make the system as
easily portable as possible, all the unique coding required to support the PC.·(and
any other platform) is isolated. Another factor made the goal of portability easier
to implement. The. development team is used to. doing its coding on Apple
Macintoshes. It was decided to code the system first on the Mac and then port it
to the PC as we went. This forced the developers to isolate the code unique to
each platform from the beginning. The capability to run on the Mac, as well as the
PC, is a side benefit of this approach.

The choice of programming languages quickly came down to PascaI,C or a
combination of the two. Although the developers were more familiM with Pascal,
C was chosen for the following reasons:

1. It is more standard than Pascal in its different implementations. Although there
is a standard Pascal, it is not sufficient.·for most tasks, so extensions have been
implemented to enhance the language. Unfortunately, they are different on
different platforms.

2. C is richer (has more capability) than Pascal~

3. C is rapidly becoming the standard language for systems development (as
opposed to application development).

The system was originally coded in standard C. As the project progressed, it was
decided that C++ had significant advantages that were more important than the
fact that C++ is. not .as standard as. C. The .. code. waschang~d to C++.
Incidentally, this is only one ofmany changes that were made during .the course of
development. The software was· tom apart .and rebuilt a number of times as
various problems arose or the code became unwieldy. We· viewed this as a
necessary burden imposed by the nature of our development effort as well as the
continuing evolution ofC compilers and operating systems.
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TESTING

There were attempts to test the system as it was being built. Unfortunately, this
was a time consuming process because the I1(}system was one ofthe later parts of
the project. Still, significant information was gained from early testing that was of
benefit to the project as it progressed. The testing strategy was as follows:

1. Each individual part was tested by the coder.

2. .Test programs were compiled and run. If either one· blew up, the .reason was
isolated.

3 ~. Results were·checked for obvious errors.

4. The results were match against the identical programs and data run on the HP
3000.

5. Test scripts were developed so that testing could be conducted in a more
organized fashion and tests could be repeated easily to be sure that changes had
not impacted older· code. These .script~ will be invaluable when the system is
ported to other platforms.

RESULTS

We· now have a systeJIi that. meets. ·our objectives,. although <testing and
development are still continuing. Some observations from the results are:

1. Porting and inteioperability of software are possible and feasible.

2. Attainment of identical functionality is possible only if strict rules are observed
and the temptation to add capability as the software is coded is rigorously avoided.

3. Desk top systems are viable targets for porting systems from large computers.

4. Porting the necessary core software is only a small part ofthe task. Porting the
necessary software environment and supporting functions are a major,if not the
majority ofthe task.

5. A complete port of the environment, done in a way that keeps it distinct from
the other software has major advantages. For example, we are investigating adding
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a COBOL compiler to our system. This will allow us to market to a much wider
audience. We are very happy with this result.
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Hewlett-Packard (HP) has implemented a new ver
sion ofspo'Oling for MPE/XL and MPE!iXon its HP 3000
900 series computers. Since the new spooling is de
signed f.or the Native Mode (NM} environment,.it is re
ferred··to as-Native.·.Mode···.Spoolinq. There are signifi ...
cant ways in which Native Mode spooling differs from
the older spooling. (This is known on MPE/V.sirnply as
spooling, and on MPE!XL as compatability mode (CM)
spooling. There·areadded(options inNM Spooling which
in •. some cases offer more control, and which in other
cases involV'edoing/things somewhat differently than
you may be accustomed to if you usetheolderspooling~

We shall examine the new method with the intention of
gaining a better understa.nding of spooling in general
and of HP Native Mode spooling in particular. The ap
proach will be to compare NMSpobling with the previous
method especially in regard to display, control, and
problem-solving.

The hardware configuration which provides theba
sis for the experience offered here includes an HP 3000
Precision Architecture (HPPA) computer (900 series)
ttlith a line printer (LP) and a laser print~r (Pp) in
the computer room and other smaller line printers and
laser printers located remotely.

Also, in this environment/each printer is alone
in·· its own device class. In other words, there is one
printer in each device· class so that Ldev and device
class are (logically) equivalent fior printers.

A printer·ca~be directly connected· to a computer
ttlith no mediation. In HP terminology, this is referred
to as a "hot" printer. This is an inefficient situa
tion even in· the best of cases. One disadvantage is
that the printer cannot be shared--it can only be ac-
~cessed by oneuserata time. Another disadvantage is
that if the program is not executing, or if it is exe
cuting but not generating 'print, then the printer is
idle when it potentially could be doing other work.

Spooling developed in order to allow more than
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one user to access the printer at a time, to prevent
unnecessary printer idle time, and to adjust to the in
creasing speed of the computer processor (CPU). Print
ing has increas~d in speed, but not nearly as fast as
processor speed has.. Since the electronics of the com
puter chips are now extremely fast compared to the
electro-mechanical processes of the printer, the compu
ter can generate output at a Inuchfaster rate than a
printer (or even several printers) can print. In order
to accommodate the printer, the computer holds the
print files internally and feeds them. to the printer as
as> it is ready for them. This is the spo()ling func
tion. In practical terms, ... this. means •• that there is a
program or system process which stores prin't output as
disc files' and communicates with the printer about its
prog.ress and status.

There are· certain mechanisms used in spooling.
The files are kept in a waiting line (a queue) so that
the first one created is the first one printed. An en
tire file is stored on disc and transferred to the
printer in small blocks (in the HP case this is about
two printed pages fora line printer, and more for a
laser printer).

There are also specific constructs peculiar to
the HP environment that are used to help the spooler do
its work and to help the operator relate to the spooler
(see Figure 1). TlJe files are kept in queues, or

waitinq lines, for logical devices (Ldevs ) and fO.r de-

vice plasses. A device class can contain more than one

logical device (in other words, it is a set of de
vices), but it may have only one device. In this par
ticular case, the spooler has a queue for the device
class LP, which contains only one Ldev. LP is the HP
default output device for jobs. (The default output
device for sessions is a terminal.) Since .there is
only one printer in the device class, we can refer to
this printer as the LP printer. The printer also has a
logical device number of- 6 (which is customary for the
main printer on a system). Each print file has a sta-

tus, or state, and an output priority number (or out-

priox-ity). There is an outfence,ranging in v.alue from

Ito 14, which can be set by the operator.
of the print file is (mostly) determined

The status
by how the
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print
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output priority compares to the outfence: files
priorities greater than the outfence are printed
files with priorities equal to or less than the
fence are deferred. Files which are waiting to
are ranked·· in the order· in which they are to be
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Spooling in the HP Environment
(Figure 1)
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ed, according to.their output priority~

In Native Mode spooling, there are more states
for a print file than there were previously (see Fi
gure 2). Formerly, a print file was "open" when it was
being written to, "ready·' when it was complete, "ac
tive·1 when it was being printed, "ready,d" when it was
ready but deferred, and "locked" when a program (usual
lySpook, the spool file utility) other than the cre
ating program had it open. The corresponding NM cate
gories are ·create," -ready, II "print," and "defer. II

(There is no locked status--xfer is the closest.)
In addition thera are new categories of "defer,"
"delpnd, II "problem, II "selected, II "spsave," and "xfer."
"Defer" marks a file which has been explicitly ~efer-

red irrespective of the outfence (this is a new fea
ture, to be discussed more later). Delpnd notes a file

which is in the process of being deleted. Problem in-

dicates a file which has a problem; an example is a
print file assigned to a device which is not configured
(in other words, a device which does not exist).
Selected is apparently not used. Spsave labels a file

create
ready
print
defer

Old Print File states

open - being created
ready - ready to print
active - printing

New Print File States

- being created
- ready to print
- printing
- deferred (inde-

pendent of
outfence)

delpnd - delete pending
problem - problem with

file
selected - (unused?)
spsave - save after

printing
transfer - for third party

use

Old and New Print File states
(Figure 2)
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which is
printing.

to be saved (rather than deleted)
Xfer denotes a file which is being

after
trans-

ferred between nodes on a network (this status is not
used by HP--it is for third party software).

Display commands allow us to see what files the
computer has (see Figure 3). The only listing command
availableformerlyforcprint files was the Showout com
mand. This command allo~s information to be selected
according to several parameters, which helps present a
more compact display.

A simple Showout command would select all spooled
files from jobs, since one is usually more interested
in job output.·· •(The files excluded···. would mostly ~e

session $STDLIST (output) fi.les.) On a system .... with
many deferred print files this display can easily ex
ceed one screen. The volume of output makes the dis
play more difficult to view and usually means there is
more data being displayed·than you want to see. A
solution to this overabundance is to only display the
datfl in which you are. actually interestedc. For. exam
ple, if you only wanted to see the ready non ....deferred
files, then you would use the "ready,n" parameter on
the command.

The only printer display command formerly avail-

List of Files:

Display of File Content:

MPE!V

Showout

SpookS

MPE!XL, MPE/iX

Showout
Spoolf~

Listspf

Print
Printspf
any editor

File Display Commands
(Figure 3)
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able was again the Showout command. The "dev" parame
ter allows only files fora particular device (say, a
laser printer (Pp» to be displayed.

New commands available to display a list. files are
Spoolf and Listspf. Spoolf presents data in a manner
similar to that of Showout, except that instead of
showing Form, Space, and Rank, it shows Creator.
Listspf adds to the Spoolf displayby.showing a sUmmary
which/is similar to the summary on the Showout command.
The Detail parameter of the Listspf .command inserts a
second line which has Jobname, space information, and
create Date and Time.

Both the Spoof and the Listspf command have many
parameters, thus making a large variety of command
variations available. There are too many possibilities
to cover here, but the selection equation in particular
is very powerful. Any of. the fields on the display may
specified as selection crit.eria. Logical operators are
also allowed; so, for example, one could have the
construction:

SPOOLF O@;[SELEC= STATE=READY AND DEV=LP AND &
NOT(PRI=l)];SHOW

which will show all the ready files on the line printer
that have an output priority other than one. User De
fined Commands (UDC's) or command files can be of great
benefit in this type of construction by eliminating
some of the typing. For example, the previous sample
could be abbreviated to:

SFSW "DEV=LP AND STATE=READY AND NOT(PRI=l)·

or to

SFSW "DE=LP + ST=R + N{PR=l)·

depending on how complicated you want your command file
to be.

In brief, Spoolf is good for a concise display and
Listspf is good if you want job name, file size, or
date information--but in a longer display.

It should be noted that there are practical dif
ferences in the way the old and new commands are imple
mented. For Showout, you see all of the files on the
system which meet the selection criteria, for example,
all the active files. For the Spoolf and Listspf com-
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mands, you see all t.he files for your logon ID which

meet the select.ion crit.eria, for example, all your ac-

tive files. 'fheonlyway to see more is to have great
er capability--account.manager (AM), system supervisor
(OF) ,or system manager ··(SM) .

Another difference isthat\1Rder the old spooling
if you specify device class on a Showout comman.d, it
will show both files assigned to the device class and
files assigned to the logical device(s) within the de
vice class . / However, under Native Mode Spooling, any
commaIld(whetheroldor new) will display exactly what
is specified: if a device class is narned, only files
assigned to· .the·device. class·, will be shown (and not
files on device ( s) .within th.eclass); if logical de
vice is •. ·supplied,theaonlyfiles assigned to that de
vice will be shown (and not ·f11e.son the class of which
tne device is apart). Inotherwords,now1f you want
to be sure to·· see everything assigned to a printer
(both for the Ldev and thedeviceclassJ, then you have
to use twocommands---onefoxtne.Ldev· .and one for the
device class.

Commands which display files allow us· to see the
content of a file. For the old spooling there is real
ly only one method: Spook.. Fo·rthe new !Spooling tnere
are at least·four ways.

Spook. is a spool file utility for the old spool
ing. Itallowsa·user to di~play spool files, in
clu<:iingcarriage control information. Its mode of
operation resembles HP's lineeditor--thatis,it oper
ates in line mode and isorientedt,o using line num
bers.

In Native Mode Spooling, . there are two commands
which will display spool files to the screen: Printspf
and Print. ThePrintspf .command display a print fi·le
with carriage control information. Print is an exist
ing MPEXL command which can now be used on spool
files. It can be used to display a print file to a
terminal screen ,or to anothe.rlocation if it is redi
rect.ed.

Printspf hasth.edisadvantagesthat the data line
is truncated on the screen, and that t.he carriage con
trol displayed on the left sicdeof the screen causes
t.he data line to beevenshort.er. Print has a more
more readable display becauseitCdoes not show carriage
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control and because it offers the data~n screen-sized
chunks (twenty-four lines at a time). Line ranges may
be used to limit the output of both commands.

With 'the advent of NM Spooling, there are some
programs which can now display print files. Any editor
which can support variable length records can be used
to display spool files. If the spool file is edited,
then a copy has to be made--original spool files cannot
be chan-ged. The usefulness of any given editor for
viewinqand editing will depend upon the quality of the
editor.

The Fcopy utility can also be used to display a
print file to the screen by simply leaving the .. destina
tion field blank, as in: FCOPY FROM=myfile;TO=.

There are a few commands which show the state of
the printer. The older command is Showdev. This com
command used with a printer Ldev shows whether the de
vice has spooling turned on or not by whether the entry
"SPOOLER nUT- appears or not. This i~ of limited use
fulness because it gives no indication of whether the
device is suspended or not. This must be determined
by the process of eliminating other possibilities. The
newer command is Spooler. The Show parameter on the
command allows the status of a printer to be displayed.
This is a more informative command because it indicates
different states of the printer, including idle, print,
suspend, and suspend pending.

There are commands and programs available for
manipulating the spool files. Some of these commands
are old ones which still work, and two are new commands
(see Figure 4). The old ones for print files are
Altspoolfile and Deletespoolfile. These are both con
sole commands which can only be used at the console
terminal. Both'~re still usable, and Altspoolfile in
particular is versatile because of its multiple parame
ters.

Spook is a spool file utility for the old spool
ing. It allows a user to display, print, search, de
lete, and combine spool files. Its mode of operation
resembles HP's line editor. It is rather functional
considering that it does not allow editing (only dele
tions, and only indirectly by making a new file). It
does permit appending, copying, and deleting (both
lines and whole files). It also has an option to di~

play carriage control information.
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Conunands:

Programs:

Old

Spook

Continuing

Altspoolfile
Deletespoolfile

New

Copy
Spoolf

editors
Fcopy
Spfxfer

old and New Print File Manipulation Tools
(Figure 4)

Spook hasbe~n eliminated for N.atlve Mode Spool-
ing, and its functions spread over. several commands and
programs. . Even though there. are now more . options .• for
displaying, some of the ease of use is lost because the
functionality is fragmented rather than being inte
grated.· in olle program as it was •• in •. Spook.

There is a new command for spool files. Thereare
also some old tools with new· abilities which enable you
to manipulate spool files. The new comn\and is Spoolf.
We have already looked at Spoolf with regard to dis
playing spool files. However, in addition the Alter
parameter allows you to change attributes of spool
files. These include printer, output priority, copies,
and status. . In fact, the command is capable of mass
changes,· so it is pos.sible, .. for eXa.Jl\ple, ~- to. select all
the files. for theus~rOperatorwhich have an output
priority of 1> and are assigned to the page printer, and
to alter tilem all to print immediately (assuming de
faults) on the line printer. with the command:

SPOOLFO@ ; SELEQ= [OWNER=OPERATOR. SYS ··AND &
DEV=PPAND PRI=1]:ALTER;DEV=LP;PRI=8.

Here again, Spoolf is very> flexible because of its many
options.

With Native Mode Spooling, new abilities come into
play with the Copy command, and with the Fcopy and
editing programs. Copy isa command new for MPE]XL
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which copies files from disc to disc. It now has the
ability to copy spool files. Likewise, the Fcopy util
ity is able to copy spool files in any manner which it
can copy other files. Any text editing program (in
cluding Edit/3000) which can handle variable record
length files is now able to edit spool files (allowing
for existing file size limitations). We will see the
reason for these new abilities later when we look at
the change in the nature of spool files.

There is a new utility program called Spfxfer
which comes withNM Spooling. It can read spool files
from a Spook Output tape (Compatability Mode) and re
store them on an MPE/XL or MPE/iX system with NMS as
Native Mode spool files. Likewise, it can put Native
Mode spool files from an MPE/XL or MPE/iX syst~m onto
tape in the Spook Output format. This allows spool
files to be transferred both ways between systems
which have the two different modes of spooling.

Having these new spool file commands and utilities
available gives a much broader ability to manipulate"
the contents and location of spool files.

Continuing
==========

Resumespool
Startspool
stopspool
Suspendspool

New

Spooler

Printer Control Commands
(Figure 5)

From the standpoint of controlling the printer,
there are again both old and "new commands which are
available (see Figure 5). The old commanQs are: Re
sumespool, Startspool, stopspool, and Suspendspool.
These still perform their original functions of resum
ing, starting, stopping, and suspending the spooling
operation. startspool allows the printer to print from
the spool queue, stopspool halts printing (while leav~

ing the queue open to accumulate files), Suspendspool
pauses the printer, and Resumespool begins printingaf
ter a suspend. These are all console commands which
must" be used at" the console terminal.
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All' of these spool functions (and more) have been
incorporated intQa single new command, Spoolel;.
Spooler has the ability to: open and shut spool queues
(which we will not discuss further on the assumption
that the queue is always left open); start, stop, sus
pend, ... and resume.· spooling; and show printer status.
Spooler also has the ability to release a kept file and
to reset the file position pointerd,both of which will
bEt covered more when we view changes to spooling and
the application of those changes. Here again, as wd.th
spoolf, the 1 Dumber of options on the command lends it
to being incorporated into UDe's or command files. In
dealing ~ith the printer, Spooler, along with Spoolf,
can be used to handle mostcirCulUstances.

We will now consider some of the features or dif
ferences of Native Mode Spooling over Compatability
Mode Spooling. These include: permanence of spoQl
files, keep option on suspend, storable pointer, im
mediate suspension, relative or absolute offset, inde
pendent deferral, printer status display, altered head
er format, and file copying (s.eeFigure 6l.

A major change is. that spool files are now ,perman....
entiiles. Formerly, output spool files were entered

Permanence of Spool Files

Keep. Qption on Suspend

Storable Pointer

Immediate Suspend

Relative or Absolute Offset

Independent Defferal

Printer Status Display

Altered Header

File Copying

Features/Differencesof Native Mode Spooling
(Figure 6)
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into their own directory (the OOD), which was main
tained separately from the System Directory. Now,
spool fileaare recorded in the System Directory. They
are stored in the Account HPSPOOL; input spool files
ate in the IN group', and output spool files are in the
OUT group. The file names consist of an II I" and a num
ber for input files (such as 17251), or an "OH and a
number for output files (such as 0342). So the com
plete name for an output file would look like:
0342.0UT.HPSPOOL. Output spool files have a "file type
of OUTSP. UDe's or command files are helpful in acces
sing spool files because ~he digit portion is the only
part of the filename I which changes,. Additionally in
formation on inputloutput devices in kept in an account
called 3000DEVS. Spool files as permanent files in the
System Directory is an important change which allows
editing, purging, copying, storing, and all other nor
mal file operations. We will examine these operations
separately below,.

Another large change is the choice of keeping or
releasing a file ona suspend, which is offered as an
option on the Spooler command. Release (,or Nokeep)
puts the file at the end. of the printer queue as for
merly always occurred with suspend. Keep, which is the
default, causes a file to be held at the top of the
queue for the printer, instead of being dropped to the
bottom. This approach makes it easier to suspend and
resume a printer. Additionally, the Spooler command
provides the option, between a suspend (with keep) and
a resume, of releasing the kept file. This means that
the file is put at the bottom of the of the printer
queue, as formerly happened as part of a suspend.

One very useful new feature is the increased
availability of the spool file pointer. As the compu
ter prints a file, it keeps a pointer to tell it how
far along the ,printing has progressed. Previously,
this pointer was only used for the Back and Forward op
tions on the Resume~pool command. If the file printing
was suspended and the file deferred, then the pointer
was reset and any later printing began at the beginning
of the file again. Now this pointer is available to
the Offset parameter of the Spooler command, but in ad
dition, if the file printing is suspended and the file
is deferred, then the pointer is stored in the file la
bel extension and can be used to begin printing at the
place where printing was terminated, rather than at the
beginning, when the file is printed again. This can
save much unnecessary printing duplication.
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Another difference is in the timing of a suspend.
For Compatibility Mode, .a Suspendspoolcommand termin
ates the printing at the end. of a page, prints an In
complete trailer,. puts the printer in Suspend status,
puts the. file in Ready status, .. andp1acesthe file at
the end of the printe.rqueuefol:' <its output priority.
For. Native Mode·, ona Spooler command with the Suspend
option· the printing stops •. wherever. it/is on the page
(for a line printer), there •• is.no ... trailer .. page printed
(unless the fi1eis released),.theprinter is put .in
Suspend state, the file remains in Print state, and the
file remains at the top of the printer queue. This ap
proachallows printing to begin after a Spooler command
with the Resume option as .if there had .. been no inter
ruption.

The Back. and. Forward. options on the Resumespool
command are replaced .. by·.·. theOff$et option.· on the spool
erconunand.Previou.sly, the Back and Forward were
relative to the position at/the suspend, but now with
Offset .·the ··positioning •. is relative or.· absolute. . If a
plus sign (+) or a>minus sign(-) is used with the num
bell,then.the positioning.i$<thatnumberofipages for
ward or. backwaI:d.fromtheplace .of. the suspend. (which
i$<relativetothesuspend location) ••- •. If there is. no
plqs or minus$ign, butsimplyanumber,thentheposi
tioning is th.at number of .pagesfl:'om •. the beginning of
the file (whic:h is absolute with r.espect to the.. begin
ningof the file. Beware: if you forward past the end
of/the file, the system assumes that you are done with
bhe file and deletes it.

There i$ also now a difference in the way a print
filecanb~<deferred.• In the past, the status of a
print .filewasdeteJ;mined bycoIl\parin.g its. output pri-
ority to theoutfence ·.• settingof· the •printer to which
it was assigned. With.NM Spool.ing this is still true,
but a spool file can also· be deferred independent of
the.outfencebysimply changing its status to Defer.
This.isaccomp1ishedby using/the Defer and.Undeferop
tio.nson .theSpoolf command. It is now pO$sible to
haveanoutfenceof7 and a spool file with an output
prior.ity of 8,yethav.e .. the spool file be deferred be
cause it wasa$signed.that state independent of the
outfence setting.

The printerstat.us is now more accessible. The
only condition which could be.determined formerly was
wbethera printer had spooling started or stopped.
This informat.i._on .was available through the Showdev com
maridwhich showed a "SPOOLER OUT"fieldfor a printer
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which had spooling started, and a b~ank field for a
printer which had spooling stopped. This was the ex
tent of displaying the status of a printer. The new
Spooler command has a Show option which explicitly
lists the status of a printer. The SPSTATE field will
show the states Idle, Print, Suspend, and Suspend Pen
ding. This is particularly nice because it was not
possible before to directly determine whether a printer
was suspended. The Print state corresponds to the for
mer Active state.

The header page format has been altered. The
header page for copies of a spool file were all the
same, except perhaps for the time printed. In NM
Spooling there is an extra field at the end of the
header line to show the copy number. For a single-copy
file, the field shows H1 of 1 11

• For a file with, for
example, three copies, the field on the header of the
first copy would show H1 of 3", the field on the header
of the second copy would show 112 of 3·, and the header
of the third would show It 3 of 3 u •

Formerly, spool files were part of the spooling
system and could not be copied into the file system.
The Spook utility program could be used to make copies
of spool files, but the copies were still part of the
spooling system rather than the file system. Now that
spool files are in the file system (by being in the
System Directory), it is possible to copy spool files
into other parts of the file system (that is, into
other accounts). However, the spool system needs a
means of determining wnich files are the original spool
files and which files are the copies. To do this, it
keeps a list of the original spool files. HP refers to
these files as being "linked u to the spooling system.
In turn, spool files copies not in the HPSPOOL account
are refered to as unlinked.

From an operational standpoint, the Native Mode
Spooling changes that have the biggest impact are: im
mediate suspension with the file kept active; the keepl
release file option on suspend; ~torage of the pointer
on suspend and'deferal of the file; and the ability to
defer a spool file independently of theoutfence.

In terms of applying the new features to spool
files and printers, one of the most conunon situations
isa paper jam. O,n jams which the printer ·detects im
mediately,recovery is a matter of realigning the form
and reseting'top' of form. When the printer is put on
line, it will ~utomatically~eprint the page. In a
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case where the printer does not detect a printing fault
or does not detect it immediately, then more than one
page will need to be reprinted. In this case, the con
dition needs to be corrected (that is the form and
printer realigned), the printer suspended, and then the
printer resumed using the Back option with the negative

number of pages to be reprinted (plus a few more for a
margin-Cof error).

If-a printer is not functioning, the first thing
check is> whether it is on~line or not. If it is off
line, it may simply need to be put on-line. If it is
already on-line, then it may be stopped or suspended~

Use the Spooler command to display the status. If it
is stopped, then it needs to be restarted (with Spooler
and Start); if it is suspended, then it needs to be re
sumed (with spooler and Resume). If a printer has
timed out and stopped, then the condition which caused
the time-out (off-line, out of paper, paper jam, etc.)
needs to be corrected before it is restarted or it will
simply time outagaip.

If you have a case where a large file is printing,
and you urgently need to print. another file on -the same
printer, instead of waiting for the first file to end
or interrupting. the first one and having to start it
from the beginning later, it is possible with NM Spool
ing to suspend printing, release the first file (which
causes the pointer to be saved), defer the first file
for later,< alter the second file to the top of the
queue if it is not there-already, resume the printer,
and print the se<::ond file. The first file can then be
printed later beginning from the place wher.eit was
suspended simply by altering its priority to enable it
to print.

It is possible to put escape code instructions
fora printer inside a print file. These are often
s;i-mply one -lineatt:.he beginning of the file to set
the printer for the coming file. At the end of the
printing,· _-the printer reverts to the defaults. It can
happen that these settings would be lost, say duri.ng a
reset or a-power failure. The-old approach wouldbe·to
reprint the file from the beginning, or at least to re ....
start it from the beginning and then to resumy forward,
in/order to se.tthe printer with the special settings
for the print file. With NMSpooling, <it is possible
to edit the file to leave-the escape codes at the be
ginning, and to delete the portion of the file which
has already-printed, so that printing can proceed from
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the place where it was interrupted.

There are several important consequences of the
fact that spool files are permanent files. They may be
stored, edited, and copied, and of course, they are
permanent. Since spool files are ~n the System Direc
tory, they may be stored and restored. This includes
both as a separate operation and as part of a system
backup. One benefit of this situation is that if a
spool file is stored and the computer copy is acciden
tally deleted or needs to be reprinted, then the spool
file can be restored. from tape and reprinted., A disad
vantage is that a wholesale restore of spool files from
a store tape will result in the reappearance of spool
files which printed normally and were purged by the
spooling ·system.

Spool files under Native Mode Spooling may also be
edited. Since they are in the System Directory, they
may be referenced by any editor. However, you are in
effect editing a copy because you cannot save back to
the original file. This is merely an inconvenience be
cause the copy can be directed to a printer and become
a spool file in its own right. One thing to watch
during editing or copying is that any carriage control
is not lost. If the CCTLparameter or the OUTSP file
type are not used, then the carriage control characters
loose their significance and become part of the data to
be printed.

Spool files may be copied under NMSpooling. The
complication here is that copies, whether edited or un
edited,will not be printed unless they are directed
back to a printer. HP's way of saying this is that
spool files are "linked" to the spooling system, and
that copies are "unlinked" (that is, will not automati
cally print). The way around this, of course, is that
if you want the copy to print that you send it to a
printer. Here again, care must be taken with spool
file copies to preserve their carriage control.

Spool files under NM Spo,oling are perman,ent. They
will be deleted a,fter printing as before (except for
Spsave files), but they will no longer be lost on some
system startups. This is because spool files were pre
viouslytrackedby having their own directory, which
was rebuilt after everystart.up but a Start Norecovery
(that is, a Warmstart). Now, spool files are kept in
the System Directory. This means that they are not re
moved unless they are explcitly deleted.
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One technique to' use on NM spool files is to re
number them by storing them separately with the purge
option, then restoring them. This will make all the
create dates on a Listspf the same (although the
original date is preserved in Listf in the "3" format),
but it will force a renumbering starting with 1 again
of all the spool files. This looses the continuity of
the filename, but is a way of compacting the spool file
numbering and thus keeping the numbers lower than they
would otherwise be. This is an advantage because
smaller numbers are easier to use.

There are some things which are unchanged under NM
Spooling. All the old printer related commands still
work; however th~ Spook utility is obsolete.

Serial time-outs can still occur; parallel prin
ters still do not time out.

Recovery status (status 2) on line printers is
still an affair of unpredictable time length.

Association is still available between a printer
and a user ID. Use of the Associate command, of an HP
utility program to create or rebuild a system table,
and of a log-on UDC will allow-an individual user to
control a printer in the same oway in which the operator
can. This can even be simplified for the user by em
ploying menus to save typing and memorization.

\
System logging can be turned on to log spo.ol files

which actually print; non-printed files are not logged.

The HPNative Mode utility Logtool is available to for
mat records from system log files into a printed re
port.

Some obvious benefits of Native Mode Spooling are:
Boolean selection on spool file display; explicit prin
ter status display; editing, copying, and storing of
spool files; permanence of spool files; storage of the
spool pointer; and copy notation on the header page.

On the whole, Native Mode Spooling brings more
flexibility and utility than its pred~cessor--at the
expense of having to learn to do most things different
ly.
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Introduction

.. In the course of writing general-purpose library procedures for
our Classic MPE shop, I have found it appropriate to make a
number ofthenrdeclarable asintrinsics.

Apart from making calls· to .these •.. procedureseasie:r:. to code,
especially where value parameters are concerned, I have found
another. reason; r· write a fair amount of my stuff in FORIRAN 77.

So what?

Well, originally the "IF (CCODE () ) •.. " construct w()rked e1{Clctly
like "IF( .CC.) ... " in FORTRAN 66. Then, at some point HP re
designed the internals, so that now, "IF.(CCODE(» ... " only works
for declared SYSTEM· INTRINSICs . We •. have a workaround whereby' the
Condition Code from a non-intrinsic is saved and retrieved
through· the X register} but it doesn It work for declared intrin
sics. I prefer· to have a unifonn· way of doing' things.

Because our shop does not have, and has never had, the SPL
compiler (at which a number of my colleagues in the profession
have expressed. surprise), I despaired ,•. of intrinsipizing my proce
dures, until I stumbled on ,the solution in, of all places,
VESOFT Is SEaJRITY/30002 manual. I therein discovered that stan
dard equipment on Classic systems is a software-development tool

.. that "compiles" an SPL intrinsic definition into a SPLINIR file~

In this paper, I will show you how a declarable intrinsic could
be written in FORmAN· 77 • The· basic techniques· could be applied
to whatever third-generation language you prefer •to work with.
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What Is an "Intrinsic"?

An intrinsic is any procedure that can be declared as such in 3GL
source code using a language-supported construct, by virtue of
having a definition header in an SPLINTRinsic (SPLINTR) file,
accessible to the compiler· and to which your logon has READ
access. In this way, the compiler knows the type and number of
parameters, the type of procedure, and how to generate the cor
rect code to call it, making your source code that much easier to
write.

Although all documented system intrinsics reside in the system
library (SL.RJB.SYS), an intrinsic may reside in.mlY SL, or even
in a program segment; nor does residence in the system library in
and of itself make a procedure available to INTRINSIC con
structs.

Furthennore, although all system intrinsics were Vlritten inSPL,
an intrinsic may be coded in any 3GL (just about), subject to
whatever limitations are inherent in the language.

'!he fonnaldefinition of a procedure as an intrinsic, aIthough
required to be coded in SPL, can be a completely separate and
independently-produced entity ·from the object code.

using FORTRAN .77: Some General Considerations

As· I said in the "Introduction", our frame of reference will be
FOR:r.RAN 77.

The parameters passed to intrinsics must structurally fit the
data types supported by SPL, so your directives should include
the following:

$SHORT
1:YPe INTEGER data in intrinsics is assumed to be single-word
(INTEGER*2); type. INTEGER*4 (the default integer size) cor
resp::nis to SPL~ IXIJBLE.

$FTN3000 66 CHARS [ON)
IN'I'RiNSIC constructs do not provide for string descriptors
as such; byte address and length by value must be passed as
separate parameters.

$FTN3000 66 LOGICALS
'!hismakes all type IDGICAL data and functions compatible
with SPL type IDGICAL. (I haven't seen anything on this in
any of the FORrnAN17 manuals; I got it from HP3000 Applica:
ticnNote #84.)

$CHECK FOP_u_~L PAP_~ n
If all of your parameters are by reference, your parameter
and procedure types compatible with all anticipated callers,
arrl your procedure is not "OPrION VARIABIE", you may. use the
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defaUlt level 3. A level ~ 2 is reconunended if any paramet
ers are passed by value, or your procedure is "OPrION
VARIABLE" . If any value parameters are longer than one
word, such as type INTEGER*4(DOUBlE) or REAL, you must use
a level ~ 1 to suppress checking of the number of param
eters. Level 0 is mandatory if, for any reason,· your fonnal
prc:x:Biure~ lll.lSt differ fran thedefirai actual~

If dJja± file dired:o:ry space is a majorc:x:n::an, yoosha.l1.d, en
general principles, compile all of yourintrinsics under
u$(lID:K~ PARM 0" (which is, in fact, thedefaultch:dd.rg
level in SPL) .-

The underscore ( ) and dollar sign ($) characters legal in
FORTRAN 77 symbols are not legal in SPL symbols.

since SPL supports ·only •non-ARRAY. typed .procedures, an intrinsic
function cannot be defined as equivalent to .a.type IDGlCAL*4or
aI!ytype CHARAcrER or COMPIEX.

Alternate Return label ·parameters are unique to .FORTRAN and
cannot··be used in intrinsics.

Value Parameters

In. any 3GL,. the. constructs . for .inte:rfacing. with intrinsics
support the passage. of .any non-array parameter by· value as op
posed to by reference. When a parameter is passed by value,the
parameter .list stacked by compiler-generated code contains its
value instead· ·of its DB-relative 'Stack address.

This .presents a technical problem for .. FORTRAN: All formal
parameters-(traditionally called "dummy arguments") are, in ef
fect, required to have been passed by reference;. language roles
support value parameters only where they are actual, i.e. in a
CAIL statement or implied call. to .a:> function.

To overcome this obstacle,FORT~ 77 provides. two options that
empower you to get at a passed value parameter so that you can
work with it locally. One is to type it as a. CHARAcrER argument~/

and pass it to the pseUdo-function BADDRFSS, which is fooled into
thinking it's a byte pointer. The more universal solution, which
may be shared by intrinsics coded in· other 3GIs, is the following
procedure:

$CONTROL STANDARD LEVEL SYSTEM,SHORT,FTN3000 66 CHARS
$CHECKFORMAL PARM2 . -
C - -

INTEGER FUNCTION GETVAL(VP)
C RETRIEVES BY-VALUE FORMAL PARAMETER.
C

CHARACTER VP*2
C

GETVAL=BADDRESS(VP)
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RETURN
END

Here's how it's used:

SUBROUTINE TESTINT1(parml,parm2,parm3,VARG,
*parm5)

INTEGER VARG,GETVAL,IARG

IARG=GETVAL(VARG)

n.nmny argument VARG stands in lieu of a value parameter of type
INTEGER. The object code, of course" thinks thatd its berth in
the parameter list is occupied bya stack address, so any q:ttempt
to reference VARG directly in any sort of arithmetic expression
is liable to result in a "BOUNDS VIOlATION" trap, or sane other
unpredictable error. BUT--italso thinks that it's being passed
by reference to GENAL; so, the object code simply copies what it
thinks is an address into the parameter list for GErrVAL, without
any inkling .. of what GETVAL is really up to! Thus, GErrVAL winds
up getting the datmn by value masquerading as a byte pointer, and
so it comes to rest in local variable IARG where we are.l1OW' in a
position to use it.

other data types like INTEGER*4 (DOUBIE), ·REAL and REAL*8 (IXXJBIE
PRECISION or LONG) occupy two or.more words each in memory;
consequently, when passed by value, they occupy the same number
of words in the parameter list. These must be covered in your
procedure code by a separate INTEGER argument for each word of
data, to be retrieved through a separate GETVAL call;. for this
reason, your fonnal checking level must be ~ 1.

For example, a type REAL by value would be handled like this:

SUBROUTINE TESTINT2 (parml!,VRW1, VRW2 , parm3 , parm4)

INTEGER VRWl,VRW2,GETVAL,IVR(2)
REAL XR
EQUIVALENCE (XR,IVR)

IVR (1) =GETVAL (VRW1)
IVR(2)=GETVAL(VRW2)

This intrinsic has four (4) parameters by definition, of which
the second, covered by VRWl and VRW2, is REAL by value. local
REAL variable XR is loaded word-by-word. using· overlaid INTEGER
array IVR. The other multi-word data types can be handled in
similar fashion.

proqranuning for !!OPTI~~ VARIABLEU

The Intrinsics manual contains many examples of intrinsics that
are "OPI'ION~LE"--meaningthat some parameters are .required,
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and sane are optionali the .latter kind can be physically omitted
from the. calling· sequence in source. code.

To avail yourself of this feature, your procedure code must
provide for an additional value parameter called a parameter
maski this is a bitmap indicating the presence or absence .ofeach data·pa.rameter (not counting .itself), and ..·always occurs in
your SUBROU'I'INEorFUNcrION statement .as .the last a.xgument. . The
mask bits are assigned from the right-most bit, applying to the
last, data parameter, and proceeding left. For each bit, ·a value
of. 1 means that ·the·.• corresponding·dataparameter is "present",
while O.means ··"absent", •.·or ·"omitted".

To.accommodatemorethan16 parameters, the mask must be covered
)by.more than one a.xgumenti·.the exact·size in woros···isgivenby

«number of parameters> + 15) I 16

The .last 16 parameters ·are· covered ....··.by the last word of the mask,
the method· of bit. assigmnent being uniform. in all cases.

When· you .. call a.· declared intrinsic· ··that is·.· "OPITONVARIABIE" ,you
don't-have to worry about the parameter mask, because the code
for setting it up is compiled automatically. HC>ltlever,the~

piler has no way of distinguishing. between required and optional
pa.rametersithe presence of each must, becheckeci,and.enforced as
nec::essarY; at run .time by· the intrinsic ·itself, .and ·.you are
respJnsible fortlle code needed .to do· this.

Bear .in mind.also thatalthough·two·or more formal (INTEGER)
arguments ·are needed to·.capture a multi-word datum passed by
value, in a parameter mask, they count collectively as one param
eter.

since parameter masks are always passed by value, this is another
area where our old friend· GEI'VAL .comes.·.·in.very .hapdy indeed.

ParameterlessFunctions

A function--or typed procedure ·in ..,SPL terminology--is not
absc>lutely··iequiredto have a parameter list. FATHER and GEI'JCW
are two .examples of MPE intrinsic functions that are "parameter-
less". . .

Nevertheless; FORTRAN 66 is one3GL that requires all non
intrinsic functions to have·.. at. least one parameter. The .language
manual suggests aworkaround whereby a call to a.function with no
parameters may be coded with any single argument, and encapsu
lated. in·a subroutine in order ·to clear the extra· word left at
the. top-of-stack5--butthisonly works ... if the called function '.S
fonnal checking level.is less. than 2.

Fortunately, the parameterlessfunction is a legal construct in
FORrRAN77, so making an intrinsic of one, to make it cleanly
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callable from ·FORrRAN 66, presents no special difficulty.

Designated Procedures

The internals of passing subroutine and function names (type
EXTERNAL symbols) as actual arguments are very different fram
FORmAN 66 ··and not compatible··with SPL subtype PROCEIXJREi·this is
why FORrRAN 77'i as far as release A,. 01.00, has had a problem with
"P"-type parameters ·in such· MPEintrinsics as SORI'INIT.

For compatibility with all 3GLs,'a procedure-name parameter must
be defined and handled as an integer plabel .bY value. If you
intend for the designated procedure to be· called fram your in
trinsic, then once GEIVAI.ed.into·· a local··variable, ·the plabel may
be passed by reference to a FORmAN 77 "gateway" procedure9

Returning ~Condition Code

No discourse on intrinsics is complete without a discussion of
the Condition Code--the means whereby an intrinsic gives its
caller a rough idea as to the success or failure of its mission,
without using a .passed parameter.

The COndition Code is a 2-bit field ·in the status .register which
helps to indicate the outcome of the most recently executed
inst.ru.ction. Not all inst.ru.ctions affect the COndition Code, but
it can be meaningful for PCAL, for a called procedure may return
a Condition Code by setting the corresponding field in the old
status word at Q-l .in its "above" stack marker at any/time before
it EXITs.

A Condition Code value is expressed in tenns of the comparison of
some imaginary value to 0, and the assignment of these tenns to
the corresponding field values· is as follows:

o CCG (greater than); usually means that a routine exception
cx:x:mnrl, such as errl-of-file.

1 CCL (less than) i usually indicates the occurrence of an
unexpected error.

2 CCE (equal to); usually means "mission accomplished".

since SPL is the only language that supports the necessary
operations for manipulating a stack marker, your FORrRAN 77 in
trinsic will need a support procedure.

A procedure call, of course, generates another stack marker, so
your· SEI'CCODE procedure must .trace back· to your intrinsic I s above
stack marker by means of the delta-Q saved in Q-Oi in other
words, it must set the desired Condition Code in bits (6:2) at
location <r'Q-0'-1.
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Eugene Volokh gives an example of a Condition Code support
procedure in his paper "Making Other People I s Programs Do What
']hey Were Never Intended to 0:>"7

Preparing the l:ntrinsic'Definition

Fonnally defining your procedure as an intrinsic is surprisingly
simple-all you have .to do is write an SPL header·. for your p:roce
dureand compile it into a SPLINTRfile using the system program
BUIIDINT. FUB. SYS.

Writing' the Header

An intrinsic header has the following general form:

[proe~type IPROCEDUREproc-name[ (parmlist-l11;
[VALUE parm.1ist-2;]
[data-type-l[ ARRAYJ.parmlist-3;]
[data-type-2[ ARRAY) .parmlist-4;]

[data-type-M[ ARRAY] parmlist-N;]
OPTION EXTERNAL[, VARIABLE] [, CHECK level);

PIoc--type. must be present if the intrinsic is a· function, and
omitted if it is a subroutine. Proe-type maybe one afthe
following:

INTEGER
LOGICAL
DOUBLE
REAL
LONG

Pannlist-l through p:rrm1.ist-N each consists<of one or mo:re simple
variable or array names 'separated by a· comma "'(,) and· at "least one
space. These names need not match the names used in yourcexle.
Pannlist-l does not include a. parameter mask.

Parmlist-2.·.. is.a subset of .parmlist-l indicating Which simple
(non-arraY) parcnneters are passed by value; all. otl1ers·are pre
sumedtobe by reference. The VAIDE clause must. appearJ::efore
anydata-typimgclause. Valueparame'tersofany type must be
represented by' single·.arguments· appropriately typed.

Parmlist-3 and parm1ist~4. are mut,uallyexclusivesubse'ts of
pannlist-l.indicating. which pa:rameters .are .of ·data-type-ll .. ·or
data-typa-2,respectively. In addition to.the keywords allowed
forproc-type,you .may· also specify "BYTE'ARRAY"i the keyword
"ARRAY" may .he ·applied. to any other data type, . as. appropriate.

Level should be. the same as the formal checking level used in
your codei the default is o.
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Compiling the Header

The FORTRAN 77, SPL and PASCAL compilers can work from any
SPLINIR file of your choice, but if you want your intrinsic to be
globally declarable in all languages, including FORrRAN 66 and
caroL II, you must set it up insPLINTR.PUB·.SYS.

Program BUIIDINT.PUB. SYS reads from $STDINone or more intrinsic
headers .separated by a blank or nUll/line, the entire set tennin
atedby "END.". After checking them for proper SPLsyntax, it
compiles them into the SPLINTR file, ovawriting any pre-existing
definitions of the same procedure name. It then produces a
report on $STDLIST of all intrinsics currently defined in the
SPLINTR file.

To install your· new system intrinsic definition(s), you·must
logon with System Manager (SM) capability, and equate formal
designator SPLINTR to the system SPLINTR·file·before'you run
BUIIDINT. You can enter the header from the terminal if it's
simple enough, but the least little typographical error can cause
a lot of your valuable time to be wasted; better to write it into
an unnumbered file and use the :RUN connnand's iSIDIN= option. In
any case, $STDLIST should be diverted to ·a printer device file
with carriage-control.

WARNING: BUILDINT overwrites any entries in the file with
duplicate intrinsic names without checking with YQY first! So,
you had better make sure that your intrinsic names are not the
same as MPE' s or anyone else's. If you enter only "END." and
nothing else, BUIIDINT will leave the SPLINTR file unchanged and
just give you an alphabetical list of what's currently out
there.

It would also be wise to save all of your intrinsic headers in a
:JOB stream that would be ready to run right after an operating
system upgrade (can you guess· why?) .

Example:

GENrTEM is a FORTRAN 77 application procedure that I recently
added to our third-party manUfacturing software. Used in certain
product/component inquiry functions, it encapsulates ·the chores
of prompting the user for either an exact part number or a part
set (using the familiar MPE "wild cards"), and gathering all part
numbers tnat match a given set. Since I wanted some passed
parameters to be .. optional, because they mayor may not be useful
to the calling application, and also wanted to return a Condition
Code to facilitate .error . checking, I have· designed .. and installed
it as a declarable intrinsic.

~ is the calling sequenyeas it might have been described .in the
Intr.:in:;ics nanual:
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O-V IA I BA LV L L
GENITEM(partno,error,prefix,allowall,setflag,oldset,

BA
genpn)i

partno

error

prefix

allowall

set~lat;f

oldset

genpn

integer array.·.·. (required)

integer (required)

byte array (optional)

logical by value ... (optional.)

logical. (optional)

logical. (optional)

byfearray ..••• (optioj'1al.)

1he parame-ter maskANDed w~th .%140 yields a result •of %140 if at'ld
only if bqthrequ.ired •• parameters·are .present.

'!his isthemtrinSic definition ·header that ·I. compilediJltp .the
system.SJ?LINIR file:

PROCEDURE GENITEM (Pi, P2,P3,P4,P5, P6,P7);
VALUE P4;
INTEGER.ARRAY.Pli
INTEGER .P2;
BYTE ARRAY P3, P7i
LOGICAL P4,. P5,P6i
OPTION EXTERNAL, VARIABLE, CHECK 2i
END.

Note that. the. parametermask··is not included among the formal
parameters; it is provided for by the keyword· "VARIABIE" in the
OPrION list.

A Brief Look at Other 3GLs

COBOL II

Formal and actual parameter checking are both fixed·at 2. and
cannot be altered; fonnal parameters are limited to non-character
types; and the ..• program unit as. typed •• procedure .. is. not •even a
legal construct. But single-word value parameters and ."OPrION
VARIABLE" are made feasible by the pseUdo-intrinsic •!DC. • In
trinsicizing is desirable, in any case, if you're returning a
Condition Code and want full compatibility with FORmAN 77 cal
lers.
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FORTRAN 66

Much less restrictive than COBOL II, this compiler lets you do
almost everything f

' possible in FORTRAN 77, except that reading
value parameters is a bit more problematical. HP has docmnented
a way to use the ASCII intrinsic to get byte pointers for
CRFA'I'.EPROCESS calls, which may be applied to the present problem,
but it would collide with conventional ASCII calls in the same
code segment. Anyway, it would be much more efficient to enlist
the aid,qf another compiler; you could have as many as four to
choose from.

Also, the parameterless function requires some trickery-not to
mention $CON'IROL option CHECK=O.

Just on the other side of the parameter list from a :furlCtion's
above stack marker and its local data, the caller's object code
has allocated sufficient space on the stack for the returned
value, the number of words being appropriate to the functlon
type. After RETURN is' executed, the caller "pops" this value off
the stack before going on to the next statement.

The trick, then, is to code your parameterless function as a
parameterless SUBROUTINE, using SPL support procedures to find
the Q (DB-relative address)' of your above stack marker, and to
store data to a calculated stack address, thus emUlating the
functionality of a bona fide typed procedure.

For example, to pinch-hit for a parameterless function of type
INI'EGER*4 (OOUBLE), a subroutine must return the high-order ,and
low-order words of the function value to locations Q-5 and Q-4,
respectively.
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Conclusion

The benefits of INTRINSIC constructs are not the exclusive
property of the documentedintrinsics, nor. even. of SPLProcedures
generally. with little .additional .effort, and minimal risk to
the integrity of your system, ·.your own non-SPL programs. can
"share the wealth".

I should add·that. the foregoing techniquesmaybeapplieCito/the
strategy of hooking system intrinsics. However, in the .. case of
such time-critical procedures as·. FREAD .that·. have value·param
eters, you had best use SPL, if possible.

* * * *

This paper is dedicated to

KEN ORTON
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NOTES

1. See my paper "Secrets of MPE V Tables I I I : Square Pegs for Round Holes"; 1993
INTEREX Proceedings, San Francisco, CA; Paper #5042.

2. For more details on VESOFT products, contact:

VESOFT, Inc.
1135 S. Beverly Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90035-1119

3. Page 207 of the SECURITY/3000 manual mentions a job stream that runs the program to
add intrinsic definitions for the related procedures.

4. My INTEREX 191 paper on FORTRAN IS Al ternate Return constructs contains an unfortunate
misstatement regarding "procedure" vs. "function" type. The truth is, different
function types .~ different procedure types. When writing an INTEREX paper, you
cannot research your subject too carefullyl

5. FORTRAN/3000 Reference Manua l, Sect i on A-2.

6. I describe this technique in Appendix I of "MORE Secrets ofMPE V Tables: A Closer
Look at Code Management Structures"; 1992 INTEREX Proceedings, New Orleans, LA; Paper
#3051.

7. 1990 INTEREX Proceedings, Boston, MA; Paper #3141.

I think Eugene's procedure succeeds in User Mode because array elements are addressed
via the X register. My earl iest attempt at a support procedure for Condition Codes
used indirect addressing only and got socked with a "BOUNDSVIOLATION".
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Paper' 5037

What's New with MPB V?

Robert Holdsworth

Hewlett-Packard
Software Technoloqy Division

Roseville, California
916-786","",8000

Introduction

This paper discusses enhancements made to the MPE V
Fundamental operating System'(FOS) on Releases 30 and
31,' by Hewlett-Packard Software Technology Division
(SWT). SWT identifies customer priorities'byiclosely
monitoring service requests, through involvementwith
user groups and the System Improvement Committee, and
by contacting cust'omers ·directly. You can look forward
to more enhancements-with future releases of MPE V, and
you are encouraged to actively voice your
recommendations'fornew development.

S'endideas for future enhahcements to MPE V to:

Bob Stamps
Hewlett-Packard Company
Software Technology Division
8000 Foothills Blvd., MS R5YB
Roseville, CA, 95747-9987
USA

MPE V Release 30

purqe .•.. Command Accepts Wildcard

One of. the most popular enhancements to Release 30
(based on feedback from testsites).was the ability of
the PURGE command to allow mUltiple files to be
deleted. The PURGE command now accepts the standard
wildcard .characters , used by the LISTF.· command, in the
specification of the files to be deleted. Several new
options- were added to the PURGE command to allow
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flexibility in deleting mUltiple files. These options
are shown in the new syntax ot the command below and
are discussed in.moredetail below.

PURGE fileset [{,}TEMP] [{;AUTOLOCKWORD }]
{;} {;NOAUTOLOCKWORD}]

[{;CONFIRM }][{;NOSHOW}] [{;NOSHOWERROR}]
{;NOCONFIRM }.. {··;SHOW } {;SHOWERROR }
{ ;CONFIRMALL}

[;ONERROR={CONTINUE}]
{QUIT }

[;ONLOCKWORD={SELECT}]
{SKIP }

The AUTOLOCKWORD option permits ·SM/AM users to purge
files without having to respond to lockword prompts.
For AM users, AUTOLOCKWORD is effective only for the
files in the user logon account. The default is
NOAUTOLOCKWORD.

CONFIRM, NOCONFIRM, and COMFIRMALL allows the user to
specify the desired level of confirmation for PURGE.
CONFIRM results in one prompt to verify that the
fileset specified is correct; this is the default in
interactive mode. CONFIRMALL results in a verification
prompt for each file within the fileset. NOCONFIRM
results in no verification prompt; this is the default
in batch mode.

The SHOW/NOSHOW option allows the user to control
whether the filenames are displayed to $STDLIST as they
are deleted. If the SHOW value is chosen for this
option the output can be written to a file by
redirecting the formal file designator SYSLIST. NOSHOW
is the default.

TheSHOWERROR/NOSHOWERROR option controls the detail of
error messages that are displayed. NOSHOWERROR is the
default.

I

The 0NERROR keyword parameter was added;f.o allow the
user to control whether or not the PURGE cpmmand should
continue upon encountering an error. The ;default is to
CONTINUE executin.g the PURGE command upon encountering
an error. T'he other option is tospecifyONERROR=QUIT.

ONLOCKWORD allows· the user to control whether or not
files with lockwords are deleted or skipped. This
option is.·available far all the users.
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ALTSEC Command Accepts wildcard for'ACDs

The ALTSEC command has been enhanced to allow the
(manipulation of. ACDs.·.... (access control definitions) for a
set of files. This feature is offered on MPEjiX.and
now it.is available onMPE V. ACD manipulation used
with one of the following options: NEWACD, COPYACD,
ADDPAIR, REPPAIR, DELPAIR, or DELACD accepts the
standard wildcard characters, used by the LISTF
command, in the specification of the files to be
altered. Note that MPE's conventional file access
security matrix manipulation is not affected by this
enhancement. It still expects one file at a time.

TheACD warning status 106 from the' HPACDPUT intrinsic
and the CIWARN 7106 from the ALTSEC command have·been
reassigned to 107 and 7107 respectively in order to
maintain the compatibility with MPEj ix. -/ The ACD
warning 107 and the CIWARN 7107 mean "PSEUDO EXTENT
POINTERWAS CORRUPTED PRIOR' TO BEING DELETED." This
wa.rning is/gen.erated··when the corruption of .. the pointer
to the "pseudo extent" is detected in deleting an.ACD.
A "pseudo extent" is where the system maintains ACD
information for each file·or device. Uponencountering
this warning, the delete operation succeeds, so there
is no' longer an ACD associat·ed.· with the file 'or device,
and the pointer no longer contains an illegal value.
Programs j jobs that delete ACDs using HPACDPUT j
ALTSEC need to be modified if they make explicit checks
for these warning values. With the intrOduction of
wildcarding capability/ in ACD manipulation in the
ALTSEC command, CIWARN 7106) now means "OPERATION FAILED
ON SOME FILES" as on MPEjiX.

New LISTF options (-3, 3, 4, and 6)

The LISTF command has been enhanced to provide the
following optional information levels: -3, 3, 4, and
6. Options 3 and. -3 are equivalent to the information
provided by the "listf" command in the LISTDIR5
utility, as is the'option 4 equivalent to the ll listsec"
command in the LISTDIR5 utility. The infor11\ation
presented with options 3, 4, 6, and -3 ~has been
formatted to closely match the formatted output for the
MPE/iXLISTF commands. The options provide additional
file label information as well as security provisions
fora file or set of files. As with the other LISTF
command options, the filesetand listfile parameters
remain •. the same. The behavior for .•.. these. new options
will be as similar to the MPE/iX options as is possible
with respect to the operating system differences that
exist.
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Enhancemen't 'to ALTACCT, ALTGROUP, and AL'1'USER

This enhancement provides for the use of +j- syntax in
the· ."CAP=" specification of. the· ALTACCT'~•. ·ALTGROUP, and
ALTUSER commands. For example, to add PH capability
and subtract MRand PM capability from user BOBH,the
following command would be used:

ALTUSER BOBH;CAP=+PH,-MR,PM

Note that·· + or - starts an action of add or subtract
that continues until the sign changes, .. so in the above
case, "PM" is equivalent to II-PM".

This change preserves existing MPE capability rules.
Examples are:

* An attempt to remove AM from·an account is ignored.

* Removal of all capabilities from a group is not
allowed and attempting this results in default group
capabilities lA, BA.

* sMcapability.cannot be removed from the SYS account.

* UV cannot be removed from a user or account without
also removing cv (this occurs automatically and a
warning message is issued).

* Removal of both' IA and BA from a user or account is
not allowed; a warning is issued.

Introducing the CHGROUP Command on HPE V

In Release 30, the MPEjiX CHGROUP command is available
on MPE V. This command allows you to change your logon
group without logging off and back on again. This not
only saves time,. but also reduces system resource
requirements by eliminating costly logoffsjlogons.

The syntax for the CHGROUP command is the same as
on MPEjiX:

CHGROUP[ [GROUP=]groupname] [jgrouppass]

If the groupname parameter is omitted, the user is
switched back to the home group. If the password is
not provided and the command is enteredin·a session,
the user is prompted for the password. CHGROUP
commands entered in a·job 'must embed the password
following the group name. Passwords are not required
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if the target group is the user's home group. After
switching the logon g:oup, the entire Command
Interpreter environment 1S preserved (for . example:
temporary files, file equations, cataloged UDCs).

This command is available in a session or a·job, but
not in break or from· a program. Pressing BREAK has no
effect on this command.

CAUTION:
As of Release 30, all unsupported PM ut11ity programs
used to switch the logon group should be removed. This
is because few of these programs update ..... the proper
directory and jOb/session tables required to properly
switch the logon group. When these programs areused
with the MPE CHGROUP . command,system failure.s (mainly
SF406s) may occur upon issuing theCHGROUPcommandwhen
the command executorfthdsaninconsistency in the
associated directory entries. Furthermore, none of
these utility programs can properly adjust the
directory connect and CPU time counters. when switching
groups. The.CHGROUP command will update these counters
as necessary upon switching into a new group.
Supported third party tools· used to·switch logon groups
should be certified for use withMPEV Release 30·by
contacting the software supplier.

proqrammatic Execution of RUN and SUbsystem Executors

until now, sUbsystem executor commands (those MPE
commands that create a process) I have never been
available through the COMMAND intrinsic (otherwise
/known.asprogrammaticexecutron) ~ on MPE V. On the
othe~··hand, these commands .have always been available
through. the- COMMAND intrinsic on MPE/iX. The
availability .of these . contInands ... through the COMMAND
intrinsic provides many advantages:

1. Developers no longer need to use the process
handling intrinsics CREATE, CREATEPROCESS, ACTIVATE,
SUSPEND, etc. to RUN a program from another
program. In. Release 30, one can create a process
programmatically by simply passing the "RUN
PROGNAl·IE ... " string to the COMMAND intrinsic as can
be done through the COMMAND or HPCICOMMAND
intrinsics on MPE/iX.

2. Existing ··applications ~nd MPEsubsystemsbecomemore
powerful. MostMPE subsystems and user applications
allowMPE commands to beexecll.ted by prefacing the
application command with a ,t:". In MPE V Release
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fo, these applications will now be more flexible
with no code changes because users will now be able
toRUN other programs without leaving the main
application program or subsystem. For some
customers, however, this could pose a security issue
unless other precautions are taken. This will be
discussed in more detail shortly.

3. By not requiring users to exit programs to run other
programs, process creation rates will go down, thus
red~cing the demands on system resources.

4. The increased command interpreter flexibility will
facilitate the creation of more powerful UDCs and
job· streams with less effort.

In addition to the existing MPE commands allowed
through the ~OMMAND intrinsic, the·following SUbsystem
executor commands (those commands that create a son
process) can now be executed programmatically:

RUN
FTN
SPLPREP
SPLGO
DSCOPY
BBASIC
BBASICOMP
BASI COMP
BBASICPREP
BBASCIGO
APL

RPG
FTNPREP
SEGMENTER
VINIT
SYSDUMP
FULLBACKUP
PARTBACKUP
BASICPREP
BASICGO
FORTPREP
FORTGO

SPL
PREP
PREPRUN
FCOPY
EXPLAIN
E·DITOR
PASCAL
PASCALPREP
PASCALGO
BASIC

FTNGO
RPGPREP
RPGGO
COBOL
COBOLPREP
COBOLGO
COBOLII
COBOLIIPREP
COBOLIIGO
FORTRAN

In order to execute a programmatic command from another
program, either the user issuing the command must have
PH capability or the program the user is issuing the
programmatic MPE command from must have PH capability.
These capability requirements match those employed on
MPE/iX.

CAUTION:
Some MPE V customers enforce a security policy where
all users are locked into a single application and
allow MPE access only through the COMMAND intrinsic.
Beginning with MPE V Release 30 and on MPE/iX, the
users will now be able to RUN other programs from the
main application, which may violate these customers'
security policies. If the program does not have PH
capability, this will not: be a preblem unless the user
runni~gthe program has PH.. However, if the program
has PH' capability, the system manager.and application
support teams must address this issue in one of two
ways:
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1. Use the security Monitor product to disable
programmatic access to subsystem ex~cutor . commands.
A potential drawback of this apptoach is that SM
users will be the only users on the system able to
execute subsystem executor commands
programmatically.

2. Modify the application to
executor commands before
intrinsic.

filter out sub$ystem
calling the COMMAND

Escape·sequenC:e.Edit changesforTELL,·TELLOP,>WARH

MPE has always edited messages sent to user terminals
to make sure one could not embed escape sequences in
messages that could do undesirable things to the target
user terminals. An example of such an escape sequence
is an [escf] which does a modem disconnect, or an
[eschescJ] which dbes a home/clear on the target user
terminals.

Unfortunately, stripping out escape sequences other
tllan simple video . alteratiol1s made it impossible to
include·other desirable escape sequences. For example,
some third party terminals have a 25th line or message
window that can be written to using· a·· special e~cape

sequence; however, MPEwil1 not allow these escape
sequences to pass through. Another example is if
S)()meollewants; to. intentional.ly . do a home/clear on the
target user terminals before sending a message.

This issue has been addressedil'l Release 30 by allowing
users with SM or OP capability to send unedited
mess;ages . via the . TELL, TELLOP, ... and WARN . commands.
Users with these special capabilitiesmust>ensure;that
rio unwanted escape sequences are embedded in the
message. Spooler fOrInS messages and console messages
initiated by the PRINTOP and PRINTOP~EPLY il'ltrinsics
also had the same escape sequence restrictions prior to
Release 30. Beginning with this release, these
messages also •. pass . through .... unedited by MPE, provided
the user has 8M orOP capability.

TUrb~IMAGE/V Enhancements

Beginning with Release 30 of MPE V, TurbolMAGE allows
search and sort items to be modified via the DBUPDATE
intrinsic. The feature is referred to as "Critical
Item Update" and has already been releasedil'l
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MPE/iX4.0. Inall previous versions of TurboIMAGE
(and IMAGE/3000as well)., DBUPDATE·was limited to the
modification of non-critical items. By way of
definition, critical items are KEY items which are
found in master sets, and SEARCH and SORT items which
are found in Detail sets. DBUPDATE can now modify
SEARCH and SORT items. Modifications of key items in a
manual master dataset still requires a DBDELETEand
DBPUT.

Since the primary intent of this paper is discussion of
new features to the MPE V operating system itself,
TurboIMAGE/V .. enhancements··will .. not be discussed further
here. Please refer to the Release 30 communicator for
further details.

HPE V systems Now Recoqnize the Year 2000

In Release 30, changes have been made to MPE, V to allo",
the system to recognize dates in the year 2000 and
beyond. The general strategy for these changes are as
follows:

* Where two digit dates are required, such as entering
the date when starting the system, the digits 00
through 27 will represent those years in the 21st
century (20xx). The digits 28 through 99 will
represent those years in the 20th century (19xx).
For example, if you enter the date 1/1/00 when
starting the system, the system will start with the
date January 1, 2000. Other examples would be where
you are specifying date parameters in the STREAM or
STORE commands or the date parameter in SYSDUMP.

* Where 4 digit dates are returned from the
such as the DATELINE intrinsic, the date
will have the year as either 19xx or
appropriate.

system,
returned
20xx 'as

* Where "year of century". is returned by the system
·such as the CALENDAR intrinsic, or is asked for by
the system such as the FMTDATE or FMTCALENDAR
intrinsics, the "year of century" field [bits
.(0:7)] is now defined as "'years since 1900". For
example, if the value returned in this field by the
CALENDAR intrinsic is 100, the current year would be
the year 2000.~1900+ 100 =2000).

It is suggested that you check all applications and
programs for the correct handling.of the year numbers
2000 and beyond. This testing can be done by doing a
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W~START on· the system and· entering a.year in the 21st
century (20 gives/the year .. 2020 and .• is a leap year with
the dates all the same a~ 1992. For example, 10/10/92
and 10/10/20 are both a Thursday).

CAUTION:
Do not do this when other users are on the system"
because applications could g.eterr,ors, lllC:\y/notrun, or
may produce incorrect data". Also, do not use the
INTEREX Contributed Library prpgram CLKPROG. or any
similar program. to change the date and time with other
users on the system •.... This could also result in
incorrect data, inclUding the system accounting
inf0rtnation displayed with the REPORT command. If, .for
eX9mple, a .user is logged< •.. onto ... the. system and the
$ystem ...•. date is .• changeci to the ye9r 2020/ and thentl1e
user.· logs off thesystem,,<, the "connect ... time"that .. will
:t>erec0l:"ded for/the ·us~rwill>be•thei:otal.. .secondsas
if . the user had really.. been logged .•.... oni:o·· the system. from
1992 to 2020.

HPE V.• Release 31

EDITOR File security Enhancemel!t

EDITORA.OS.OO, releasing with MPE V Release 31, has
been enhanced ,with .a lpng-requested , $ecurityfeat.ure 
the optional ability to pass on security attributes of
thei TEXT .. 'filetothe KEEP file.. This is '.. implelllented
through a. ·.new. global option on the '. SET command.. The
syntax is:

/SETSECURE

/VERIFY· SECURE

« Act,j.'lates. KEEp· f.ile security.

« Display status of KEEP·file
« security as shown below.

»

»
»

SECURE TRUE (I.E.• NOSECURE :=FALSE)
« Indicates security is active. »

/SET NOSECURE

/VERIFY SECURE

« Deactivates KEEP file security. »

« Display status of KEEP file »
« security as showl') below. »

NOSECURE TRUE (I.E. SECURE = FALSE)
« Indicates security is not active.»
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The file security attributes that are mapped from the
TEXT file to the KEEP file when SECURE is TRUE are:

* Security matrix

* Lockword

* SECURE / RELEASE status of file

* Access Control Definitions

Note that when SECURE is FALSE, the KEEP command
behaves as it always has, creating a file with standard
EDITOR new file default security. The default setting
for SECURE upon first entering'EDITOR is FALSE, thereby
preserving EDITOR's original behavior. However, some
users may wish to enter EDITOR with the initial value
of SECURE' set TRUE. Two methods are available for
doing so: EDITOR can be run 'with PARM=l, or the JCW
EDITORSETSECURE can be set to 1. Examples are shown
below:

:RUN EDITOR.PUB.SYSiPARM=l
« Initial value of SECURE is TRUE. »

:SETJCW EDITORSETSECURE=l
: EDITOR « Initial value of SECURE is TRUE. »

:DELETEVAR EDITORSETSECURE
« New on MPE V with Release 31. »

: EDITOR
« Initial value of SECURE is FALSE.»

Regardless of the chosen initial value, once within
EDITOR the user can control the setting of SECURE with
SET as shown above.

Passing of security attributes from the TEXT file to
the KEEP file occurs only when the following three
conditions apply:

1. SECURE is TRUE. This must be done prior to the
first KEEP' command for which secu~ity is desired,
and is described in detail above.

2. The most recently TEXTed file is a permanent disc
file.

3. The KEEP file is a permanent disc file.
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Note that when the above three conditions apply, KEEP
will apply TEXT file security in all of the following
cases:

1. When the KEEP file is a newpermanent.disc file.

2. When the KEEP file is an existing permanent disc
file that is not the TEXT file.

3. When the KEEP flle lsthe TEXT file. This allows
preservation of existing securlty when modifying and
KEEPing an existing permanent disc file.

The value of the SECURE option, TRUE or FALSE, remains
in effect through the· editing session until modified
with SET or until EDITO,Risexltedandre-entered.

Notethat ••·EDITOR .·does NOT .a.pply .security .to .EDITOR work
files ("K" files) that are created while SECURE .is
true, and does NOT apply security to'workfiles that are
renamed as a result of the KEEPQ command.

Spooler.no1f supports the MPE/iX SPSAVE Feature

The SPSAVE feature in the Native Mode Spooler allows
one to save a copy of a spool filea1terthe spool file
has printed. This feature is now supported in the MPE
V spooler beginning with Release 31.

The command interface is .the same as MPE/iX. The
command changes made to support . SPSAVE are summarized
below:

if The JOB command.now supports the SPSAVE keyword which
sets SPSAVEon thesTDLISTspo()l file.

!JOB REPORTS,MGR.FINANCE:OUTCLASS=PP,13;HIPRI;SPSAVE

.. The FILE command now supp.orts the SPSAVE
set SPSAVE on anew spool file.

keyword to

: FILE FA~ROLL; DEV=PP, 13 , 2 ;ENV=Ei'f);02 • HPENV. SYS ; SPSAVE

if Th.e LISTEQ command will show ";SPSAVE'" if seton a
spool file equation.

:listeq

FILE EQUATIONS

FILE PAYROLLiDEV=PP,13,2;ENV=LP602.HPENV.SYS:SPSAVE
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* The ALTSPOOLFILE command now supports
keyword to set SPSAVE on an old spool
READY, OPEN, ACTIVE, or LOCKED stated.

:ALTSPOOLFILE #0123iSPSAVE

the SPSAVE
file in the

* The SHOWOUT command has been modified to SHOW SPSAVE
if present. This was done by changing the "FRM"
column that formerly showed "F" when a forms message
was present to" FS" which now shows "F" under the
"F" column for a forms message, and "s" under the "s"
column to indicate SPSAVE.

The SPSAVE implementation on MPE V had to be slightly
different when compared to MPE/iX because the Native
Mode Spooler interface and features are different than
the CM spooler on MPE V. Details on these differences
are documented in the Release 31 Communicator,
available September, ~993.

SPOOK5 has been- modified to support SPSAVEi see the
following section on SPOOK5 enhancements for details.

The following vendors have been
enhancement and should be modifying
support SPSAVE on MPE V:

HOLLAND HOUSE's UNISPOOL
UNISON's SPOOLMATE
QUEST's NBSPOOL
NSD's TRANSPOOLER

notified of this
their software to

MPE V will not support SPSAVE using RFA as is the case
with the current version of MPE/iX. This means that a
spool file created on a remote MPE V or MPE/iX machine
using SPSAVE in the file equation (i.e. FILE
OUT;DEV=NODENAME#PPiSPSAVE) will not have SPSAVE set on
the target system. If SPSAVE needs to be set on a
remote spool file, use one of the following two means:

1) Create the spool file locally with SPSAVE and let a
third party networked spooler package that supports
SPSAVEtransfer the spool file to the remote system.
The networked spooler application can choose to save
the SPSAVE spool .file copy ·on either the source or
target system.

2) RFA can still be used to manually transfer a spool
file, but to set SPSAVE, 'l:ne ALTSPOOLFILE ••• iSPSAVE
command will need to be issued against the spool
.file on the remote system once. transferred.
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__ -SPOOKS (SPooler lOOKUp) utility Enhancements

One of the most used MPE V utilities is SPOOKS (so
named because it can look at "ghost"spool files, i.e.,
spool files that cannot be ·seen with·theMPE LISTF
command). Many enhancement requests have been· received
for this utility; some of the major enhancements
implemented in·MPE V Release 31 are discussed below.
For a full description of all enhancements, syntax, and
fixes to SPOOKS, refer to the Release 31 Communicator.

New HELP facility:

Anew.HELP facility has.been added that gives full
syntax,.parameter, and operation details with examples.

New REDO Command:

A new .. REDO command has been added. This command is
especially handy if you have to re-issue a command
(suchas<the ALTER command) several times with only
minor··· changes, or if you enter a lengthy command (s1.1ch
as the DELETE command with a long list of Device File
IDs) and make a mistake in the middle of the command.
Only the. last command is available to REDO; there is no
"REDO ·stack".

Changes to the DELETE command:

The DELETE command has been changed so it can be called
by just using"D" or any amount of characters that
spell the DELETE command ("DE" , "DEL" , "DELE" , or
"DELETE"). To do this, the DEBUG command was changed
so that it can onlYl?e called using "DEB", "Di:BU", or
"DEBUG".

Expanded MODE Command:

The MODE command. has been expanded to allow the user to
better control how certain actions will be accomplished
during the entire time the program is being used.
These items,however, will not carry forward to the
next time you run the utility. Among the many new
features of MODE is the ability to control whether the
FIND command will stop upon the first. character match,
or continue on displaying all matches found. Also, the
width of lines written to$STDLISTcanbe controlled,
which isa very useful feature for terminals that can
handle long line displays. The new SET command is
exactly the same. as MODE and is provided as a
convenience to users more used to "SET" as a means of
controlling parameters.
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Command Input Length Increased:

':JJhe previous command length limit of 80 characters has
been upped to 276 oharacters. This is especially
useful for OUTPUT or INPUT commands which could easily
exceed the old limit. This also facilitates the
ability to issue lenqthy MPE commands from within
the utility. '

List without line numbers:

There are now two methods of listing the contents ofa
spool file without the line numbers. The first method
is to specify ",UNN" in the LIST command and the second
method is to specify "QUIET=ON" in the MODE or SET
command.

Setting SPSAVE status for an output spool file:

As of Release 31,MPE V has an enhancem~nt allowing you
to specify that an output spool file is to be created
with SPSAVE status so that after the last copy of the
file has been printed, MPE will reset the priority of
the spool file to 0 and save the file instead of
deleting it. with this enhancement, you can now set
the SPSAVE status for output spool files with the ALTER
command. Further, the output of the SHOW command has
been modified so that if the file has SPSAVE status
set, it will show an "S" in the "RFS" column of the
file detail listing. For further information, llse the
HELP command to refer to the PARMS, OPERATION, and
EXAMPLE of the SHOW command.

NLS Compatibility:

The utility has been enhanced to allow localization of
the message catalog file. To support the message
catalog, the LANG= parameter of the MODE or SET command
has been implemented in this version., The following
files on the PUB.SYS account are used:

SPCATOOO - GENCAT prepared default message catalog.

SPCATSRC - Source of the default message catalog that
can be converted to any language.

SPHLPOOO - MSGCAT prepared default HELP file·.

SPHLPSRC - Source of the default HELP file.
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P:t:"otectionagainst accidental purging of MPE files:

The SPOOK5 DELETE command will accept wildcards to
delete spool. files, while the SPOOK5PURGE command will
only accept dfid (Device FileID) numbers·topurge
spool files. However, with the enhancement to the MPE
PURGE command to accept wildcards, it has been found
that some people .will accidentally. purge MPE. files
because they forget which SPOOK5 command will ·.accept
wildcards andtry.to PURGE@.@ spool files. If"PURGE
@.@" were entered within SPOOK5,theco:nunandwould be
passed to.·MPE····for execution. While MPE states the
number of files that will be purged and asks the user
if.·•.•. -they want ··to .. continue, it·•• has ··.been ... found that .•·• the
users still ..... thought that the question was asking about
spool files, notMPEfiles. As a result, users would
respond ..yES ...·.. and would purge all. files .... of all groups
of the· logon account. if they had AM (Account Manager)
capability.

To help keep this from occurring in session mode, ··.two
things have been done:

1. A change was"made to theMPE message clearly <stating
that the number of files selected are"MPEFlLES".

2. SPOOK5 has been changed to ·first give th~·user a
warning that the . utility.. could not execute the
command and it would be passed to MPE for execution.
Then, the user is asked if they want the command to
be<passed toMPEfor ... execution. . I fthe ··.user enters
"NO". or simplYipressesthe.carriage return key, .. the
command willnotbe>passedtoMPE and the user will
getback.·.to theSPOOK5 .prompt.

with two full opportunities ·to stop the command,· first
by responding toaquestion from SPOOK5 and then>by
responding to a question from MPE, it is felt that the
accidental. purgingofMPEfiles should only occur in
rare circumstances.

Inbatch mode, neither SPOOK5 norMPE will ask any
qUestions. If SPOOK5 cannot execute the command in
batch mode, it will automatically pass the command. to
MPE to be executed. In>MPE, when executing - the MPE
wildcard PURGE command, the user. is not asked. to verify
that thE!y·want this·commandexecuted.
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JCWs can now be Removed with the DELETEVAR command

Prior to Release 31, a job/session had no way of
removing JCW entries other than logging off and back on
again, which would remove all JCWs. On MPE/iX, CM JCWs
can be removed with the DELETEVAR command. The
DELETEVAR command also deletes native mode CI ·variables
on MPE/iX.

Beginning with Release 31, the DELETEVAR command is
available onMPE vto remove specific JCWs or. all JCWs
for a particular job/session. Note, however, that this
command does not work with CI variables on MPE V
because CI variables are not available on MPE V. The
DELETEVAR name, however, was selected for removing.·.JCWs
on MPEV to provide compatibility with the existing
command that performs this function on MPE/iX.

DELETEVAR Syntax

SYNTAX

OELETEVAR jcwname

PARAMETERS

jcwname The name of a valid job control
word (JCW) or @ which indicates all
user-defined JCWs.

job, in BREAK,
not breakable.

JCWs cannot be

OELETEVAR may be issued from a session,
or from a program. The command is
System-defined and system-reserved
deleted.

Introducinq the HPDEVCONTROL Intrinsic on MPE V

The MPE/iX HPDEVCONTROL intrinsic is now available on
MPE V. This intrinsic provides access to specified
peripheral functionality without the device being
opened. The functions currently supported include
remote tape loads and remote tape online for 7980 and
OAT tape devices. This facilitates unattended backup
and tape verification operations. The remote OAT
online is also useful to place the OAT drive online
without having to eject and reload the tape. The
supported functions, calling ~equence, parameter types,
and error returns :match the HPDEVCONTROL intrinsic on
MPE/iX. This allows one to run an HPDEVCONTROL program
on MPE/iX that was developed for MPE V with no code
changes.
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HPDEVcONTROL Calling· Sequence

D BA DV D
HPDEVcONTROL( status,ldev,itemnum, item);

Operation Notes

This intrinsic is only supported on tape devices (type
24 ) whose subtype is 5 (HP7980)or 6 (HPC1511A .. - DDS).
This intrinsic cannot be called in split-stack mode.
If the device is not in an available state,
HPDEVcONTROL will block until ·the operation canbe
performed on the device.

INITIAL Checks Free<Space onLDEV 1 ·Durinq a Coldload

Prior to Release 31, a customer·couldbe forced into an
unplanned reload if a coldload operation failed because
of· insufficient contiguous disc space for the system SL
on tape, or if there was insufficient space for INITIAL
to.allocate certain system. tables on disc. Beginning
with this Release, SYSDUMP and INITIAL have been
enhanced to prevent this problem from occurring.. The
remainder of this section describes the problem
addressed by. this enhancement and the· method<·used in
this release to overcome it.

Inadequate free disc space on ldev 1 can cause INITIAL
to halt in one of two ways - both lead to an unplanned
reload:

1. A patch, user software, and/or third party software
installations adds new or increases the size of
existing segments in SL.PUB.SYS such that a new
extent ·in the.SL is allocated and the size.of theSL
file increases accordingly on thacoldload tape.
This tape is then used to coldload the same or a
different system that has little free space on ldev
i-i.e. there is nota contiguous free blockof
space on ldev 1 large enough for the new SL file on
tape. Note that if the SL file on tape is bigger
than the old SL file on disc (as will be the casein
the scenario described in the prior paragraph), the
free space created when INITIAL purges the old SL
will not be enough to accommodate the new SL file on
tape.
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If this happens and free space
elsewhere on Idev 1, INITIAL
following error

cannot
halts

be found
with the

ERROR 326 - OUT OF DISC SPACE ON LDEV 1

When this happens, INITIAL is too far into the
coldload process to perform a start from disc, which
results in a reload situation.

2. Even if the size of SL.PUB.SYS does not increase,
the ERROR 326 can still occur if free space is
extremely low on ldev 1. This is because INITIAL
needs some contiguous free space on ldev 1 to copy
system tables to disc during the coldload process.
The minimum amount is around 2500 contiguous
sectors. If less than 2500 sectors of free space
exist on ldev 1, the ERROR 326 can occur, forcing a
reload regardless of whether or not the size of the
system SL file on tape has increased.

Problem 1) has been addressed as follows: When SYSDUMP
creates a coldload tape, it will now write the size of
the new system SL in the SYSDUMP/INITIAL communication
record. During an UPDATE or COLDSTART , INITIAL will
now compare the size of the new SLon tape with the
size of the SL on disc. If the SL on tape is larger
than the SL on disc, INITIAL attempts to allocate a
large enough block of disc space BEFORE purging the old
SL. If sufficient space cannot be allocated, the
operator will be prompted to make a decision. The
operator can either -proceed with the coldload at the
risk of a forced reload, or can stop the coldload at
this point, restart from disc, clean up disc space, and
attempt the coldload again later.

Problem 2) has been addressed by modifying INITIAL to
always attempt pre-allocation of 2500 contiguous
sectors. This is done early enough in the cOLDLOAD
process so that a start from disc can be done if the
allocation fai~s.

Final Update on Year 2000 Chanqes for MPE V

Most of the changes required to make the MPE V systems
recognize dates in the year 2000 and beyond were
completed in Release 30. Two functions, however,
remained to be certified to work in the year 2000.
These functions were labeled tapes and SADUTIL (Stand
Alone Disc UTILity). As of Release 31, both functions
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are now certified to work in the year 2000 and beyond.
Labeled tapes did not require any chanqes and will
actually work in the year 2000 as of Release 30.
SADUTIL, however, did r~"quire changes and only the
Release 31 or later verS1.0n (3.16) will work in the
year 2000. Please be sure to create a new stand Alone
Diagnostic tape for your system when updating to MPE V
Release 31 or later. Instructions are in Chapter 11
(SADUTIL) of the utilities Manual (32033-90008) or in
your MIT Update documentation.

Thanks to Steve Smead, Yukihiko Umezawe, Len Croley, Dan

Clavin, "Sob Holdsworth, John Green, Robert Ross, and others

at HP SWT Division for their engineering efforts on MPE V

enhancements and for providing material for this paper.
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Introduction and key issues

Managing your enterprise in this day and age is no simple trick. In fact, two out of three of Gartner
Group's Key Management Issues for 1993center on this topic ("What IS strategies can best balance the
needs of end users and enterprise manageability?" and "How can IS meet increasing support demands
with limited resources?"). Infonnation Systems departments are feeling the crunch of the following
issues:

• Staffing costs are high when staff must be trained and available in each location

• Pressure to "do more with less staff'. In many shops,·staffheadcount is shrinking, and the
company may be considering outsourcing operations. At the very least, headcount is not
growing. But demands on IS are growing. How can IS departments meet user needs, provide
a competitive edge to the company, and salvage Uteir own jobs?

• Information resources may need to be distributed geographically in order to better support the
business. But the smooth management of those resources is also critical in supporting the
business. How can one succeed at both?
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Centrally managing your enterprise

Centrally managing your enterprise~and automating as many functions as possible~ is an effective way to
reduce operations costs while JiJ1aintaining or even increasingt,he level of services YQucanprovide.

If you aren't able to increase YQur .staff, you,~~ed •. to make your existing staff more productive... You can
centralize yourihighly trained operations staff and leverage their skill set over a larger number of systems
(because they don't have to be physically present at each system in order to manage it). Some customers
have complet~ly elimillated anylS staff at remote locations, leaving office personnel to perform simple
tasks such as replacing a DDStape in the drive. Centralizing your operations expertise reduces training
costs (notas many people to muD), andtheopPOrtp.nityforhuman error and inconsistentprocedures.

"Ontlof the big benefitsforJ.lSwas the ability to have the remote
systems manageIllent.Wehave hadHP 3000s in our production
facilities, but we.also have.agroup.ofpeoplethat take ~ar~.ofrunning

therI).thatare very technically qualified.•• We don~t have those. type of
individuals at our customer service facilities, so the ability to have
remote system management··\vas very important.. Because as the this
system rolled out to nine new locations we were able to deal very
effecitvely from a.icost standpoint with the system management
without having to worry about having that technical expertise in these
new locations. "

Ken Thome,
VP and Director Information Systems
General Mills

If you want to leverage your operations staffto manage a larger distributed number of systems, you must
also provide them with tools to make them successful. Managing systems "by exception" is one
important way to do that. This means that rather than monitoring all the messages that come across the
console, the operator is only alerted to specific messages that indicate something has gone wrong, or
requires their attention. It is as though the system is sayiing "everything is going well unless I tell you
otherwise". TIlis enables your staff to successfully manage a larger number of systems because the
number of messages they have to monitor and respond to has decreased.

Another way to improve your staffs productivity (and reduce costs) is to automate as many functions as
possible that previously required human intervention. Reducing the amount of time your staff spends
responding to messages by typing on the keyboard will increase the amount of time they can spend on
other projects.

Automating can reduce costs to the point where outsourcing information technology functions may not
be necessary. Outsourcing is on the rise in Europe. Gartner Group survey shows that 71% ofCIOs said
they were ready to outsource some operations in 1992, compared with 36% in 1991. The high costs and
unavailability of certain staffare sited as amain reason for outsourcing. Automating your operations
may enable you to salvage jobs for your staff, while making them more productive and valuable to the
company.
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What is UP OpenView System Manager?

liP OpenView System Manager is a client/server software product that runs partially on an liP 3000
host, and partially on a DOS PC with Windows. It allows operators to monitor and control mUltiple liP
3000s from a central (personal computer) console.

It consists of three main pieces:

• liP OpenView ConsQle,software which serves as the headquarters, the managing node for the other
nodes. It runs on the host liP 3000, and also provides one set of PC floppy disks that run on the PC.

• A DOS PC with liP OpenView Windows and some other software to serve as the client•. This PC can
be ordered piece-meal, or as a bundle from liP.

• Remote node licenses These enable the OpenView Console to manage up to 64 remote nodes,
anywhere in the world.

Increase
Operator Efficiency

Increase
System Availability

..._.M.8.n".'fI81II_"'_'_J.by ExctIptkJn _

Ctlntr"lIztH1 Appllc"tItJn

M"""l/tII1ItIII'

Immlldill" S,.".
NDllflc"tlDn

C_ntn'upM1'._
"n'IIIbI. ttl "n .ptem.

AutDm,,1tId I
,"-_.R•••:ptJ.·."'•• •

Reduces Operations Cost and Cost of Ownership
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Windows-based interface and management by exception

These pieces work together to .give you an easy to use, windows-based console that alerts you when
things go wrong.. Rather thaIlhavingto monitor the messagesthatcome byonthe screen, you are only
asked to pay attention to exception conditions (thus the term "managing by exception"). The figure
below illustrates the user interface:

Easy to use interface

_ OpcnVlcw OVHUIl - 'JiI-'1IW' ~IIIIIU _[][J
li4onItor Dlaqnose Control Conflqure fleport Help

.. .....

• Windows-based
• Icons change· color
• No ·108t messages

• Management by
exception

• Nested maps

The console screen uses .icons that represent various parts of the enterprise. For example, a disk icon can
represent all the disks on the network. A printer icon can represent all the printers. Each system and/or
application can be represented with an individual icon. How the icons are used is. up to you and allows
you to map your console screen to the way you want to think of your enterprise. For example, some
people like to see all the disk activity across the network under one icon. (The figure above is an example
of this.) Others might want to think of disk activity in association with the system the disk is attached to.
An icon can represent an entire remote datacenter, that expands to show icons underneath that represent
individual systems.

"Nested maps" is the name for the feature just described, where clicking on an icon reveals a map of
other icons underneath. Multiple layers are possible. Ifan icon resides inside a circle, it means there are
more maps and icons undeOleath it. If it resides in a parallelogram, there aren't maps and icons
underneath. In the figures below, the map on the left is the "top level" map, and although the color
doesn't show here, the round figure on the left represents a sales system that's turned red and has some
sort of problem. By clicking on the red icon, the operator then sees the map shown on the right, which
explodes the detailed icons associated with the sales system (note how the sales system is now in the
center). If we could include color in this paper, you'd see that the icon for the tape drives has turned red,
and this is the event that triggered the sales system to turn red in the top level map.
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Top Level Map:

_ OtH.'flVl~1/ ()'(JQ..ri Sy~tcl~ s¥~tc-.~ __[][]
....... Iu, "'d'.JIIU~t' CUll I, ul -CU" I "jU' ... He-vu, I "'.·IV

Secondary Level Map:

_ Ope-n't'Il'" O'VHUfl I.l:.b I.':>i:; __[][]

~IIOI D"I~os(, (onl,ol en"!"",,,,' ~ Iwpo,1 11<'11'

..

.........

The benefit of nested maps and having a flexible way to look at the enterprise is that it enables you to use
the product however you want to mentally think of your enterprise. It doesn't force a certain map
structure on you.

The "management by exception" feature,alerts you to a situation requiring, YOl1fattentio~ by changing the
color of the icon. ',GreeniC()ns mean everything is working well. A yellow icon meansth~ an event has
occured thatdese~esattention. A re~iconislIl()res~vere, andisassign~ toevents that are deemed
serious and in need of immediately attenti~n. For ex~ple, lithe dislcicc:m~~ red it would indicate
that a disk was having a problem, Linking events lilc~~s to their appropria~iC()ns is called "task based
filtering of events".

No more lost messages

With traditional consoles, operators run the. riSk of not noticing a message tha~>~uires a)~~l'ly, or some
action on their part. For example, a user coulc:t send a message requesting a particular tape to be
mounted, andif a lot of messages are scrolling up the screen, it's possible for the operator to miss the
request entirely. With OpenView System Manager, a request to the operator could result in a designated
icon changing from green to red. The message is captured. and is easily found by the operator. This
feature then increases end:-user satisfaction with MIS responsiveness.

HP OpenView System Manager can be made to interfacevvitll applications that provide telephony
services. For example, your operator could wear a beeper that alerts the operator to a red-icon event.
This would enable. the operator to leave the console and work throughout the datacenter or site. One
such telephony product is Watehman,by Unison.
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Easy to use interface

It has already been.mentioned that the PC used to control the enterprise is windows-based, which makes
it easy and intuitive to use. In addition, enhancements areprovidedthatimpf()ve the way that operators
look at eventsandmessa~~s. When, for example, an ico~changes fromgreentored,9te operator simply
clicks on the iconto see a summary of the messages associated with that icon... The.detail is suppressed at
this point. By merely clicking on a specific message, full detail of that event is provided, as well as an
opportunity to annotate any action taken(or instructions for the next shift). This can eliminate the need
to have a written log. for communication between·shifts while still providing a way to "trouble track".

The operator can also have full consol~ control of anyHP 3000 in the n~w~rk (including shutdown anJ
restart) by simply clicking open a console window fora designated system.. Multiple console windows
may be open simultaneously. The figure below illustrates what console windowsloo~ like:

Full Console·AccBsS for System· Control

Control ...

• System ··Shutdown
(Control-A)

• System Restart
(Control-B)

• MPE Command Execution
(ex. restarting network)

• Appllc8:liona

*Automsted Response for Timely Problem Resolution

Automated responses to events

In order to reduce operating costs, it's important to automate as many functions as possible. HP
OpenView System Manager can use MPE scripts to provide an automated response to a particular event.
A script is a small string of commands, written as though an operator were typing them in. In
anticipation of typical tasks, scripts can be created to execute automatically if a particular event occurs.

A good example of this involves network problems. Many IS departments have a staff member who is
most knowledgable about networks, a network administrator. During nonnal operations, the network
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may fail and the typical response is to simply restart it. Usually, if that fails several times,ttte system
operator will then resort to calling the network administrator.

One could automate this process by providing a script that essentially says, "Ifthe networkfails, use this
script to restart it. If it fails again, restart it a second time. If it fails again, contact the system operator or
network administrator." In a recent Gartner Group survey, the.aVet1lge number ofusersi per LJ\N
administrator was 115-to-1. It's easy to see how using scripts toautomate responses would increase the
productivity of sOll'leone like tile LAN administrator, whose resources are aIreadystretched thin.

J\utomatedresponses.arebotht1e~bl~ and sophisticatec.t()ne can iJlStnlctthe system to try several
different automated responses in a certain orderbefo~ .theoperat()r is called.to interveale. Automated
responses maximize the number of functions that can be automated in the datacenter, removing the need
for human intervention Wherever possible.

Increasing uptime with automated responses.

Applications that improve system and data availability can be automa!CdusiggHPOpenView System
Manager.. For example,HP.SPU Switchover/iX is a product that provideswann standby in the event of a
system·failure. The switchover function is easily.automated with.a simple MPE script. In this example,
ifSystem Afails,a notific~tion is .s~nt t<lllP OpenView~ystelll'4anag~rand the. autOJDatic response to
switch over to System B is given. Without this,. theswitchover application is dependent upon operator
intervention. Automating the procedure will result in an immediate "switchover" response and increased
uptime for end users.

Automated responses can alsohelp out in the eventofadata centerdis~ter.ColIlbiningHPOpenView
System Managerwith NetBase results in a disaster tolerant, geographically dispersed HP 3000 "cluster"
mown as SharePIexliX. NetBase is a software product by QUEST (also available from HP) that, anlong
other things, shadows data from one location to another..Applications needing that data go through a
directory that mows where the data resides. In the event of a disaster such as an earthquake or a
bombing, NetBase will send a message to an OpenView Console (in another location) thatis centrally
managing the enterprise. An automated response could provide an alternate directory to redirect
applications·and users to find the data.that is unavailable in the alternate (shadowed) location. This
would enable. the rest of the business to continue functioning, and would alert the central operations staff
that an emergency had occurred..

Manage your enterprise with multiple consoles

The HP 3000 that is the central management node (the OpenView Console)can send information out to
mUltiple PCs at the same time. This type of configuration is very helpful to IS departments with "lights
out" or "lights dim" environments, and for very large data centers. Each PC (five is the maximum)·could
have the same "view" with the same icons, and could .belocated in different areas of the data center. Or,
each PC could "specialize" such that one would handle all the messages and icons associated with tape
drives, another PC would receive all the messages for disks and printers, etc. One staff member could
monitor just the icons associated with applications.
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Summary of benefits of central enterprise management

Centrally managing your enterprise with HP OpenView System Manager or a similar product delivers the
following benefits:

Reduces cost of operations

• Staffproductivity increases by using a tool that enables them to manage by exception.

• Training costs decrease because expertise can be pooled and applied to multiple, even
geographically dispersed systems.

• Automated responses enable more "lights out" operations and less human intervention.

Increases system uptime

• Provides faster fault detection by notifying operators of the status of all networked
HP 30008.

• Automated responses enable correction to take place without waiting for an operator to
become aware of the problem.

• Other applications can interface with HP OpenView System Manager to automate
high-availability features such as SPU switehover, and SharePlexliX disaster tolerant
clustering functionality.
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STREAMX. as a Second·.Language

Paper No:S039

By: Scott DeChant

~EQSTAT 'Systems
777· E.EisenhowerPkwy,>Suite 500

Ann· Arbof, Ml48108
(313) 996-1180

Introduction

Popeye the Sailorused to say "1 y',amwhat!.y'am and that'sall~hat I,y'am." .STREAMX,
VES(JfT's. interactive, intelligent batcb jo}, creation facility" tends •. to. say tite., same. thing
(albeit mucbmoregrammati~ly).WhY. sho\l1d,t~s ,beth~case? '11tere's~o reason that a
systemsbouldn'tbe stretched to itsliIDits(whateverthose may be), and tbat newer features
and capabilities shouldn'tbefound and sbared.

AtMEDSTATSystems,we ~v~done a Jptofresearch withSTREM!:X,l1avingpushed,
twisted, and "opened up the throttle" on it to see what itean do. Consequently, we have
found some.great uses for STREAMX.·. We have used STREAMX,as a,structured language
of its own, increasing. our capacity and giving us a larger tactical arsenal with which. to
surgically attack our •customers' needs.

The. purposeofi>this paper is to 'sbare., some of tbeseuses· with other. interested·' STREAMX
programmers and users. .Some of the •concepts·and accompanying •.• examples are pretty basic
in nature. The·standard (and far too limited) documentation.• provided by VESOFT contains
more basic examples. Other examples in this paper are a bit more complex,. and a few'push
the STREAMX envelope.

This paper contains· three· sections describing possible STREAMX uses, ranging from basic
principles to more advanced ones. Following these sections are two advanced. program
examples using STREAMX.
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Basic Programming Techniques

Variable Prompting and Assignment

Variable prompting and assignment of values is at the heart of STREAMX as a programming
language. STREAMX has variable space limits, depending on the number, and types of
variables used as well as the HP machine nmning STREAMX (consult the published
STREAMX information for details). However, variable use can be powerful.

STREAMX jobs work: on two levels; the batch job "setup" level. and the batch job "run
time" level. "Setup" refers to the time when the user is answering prompts and creating a
job. "Run time" refers to the point,at.which the job is actually executing on the HP. Setup
commands are preceded by a "::" , while run time commands are preceded by a "!" or ":".

Below are 4 ways to assign values to variables.

1. ::ASSIGN < variable > = < value >
Assigns a value to a variable. The variable can be reset later. This command can
only be used at job setup time.

Example
: :ASSJ:GN TEMPVAB. - 1

2. ::PROMPl' <vartype> <varname> < prompt>
Prompts the user for input and stores the user response in a variable. This command
can only be used at job setup time, and the variable can be reset later. The variable
types allowed are string (STR), integer (INTEGER), and date (DATE).

Example
: :PROHPT sm TEHPSTR - "Name of file to be acted upon"
: :PROHPT DITBGEB. TEHPJ: - "Humber of fil.es to he acted upon"
: :PROHPT DATE· DOB- "Date of Birth"

3. :SETJCW < var name > = < int value >
Sets an HP lob ControlWord to a specified integer value. Thiscommandcanbe
used either at job setup time or at job run time.

Example
:SBTJCWTBNPJ: - 1
::SBTJCW STEP - 15

STREAMXas·a Second Language
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4. :SETVAR < var name > < value >
Sets an HP variable to a specified integer or striDg value. This command can.only
be.used at job run. time.

Bxample
:SBTVU STEP 1
: SBTVD!IAMB "!red"

In STREAMX, all variables are global. So it is important to rel1\6Dlb« which variable
names have already been used, or risk ovef\oVriting val~..Programmerscan take advantage
of the global nature of variables byusin~thesamenames for teDlpODt)' variablestbroughout
a job. One instance of this •is in asking. a standani.yes/n0question..·• Usually the user
provides an answer, something is done, and the.v~.bleiSll't~~eaJlDyJonger. Using .the
variable YN for. aU such situations saves valuable variable.sp&ee,.and proVides consistency in
STREAMX programs.

STREAMXVarlableU~ge

;··NQwthat our.smAt4Xv~ablesbave vaJues.h()w~ we use these variables in our jobs?

1. Prompt time input validation> ••..• .••••• ••.....••. •. ...•• •.• .....> ·· .. i, ..............><'

Input validation is probably the most common form oferror checking. Inmany
cases, the programmer will have some idea of .expected values .f~rinputto a set of
logic.•. Programs· can validate input at prompttime.with.the::PROMPT statement as
shown below.

EX!tDPles
: : PROYP1' •• SftPILBNANB - ."P1len..-" ;. CDCIt - •(PBXIS'!'S (PIr..BNAN8»
::PRONP'1' 8ft YM - ."Y~•• or)to";CBJlClt-.('D' -."DS" ·0Jl YN..... "NO")
: : PROYP1' IN'1'BGBR. Dft' - "Bni:er a n1Ullberl -. 5".; &

:: CBBCIt. (DI'l' .>- 1 AlU) DI'1' <_. 5)

2. Conditiollallogie
AnothervetycoRUnon use()fvariablesisforlF~TIlEN-ELSEconditioDallogic.

Programmers can use this togicto point to other sections oflogic, either to modify
files or to alert the user<to input errors.

Bxample
: :~Dft!BGBR D1'!r- "Bnter ·anumber.<l- S"
:: XI':I1.'2!< lOR .•D1I,I!. > 5 .UBB

:: BeRO Val.ue notl-S.P1e..e consu1t the U8ers guide.
::BLSB

::~ sm J'ZLJ:RaIIB - "Fll. name"
: :BRDXI'

STREAMX as a SecoRd Language
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3. Value substitution
STREAMX can also be used to incorporate stored variable values into. batch jobs.
This is helpful when sending messages to users, as well as creating counters,
parameterizing jobs and programs, etc. By putting the variable name in brackets the
variable's current value is inserted into the job stream instead of the variable name
itself.

Example to purge files LOGt, LOG2, LOG3, LOG4 in PVB.SYS
::ASSZGR S~P - 1
::WB:ILB SUP <- '- 4
••. ASSZGR Fl:L101AIIB- "LOG{STBP} .PUB~SYS"
:.: ECHO nis is step.' {STEP)
:: PURGB. {i':IL101AIIB)
:: ASS:IGN smp - STEP + 1
: : BNDWII:ILB

4. Use with functions
VESOFT provides many functions to complementHP system functions. String
variables can be up-shifted, parsed, ·substringed,· and compared, while numeric
variables can be part of arithmetic expressions. .Most functions needed exist· either
from BP or VESOFT. Consult the MPEIXL help facility for information on the
HP functions as well as the VESOFr functiOns.

Examples
: :ASS:IGR D - UPS (D)
::SE~JCW ZNT - :I +J
: :ASS:IGR SUBsm - STlUlfG[O:5]

Intermediate Programming Techniques

Looping and Multiple File Usage

Another feature you can take advantage of is the ability to use "s·. variable as an index for
another variable. .strictly.speaking, STREAMX does not support arrays, but arrays can be
·fudged· by appending the·array index· to the end of the variable name (i.e., instead of
using VAR(t), VAR(2), we use VARt, VAR2 as the variable names).

Sometimes, we don't know how many input files will feed into a process. We only know
that we must use all of them, merge them into a larger file, and .then use the merged file as
input to the process. The ·pseudo-array· approach lends itself well to· thisconstnlct.

STREAMXu a Second Language
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Example:
: : PROKP2 •nr.rBGER ·N'OH&'l:LBS .- ,
:: "Number of rawdata files to run through program A"
: : ASSJ:GN .TBHPSm - ":INPU2 SOll2FJ:Ll"
: :ASSJ:GR J: - ·1
::WBJ:LB .J: .<:...H1JKIFJ:LBS
•• ECRO :Rawdata file' {J:} :
•• »1lOMPT. sm RARDAB •. ·.. ":Ra.wdata. file Dame"

COl8IBlr.r Sort. raw data file
llUN .. S01l2. PUB. SYS

J:NPtr.r •• {:RAWllAD}
OUTPUT··SORT!'IL{J:}
1CBY •• 1,10
END

•• J:F J: >- 2TBEN'
ASSJ:GN TBMPS!l'R -. TEHPS!l'R+

•.• ENDJ:F

•• ASSJ:GN J: - J: + 1
: :BNDWRJ:LB

COI!IIfENT Merge £1.1.8 together
1lUN' .•.HBRQB. PUB .SYS

{!l.".DfPSD.}
0U!rPl1T .)fJ[RGJ)AD

KEY 1,10
END

COMYRNT Run prograa A
RUN PROGA

)fJ[RGJ),M'A

OUTP1J2

S01lft'J:L{J:}"

Note that each array element is technically a new va.riilb1e, so~ariablespace is used \lpmuch
morequicldy than if the same variable was used over each time.• ·• Use the same variable name
whenever possible, but if you.need to save the names ofall.of your· related elements, nothing
is wrong with the "array" approach if you have enoughmemoty ..space.

Object-Oriented Design Applicability

Just as with other structured programming languages, STR.EAMX eattlenditself to object
oriented design. This is not object-oriented implementation (a la C++, Smalltalk, etc.), but
is a modular design that allows reuse· of code and global modifications to. code, reducing
maintenance effort. STREAMX doesn't specifically support subroutines. Through the use
of ::USE files, you can include code from other places, just as if it.were in a subroutine. To

STREAMX asaSecondLangUige
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do this, however, you must keep in mind that STREAMX considers all variables ,1()ba1, so
you must use the same name for vari~les in both· the main program and· in the subroutine
(no argument passing allowed).

We've used this approach in three distinct ways at MEDSTAT Systems. We have developed
STREAMX ::USE files to hold the prompts for a given program. This allows us to set up a
generic overriding wumbrellaw program to run all of our programs. We've also been able to
set up menu-driven jobs that call other routines. This way we can build 30-50 step jobs
using the same types of functions over andover, with different raw data files, and do it while
only maintaining one wumbrellaWprogram and a series of smaller routines. Therefore, we
have little or no code duplication. Finally, we have combined. STREAMX with HP
command files to limit code duplication. These uses are detailed below:

Program Prompt ::USE Files

When creating generic programs or jobs, modular code is typically easier to use and
maintain.. One way to achieve additional modularity is to place all program prompts in an
external ::USE file that is called by the main job. This way, if prompts change in a
program, all you have to do is change the extemal file, instead of an entire job. This also
alleviates the problem most generic wumbrellawjobs run into; how to handle a different
number of prompts in different programs ofthe, same type.

For example, if program A prompts for just input data and output data, .while program B
prompts for both of those plus a couple of numeric values, these programs could not be run
by a single job without a lot of extra logic (Wif program. = B then prompt for numeric
values, W etc. ). Notice the example below:

Overall STREAMX job

: RUN ?Program n-. to run? ED. PROD
•. USB ?Prompt : :USB fi1e?ZNCLlJDB.PROD

Prompt ::USE file if nmning promm A with above job

?Hame of raw data?
?output· fiJ.en-.?

Prompt::USE file if nmning program B with above job

?Hame of raw data?
?output fiJ.e naD8?
3
5

STREAMX asa·Second Language
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Both programs can now use the same job to run them; it'sjust the·::USE· files that. change.
You have now created modular code, and ideally only need one STREAMX job ever again.

Menu-driven Programs

Menu-driven programs can reduce the need for multiple programs or for extensive
customization in programs. Generic code reduces maintenance and simplifies code
management.

A simple menu-driven utility could look like this:

{nnrJ:LB} :aU Purg'e (nnrJ:LB)
{nnrJ:LBI 101 B.ename {D1FI:LB}

: :ASSl:GB O~OR - " "
: :~ sm DfF:tLB - "Bame of file
: :WHl:LB O~OR <> ·'11"
•• ECHO Ways to modify files:
•• ECHO
•• BCHO SO - Sort
•• ECHO CO - Copy
•• ECHO

to be acted upon"

•• PB.OHP~ sm OPTJ:OB - "Step to do (101 etc.,
CRECK - (l.en(O~OB) - 2)

: : BNDWJIl:LB

II to exit)";

At this point, the user can select a step (e.g. SORT or PURGE), and can be directed to the
correct STREAMX subroutine:

: :l:F UPS (OPTl:ON) "SO" THEN
:: USE SOB.~.JOBSUB.STREA'YX

: :ENDl:F

: .::1:1'. UPS (01)>~ION) - "PU" ~IIEN

:: USB PURGE. JOBSUB. STRBAYX
: :ENDl:F

The sort subroutine could then look like this:

: COMMBRT ----------- SO:a~ FZLB ---------------------------
::ECHO ----------- SO:a~ Fl:LB ----------------------------

:aUN So:a~.PUB.SYS

:INPUT (:IBF:ILE}
Otr:rPUT.?Full. name of sorted ontputfil.e?
KEY ?Sortltey?
END

You can now include more options as needed. Whenever you add a new option, just add it
to the menu program and create the new subroutine. You may notice the use of INFILE as a
standard variable name. Because of the global nature of STREAMX variables, establishing
some common variable names as "reserved variables" will make using subroutines easier.
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Combining STREAMX and HPCommand Fdes

Sometimes you may want to use a certain logic interactively; other times you may want to
use the same functionality in a batch-mode job. By combiningHP col1llDtm.d •files and
STREAMX, you can do both without duplicating code. The process involves writing a HP
command file with all· the parameters. needed, then.creating a STREAMXfile that·· prompts
for the appropriate parameter information·and calls the··col1llDtm.d file.

Example HP command file PRGRP.CMD.SYS
PARK GROUP - " "
COMYJDlT PlUmP: Print a11 fi1es in a group to· the 1ine printer
FJ:LB LPiDBV-LPiCCTL
BCHO
RUN MPEX. PUB. VESOFT i P.ABY-l i nuro- "PlaN!r 8.'GROUP; Otr.r-*LP"

Example of STREAMX code calling the above command file

: :PROHPT sn GROUP .. "Group to print reports from"
: :BCHO Printing a11 reports in (GROUP) group of (HPACCOURT)
: :PBGRP.CMD.SYS (GROUP)

Note that you can call a command file from either STREAMX interactive mode'or job nm
time mode.

Advanced Programming Techniques

Self-documenting· Job Streams

After making your programs generic and modular in nature, adding a feature .such as self
documentation is relatively easy. There are two ways to accomplish this. The first involves
writing all steps and pertinent information to an extemal file as the program or job runs, thus
creating an accurate report of what was done. The second is to create the documentation of
steps and appropriate information up front, and have the documentation control what the
program does.

Post-execution Reporting

This is simply writing information to a file. The file must be opened .at the beginning of
execution, and as each successive step is executed, more information is written to the file.
One such example file is shown below:
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THU,
THU,
TBU,
THU,
THU,

Mar13,1993,3:13 ~ starting
Mar13,1993,3:13 ~ starting
Mar13,1993,3 :19 ~ Comp1eted.
~13,1993,3:19~ starting
~13,1993,3:20~Comp1eted

Temp1ate
step 3
Step 3
Step 4
Step 4

C1ock- 3
Fi1e merge C1ock- 3
Fi1e merge C1ock- 11
nata Sort C1ock- 11
Data Sort C1ock- 17

Important information in this case includes the date, time, step description, and information
on CPU usage. Since. this reportis being created as thejob is. executing, ·the user can ten
exactly where the process is in relation to completion, and Can abort the job if something
goes wrong.

Program-control Documentation

Another way to integrate documentation with execution is by using the documentation to set
up the job. This is very similar to the menDing option. Instead of entering information from
the keyboard, the user can set up a documentation file that the STREAMX program can read
when setting up thejob. One example of a tabular setup file is below:

Widgets. 'll Us

•
PRBCO:NVBJlT
OAK BmLD
SOR~

PUBGB
lUDfAYB

1Q92·UPDATB

PROGA
KSAHtr.rl:L
SO:M! . PUB. SYS

UPDATJOB Keith Baisch

BAJlDAT1 ICSAHpreconvert
0U':rPUT1 Create OAK file
Otr.rPtr.r1 Sort the rawdata fi1e
Otr.rPtJ!!1 Don't.11.8ed. .O'Qtput any DIOre
SOllTDATl Rename ... ~o:rt .. data for storage

In this case, we've identified the company, process description, job name, and operator name
at the top. In the heart of the file, we have the step name, the program to ron,. the rawdata
for the program or step, and a comment for job documentation.

By keeping the setup table as a·· stored file,· you have documentatiOll·of the ••• process handy,
and any changes needed for subsequent rons- more programs/steps, different rawdata files,
etc.,- can be handled -easily.

By using both ·1Ilethods .of docunientation, .you·· can· have the best •. of both worlds, and can
compare what was supposed to happen in a process to what really did happen durillg process
execution.

Creating Accurate\Tesf Environments

When creating a test environment for new programs, data, or even systems, it is important to
mimic as closely as possible the actual production environment. The closer your rest cases
are to actual situations, the less likely it is that unexpected problems will arise. STREAMX
is a great tool for simulating -battlefield conditions. - With STREAMX you can test
programs under different conditions by just changing a few variables.
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One accurate way to create·a test ··environment is· by inserting a file ·containing only·· file
equatioDS.for testing purposes at the beginning of your job.. This is done witha::USE file
created for testing. Youcaa build the testing logic into your job like this:

::P~ sn DS!!! - "!rest. ran or· production :r:un(!f/p) [It]";·.£
:: DEFAULT- "P"; coex - (UPS (BST) - "T" OR UPS (BST) - "P")
: ::IF WS (BS~)-"T" TIDDf
:: USB ?Ji'uJ.l. D.a1II8. of·· te.t::.iDg file equation•. fUe?
:·:BND:IF

Be warned that file equations can be a dangerous thing if you're not aware tMt you're using
them. The important thing is not to forget when you have equations active. Using as few
file. equations as possible will help you keep track of what is .being modified and. keep your
test nm .closer to. the actual program processing conditions.

Another way to create a .test environment is.· to set up. an overall testing job to parallel your
overall processing job. You can use the same menus for both "umbrella" jobs and have the
same options available, but you can tailor the testing job to fit .the testing environment,
provided the environment is consistent for all of your testing.

For example, say part of your production job .looked like .this:

: RUB ?PrOcp:aJR DaJII8? ED. PROD
•• USB ?Prompt answer. fJ.1e? DlCLUDB. PROD

then the corresponding part of your test job could look like:

: RUB ?Proqraa D.a1II8? BST•PROD
• • USB ?Prompt. answer.· file? mST. PROD

At this point, you could build an overall umbrella job, with one of the first prompts being
whether or,not this was a test case. If testing, you could call the testinglogic; ifnot, call the
prodllCtion logic.

Again, it is important that the test environment is as similar as possible to the production
environment. If you create modular pieces of code, keeping things the same is easier to
accomplish because you can use the actual production code in testing.

STREAMX as a Second Lanauale
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KSAM rile, VPLUS rile access

STREAMX can read KSAM files relatively easily using the VEFREADBYKEY function.
You can take advantage of this for both KSAM files, and for VPLUS forms files, provided
you first translate the VPLUS information into a KSAM file.

For VPLUS forms files, firSt translate the information into an ASCII flat file format. You
can do this by using the Interex Contributed·Software· Library utility VPLUS2PC.· This
AS~II file can then be translated to a KSAM file to speed up access. Using the
VEFRBADBYKEY function, you can access KSAM information quickly. and easily, and
tum this information into usable STREAMX information.

Example KSAM read:

: : ASSJ:Glf KS.uan:LB- "ACCTDD'X"
: :ASSJ:Glf I'NUH - VEFOPEN (" {KSAHi'J:LB} ,OLD")

: : PROMPT sm KSAMKEY .. "fiel.d to retrieve froDl KSAM"
: :ASSJ:Glf KSAMKEY .. KSAMKEY + "
: :ASSJ:Glf :BEC -= VEFREADBYKEY({I'NUH}, " (KSAMKEY[O:14] )", 0)
: :ASSJ:Glf VALUE - RTRJ:K(BBC[15: 65])
::ASSJ:G1f< VALUE - llTRJ:K (VALUE)

: : ASSJ:Glf VEFCLOSB ( (FNtJK) )

The above method works well in situations where you have. to look up information in a table
based on unique search keys. Make sure you re-create the KSAM file at the beginning of
each nm of your program to insure that you have the .D1Ost current copy .of the KSAM .file
information.

Conclusion

'STREAMX can be a valuable tool in job creation and execution, as well as serve as a
secondary.programming language. Few tasks are beyond the capabilities of STREAMX,
although STREAMX may not be the best tool in all cases. As with any set of tools, you
must find the right tool for the job, and use it to its full potential.

STREAJ.~X is also a great "structured language" for non-programmers, who can use
programming concepts without all the overhead of a stmctured language. Non-programmers
in our shop have been able to write their own STREAMX programs, saving the
programming department extra work, and giving users a tool of their own.

As with any program or system being developed though, user involvement and input are
crucial to the success or failure of the system's\acceptance and usefulness. Keep users "in
the loop" as far.as design decisions go. Ask them to evaluate the feel of the new system, and
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simulate the questions that they must answer when using the system. If the users don't like
the product, they won't use it. No matter how sophisticated the system is, it's worthless if
no one uses it.

As systems designers and implementers,· avoid being constrained by the stated. bounds of.a
product. Always try to find new uses for your tools, and you'll be more prepared than ever
to face any challenge thrown at you.. Don't fall for that<~ly'amwhatI y'am and that's all
what I. y'am" stuff; that only applies in the cartoon world!

Advanced Program Examples

Appendices A and B are examples of some of the advanced programs used ·at .MEDSTAT
Systems. These programs show the concepts described. in this paper, and also the degree to
which the concepts can be applied..Only a portion of the actual code· is included; full code
for the following programs could (and does) fill a small book.

Appendix A - DOITALL

This program is designed to nm many different types of jobs, including custom ::USE files
for the cases that don't fall under any other option. DOlTALL is highly modular, as· each
box on the accompanying flow chart is a separate job. While .source code is included for
only some parts of the process, the concepts are the same for the whole program.

Appendix B - DOITALU

This program ·is an example ofa table-driven program, with an example table to show the
nm. The table itself is documentation of the process; therefore, we can see exactly what was
done during execution. This appendix also includes an example of a job-driving table.

STREAMX as a Second Language
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New Installation
Database UPdate
CP Program Testing

Aupendix A -- DQITALL

::COMMENT ************************************************************
::COMMENT * Sys~em: The MEDSTAT Systems, Inc., Copyright 1992
::COMMENT * Job: DOlTALL
::COMMENT * Function: Driver program for database creation jobs.
::COMMENT ************************************************************

::setjcw STREAMXVARAREASIZE=11000
::assign current_dbver = "165"

:JOB {jobname},{HPUSER}.{HPACCOUNT};OUTCLASS = ,1
::echo
::echo Please select which of the options below you wish to perform:
: : echo
: : echo I
::echo U
: : echo T

::prompt string jobtype - "Which type of job (I, U, T) [U]"; &
•• default - "U";check - (ups(jobtype)-"I" or ups(jobtype)-"U" &
•• or ups(jobtype)="T")
::assign jobtype = ups(jobtype)

: : echo
::prompt string dbver = &
•• "DB version to use (DB version number only) [{current_dbver}]";&
•• default = "{current_dbver}"; check = (len (dbver) = 3)
::assign dbver = "DB" + dbver
: : echo
::echo Using DBversion {dbver}
: :echo

::echo -----------------------------------------------------------------------
::comment Determine which ::USE file to access
: : echo
::if jobtype = "I" then
.• use install.JOBSUB.database
: :endif
::if jobtype = "Un then
•• use uPdate.JOBSUB.database
: :endif
::if jobtype = "T" then
•• use test.JOBSUB.database
: :endif

::comment Remove files no longer needed
::if fexists{"acctdefx") then
• • purge acctdefx
: :endif

STREAMX as a Second Language
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Install

INSTALL.JOBSUB

DOlTALL.JOB.OATABASE

nstaDadon, Update: 0
Test? .

Update

UPDATE.JOBSUB
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FuR UPDATE job diagram
(only a few options are detailed in the included code examples)

Pre-templale, templale, or
PoIt-templale job?
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::COMMENT ************************************************************
::COMMENT * System: The MEDSTAT Systems, I~c., Copyright 1992
::COMMENT * Module: UPDATE
::COMMENT * Function: Set up job for updating databases
::COMMENT ************************************************************
: : echo
::echo This will create a job for updating a database, using the standard
::echo Custom Programming jobs.
::assign update_step =

KSAM file upd~ting

Claims convert· (with or without sorting)
Misc. file functions (Sorts, purges, Cust USE files etc.)
To see previous steps up to this point
Done with Pre-template job

KS
CO
MI
ST
II

: :while update_step <> "I I"
•• echo

.. echo ----------------------------------------------~-~--~~-------------
•• echo
•• echo'
•• echo
•• echo
•• echo
.• echo
•. prompt STRING ~pdate_step="What step do you wish to do (CO etc.)";&

check=(len(update_step) = 2)

echo -----------------------~-----------------------~-------------------
assign update_step = ups (update_step)

if update_step = "KS" then
use KSAMUPDT.JOBSUB.~TABASE

end!f

if update_step = "CO" then
use CLAIMCNV.JOBSUB.DATABASE

endif

if update_step := "MI" then
use FILEMOD.' JOBSUB. DATABASE

endif

if update_step = "ST" then
use STEPLIST.JOBSUB.~TABASE

endif

::endwhile

::prompt string yn = "do you wish to run an additional job (YIN) [N]";&
• . default = "N"; check = (ups (yn) =, "Y" orups (Yn) = "N")
::if ups(yn) = "Y" then
•• use addjob.jobsub.database
: :endif

:EOJ

STREAM.Xas a ~ond La"IUllIe
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SO = Sort a file
MF = Merge files
US = Custom ::USE file

::COMMENT ************************************************************
::COMMENT * System: The MEDSTAT Systems, Inc., Copyright 1992
::COMMENT * Module: FILEMOD
: : COMMENT * Function: Modi fy f i1es· (sorts, copy' s, purges, etc.)
::COMMENT ************************************************************

::echo --------------------------------------------------------
::echo --------.... ------·SPECIAL/MISCELLANEOUS WORK·-------------

::echo ------------------------------------ ----- -- --
!comment --------------------------------------------------------
!comment --------------- SPECIAL/MISCELLANEOUS WORK -------------
! comment ----- ---------- - -------- - ----- --- --- --------
::assign filemod_step = " "
: : echo
::echo Ways to modify files:
: : echo
: : echo
: : echo
: : echo
: : echo
::prompt string filemod_step = "Step to be done (SO,MF, etc.)";
•• check = {len (filemod_step) = 2)
::assign filemod_step = ups(filemod_step)

::if filemod_step - "SO" then

!comment -------....-----....-- SORT FILE ----------------- ...-----------
::echo ---------------- SORT FILE ------------------------------
•. use sort.jobsub.database
•• assign STEP_INFILE = sort_rawfile
•• assign STEP_OUTFILE sort_sortfile
: :endif

::if filemod_step = "MF" then

!comment ---------------- MERGE FILES -----....--- -----------..--- ..
::echo ----- ---- - --- MERGE FILES ------ -- --------- ...

prompt string STEP_IN:FILE = "(MULTIPLE FILES)"
ru SORTMATE

I ?Files to merge (separated by commas)?
•• prompt string STEP OUTFILE = "Merged output file name"

o {STEP_OUTFILE}
K 1,1
E

::endif

::if.filemod_step = "US" then

!comment----------------CUSTOM ::USE FILE ---------------------
::echo ---------------- CUSTOM ::USE FILE ---------------------
•• use ?Full name of file to ::OSE?
: :endif
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ADpendix B -- DOITALU

::COMMENT ************************************************************
: : COMMENT * System: The MEDSTAT Systems, Inc., Copyright 1992
::COMMENT * Module: DOITALL2
::COMMENT * Function: Driver program for database creation jobs
::COMMENT ************************************************************
::setjcw STREAMXVARAREASIZE =11000
::prompt str tablename = "Job table file name"

::((******************************************************************)}
::((* List the job steps *)}
::((******************************************************************)}
::assign fnum = vefopen ("{tablename},old")
::assign eof vefinfo ("{tablename}").eof

::assign step 1
::assign i 1

::assign BUFFER
::assign title
::assign jobname
::assign opname

vefread ( {fnum) )
BUFFER[O:30]
BUFFER[30: 8]
BUFFER[40: 40]

BUFFER[O:20]
BUFFER{20: 10]
BUFFER[30:10]
BUFFER [40: 30]

:JOB (jobname},{HPUSER}.{HPACCOUNT},{dgrp};OUTCLASS = ,1
: : echo

: :while i <= eof
•• assign BUFFER = vefread({fnum})
•• if BUFFER[O:1] <> "*" then
•• assign stepname
• • assign progname
•• assign step_infile
•• assign COMMENT
•. endif
.• assign i= i + 1
: :endwhile

::assign err = vefclose({fnum})

::((*****************************************************************)}
::((* Set up the optional test sequencing *)}
::((*****************************************************************)}

::prompt str YN = "Is this a test run (YIN) [N]";default = "N";&
•. check = (ups (YN) ="Y" or ups(YN) = "N")
::if ups(YN) = "Y" then
.• use ?File equations file name?
: :endif

STREAMX asa .Second Language
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::{(******************************************************************)}
:: {(* Set up the jobs according to the job table. *) }

::{(******************************************************************)}

::assign fnum = vefopen("{tablenarne},old")
: : assign eo! vefinfo C" {tablenarne}"). eof

::assign BUFFER
: : assign 1

vefread ({ fnurn) )
2

BUFFER[0:20}
BUFFER [20: 10]
BUFFER [30: 10J
BUFFER [40: 30}

: :while i<= eof
•• assign BUFFER = vefread({fnum})
•• if BUFFER[O:l} <> "*" then
•• assign stepname
• • assign progname
•• assign step_infile
•• assign COMMENT

:comment **********************************************************
:comment {stepname} - {COMMENT}
:comment **********************************************************
: comment
: : echo
::echo *************************************************************
::echo Set up for {stepnarne} - {CoMMENT}
::echo *************************************************************
: : echo

::assign stepname
::assign stepnarne
::assign stepname

ups (stepnarne)
rtrim(stepname)
ltrirn(stepname)

::if stepname= "SORT" then
RU SORTMATE

I {step_infile}
o ?Name of sorted data?
K ?Sort key?
E

: :endif

::ifstepname = "CONVERT" then
RU {prognarne}

•• assign inclfile = progname[0:5} + "I" + progname[6:2] ... ".INCLUDE.DATABASE"
echo inclfile = .{inclfile}
use {inclfile}

: :endif
:endif
•• assign i
: :endwhile

::asslgn err
:EOJ

i + 1

vefclose ({fnurn})
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Process table for DOlTALU

Client ABC 1Q92 UPDATE CONVTEMP Keith Raisch

SORT
CONVERT
CONVERT
CONVERT

RAWDATA2
C179107A SORTDAT
C179207A RAWDATA3
C17930XA. R.~DATA4

claims data sort
convert sorted data
convert form II raw data
convert form III raw data
(creates EDITIII, ZPRMIII)

STREAMX asa Second Language
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5040
"WHAT'S IN A RAIIB ARYJIO. ,,,
GORDON •• GAVIN
JOHNSON BILL PRBSS
1233· Janesville.···Avenue
l'or~Atkinson., .1 ••·.53538
414-563-1736
414-563-1704

The purpose· of this paper is •to <present a •·..common sens.e
approach to managing· an MIS Department. The target
audience mightbe •••

MIS Managers with little experience
Developers .. of ..• ' in-hQuse ' software
Recently appointed MIS Managers who have
inherited a shop with no formal naming
conventions
Those interested ina parameter driven
Job Streamer

I make no excuse for the distinct lack of those
impressive-sounding acronym.s .. which proliferate the
world of computing. And as for the content, well it .is
a~out.as. far· rem0'Ved·.....• from. <icens •••..••.. and graphical ... user
interfaces as wet and windy, Scotland. is . from hot .• and
humid Florida. The material presented herein is. a
humble attempt to <help. managers ... of poorly organised
shops establi~h some •.•. sortoforder.without having to
spend an arm 'and a leg or whatever other parts of the
anatomy might be marketable.

In ·1978·i I ••.•. assumed my •..••.... first •. data •. processing<manager's
posit.ien. The company had 'aged'. custom-developed
software with sparse .....•••.•..• documentation. Therewas.<no
I>.ackaged software suited to .... the· ..• business and)I was
forced· toembark·upon· writing· all software ..... in~hou.se.
Early in 1979, I derived a set of house-lteeping
practices.·.··which.·. have served and continue· to serve. me
and •. my employers for ··longert.hanI)<careto remember.

The nucleus is composed of SEVEN files, maintained
within the confines of the systems .department. These
files are as follows:

1. USER - User Profiles which reflect the User's
Identity (same as HPUSER) , Name, Password, Telephone
Extension, Log-on <Menu. The idea is. t.o dispense with
the 'colon' prompt and always dIsplay a log-on screen
which invites the user to enter a PASSWORD, prior to
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displaying a Menu. By maintaining such a file,
Passwords can be dynamically changed every month or
whatever.

Please refer to a sample layout for such a file. It's
purpose will perhaps become more apparent later. Note
the use of fields which track the Date Created and the
Date, Time and User Id for the last time the record was
updated. These fields should be accommodated on every
record on every file in a database.

File-USER---"User-Profiles"---

Item UR USER
Begin structure

Item OR INITIALS
Item OR-DEPT UNIT

End Structure- -
Item ZZ FIRST NAME
Item ZZ-MID INITIALS
Item ZZ-LAST NAME
Item ZZ-TEL EXTENSION
Item UR-SECURITY LEVL
Item UR-PASSWORD-
Item OR-MENU SIGN ON
Item UR-PORT-ID -
Item ZZ-DATE-CREATED
Item ZZ-LAST-UPDATED
Item ZZ-TIME-UPDATED- -

2. KERUNAME - Menu Names and Descriptions. Each User
Menu is assigned a unique4-character identification,
preferably mnemonic. ·-For example, Menu IMRR might be
Inventory Management Report Request, Menu IMFM might be
Inventory Management File Maintenance and so on.
Similar functions are grouped together on the same
menu. It is also preferable, but not always practically
feasible, to limit the number of menu options so
improving visual appeal and readability.

File-MERUNAME--"Menu-Names"---

Item MX MENU NAME
Item MX-MENU-DESC
Item UR....USER-
Item ZZ-DATE CREATED
Item ZZ-LAST-UPDATED
-Item ZZ::TIl-1E::UPDATED
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3. JlmmOPT - Menu·· options.
option reflects what is
Narrative fields facilitate
Menu Option. The •key' to
long and is .the Menu .. Nallle
option. For example,IMFM03
03.

The description for each
displayed on the menu.
further explanation of the
this file is 6-characters
suffixed by a 2-character
would be Menu IMFM, Option

File-JIBBUOPT-··_·--.ltMen\1--options"__-

Item MZKEY
Begin Structure

ItemMX MENU NAME
Item· MZ-MENU-OPTION

End Structure -
Item MZ MENU·OPTDESC
Item UR-USER- -
Item ZZ--DATECREATED
Item ZZ"DLAST....UPDATED
Item ZZ~TIME-UPDATED

4.MEBUPARA -Menu Option Parameters. A Menu Option may
have ·execution-time· ···parameters so that when·····a User
chooses a particular Menu Option then he/she is
prompted· to .respolld to one ()~ •.•.. more. questions. For
example, for an Inventory Transaction Report a User may
be asked to dictate· a RANGE OF DATES for extracting
Transactions within .. a particUlar time period•.. Each
parameter record will have a prompt (i.e. the question
beinqasked),a validity range· for the response and. a
default response. The file index is an S-characterkey
which is a concatenation of the Menu Option with.a 2
diqitParameter Number. This facilitates having.upto 99
parameters per Menu option. In fact I reserve
Parameters 90-99 for global purposes such as UserId,
Printer Id, # copies to print, Type of Stationery,
#Labels across a page, Job and Printer Priority and so
on.

Note if the Menu.··· option is submitted for Batch
Processing then these parameters will be dynamically
substituted into the Job Control Language to be
streamed - see later~]
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File-KBRUPARA---·._... "Menu-option-Parameters"

Item MY KEY
Begin structure

Item MX MENO NAME
Item MZ~MENU-OPTION

Item MY-pARAMETER NO
End structure- -

Item MY PARA PROMPT
Item MY-PARA-ALPHA Q
Item MY-PARA-LENGTH
Item .. MY-PARA-FROM VAL
Item·· MY-PARA-TO vAL
Item·MY-PARA-RANGE
Item MY~PARA-DEFAULT
Item UR-USER-
Item ZZ~DATE CREATED
Item.ZZ-LAST-UPDATED
Item ZZ:TIME:UPDATED

s. PROGHAIIB - Program Names. .Once a Menu Option is
selected, Programs are executed. Forexamp1e,aProgram
may extract, sort and report Inventory Transactions.
User parameters may dictate which Part Numbers are to
be extracted, how to sort the data and how many copies
to print. Program Names are a-characters long, a
concatenation of the Menu Option with a 2-digit Program
Number. For example, Programs IMRR0401 & IMRR0402
(group OBJECT) relate to Menu IMRR, Option 04 where
Program 01 may extract the data and Program 02 generate
the report. Note that the source programs would be
stored with the same names in group SOURCE.

[ Some Menu Options may facilitate. submitting a JOB for
batch processing. The file to be streamed would have an
a-character name which would be similar to actual
Program Names, viz •.. a concatenation of the Menu Option
with a 2-digit 'Job Control Language'Fi1e Number, for
example file IMRR0401 (group JeLl may be streamed from
Menu IMRR, Option 04 .andso on. Note that run-time
parameters (courtesy file MENUPARA) would be prompted
for and ' substituted' in the file before streaming.
This suggests adopting a standard for embedding
parameters in a Job stream. I use 'curly braces' so
that {01} would be parameter 01, {02} would be
parameter 02 and so on. The program scans each command
line to be streamed, searching for the opening brace
'{' and if found, dynamically substitutes the User's
response to that parameter prompt. And so on until each
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line has been fully 'parsed'.]

File-PROGBAIIB--"Proqram-Names"

Item PX KEY
Begin structure

ItemMX····MENU·· NAME
Item HZ-MENU-OPTION
Item·PX--PROG-NUMBER

End structure
Item FI FILE NAME
Item PX-PROG-DESC
Item UR-USER-
Item ZZ-DATE CREATED
Item ZZ-LAST-UPDATED
Item ZZ=TIME:UPDATED

6. FILENAIIE - Data File Names. :Arecord is created for
each permanent data file. This same record contains a
description of the fil.e and perhaps even the Maximum
Number of ··Records· for ···.··allocation. By maintaining this
file, a· relationship ·'between·PROGRAM and FILE Names is
established. It becomes'·· ·very··easy· to gauge the impact
of having to amenda·record·layoutby simply reviewing
all of the affected Programs.

[ Such a facility promotes systems integrity and is
particularly useful in a changing environment, a sort
of quasi documentati.on. ]

File-FILEBAKB--.-·_····..File-Names..

Item FIFILE NAME
Item FI-PILE-DESC
Item'FI-FIELDPREFIX
ItemFI--FILE RECCAP
Item FI~FILE-REC--USED
Item UR-USER- 
Item '~ZZ-DATE CREATED
Item ZZ-LAST-UPDATED
Item ZZ-TIME-UPDATED- -
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7. JOBS - Job Numbers. Each time a User elects· to
submit a Job for BATCH PROCESSING, a record is· created
with a key which ... isa conca~enationofHP's Job Number
and the Date. This· file facilitates printing a 'JOB
ORDER FORM' for the Computer Operator, detailing the
User's response to Parameter prompts (MENUPARA) and any
special instructions· froJnthe User • This . file is also
used in combination with HP's log files to facilitate
internal billing forc0111puter time and resources. See
later.

File-JOBS,------"Batch-Jobs"-----

Item JB KEY
Begin ~tructure

Item· JB ..·JOB NUMBER
IternZZ-DATE CREATED

End structure -
Item MZ KEY

Begin structure
ItemMX MENU NAME
Item HZ-HENU-OPTION

End structure 
Item URDEPT UNIT
Item GL-ACCOUNT NO
Item JB-DATE REQUIRED
Item JB-TIME-REQUIRED
Item JB-PRINT COPIES
ItemJB-LABEL-TYPE
Item JB-LABEL-ACROSS
Item JB-MAG TAPE TYPE
Item JB-DISKETTE-TYPE
Item JB-INSTRUCTIONS
Item JB-LINES PRINTED
Item JB-TRANS-ADD
Item JB_TRANs_DEL
Item JB-TRANS-MOD
ItemUR-USER -
Item ZZ-LASTUPDATED
Item ZZ-TIME-UPDATED- -

Perhaps we should take a look· at how the aforementioned
melds together to help organise a computing
environment. Users may be identified by their Initials
suffixed by their Department Number, for example JDS10
might be John Doe in Department 510. John might log on
thus ••• 'HELLO JDS10.MIS' and the Account UDC would
respond with the log on screen, inviting the user to
enter a PASSWORD and perhaps a MENU if the User is
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qualified to access more than one menu, otherwise the
default menu is displayed. See the log-on Screen,
referenced'SYMO' in top right hand corner. The User is
given three attempts at the password, thereafter the
log-on .. simply aborts and a message is sent to the
operator.

MODE: ACTION:

Johnson Hill Press
MIS. Department

Ref. SYMO

User Id•••••••• ': GG630
Password••••••• :

OlP\1blication•••• : 244
02 Menu Name •••• ~.: ac!m1

Gordon • Gavin

PRO Hagazine
AD SALSS

Assuming the User. enters ..• a valid password, a Menu is
di.splayed (::;ee Screen referenced 'ADM1' ). Menu and
Program Screens are laid out in a standard and
consistent fashion. In the example shown, the· Date and
Time. appear on the top lefth~nd corner •. The Menu Name,
the UserId and the Port# (workstation) appear oIl the
topri9llt corner. The Menu .is entitIed .'AO~ALES' and
guess what, this title· is retrieved from file MENUNAME!
Similar Menu Options have been grouped together under
f()ur . sub-headings, ..• viz. . 'Order :E:ntry', ... 'File
Maintenance', '.Issue ... ~unc~~ons' alld 'ot-her.' •. Th.efi:rst
t¥.o ... categories; ·····.deal .with .on-line transaction •entry. If
a· User elects . to enter Menu Option 03, 'MISCELLANEOUS
ORDERS t, then the first PROGRAM to execute will be
ADM10301. The Program ~ame is a <concatenation of t.he
Menu .. Name, . the. Menu .. Option ... a.nd ~ ..•. pr0g':ram . }{l.lmber •••
'ADM1'+.' 03'. + ·"01' ~ .. If .other progr~ms are invoked .to
service thlssame Menu option,> then the Program Names
simplY:run.in sequence-ADM10302, ADM10303, and .80 on.
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MODE: ACTION: Jot

Date 06125l~3

Time 8:07:53
PRO Magazin$

AD ···SALES

Ref. AD111

User GG630
Wksn214

Order· Entry

01 CONTRACTS
02 SPACE ORDERS
03 MISCELLANEOUS ORDERS
04 COMPETITOR ADS

File Maintenance

05 AD CAPTIONS, PRODUCTS
06 AGENCIES
07 CLIENTS
08 CLIENT/AGENCY PRODUCTS
09 CONTACT NAMES
10 PRINT-TEXT MESSAGES
11 EDITORIAL FEATURES
12 SALES DIARY

Issue Functions

13 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
14 ISSUE PLACEMENTS
15 SALES BOOKED
16 AD SIZE ANALYSIS
18 PRELIM BILLING
19 ADVERTISER IRDEX
20 CLOSE ISSUE

Other

95 Display - QUEUES
96 Menu ADM3- MANAGER
97 Menu ADM4- FEATURES
98 Menu SAM1- ANALYSIS
99 DATABASE INQUIRY

The Menu sUb-heading 'File
facilitates Adding, Deleting
interactively.

Maintenance'
or Modifying

simply
records

, Issue Functions' suggest actions which perform
specific tasks, tasks which probably will generate
printed .output. Menu Options 13 through 20 may be run
either in BATCH or SESSION.

The last Menu category is 'Other' which offers
miscellaneous options such as displaying Job and Print
Queues or calling other menus in order to navigate
across a system.

To illustrate the use of files MENUOPT and MENUPARA,
let's select Menu Option 19, the 'ADVERTISER INDEX' •
The User is presented with a list of questions,
courtesy. of Screen SYMOOOOO .• (refer). The top half of
this screen confirms the Menu, the Option chosen and a
Description from File MENUOPT. The questions in the
upper portion of the screen reflect a common set of
questions which invite the User to indicate 'Batch or
Session', 'Job & Printer Priority', 'other
Instructions' and so on. The questions in the lower
part of the display are extracted directly from File
MENUPARA ••• these constitute the run-time parameters.
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Note that the default response is displayed to help the
User•.

MODE: ACTION: Ref. SYMOOOOO

I Menu: ADJll I opt: II I ADVERTISER IRDEX

BatchJob/Session•• : B Job Priority••• : 8
Datel{equ~red YMD.: 130625 Time~eq;uired•.• : 1:30

.Preferred Printer. : 251 '#Copies ••••••••. : 1
Label/Forms Type.•• : BLUBBAR 'Labels Across.:
Printer,prl()rity•• : 8 Mag Tapereqd•• : •
Other Instructions: Sample for IBTEREX 113

Question

01 PUbl~.cation ISSUE#? .•••••
02 printNAME()nlY?. .•.••••••••
03 Create TYPE-SET file ? •••

Answer

1306

•y

Default

y

•

In the example shown, ·the us.er elected.to .. s"Q.bmit. a
BATCH JOB • The parameters are ..•.•. dyna:mically sUbstituted
into file ADM11901.JCL.MIS which' is then streamed for
processing.
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The Jqb .. Control . Lanquagta ... file looks something like
this, PRIOR to parameter SUbstitution -

PUBISSUEiSHRiLOCK
ADVERTiSHRiLOCK
CLIENTiSHRiLOCK
ADM119i DEV={97},{93},{96}
ADMl1901.0BJECT.SYSTEMS

ADMl1901.JCL
This job willgel'1erate an
ADVERTI:SER INDEX for ·an Issue
01= {01} - Issue·toselect
02= {02} - Co. Names ONLY ?
03= {03} - Create TYPESET ?
98= {91} - User Iclentity
99:= {99} - Publication Code
ADVERT - Ad Insertion Orders
ADVI{99} - INDEX to TYPE-SET
ADMl1901 - extract Clients
ADMl1902 - print INDEX and

create TYPE-SET
Ref ADMl19.02- Advertiser Index
Gordon Gavin- 29th Nov. 1989

QTYPESET .' {03} ,
QTYPESET = 'Y'

Build ADVI{99} iREC=-64, 32,F,ASCIIiDISC=512
Endif
File
File
File
File
Run

!JOB·.ADl(~1901, {.91} .l(IS,ADiINPRI={92}
!Comment
!Comment Job Name:
!CommentDesc•••• :
!Comment
!Comment Params ~.• :
!Comment
!Comment
!Comment
!Comment
!Comment Files ••• :
'Comment
Comment Programs:
Comment
Comment
Comment Reports.:
Comment Progrmmr:
Comment Rev #1 •• :
Comment---
Comment Select Advertisers for the Issue
Comment
Setvar
If

!Eoj
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PUBISSUEiSHR;LOCK
ADVERTiSHRiLOCK
CLIENTiSHRiLOCK
ADMl19;DEV=251,8,1
ADMl1901.0BJECT.SYSTEMS

ADM11901.JCL
This ·jobwill generate an
ADVERTISER INDEX· for an Issue
01= 9306 - •• ISsue to select
02~ ....... Co. Names ONLY.?
03= '1'- Create TYPESET ?
98= GG630-User. Identity
99= 244 -Publication Code
ADVERT - ·Ad .• Insertion.·•.... Qrders
ADVI244 - ..···INDEX· to TYPE-SET
ADMl1901 - extract Clients
ADMl1902 ~< •. print••. INDEX and

create·TYPE-SET
RefADM11902- Advertiser··.·lndex
Gordon.Gavin- 29th· Nov. 1989

and AFTE~parameter.substit\ltion,·likethis -

!JOB<.. ADMl19 0I, GGG~Q.MIS, AD i INPRI~8
1Comment
!Comment Job Name:
!Comment Desc •••• :
!Comment
!CommentParams •.•.:
!Comment
1Comment
!Conunen.t
!Comment
!Comment Files ••• ~t:

1Comment
!Comment Programs:
!Comment
1Comment
lComment ~ep9:t"ts•• :
!Comment Progrmmr:
1Comment Rev II . ..• :
lComment---
1Comment Select Advertisers for ••• the· .ISsue
!Comment
lSetvarQTYPESET ''1''
lIf QTYPESET = 'Y'
! Build ADVI244iREC=...64,32,F,ASCIIiDISC=512
!Endif
!File
!File
!File
IFile
1Run

!Eoj

By reviewing the beforeand.after, you will see where
dynamic·parameter substitution has occurred.

Meanwhile.back at the ranch (computer room), a COMPUTER
JOB .ORDER has •. been printed for the Operator •s
convenience and File JOBS. has been accordingly .updated.
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Refer to the sample COMPUTER JOB ORDER form which
records the User's instructions and parameter
responses. This form can be married to whatever other
materials are to be despatched back to the user (refer
SYM00002.)

Date 06/25/93
Time 08:08:42

COMPUTER JOB ORDBR
Johnson Hill Press

Ref. SYM00002
User GG630

Job Number ••••• : 0822 [ Menu: ADM1 Option: l' ]

Job Description: ADVERTISER·IRDEX
for a particular Publica~ioD Issue

Department .•..• : 244 PRO Maqazine

User·.· Name•••••• : Gordon Gavin

Date Required •• : 93/06/25

Time Required •• : 9:30

Printer Device#: 251

'Copies •••••••• : 1

Labels / Forms.: BLUEBAR

Mag Tape reqd?: B

[ Job Priority: 8 ]

[ Print Priority: 8 ]

Other Instructn: Sample for INTEREX '93

Parameter , 01 :
02 :
03 :

Publication ISSUE' ? ••••••
Print BAME only? •••••••••
Create TYPE-SET file? ••••

9306
B
Y
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Finally, let's have a look at the report generated by
this Job. As you may recall, screens adopted a standard
format ·and. reports are no exception. See sample. report
Ref ADMl1902, created by Menu ADMl,., "Option 19, Program
02. '. The Date and Time on the .,. left,theMenu option
description is the Heading and ,the User Idand Program
Name on the right al.ongside the Page Number. Reports
should always have an '~ENDREPORT-'m.essagecleax-1y
displayed.

Total #Ads: 49

R,BP 0 R,T -- B • D

AdyertiserName Pagel

Total #Advertisers: 46

06/25193 ADVBRTISBR1:BDBX User GG630 Page 5
09:13:21 for Ref. ADMl1902

244- PRollaqa.ine
Issue#9,306 - June/July 1993

TBIOmSSBBBURSBRYJlB.·SASSOC•••••••• 41
PO Box 57
McMinnville, TN 37110-0057
Tel 615-473-3951 Fax 615-473-5883

·,'1.CUllSBJI PRODUCTS CO•••••••• :;. • ••• •• 23
900' North ·.street
Grafton, WI 53024-0724
Tel 414-~77-2700 Fax414-377-4485

WALKBR DB. CO.... '.• ' • • .• .'.. • ••• ,... • • • • • 17
5925· East.Harmony,Road
Fort Collins, CO 80525-1362
Tel 303-221-5614 Fax 303-221-5619

Execution-time parameters provide tremendous
flexibility to User,s and can contribute to reduced
paper usage, proce,ssing times and programming
J:"eqqests. Parameters can be as simple or as
sophisticated .. as .the .application dictates.
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Just to (live you a flavour for a more powerful set of
parameters, I have included a partial extract from a
particular Menu ADM4, option 01. Refer. This Option
offers the User the' 'ability to print a Report and/or
Mailing Labels', generate a Magnetic Tape far an Ink-Jet
Machine,Download a File to a PC in a choice of fOrDlats
and to Sort the data in a particular order ••• and
that's only·the first 10 parameters!

MODE: ACTION: Ref. SYMOOOOO

.--- 1 Menu: ADM4 I opt:Oll COJIPAIIY COftACTS

BatchJob/Session•• : B Job Priority••• : 12
Date Required YMD.: 130601 Time Required •• : 10:30
Preferred Printer.: 6 #Copies •••••••• : 2
Label/Forms Type •• : ADHBSIVE #Labels Across.: 3-Up
Printer Priority•• : 10 Mag Tape reqd•• : •
Other Instructions: Sample wi'th IIORE PARAMETERS

Question

01 Optional REFERENCE Id •••••
02 Print LIST OF NAMES chosen?
03 Print MAILING LABELS? ••••
04 Print BAR CODEonLabel? •
05 Create INK-JET Tape? •••••
06 FILE NAME for PC DOWNLOAD ?
07 PC FORMAT? [l==WordP 2==Asc]
08 1st SORT ? [l==Slsrep 2==Comp
09 2nd SORT? 3==Name 4==Zip
10 3rd SORT? 5==State 6=Rank]

Answer

SAIIPLEX
H
Y
H
H
IRTX
2
5
6
2

Default

y
y
N
N

1
1
2
3

Two other SUbjects which merit mention are formalising
User requests for Systems and Programming services and
also maintaining a register of PC Hardware and
Software. The former can be achieved very easily by
facilitating a menu Option to enter such requests into
a file PROJECTS for example. The Project is assigned a
UNIQUE Number such as the Date & Time and the User
enters a description with some sort of benefits
rationale and a required date. The computer prints a
Request Acknowledgement for return to the User while
TWO copies are despatched to the systems manager for
scheduling and allocation to a programmer. One of these
copies is given to the programmer .to act as
authorisation to commence work while the other is
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retained by the .manaqeriniap.roj~cts 'pending' <file.
pr()q:rammers .record't:heir. time .• Csollletimes ..•• not ... a .••.• popular
mandate) .aqainst each project. By. so doinq,it is a
simple matter to qeneratea Project > status .Report and
also to. bill•. back internally. to •••• the .. requestinq •.•• user
department for systems work. See printed Request
sample, .reference PJM10102.
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Date 06/25/93
Time 1'1:56:02

S~I1TBHSRBQUBST.I'ORIC User BG210
Johnson Hill Press Ref. PJM10102

Project Number.: 930625.1155

Department ••••• : 210 Equipment Today

Project Type ••• : REW PROGRAM - ORB TXXB

System Module •• : SA - Sales Analysis

Summary Dese ••• : This is merely a sample

Benefits ••••••• : Help establish criteria for
deriving a new Rate Card.

Detailed Desc •• : Please provide a list of
Advertisers who have run 6 or
more Ads in Competitor Pubs
over the last 5 years.

Date Required •• : 93/06/30

Latest Date •••. : 93/07/07

Requested By••• : Bonnie Gable

On Behalf of ••• : Tom Swetland

Assigned Prgmr.:

Estimated Hours:

Planned Start •• :
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Much as I respect Personal Computers, they· have at
times been a 'thorn in my side'. Over the last three or
four years, my PC-base of. Users,hasqrown dramatically,
so 'much so. that I' was fast losing track .of •• monitors,
modems, laptops, software, etc •• The fixed asset system
within the account.ing department just could not capture
the information I required such as additional diskette
drives, warranty information, repair records· and so.· on.
Again it was not d.ifficult to establish a couple of
files, MISEQUIP and MISMAINT, to. hold such informat.ion.
A combination of Serial and Model Numbers. facilitate a
un.ique key for each piece of equipment and, in
combination with file USER, a policing system was
developed. to. keep a .. handle on who had what: equ.ipment.
This. system .also... helps. combat software .. piracy.
Incidentally, if your·company's employee.handbook does
not contain a, paragraph. on this .• very·topic then I'd
recommend. that you remedy this.situation.

The material detailed herein is hardly earth
shattering, in fact I would be first to admit that it's
ratherolde worlde.Itis>a .simple, stra.ight-forward
approach to computing .. which does ·work.·and. costs little
to . implement. The last. figure -Ref.. SYM8- is a
Systems Menu which facilitates maintaining the·files
discussed> herein.

MODE: ACTION:

Date 06/25/93
Time 17:23:42

Johnson Hill Press
SYS'1'EJlCOBTROL

Ref. SYM8

User GG630
Wksn 214

File·Maintenance

01 USER PROFILES
02 MENU NAMES
03 MENU· OPTIONS
04 MENU OPTION PARAMETERS
05 PROGRAM NAMES
06 FILE NAMES
07 JOB NUMBERS
08 USERFI.ELD DEFINITIONS
09 USER PUBLICATIONS
10
11 MIS EQUIPMENT REGISTER
12 MIS EQUIPMENT MAINT
13
14
15 REASSIGN' MENU OPTIONS

Report Requests

21 USER· PROFILES
22 MENU NAMES
23 MENU OPTIONS
24 MENU OPTION PARAMETER
25 PROGRAM NAMES
26 FILE·. NAMES
27 JOB •• ·.• NUMBERS
28 USER FIELD DEFINITION
29 USER PUBLICATIONS
30
31 MIS EQUIP REGISTER
32 MIS EQUIP MAINTENANCE

98 Menu SYMO - MODULES
99 DATABASE INQUIRY
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Paper #5042
Secrets of HPE V Tables III:
Square Peqs for Round Holes

Craig Nickerson
united Electric Controls Co.

180 Dexter Ave.
P.O. Box 9143

Watertown,MA 02272-9143
U. S .A.

(617) 926-1000

The greatest pleasure "comes from doing
what people say ,you cannot do.

- Found in a fortune cookie

Introduction

The ., original paper on ,:MPE 1 S ,... internal· data structures was· written
in 1985byEtlgel1~Volokhof VESOFT, Inc. and bore the> title
"Secr~tsof Sys1:.emTables ••. Revealed! "lance having fathaned
the intricacies ofMPE V' ssystem ofmanagingcoClersegments, :'and
eager to. share this knowledge, I wrote a sequel entitled I'K)RE
Secrets ot'Ml?E. V T'~les: A Closer Look, at·'COde Management:,Struc~

turesn2 ,. (hereinafter referred to,·· as S-II) for the INTEREX 192
COnference, in New Orleans. Only afterfinalsubmission,~owevet',
did I realize that despite· its length, my opus was less exhaus
tiveQfits, subject· than it could have been.

IICiving prepared asupplemel1t to .hand:.·.•out at my presentation-
which never took place, due ,in no small part to Hurricane
Andrew--Iqeqidedto develop •••.. i t ,"into a separate paper, broadening
its scope to include other areas where knowledge of structures
nonnally transparent to the applications software engineer can
help'.. you .. get more yet from your Classic .• system. Bl1tth~.,. l~ing
process never stops , one ·.possibility paves the way ,for another,
and the tale grows inthe.t'elling; •• and· so.·' the· present work has
blossomed into .. ten sections, not",directly related to each. other.

Most of these applications involve structures which are local to
the current process or the program being run, and do not require
anyspecial.capabilitiesother than Data Segment, Management (DS) •
The few that require Privileged Mode (PM) capability must be
actualized with, extreme care and with all due ·"regard for system
security.

'!he information here presented is based',on ·my" experience,wi'th
MPE V as far·,as versionV-Delta-4. As this paper is, conceived as
the third in a series, your familiarity with the other two would
be helpful.

CUstom operations to access data in structures out of the
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convenient reach of the third-generation languages (3GIs) we have
at our disposal should be encapsulated in library procedures that
are reusable in future application .. programs and systems. In the
case of privileged operations to be performed on behalf of non- ,
privileged programs andlogons, very much in order is a
discussion of--

"OPTION PRIVILEGED"

--Of what it is, how it works, and ,the risks inherent in its use
as an encapsulation tool.

For security .reasons, most •application programs do not have :EM
capability; yet, without any privilege at all, it is impossible
to even create and access your own files. For this reason, MPE
provides access to .privileged code byallowing'specially-marked
code segments to ron in Privileged Mode unconditionally.

'!he "PRIVIlEGED" keyword of the OPrION clause is included in SPL
source code when procedure design and purpose require execution
in Privileged Mode regardless of the' run mode of the calling
process, and if SIr-resident, also regardless of·· the·· capabilities
of the shari.ng . prog,ram.· FOPEN i.s one' of many. examples of can
roonly-used "OPrIONPRIVIlEGED" (O/P) procedures:}

This option directs the compiler to set bit 2 of word 2 of the
primary entry point's Directory entry in the USL. When, however,
the code segment· containing the procedure isprepared--e;ither by
PREPping the USL containing it, or by 'adding it to an SIr--the
quality of privilege becomes' an attribute, not of, the individual
procedure, but of the entire code segment. This means that all
other·.. procedures within· that segment, 'regardless of options, ·'will
run in Privileged Mode as though they were also "OPTION
PRIVIlEGED". It takes only a 'single unit·to have this effect on
its "housemates".

Installing.a sharable 0/P procedure requires that you be logged
on with FM capability, AND that both the group and account where
the SL resideS have FM capabilitYibut once installed, anyone may
call. it who has EXECUTE access to the SL and is in a position to
lDADPROC the procedure, unless it is also "OPrION UNCALI:ABI.E".

Acquiring privilege in this manner is a two-edged sword. Unlike
that obtained by calling. GETPRIVMODE, this. ·kind·,of privilege,.. is
permanent" from the. time you enter the, code.· segment at· any' point
until the time you exit from it. The automaticsecurity--and
bounds-checking mechanisms that protect non-privileged processes
from themselves and each other, and the operating system from all
of, them, are on holiday for the. duration ·of 'your visit! The same
circumstance prevails' in any other code segment called from a
state of· pennanent privilege.

To reduce the need for manual bounds-checking in an 0/P
procedure, fonnalparameters that are strictly for input should
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be constructed as by. value. I"f· there is a. non-character datum to
be returned to the caller other than a Condition Code, the proce
dureshould be typed and the datum returned as the function
value. A passed and/or returned reference parameter must be
minimally bounds-checked toensur~..·.that no part of it"resides
below.DL or above Q-4, especially if the caller is·' running non
privileged; the .caller's. run mode is indicated by bit 0 of the
old status word at Q-l.

An ,O/P proc::eduret'or general use should only be'installed in. the
system library '. (SL.PUB. SYS); not. only is it -the one s:r;.. withIM
ca.pabilitythat is available. to all programs and logons,it is
also the most secure against tampering ancl·.abuse.

on general.' security principles, .. I would advise .that .only those
personnel whom you can'trust as. you would 'a System Manager have
accesstothe,PMAPs of privileged code segments. If you have
similarly restricted '.• 3GL programming, I would further advise
securing EXEaJrEaccesstothe Segmenter (programs SEGDVR.roB.SYS
"and SEGPROC. PUB. SYS) ..• and·the contributed program···SIIMAP,ClS we
have done .in our shop.
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I. Interroqatinq Proqram Capabilities

'!he WHO, intrinsic tells you everything you would want to know
about the capabilities .. possessed by . your logon. Unfortunately,
the·· presence ·orabsence ··of..• a ···.particular general .resource .capabil
ity at logon·levelgives·.you no advance warning as to whether·a
call to an intrinsic requiring that capability will abort your
process, because the required capability is usually an attribute
only of the program that you're running. In writing library
procedurest.o be shared among a variety of programs, I've encoun
tered numerous· situations where constructive alternatives to
aborting the processmthe event· of.deficiency of program capab
ility are highly desirable.

In User Mode,··· it is possible under the· right conditions to open
the program file and read the capability mask from record 0,
word o. The full name .of the current program file can·.be .•ob
tainedby calling the PROCINFOintrinsic,provided that your
logon has RFAD·access to it. FOPENing. the programfile4 further
requires lOCK access in order to avoid collision with concurrent
:RllN conunands or CREATE (PROCESS) calls by other users. And if
the program file is, or may be, protected by a lockword, then
that must somehow be provided for as well.

In Privileged Mode, PROCINFO provides its full range of services
regardless of logon capabilities or file access limitations. The
undocumented MUS'lOPEN procedure may be called instead of FOPEN to
bypass file security and any lockword that may be in effect.

But if you're running privileged, why settle for second-rate when
first-rate is attainable? The program's capability mask is cop
ied at process-creation time to your stack, and may be read by an
O/P ·procedure from the Process Control Block extension (PCBX).
The location of the mask in PXFIXED is clearly identified in the
Tables manual, Chapter 7.

I I • Dynamic H)CB: More Stack Space without lq;)airinq OVerall
Perfonnance

one problem we've encountered in the course of customizing our
ASK MANMAN5 system is that every once in a while, a "Dispatcher"
resident sub-application would run out of stack space during a
sort.

Many subroutine-type commands use a plethora of scratch files,
especially for multi-level explosions of Bills of Materials,
where-used lists for components and allocations for work orders;
and in some cases, scratch files are kept open, their file num
bers saved on global stack, when a command subroutine exits. to
the main program, to maximize response time. when the conunand is
re-entered. When these files are sorted, more scratch files are
opened by the SORT/MERGE intrinsics, which also allocate tem
porary global storage at the top-of-stack. All of this file
access, on top of opens maintained 'on databases and administra-
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tive files, plus the humungous amount of global storage used by
the program itself, manda~e a.stack of the maximum allowable
size. occasionally, even that isn't ·quite enough!

one fairly .simple way to alleviate the p:roblemis to MMANMAN
withtheNOCB ("NO ~ntrol~locks on the stack") option. A name
like this bears some explaining i I will try. to make a long and
complicated story as short as possible:

In Chapter 6, the Tables manual describes, with more than its
usual degree of clarity,the data structures internal to the File
System. It is,in thePXFILE section,. of your J:>CBX that, all of
your file .access is. managed. ..... PXFILEhas, two' subsections that
tend to get bigger as more files' are opened:

* 1he Active (or' Available) File' Table(AF:[') .; .one 6-woJ:q' entry
for each file access path .your process has 'generated, and
indexed byMPE fi~e number, negatively from the physical em
of .l?XFILE ... In the' caseof···a.3.KSAM file, the. file nUIllber
returned. by FOPEN ppints'to a. 'KSAM-typeentJ:y .pointirq. in
turn ·to .two regular .entries, •.one .'. each for the •key" and data
file access.pa.ths. •. Also,. if you've' DJ:DPENed a databqse.,Yoo
have an AFT entry for .. the root file9

A control13lock '!'able (CBT); 8\VorclsOf oVerhead, plus an
additional" 8-word overhead for each control block that the
File System has seen fit to put in here.

These are the control blocks' that are usually placed in your
stack-resident CBI':

*

*

*

one 52-word Physical Access Control Block (PACB) for each
access pa.thopened for non-multi-access.A P~CB may include
cdliticnal. sp3.cs" for cptiom1.l:uff~iI'g. '

one16-VlordLogicalAccess Control Block (I.AS~}fQreach

access path, opened for •. MULTI ,orGMULTT. access, including
those opened on $STDIN cmd$STDLIST.

one File Control Blc:>ck (FeB), for each disc-resident file
opened for exclusive access;. most scra17cll' files used by
MANMANsubT"ap:plications fall into •this category. An FeB
ra.I'lgesin size from 38 to 100 . words, depending upon extents
allocated.

To. make room for a new AFT entry or controlblock>afterthe
Available area is used l~Pt ,PXFlLE is expanded, pushing everything
on· the stack at and above,DL. into "hig:b.ersegment-relative loca
tions. Consequently, an· FOPE'N orBBOPEN call is doomed to
failure if the DB-relative ,address pointed ·to by the,Z register
(highest-evertop-of-stack) would·be forced. to a'segIll§nt-relative
offset beyond the physical ,end of the stC\ck. .. A .call toZSIZE
with aO parameter canhelp.prevent. this from happening, ••. but only
provided that Z is not already coincident with Si and if the real
problem is not enough space betweenQ and the physical 'limit,
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then··calling ZSIZE is not. the answer.

Now, what the NOCB option. does for you, when speci~iedi.n a:RUN
command or CREATE (PROCESS) ·call, is to prevent control blocks
from being fonned on. your stack, thus··greatly red.ucing·theneed
to. expand PXFlLE.Forcing them into other. data .·.segments, how-
ever, may give rise,. to a) degradatioll of performance, mainly
because of the·· increased ,incicie:rlceof·~eabsencetrap: ·.this
happens when a required data or code segment is currently swapped
out and not in main memory.
We had two probl.emswithnmningtheMANMANDisptitcherwith NOCB:
1) We. did not want,.tq noticeably degrade response time by
applying NOCB acros.s-the-board, for both frequently-and
infrequently-accessed files; 2) with very few exceptions, the
Dispatcher. is. run, from. logon. menus, all of. which are already
hard-eoded to nm·.it.without NOCB.

So, how could we use this feature to make more room for the
sorts? In looking .about in the Tables manual· for theNOCB., indic
ator, I was. inmensely pleased to .find that it. is process~local

not part of the program's load options, which are fixed for every
sharing prcx::ess. It is a single bit in the PXFIIE overhead area,
and· for eac:h FOPEN call, its current state influences the place
men~·.. of any new control block(s) required. So, all that's· needed
is an.p/PProcedure that can be called to set or clear this bit
on a selective basis.

So far, this approach has been working well for us.

III. Another ''Hook UDder .. the Hood": Trappinq PJ:ocedure Exits

As part of our general program of simplifying our company's
design and. manUfacturing operations, .we have undertaken to reduce
the variety. of our component parts and subassemblj.es •.., To help
this process along, I' have. enhanced our MANMAN system to support
lookups on part sets, as.well as individual parts, .without· having
to exit MANMAN to run an ad hoc QUIZ report.

Part sets, like file sets, involve theMPE wild cards"?", "#"
am "@". ·To match and gather a.set7 ·as rapidly.as possible from
among more .' than' 40, 000 p~rts, a flat Parts List file is used
instead of the Item Master set in the database. OUr module for
prompting for, and gathering, part sets is a procedure called
GENITEM, which .is designed as a superset of the MANMAN utility
procedure used to prompti'or, and validate, a part number; this
to facilitateupgrading.of existing co~ harldlers which prompt
for a part number at the. top of a transaction loop.

When aCOIllnlaIldhandler cal1sGENITEM,.itisalways, as with the
indiginousmodule,toobtainan~ndividua~.pa~ number. If the
design engineer has specified a part s;et, ,the part numberretur
ned is the next one that mqtches the set; this means that '.' GENITEM
has to maintain state information, including the Part;s List aI'ld
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part set file numbers, on global stack betWeen calls. Now, it's
easy enough for GENITEM to know when it's "clean-up"time if "E"
(for "exit") is entered at the "PART NUMBER OR SEr?" pranpt, or
if some serious error condition is detected within GENITEMi it· is
not so easy .. if theconnnandhandier sees fit to, abandon processing
in mid-loop, but "forgets" to letGENITEM knpw what's9oingoni
after all, globally-storedsta.te... infonnc:ltiol1 cannot .reset it:self,
and '. raIse wanted GENITEM ·to .• relyas little •.•as .possible.on "cal~er
coOperation. So, I looked about for a way to, hook the command
handler in the act of RETURNing to theco1l1mand~, to 'ensure
that GENITEM is properly re-initialized the next ti.me ClIly sub-
application that uses it is invoked. .

For the third consecutive, INTEREX, I.,· find myself going on about
that most 'accessible of all system tables, the stack marker.
'lhereisaway to make.a.n EXIT instruction, REWRN statement or
GOBACK verb do what it ~a.s .never int~nded to do--callgny proce
dure you want it to! The trick 'isto manipulate the stack
marker's saved info!1tlation about where process execution is. to
resmne when a procedurE? exits.

MPE allows you to branch via the EXIT·.··instructioh to gny"valid
PB-relative.addressin any loaded code gegment<9haredby the
currerltprocessi'theonlyrestriction isthatyoucannQt in any
way <EXIT into Privileged Mode from User Mode.. You.are pennittE:rl
to c1"large thecol1tents of any .stack, marker before it ,is EXITed
throughiyoumayeven :EXIT through any valid stack marker that
you have built and linked yourself and to Which, you have, forced
theQregisteJ:to.point: . The thing t9watchout. for is that the
old status word in a. stack marker other than the most recent in
the current trace-back'chain '. can be written to in User "Mode only
if the mode of addressing is ,indexed., ...••. i.,. e.. if,.it's referenced as
an. .. arr~y ~lement. These are . important. points to remember in
later sections.

~exit...tra:pping:solutionpr6videsfor-multiI>le exit traps at
different levels,· by ·means ofanf'~}{it trap stack" ' ..... fo:t;saving
original return vector information from hooked stack markers
(segment I1mnb~r, .' mapping flag , ~eturn aqdress) ,and ~itltained
within Cl silaredutilityTablestruottge (UTAB) residing either in
a process-local extra data segment (XDS) or in a rath~r inter
esti.J1g stack-resident object called ~'IGreenarea"--moreabout
t:h.is, aI'ldwhyit is socalled,in Section IX. IDeation D&--14-
carefullY' chosen' to avoid collision .with.the Val:"~O~ slJbsystems
we have,like VPLUSand FORTRAN 77, that make extensive use of
the "heap"--is used to .. hold. either <:in .XDS logical index or a
special' flag vaJ..ue, depending upon where theWAB ha$lJeen built.
rnMANMAN, .which has .already exhorbitant .stack .requirements, .' we
use the xns, 10tlt the processing overhead· is not of grav~ ,concern
herei ,.the isstte is'" whgt happens between the last transaction of
one cycle and the first of the next.

'lheexit trap stack starts with a he(ide:r; entrywhoseword:-by-word
contents' are:
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o - Current number of trap entries.
1 - Maximum number of tra.p entries. (constant).
2 - Trap~in-progr~ss flag.
3 - Entry size (4).

The headeren1:ryis always the same size asatrapentiy, so that
thetable-relati.,ve offset otthemost .'recententry .' may beob
tained by just multiplying t~le curren.tentrycount by theentiy
size (which has ended up in word 3 due to the evolutioncu:ynature
of the development.,' process) '.

Each trap entry is layed out as' follows:

o - DB-relativeaddres;s, (or Q) of tile trappeclstack marker.
1 - original return.address and mapping flag saved from. the

stack marker.
2 - original segment number saved from the, stack "marker._
3 - Plabel of the procedure to be called when this trap is

takeri~

Like the stack markers themselves, exit trap entries are created
and deleted on a LIFO basis.

A procedure, may. trap "the "exit from its, caller by calling',library
procedure EXI'rnAP, p<:\ssing the plabel of a subroutine designed to
do whatever clean-up operations need to be done. EXITRAP,in
turn, calls another, library procedure called BI.ll1.I'AB, which, as
its name implies, creates and initializes the UTAB ifn.one al
ready exists; this is done in the Green area if it exists, is
large enough and is not internally flagged as reserved,otllexwise
the' xns is' used. EXITRAPthen checks" to make .sure that the saved
address in the current, if any, trap eIltrydoes not match the Q
of the stack marker to be trapped; if, everything's,OK, the new
trap entiy is created and the entry count in word 0 of ,the header
entiy incremented by 1. The return vector in the stack marker,
after being ,saved in the new trap, entiy, is then altered to point
to a specific location in the body of EXITRAP where it will
execute when the trap' is sprong.

So, when the hooked application subprCXJraItl tries to REIURN to its
caller" things, 'happen pretty much as they no:r:mally' do--theparam
eter list is deleted, the Q andS registers point where they are
supposed to, and the status bits and X register are properly
restoredithe radical., difference is ,that the, process is now
executing ,somewhere within. the body of the EXI'rnAP procedure!

What the EXITRAP. code .does ,at this point is to inunediatelycall
segm:mt-intemalprocedure, EXIT, TRAP, generating a,"clean" stack
marker which establishes a foundation. for working storage and
preserves the status bits for the original' intendedretum point.
EXIT'TRAP goes out to the exit trap stack, ,r~ads ,the ,clean-up
routl.ne's plabel from the current entry, and calls it. Upon
return therefrom", EXITTAAP retrieves the return v~orsaved in
the current entry and writes it into its above stack marker.
After deleting the now obsolete entry from the trap stack by
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decrementing ·.the .,entry count in the·. header, EXIT'TRAP .exits, and
everything. is back· to nonnal. -

Totally confused? OK, here's a simplified overview of the
action:

Procedure A calls procedure B. Procedure B callsprocedureC.
Procedure C callsdEXITRAP, passing the pIabel of procedure D.
EpaTRAPsavesprocedureB's returnvecborandgivesit a new one,
saves.procedUre D's plabel, and exits; procedure.C.··is ·.nOW'~
ning.Procedure C exits ; procedure B is now runrting., Procedure
B exitsiit isEXI~, not procedure A, that isnowJ;U11l'l.ing.
EXrrnAP calls EXIT. TRAP. EXIT TRAP.calls.·,prpcedure D,. pun;ucmt
toproced1lre C's . request. .Proc,edure Dexits; EXlrrTRAP is now
nmning.EXITTRAP replaces. its .own •. returnvectorwith procedure
B's '. originalrettn;Tl vector. and .... exits; procedure A•... is; .now .running
from thepointwAere .. procedure "B was original1y~posedtohave

returned.

EXITRAPchecks •for three 'conditions, assisted. by OjPprocedures
that readfromPXFIXED: a) .The .stack marker to be trapppClexists
and is not the initial stack marker, i.e.itsQ> Qi+4.; b) the
callingprocesshasDScapability .. ifthereis no, avai1aple Green
area of '. sUffici~nt size (this is actually donebyBIDUTAB);
c)tl1etrap-in-progress flag. is FALSE (this is set to TRUE by
EXIT......'rnAP.,arqund the call to the clean-up routine) .•

What If the . Clean-Up Routine ". IsProqram-Resident?

Usually, .the'bestplace for the clean-up.procedurets in·'the·same
program unit as the procedurereguesting the hook, ..••.or~ place
Where i1;.hasconvenient ... accessto whatever .state.·. information
l'leedst()De reset.. ".' A .program-resident procedure .... would have the
most .efficiE¥1t>accessto,eve+ythingb~t.weenDLandQi;but then,
the ;oAD~intrinsic.would..b~n9help,as;far,~obtaining its
plabel for EXrrnAP< (or anything else with aplabel ~ter).

]:11 .. thevenera1Jle FORTRAN ...1anguage,you have recourse to .the
EXTERNAL statement, whichallows>yourprogrcun to. bind, to anySI.t
0:r:progx-am~resident procedure withoutactua~lycallingit.

Wherever asymbol,decl~edEXT~AL.ap~as an actual~t
pasSed to a subprogram, .. the compiler generates ... an LLBr. (nlpad
I..abeln) instruction which extracts the procedure's plabel· from
the .appropriate .tab~e... In. FORTRAN 66,thepl~l.ispassedby
value; in FORmAN 77, it is effectively passed by reference, but
maybe forced toa by-value construction' through an ..·$ALIAS·direc
tive.

If, however, your primary source langllage is COBOL, you have a
slight problem, but one possible solution may be .·.foundin Section
v.
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IV. GoOd Things for FORTRAN (mdthe pe~pleWho UseItr

Here are further applications using stack markers.

Internal Subroutines: .Emulating' PERFORM

A fairly common situation in FORTRAN program design:. '!he-'same
lengthy sequence of statements must be. executed at ··several dif
ferent places,·' but it's rather too cumbersome to .break them out
into a .separate procedure, because they need. to share' a substan...
tial amount of local (Q-relative) data--perhaps, even a FORMAT
statement or two. The conventional solution' is to cOde the
statement· block once, ·labeling·the first statement. and ending
with a computed GOTO listing the labels of all possible ·return
points. rnJ.evariable designated' in the cOmputed GOIO' must be. set
to index the correct return label before you branch to the state
ment block. It works--but one wishes one had a construct as
simple as COroL's PERFORM verb, as canpatible with the principles
of structured progranming, and that doesn't make a nightmare out
of fixing or updating' the program in the future.

We've devised a PERFORM emulator that takes advantage of
FORmAN's unique Alternate Return feature, whereby a subroutine
may, at its option, return control .via a labeled statement desig
nated by the caller. Here, in brief, is how Alternate Returns
work at object code level.:

FORmAN employs a return path index corresponding toa label in
the subroutine's calling sequence as writteni the actual stacked
parameter list .. does not. include .or reference any kind of label
infonnation A·FORTRAN66 caller zeroes the X register just
prior to the PCALi thecallee thus finds a O. in the.' stack mark~

at.Q--3. (the0:I.d X register word). '. When executing a "RRIURN nil
statement,thecallee's 'object cOde sets Q--3 ·to.·n, ~rresponding

to the nthlalJel-listedin the caller's sourcecodeithen it's up
to the caller's object code to branch to the equivalent PB
relative address .... FORTRAN 77 ,on ·the other hand, communicates
the returrl path in<i.ex·· by the same methOd as .. for an. INTEGER*2
function valueithecallee stores the index at'Qminus 4 minus
the word length 'of the formal,. parameter .. list. NO. Alternate
Return occurs··if.thecallerfinds a O. in the X register, or at
the top-of-stack.(S-O), .as ··the case may be. . .

Our PERFORM emulator scheme.consists of·three.t>rocedures:

LOCTOS(TOS)
called at the beginning of a (sub)program to snapshot the
nomal top-of-stack.address. after the. initialization code
has allocat:ed local .. working storage 'and any pointers to
global data; returned to variable IDS.

ISCAL($label)
Branches to the statement block or internal subroutine at
statement label.
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ISXIT(\TOS\)
Marks the.·end ..of a block and ·detennines from. 'lOS (pcissed by
vaIue) whether to continue on to thenertsequential state
nentor retllm .from. the.block. to. the statement following the
m::st ra:a1t ·ISCAL:can.

In FORTRAN 66 code, they are implemented like this:

INTEGER .TOS

CALL LOCTOS(TOS)

CALL ISCAL($label)

CALL ISCAL($label)

label CONTINUE

<statements constituting the internal subroutine>

CALL· ISXIT(\TOS\)

Internally, IDCTOS· sets formal parameter TOS equal to· address
Q-5. . .ISCAL and. ISXIT .communicate through .. an extra WOrd at .the
top-of-stack containing the PB-relative address of·. the,inst:ruc
tion folJ.owing-the PCAL to ISC.l\L, the start of the cQmpiler
generated code . that handles the Alternate Return logic i this
address.· .is .provided automatically in ISCAL' s retum vector.

When ISCAL is called, .the stack looks like this:

Q-4 Caller's local data.
+--------~--------StackMarker----------------~+

Q-3 t Return pathindfaXi initialized to o. I
+--------------------------------------~-------+

Q-2 I· Return . address • I
+-~--~-~----~-----------~-~-~------------------+

Q-l I Old status register. .. ..... '... I+-------------.--------...~.~------:'~-----------~---+
Q-O I Delta-Q. I

+-----------~---~--------------------------~-~-+

With no stacked parameter' list~ the only' way to leave an extra
wordatthetop-of-stack. fO:rthe caller is to .make room for it by
moving the stack markeriso, ISCALcopiesitinto lc>cal array
NEWSM and increments the delta-Q inNEWSM (3) b;ytheoffset of
that element relative to Qi this repairs the linkage to the
caller's above stack marker . The return address for the proce
dure will be the retumaddress for the internal subroutinei this
is copied into Q-3, which is the target post-EXIT top-of-stack.
The X register will be restored from .NEWSM(O) i storing. a ·1 there
to sets up the emulated "RETURN 1". To activate the relocated
stack marker, ISCAL sets the Q register to point toNEWSM(3) by
"pushing" its, address and ASSEMBLEing a "SEm Qn instruction•. If
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the address. of this element was Q+d before the charge-over, 'then
the stack decrement .. (SDEC) for the EXIT· must be d-l to clear away
ISCAL's local d?ttaandother debris,leavi.l1g the internal subrou
tine's return address. The EXIT instruction maybepuilt'at the
current top-of-stack and executed byASSEMBLEinq an "XEQ (O)"~
Then, the 1 "popped" into the X register actuates the Alternate
Return to·the' first statement of the internal·subroutine.

At the other end, when ISXIT is called, the stack ldoks like
this:

Q-6 Caller's local data.

Q-5 Caller's local data OR return address for the
internal subroutine, depending upon-~

Q-4 Pointer to normal top-of-stack (TOS by value)·.
+-----------------Stack Marker---~-------------+

Q-3 I Old X register. I
+----------------------------------------------+

Q-2 I Return address for the procedure. I
+-----------.~--------------------------------..-+

Q-1 I Old status register. ' I
+----------------------------------------------+

Q-O I Delta-Q. I
+~~------------------~-------------------~-----+

ISxrT first compares address Q-5with the TOS value presumably
returned.previously by IDCroS. If Q-5 does not exceed 'IDS, ISXIT
immediately returns without doing anything; this arrangement
allows you to execute the statement block just like'a COBOL
paragraph, which you can GOro, drop into or "PERFORM". '

If·.. Q-5 > TOS, ISXIT copies the internal subroutin~'s return
address from Q-S. to Q-2, making it its own return address.
loading a 0 into <r3 sets up an emUlated·. normal REIURN as .if from
ISCAL. ASSEMBIEing an "EXIT 2" deletes the extra .word generated
by ISCAL,restoring the stac:k to. its fanner condition,and brings
us back precisely to where ISCAL returned previously; this time,
the 0 in the X register directs the flow to the next sequential
statement~

A fourth procedure, ISCAL 77, provides for FORTRAN 77's use of
the top-of~stackinsteadof the X register to hold the retunl
path index~ When the statement "CALL ISCAL 77 (*label)" is ex-
ecuted, the stack looks like this: -
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Q-5 Caller's local data.

Q-4 Return path index; initialized to Oe
+-----------------StackMarker------------~----+

Q-3 I Old X register. I
+----------------------------------------------+

Q-2 I Return address. I
+----------------------------------------------+

Q-I I Old status register • I
+----------------------------------------------+

Q-O I Delta-Q. I
+--------------~-------------------------------+

ISCAL77 does the same thing as ISCAL,except that it copies the
return address .. intoQ-4with .bit Oseton,andstore~the
"REIURN··I"·.·.trigger.·.·inQ-3; ..after··. the· exit, .·th.e .. return .pat:it.imex
ispot>ped offtne .stack.1:>Y .the Alternate Return code, •exposing
the retw:n address for the internal sUbroutine.

As you may have .guessed,~it Disused to indicate to ISXIT.whic::h
AltemateReturnM.O.prevails. .If it is set, ISXIT,copies bits
(1:15} of Q-5 intOQ-2, loads a o into Q-5anddoesan"EXITI",
leaving the extra·wordto·be deletedbythe·Alternate.Return
code.

When Internal Subs Aren't the only Game in Town

using the top-of-stack to carry the .return point add:ress allows
internal.· subroutines to be nested.. For .. this .very .reasort,how
ever, ISCAL 77 must be used with considerable caution,since
FORI'RAN77 also uses the top-of-stack totnanage 00 loops and IF
'IHEN-EISE.constructs; in·. a recent MANMAN mOdification, I found
this·. to be extremely limiting.

'lhefollowing bit of FORTRAN 77codeillustra.tes t.he'soltition
I've worked out:

$CONTROL STANDARD__LEVELSYSTEl-1:, SHORT

INTEGER GETXREGF,ISPBA,CCX,I

C FIND CODE ADDRESS OF INTERNAL SUBROUTINE AT
C LABEL 1000.

CALLFHTATOP(ISPBA)
CALL SAVECCODE
CCX=GETXREGF()

CIF CCGFROMFMTATOP, GO EXECUTE HEADER ROUTINE.
IF{CCX.GT.O)GOTO lono

C WHEN WE'RE HERE, CODE ADDRESS IS IN ISPBA.

C CALL THE INTERNAL SUBROUTINE AT' ISPBA' •
CALL ISCALPB(ISPBA)

DO 1=1,10
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C CALL THE INTERNAL SUBROUTINE AT 'ISPBA'.
CALL ISCALPB(ISPBA)

END DO

C INTERNAL SUBROUTINE HEADER.
1000 CALL ISENTRY

<statements constituting the internal subroutine>

CALL ISXITPB

The evolution of FMTATOP bears some explaining:

For theINrEREX '91 Conference, I wrote apiece called ''MFE VIE
FORmAN: '!he II'lt~als of Alternate Return Paths" . (Paper #3212),
wherein, asa sidelight, I described howl managed to write--in
FORTRAN 77--ageneral .... interface to .the FORTRAN 66 Formatter.
FMrAIDP and its original dance partner FMTABOT were my solution
to the. p:roblemof .obtaining the PB-relative address required as. a
paramet.erby the FMrINIT' procedure10--a lead-pipe cinch to do in
SPL, but highly problematical elsewhere! Since this earlier
paper is of. interest only .to hard-core .FORTRAN afficionados(of
whom I seemed to be the only one in San Diego that week), I would
just as soon you did not have to dig it out to learn how the
FMI'AIDPIFMI'ABJr pas de deux works.

FMI'AIDP loads its return address into variable ISPBA with bit 0
fSet on, sets upCCG and does an "EXIT 0" ; on finding CCG, the
caller would be expected to branch directly to the call to
FMrABJr, strategically inserted between the call to TFORM' and
its own Condition Code test. FMTABOT, being itself parameter
less, WOUld find. the address of ISPBA at Q-4. On finding
ISPBA(O:l)=l, it would swap the contents of ISPBA and Q-2 with
bit 0 cleared, set up CCE and "EXIT 0"; the caller would then be
executing f'rom.FMI'A'IDP's Condition· Code·test, with ISPBA·· pointing
to TFORM' 's Condition Code test and ready to pass· by value to
FMI'INIT'. '!he ISPBA address would be left at the top-of-stack,
so that when the call to FMTABOT was dropped into upon return
fran TFORM', at which point the Formatter's save area would have
been cleared away, ISPBA(O:l) =0. would signal an iimtediate vanilla
exit, allowing TFORM"s Condition Code to pass through "like
green com through .the· new maid.• 1111 To avoid any unpleasant sur
prises at run time, a separate procedure would have· to be called
at an appropriate juncture to delete the ISPBA address from the
stack.

ISENTRY is an entry point in FMTABOT ·which serves the·· same
purpose, except .that it returns (with .CCE to FMI'AIDP's Condition
COde test) via "EXIT 1" ,deleting ISPBA' s stack address, with the
understanding that, like FMTATOP, it is called in the course of
housekeeping once only per internal· subroutine; label- 1000 must
be reachable only on CCG from FMTATOP, and \from nOV/here else in
the ccx:ie. '!he ccx:ie segment address saved in ISPBA points direct-
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ly to the next statement after the ISENTRYcall, the start of the
main body of the . internal ... subroutine.

The SAVECCODEand GETXREGF procedures were developed to work
around the "IF(CCODE) •.• " internals which are not conpa.tiblewith
any procedure not declared a SYSTEM INTRINSIC. SAVECCODE deter
mines the numeric equivalent (0, +1 or -1) and hands it off to
GErXREGF through the X register.

ISCALPB. and ISXITPB almost exactly emulate the SCAL and .·SXIT
instructions'. and don't care where the normal top-of-stack is
supposed to .be. [he advantage .' they have over ISCAL 77/ISXITin" a
IX) loop or IF-THEM-EISE situation is that the compiler is not
aware of your intention to branch outside the range of the block
and back" in· at the next statement, so there 'isno conflict with
block·management·· stack,. operations.

FUD,ctioDS within Subroutines

Both FORmAN compilers are in . full agreement on .this point: If a
subprogram has mUltiple entry ·points, then these entry points
lUust. be eitherallsubroutines·.·or all typed functions. Now,
su.pposing you have a subroutine that holds state information
initialized in DATA statements, and the need arises fOlg a func
tion ·.forconvenient ',use "in expressions . that retums the current
value of one of these state variables • Under the conventional
rules, your function would nave to be in a separatepr~unit,

which means that the' state variable in question would have to be
moved to'a COMMON block, which would in turn·have·to' be initial
ized in yet a third. unit called a "BLOCK DATA" subprogram.
Wouldn't it be much simpler just to have a secondary entry point
that could be called as .a· function? Not only can this be done
unbeknownst to the compiler,but '.' the function return operation
itself can be encapsulated.in a general. procedure!

For entry points serving non-character functions, we have

1
FUNCRTN[{2}] (ITEM,SIZE)

3

where ITEM is the value to be returned, and SIZE indicates the
size of the datum inwards as a power of 2. Exit from a function
embedded in a SUBROUTINE unit is through a call to FUNCRIN in
stead of the RETURN statement. FUNCRTN has three additional
ports, n\.1llll::)ered 1-3, so that,· .calls ,involving. I'I'EMs ·of different
type may coexist .in thes~e unit. .After copying. ITEM into the
functionreturn.,·area allocated'by the' caller of the- function
entry point,FUNCRINsets the Q registertoQ'=Q-'Q-O'and EXITs
with ,the appropriate SDEC.

Now, how on earth does FUNCRTN, being a general' procedure, know
.where.to .'set the function' value' ,and' how many parameter list·words
to delete on the way out? well, since secondary entry points are
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pennittedto have parameter lists different from the primary's
and fran each other's, and since every RETURN statement serves
the entire subprogram unit, then for each point of ent.ry, in
itialization .ccxie stores the current parameter list ·size at Q+-1.
'Ihe.object code emitted for each· RETURN statement reads·.·the SI?~

from Q+land·· dynamically exits via the top-of....stack, in the
manner described above.

So, FUNCRTN reads the SDEC from Q' +1 and stores the function
value at Q'-3~SDEC-2**SIZE(14':2)•

Type ClIARACI'ER functions .require a -somewhat different strategy.
In FORIRAN' 66 mode, the caller of a character function allocates
a return area accoroingto.the declared size of the string to be
returned. It then pushes a byte pointer to be used by the callee
to locate the return area. It ··is the responsibility of the
callee to knaw the length of the return string am blank-fill as
needed. The callee is also expected to leave the return area
pointer at the top--of-stack.

In FORIRAN' 77 mode, basically the same events occur, except· that:
1) '!he return area is pointed to by a ·2-word descriptor--byt.e
pointer plus. positive byte· count; 2) the callee is expected to
delete the return area descriptor along with its parameter list.

In both cases, we cover the retllrnarea vector in the ENTRY
statement by inserting a suitably-sized typeCllARACI'ER variable
at the beginning of the formal argument list; this variable may
be referenced just like any garden-variety argument. For
FORmAN 66 mode, we exit by callingCHAR66FONCRIN, which sets the
SDEC to one less than the parameter list IE:mgth., so that the byte
pointer is left at the top-of-stack as required. But for
FORIRAN' 77 mode, no special procedure call is needed--a vanilla
REIURN statement does the job quite nicely!

Needless to say, when writing any subroutine-type subprogram·with
an entry point to be referenced as a typed function, the formal
checking level must be o.

v. ".•. , But We only Have COBOL!" -- Findinq the Plabel of a
Non-SL sutprogram

Have you ever tried in a COBOL program .to use one of the error
trapping intrinsics (XARITRAP, XLIBTRAP, etc.) or the IPC
software interrupt .feature, or arm the· CONIROI.r-Ybreak, when your
intended trap-handling subprogram does not reside in an SL?

Why would you want it to reside in the program? Let's assume
that you're mainly interested in CONTROL-Y. Like the BREAK key,
CONIROIr-Y can interrupt your program at anypoint--in the middle
of a paragraph, in the middle of a sentence, anywhere. If you
want more control·overwhere or when the processing occasioned by
CONIROIr-Y can take- place, your trap handler must· do nothing more
than set a flag that your main program can test periodically to
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determine' if CONT~OL-Y has'. been sensed. By far the best place
for such a flag is in the global stack area. COBOL'85, whose
unique features are available through the COBOL II compiler's
ANS;r85 entrypoin1;., llasan EXTERNAL clause which, when applied to
Ci ••.• leveI01..•·data •• i tem,:, .·..··makes·.·· it ···equivalent·.·· to .' a •· •• labeled ·COMMON
plock in FP~, thusenabl;ing·two or more subprograms ,to share
statically-mapped data ·it.ems .without relying· onCALIr-USING .. anda
LINKAGE SEcrION.

NQ'W, <here's th:e ..... dilemma.: A.CQBOL··II. sUbprQgramusing·.the
EXTERNAL keyword, regardless of whether it's.·.dynamic, cannot
reside in an SL for the same reason that a FORTRAN subprogram
~ingi}~Ncan'b. This preclude~the.possibility. of it being
ID~~;putevenCOOOL'85prQvidesnoo.ther way to come up
with that one object without. which you' cannot .do.· business with
any trap-aming intrinsic--namely,the trap handler's plabel, as
d,istirl9t .• from its .'.l1allle ·.·in 15·· bytes or .1es$ ••.•..••.•.

If you had a FORTRAN' or SPLcompiler on your system, you'd be
abl~\;'pget. out:Qftili§binQ,fairlyeaIsily.;by-writing a highly
efficient support procedure--you could even writea""BfDCKDA.TAu
subprogram to pre-initialize .the. EXTERNAL area!--but this whole
,~~i.,on.,.•·j.s .·1?~s~q. Qll.··. thehypQthesis·that COBOL.<II' .··is',· all' you've
go't'-. ;r .cqpce.de 1:l@.t.eyeJl ync3,erthis,canstraint ·it. is ..'theoreti.c
ally .•• pos§ible;fqran S~-:I."esiqent.. trap handler to communicate
tprouggaheap\(*ocationrnorma;l.l.y used·by·.·a different 3GL, but
sllPh en9.roacbntentllPon.·.a~{lthe:tt'sQbsystem'sspace, even if it
i Sll 't aroqnd toenjQY ·it,<:J$0uldbe (ivaided ··on principle.

For a program-residen.t "trap han.dler, there's a solution more
r~+u1QfSl.lPSY9~botll"lQaries__--consider the .. follOifling:

*

\··~~...:Pl~lS, q~ ••p~Ogram~~t .·.entryI>oinb:;.are·tn~same ..··f()t
eveWsrprocess;,sharmg. the '., program, .... because· of·. the; way' tha.t

-'segment •• Ilull)}:>~rsare:assigned atprocess-creati<:>ntime •
;Their ;valueS)/aret:hUEteffectively .•..• fixed at preparation time
am can l:e pl:lrli.ctErl f:ron examination of tleIMl\P•

.\vhen aprOf.Jr?lllisPREPped,ever:yi stnlqt~~lr:"~Ound's~t
in:.••••.·t:he USL, regardless .•..··of .•·whether ... any ·errt:.ry.pomt. therein
sati.sfies· an external reference., becomes part. of theprog
::ram, andisc;loade<.i,whenever;the. prograni is loaded•

.:,--,-.:,( "-,"',-,'-" .. ': .. -,, ,.:.,'-':"',-";",.:"":':.,::.',,.;'."

Aplq.bel is not,a.hasncodederived· from an entry naIneiits16
bits•• a.re ·•. nea.tly •.divi.ded'into t the following,. fields:

(0: 1)

(8: 8)

fvapping flag (MF) i qualifies the segment number in the
lower< 8 .. bits. Set tpi for an MPEsegment.ln the
~'libra:tyi. set too for all othera:rle~.

SIT .(8egmentTransfer Table):index::,points' 'bathe entt.y
p)int·ctklress ··in .tteSIT of. the taxget.'cx:xle~.

8egment number. If MF=1, this is the actual CST index
ofanMPE: segmel1t; otherwise, it is the "localn •num-
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ber12 (I..CL#) .whereby the target segment is referenced
l:¥. 1:fe a.n::rent p:rcx:a:s~

AsI sta~edinS"'II,whena,p:rogramis J?repared, "log'ical"
segment.,nUn1bers(IDG#s)·,are iassignedaonseCl.1tivelx from· 0 with-no
gaps, and when a process sharing the program ~s .crea~~. I..CL#s
are assigned first to.. theprogram segments beginning with 1. for
IDG# .0, so that for every program segment .in every sharing pro
cess, LCL# = LOG# + l;ithe:refore, foreaqh en~ry pointiillClprogram segment; the segment number field in its plabel isC()n
stant for .all sharerS.

'!he S'ITis a physical-COll'P'nento:f-thepreparedcc:ae~'t.; so'
theSTT .... index ·field.mustal:so ,be constant for each '. pr9CJram
resident.· entry .' point' in .• all .. sharing processes 4.

'!he MF field, of course.,.···will always. be 0,·· since it can'"only be
set to 1 for a system library segment.

Now, how <ioes all this help' you to reconstruct a plabel in a
CDOOIr-only'shop?

'lheggcxi news .is, you don 't need any special caPal?ilities; .' in
fact, you'd be doing essentially what COBOL'85 object <::ode does
in the .•..•. case of '. a CALL' statemel'lt.. with 'an EX~EJ0I'ION••··clau~~·,t.o
detennine ·ifthe. called subprogram resides in the. prograI11file.
'lhe bad news is, it's anon-trivial task, andmtennsof p:roces
sing time, also fairly expensive; it should be done once only for
each required plabel, as part of housekeeping.

SUccess depends upon your program being PREpped"with the'iFIMAP
option. This embeds in your program file a "machine-readable"
IMAP. which can be·'accessed· through·' documented systeminttinsics;
these, and the FIMAP reco:rd<formats, are clearly idesCribed. in the
Segmenter manual.' A·.second requiretnent is that'allpersOnhel who
need to ron your program have READ and"lOCK access to .the "program
file from theirlogons. .

The FFMAP·.. record for· your trap handler's entry· point is' obtained
by calling FINDPMAPNAME, passing the name ·of the target entry
point as an ASCII string. 'Ihisrecord tells you '. half of what you
need to know--the IDG#,which effectively givesyouthe'I..CL# for
the plabel; the half it doesn't tell you is the SIT index... What
you have to do now is to open a scratch file, call DUMPPMAP
passing the IDG#.····obtained.· from FINDPMAPNAME, ··and initialize a
counter on your'stack to o.

Entry point .records come out of DUMPPMAP sorted by IDG# by SIT
index, ... and,cover both revealed and hidden entry points}.3 A code
segment can have a maximum of 127 entry poi~ts total, allJNith
unique names, so your dump file will contain at least 2, but not
more than 128 ,records, the first of which is the only Type 0
(segment .header) in the dump.

Sequentially read the dump file beginning with record 1,
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incrementing the counter by 1 for each read. When .your. target
entry name matches either the "Procedure Name" in a Type 1 rec
ord, or the "Secondary Entry Point Name" in a Type 2 record, the
SIT' index is simply the current<'Vallle:'ofthe couhter~'

Your trap handler's plabel is now fully constructed and may be
either used immediately or saved for later.

'!he best way to write .and ann· a CONTROIr-Y routine is explained in
Section VII, but don't!" read it ijust;Y'~t~-ther~'are~ .. concepts
that you need to understand first, ·and·these c·are intrcxiuced in
the next section.

VI. II ••• , But We Don't Have'SPL1" ·....... 'Accessing the' "Heap"

'!he stack region between ]Jl:1aIldDB--a~~o····kilown••···as thetlheap",. ·or
"user-managed" global area--is 'used by' a I1um1:>er of subsystems to
hold information. to be shared among several SL proc~dures ..•. and
retained bet\llleen calls. It may be allocated either .thrdughthe
:PREP or :RUN command, or pl:"ogrammatically by ca~ling the DISIZE
intrinsic. No special capabilities are needed to' allocate and
access this area, but since no program variables can be mapped
there at compilation time, it can only.be aqc:l;res~ dynamipcUly
intenDs of negative integers, or.. a:r~thmetic··exp:ressions with a
negative integer."result, all···addresses.··being relative to DB.

'!he first 12 words below DB are reserved for supported subsystem
use. FORTRAN 77 uses DB-12to point to its library globals,
which are stored entirely in the ·heap.

On MPE V systems, only SPL programs can mana9'e ~pe .. he~:p ~lf

sufficiently, but the SPL compiler is not "sta.J:'ld.a:rd equipment" •
For access from other 3GLs, you must build three •. basic support
procedures--on~ q~ wll.ich,iI1't.h.eabseIlseof S;pL':reguires 'pat
ching of its Relocat.ablE! Bil1c,tITMoCll.J1e.: .(IffiM) pefore •... it can beinstalled. . c' '. '. ,

Procedure GETDLREG

It is ·not easy to" access the heap on Classic systems without
budgeting extra money for an SPL compiler--noteven a d<X1.ll1leI1ted
intrinsic for checking the current heap size, i.e. the current
setting of the.DL···register, without·Changing"it. For instance,
you cannot check for the existence of a FLUT14 without'either
possibly allocating heaP.lJnnecessarily or risking a "BOUNDS
VIOLATION" trap. When no heap is allocated, DLis coincident
with DB, so any ·attempt to addres·s···[)~1'woUld···actual1ybe 'addres
sing DIt-I-in effect, pointing into the PCBXwhich,isstrictly
off-limits in User Mode.

Here's how we've solved the problem in our non-SPL shop:
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: FTNDtREGS,DlREGUj INFO=''USLINITti

PAGE FORTRAN nlV HP32116A..:01.00 COPYRIGHT MEWLETT-'PACORO C,O.1983
TUE, NOV 3, 1992, 4:47 PM

o

o
o
o
o
o
1
1
1
2
3
4

Name

GETDLREG
IX
K

o

1.000
1.100,
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000
,9~000

10.000

SUSLINIT

SCONTROL ·.STANDA~r:bEVIL. SYSTEM, SHORT ,S'GMENT' HOL '-NEG"
STABLES,CODE_OFFSETS, LIST...:.CQOE ON
C

C GET Dl REGISTER
C

SUBROUT I ME GETDlREG(K.)

C
C DUMMY, STATEMENT '. ALLOCATE 2WQRDS

IX=IX. <--- statement 2
RETURN
END

Class Type Offs.et Location

Subroutine

Variable Integer*2 Q+2 Local
Variable Integer*2 Q-10,1 ArglQent

CODE LIST

0,000000 •• _NOP, , NOP
1 000000 •• Nap" Nap
2 035001 :. ADDS 1

3' 041401C. LOAD Q+1 '\ compiled from statement 2;
4 051401 S. STaR Q+1 / see "CObE ,OFFSETS" •
5 140001 •• BR P+1
6 031401 '3. EXIT 1

COD E OFF,S ET S

STMT ,P-LOC

2000003
STMT P-LaC· STMT, P- LaC

3 000005 4 000006
STMT P-LOC STM1 P-lOC

NUMBER OF ERRORS = 0 NUMBER OF WARNINGS;: 0
PROCESSOR TIME 0: 0:0 ELAPSED TIME 0: 0: ·9
NUMBER OF LINES;: 11
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PSHR DL

STOR Q-4,I

END OF COMPI LE

As you can see, this little program does not work as writteni the
purpose of the meaningless statement."IX::::IX"·····is to' allocate"2
words in the RBM where you may surgically insert>the machine
instructions needed to return the current DB-relative .address of
DL through formal. parameter K. To make it relatively easy to
locate proc:edure-relative locations 3 and 4, you should compile
it intoci separate· USL, from which you may ~opy" th~patchedRIR
into the USL of your choice.

',rha requi.rgd inst.ructionsare:

(%024440) Push the DL register value to the
top-of-stack.

(%053604) Pop the value atthetop-Of-stack
, into tlleaddress given in<;r4, .ix.. e.
the addres~tof~cmnalparameterK.

(Ibn't let the mapping :i..n>tl1.~"I~!.JESn~ionconfuseYOUithese
offsets are expressed in tenns of bytes.)

To do the patch,YOu.'lll.Ust rlinDISKED5 and ~the >FIlE c:::cmnaro..
All USL file sectors are gathered for you and assigned logical
sector numbers relative to the file label. A USL .is so construc
ted that each record is equivalenttoasector,":so absent any
user labels, record Nwill be in logical sector N+l.

First, >DUMP record 0 to get the.SAI vector to the INFO block
containing your isolated target RBMi this is·in 2-wo:rd..,·fonnat in
words %14 and %15, with the record number in the upper 25 bits,
and the· word offset in the lower 7. Add 1 to the record·· nUlllber
to obtain the logical sector to >DUMpn~xt;ther~inyouwill
easily recognizethebinal'y,code'display~dbythe$EJrST,eDDE
directive, and where you must make the cilarlg'e.' -

Int.eqer Procedure PEEK

This FORTRAN 77 function reads'onewo.:rdofdata;;Lrom any
calculated stack address (subject to bounds-checking):

$CONTRQLSTANDARD;.••·IiEVEL . SYSTEM, SHORT
$CHECKFORMAL '.;. PARM 2
C· - -
C RETURN THE CONTENTS OF A DB-RELATIVE ADDRESS.
C

INTEGER. FUNCTION PEEK(ADDR)
INTEGER·"ADDR

C
PEEK=ADDR
RETURN
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END

I'm not kidding! This works precisely as written--provided that
you call it this way:

$CONTROL STANDARD •. LEVEL
$ALIAS P,EEK (%VALT

INTEGER' ··.PEEK

CLOCATE······.I/O·· GLOBAItS.
IOB=PEEK(-12)

Thus, any integer passed by value is formally·. interpreted as a
data reference!

Procedure POKE

This FORTRAN?7 subroutine stores one word of data to any
calCUlated-stack .... address:

$CONTROL STANDARD' LEVEL SYSTEM,SHORT
$CHECK FORMAL PARM 2c - -
CSET THE CONTENTS OF A DB-RELATIVE ADDRESS.

SUBROUTINE POKE (DATUM,ADDR)
INTEGERDATUM,ADDR

C
ADDR=DATUM
RETURN
END

Usage:

$CONTROL STANDARD LEVEL SYSTEM, SHORT
$ALIAS POKE (%REFi%VAL)

INTEGER DATUM,ADDR

C SET VALUE.
CALL POKE (DATUM,ADDR)

The usefulness of PEEK and POKE is entirelyint:l1e latitude the
compiler allows you in constructing the actual parameters •. They
work because compilers don't care what your game is, as long as
you play. by their rules.

Different 3GLs offer different syntax in support of value
parameters. FORTRAN 66 and COBOL II use' back-slashes (\) to
bracket them in procedure calls; FORTRAN 77, on the other hand,
relies on $ALIAS directives which are a real· pain .and all too
easy to forget to remember not to forget.
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'!he best way to ensure that PEEK (and:POKE "always:get··thecaller
coOperation they need is to make them declarable as intrinsics.
'Ihis is indeed possible 'without thesPLcom~iler,'forstandard
equipment on Classic systems is the compiler for SPL intrinsic
headers, BUIIDINT.FUB.SYS, which writes a compiler-readable pro
cedure definition into a .• SPLINIR (SPL ~~c)~ile.

An intrinsic d.oesl101:.itself. ~Clve to be. ~it1:~.ll1 SPL, nor does
it have to reside in the system library:; . other than to write,
compile and install the procedureco~~as~()unonnallY:Vlould,•. 'all
that's needed is to write enoughSPLcooe for the:lntrinsic
header and run BUIIDINT.

'!he respective headers for PEEK and I:OKE would look like····this:

INTEGER PROCEDURE PEEK (ADDR):
VALUE'ADDRi
INTEGER ADDR;
OPTION EXTERNAL,' .CHECK: 2;

PROCEDURE POKE (DATUM, ADDR);
VALUE ADDR;
INTEGER DATUM,ADDR;
OPTION EXTERNAL,' CHECK 2;

For full details on writing and implementingnon-SPLintrinsics,
see my paper "Designing an INTRINSIC Procedure in Your Favorite
Ianguage"l5

How 'Bout Some Icing on the Cake?

The principles 'invOlved. in ·produc1JJ:1(}'i J?EEKandIDKE.may be easily
applied 'to writing procedures forcopyinq:arrays of data from one
stack area to another. This may be done by writing a single
program.unit with four entry points, or "ports", with identical
formal parameters, covering respectively: reference-to
reference; reference-to-pointer; pointer-to-reference; pointer
to-pointer. Appropriate. SPLINTR definitionsareall that' Would
be needed to functionally differentiate the ports,. . ....

I will naN show you one more procedure that. will'9'ive·you more
complete' access to your stack.

Integer Procedure QREG

This one gives you the location of yourabov~st.a:ckll1a.rkeri it
can be written entirely in FORTRAN 77 withoutpatchingtheRBM,
but must be compiled twice.
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:FTN OEMO01S,$It£WPASSiINfO="COOE OFFSETS,LIST COOE"

PAGE 1 FORTRAN 77/V HP32116A~01.00 COPYRIGHT MEWLETT-PACKARO CO. 1983
WED, DEC 9, 1992, 12:37 PM

0 0

0 1.000

0 2.000

1 3.000
1 4.000

1 5.000

1 6.000

2 7.000

3 8.000

3 9.000

3 10.000
4 11.000
4 12.000
5 13.000
5 14.000
6 15.000
7 16.000
8 17.000
9 18.000

$COfUROL STANDARD...LEVEL. SYSrEM,SHORT,FTN3000_66 CHARS
C

INTEGER FUNCTIQNQREG()
C

C RETURNS· CURRENT Q REGI STER VALUE. "LOOK, MA- -NO SPL! It

C
INTEGER REF
SYSTEM INTRINSIC PEEK

C
C Q-RELATIVE MAPPING OF REF (FRc:»1 1ST PASS COMPILE) •

REF=O <--- statement 4
C LOCATE REF.

LOC=BADDRESS(RE F)

C CALCULATE Q FROM REF LOCATION.
IQ=ISHFT(LOC, -1 )-REF
QREG=IQ-PEEK( IQ)
RETURN
END

CODE LIST

o 000000 •• NOP, NOP
1 000000 •• NOP, NOP
2 035006 :. ADDS 6
3000600 .. ZERO,NOP \ compiled, from statement 4;
4051404 s. STOR Q+4 I see II CODE OFFSETS".
5' 171404 •• LRA Q+4
6 010201 ••. LSL 1
7 051406 S.STOR Q+6

10 041406 C. LOAD Q+6
11·· 00450() .Q.DUP,. NOP
12 051403 S. STOR Q+3
13 010301 ..•• LSR 1

14101404 ••• SUBM Q+4
15 051402 S. STOR Q+2
16 000600 •• ZERO, NOP
17 041402 C. LOAD Q+2
20 000000 •• NOP, NOP
21 024410 ). PSHR ST,
22 026542 -bEXF 6 :·2
23 .' 051405. S.STOR Q+5
24 101402 •• SUBM Q+2
25 002400 •• NEG, NOP
26 051401 S. STOR Q+1
27 140001 •• BR P+1
30 041401 C. LOAD Q+1
31 051604 S. STOR Q·4
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32 031400 3. EXIT e

PAGE 2

COD E OFF S E IS

STMTP-I.OC STMT P-lOC ST.MT P-lOC STMT P-lOC STMT P-I.OC

4 ·000003 5 0000056·000013 7 000016 8000027
9 000030

NUMBER OF ERRORS = 0 NUMBER OF WARNINGS = 0

PROCESSOR TIME 0:0: 1 ElAPSEDTIME 0:0:20
NUMBER OF liNES = 18

IoCa]Lvariable REF is-.selected asareference point. Inthis
ini1:.ial,pasf;' it···isarbitrarily-. se.tto·.··O, ... cbut.for <.th:e.secom
pass, .... thesourcecdde. must.<be. edited to set REF to its own offset
relativetoQ, once .that· is detelmlined from thefirst-passprint:
out. Asy()ucansee> fr.omthe instructipnsgeneratedflWm
stat.ement 4, REF is mapped'"to Q+-4.

(Why not use .the more· readable $TABLES directive' to locate REF'?
well, .this .may shock····you, but· if you ~'re .using compiler .version
~.Ol.00, .•·youliteralJJy.cannot· believe .. everything·· you .'. read in. the
"'I'ABI.ES"listing! But you can alwaysoolieve the object COde.)

Since"'BADDRFSS always returns a'byte pointer, the result must be
right-shift.ed one. bit. beforesubtractingtlleREF offset to obta.in
the .local Q; from which,you .. then··.subtiract the .dCi!lta-,oQsaved<in
Q-o·to obtain·the··caller's Q, using your. home-grown PEEK intrin
sic.

QREG is obviously quite useful if you' reinterested. in 'tracing
back .through you:r stack ···markers.' For that purpose,. youWC>Uld
ne.ed op.e more p:rocepure'for pin-pointing. 'thelpcationof .the
initial· stack marker, i.e. the above stack marker' for the outer
Block, .from. any hierarchical level ·in your program. Here is yet
anothe:rcase .where .t.he; .mostireliable .and .efficient 'method .~
quires. pri'Vilege.Tanles€hapter7andtheproceduresI eve
Pesoribed<ln t:lrld.s~ionprovideyou withal.lthe .toolsyol.l1'1eed
to,;J:':~dQi.from .PKFIXEO,but .singe .you .'. have norecQUl::"SetoS~L,

@lUlating>"OPTION .Pm:VlLEGEQ" .requires ..... ~omeQatching. 'FheUSL
file •. sti;ucture- is clearly enough •...·des<::ribed ip. Tables .Chapter 9
that.· you ,can , without. too muc:hdif,ficulty,locate yourp~
dure's Type4ent.1yinthe Dir~ctoJ::'Y'-andset.its"I" (Privileged)
bitwithDISKED5 (justmakesure.t.he.uA." bit. intheent:.J::'y ¥()l.l've
found. is off if you've compiled into this USLmore than once) •
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QREG also paves the way for an unusual technique 'that. I have used
successfully and that greatly facilitates accessing arrays in the
heap. This is the technique of dynamically remapping local
arrays, and I will use FORTRAN. 66 as my vehicle for explaiiling
it.

A local array is always mapped by' the compiler indirectly to a
static location relative to Q, so if you ha,"e in your "data
division" (so to' speak) the type declaration "INTEGmrOBUF(diml1",

and you compile with the MAP option," you will find in the Symbol
Map this line:

DBUF INTEGER ARRAY Q+%xx,I

[xx => some octal number representing l;lords.]

'!his means that prior to the first executable statement, in the
program, the initialization code stores the base address of array
DBUF at location Q+%xx. In FORTRAN 66, this is actually ··the
address of what would be the Oth element, to which a subscript
multiplied by the element size is added to obtain the correct
element address. To use DBUF to symbolically reference. an integ
er array of any lengthln, the heap, you> must first 'call QREX;to
find·.·your local Q',' , .,then subtract· 1 ·front···thebaseaddress··ofthe
heap array arid POKE the result to Q+%xx. Thereafter".Whenever
you ref~e -an element Of DBUF"'in an expression, or·.assign a
valueto·an"element" you will be reading fran, or writing 'to, ythe
array in the heap instead of the one that was alloCated locally,
and with the same degree of efficiency.

As with QREG, impleme,nting this technique' i.sa two-pass
compilation processi.thefirst pass' to obtain the correct pointer
address from the Symbol Map i ,the' ,secopd withthe ,correctQ~

relative offset appropriately placed in your code.

VII. Arming' CONTROL-Y from' COBOL I'I

If you've read the Intrinsics manual on how to use XCONTRAP,
you'd understand the peculiar difficulties of writing a CONlROIrY
trap proc::edure in any language'· but S'PL. BUt with the previously
describedheap'accassprocedures'in hand, it is possible to
emulate FORTRAN's "ONCONTROLY CALL" statement ',in COBOL II.
Here's hO\fl:

First, make" sure th~t 'Cemp'ilerLibrary. J?r()cadtir7SF'CONTRAPand
F'CONTRAPPROCare·installedin·yoursystem.liorary•. Even if
,CDOO~:II is" your' only .ayailable3GL," .these proCedures· should be
present smcetheyare: bundled in t.he s'ame .system codese.gment
(cLIB"Ol)withproced\lresrequired by COBOL II and Rffi:~' Als9,
the PEEK'and POKE procedures> can be written in· COBOL II and
~lled "at crossed pu~C?ses" ;iIl' thE! same manner iindeed, tnese
'are··.··~eonly.two·· heapprogedure's .. 'you; .will··•.. need,· .since,'the object
code"··snould have already": allocated at least the first 5 words
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EIC S999977 TRAP-PLABEL

below])B (you .can always .eall·DISCEZE if you're not sure)··.

The Tables manual to the contrary notwithstanding, DB....3 is
:reservedforFORrRAN,notcoBOL. For a FORmAN program contain
.ing. an. oNstatement;·itpoints·toa .. 17-word'l'RAPCX)M' .. block.. in the
globc\lsta~areapgedto 'save traphandlerplabelsaccomBlg'1:;o
error t~.,!,oshareor dynamicallY allocate thj.s resource,
eitJleryqur main.J)rcpgramora non-d¥namic<s~p~lltUStfi.l:st
define·in WOPJ<ING:-~TORAGEa17-wordarrayinitializedtoall

zeroes.·. 'lhen, if a PEEK of 08-3 .. returns a -1 (no 'l'RAPCX)M' '. al
loga:ted) , you must·... obtain. the array addreS$with.IOC.androKE
it toDB--3·.

Your··.qoNIROL-Y '.trap.~~ler .. may ..pe ....written.... as.. a.·.vanilla.· CO~LII
Sl.Wp~withn.oLINl<A~SE(JTION. To.eu:nt it:, obtainitsplabel
and~ii'tl>yvaluetoF'<;0~:

CALL "F'CONTRAP" USING \TRAP-PLABEL\.

The' actual trap·procedure that is armed is F' CONTRAPPROC, which
calls .your trap handler and callsRESEI'CONTROLafter yo~ hancller
GOBACKS. It may be disarmed by calling XCONTRAP,bu1:;can0nlybe
re...cmnedbycall.i..ng .F'CON'FRAP,(not··· strictly' true, Du1;.:tfr:Ue.·for
mos'tp~cti.cal~}.

F'g>NTRAPsav~~ ·..··you.r ···.:trap.ha.ndler' s .plabel· ..·.in .TRA.PCOM' array
f;!lement 11 (address 08+'1)8-3 '+lO}iyoucanswitch to a different
trap ... handler at ·.any time··.· f;romany.· subpre>gram··.sinplyby changing
the plabel storErl..at that· location.

Ohyes, ..dOD' t.forget to open a file oD.$STDINo:r$STDLIST and
~1~L.~7···.to.enable"S\WsYstem ~'.

poi.ieallJ/; ..havetoeall· .FOPENjust Ior.that,?
~ " '!" -", "- ,', -'''- •

Well·J10Vl, .... come .tothink of it, you don't, actUally~-butFCONIROL

~ires·anMPE·•... file·.number,···,··and.you· ·may nat.··have 'a' .suitable 'one
at.therea<'iy.Here's anotl'l.er goOd use to whichanO/P procedure
can be put.

Have you ever wondered Why .it is that . no matter when .you .FOPEN a
file, YQu.neverget<a file number less than 31 It is because
nUlllbers .. 1 .. and 2 are already'. in use! Even before your .prqgram
reaches the .. firstexecut.able .statement;· MPEhasalreadyopened
yOllI'.,$~TOIN ,.and $STOLIST--on" channels ·1 and 2 , .respectively;
indeeQ.,. thesearethefil.e nmnbersused by theRF.AD(X)and·.PRINl'
intrinsics. The problem is, you are not allowed to use these
nUlllbersyourselfinUser Mode-...probably to help prevent. you from
aC<:'i..detltally FCIDSEing them.

You can easily create an O/P procedure to .. enableCONTROL-Y by
calling FCONTROL 17 directly onMPEfilenulnber 1, thus saving
valuable time and resources.
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VIII. roRI'm\N IDgical. ,units: :Resolving acanpatibility Issue

If you' are an ASKM.ANMAN shop: that. has;upgra.dedfrom versio~5~1
or earlier to version. '6.0 or "I later,then you. maybe anpdd~ball

'shop like' ours that <has, an'd uses, 'both FORTRAN 66 ,and
FORFRAN77~ In·;:my;.view~they.are.different:~Gls" eachwit:h its
owniadvantages,~,asdistinct:fr()meach 0th~ras they are from
caOOL; 'yet,theya17e suffi9iently siInilar to'-greatly facili~te
conversion of'.'· source 'COde' from one to the,··other. '

certain language' constructs shared:i.n common bythe;two,FO~s
are mutually incompatible because of different internals. one
major area of incompati})ilityconcernsthe. use of t'9ical unit
(W)numbers. in fileoperatioI1E3~ Fore,xampl~i·LU. 1 i1:). a
FORmAN 77 outer Block does' not nece.ssarily', refer .to the same~
file number, or even the same file, asLU 1 in<, a 'FORTRAN 66
subroutine in the same "P:rogram. .. The:reason is that, each FORmAN
maintains on your' stack', its own' separate FWT' through· its own
separate set of I ibrary procedures. let's take a look at· each
one--

The" 66FLUT

The. Compiler Library manual 'describes asomewl1atprifuitive
structure. Each FIIJT entry consists of a single: word containing
a uniqueIIJ nlJlllber in the upper byte, and either 0 or anMPE,.file
mnnber in the ··lower.'· The., physical. ··end of the table ·:is delimit,¢
bya word with the number 25.5 ·in the upper byte. Sin~ valid IIJ
numbers are in the range·1-99, the'maximum size of the,FIIJT is
100 words.

'IheFORrnAN'66'FIDT is; supported' bythecode~gemet'lt:system.
When a progranl is prepared, the .Segmenter builds in· the .i?t{QG file
an initialized image of the DB-Qi stack region, or "sy~tem

managed" global area;.··. this inclUdes a FIlJT structure for allW
numbers declared in the program. The stack address of the FIIJT
is'set in record O'so that at process-creation time, thelDader
allocates enough heap space 't:o', copy the;FLUT' addressto~ DB-I,
whose default setting is -1. It is' plain to see why.expression
of IIJ numbers as constants is disallowed by the Segmenter ··in SL
procedures, since they are sharable by non-FORmAN programs.

The FLUT,however,'does not have to be engravedin-stone'at
compile time. Using the heap acceSs, procedures, described--in
Section VI, you, can', from any'3GL,dyn'amically,transfer anex±s.;..
ting FllJTinto, or build.one from scratch,in,·'anqarra.yin either
global region, .or ·even in the outer Block I s localstacki<this
array can be pre-extended to the full 100 words to allow for
dynamic addition·'of ill· nUll\bers, as' needed .. ,.The Fonna~ter..does~'t
care where the FIDT is, as long as it· is properly pointedto<at
DB-1i. the only question is, how to get the. new' FLUT address to
roKEin there--in FORmAN 77, you can use BADDRFSS in·conjtm~ion
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with ISHFT;'..'inroRTRAN 66 , you'd .have to .use something like the
GENAL' support· procedure described in ..·t'Designingan· IN'lRINSIC
etC· "

The 77 FLUT

All of the globals shared by FORTRAN 77' sIjOprocedures are
managed in the heap, and are allocated 'as and 'when needed;t:he
main pointer is set in DB-12,>whosedefaultsetting isO~ 'Ibis
makes ·the FLUT. inherently .dynamic .·and expandable, so. that'ill
numbers arxl... ~ll I/(). ~tatements .and generic procedures .maybe used
freely,inan<'SLprocedure;tl'1eyare .,.not. recogni.zedassuch·· by the
code 'management .system.

Unlike the otherFI.IJT,thisone"providesforW O,alldIDnumbers
greater·'than 99,~

starting ··atwot"d8,icgf·<··the .' globals"area .... <addressDB+'DB--12'+8}" is
a bl()Ckof, 16 chain heads. Each one consists of either a link
(DB---relative,address) .toa54~\VordFWI'entrY,or%77777.i.mica
tinganemptychain•. Empty' and non-empty chain heads arein_ in the block in noparticular·tttd.er~·.·.·<·Wol:d.7 i·ofthe
globals area. points directly to the ... ·most recentlyaIlcx:;at.ea. FIIJT
entry.

From what I've.made oot so far, ·.i·· here is····apartial <·list of' the FIlJI'
E!1t:ty. cxnte1ts:

o MPEfilenumber. IfthisID Bas been closed through a
crosE statement or UNITeONTROL call, t:hi.sfieldcon
tains%771,77; the "entrY mayalso.·beremovedf:tanthe,...._.:
UJa:.Uh

Link to the next: entry· in tbec:urrentcha..in; %77777 .==
end of d1ain.

Ei1ename,left-justified'with· blankpaddying.

(Incidentally, this; is .<similar to the way the .acceSsor table is
organiZed 'in a.TurboIMAGEDOO controIblock.)

Understandi.nq ofrtne ·two FlftJT ·structur~~.sho1.11dhelp ¥O\.lto
desa.gnprocedures. to ·synchronizeLU, assignments'inmixed-roJn1RAN
programs~~CU1dyou may very well end~pwith()neifyo~are~
i~irlgan~reme~ylargeFoRTRAN66E>rogra~, .and.theCOll1Ria.~r
hatldSyouthesoftwareengineer' sworst.ni9n:tmar~,the"SYMOOL
TABIE'OVERFI..OW"e:tror. '

.A.l:'rneQcwithheapaccess procedures, . FORTRAN <77 '.' prevideS1:hemost
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convenient a~s to both FIIJTs.. Here, are· some things,youshOul.d
knawabout·· the -generic",F!1J'l' management .• procedll.t"es,jC01l1ll\Qn. to· both
FORI'RANs: . . '

Gener; c Name Actua l 66 Name Actua l 77 Name (SSHORT) Actual '77' Narne (SLONG)'

:F77_FNUM"

F77_FSET

F77~UNITCONTROt

FNUM

FSET

UN I TCONTROL

FNUM

FSET

UNI TCONTROL

In FORrRl-\N, 66·, . theFLUI' i~;assumed,;to:l;>e.pre~~xistentpnd.non
dynamic; therefore,any passed LU number must be alrea~y,;gefined

on penalty of a librcn:y error trap. In FORI'RAN 77, an ill number
is; dynamical~y allocated it not currently ~stent.

In FORI'RAN 77 code, it is best to use the $SHORr dinactive; the
,calling sequences·. and parameter' structures would thus be .the' same
for both sets. The FORTRAN 66····procedure,s. may ,be referenced as
.declared-SYSTEM INTRINSICs; while referencingtb.e: nativeproce
dureE;by. their.act\lal.·· names. Alternatively" ..···.you,may>modify the
FORI'RAN' 66 procedure references with $ALIAS directives and· use
the generic. names.· for the native procedures"~

Hooking-FORTRAN 661/0 statements

Another way to synchronize'LU assignments in a mixed-FORTRAN
program is to hook allFORI'RAN 66 I/O statements aJ1d externals so
that only the'FOR!'RAN 77·:FI1JT' is ·used. '!his is ,made possible by
the (act thattheFORI'RAN66 Formatter acc:::eptsMl?E<file numbers,
in negated fonn to distinguish them from ill numberS'.

In his INTEREX '90 paper "Making Other People's' Programs Do What
They Were Never Intended to Do--The 'Hook Under the Hood'" t6
Eugene .VoIQkh,·.showed.us how to hook calls to' system intrinsics by
writing intermedicn:y procedures with identical names and calling
sequences, from which the originals are called by IDADPROC and
plal;:lel,arnplantingthem at higher binding levels, usually,.in
account or group SIs as required. One procedure that must be
hookeclisFMI'INIT':,: which is' called transparently bythe"obzject
code generated by READ, WRITE, ACCEPT:,and·. DISPLAY statements.
Here, alas, is where the intermediation method of intrinsic
hooking breaks down; if you tried hooking FMTINIT' the same way
that you would hook. -FREAD, .'.. you .would be .·'likely to get some weird
results--for two reasons. One is that FMTINIT' generates tem
poraxy glo}:>al storage at the top-of-stack for shared use· by the
sev~le::ampiler..generated pr.ocedlJ,.re,caJ..ls--IIO ',,';SIO'·, etc....
~t gansfer, list; elements, ending with a;·calltO.'I'FORM!~whieh
e::amp~~tes the fonnatting ,operatioJ;l, ,and ,tries tQ' restQrethe.$~ck

,.:to,;t.t:s Qrigina;:L"condition."":,.Ass,Qon: asyourFMrINIT!:'hOQkr~tur
ned to the caller, these temporary globalswQuld ~:Ci.~l..eted!rpm

the stack, but still be pointed to at OB-2; the other Fonnatter
·p~res,pouldend up clobbering t,he glo:t>als ·wi:tn .their own
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local.··stuff. "·Even····if .. yourprocess·made it as far as calling
TFORM", who· knows what· might then happen to your stack? The
other> reason is that one of·the··value parameters passed to
FMnNIT'· ,. is·· the· location. in· the '. ·ca.ltler' s,Code· segment· ·of the.COn
dition Code test that immediately follows thecal! to TFORM';
FMl'INIT'tries· to exit directly to this location·.. in .the event of
an end-of-fileor some other error--which·it·can't do if its
above stack marker is pointing to the wroJ:lg code segment!

So, in order to mesh properly with the .'otilermmOO~E'onnatter
calls, your FM1'INI'JJ'hookmustsomel'1C)~get.completel~t'outof'~
way.. once .it' sfiniShed doing "mtsthing, ····sothctt therealFMrINIT'
nayinterface,direm:ly··withthesUbproaram··.tha.trca.lled .. tlienook';
not'tliehClok·itself. ,. ~at'I 'm,talk~ng ab0tlt .here' .is ·s~t
analogous'in routine office life togettd.rtga telephone call
destinedfor ..another.··.·•.emplCly~e .••..·a.nc.l··trClns;fer1?~ri9'tlleCall ..to .·that
eInploye«a 'sertension, instead of ··relayincjmessages back and
forth.

Soundimpossilile? ...I"mhappy to report that it's'%litedo-ablei
but yourhookmustaall ·FM'FINIT'withthe .. EXIT 'instruction .' i.n
stead ofPCAI..,because you havetoget.intoFMTINIT'without
generatinganotherstack.markerintraIl~it(ove~whose.retutn
vectoryotl wol.l1dhave'abf:)olutely.n~:rcontrol)o~ca.l.lSinganyth.ing

to·be•.. deil.eted ·..~rom .t.l'l.estackthat· ··is; ·expect.~dtob,e···therefor
list ·element··transfers. "

Basically, your•hook •procedure's .'job is to·. intercept 'an •. Wnl.1l'flber
and m;eitt:0obtain.~romthe77 FWTan MPE fi~e,number, wlU.ch
is.· then. pasSed as .a· negative ....integer··to ....FMl'INIT' ,/thus~ing
the 66 FI.IlT. .From inside·· your hook, value '. parameter UNIT·· is
located atQ-8 and specifies an I..U. ntlriloerif;tJNIT>Oand
IOTYPE(9:1) = o. Simply pass. the ill number by reference to
integerprocedureF77FNU:,M--whichworksthesame wa.yas its
senior counterpart, except that it .can dynamically aiTh.locatea
FI.IJT entry-negate' the returned MPE file' number and sto~eit at
Q-8, .overwriting the .original·.. W'number intheparatneterlist.

NCM .t;b.e .. '.' real fun.'•.. begins! You'· .need·. a'sl.1pportprocedure--we '11
cal1itXFERCAI.,L--with .. t.wo .. ··parameters,: the ·n1.l11l1:>eriof·. the .. ·· Code
segment containing the real FMTINIT' ;anditsentry 'point ad
dress, ,with: the mapping flag ··inbit ·1. ThesegmentnumOeris
(ietenninedat either load time or. process-creation .time,depen~
ding upon whether the mapping is. "physical" or· Ulogical",but
this and·.the .mappingflag···may·.be extracted from theplabel retur
ned by WADPRO€<~The.'entry point address was fixed .as' 'ofyour
la,s:'tM·PEV .. upgrade; .the S egmentercommand"-LISTSI..
ENIRY,FMI'INTI',n can 'tell you exactlywhat.it is.

Mter;saving its passed parameters locally, XFERC'.ALLbuildsanew
stack marker... as'· .follows:

Q'+1 Old ,X register from the above stack marker,i.e.fran
~3.
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Q:'+2

Q'+3:

Entry point address and. mapping. flag as' passed.

status bits from the above stack marker, i.e." fran bits
(0:8) of Q--l,::merg~with tJ:le8-bit 8egment number 'as
.~.

Q'+4 Delta-Q= 4.

Your goal is to have the Q and S registers both pointing at what
is nOVl·,;Q'~O,whentheEXIT,is consummated; :thi:siswhere 'they were
pointing.. immediately .follo:wing"the··PCAL··to the.·..hook procedure.
SinCEttheSDEC, beingheldinthe,lower<8bit.s. of the .E~IT

~tn1ction, cannot be ,1~er':than?55"J:he Qof,thestack.;marker
tl'll:qugh.,which, you" propose to EXIT cannot be more than:'259weros
out· from your target, :l:op-of-stacK., so the best, place for the >new
stack marker .is aqj~cent.. tothe .. hook~,s above stack"lTarker, since
nothing else .between t::b.e~eand··XFER~1UL's·local·· stuff needs
preserving at this point; that way, it doesn't matter howmueh
local stack your hook procedure uses. (Even if it doesn't use
any:: at·. all, you '"e already. copied XFERCALI.,~s passedpara:meters
outofhann's<way,and>it~parameter,listitself, gives you just
the:; <m\C)unt. of. slacl<.You n~,.)

The 'last,,:step .. is :.' to' ,set the.'Q· reg,.:i.ster to point to,'Q' +4 "·and
ASSEMB:L.E an "~pn. Thehook'.s abovef:r~ackmarkerandparam
eter list thus become the above stack marker and parameter list
for the real FMI'INIT'-just as though the application program had
called it diregtlyJ·,

Th~:,otll~r,FORTRAN66., externals--FNUM,']fSET ,:UNITCQNTROL. and
'F'1NATJ.){'--~y,beP90k~d .'. to their FO~TRAN'77 counterparts by con
ventionalintennediation.

IX. The "Green A~ean and the FPMAP: HowtoHave·Both

In the 'aforEmletltioned INTEREX,l.90,' paper "on hooking, .theproblem
of saving the plabel of a time-critical intrinsic between calls
to a hook procedure raised ,the issue of. global storage.' Eugene's
qiscussionofthepossiblesolutions included the technique,
developed by 'Robelle .'Consulting's, Rbbert·'M~Green,·of expanding
the DB-Qi stack: region by adroitly:editing the ·PROG,file··after
preparation. For our purposes, I will refer to thisinserteCl
glo~l.·storageas"the ·Green·,.area.

'Whatmak,esthe.. Green area aneS?pec'1allygood place. ~or'>SL

procedures to save s,tuff between 'calls is that ·the progralTl,being
logically unaware of its existence, iwill .. neveruse"it,'so there
is no possibility of collision--at least, not with the program
nor with any supported' subsystems. Insertion of the Green area
can be done with any existing program without .re-PREPping.it; but
it does require a new copy of the program file with several sec
tionsrelpcated-..;.the.··. segment set, the entry point list"t1le
external list and the FPMAP (if present); their starting reco:rd
numbers held in reco:rd 0 (SAS, SAE, SAX, SMMAP) must be increm-
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ented by'the nt.nnber of 1.28-word recerdsappended< to the global
cu:ea.>Another... record' number that ...' may need, 'incrernentting ·is··· for
"symbolic items" «SASI)i I've .found no programs in OUr' shop,. that
qse ,tllJ..sfield,.but yQu·may want to.' Check itt'out. '

~gene'~qotmSel; wasth:at any FPMAP'be' done away with by .setting
SAFMAP·to.O}7becal.1seof.all the ,inte:rnalrecordpointersthat
would have to be changed. The September '84 edition of· the
Tables manual, at any rate, does not describe these pointers in
d~t:cl.il•. J3Ut a§ W~ ..hav~seen, there are cases, asinseotion V,
where the.~· J..f?e$se,ntial; ..·it'would.· be nice....·if ••·.·we.>.could ·also
~joy t.1)e .• ~etit.of iaG:rreen area.

I've done some exploring with DISKED5 and found that retention of
the~ ;reallyiar):"t,,·alJ.thatdiffiCUlt--especially ·considel1ing
tlla~ 'G;reen<area .•..const.n.l~.ionis .. alread¥labor-intensill'e\·enough <to
war:rant:.eIlgodi.I)g,tille opera·t.iOJ;1sina·stand-alone utility. since
aJ..1.program .,·segm~nts.. areprepa.red· together, .. ·there;is.'onlyone
mul.tJ..ple-segrnent. ·.FPMl\P serving the ·~ntiret.program, ·and "it .·occu~
pies contiguous records at the tail end of the program file
data.

Word'l of record O'gives 'the number of code segments ··in the
progra~·(~S),andthisisexact1.ythe,number,of·FPMAPr~cord

pointers .that./peed···increment.ing. by the ·.same •..• .amount as.'all·the
others. '1heyalloccupY.con$ecutive· <double-word~<oonstituting
the "SEGlmN['< PMAP<POINTERS".section(SPP),F whicll~lmtt~d~ately
follOW$ the"IMAJ?}~ .TAB~'! (PIT) at) the .very beginning of .the
.FJ:MAP. To·allow for ·futureexpansioo,thePrT 1engt:h(PITL)is
given·inwotdOof .... the>.Pl"I'. ThUS, theSPP isloc::ated at reco~
SAFMAP.,offset PITL,·and itslengt.h is''2*NS words·. (maxi1num510).
Ea¢:l.I:Pin~,in .the SPP is.in .. the.standard 32-bitfonnatfound in
USIs--a record number in the upper 25 bits and a word offset in
the lower 7--andpoints to a Type 0F'PMAPent~,whichis~ol
l~edby;.the entry·' point ;entries.i?(TypeS) '.1. and 2)'fortnat"segment
in ascending STr index order,~ollowed eitherbya nullw0l:d~r

by.·•.the iType·O.·.·.·entry for ..the nextisegmenti:n asCEanding.·'IJ.X;* ..•. orner it

Qnly. the record number field in each pointer \needS adjust:rne.ht.

There ~e no other file~dependent pointeFs' thatyou··neea,worry
about it 'Ot.her~an flag-'b it's . for chidden .• entrypbints'F'PMAP
entries contain •·••nothing.thatisn 't..··.·documented in the'· Segmenter
manualorreturneci by s;vstemintrinsics.

A Zero-Defect Method of Lo.catinq the Green Area

How .does the Green area .say.,·uHere •.1 am!" tda •. hookprocedure
t:llat' s .. looking,. for it?• Eugene suggested··that you .·logically .begin
the Green area on.an even 128-vtord·boundaryandinitializethe
Dirs1=.; few':wordstosome uniquebit ,·.pattern that ". ishighlytml.ike~
lyto.beooincidentally .•. duplicated; elsewhere in DIrQi at.. su~ a
patmdal:y.i''Ihisbit pattern < would J"lave, to be.hard~edin;every
hook:procedur~ that. uses .. the ...• Green area ··.sothat they wouId know
what to look for' at 128-word inte:rvals beginning at DB+O.
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NOW,thEtoperativephrase •here is ""highly~unlikelyn;,'Whic:h
implies an': anticipated ·faiJ..ure 'rate ever .. so~ligh~¥ laJ:9eJ': tJ1an
o•... 'lhe:·challenge~;offindinga>lOO%-relia1:>le:meth.oa}~i.tlg'~s
ting structure without· conflict was in the.back."of'imymind one
day as I was idly scanning th.rough the Compiler L:i.J?:rcuy, manual;
my roving eye fell upon the detailed layout of the FORTR1\N' 66
FLUT ,i and--would· you believe ,·it ?--1 ',·round' the answer right
there!

As I mentioned in •. section VIII,.,. the'segrn.ente:r and ••'theIDader
support the 66 FIl1r onMPEV· systell\S.IJ'lth~p~ file, word
12 of record 0 (SAFLUT) gives "the DB-relative·' address· of the
FIl1r, or defaults to -1.

According·to both. the ,Tables and compiler···Libra:ry~uals'.. the
FIl1rtenni.natorword is characterized ()nly1:>ya255 intheuppar
byte; the lower byte· is always initialIzed to 2,55 but .is not· used
for anything,' and testing"has confirmed·'.'that.·itisn't. You can
put "anything you want in .there without interfering with the
Fonnatter. .

What does all this have to do with locating the Green area?

Well,·, if we adopt the.·'convention,·that the·Gteen.···area.,.·,.a~Ways~tart
on an even 128-wordboundary,then its··'DB-relative··.add~is

evenly divisible by" 128--and the quotient fitsver.y neatlyin'8
bits! since there is an initialized but 'unused1:>yt.eatthe tail
end of the,FIl1r, what a "wonderful opportunity to chain'· therefran
to the Green 'area! 'The starting. ,record number of the; global area
is given. in record.0, word 3 (SAG); the canpress;ed' address of "the
Green,area works.·out to· be <Green area :record#> - SAG•.... ·'!he FIl1r
itself is located starting at record SAFIlJT(O: 9) +SAG, Offset
SAFIIJr(9:7).

Yeah, but what if it's a aJIDL program,·and·doesn't have any FIIJT?

Noproblem--if ,··we further stipulate that the Green area always
begin with·a word containing 255 in. the upper byte, and <Green
area record #> - SAG in the lower, then if SAFIl1r is defaulted,
we need only set it to~128*. «Green area:record #> ... SAG). If,
at process-creation time, the loader ·finds·, anything greater thafi
-linSAFIIJr,then that number will appear on theprocess'stack
at DB-I, no matter what (in DB-Qi) ·it's really pointing to.'This
way, the Green area can be located at ron time by the same method
whether SAFLUT is pointing to a FLUT or directly totheG:reen
area.

So:Atnm time, to find out if there is a Green area and where
it is, firstcheck,the DL register; if it is 0, there is no Green
area, oth~ise'read'DB-I; if it contains -1, . there isnp Green
area, otherwise scan the .FlliTfor the terminator· ward; if., the
lowerbyte'contains 255, there is no Green area, 0thenl~sethat
number.multiplied by ·128 .gives a l?B-relative addresS that should
contain an exact copy oftheFLUT,terminator word; ·if,itdoes~~
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bingo!

'lhisdesign allows fordY:f:lamic c:t"celocat.ion and sUbsequent
expansion Of theFIIJT (which could initiallY be found empty) •....;As
long as you always leave the terminator word content as you find
it, you will not corrupt the Green area indicator/pointer.

But what if the cOmpressed address' of the Green area .happans to
be255? Wou1dn't;itap~thq."t it dian!J; .exist~>

let's see: 255 * 128 = 32640i the largest possible data segment
of any kind is 32764 words, and the maximum allowable MAXDATA is
usually less thanthati th(iet·. l~aV'esnqtmot:e(·than 124 words for
other objects inthe>~t;aqkbe~idE!~a~,global~. As .many as 128
wor9~ of heap space must minimally be allocated for the FLUT
pointer. Hqwmuch ro()m>wquld that l~avefor.~ePCBX (or any
~....~else)?

c.;re.~~;,Are~ ... Builder DesiqnJ?oin't~,

T6dete~~ho\.ilarge'you~ Green areaispermi.ttedto be, close
attention shoulg be paid to the following record 0 fields: in
itiaJ.'f;taclE,,~;~z~ (ISS) iil1itiCilh,eapsize (IDLS) i and MAXDATA
(~).' .';[h.E3r;; following ..SYSGIDB1~'cell:S~. also .relevant:

%107
%110

Ma~i~tim aliowableMAxDATA.
Default MAXDATA.

Wh.en •....'.~....pi~ '.'isp~~Pa:(ed .' without s~ecifYing.a MAXJ)A'I'A, .MAXD .is
set to -1 to indicate that the~ef~ult..val~e· .. in S1SD8;+-%110 is to
be used. IfMAXD contains a" positive word count,' it may be
increased as ,needed.

A

A ~toInproCedure'd~i9riedfc)~rthe~rn5f{'s'/PROCEOORE··camnand19
has a total of 30 words '6f global storage available. Is that
Emough!,Would. y:01.l~ike :,more? '" W()ulqyou like:tohav~.c:oll1plete

control/.over,wpat ~S.j.11:your·gl.()bal.···..~ea· .. at;any. giveJ1:;,t~?

The. EDt'.l'O:Rpr~g.ram'as- supplieq~Qas·,a MAXDP1~P1'Of6~l~t10,OQO
words, so there is plenty of potential space.te>l:Cif:l,:'large aGr~
area as you would ever want. The only problem to be addressed is
~t theEDIIDRc;>bviously ha,f;no,waY9f:re-initializingany part.
of the Green area after the specifiep'X;a.nge2ist,hq.srun its
course.

'lhesolution lies in the factthatyourcust,om procedure is
called by the internal procedure that processes the rangelist and
which only exits to the ll\~in,pr99J:aIn afteJ7thef~1 iteration.
Using the material in Section,IlI,youcan hookthis;~ittocall
any SL procedure charged with the task of cleaning up. since the
Gr~,'~~ canb~'initi~lizedat the time >it:. is··.. built,];:qm't
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think of a better place for the exit trap stack.

One WOrd ,in the. Greenareasl"!0uld be ,used fc:n:,aflaq tOirdicate
whether,EXI'IRAP has·· been· called for, the ·.current rangelist.

x. The Rest of the "Rest. of the story"

Here, in full, is' the supplemental material that I i.nt.eroedt:.b
ham out in New Orleans•

• ·110' StJs~DqThat •.• Co:Cle seeplellt.?
IFADyoDe,aD~IFltExists

In Application Example .3inS':'XI j I told you the minimum yOtln.eEd
to kr1ofr1 in order to write a util i ty' program that reports·SL .code
segment usage. Unfortunately, I' neglected to tell you how to
determine up front .whether it .is needful,intlle case of~
given SL segrilent,to impose a lock on such a' critical system
bottleneck as the .Loader· Segment Table (lST)arxi go .tc>....• the fair
amount of trouble to· read it.

.~ .".:,"-.,'. -; ;:- ~

In'. the .interests of system Performance,. your.p~'Shoul.qnot
read the IST or· lock any SIRs, pass GO or· collect. $200, without
first making sure that the specified code segment exists in the
specified SL.

Prepared Object COde file ,structures are descrilied in the Tables
manual,Clapter 10; the S~p1:ember •84 edition, is' rtotup to date
with respect. to the' system library.

In general, each code segment in the SL has· a sirgle entry· in· a
Reference Table (REFTAB), and the table-relative position of this
entry defines its lDG#, which d~esnotappear in the erttry it
self. However, the 'records containing the table entries are not
contiguous; .for this. reason" they .are listed .. in a block of recoxti
numbers (RrIDX) beginning .at' word 0', of ··record 1~

AREFTABentry· contains,~mong ot~er goodies, a "bitmap
indicating which code· 'segmentsin,the 'SL are referenced 'by the
curr~t segmeI1t. How :large is this bit map? If YOl:lgQ~ 32
wordS· in ·the system library" and 16· words· in·a user··.SL, .you're"on
the money! Consequently: '

* FIhe REFTABentrysize is 64 words in the "system library,ard
32~in a user SL.

* REFTAB entries are packed 2 to a record in the system
~ibrary,and· 4 to"are.cord~:h. (i' user SL.

* The maximum size of theR':['IDX is 255 words in •the sYstem
library,' and··· 64 words/·in a user·SL.,

A'REFTABentry for·anallocated LOG# not currently assigned is
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indicated in ent:ryword3 if bit O\';'("SEGMENT DE1ErED") is set to
1.

Remember that the"highest, legal.I.DG#:;: is<%375 .• (253) in', a. user SL,
and %775 (509);in the ••. systeltllibraryjand'is not necessarily .the
highest·.;[f)G# ·•.currently·allocated.,.. The'" current. numberof·.REFTAB
ent:ries (NRl')is in word 9 of reco:r;d 0, and YOur~#must'first
be conparedto. this n~--f1ot thernumberof SE:1gmentsin word 4;
if.theI.m#·. ~NRF'~it.is"nogbOd. '

If. we' let P == thenuInber,ofRE:£i'TABentries per'recoro (either 2
or 4), then·the "actllalsi'as··.ofthe· ¥I'IDXis:

(NRT+P-1)!P

Thei record' nl.mlber containing the REFTAB; ent:ryfor I.DG#' Nis in:'

RTIDX(N/P)

The word. 'offset ~f·;t.h.e'entry.within .. therecorocontaining'£p:±s:

128/·P*,{N ..inbOtllQi cPJ"

If the .·."sEGMENrr .... DELETEDu ··,'bit. your ·!.DG#'··is·····llo· good ..

If·you allow a code i.segment to ... be spe~ified bY~atne,y~,must
seria~lyreadthe~.ABunt:.il.. you find <a ngood"entry.con~i.t1~
the' matchings~gmen~.··namei•.in;w'?t~s8 ...1R'· ..1.eft::...Just.~~ ie<;iw~~
blank.\padding Th~REFT:AB:reco:ri"as; must ·.p~~e(i<:iin·~e.;or~er
given in.·.· the'. RTIDX •. ···Before;'.:c~mmend.i.ng'.tn.~ ..·.. se9-r9n., ·· ••·1al.1:.mu~~
initializepa.· CC>\lllter/.pn:your:"s~aCk ..•• to··•.···-:1, .(iJ:'ld.~~:r:-~t••..ie·b¥.l
and compare·····it, taNRT' before .. each.:inspection •.'·· of' an entry; ·the
counter value at the end of a successful search is the 100# of
your code segment. (Remember .that a "good" .. entry has a non
negative value in word.3,but~all'entta.es'must',becounted.)

~ce youhavedetermi.rled "bhatyour T.DG#> orsegment,'nameisva.r~Ci
cmd.. existent"iyounee.dto .make sureJthatit' sloaded. ' , You can:ao
tbis,by...·using ..• your.···•• targetSL'so·~ile '.. discaddress"to'findi•.·its Type
1 ent:ry inthe'IST, ••.. andseanningthe '. SEGLIST :for the" .UX;#.

Not.' soC fast"thoughlBefore:,yourevenconsidergoing:,int0the
1ST, you should first take a closer look ..·atthe· REFI'AB entry.
Word 0 contains a bit called SLSEGFLAG, indicating Whether the
STT is in the old pre-MPE V format or in the new format for
logical/physical mapping?O When a segment is "bo:m", i.e. added
to ·the SL, the S'IT is initialized the old way, and SISEGFIAG is
set off; as soon as it is "christened", i.e. loaded for the first
time, it is upgraded to MPE V standard, and SISEGFIAG is set on
for keeps. So, if you find it off, your segment is not, and has
never been, loaded; if it is on, your next step is to read your
SL's file label and check the FLLOAD flag; if this bit is 0, it
means that none of the segments are loaded--in which case, obvi
ously your target segment isn't, either.
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The, Trouble with ·.HelpfulHarry

InS-II, lreconunended Boeing Technol()9Y's,contributed procedure
SEG':RFAD, for reading data segments,.'. asabuildingbloek.~or't.he
custcmt tra~l?a,*procedure..When used in conjunction with its
companion pieceSEQ'ERROR"i it provides the, level and quality of
error-¢b.eck.ing apd· ... "looking bef.ore leaping" thatare,esSential to
hayein ,any situation invplving< SIRs. Howeve~" if '. you actually
tried calling it· from your TRACEBACK,then everrif··. (or' perhaps;
because) you followed my instructions to the letter, I have
rea$Onto suspect tilatthings .•. didn't go ":very;,well.·. at first-~o I
guess rightly that yourtest>.prograntbombed.:on an' "ILLEGAL
CAPABILITY" error, and took the system down with it because the
1ST SIR was locked at the time?

I apologize for forgetting to warn you about this, but here's
what happened:

SEX;'RFAD, SEG'WRITE and some other contributed procedures that
use privilege.· .. do not count .on..you .. to.be running in "Privileged
Mode when you call them, so they' call GETPRIVK:>DE for your con
venience; but this is not very con:vanient.·atall unless the
program has PM capability, and the whole point of working from
"OPrIONPRIVIIEGED" is to makeTRACEBACKavailable:toallprog-
rams.

The best solution,. if yOll have the··· source code .and the SPL
compiler, is to produce a new copy. of SEG'READ.·with all calls.· to
GETPRIVMODEand GETUSERMQlJE .·takenout.and .... the keywords
"PRIVIIEGED".and ''UNCALLABLE''··.. ,aq,deq·to.the OPrION list;.a slight
change of entry~ may ·.bedesirable ...forparallel .. compatibility
with, existing 1M programs that call the originalSEX;'RFAD.

One More NoteonPlabels

CX)OOL II allows you to call a procedure given the pIabel even
more easily than does FORTRAN. If· identifier-l in the CALL
statement is numeric, it is' assumed to contain aplabel, and no
IDADPROC.is done--and no "gateway'" procedure·'. is necessary.
But ifyou':ve read the COBOL II manual as it were a love letter,
you already know this•
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Conclusion

John Dmlop, an MPE l.lser in J~ritain, iphis >letter publis1;led in
the September'1991 Interact': "I just'received·.. theJ"1ll1e,1991
Interact ...and I read through it with considerable 'dismay. The
entire magazine was taken up'WithUNIX, <iHP~BX, POSIX, .ALI.BASE,
andORA~:--nc>n~ofcwh.ich'i i~i have any .. in1:~rc=st. in· · .. I.aInsorry
tq.~>Intera¢t.. ,befape ?UCh' Cl.mar~e't:.::-8+innte:l.~~zine>asoppPsed
to the technical;. and informational source .i.t has }:)een.u '

In thecou~seofmy follrteen-plusyears at united Eledtr:lb, I
ha",~ seen, my .CC)mpanY"9rc>~~nth.~ .seJ1seof InCituri.ngaI'ldevo1ying
intc> th~.~Ol Si ' i thas p1;og:ress~Cl<from lJE!i:t;l:eJ oIl~o~p:tClny sItlall
businesses adhering to traditional manufacturing ~~~~ial
methc:ds to being a Shingo prize-winner. Consequently, our MIS
deparbnent has kept pace much more. witht:hechanging ... needs,' and
realities of our company's business, and ways (,)~ ... doirlgJ:>usiness,
than'with advancing HP' software and hardwarete2hl'lc;>logit¥I and
this has made it necessary for me to find ways:, to actu.~a).ze,
under versions V-Delta-4 and earlier, some'software feaeures
similar to those becoming, s'tandardwitnrvReleasei 30 and •later,
using only the limited software and doctlDlentati0l'l r:~urces av
ailable to me. So, I have experienced Mr~>D..m1.op's :Jd.nd of frus-
trati()n i at finding liti:.:LEa /neV/ }lng\ :~Ilt:er~ting'iPu1:>li$hed abqlt- tile
system 'I<havebee,n> working>~witnc'for.. ;nearlyag~cCl.de, ari<i. at
finding. no·"answers to. lingering.·.questions.·'··while·.• having, .. very
lWtscl .. ti.Ine to~~ ". tllem--not. thCl:t otherf:;Ystems .currf:mtly in
use, just coming out; or on the horizon .shoulatl.'t al~ bed.!~
sed with enthusiasm.

This is probably my final paper on ye Antient&Honourable'MPE V
or its subsystems. May INt~~EX,and Jl\Y:rea~e:r;s fOr:CJ'i,,~ its
length, but time is pressing to share as much of my Classic MPE
knowledge '. and expertise as possible. before· ,it .goes" theiway of
alchemy, and I entertain .the hope/that o'ther>shops,,;still happily
using this mature.a~dr:~:I.~.~})les¥st;~m-:-!f.onli' •.to·~j.n~iI1S~
stability in the face of- ever-more-rapid technological chCmge---
will derive benefit therefrom, and never again;~ston.ewW.l.edby

such defeatist statements as "such-and-such can only be done in
SPLIt. '

Itha.s never been my primary'. intent to add balance to them of
writings .on ·HP·software--but'.··.if .'. I have,so much the better.

~~nall¥, I.WQuld like t.o ,thank ~~CJen~.volQkll.. ~or;~hisexpert
advice~~you wil.l nev~rknowOowmuch.trOUbl.~:hema.y~ve.,SByedme
from causing! ' ..

* * * *

To all those who dare greatly for the sake of knowledge
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NOTES

1. Reprintecr'in Thoughtsanet Discourses .2t! HP3000 Software (VESOfY, Inc., Los Angeles,
CA),3rdedition.

2. 1992IN'TEREXProceedh"s, lew Orleans, ,LA; Paper #3051.

:S.Some systetnintrinsics' ,.re:~\.I1lefl~edas"O-P";tltis does!l2! mean "OPTION
PRIVILEGED'•• ,. InJhecase ofGElPRlytroDE,jt means t.hat.thecall ing process IIIoISthave
PM capability; in'the case of SWITCHDB,itmeans "OPTION UNCALlABLE", i.e. AOt
callable in User Mode.

4. This approach··.. js rendered less' thafltotaUY •.r-eli~bt~bytheifactt~at.on version V
Del ta-4:andearlier, PROCINF.O< dO~A()t .i09~;cat.ewl'\e~h~r Jh~pr~grant~ile .. ispermaoent
or teqx>r"arYi.1 made I1IJchofthi s i A S~ I I..' Check. ttle,'JIlOstC\.lFr-ent dOcunentati on for
yOUr MPE' V platform.

5. MANMAN isa registered trademark of:

ASK Computer, Systems lAC.
24,49 W.El camin~ Real
MOuntain View, CA 94039

6. Media fi les are usually opened globaUyby TurboIMAGE.

7. We use th~CSLprocedureGENERIC.

8. FORTRAN 66 labelparametersare recognized the Segmenter. Th~externalreference
entry has a subentry for a single parameter type LABEL (FORTRAN)~ Unless coded in
the same language, ISCAL's formal checking level I1IJst be no higher than 1..

9. The same method requi.red to exit from a CONTROL-Y trap prOCedure armed via XCONTRAPi
see the Intrinsics manual, Chapter 5. '

10. For full detai ls on the Formatter procedures and call ing sequences, see. the Compi ler
Librarymanual, . Chapter 1.

11. Does anybody retnelllberthe old Bert and ! recorcfings?

12. My own nomenclature from S:. JI. HPcallsit a' "logicaP'segment nunber.. thesame term
they use for a, code segment .in Prepared Object Code.

13. FINDPMAPNAME returns information only for revealed entry points.

14. FORTRAN Logid,l Unit Tab,le.

15. 1993 INTEREX Proceedings, San Francisco, CAi Paper #5035.

16. 1990 INTEREX Proceedings, Boston, MAiPaper #3141.

17. In S- n,theTRACEBACK logic could have checked the state of SAPMAP inStep l,ttnd
FCLOSEd the program file right then and there if SAPMAP were found to be o.

18. SYStem GLOBal Area. The undoc~nted non-privileged ihtegerprocedlJreSYSG~OBmaybe
used to read it; see Eugene Volokh, Thoughts and Discourses .2!1~ Software, 4th
edition, page 153. -

19. See ED IT13000 Reference Manua l, Chapter 4.

20. See David N. Hol instat, "Architectural Changes for MPE V"; 1983 HPIUG Proceedings,
Edinburgh, U.K. i Paper #70.
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How to Win at Your Next EDPAudit!

Tom'Harris
OPERATIONS CONTRO~SYSTEMS

560 SanAn~()nio .. Road,.Suite 106
paloAlto,C.A'
(41~)49~-4122

As data center manager~:y;()'l1oft~n.walk a Rrecariou~tightrope,. successfully
meeting corporate objeetiveswhile directingtbe day to day processingaaivities of
a busy' data center. Andduringyo\lrdailyrevi~wofJqedatacellter,sorne
concerns may go unnoticed. These are the. areas most often uncovered during an
BDP .audit,ancJ t~~Yican.result in the. imposition of unllecessarilys.tringent
requirements on the datacenter.

This paper attempts·to tUrn a'lough assignment -- facinganEDP audit - into a
routine.exercise .by focusing. on tbos~•.cOllcernsmost ...often· over199ked by. the ..·data
center manager. By understanding wbat the EDP auditor looks for Qllrill;ga
review, you. will have the knowledge to prepare your data center to pass. an 'audit
with flying coloI'$~.This .. paper will also anpyou~th ..a.ch~c.klist.foJ:".in;lprovingand
automating your operations, and help.you to· successfully anticipat~.even·the
tougnestEDP audit.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

During a review of the data center,tbeaud.itor is chiefly. conceJ:"lled\Viththe
efficiency and securityolDP operations in the' foUowingareas: .standards and
proc~~ures,operationalw()~k.... t1o\y ·anc:l ..controls,sch~c:l).d~g, data'. securitY, chan~e
~ontrol,iequipp1~nt· .. ut~lizatio9and ~ftici~Il~y,disaster '·Jr1lanniJ}g ..~nd,recovetr" and
environment.

If, thedatacenter.m~na~~rand. staff undefsta;nd.what. the. ,al;iditor !~}~oking f~r

~~d,"Yha~ infqr111ationis .needed .. 'by the auditor,.tpe revie~can.proceed more
smoothly, and the r~sults.can .~ .more.beneficial. to .the.organizatioPr '

STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES

Standards··andprocedures.that should 'be in place and enforced include:

Ensuring propert~tJlingin:.runningpf<>gra~s,·illserting.changes into
prqgrams, ..~ndusingthe correctdata forp~()grams
Protecting the data and programs from accidental or intentional
d~s~ctioll ..>'. ,.' ". . . .' .
Ensuring that the data processed' is complete and aCCllrate
Specifying methods of physically moving input and· output
Scheduling'work. and getting work rerun in the event of an error or disaster
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SpecifyL'1g procedures for controlling data, programs, and the flow of work
Keeping records:ofwork performed"
Determining and recording sufficient resources fof the work
Performing maintenance and generalbousekeeping associated with the
operation oftb¢~;cotnput~center

?","" : ". .. ," ':;",~

The EDP auditor may also wantiove{ifyt~~t formal standards exist for systems
development and maintenance,pr()g~ar:n;'"~pd.,system change control, library
operations, computer operations, and documentation.

OPERATIONAL WORK FLOW AND···CONtROLs'

The auditor Will investigate specific'items, in this area,inclll'ding whether:'

Input data from other'clepartm'ents is ·cofflplete and entered on tirne
The data center keeps job accounting infonnaHdn:
Job accounti~g information is ey~~uated and used by management

Error~bntrol procedures shoulqalsob~ ;reviewed'. Specificquestions'·asked
include: ' , , ,

Is anyone notified iII case of apr6duction processing error?
Are 'errorS doc'limented?': '
Are error statistics accumulated or ignored?
Are errors followed up on so that they do not recqr?

The auditor will also confum t~~t downtime is reported and statistics compiled. A
log or'li\t~ reports andjobs should be maintained.

There should bea' f6rmal'c'ommun'ications'channelbetweeI{ dat~a'center

operations and other departmertts; operational' tlpsand other advIce' should be
passed to all operators.

All problems encountered at the cOp1puter, aSwell as any'action taken to prevent
their recurtence, mu~tbe doCumented. "Operators must also reteive. feedback'6n
reported problem'S." The -'auditor wili verify that headers and $STDLIST
info~ationis used and checked.

Next, thea.U:ditor scrutinizes output, r~port ,distribution alld. <iisposal" and
determines whether: ., ,

All reports havebeelldi~tribtiie~.,tbth~prope,r~ser
Procedures have been established to'control the distribution of sensitive
output
Procedures exist for disposing of,confidential reports when theY-are no
longer req~ired " " "
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Finally, the auditor will want to ensure thatjobstream run instructions are kept up
to date.

Efficient and effective 'scheduling is extremely.important.in·providing.a.·highlevel
of reliability and predictability to DP operations.

Daily.. processing activities are scheduled and a dailyconringencyschedule
is maintained. A strict schedule for nightly batch runs should also be
established and adhered to.
Actual run times are recorded forhatch.programs.
This·dataisus.edtocalculateexpectedruntimes to ensure that runs have
not been terminated abnormally.
Unscheduled runs are supported by a wOJ;krequestor other written
authorization. Schedule deviations. should be documented and followed
up on bya·supervisor.
User-submitted jobs are recorded to allow forecasting .offutureschedules,
resource requirements and 'special processing'considerations for omline
systems~

All jobs are submitted through or controlled by data centerope·rations. All
output should be routed by operations to the appropriate destination or
picked up by the user.
Standards cover the type, quality.and.quantitydf forms kept on hand.

DATA SECURITY

Data baseinformationshoul~be protected Jrom unauthorized access or loss.
Employees must be···instructedahouttheittresponsibilities concerning confidential
information. Management.· must periodically review and update"'" controls and
security provision relating to data. Live production programs should be physically
separated from .de.velopment programs. The·staffshould·be prohibited from
running test. programs'against .live files, and.' operations personhelshould be
denied access to sensitive"data ·files.

To maintain security,·.operators· should be. prohibited from .renaming or
transferring programs without supervisory approvaL Intemallabels must be used
for all data and· program files.

Passwords and lockwords should'. be·usedto ·protectaccounts, users, ">anddata
files .. Passwords, lockwords, dates, and constants should be introduced at run
time, eliminating the need to hard-code sensitive dataintojobstreams.

Accessviolationsmusl belogged.'and reported' tothe.security .' manager. An
,automatic log-off feature. prevents unattended terminals. from posing security
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threats. The auditor shouldexamine:the, area above the suspended ceiling in the
computer room to conflI1ll that it is accessible only from that room.

The auditor investigates blank check stock and other negotiables to' determine
whether they are issued on a run-schedule basis, kept in a secure area when
unattended, 'controlled 'by' access, forms, and periodically inventoried.

Every site's security needs differ according to hardware, business focus, personnel,
system function, work schedules, work environment and nUmerous other
variables. Having stated this, there remain several constants which can help you
determine'your security needs. Take: a momentto answer. the following questions:

Are data processing employees instructed as to their responsibilities
concerning confidential information?
Are live production programs:physically separated from development
programs?
Are'program library changes approved, and.!accounted for?
'Are operators·prohibited from renaming or transcribing programs without
prior supervisor approval?
Are intemallabelsused for all dataandprogram,.ftles.ls an operations log
:maintained?
Is the area above the suspended ceiling in the computer room accessible
'onlyfrom that area?
Are blank checks and other negotiables issued on a run schedule basis
only?
Do you ever have the same password for more'thanthirty'days?
Is sensitive data endangered by sessions that remain on unattended
terminals?
Has your auditing firm asked for stricter reporting standards?
Is management spending too much time implementing password changes?
When. a person,who has access,to sensitive information leaves 'Your
organization do you globally change passwords?
Can users log on to any terminal?
Are your portS' being tied up:by people who fail to log off?
Can users log on to terminal from remote ports?
Can users log on from remote ports at any time of day?
Are additional passwords needed to log on remotely?
Can users circumvent existing procedureslo run jobs during
,0fIhours?:' i

Would your security be enhanced if passwords were'not embedded into
jobstreams?
Do users have access to sensitive jobstreams?

CHANGE CONTROL

,Change control· procedures for, computer programs ,should' ·be 'established and
followed.• The intent·, of these controls is to preventunattthorized, inaccurate, and
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unreliable program changes from being incorporated into the live production
environment. Both scheduled and, emergency changes must bey appropriately
controlled to maintain the ongoing integrity of software.

The ,auditor 'will check to see ,that the, followingtecbniques are in place to ensure
that proper controls are being maintained over your program'changes:

Develop and adhere to formally approved written,standards for all
program, changes
Defme,and enforce,procedures detailing who.' can initiate andwDo'can
authorize program change requests
Describe and track the,nature and reasons' for proposed changes

• Enforce testing and acceptance procedures for all program changes
including emergency•• cRanges
"EestaUprogramchanges under normal operating conditions
Involve users, in preparing test data and reviewing'test results
Investigate and correct all errors'beforettansferringcode to production
Certi!ytnatalltestresmtsdemonstrate adequate protection from fraud,
waste, and, misuse of the program
Document all program changes and update approptiatedocumentation as
changes are made
Log all completed changes as well as those changes in progress
Utilize a formal 'system to repOrt/aU changeslo users 'and projeCt
managers
En{orce a'checkout-checkin procedure thatJ.)I·eventsa,.file"from"being
simultaneouslymoditied by more than one programmet:

;Develop procedures to analyze whether other systems are affected by new
program modification':
Retain, and secure original source code until changes have been
processed, tested and updated
Limit the frequency of program changes, except for emergency cases
Notify both the user and EDPprojectmanager when emergency changes
are made

EQUIPMENT UTIUZATION AND EFFICIENCY

Once it has been determined that the "entire DPd'epartment is following a
properly, implemented set of standards and procedures, the auditor may wish to
review equipment utilization.

The' auditor,will determine how much machine time is spent on ,reruIls,wnether
reruns are analyzed, and whether certain jobs are especially susceptible to reruns.
The 'auditor will also review programs or jobs for insufficient file' design '. or
Futilization.. Another area to' check is· thefuH ,,' multiprogramming capability ofthe
system for batch production. The auditorwiH determine whether multiple
jobstreams run concurrently and whether CPU-bound and liD-bound jobs are
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·mixedtoimaximize overall throughput. The auditor -then reviews whether many
jobs can b~restartedwithQutrerunning the-entire job..:

PERSONNEL USE AND EFFICIENCY

Review of p·ersonnel~.practices.canbea_sensitiveissue~ ,Key areas .of interest
include:

Do operations personnel require extensive training and experience to be
effective in processing daily"production. work?ls extensive knowledge of
each application run necessary?
Is therea:system to schedule 81ld'0l0nitor regulardaily processing? Is the
system effective? Does it operate without ~xcessive llu·man involvement?
Or do operators spend a large part oftheirtim.e tr~cking jobsjn
execution, •.'replying to programmessages,aqp:ehanging jot:> -priorities?
Must operators. modify.jobstreams at,run.Jime~?

Are all necessary tapes,· forms,' and.' other resources·.available'when needed?
." /. Is ,there excessive turnover? Does' daily ·.productiondependnn ·specific

individuals? k .

Is ·the .operations department: itreated as lessimpQrtap.tthan the rest ofdata
processing?

DISASTER PLANNING AND RECOVER¥

This catchall category includes everything from proper insurance planning to
physical security procedures. The auditor. will want todeterqlinewhether the
emergency plan is ad.equate. in relation to the risk.' This·plan. should be 'kept
current and distributed only on a need-to-know basis.

The plan for off-site storage of ftles and documentation should specify:

The. conditions for use ·of off-site. processing
Processing priority for applications
Resource requirements
Job scheduling
Run documentation
Required tapes, forms, and supplies

Formal procedures for hardware backup should also be instituted.

ENVIRONMENT

The. auditor may wish, to review the work space ,to ensure that it is adequate for
the.numberof ernployees.. The'environment should'be neat,and supplies;should
be.easy to locate.
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Auxiliary items located outside the computer room, such. as bursters and de
collators,. should be .accessible for the flow of work in the. department. Tapes,
disks, and other storage media should. be stored in a closed, fire-protected,
limited-access area.

RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION

By understanding whattheEDP auditor looks for during a review, you can now
prepare your data center to pass its next audit. The checklists provided in this
paper will help you to successfully anticipate even the toughestEDP audit. The
data center manager should be aware that the following more general advice can
also greatly enhance the data .centerreview:

Provide the auditor with as<much information as possible
Implement a software system that leaves clearly defined audit trails
Keep accurate. records
Maintain formal written standards •• and procedures
Implement an effective data security systernandmaintain an
emergencY.plan
Follow the auditor's recommendations and,procedures in preparing for
future audits to ensure efticient and cost-effective operations
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Its hard to remember your objective when your
up to your @#$ in Auditors

You're at your desk and the phone rings, the voice on the other end repeats these words "Your Being Audited",
three words that brings sweat to the brow of Systems Managers, Development Personnel and Mangers of
Information Systems.

What this paper will present is an overview of"How to keep daily activities going and supply your auditors with
the documentation to conduct a successful EDP audit ofyour center". Being prepared is the key to a successful
audit, the topics of discussion Physical Security. do you have proper security controls on you.. building, access
to your computer facility, tracking ofall entry. Login Security. Passwords are they changed on a regular basis,
and do you have a log of when, and who changed the passwords. The information systems today are the life
source of most organizations, protecting the computers and the data is standard operating procedure. Access
control to live data - who has it and why, can the data be changed and not controlled. Do you have in place
a mechanism to move test programs (files) to production and are they logged, and verified before moving to
production.

Do you have in place control procedures that support your Systems,Operations and Development Statts, and
the key item that auditors wiD ask for is your "Procedure Manual" can you find it? and better yet, is it updated.
Located in your set(s) of manuals would be items such as Management of Networks, Monitoring of System
Performance, Hardware and Software contact list, Procedures to set up new users,groups and accounts along
with signotTs to obtain OP,. PM capabilities. Recovery Procedures for startup, shutdown and failures of
hardware.

Tools. - The auditors want specific reports· can you produce in a timely manner and what is not being done
while your staff is fulfilling the auditors every request.

Do you have a security controls in place, if not look at the many vendors available today that can otTer a
solution. Is your change control system in place, and how does it helpjhinder the work Dow of your
organization. The many tools available today will be discussed· ie OCS, MPEX, ALDON, and Engarde what
their roles are at the university, and how they help keep the work going as fill audit request daily.

The intended audience is anyone who lIlay come into contact with either internal or external auditors, dealing
with various questions directed to Systems,Operations,Development, and Management who responds to audit
points.

J. Michael Lam -

I have been with James Madison University for the past 18 years, Manager ofSystemsjOperations and Security
of all the university owned computing systems. M~nagingmultiple Hewlett Packard MPE-IX systems, Hewlett
Packard HP-UX systems and Digital VAX VMS systems supporting over 11,500 students and 2000 full time
faculty and statT. Degree in Computer Science and business management, installed the tirst UP 3000 Series II
in 1976. I have attended HP Interex conferences since 1983, and more recently attended conferences on the
Control, Audit and Security of Information systems.
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SOME USEFUL HP 3000 SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

by Gilles Scllipper

The manager of today's HP 3000 computer system facescontradictory
pressures. On the one hand, advancing technology hasbroughtabollt increased
reliability and much faster processing speeds. This in turn has greatly simplified
and quickened day-to-day tasks such as backup, communications, and batch
processing.

On the otherhand, t~issuperiortecn~ologyhasled to significarit1yincr~ased

processing~{)ughPl1tand.in~reased,functionality. Batcn jobs that prey!ously
too~ hou~~ofinis~are, ~.~wmeasured inminufes.. A couple ofyearsag(\who
would have given a thou~~t,!o using the. HP3000 as a Ne~areserV'er?No\f,not

only is it possible but NetWatej3000 has excellent pricejperformance and makes
sense for many HP 3000 sites.

()ne thi~g,however,has' re~ained constantov~rtheyears.The rightmi?'ture
of commoll se~~~ and~now~~owcanstteaIllline and simplifY' the task of
managillg~Ild~perati~gyourHP 30QO system.

Some of the following techniqu~sand to(jls't~attanlnakeyot1rlifEfeasier are
Classic or Spectrum specific, and will be so indicated where applicable.

For those unfamiliar with th~terms"Classic" ~n~ nSpe~trum," the Classic HP
3000 is tha.tf(lmilyof older HP3QOO computern10d~1~ thatrllnsthe 0l'.erating
systen;t¥nown asMPE VE'or prior.This~I\clud.~sthefol1o\Vin~.HP3000mociels:
Ser.ie~,30, <?3, 37,. 39, 42c44, 48,~2, 5~, 64,68, 70~ 'Micr03000, Mifr03000GX,
Micr03000 Lx.}. .' i.e, ,.. .'. ". . .' , 'i! '

TheSPec:trllIll.famiIyo{HP·300Q C()mp~ter 1ll0d~lsr,~nstl'\e. operating
systeD;l\<nowll'as MrEX~orMl?EjiX. Th~seinclude the~oll<>,\Vi~g HP30()~."
~odels: 917,920,922" 925r927, 930,9~2, 935, 937f.~47/948,:950!,~~~, ~57,.958, 960,
967,977,:~~.O, 987, 990,9?2. Most ofthesem~delsmay~also'c~rryanL~/~,or,.SX
designati~,tli', " .,.';' .'". ", ,. . ,.. ' ,; ,:.' ." , ,.>.,_.

~.Iny;our fitl1 backu~, u~eSY~l?UMP(CI~ssic) or SYSGEN"(?pe<;trum},
instead of S!0:RE.Thisenslf~esth~tY9U haye,Cl.,600tal)le~ape(cold load tapefor
Classic;:SLT.tape.forSpec~~!ll)t~;~t's·re\ler:(l,l~er.th(l,l1·rpurlastfullb~~~up.. As
a CI~~~icuse~,xou~ill~ppreciate'tl~is th~ first,Jinle you ~r~ forced into'CiV. '
unplanned rel()~~':iAreload fromarlold SYSDUM.ftape~l:ingsY9u ,an ~ld

dtl"~toty strtt,ctUre includingstale accounts, groups, an!:l. 11sers,toge~e~~ith
a~f!~~tp(\sswprps. " ..... ..... "" .'('" :.' .,..... ; 'L." ><'CC ;

SpecV~Jll,:u~,'rrs'wpl,!l9t.~uffer .,the s.ame £onsequences, si~c~ .. tne sys,tem
directory is not included with the SLT. However, as wUhClassic,systenls/yo~

lIlay still~uffer ij.;lecon~eq~,en,es of nqp.-£Hrrent s~stem, files andlor 10 '
configqratio~(~ft~nfof~ed' to i~stal1 from .a ;~tale SLT. ....', ,'..... . '

Spec~Ill~s~rsm~ynot~~owtllatas.9fMPE XL 3;1, it's poss.i~l~to,c.()m\)iJle
th~ SLT '"With\l.~er anci sys~m Jil~s on .,asingl~backup set. It's s,o .•rn~'ch ..~<?re '
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convenient, with the added benefit of ensuring the availability of a reasonably
currentSLT.

2. While on the subject of backups, consider using the following file set on
your full backup file set

@.@.SY-S,@.@.@-@.@.SYS
(Add ;DIREGORY,Jor Spectrum)
or, if on Spectrum release:tviPE;/iX4.5 or1?eyond,

ISYS/,l - ISYSI;DlRECTORY
This en~ures that the SYS accountisstored first on}'pur backllP tapes. The

reasol\ you want the. -@ .@.SYS (or, - ISYS/)Js sOJhaty()u d()not chItter up
your output listing with the misleading messagenUNAB~~TOSTORE.
filename" for each file in the SYS accoun~~ This lVould.0I\lydiscour~ge.you from
carefully perusing your output listing for files not s!9red.

You can extend the principle of storing accounts in ord.er of importance by
constructing an appropriatefiIesetwith corre~P9ndingexclusion file sets to
avoid the aforementioned misleading warning messages. However, keep in
mind you can include at most nine global file set exclusiQns on Spf:!CHum
systems, and only one on Classic systems (Platform~P, thenewlyrelea~edJatest

version of MPE VE' allows you nine). For example,

@.@.SYS,@.@.PROD,@.@.@-@.@.SYS-@.@.PROD
3. If possible, try to .avoid using your physical console (logical device

number 20) for anything other tharlemergencie$ -- for several good reasons: (a)
As long as I can remember, "break"ing and "abort"ing a program at the cons()le
can cause thE! system to hang. This is true f?r hoth Classic and Spectrum
versions. Various patches have temporarily fixed. this pesky problem,. butit
reappeared after upgrading to the next MPE version. (b) Regular use of the
consoleinvites the risk of system hangs due to incomplete typingofacomm.and.
This problem is more severe for Classic systems. You don't really want to try
this, but you can test out this "feature" by typing a few characters at the console,
then walking away. If you're looking for a little excitement, maybe you can place
a bet with a colleague on how long it will take for the system to hang.. (c)
Important cons()le mes~ages could scroll offthe console screen unnoticed if
interspersed with subsystem output (see 4 below). (d) Console'lllessagescan
interfere with your activities while you are working at the console.

I recommend keeping the physical console logged' off. Contrary to popula~

belief,MPE does notrequire an activesession at the co~s?l~ in order t~!conduct
its, operating system activities properly; (See below for recommendations
regarding ~lternate "logic~l"con~oles.» .. '.' .•. . ' . .':

4. If possible, use a "logical" console different fropt LDEV,20. You may then
acquire all console command capabilities by getting a coPy of ALLOWME (from
the Interex ;contrib~ted 1ibr~ry).13efo,redoing so, howev~r,be sure you log ~~ to
that logical console with iPRI=BS. (You may need to have the system manager
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assign you that capability atlhe account and user level.)
Ifyou do that, you can always be king of the castle and gain access to any.

critical system resource that you would otherwise be unahIe to access even by
simply logging on to.investigate.

5. Acquire hard-copyconsole capability. This can be satisfied simply by
attaching aninexpensive serialprinter10 your console's auxiliary serial'port In
fact, the newer HP700196 family of terminals.also .includes a 'parallel •. printer
port

This capability can save your bacon. Consider, for example, a situation in
which a very important message escapes your careful attempt to·]ot it>dowoin
detail because of thespeed at whic~ it.rolls offthecons?le screen.Ev~n~itha
utility such as PSCREEN, you may not be able to have a hard copy of the
message beca~s~ (a) there isnotef\o~ghterminal~emorytoretail\tile message,
or.(b)y~~rsyst~m is npt y~t up~nd.runniIt~MPE.. AI~o,the sheer voillme Qf
outputyoushqulc\.be .c~ptprillg~~9rexanlple,illitherare,btltcritic~~~;~asepf
storing user' files t()tape with tlte~ta~d-alollt?DPSutility) mClndatesa IlClrti.~()py

capability.} '>";'.. ...•..•... >' ><..•"< .....•... ,'.y .' .•.... ,< • ..•...•• • ./<'

You could even consider routinely enabling "log bOttoIlltlpnrour~on~ol~'

~~D1inal~o ~!v~ yo~.pery:tanelltC()!l~.~le()tltputlta~d-c9I'},logs,rathertll!ll\~sing

the hard:<opy fea~re oil an exc~ptioll.,basis. .'. . '. ..•. , .. , ..' •.. ......•. '" ' ..•..........•... '.
6. Use BULOAcCT to assistin volume managemellt a~~ <ii~aster~~()verY~

OI\~pectr\1Ill.. tpa~h~Ile~(. ~isprogralIl isafully~uppor~e4. u~~~~in~l~dt?~. in
PP~.A)'~.qllC:I~.ssicmacllines~;youc~I\find th~s .•pr()gramiJ1':~ne,Tf:L~T.!P
account, which typically means it is unsupported by HP, although.it w~rksj1.lst

~~,th·~nkyotl· •••.... ' ..••.....•..•.•....... ',;' '., .< .•...••;........' ••••••.•. ' •••...•••...•...

'., .."You'~h()tllqjnclude a rtln.()f "BtJLO~CCT. inyourfrdl backup j~9/~tre~m.
(and, yes, it re~ny sholdd.bea jo~s~eaDl)priort9.~he aCtq~l"~T~~~"coDllIlarid.
This will ensure these files will be back~d up to y()ur back'PD1~~iu~.Mai<e . , .
sut."f: thefile~ £r~~ted ~ythisprog~~1ll (fiy0 files <:Cllled BY~PJ9Bl~ne:t
BYLDIQ»~. forS~ectr!tI~E.tn~ee fjl~s c~ll~dfOBi\Cc:T~! J()Bi\<=.:CTB,'ancl.·',
JOB<::VBCifor<::la~sic;)~reil'rop~rlyse<:~red,. :~ince~~ey <:on~ilc" ~m~pdetl
passwofc:is Jor ~lfac;~g~nts"~~~rs{~n? '9fo~psonyou~;s)'stem. ..~ '

You could use these files to reCreate your sys,teIllt'ireftory~n~n.Y." ..... '.Y

cO~I'~tibleHJ>J2~~O.••.Yo~. c()~d9 (llso use.Jhem ...~oreconstruc:ta<iate9 di~~tory

str~~~r~resultiJlg fr011l,~ R~L()A.])(flassic) froD1 (\n older. col':ilo~d~pe,()r
~h~I'~.~.n~STALLJSpectrulIl).mustbe perf,ormed .Clnd ac~rrent qirecblry'fileis
uqavailapIe, (see 1)./ \ ." i .. • ' , .<c i" .' ;;; c ....••.•.• ". .• ••..... ...:> ~

, 7. If you are using Private Volumes{or Volume Managentent) tOkeepeI\tire
acc<>,~nts ofr!~eimr~X~ __SY8'f~M-VOLUME_SET, you .Dl~stno~forget to issue
the following command after setting up your private volume account structure:

: ALT~CCT ••.. P\TA9cT01; FI~~S=O
This ~I\.~ltres.thatnewgroupscreatedfortheprivatevolunleaccountcatulot

accumulate Permanent files on the MPEXL.:..SYSTEM_VOLUME__SET. The
account manager (or system manager) will be required to :ALTGROUP
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newgroup;HOMEVS=PVSET before that group can be used to hold permanent
disk files.

Incidentally, jf the task of created accounts 'and groupsis exclusive to the
system manager, no user other than SMrequires CVorUVcapability(conttary
to popular belief).

8. Use a minimal SYSSTART file to gain control of your system, without
which it is difficult to assume such control.' Your SYSSTART.PUB.SYS file should
look something like this:

JOBFENCE '14
STREAMS .10
STARTSESS .20;OPER/OPERPASS.SYSTEMiHIPRliPRI=BSitlOWAiT
****

To complete the initialization of the balance of your productiQD
environ1llent, create a job stream for that purpose~.Then when you are.satisfi~
that use~~cangain access to your system, simply strea.m the job STARTl. (This
job stream should probably use the aforementioned ALLOWME or GOD [by
VESOFf, Inc.] in order to permit it to use console commands, such as
JOBFENCE7,forexample.)

If you do' that, you always retain completecontrol of your system __aUoW'ing
you, if n~essary,exclusive systema~cess for specific trouble-shooting or
maintenance req\lirements.

Without the initial JOBFENCE 14 setting, any standard user can gain access
to your system by simply enteri,ngthe appropriate:HELLO command, and there
is little you can do about it

Ifyou use your SYSSTART file to set up your entire production environment
automatically, you run the risk of allowing your production databases (or other
files) to, be acces~edbefore you have had a chance to diagnose possible data
corruption in the aftermath of a system failur~.

9. While on the subject of SYSSTART, if you have had trouble with th~tfile

being ignored during system .startup,. it may be because the cre~tor is other than
"MANAGER." If that is the c~se, simply log on as MANAGER.SYS, and use your
favorite editor (other than QUAD) to re-keep the file. (It seems that QUAD
preserves the original file creator.)

10. D9V.ALIDATEyour backups ON OCCASION. The frequency, will vary
according to ,several factors (backu~ medium, backup strategy, etc.)., In gefte~al,

validate your backups at least once quarterly, or as soon as possible follow~nga
major configuration change (new tape drive, disk drive, O/S revision, change to
backup software, etc.) .. .'..' ..' ..' . . . .

On the Classic, use the program VALIDATE, which is usually found in tI\e
TELESUP account.

On the Spectrum, you will need to use the VSTORE command to validate
tapes outputwith th~"STORE" c()mmand. Additionally, you should use the
progralft CHECKSLT .(in theTELESUPorS):'S accountlto ens·\lrea good S~T
tape.
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IEyou are using third-party backup software;llsethe validation routines.that
surely:must accompany the backup software~

Never trust the validity of-your backup medium. EvenI'egular validation
according to these 'recommended methods is nobalOO-percentgtiaranteeo"N:alid
backed-up data.

In addition to. the above steps, I suggestrestoringan.oft~useti .accoun.t
(complefuwith databases)'to a differen!,. newlycreated'account(using tlie
;ACCQUNT= option of the RESTORE command) and running application
programs againstthedata to test data integrity.. ,This is the only way to,
guaran,teedata integrity of your stored files. Thisshouldnotl1eed to be done
very often -- perhaps annually.

Although datavalidationcanbeti:me-consumingand cumbersome, it can
ahnostcettainlybedoneduring rtbrmaldaytim.e hours:withouta,seriousimpact
upon production.

This may well be the most important idea you bring. back with you Jrom this
article;

11. 'While on the 'subject of validation: ALWAYS validate all tapes associated
with your MPII0/SupdateBEF0REyou actual,lyperfotl11the UPDA1'E..

Ever since Spectrum, HP ..... Jor,areasonwhichescapes me·..... no:longer sends
instrllctionson.·how,fo validate your tape mediatogether'with UpeATE
instructions and tape media. Perhaps.itis~betause.thenecessary procedures are
slightlym()reinvolved.

WithqSpectrum' updates/ you are usually sentthree sets of tapes: (i)'SLTtape
set (If 'on OAT, this is one tape. If1600BPI,tbiscomprises four or five i,lapes'
depending on O/Srevision.If6250 BPI, it c'omprises twotapes.), (ii) ,FC>S,tape,
until now (MPE/iX 4.5}incompatibilitymoqeSTOREformat.{iii}SUBSYStape
containing optional HPsoftware, also in compatibility mode STORE format

You should also have a fourth tape set: the latest and greates~P()w~rPatch

tape (if you subscri~toat~~:~stresp()flsecent~r,sllPIJPr!)."T~islastta:pe,setis

N8!.. ~eJ1tat1t0f!l(ltical1x·Xou, Illu~t (andsft0llld}a~kfo~itjllst p,rior.t?Y?Rr

phlnned'Upd~te.· ." .•..•. ' ..........•. , .·0 '.••.. ", ..'.> ,.<.i,<·
Use VALIDATE to'validate your FOS, SUBSYS, and' Powe~J?at~,h~hlPes.Pfior

to ..,~J>E;/D(4.5, t~~yA~ID1\!~program~as .. I}~t i1J~lud~d •• ini~ithff ~~~~YSpr
TEtESU.r~c~()unts. TQ~~t it, ..c~11 YRur HP'~ep: o(~Jlt~rex. TlleYicaJ1 getIt for you
or t~UYQ1J.howto get it. As of MPE/iX 4~5, you ca~ find.YALIDA"rEin.PUBXL}rELESUP:.·· , ........•..'.' .'\', .. ' .'. '. .'!.' ...•. "..•... ' ...• '.' .• i.•.•. '." ,'>.' ."

!re~bl'~pe shou!dbe ~alidatr~with.the.(2l}ECKSt'I'·l\1:f~¥fL~TELf:?lJP

prograJll..•...• ; .·••·'}t •..•...' .•.•• y' ",/; .'..... .•...'. '. '...•.... ···.••.;·.7\. i; o. ..} ." ...•.<r .,.' ........•.' "')'.'

) Als(.)'Y0u.~"'iY~JidatioI1 profe~ures ~~e still incomplet.e i~yoll do notrest,ore,
@.~.sqrt.REP;<:~RAl'E.frolllYOU~SUBSY~.lf}geal}d.l'rint.!~esin~Ien.file.."•... )
contaiI\(~d~itllin that a~cpuntThatifilecontai.nsa9~sc~iptionfg~a1l9ptiol}al
SO~Cl~~ inclu~.~d()Jl ~~e~UB$Y~ ~l'e...Y()u~~gu!.d ~Il~u.rr.i,tco ..~~~ppn~sto
your eXR~ta~OI1S.andl()r)"rC{~ireniertts..Otll~rwise, }'ou:lllay ..~•. faciI,l~. a.~png
and tedious software back-dating exercise. D'o not take anything for granted
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here.. Thisis one area where HP's procedures need to be tightened up.lhave
seen an astonishingly high number ofinstances>ofmissing or incorrect software
componentsintheSUBSYS tape,resultin.g,in,to putitmildly, some serious
inconvenience. This' should notbe surprising since, to get it absolutely right, it
requires close synchronization of your specific software contract with your local
HP administration office and the HP Software Replication Center in California.

12. Speaking of software·updates, here are some techniques.· for ensuring
LDEV1has the requisite amountoffree space, which grows larger and larger as
we speak.

Assuming you.idisc,over, .usually immediatelyprior.toyour planned update,
that you do not have enough contiguous disk space onldevJ, what can you do
about it?

First (alas, for Spectrum users only), there isa very nice utility fromHP
calledCONTIGXL, which:is being shipped with every· new versioilofMPE XL
(aka JvIPE/iX) beginning with 3.1. If you do not have it, ask the response center
or some other friendly source.

This program will requires nvo parameters, the logical device number and
the number of contiguous disk sectors you need (e.g.,: CONTIGXL.PUB.SYS "
d1 -c60000" looks for 60000 contiguous sectors on Idev1). It outputs (to
$STDLIST) the files. you need to purge or move to free up the space. I like to
send this output to a disk file (CONTIGXL "-d1-c60000" > myfile),manipulate
myfile with my favorite editor, and then input the result to the MPEX command
ALTFILE !myfileiDEV=NOT1. Of course, in order for this to work, you need
two things: (1) MPEX, from'VESOFf, and (2) the.class name NOT1 configured
on all system volume disk drives.other·thanldev 1. The second part is free and
can (and should) be done with both SYSGEN and VOLUTIL. If you do not have
MPEX, you.can·do the following· to get the desired result:

:FILET;DEV=TAPE
: .STORE 1myfile i ,*t
:RESTORE *t;@.@.@iDEV=NOT1;OLDDATE;SHOW=OFFLINE;CREATE
A note of caution here: When using VOLUTIL, once you associate a logical

device number with a class, it is impossible to REMOVE it from that class
without anINSTALL.

1~. Still onUPDATES,a cODl~onproblemJhave seen recentlyis the refusal
of NETCON"fROL and/or NSCONTROL to finish successfully followingal\
UPDATE, due to mismatching version numbers of all the software components
of NS/3000.

Iiyou did notforget to STREAM JCONFJOB.NET.SYS, your problem can be
overcome \>y including theiOVERRI])E option.of the NEJCONTRO.L and/or
NSCONrROL comlllands, u~til you can get ~he problem fixed. permanE!ntIy,. The
real solution to this problem i~ to Pllrge theNET.SYS group PRIOR to your the
UPDATE. This way,allth~NScoml'0nents to which you are entitled SHOULD
BE onyourSUBSYStapeandbe sYllchronizedwith each other (see 10). Before
doing's.o,s~veyour net:w0r~directoryfile, (NSDIR.,NET.SYS) to some0tller
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group.
14. We all know how difficult itis to mod,ify and enable UDCs. (Actually, it's

not reallythatdiffi€ult, but then the foUowingis a good idea an}'Waye)
Setup a system~wideOPTION·LOGON UDC (or includeitin an existing

one) to have the followingcomma.nd:

SBTVARHPPATH,"llHPG~OUP,PUB,PUB.S¥S,CMD,CMD.SY$TEMtI

XEQ LOGON.CMD.SYSTEM ..' ,
This will add IheC¥D.Y9URACcr andCMD.SYSTEM(orw1:lerev~r.you'

keep your globally acc~ssiblestuff) to your automaticaUysearche~pathfor'
comllland filesand.prpgra~files..•.. ' ." .".. '

Contained .·in.. LQGON.Q1D.SYSTEM are all. tho!je. thin~s ....thatyouwantto
happen for all users automatically each time they log on. Not only can you easily
modify this ...file,you .•. now.hayea ..handy repositoryapartfr0Il'lPUB.SYS .~.which

shoulareally contain onlyHP-supported'stuff'-- for aU .commanafil~ that you
want t() m~k~ available system3wi?~.

15. Here are some other useful command files:
SOl
PARM.JOBNO
SHOWOUT ····SP ;J()B:i~J! JOaNO
This~howsalf SPOOl., files associated witha'specified JOB Number (do not

need 'ltD.
SPRINT
PARM'· SPLFNO,STRTLINE=l
PRINT· 01 SPLFNO. OUT. HPSPOOL; START= !STRTLINE
The above command files work'very nicely together.
For Network-related tasks, create thefollowing commalldfiles:
NETUP
OPTION .' LIST
NETCONTROLSTART;NET=LOOP;OVERRIDE
NETCONTROL,START;NET=LAN;OVERRIDE
NSCONTROL START;OVERRIDE
NETDOWN
OPTION LIST
NSCONTROJ;,STOP
NETCONTROL",STOP
NETS'TA'f
OPTION LIST
NETCONTROLSTATUS
NSCONTROL STATUS
To purge large files quickly,use'thefol1owing command, file:
PURGEF
PARK FILBNAME
FILEFILENAME=lFILENAMEiACC=OUTKEEP
PURGE', *F'lLENAME
RE,SET FILENAME
Of course, these and ma~y others ofyourliking~@.n,beplaCeQ i~

CMD.SysrEM., 'You need not worry about securily...rehtted issues~UsersstiU
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require the appropriate capability to complete these commands.
16. Have youever·used·NMMGR to reconfigure yourDTC ports,

revalidated, and tepeatedthatscenario'atleasfa coupleoftillles (ensuring your
NMCONFIG"'backupfiledoes NOT reflect your current NMCONFIG), and then
discovered that you really didn't need to m'ake those changes after all, or the
changes you made were all wrong?

Relax. You don'treaflyneed to perform an UPDATEC()NF~Gfromj'our

latest cust()U\~zedSL~, (Yolldohave one of cour~e,don'tyou?)
S!Ylply ~~~ ()n to MANAGER.SYS, :PURc;F: N~~ONFIq (okay,:RENAME it

if you don't trust me),' and :REN"AME NMCONFIX,NMCONFIG. NMCONFIX
represents the NMCONFIq fil~ as it~aswh~nyoul~stbooted yoursystem.

Ifyou do t~is,youshould also go into SYSGEN and do an RDCC (via the SY
path)....·..·,··

17. This is in the category "Did You Know" ~r,·be.ttersti'l, "I WishIHad
Known This Before I Upgraded." (Spectrum only.) .

Prior to MPE/iX 4.0, it was possi1Jle(d~sirable??)toservice a higher number
of u.sers than your limited user-license pernlitted. 'This was due to a technical
loophole that allowed HP 3000 users to circumvent the so-called user-licE!ns~

limit. This was accomplished by haVing any "online.".programbe initiated via a
batch job ~treC\m which simply used a fileequationto specify the actual t~rminal
device. Since no online :HELLO command was involved, it did not count as a i

"user" as far as the limited user license was concerned. You could purchase.a
917LX instead of an identically powered, though more-eoncurrent-user-capable,
947 for substantially less money.

Well, guess what. Surprise!! Starting with MPE/iX 4.0, those so-called batch
jobs that open terminals are considered"to':be actual "users"with respect to the
user-license limit. In other words, the loophole has been closed.

To ascertain the maximum concurrent number of users your CPU is licensed
for, simply type the following:

:SHOWVAR HPUSERLIMIT
18. Here is an easier way to manage password security for your HP 3000.

Instead of assigning a different password for all your accounts, why not simply
assign the same one at the account level for all those accounts that the user
population normally doesn't log on to? This way, you don't have to worry' about
forgetting a required password. Also, you can easily change them'aU aithe same
time and on a more regular basis. This will make your sysb~mri1ores~ur~·t!tan
it would otherwi.~~be~.FHrtherwore,if you suspectthatsom~l?o<:iyhas..•.
discovered a password either by accident or design, they can all be changeg very
quickly and simply. " ...... ", "

This is analogous to having a building 5upervisorcarry ar9Qnd' a single,
master key that fits all doors that should not normally be entered, instead of a
differen,t ke~ ~oreach door,:whic~ would bemore ~ifficu1t to manage, arid
whose loss or al)sence would betnore difficult to notice or detect

For thos~'ofYou·using transac6bn"1og'ging foryotirTurb()IMAGEdahlbCl~es,
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here are some useful techniques:
19.Vou probably already know that you need to disable logging prior to

performing any database transformation with Adager, DBGeneral, Flexibase,
DBMGR, DBCHANGE or whatever tool you.happen to be using.

IIyou then forget to re-enable logging (via DBUTIL), it's difficult to know
about it. In fact, you may not even find out until such time as you really need it,
only to discover it was not enabled (since that time many weeks ago when you
performed that last capacity change).

How, then, can you ensure thatyour databases are enabled for logging?
You should include, in your partial and full backup job streams, processing

steps which automatically "enable" logging for the appropriate databases.
For this you really need either MPEX (with itsCHLOGON command) or

XLOGON5 (Classic) or WLKABOUT (Spectrum), the latter two from the·.Interex
Contributed Software Library. These utilities allow your backup job streams to
"pseudo" logon as the database creator for each of your log-enabled databases,
and run DBUTIL's ENABLE command to guarantee your databases being
transaction logged.

20. One of the benefits of transaction logging is thatyou can reduce your
daily backup tape reels by excluding logged databases from your partial
backups _.as· long as you ensure you back up the log files.

In orderlo back up the log files, you need to use AI..LOWME (see above) to
include the LOGlogid,STOPcommand in your backupjob streams. At the
conclusi-onofbackup, you include the appropriate LOG 10gid,START(or
RESTART) command.

21. How do you exclude a number of databases from your partial backup?
The answer is "very carefully," since you do not want to risk excluding more
than you really want to, either now, or in future.

One way is.toenforce astandard.group naming convention which has all
"logged" databases residingin a group named/for example, "DBL" (itshould
contain ONLY those databases). Thenifs simply a matter of using the file set
tt@.@.@-@.DBL.@" in your partialbackup.

If that is not possible, consider the following indirect store fHeset:
@.@.A@
@.@.B@
@.@.C@-OPDB@.DATA.CORP
@.@.D@

@.@.z@
This method ensures you do not accidentally exclude important files from

your partials, because you are forced to define EXPLICITLY each file set
exclusion.

As you can see, the simple application of fundamental knowledge of theMP
3000, together with a generous sprinkling of commonsense, can contribute to the
effective management of the HP 3000.
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ABSTRACT

"Object orientation." .(00) is anew buzzword that promises to become .the next
"eureka" 'in"information 'systems ··.·.developmentMISmanagement and their
software···· developers .are "'under' increasing ·.·.pressure ... to improve' productivity,
increase software quality and reduce implementation'·time. Traditional software
development methods are not ··always able" to meet these increasingly heavy
demands.. Object orientation is getting .attention as a viable alternative;

This paper .reports' on the growing body <>fknowledgc'about object.-oriented
technologies~ltbegins by reviewing some ofthe critical challenges facing today's
enterprises,'" followed ." by' .the .. definitions, •... basic <mechanistllS·.· and' key concepts
associated .withobjeot~()rientedsystell1S.Next, it explores. various types .of
applications •that benefit·, from this technology. '.' The potential· benefits. and ·the
potential·concems·.will· .' be·"· addressed, ···followed···by .the impact.·object-oriented
technologies' may· have on' data administration' ··and .systems development in·the
90's.

INTRODUCTION

Each decade one or two key adv~cesemergeandchangethepraCtice of software
development "Object-oriented systems and methods . are "rapidlyentering'the
mainstream·. of "'software ··engineering and· .systems . .developmentiLeading
consultants<are heralding"object-oriented approaches as one ofthe most important
trends· to affect businesses. in the 90's.

Software· is currently'" lagging·······behind hardware ···capabilities·· and. the lag'. is
increasing. There is . general agreement that conventional software. tools and
techniques are rapidly becoming inadequate as software systems grow larger and
increasingly more complex.. Also, a consensus is building that the new' paradigm
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of object orientation may help control complexity and harness the expanding
system environment into more useful and exciting applications.

Applications will need to satisfy more sophisticated requirements, use more
complex data structures and architectures, and be delivered to an increasingly
broad base of users. Software developers" will have to increase their capacity to
build, extend, and maintain complex, large-scale systems including their existing
legacy systems. This requires that software be more flexible and easier to use.

Many of today's software development processes are out-of-date, with
programmers still functioning like craftsmen. They build unique,
noninterchangeable components and assemble them by hand, and then they

. struggle over time to understand the code generated by their predecessors and to
extend and refine that software. ,As-powerful computers pervade the lives ofmore
and more people, the inability to deliver and maintain equally powerful software
is an increasingly visible problem

WHAT IS ,OBJECT ORIENTATION?

There is no'single precise rule for describing or identifying object orientation.
Rather, a collection ofcQncepts together describes this new paradigm for software
constructioll. In this new paradigm' objects. and classes are the, building, blocks,
while methods, messages, and inheritance pJ'9duce the;;priJruP'Y mechanisms.
Historically, creating a software program involved creating processe~ that ac.to~ a
separate set, of data. Object '" orientation changes the,' focus of the programming
process from procedures ,to objects. 'Objects are self-contained modules that
include both the data and the procedures that act on that data. The procedures
contained within the object take on a new name, methods. Objects are activated
by messages. Objects that have a common use are grouped together in a class, and,
new classes can be created that inherit the procedures and data from classes
already built. This, inheritance enables the programmer, to reuse ,existing classes
and to program only the differences. This provides fora new level of abstraction,
with prebuilt ,libraries of classes and even prebuilt, application specific class
libraries ,or frameworks. Objec~ orientation is, important for" the, '. software
development challenges of the 90's. This paradigm will improve the software
development process and will cause new and better applications to evolve. It's
,promises will be delivered incrementally and acrQ~sa broad: range ofte~hnologies

and will permeate the next generation of software architectures.

BASIC MECHANISMS

INTRODUCTION TO OBJECT~ORIENTED TECHNOLOGIES
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OBJECTS

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary··defines an·· object·· as· "Something that ·is
capable of being .seen; touched or.·.otherwise sensed"·.Grady .Booch, in his book,
"Object-Oriented Design with Applications",·detinesan.object.as "Something you
can do things to.· An object. has state, behavior, and identity; the structure and
behavior of similar objects are defined in their common class". David Taylor, in
his book·ttObject-Oriented Technology: A·Managers Guide". defines an object as
ttA software packet containing a collection of related data and .• methods for
operating on that datatt.

Within ... objects·· reside . the .data of .conventional computing .languages,suchas
numbers, arrays, strings and records,· as well as any functions,· instructions, .or
subroutines that operate Oft them.

MESSAGES

Objects Ilave the ability to· act.. Action occurs when an object receives a message,
that is, a request, asklngtheobject to behave in soRlt>way.Whenobject-oriented
programs execute, objects are receiving, interpreting, and· responding to messages
from other objects.

METHODS

Procedures· called methods reside in the object and determine how.· the object acts
. whenitreceives>a message. Methods may also 'send messages to other objects

requesting ·action or information.

CLASS

Manydiffemntobjects mayactin.very similar ways.· A .class is a description of a
set of nearly· identical.objectS. It is a category or collection ofobjects. that share a
commonstmcture anda.common behavior but contain different data.

INSTANCE

AB insfanceis a term used to refer to an object that is a member of a class.
Installce and·object·are used interchangeably.
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Inheritance is the mechanism for automatically sharing methods and data aniong
classes, subclasses, and objects. A powerful mechanism whereby classes can
make use ofthe methods .and variables'defmed in all classes above. them on their
branch of.the hierarchy. Inheritance allows programmers to program only what is
differentfront previously defmed'claSses.

KEY CONCEPTS,

ENCAPSULATION

Encapsulation is the process of hiding all of the details of an object such as its
data (instance variables) and procedures (methods). This is also referred to as
"information hiding".

ABSTRACTION

Abstraction is the process of creating a "superclass" by extracting common
qualities or. general. characteristics. from more' specific ~lasses or objects. Each
level of abstraction makes··the.job of,programming easieroocause it'·mak:es more
reusable co4e available.

PERSISTENCE

Persistence refers to the permanence of an object, that is, the amount of time for
which it is allocated'space and remains accessible in the-computers memory. The
object may continue to exist even after its creator ceases to exist. Objects. stored
permanently are termed persistent.

POLYMORPmSM

Objects actin response ·to the messagest~yreceive.The same message can result
in .completely different· actions when received by .-.' different· objects. Th~s

phenomenon is referred to.as polymorphism. \

OBJECT-ORIENTED APPLICATIONS

Object-oriented applications will· inspire users· to. think" differently about· the
nature of
computing. Programs in an object-oriented environment will be transparent.
Object-oriented frameworks will facilitate simulating and. constmcting
user-specific solutions. Objects will be shared in networking environments to
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distribute information,within a work group or to parcel out tasks for distributed
processing.

Obje~torientation is favoi:e<lfor applications that ,aJ:e chaqwte~d by "complex
pr~esses, and complex datamaniPlllation. /Applications in the following
categoriesaJ:e classic~andidates for enhancement through qbject or~entatiop.:

• Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE)
• Cotnputer Aided Instruction (CAl)
• Computer Integrated Mtmufactu.ring (ClM)
• Computer Aided hblishing(CAP)
• CAD/CAM/CAE Systems
• Docume.nt.ManagernentSysteJllS
• :E:x.ecutiveInfoI1lUltionSystems
.~ographic Info11.1lation Systems
• Graphics, Handling ICONS
• Health Care
• Itnage;StoragC?Manage~nt

• ;J{nowl<:dgeJ:B~d Systems.
• Multimedia
• Manufacturing Production Control
~:'''' Manufacturing'RequiJ:ementsPlanning
• Miliu.uy CPtnllland.atld'ContrQl Decision SqpPQrt
• Network Management
• Real Estate Systems
• Configuration.andYersion ManAgement
• TelecommunicatioJ}sRo9ting Systems
• Visual Programming

Object-oriented applications will most likely gain in both presence, and
popularity.

POTENJ'L\LB:ENEFITS

Before managers can make informed decisions about adopting it new technology,
the advantages .;Qf·this ," technolQgy ,,' must be transl~tedinto '" rneasurable,~netits.
rObject~odented '. programming· improves' not.,onlytlte,softwai:e development

//process but· also the flexibility and utility. of the resulting, sotlwaJ:e.",The, design
,process becomes· more intuitive as elements of the software correspond to
elements in the application's real world domain. The programming process itself
e.ncouragesteamwork, G~,rellse,an~,c~polishing.~"
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Reusability is the key to increasing productivity in the face"of increasing
complexity. The' key breakthrough in object technology is the ability to ·'build
large programs from lots of small, prefabricated ones. In addition to the increased
productivitythafresults from reuSability·, using object-oriented technology can
result, in greatetreliability because if redUces ,the 'risk of human' error~'Progratn
structures remain intact, andcllange propagates naturally through the' hierarchy of
classes.

Flexibility is also a trademark of object orientation. Programmers are freed from
the constraints of preestablished data types, allowing extensions of. application
functionality and bridging ofheterogeneous applications.

Adaptability of object-oriented programsmayweU turnoutto'hethelnOSt cNcial
advantage of object-oriented technology. No matter howperfectlyct8fled, a
program is useless if it doesn't meet current needs' and the needs of users are
changing at an ever increasing rate.

Faster development ofapplications is another benefit and is a reSUlt of all the
programming effort that is reused from existing objects and 'all the design work
that went into aa existiBg model ofa process.

Increased scalability is another significant benefit of object orientation. Given its
improved modularization, 'it is especially well suited to developing large-scale
systems.

Large systems are easier to build and maintain wilen you build them,' out of
subsystems that can be developed and tested independently.

POTENTIAL CONCERNS

While object-oriented technology promises many benefits, there are some valid
concerns about its ability to deliver those benefits. Most of these concerns have to
do with temporary limitations and should disappear as the technology and·' its
market mature.

The maturity ofthe technology itself is a concem to Il1anypotential developers.' It
is 'not •yet a 'completely stable technology and'many', companies are' not
comfortable beiDg "pioneers".
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Standards are still evolving and the lack of accepted standards' raises concerns
about the difficulty of moving programs from one development environment to
another and .mixing and .matching objects and .. classes'" from different. vendors.
~tandard$ are onthe way. TheObject~age~ntGroup(OMG) was fol1llCd by
a. cOJ:lsortium .of tl;1e major vendors of sev~1"al~bject-orientf.'fJ.products. The
ptarpOse .of thisigroup is. to.prolpote the ... adoptionof. st'"lwudsand the
interchangeability .•• of .. 0bjfctS. In •.•• a,ddition, ...•. the .. All!CricanNational .•.'. Standards
Institute (ANSI) has an ODBMS conlmittee, but no standards have been officially
approved

There. isti!so •. a shQrtagf,of tQ<>ls. for applifatipn develop~nt.These.tools include
progratnS to. assist in tl;1e .des~gn. Qf objects and the ... 1l1CI.J:lagement of .libraries of
reusable objects.

Performance ..•. of QbjeckQJ;:iented, tiPplicat!ons ..' is ..' a concern •. an4 the speed '. ,of
<>,?iect-orientedsystems wilLimprove •asthe te~lmologx•..matqre$.

~.> .. _. .. .. -. ._ .. .. .• -'. _, .. .. .. .. .. C', >

Theobject-orientedapproach.,~as>a tremt:ll<JOUS ~unt .. QfP9!ential and
companies should explore this new technology,' and check out the'beqe,tits {or
themselves.

AAtal.?~se tnallage~nt.tfchnology.•. '{hemaj()rity of'these ~()mpanie$.dono~~ant

tQ.repla~e.,tlj.eir 'exi~ting data,b~f> and.. applications. The.·need.to •.•.integ~~tethese
"legacy" dat~baSC;~iwith eaclj.>othera.nd\Vitlt,new systems ,is an itnporta.ntJact()r in
tll.e. future evolution..ofdata llYlntigement.

. .. .... -.- .. -

Th~re"are clearl;'1-i~ks as~iated\\'ith;gettingiJ:ltothis.tecimol()gy·too,SOOIl.. But
there are risks associated with waiting as well: The companies that ~gin the
tr~sitioPJ10\\T'"will enjoy ... anilllOOqan1c()r..qpetitive .... advantage\\,:h~leF!be others
,striv;etQ.catch.,up.

,t~c: ••···tpost.pJ;Udentstrat,fg;;is.to •.•avoi4. the ·ctxtremes'of.··igl1ori~gth~'str~t~~(or
coltltl;littipg."ital sy&tem$(t() ~t!Illstead,'9()mPaniescM ma,k~.' a0mgde~tinve~ttnent

in ..,,~'J)il()t ,pf()gram •.. to .. ' gain '.•'; fi~t7Il.an~.·ex:peRe~,?et\\Ti~h.,()bject-<>riented
<leveloprn.ent.. ,~ltisapp~gasp. allQ\\TsacolllPanY,10 ~ach,ittl,;qwn, CQnclpsions ~bopt
the value.oft1l.c, te~hnoloID', .and,place,~the>comp~ywe,lid<>,~I)the<e,Jq>eri~nce
c9fV~ iritconv~rts ill the futun?~' .
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THE· FlJTIJRE

Object-oriented technOlogy willprovide the clarity and flexibility essential to the
successful development ofcomplex systems. Today's applications do not.offer the
consistency. 'and .' flexibility .needcd to make . the .. computing .enyironmentmore
productiv~ foru~rs. Object orientation will provide environments in which users
can" communicate among, applications and navigate easily over .distributed,
heterogeneousatchitectures.

In the near future object orientation will deliver the' most benefits to three
categories ", of··· progra1nmets:, poWer' users, general'buSinCss .programmers ."and
system developers. The most cfrarDatic near-term benefits will be for system
developers who both require and embrace this development·, approach. and
evolving tools to implement the increasingly complex and potentially innovative
software of the 1990's. 'Over time, ·.object-orientedtechnology will begin. 'tohave
increasing impact on general····business· progra1nmers and' power ·users. Carefully
designed object libraries will become available to support less sophisticated
programmers who want to assemble applications quicldyfrom prefabricated
objects.

The vision of the future extends beyond,.the .. arrival, .of object-oriented~stem
components development tools and standards. In the future, 'users will·,have the
power. and .' flexibility to· design their. own applications just by snapping together
the necessary' objects. 'With Objects, building applications will be a process of
tailoring and, linking reusable modules. Object-oriented software' archit~ctures
will mature in the 1990's. The transition to these new architectures is underway,
marked· .'by' the' arrival of object-oriented languages, databases, interfaces,
operating systems and development environments. New types ofdata, distributed
processing, multimedia applications, and end user computing are driving forces in
the implementation ofthe· object-oriented software environment.

There has been a 'great deal of progress 'implementing object-oriented systems.
Today's graphical user interfaces' have acquainted users with object manipulation.
Among object-oriented languages, c++ has' become the de facto standard.
Object-oriented .extensions' •arc' also being implemented in most popular
commercial languages. Object-oriented" developmenf .environments such' as
Hewlett-Packard's 'Softbench provide examples of object-oriented programming
and applications. Operating systems' are .also being extended to support
interoperability "amOng object-based' applications. Over the next decade, .the
difference between the old and the new will become increasingly 'obvious to bOth
programmers and users. When the object-oriented future is fully delivered, this
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natural, intuitive paradigm will bestronglyembracedand';will.provide benefits to
programmers' and users alike.

OBJECTTECHNOLOGYFROMHEWLETI-PACKARD

Hewlett-Packard recently announced lIP OpenODB, the most advanced,
commercial object-oriented database management system for large, multi-user
environments. It is designed to enable new, complex business applicationS to be
developed and maintained at a fraction ofcurrent costs.

lIP OpenODB is based upon the Iris ODBMS prototype developed by H.P Labs,
starting in 1984. Using Iris, lIP has worked extensively with customers and
universities in'cvaluatingODBMSrequirettlents. lIP OpenODBis targeted. at
complex,' commercial '. applications ·such.·.as-,',·Geographic ,Information. Systcl11S
(GIS), telecommunications systems and heterogenous information . integration
such as Executive Information Systems and Computer Integrated Manufacturing,
whose·needs may not be met by cUR'ent database products such as TurbolMA6E
andALLBASElSQL.

lIP OpenODB uses a relational database .as its storage manager and presents an
object-oriented model to . developers. It. is a hybrid approachthataUows
intcgi~tion,of existing legacy . systems including applications written: in ',C,
COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL, ADA, etc. This architecture providesa,robust
storage environment with the DBMS capabilities commercial users have come to
expect.lIPiscurrentlydsing ALLBASElSQLas"the storag~managerfor HP
OpenODB for performance and stability of data; however, the architecture allows
lIP OpenODB to be ported to other relational DBMS's for portability to non lIP
hardware. This combination is unique in the industry.

A Key benefit of lIP OpenOpB is that users ~n't~ve to abandon their current
software or data to work wit~ it. It includes};~;~~i~ct-orientedstmctured~u~ry

language (OSQL) and extem~l functions that'\Y'i~~~Jrieve information regar<lless
of its format or whether it is ~tored inside oroutsi~~·o(HP OpenODB.

Object orientation is~ phase int~{~ftll~;of computingllndiistan
important step .towards t~. vision of.-"'. .;\' '·-lion.: At Your Fingertips".
Developers must take advantfge of the.lJ'U!IlY i.~;~~~ ?f this technology while at
the same time deal with the' 'hurdles tlia,tthis.techriology. poses. Object-oriented
development envirolunents must play..ai large•• role. ia.·reducing the leaming curve
and make object-oriented programming a highly productive process.
Object-oriented products are here today and the commercialization of
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object..orientedtechnology is increasing rapidly. Object based architectures lend
themselves to the creation of a much richer information environment.· Digitized
voice, music, video clips and animation will begin to populate our information
systems. Object database systems are CUl"l'Clltly viable f()tcommercial.projectsand
will be widely adopted by the mid to late 1990's.
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'INCORPORATING"DYNAMICELECTRONIC
FORMS INTO HP 3000 APPLICATIONS

R.ossG~:Hopma1lS

Brant'Technologie$lnc~

51 Tannery Street
Mississauga, .Ontario :
Canada L5M 1V3

(416)858'-0153

Thepur~o~e •.•• ofthispape~>istodemonstta1:e}?q~:.ro ...•• takcyfull adva~tageof
theadvanc~d·c~p<lbilit:i~sof~he.HP<I4serJet •• in JOllr pr~d~ction ~epl~cati~ns.

Ij~il' a~cpmplish'thisibyde"?onst~atif!g.how m~colnpany'~~s int~g~ated'the
F~A.SIAf30Qn·l~serprinting software into> our 'internal' sal~sand
marketingsystel1!on' the HP3000.

F~!ASIJV3000is .from:Proactil/eSyste~s .. and,.. most,.of the functionality·I
win6ead~~essingin this paper is .'also. avaUableintheir. FANTASINUX
software for theHP :9000~ "

The:~~e.·~f .•• elec~r()!lic'··forms ;"only •..•.• scratch~~.the ..•••• surface'of" .• how' VieKean
enhance'our; production reports' with" the. ·UserJet. . Electronic: 'for~s .,. are
usually a static replacement for pre-printed forms. The' use of these static
elec!ronic.for~sisa g()()~ first step. '" It can represent si~nific~nt;~ostsavings
as well.aSjaddedco~v~ni,~'pce",:ithflO cha,n~e"s' to )'();~r.so~rc~.• c()de.

The,reference·f in" the title' ofrHis papeft(fdyhll~ic~l~ctronicfortn~tp.~ans

that you can incorporate typesetting technologyintoyourproQuction 'reports
so that the forms you produce are dynamic - a form can adapt itself to the
nature and amount of data that your application provides. Most i~p.gr:t~!1tly,

this all takes place on the HP 3000 as part of your production ..,Tuns.
Type~~tti~g>~echnol()~y all~\Vs .us to go beyond ~lectronic forms ~o producr
muchmore,::eIfective'laseroutput:. . ,

This paper focuses on the ability to typeset production data on the HP 3000

DyiJa,micf,lect{onicFoJ1!ls
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so that all of your reports· have a professional, customized, typeset look.
Although this technique involves changes to the source code of your
application programs, the quality and effectiveness of the results easily justify
the effort. In addition, I maintain that for new reports it is actually less work
for programmer to tak~advantage Qftypesettingsoftware than .. iti is· to
produce a rep()rt in the more traditional manner.

BACKGROUND

Brant Technologies is a smallcompany ..• with a strong commitment to
professionalism in all aspects of our business. .In· addition, we strive to be as
highly automated and efficie~t as .possible with minimized administrative
overhead.· The use of FANTASIN3000 has helped us accomplish both goals.

The lead tracking and mail merge functions of our SPEEDWARE-based
sales and marketing system had been evolving for several years as our needs
evolved. The system incorporates an OMNIDEX interface to allow sales
and .. marketingpersonnel.tolocateindividuals or· groups of people ·in .our
data baseusingJDany search criteria. .~sse~tially the.systentcontains· contact
information, prospect data for sales forecasting and.·.·notes on.the history. of
client contact. We have since expanded this application into a safes system
as well to generate invoices, commission statements, royalty reports,sales
history and more. All reports are now produced with FANTASIN3000.

Giving a typeset, customized appearanceto all of our pI-inted output reflects
well on the company. It makes us look professional while avojding the costs
associated with professionally typeset documents. But in addition, as soon as
we enter an order to the system, we generate the form to order the product
from our supplier, shipping documentation, an envelope (or label) and, most
importantly, an invoice. There.are no special forms to mount and specific
output is directed to the appropriate LaserJet.. Alloftbis is driven by a
salesperson entering a customer order..... There is· nothing to irnpede.the
process.

We will now examine the types of reports this system produces and what is
involved in their production. I have also included some other examples I
have· developed to giv~·. the reader a more complete ... picture of the
capabilities that are available.

REPORTS

Let's begin by taking a look at some of the.()utput ..·th~t .. our S}lEEDWARE
application produces.

Dynamic Electronic Forms
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Figurel is atypical invoice.·. This is tbe administration copy. ". ¥oucan see
that we have had.ourlogo scanned and we incorporate it. into the invoice... In
fact, the customer copy·is·.·printed. 00' letterhead for the··color and "higher
quality paper. We print all subsequent copies with the scanned logo. ·Each
copy. has ··jtsdestination··identified· at thebottom~····Thecustomer··copy .does
not •show .. the .OLCode' field ·so the'Descriptionfield is wider.

Note that I am using proportional fonts throughout. The invoice has a much
nicer look than the Courier .or "typewriter" font of impact printers. ... In
addition, the gap between the label and the data for Invoice Number,
Purchase'. Order ". and Invoice Date ··.is .proportionately .filled "withdots for ·a
customized look. Perhaps moreimportantly,.·..·the description field is typeset
by .FANTASIN3000and .not by. my application program. The .program
simply hands .. three 6O-column'fields of description data to FANTASIN3000
and it is FANTASIN3000that decides how much· will fit onalineandwhete
to break the line. lno longer have to program that logic into my application.
The .same is.true for Terms. ...... The terms are "Net·· thirty days" . and the
Currency is ."Canadian".' MyapplicationgivesFANTASINJOOO fOUf lines of
data: the .ttrms, ..•... the .....··literal.<"in", .•. the ·.··currency.and. the .... literal "funds.".
FANTASIA/3000'putstheseintoa sentence .and ··1 am. saved.frombaving .to
format these in my application. So part of this Jorm is static· (ie.thegrids
and labels}and partisdynamic(ie. the data provided by the application).

If I had been using pre-printed forms, I could have replaced them very easily
with '" "static'" electronic .forms, making no source changes .. to my"application.
Figure 2 showswhat that would look like. Compare Figure 2 to Figutel and
see 'which look you ·prefer. No· 'matter .which you choose, the .use •. 'of
electronic forms amounts to approximately·l/J.. the costafpre-printed>form~,

no:tincluding .the· extra costs·' associated with the .initial. design· and setup of
the pre-printed. form, ..'the waste,. mounting, bursting, decollating,storing.and
bulk purcllases of pre-printed ,forms.

There are .. also costs and time, involved in formcbanges.Sinceimplementing
tbis ..'system,.we have •.'had the OST,.· ('GoodsandServices .Tax) imposed .' in
Canada, and later tbisyear wewiU gothrougl1anarea code change to our
telephone· number.·· '.' Both of··tbese .•. changes·bave .significant impact· on··· forms.
By using.electronic forms lavoidtheexpenseoforderingnew"Jorms'~nd

scrapping the old.

Figures:3and4 ale 'examples ofsales'commission reports. The.first, ..·Figure
3~wasone;of the' Jirst forms 1 developed using' FANTASIN3000.> 'Itlooks
vePjmuchJikeareplacement .for a '. pre-printed ·fOftn· because> the .grids are
static. ·...·Although it··· isavePj .attractive .' {orm, I·.··· have"since ." changed the
application to print Figure .4. This.is truly a dynamic form. wherethed~ta
itself determines howJarge tbe grid area is. <It easily spans multiple pages
and the total box only appears at the end of the form.. The most important
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data item on the page ,. is, the total commission paid and that, is highlighted. in
a drop box with a larger font.; .We will take a look at the source code changes
that1 made to imple·ment this report later in the paper.

Incidentally, this may'not'be:3 gooaexample of a repGrtwhichisJcost
justified to replace· with enhanced laser 'technology. Typically, reports such
as sales commission· are internal and do not use pre-printed forms. But I
maintain thatall~ofyour company's reports are important. If your report: has
a professional, customized look to .it, .it reflects 'well·' on the people who
produced· thereporf and 'it makes a difference to the recipient. OUf sales
people love their commission reports. ·:It·is· important for them to feel that
we appreciate their results and,quitefrankly,. this is a 'very easy report ,to
produce. . ",

Figure·5 isa fax message,. .I.was unhappy with the quality of correspondence
being faxed out of our office. We .had a standard fax cover, sheet to 'hand
write ··enclosureinformation, but these were usually illegible. Since most
faxes are sent to people already in our data base{(which has to be. accessed
anyway' to check for the fax number) I added the capability to.produce
formatted faxes quite easily. "Once the user selects the individual to whom he
or,she:wants to"address,the"fax~ theyselect .. "FAX"·from the report menu.
This calls our ... favourite editor, to, allow the 'user to type the··,fax·message.
Once complete, the user simply exits from the editor and the system calls
FANTASIA/3000 to process the FAX form and pull in their message text. It
is simple,. easy, fast and it gives. ,a consistent, professional image to all
material being faxed from ouroffice~

Figure 6is an example of·:archive.output which I use. solely to save paper.
This shows a tape validate listing such as I keep for my backups.
FANTASIA/3000 'picks up' all spooLfiles named LIST (as well asSYSLIST,
$STDLIST and others) and applies an "environment"file to printthem four
up with boxes around each logical page. Note that I am only showing two
pages up .in portrait' 'mode, to 'fit in. the·proceedings~,· However the actual
output appears in landscape.mode ~with e~ach of theboxesshow·taking up one
quarter of the page. If I had·a.duplex printer, I conldprinton both sides,of
thei,paperwhich would give 'meeightldgical pages on' one;physical piece of
paper. Isave:,paper, I save trees; and 1 take up .less space in; my binder of file
listings. All of this adds up to saving money.

Figures 7 and,8 show before ,and after examples of·s.·.pricelist driven f£om a
data' base.·;·on the~HP3000~ t¥le ,doD-ot'publishprice lists;ourselves;this,is an
example produced for someoneelse."Jt isa gooddemonstratidn·ofhow to
incorporate typesetting; into. ,your 'production ;; reports:. Figure"7 .shows the
type of,report:that you:,can produce on'. the" Lase:rJet' using the default Courier
font ManycompaRi~s;,produce· catalogs andoth~rreportsthat a:resent out
'to be professionally typeset at considerable.:expense.. Figure 8 demonstrates
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tbe enbanced.outputthat could· be created on th.e· HI? 3000 in a production
environment. The··nature·of·thedata lends··itself to being printed two-up in
landscape modca The header·· and footer data extend across the entire page.
I?erhapsmore i subtly, the footer area •. contains a ... number of terms, each·of
which is .·an .entry ... in ... a· TERMS.··data· 'set.· ·.PANTASIA/3000dynamically
formats. tbe footer area to leave..·enough .room for all.of the terms.., So we get
this professional look aU driven from our production data and the formatter
does much of the work for us.

My<finalexample,Figure 9, showsamailmerg~generatingword. processed
qualityletters. .These use ~'boiler plate" or standard text with variablessucb
as .name, address, salutation, etc. extracted.fromour corporate. data· bases.
So the resulting letters all have the quality ofawordprocessorbut we are
able to keep everything ontbeHP3000so. that.wec3Boavelarge,
production· runs ·and >treat •them like any .other report. Moreover, we can
incorporate.·scannc<;lsignatures.·to save the···tioleand.expense.of band signing
eacb letter.

This is not meant .tollean exhaustive. display.of.our ..•enllanced ... repom;. nor
does it····begin to .roverallyou··candowithiyour!·l..aserJet. However, it .. does
represent 8 cross-sectioD.of the·. types .ofreports,that·.we.produce ·andsomeof
thei'mportant ...output..capabililies~thatmanyHfl3000shaPS,Iequire¥

Let's now take a look at howl have created two. of these reports. Figure 10
shows a progression of my commission. report from .unformatted: to simple
formatting. to .tbe.··finished .. product.. .In •.order to •accomplish·.•·ll1is,:I. alter the
sourCe code to my application to embed FANTASIN3000 formatting
commands ill witb tlJe data ·itself.

FANTASIA/3000 ·.. take8 ...·.. a· •... PQst~processing .. appfoach. 'YOUl.·· 'dapplication
creates output .·iO"·· the spooler or as ... 88t files. FANTASIN3000. then
processes that output. (calling "include" files,grapJt.ics~.static forms, etc. as
required) tocre.atea spooler file ofenbancedLaserJetoutpttt.

Figure ··11"'sl1ow8 ... the ·•.filetbatproouces· .tl1eermancedcommission .report··. in
Figure 4.. Note Ibalit ·containsbotlt··da·taand·.FANTASIMOOQcommands
either aComDlandline stal"ting with a~tt.incolD~n lor delimited by"Att
withilldataline$~ The fANTASIN3000cornmandsd'arecreated 85 literals in
my. application program. So the·'enbanced OUlpUtC3nbe .created •. tlH:ough
Cobol, 4GLs such as SPEEDWAREandPOWERHOUSE and .even.report
writers. which can .. inclUfleliterais.

The,·body.. alIke .repctrt: is· ·..cOfttamed··withinthe·TABLE····00IRIft8:nd•..TABl....E
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formats data into columns inaverytlexible way. I have specified that the
table contains 5 columns with ;'column 28· particular width. I specify the
justification for the. individual columns, <shading .if required and individual
widths" if I want· to override .the. defaults. The actual' data· citemscan·· be
separated·bya speCified delimiterJ. by atleasrtwo blanks, in specified column
positions or one data .item per line.. < TheFANTASIA/3000 formatter will
ensure that •. rows line-··up· and" it looks after' breaking individual columns into
multiple rows.

As a programmer, I have found.·that :there·are. three important differences in
creating output using FANTASIA/3000qver' traditionaL methods (ignoring
the quality and effectiveness of the output).

11le first is that you have be'colTtemarried to your LaserJets~ In most
organizations that' may not be an important point. But it is worth mentioning
that .if ..;yourLaserJet:breaks,··you can no longer'redirect . your
FANTASIA/3000 output to your impact printers. It will not work..

On the plus side,the second difference is that the programmer now operates
at·· a higher. level. Youno]onger teU your. application exactly how ·to print
your data. You·operate:more, as a typesetter and you instruct your
application in.howtoprocess the data~ If you want .the:data .printed'ina
twelve point helvetica font, justified on both right and left margins and
wrapped to fill fill all lines with 14 point line spacing in an area 3 inches ~ide
measured 1 inch from the left margin you would issue>' the follOWing
commands:

\fontset hscale helv 12
\left 1;width3 ;just both·;font h;wrapi linespace··14

Programming is more productive because the FANTASIA/3000 .formatter
can do most of the work. FANTASIN3000 looks after the logic involved in
spacing and how much data can fit- oneaett line, and so on. All we have to
do-.is define the environment to FANTASIN3000 and thengive"itthe data.

My third point is that I now prototype my. reports outside· afmy application
development environment, be it SPEEDWARE, COBOL 'or whatever. I
workwithMPE files containing dummy data until I· get the report' to look
exactly·.··the. way '·1 want. Then .·1,. simply; program my.application to create
output that l()oks like mY'prototype fHe.··.· This is,arealti~e saving because I
do·,not·.have to go through the ,recompile, select,···sort, etc.' fore'acbiteration
of.reportrefineolent.

Figure 12 shows the MPE file containing the·· standafd.text -and· formatting
directives ~o produce the mail merge letter in Figure 9.. You can see how. I
have positioned and called the company logo at the end ofthe file.' Although
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I have not included. it here, I could have brought in a signature asweUto
produce ready-to-mail output.

This file contains .. formatting directives that define· the .... foot&,<margins,
spacing, etc. In addition, it says that. every time. we see the macro"",,>(as
"~man) in the lette~,replaceit with the next data item from the file "datafile"
and repeat y.ntil we exhaust all the data in the file. This assumes that we
have created an .extraction .file of of selected entries/in the file "datafile".
We could have done···thatwith QUIZ, a report writer or···any other means.
We then.ruft.FANTASIN3000. against this letter file to access that··data and
format the letter .•.. dynamically. This .. givesus a word··· processed look in our
production· environment on the HP 3000. And of course we can process.one
letter or thousands of letters once we.have selected the appropriate data.

CONCLUSION

I~avegivenyou a taste of some of theenhancedI..as~rJetoutputwe produce
in. our environment and· have .shown .tbat .electronic. forms are much· less
expensive. and .much more ·convenient .to· ·use than pre-printed forms.
Enhanced LaserJet reporting through the use of typesetting .produces more
effective reports that give· our company a.high-quality, .professional image.

To make the best use ofthis technology, we made changes; to the source code
of our application programs.· .This. is·. not necessary to· simply .. replace .pre
printed forms with static electronic forms. However, we made the source
code changes· to achieve a customized, typeset look in all of our producation
reports. Although this represents ··ao additional .. time investment,
FANTASIN3000is not difficult .to learn·· and· we have been .able . to take
,advantage of the productivity aspects of the product.

The nett~sulthas been a dramatic· improvement in the quality of ·our output.
Weproduc~.better, more effective reports that reflect well· on the whole
organization.

Ross G.·.·.·Hopmans
1993.06.01

FANTASIN3000 is a trademark of Pro~ctiveSystems Limited

FANTASINUX is·a trademark of Proactive Systems Limited

LaserJet is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company

SPEEDWARE is a trademark ofSPEEDWARE Corporation

OMNIDEX is a trademark ofDynamic Information Systems Corporation

QUIZ isa trademark of Cognos Inc.
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INVOICE,

invoice to:
Accounts Paya~le
Widget Manufacturing Company
51 Any Str~et

MississauQa,Ontario
l4W4l5 '

note.s: ".' . . ,
Shipped May 9, .1991 on OATMedia

I inllOice ~mb~,. ", •,. •,.• BTC400

I~rchase~,. •.....: ••• " .1234'

I invoicetJate ....... '.' OB-MAY-91

qty description gl code unit price discount extension

Widget Software for HP 3000
Series 949 (Primary CPU)

Widget'Software for HP3000
Series'922 LX (Secondary CPU)

21-1410 5,000.00 N/A 5,000.00

1,500.00

Terms:"
N~t thirty days payal,lle in Canadian funds'.

Remit to:
Brant Technologies Inc.
51 Tannery Street
Mississauga, Ontario
CANADA l5M 1'V,3
tel (4;6) 858-0153

ADMINISTRATION COpy
Dynamic Electronic '!"'O/ms - FIGURE'.

6001 ... 8

Shipping 50.00

Sub'-Total 6,550.00

G.S.T. 458.50

P.S.T. ~24.00 "

TOTAL -$1,532.50



INVOICE

invoice to:
Accounts Payable
Widget Manufacturing Company
51 Any Street
Mississauga, ontario
L4W··,4L5

notes:
Shipped May 9, 1991 on OAT

I;~~ number ••••• BTC400

IputCbase order • • • • • •• 123~

IiJWojdedate.... 08-MAY-91

qty descriptiol1 glcode uhitprice discount extension

1 Widget Software for 1410 5,000 N/A 5,000
HP 30:00 Series 949
(Primary CPU)

1 Widget Software for 1410 3,000 50 % 1,500
HP 3000 Series 922 LX
(Secondary CPU)

Terms:
Net thirty days.

Remit to:
Brant Technologies Inc.
51 Tannery Street
Mississauga,.Ontario
CANADA L5M 1V3
tel (416) 858-0153

ADMINISTRATION Copy
Dynamic ElectronicFonns - FIGUR£ Z

6001-9

Shipping 50

Sub-Total 6,550

6.S.T. 458

P.S.T. 524

TOTAL $7,532



SALES COMMISSION

Jane Doe
June 1992

invoice"

C0532

C0547

C0552

,C0609

customer

University of New Brunswick

Fraser Inc.

Pulpand Paper Research Institute

Concordia University

prodiJct full amount commission

~appaPC , 1,150.00 57.50
KappaPCSup 1,050.00 52.50
KappaPC 4.250.00 212.50
KappaPCSup 1.050.00 52.50
KappaPCRun 550.00 27.50
KappaPC 4.250.00 212.50
KappaPCSup 995.00 49.75
KappaPC 1.150.00 57.50

Total Commission
Dynamic Electronic FOnns - FIGURE J

, 6001 -)Q '

$722.25



BRANT TECHNOLOGIES INC.

CommissiOI1Report - June 1992

Salesperson: Jane Doe

C0532 University of New Brunswick KappaPC 1,150.00 57.50
KappaPC Sup 1,050.00 52.50

,..•.

--I

C0547

C0552

C0609

Fraser Inc. KappaPC
KappaPC Sup
KappaPC Run

Pulp and Paper Research Institute t<appaPC
KappaPC Sup

Concordia University KappaPC

4,250.00
1,Q50.00

550.00

4,250.00
995.00

1,150.00

212.50
52.50~j

27.50

212.50
49.75

57.50

Dynanlic Electronic Fomls - FIGURE 4
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Brant Technologl~s.lnc:.

FACSIMILIEMESSAGE
fax:.(416) 542-1766

to: Barry Henderson
Corfax Systems

fax: (416) 868-6666

from: Ross Hopmans

date: July 29, 1993

This is the first.of 1 page(s).

Barry,

Thanks for the opportunity to speak at SIG SPEEDWARE. I propose
calling the presentation IIlntegrating Speedware and Fantasia - Reports
That Are Dressed To KiII--.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Could you also be sure
that my name is on your list to notify of meetings and topics.

Thank you.

Dynantic Electronic Fomts - FIGURE 5
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9144 CARTRIDGE TAPE
Validate A.01.12 REEL' 1 CRfATm wm. JlJl 3. 1992. 11:10 PM__*_e. ._._._.__._
:*~*****.~~~'"*'"**'":
COfWI) DM:DOST ffSMSGOl INITIAL l(U)5QS l(U)506 SPOllCI SPOllCO

-_.-_ - -
:~2~!,","*.~~~~,"*:

SOICT VISltt'IGR._.*-._ .
:'"~*****.~~~~'"*:
ARES SL.*_••••.•.••_-_••••••
:*~!~~.!!!'"'"****:
AP AP21 AP24 AP25 AP28 AP29 AR AAD6 NllJ1 NI)8 NIIJ9 Mat ARTlUUJ:: GL
SHARm. $HARED06 SHARm15 SHARm16 SHARED20 SHARED21 SHARm21 SHARED31 SYSTEM........._-_ -
:*~*****.!!!******:
SL

••••••***•••**.**••••

:*22~~**.~*******:
CAI:WOfR CfAl.JXDAT
•••* _•••••••

:.~*••*:'.*~.** ••••:

DBtPRGRS---- .
:*~!*.~'"****:
DBCHARTM DBCHARTN DBCHARTP

VilidateA.01.12 REEL' 1
......................
:*~;~'"*.~*'"***:
JfMT2· PClJ994 PS01 EXP SITE SITEUX.....................
:~2~****.~*'"***:
ClASfRDfPAGE JNJTJAl K:lNOOO tBtOOOM K:lNOOOlE teKI01M·ttJNtlo1. MIlNOO1CAteKI01Dt\ tIlHQ()1DEMItOO1DU MIlNOO1'IM8r«J01rR
tIKlO1GR ttlNOO1JC HBN001IT teKI01NA teKI01NO teKI01PO teKI01SP teKI01SW teKI02 tflNOOWt teKI038IUSNOO3CA teKI03Dt\ ttlNOO3DE
teKI03DU'l'eNOO3fJ l'eNOO3fR teKI03GR teKI03IC.·1t!NOO3ITttlNOOJNA teKI03f«J teKI03PO teKI03Sp·.teKI03SWtllN01Q$Q tIlN010S1t1lN010S2
tIlN010S3 ...,,0S4 ...,,0S5 MBN010S6 tIlN010S1 tIlN010S8 tIlN010S9 MBN010SA tIlN010S8' MIlN010SC fWC)"HP PIlfO)1CfP8NOO101lBtl102MP
P8N002ttX P8N003CH P8N003CX PII«104DL P8NOO5EX P8NOO6UP SPAGE.....................
:'"!2!!**'"*.~*'"***:
BL<XSRT BSCRTDOC COIlPREP COflNI)S mnooc mITCR EXCEPT EXCPPREP
LETfRDOC LETTER . LJSTf MES~ES ~N~EPPATCtIS PRIV,
-_ .
:*~~'"**.~*••'"*:
CfMTGD2 CfMTGl.D CXJI)SDOC lASERDOC MESSAGES...•.................
:'"~~~*~**.*.:

:,Fsl: E3=i:EL~~iEATE EL=~~ ETi=t2fr=3=4&~ET
QUJ~QUIP<Df QUIPDt\T1 QUIPDt\T2 QUJPDt\T3 QUIPDt\T4 QUIPDt\T5 QUJPDt\T6 QUIPDt\T1 QUIPDt\T8 QUIPERR QUIPfCRMQUJPHElP QUIPSCHM
QUJPX.EQ QUIZSAMP QUIZUSEL QUIZUSEP README RENAME REPORT01' REPORTQ? RE~T03REPORTO~REPORT05 RE~T06JlEPORT07' ..RE~T08
sNtPaLCK SAMPl01 SAMPl02 SAMPl03 SAMPl04 SAMPl05 SAMPlOSA SAMPl06 SAMPl01 SAMPl08 SAMPlO8C SAMPlO8D SAMPL09 SAMPlO9A
SAMPL10 SAMPl10A SAMPl108 SAMPl11 SAMPL11A SAMPL12 SAMPl12A SAMPL13 SAMPL14SAMPL15 SAMPU6 SAMPL17 SAMPSCR SJZZlEST(ltESCH TAPEFCRM WRKl .., ... .... .... ." .. ",

•••••••**.*••••••••••

:*~.*.*.*~~.**.*:
DBLPRGRS I'ONTTRAIC

*.-..•*_.*••••••••••-

:*~'"*.~'"**••:
HV08R tN08RL HV108 HV10BL HVl01 HV10JL HV1OR' HV10RL HVl28 HV128L HVt2J HV12JL HV12R HV12Rl
HV18B HV18Bl HV248 HV248L README ROWl8'TR08R TROSRt. TR10B TR1'J8l TR10r- TR10lL TR1ORTR1ORl
TR128 TR128L TR12J TR12JL TR12R TR12RL TR18B TR18Bl TR248

DynqmicE!ectro,t!!c Forms -FIGlJRE 6
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Price, ($)

Widget Software Products" Inc.

Effective April 9, 1991

Product Description

Language Compilers

Page 1

100348
100352
101008
101009
102044
102046
102047
102048
103031
103032
103033

Pascal Compiler for IBM PC Compatibles
Pascal Forms M~nagem~ll,t utility
Cobol Compiler
Cobol Forms Management utility
Basic Interpreter
Basic Compiler
Basic Compiler Run Time System
Basic Compiler Forms Management
Fortran Compiler
Fortran Graphic Extensions
Fortran Language Extensions

340.·00
125.00
555.00
75.50

390.00
450.00
199.00
240.00
350.00
199.00
75.00

Data Base Management Systems

112345
112348
112349
112350
112351
112352
112353
112354
112355
112356
112357
113011
113012
112348
112349
112350
112351
112352
112353
112354
112355
112356

Superbase Relational DBMS
Superbase Run Time System
Superbase Management utility
Superbase Forms Interface Compiler
Superbase.Report writer

,Superbase SQL Language "Module
Superbase Run Time Optimiser
Superbase Extended System Option 1
Superbase Extended System Option 2
Superbase Extended System Option 3
Superbase Reconfiguration System
Fastbase Network DBMS
FastJ:jase'Oi~tributed System Option 1
Supez-base R\lnTime ·'··'Syst~m

Superbase ManagemehtUtllity'
Superbase Forms Interface Compiler
Superbase Report writer
Superbase SQL Language Module
Superbase RunTime 0l?tim~ser

Superba.seExtended Sy§tem Qption 1
Superbase Extended System Option 2
Superbase Extended System Option 3

DynilmicElectronic FOl7flS- FIGURE 7
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670.00
230.00
145.50
340.00
265.50
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
75.60

475.00
240.00
23()~OO

145.50
,340.00
265.50
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00



Widget Software Products Inc.
Effective April 9, 1991 Page 1

Product No. Description Price ($) Product No. eJescriptidrl Price ($)

Data Base Management Systems

Language Compilers

112345
112348
112349
112350
112351
112352
112353
112354
112355
112356
112357

475.00
240~00

240.00
670.00
230.00
145.50
340.00
265.50
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00

75.60
475.00
240.00
240.00

Fastbase Network DBMS
Fastb~se Distributed System Option 1
Fastbase Distributed System Option 2
Superbase/2 Relational DBMS
Superb~se/2 Run Time System
Superbase/2 Management Utility
Superbase/2 Forms Interface Compiler
Superbase/2 Report Writer
Superbase/2 Sal Language Module
Superbase/2 Run Time Optimiser
Sup~rbas~12Extended System Option 1
Superbasa/2 Extended Syste'" Option 2
Superbase/2 Extended System Option 3
Superbase/2· ReconfigurationSystem
f,=astbase/2 Network DBMS
Fastb~se/2 Distributed System Option 1
Fastbase/2 Distributed System Option 2

113011
113012
113013
114012
114013
114014
114350
114351
114352
114353
114354
114355
11435p
114357
115011
115012
115013670.00

230.00
145.50
340.00
265.50
288.00
350.00
199.00
199.00
199.00

75.60

340.00
125.00
555.00

75.50
390.00
450.00

99.00
240.00
350.00

99.00
75.00

Superbase Relational DBMS
Superbase Run Time System
Superbase Management Utility
Superbase Forms Interface Compiler
Superbase Report Writer
Superbase Sal language Module
Superbase Run Time Optimiser
Superbase Extended System Option 1
Superbase Extended System Option 2
Superbase Extended System Option 3
Superbase Reconfiguration System

Pascal Compiler for IBM Compatibles
Pascal Forms Management Utility
Cobol Compiler
Cobol Forms Management Utility
Basic .Interpreter
Basic Compiler
Basic Compiler Run Time System
Basic Compiler Forms Management
Fortran Compiler
Fortran Graphic Exte~sions

Fortran language Extensions

100348
100352

~ 101008
;:: 101009
~ 102044
;::;. 102046
~ 102047

~ ~ 102048
~::. 103031
7; 103032
~ ~ 103033

e;"

I
II!'j

Sc:::
~
~
oc

Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices include delivery. Contact your sales representative for a specific quotation.



May 2,1992.

Mr. Mike Tree
Widget Manlifacturing Corp.
123 Any Street '
Mississauga, Ontario
L7N 1H8

Dear Mr. Tree,

Please be aware that your debt of $1,052.93 is woefully overdue at Our
office. Wf!j have not heard from you since April 1,..• 1990. Despite numerous
reminders by telephone and letter, we have received no response.

Unless your money is in our hands within~ we will repossess
your garden shed.

Have a nice day.

Yours truly,

R.E.Grinch

Dynamic 61ec{IVHlic Form... - FIGURE 9
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WIDGET SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
Commission Report>-,April .1991

Salesperson: Jane Doe

Invoice Company Product Price 'Comm

ABC123
ABC124
ABC124
ABC125
ABC125

First National Bank
Jim's Garage
Jim's Garage
Orange County
Orange County

TOTAL

Widget$
Widgets
Tie', Rods
I' Beams
Wid.gets·

15,000
23,,000
7,500
1,200

1.4,50()

750.00
1,·150".00

375.00
60.00

725 .. 00

$3,060.00

WIDGET SOFDNARE PRODUCTS

Commission Report~>April 1991

Salesperson:

Invoice
ABC123
ABC124
ABC124
ABC125
ABC125

Company
First National Bank

'<Jim's Garage
Jim's Garage
Orange County
Orange County

Product
Widgets
Widgets
Tie Rods
I Beams
Widgets

Price,

15~OOO

23,000
7,500

14,500

Comm
750.00

1,150.00
375.00
6O~00

725.00

WIDGET SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

Commission Report - April 1991

SaleSPflfson:Jane Doe

ABC123 First National Bank Widgets 15,000 150~OO,'

, ABC124

ABCI25

Jim's Garage

Orange County

Widgets
Tie Rods

I Beams
Widgets

: "

23,000
7,500

1~200

14,500

1,150.()()>
375.00::

6O~d(f:

725~QQ, :

$3.060.00 I
Dynamic Electronic Forms~f'IGVRE 10
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At Start of Report ...
\port; left 1;wi'dth6; OOIlrap; Just left; topl.S5; thick, 3; shade 50
\linespace 9; just left
\if III skip 2
\ fontset t 19, r 5, i 15, b 16
"skip 4
\fontset t scale helv1a bold
\fontset r scate times 10
\fontset iscaLe heLv 10ital
\fontset b'scale helv 10 ,bold
\head begin
AftAAncABRANT TECHNOLOGIES "INC.

AfbAAnc"Coomission Report - June 1992

,\ head end

At Start of Salesperson ...
AfiASalesperson: AfbAJaneDoe
\table 5 just left col 1 just center col 2 width 2.2 horiz 0 &
\table col 4 just right col, 5 just right col 5 shade 2 &
\table col 1 width 0.6 col 3 width 1.0
\fillboxO.25; font b
"ncAInvoice AncACompany AncAProduct AncAPrice AncACoomAfrA

At Start of Invoice ...
\ line a

At Detail Time ...
C0532 Uni versi ty ,of·, New Brunswick

\Line a
CO547 Fraser Inc.

Kappa,PC 1, 150.00 57.50
KappaPC Sup 1,050.00 52.50

KappaPC 4,250.00 212.50
KappaPC Sup 1,050.00 52.50
KappaPC Run 550.00 27.50

\ line a
C0552 Pulp and Paper Research Insfitute KappaPC

KappaPC Sup
4,250.'00 212.50

995.00 49.75
\ line a
,C0609 Concordia Univers,;ty

AIEnd of Salesperson ...
\tableend
\ inleft 5.05; dropbox 0.4 0.1

. KappaPC 1, 150.00 57.50

\space inch 0.1; just center; font b
$722. 25 Dynamic ElecirorUc Forms - f41GURE 11
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\left 1.5; width 5; top 2; just left;nowrap; font 8
\fillin macro=a! file=datafile, repeat
Ad1 A.

Ama
Ama
Ama
Ama
Ama
\space inch 0.25
Dear A ma ·,

\ indent •. o. 5; wrap
Please be aware that your debt of Amaiswoefully
overdue ••••.atour off.ice •.. We have .not .• heard from you
since Ama_.Despiten\1merous reminders by
telephone and letter , .• we have •• received.no
response.

unless your money is in our hands wi~hin Au10daysAs
we will repossess your .Ama •

Have .a nice· day ••

\indent.off; nowrap
Yours truly,

R.E.Grinch

\goto 0.160.1
\graphbrant1p.pub

Dynamic Electronic Forms - f~IGURE 12
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Paper 6003

The Systems ManagemenlServicePartnership
Kyle·S. Adler

Hewlett-Packard'Company
100 Mayfield Avenue

MountalnView,CA94043
(415)691-5081

Introduction

Today more than ever before,Information Technology (IT) departments
are faced' .with challenges in providing effective sY$tems ··mahagement
(SM) services. ..Ahost ofne\Af>pressures is .Increasing the '•. systems
managemen~workload,.incluming user expectations of increased" service
level.~tm igratic:>n '. to .open·••·systems, •.·and.clientlserverif'nplementations.
Simultaneously:,/asetof different factors ••' is', ··serving to 'reduce the
resoorcesattheITmanager'sdisposal;suchfactsoflifein the't990sas
oudgetreductions and caps, fixed, orshririkingbeadcounts,'and . data
center consolidation can siphon . off IT's hurnanand capital means to
attack the .new challenges. ···What .is .resulting isafundamental·paradox:
How can IT manage more with fewer resources?

Many organizations are finding ·that ·partnering with ·..·outside service
provldersallowstheirsystems,managers to do/more with <less. IT
partnership.withoutsid$venaors···is.··oy.no means new·, and indeed, .very
few if any IT departments accomplish all tasks usingjn~hotJse resources
alone. However, the new challenges facing IT departments suggest new
waysof···partnering,··.·.tothe .mutual>.' oenefit; of IT· .• and·the .. outside:·servioe
provider.

This paper will suggest ways to make the partnership 'work. Wewill
explore the trends contributing to the new challenges in order to find some
of the daUyoperationaltasks that can be shared with anoutside,service
provider.examinelhecriteriatoconsider--inoludingfinanciatanalysis-
when ..'deciding" how 10 .selectively ·partner·with a'. service.firm,and··outline
proven methods to ensure a·win~win partnership.

Why is the Job Becoming··Harder?

In the 1980sa systems manager had to perform very nearly the same '
tasks as today. Back then as'now, .problems had to be detected, isolated,
andresolved;joos haa·to oe>scheduled' and executed;data·backed· up
and recovered; security maintained; system and network configurations

The Systems Management Service Partnership
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managed; and so on. Furthermore", most of the types of computing
equipment--mainframes, minicomputers, PCs, workstations, LANs, WANs,
and peripherals.....foundin organizations today'werealso<presenta decade
ago, albeit used in very different.ways. So what has changed in IT
departments over the last decade to cause such a crunch on resources?
Let 'us examine first the trends contributing to the reduction of IT
resources, followed by alookatwhylhe workload is growing at an
exponential pace. Together, these trends create the paradox of expecting
to do more with less.

Factors Reducing IT Resources

,The buzzwords .are peppered through ,business headlines. in every major
journal: "downsizing", "rights.izing", "consolidation''', "global competition".
Corporate downsizing is a business,-reality in the .1990s. Because··IT
represents a large and growing portion 'of mostorganizations'budget,
CFOs often look to their rr: department first when decidingwllere to<slash
budgets. Under pressure that often begins as high as the CEO and ,Board
,of ,Directors, CFOsandCIOs are' demanding greater :return ,on the
company's IT investment. More oftenthan not, this translates into budget
constraints or even'reductions.

It is no secret that the biggest share of1costs in most IT departments goes
to human resources. After all, information technology is an industry
characterized by change, andJhe need to hire .and retain staff'who are
current on. the technology is'· a .very expensive 'prospect. It should
therefore, come as no' surprise that ,when IT budgets are capped ordeut,
fixed or shrinking headcounts wiUbethe result.

Another.common'.method being used: to reduce costs .is data 'center
consolidation. However, if not accompanied by other organizational.and
operational changes, consolidation can be a costly mistake. Massing
more :machines'intofewer-data ,centers is increasingly seen by
organizations as; a way to gain greater operatingefficJencies. Indeed,
centr.alizationof systems and systems managementresources'maylead
to economies of seale, butthisis not always the case.,Jfconsolidation of
systems,andSM staff is simply mandated,but-is·notaccompaniedbythe
creation of new processes andtoolsfor central orremoteSM.:itis unlikely
that greater efficiency will be achieved.

Factors Increasing IT Workload

A number of trends are contributing, to IT's increased workload. Som/eof
thesetrends are caused'by business.changes', and some by technological

Fhe SrstemsManagement Service' Partnership
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cb~nges. Regardless of ···the root ·ca·uses,·· IT>must·.·rlse··.. ·toi .. the .···new
chaUengeswhitecopingwith the downsizing pressures already.exam·ined.

Thefirsttrenclisg...owingpressurefrom end users for IT to provide
increased·.service levels. Part of the pressure.' stems from new.·business
processes: in today's more competitive markets, .. companies. must bring
products to market faster,. which 'in turn requires.·engineering, marketing,
finance,. and:manufacturingdepartmentsto re-engineertheir<core
processes~The.···end··· result is that ·.··end.. users.····expect···••more·.·from··IT,
specifically higher .uptime, broader access .'. faciata, reduced.' application
response. timet' ··faster·i,problem .• ·· resolution.,. and'. i~c~eased .flexibility.
Anottler contributor to end users'i rising expectations, is ··technological:
distri-btJ:ted' .(and "'especial'yi' client/server) computing gives users
unprecedented access to •. cfata-lbroughoutthe,arganization, ·asuwe.llas
more" control'. over .lheirpersonal'-;llse:of .the data,; ••. Having.tasted .the·. fruits
of desktop>accessto.·.info.rmation, users •.finittheirappetitesgrowingand
expect.· to ..·be· fed··astead~7··aietof. data· from .more and .'. mere· remote and
exotic locales within the company (and oftenbeyond~.

Migration from proprietary to open systemsisa<..Jarge Jattor·.aodingfcrIT's
workload. Because the benefits of open systems derive from ··vendor
independence, ·IT departments nowfind,ttileyhavemany;.J'I''lany ....more
vendors to manage than in the years of proprietary systems.•········While this
multiwendor proliferation may yield !the benefit of favora.ate
price/perform·anee· points, ..•... it';brings ,wilhit<aJmul-titudeofm~nagement

problems.Witmmore«,platforms'to manage" tgesystemsmanagerand
oper:ators mustlearn;new•operating s~stemsan.d;·SM. taols~ .. Itis"difficult to
tdre'stafftrzainedin>the'mew technologies;an<;f equall¥bard.to,Keepe*isting
staf'fcurrent.,.Becauseallofthese·.·plalforms,and·prolocols·rnust·..·oaeJ(i~t··in
your environment,a host of interoperability: headachesusuallycfopil:JP:~

Another ··technologicaltrend, closely related to' and building on open
systems ·migration, .. is.· client/server <implernentation. ,. As ..... organizations
implem.enf ·· .. client/server.architectures based .on open ..·systems, .·· ..·tney
experience·the 'advantages of increased vendor choice, .' better
price/performance .ratios,.andrapid.··accessto·~information ·byend.•·. users.
However, .many··· are finding .' thatthe~dded'.burden . of controlling and
managingthe ...• distributed tANs, server,.and;clients·isahidden ..costThe
complexity ofthe distributed environment is heightened.by interoperability
problems;··multivendor. finger-pointing".decentralized •.·.;purchasing ···and
change' management, and. the. technolagicalnewness anct·····complexityof
the architecture. Proliferation of interconnected LANsJorces MIS staffto
learn new protocols and tools. The .distributed nature of the architecture
creates'manymore points. of failure. ···.··Because end:usersgaingreater
access to >:dats, their' demands increase. Besktopmachines ,and

"Fhe Systems ManagementSer:viel3 f-1arlner:ship
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distributed servers fall info tbe.expanding realm ofthe!sy~tems manager~

The existing, largermachinesin the datacenter now take on,a new role as
servers. Finally, IT has access to very few tools and must use new and
undocumented processestomanageclientlserverenwirQl'lments.

In,sum,mary",lhen, IT departments <'rTlust work harder at systems
management, today. While, the,:.fundamental,:tasks" and" equipment are
largely the same as in the 1980s;.busine:ss conditions and technological
factors are changing the way the equipment is <;Ieployed and,in turn,,,the
waySM tasks must be performed.:The increa'sedburdensplaced on IT
by rising end user expectations, opensystemsmigration,and client/server
implem'entations,.coupled'", with r ·,th.e ,·harsh financial ,realities of~' doing
business in the '90s, have the 'net effect',of squeezing IT's,·· internal
resources.'Tberemainder of this paper will examine partneringwith an
outside'service' provider,',to m'aximize the effegtiveness·of your internal
systems management resource,s.

PartneringDecision Criteria

There is; nothing new· or radical,about the conceplof·IT departments'
partnering"withoutside<:service providers.. !Nowas in the past, very few
companies. do everything in-house. An example of a' .• very· common
partnershipls the." nearly universal practice," of purchasing hardware
service: contracts'from':the equipm'ent vendor or an independent service
orgafl'ization '(ISO). ,A very few IT departments have historically attempted
to provide, aU maintenance and<support via in-house resources and have
used outside vendors only for parts and occasional cooperative support

At·theother extreme end of the spectrum lies total outsourcing,often
delivered under the auspices of afaciUties m.anagemeht(FM) contract.
The media hype of the last five years to the contrary,' totaloutsourcing'is
seen, today,bymany as ',' having •. fundamental ;,pitfalls. In:~particula-r,

companies that have, signed 'lengthy' (often tO~year),' comprehensive FM
-contracts often cite thelossof control,difficiJlty of enacting ch~nge,and

lack ,ofvendor understandin.g of the'client's ,core business as reasons they
later regretted the decision. As a;result,-? ,many bigFM', deals have'gone
sour,,:and'most industry consultants expect,fewerFM "mega~deals",tobe

signed in the future~

Outsourcing in the' pasl;has;often,beenviewed'., as an ,an-or-nothing
prospect. However, in between theextre,mes'of total self-sufficiency and

The, Systems Management Service Partnership
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total outsourcing lies ·a spectrumofpartnering possibilities. The.,difficult
part is decidingwhichtasksarebesldonein-houseversus by an outside
firm.

While the final determination of which tasks to turn over to a service
provider is ·yours,.ilLmay. be helpfut·to approacb.ithe.·decision··.·using· .•the
following criteria:

Competitive.advantage
Financialdanalysis
Security
Change

For··.··most effective 'use of in-house; resources, .·ITdepartments·, should be
fQcusedon··building a competitive advantage for their company's business
based on'YdeployingtectinoIQgywisely.Such·.··tasksas. developing or
customizing applicalions,Lare>usually'bestaddressed' by" ··in~Aouse

resources. Nobody knows, a company's business expectationsfrom--and
changing"fl~edsJor--technologybelterttianthein~house'MIS.·department.

Therefore, ,those tasks .... seen' as essential to building and sustaining a
cOrllpetitive' .advantage are best retained in~house,wnilethose ·.daily
operatlonaltaskstnat>!are ..·[Qutine or cumbersome are good' candidates for
turning ... over to·..anoutsideservice .·provider.

Asageneralrule,:ifa task consists .. ofstraightforward procedures that can
readUy ..·be.aocumented,iAchouse" .resources; can probably. "be deployed
more ·effectively .. elsewbere~.···,.·;Many ,.,organizations.···are. finding;' "that, .. '. such
Qperatiofls.management tasks as job. schedulingandmonitoring,'backup
and data recovery,diskimanagement, andol.ltputspooling •are best
delegated to a service partner.

financial Analysis

It makes good business sense to oulsource>when the service partner can
providea· task more efficiently than via in-house resources. ·faced ,'with
the economics of a make-versus-buy decision, few companies would
choose to build their own computing hardware, program their own
operating systems,or for that matter, provide their own basic hardware
maintenance. However,.< the: <range. of·.' tasks involved' in systems
management require a more subtle evaluation "'ofmake-versus-buyi
Fundamentally, .' there.are only three ways to save money in systems
managemenl,namely centralization (economies of<scale), .automation
(routinize repetitive' tasks},;and elimlnationoftasks(management by

The SystemsManagementServieeParlnership
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exceptionr"" An 'outside service":J1>17oyider may already have achieved the
critical mass required for operating efficiencies via centralizcation. ··If is also
possible that an outside service provider may have developed the tools
and processes needed to automate and eliminate SM tasks.

It therefore becomes extremely important to ask potential partners to
demonstrate how they will achieve costs savings <or service
improvements. If a service firm's justification is solely that they will
implement off-the-shelf SM tools, you may be wise to look, elsewhere.· .' For
example, you may be able to purchase and use Maestro~to automate job
scheduling as well as they can~

In performing financial analysis, don't make the mistake of comparing
apples and oranges. In order to accurately comparein-hou-seto external
costs, it is critical to quantify all internal costs. Include in your analysis
such "hidden" costs as 'users" lost productivity from downtime, part-time
("shadow") departmental LAN administrators, .' and hiringand,tra,ining
qualified staff. By sharing your in-house costdata with a 'trusted service
partner; they can.help quantify these hidden .expenses.

It is interesting to note.thatwhile costs associated with managing systems
in·thedata center are often well-known and readily .quantified; most
o'rganizations.·do .not ..·have a·, cost···.. model for, the·", operations of·.··their
distributed··.computil1g environment Why is this? JtJst'astheprocessing
power is shared between the servers (often· themselves distributed) ,and
the desktop machines, so the administration of the environment is a
distributed function. :,Often, Some of the tasks 'are performed by central
MIS (e.g., LAN monitoring, configuration management, server
maintenance and backup$)'~ while some· are done in' the',departments
(e.g., client software di~tribution anqlicense'management, ..inventory
accounting,initial fault management). Moreover, many of the
departmental administrators have other primary jobs to·, do' and are
serving in their secondary roles on an ad hoc basis only. By turning over
the administration and management of the client/server environmentto an
outside service company, many organizations can gain greater control
and consolidation over .all. tasks. This often leads to .substantial cost
savings.

Security and Data Confidentiality

No analysis of which functions tooutsource would, be complete without
thorough •... consideration,·of. the. security of the: environment and' the
confidentiality··.of the"'· sensitive ,data. on... the systems. A.··· common
assumption is that: using an, outside company to provide systems
management tasks brings an increased exposure to>security problems.

".The Systems Management Service Partnership
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Not necessarily SO.'. The use of an outside service provider, in itself,. does
not increase risk. Often, it is .. the. methods. that ··wiU.>be employed for

l systems management that are suspect. For ••. inslance,·if an outside ..'Sivi
provider suggests centralizing a number of systems to economize on
management costs, the underlying cause·e>fconcernmi.ghfoethat user's
will require remote access over a network. where previously they used
dedicated lines. The same ooncerns.would<need to be;:· faced if in...Aouse
IT chose to con,soIiQate resources. Anotherconcetn mightbeJhat theSM
provider.plaas to .use •. remo.te{itools·to· manage. the distributed .... systems:
however,. remote manage.ment win ·.usu.e:tlly save>mon~y andm.ay·be
extremelysecureciftherighttoolsandpro.cesses.areemploy.ed. ·.'Even
mOVitlgsystefTlsoff"'site to"the?servicecompany's premises can 'beasor
more···. secure th.ano.perating them·on-site, depending ·· •.. once again ··.. on •.•·the
quality of thevendor'.stoolsandprocesse,$;~.

The bottom line is that using an outside vendor can actually increase the
security of operations by employing docum,~nt~d;.·. p~()cesses.and

advanced tools. But ask the necessary questions' before you choose the
serNice/firm·. tOrbe 'convincedthataJI'reasQnablesteps wiUbe··takento
ensure.seeurity~

Taking"Adv~intageofChange

A concept that is gaini~g considerable attention today •• is that of
transitional.·outsourcing~.s. One, ()fthe pitfaUs'()ftotalotJtsou~cing'is that
o.nce.the40ng-termcQl'ltract issigned,itbecomesverydifficqlt to enact
change. FOf.example.,·swpposethata·pharmaceutical .company.signs a
1O~ye~r data:center outsourcing:contractand,two .years tater. decides to
roU'the, legacy systems over toa.clientlserwenimplementation. Under the
terms.oftheF'M.agreement itwouldibe.veryhardtorolloverlhe'platform,
and to:avoi9 penaltiesthecompany"'would Vlery; I.ikely have to forego
implementing's; change' that.~ouldhave·:given •• them.a:significant
taehnologicaladvantage.

Transitional outsourcing avoids.· this. problem· by structuringolhe contract
with start and end dates chosen to coincide with a period of change. For
example,supposethetsame pharrrraceuticalcompanydecides they wish
torollover~their legacy·syslems to clientlsef\lerover the next tbree years.
They prudently sign:a three-year transitional outsourcin'gcontractAt the
end. of t~econtracrlife,·.theyhavea>fullyimplementedclientlserver
environment, understand howtomanagethe newarchitectLJre, and have
enjoyed the benefitsoofa predictable annual cost to enact the change'.

Transitional>outsourcingc.an take on one ofthree forms:
1. Leverage;theservice.firm's expertise to jump-start new technology.

The.>Systems··ManagementServicePattnership
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2. Outsource the> management ofthe legacy systems to focus in-house
resources onle.arning the'new platforms.

3. A combination of (1}and'(2), above.

Ensuring a Win-Win Partnership

Having used the above criteria to decide which SMtasks to turn over to a
service partner, the IT department's next job is to set up a partnership:that
will be productive and beneficial to ,both parties. This process,entailstwo
stages: selecting 'a·.,partner or partners, and structuring", the contract for
mutual gain., Fortunately,' neither of these tasks ',is ",very difficult if the
negotiation is handled ina coUaborativerather than competitive manner.
Bear in mind that you have selected where your company should be on
the systems management service partnership continuum; now is the· time
to implement your plan for maximum leverage to both organizations.

Vendor Selection Criteria

As with entering into any key partnership, the choice ofvendor is'critical in
making the 8M service partnership a success. Industry consultants have
conducted a number of studies asking IT organizations what criteria are
important to them in selecting a systems management firm. The following
criteria often emerge as among the most important.

Technical Expertise: Whether an organization plans tooutsourcethe
management' of their data center, WAN/voice'" networks, or
client/server environment, they must select a partner with a
demonstrated command of the requisite skills. In order to get the
,data to evaluate potential partners, ask the vendor and their
references about their tools, people, and processes. If possible, ask
to see, the facility from which they manage customers' systems. Get
specific information, regarding the' technical environment you plan to
entrust to the vendor. For example, a vendor's mainframe 'FM
experience is of no use to you if your organization plans to ask them
to manage your client/server environment.

Cost: Everything else being equal, it is important to select a vendor
on, the' basis of price. However, don't cut corners by emphasiZing
price to the exclusion of· tbei other factors outlined, in "this, section.
More important than the dollar amount olthe advertised cost savings
is an understanding of how the vendor will achieve the cost savings.
Remember that the vendor, unlikemostin~house IT departments,is
operated as a profit center and must cover both overhead and profit
margin. So, if·the vendor tells you they can save you money, they
mustdemonstratehowth~yplanto do so while still meeting their own
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financial objectives. Similarly, beware of"lowball"bids:if.a vendor
bids.a .m.uch lower cost than' others, findout.why..Parhapsthe level

::ofservicewillnot be·as ..·highor.theothertermsof·the contract are
more restrictive.

Sizei8nd .f=inancial,StabUilyz,Tbeseleoted.seolice parinar{mustchave
the finaociaI resources to rcrel<iin,theworking capital'requiredto 'meet
your needs.>'A track cfe.cot7~:offinancialstability (and the.bondrating

. to. demonstrate it) is ,helpful.•·.·' Particularly;ifyou.planto.·.s~Usome of
your capital assets,. to the ~ervice· provider,theymusl.befiscally
sound.

GeogfapbiG?Covetage:;;.,YoU(i~partnel7",·.m.ustbe where "you- arein,.order
to.rtlanage·yoursystems.Even"·ifremote management will 'bel.lsed
for:your' distributed ·systems., •whathap.p;enswhenQn~siteservice· is
.re.Quired? iA ..•• potential·· ··.partneri,shQuldbe •able ••. to···.. Show ••. you. the
process they.will use to provide. theservicelewelsguaranteed. 'in the
contract.,

Working'Relations~ip:Bearinginmindthatiyouare selecting.a. key
partner· to whom you will entrust •• the management of your icritical
systems, it is important that the partner be easy to work with. Have
your past .' dealings 'with the,' vendor been .satisfactory?'. ···.Have'they
demonstrated a com:mitm.enttoquality?'·Oo .youbavethemotual
truslto enslirethalcontracl or performance concarnswill be •handled
fai(ly?

Contract ·Issues

Having, selected the vendor, is,.now necessary to develop' the> terms of
the.·.• contract.·•• ,Wbile 'each ·•. vendor·,.will,have.••a··. standard 'set ;of" ·termsand
conditions,. your systems management needs will necessarily differ from
those of other organizations, so you should insist on enough flexibility
from the vendor··to meet your key needs. The following ~·~···a·.·few

important points to consider before signing any outsourcing contract.

Clearly Specify ·.RequiredService levels: Any systems management
seryice,contract,should ·'includeaserwice<levelagr;eement (SLA) which
clearly specifiesJhe,'levelpf servicelhe vendor must provide. in order
to meet, youLbusiness\n.eeds.;Be precise hi definin.g.suchlerms·as
"fjespol\lse time", .(which two <events .,;.d~fine the .'. start .• and endiofthe
period being:rmeasured?) and "uplime" (of what?, measured how?).

Insist on Periodic Reporting to Verify Performance: The service firm
should provide you with periodic (perhaps monthly) reports measuring
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the performance .of the. systems,rletworks, and applications being
managed..The reports should be tailored to yourorganilation's,needs
and should specifically measure performance' in;terrns defined in the
SLA.

Specify' Penalty/Escape,:Clausesfor .Non-Performance:, '. No contract
is better than its enforceability,$o spell out what the penalties will be if
the'serviceproviderca,nnotmeef tHe. terms of theSLA. You wilt
already have selected a partner youtfust, 'so. most performance
concerns can.be. handled' inforrnally;however,if'a· problem is major
and persistent, these clauses will give you important leverage.

Choose a Contract·Duration that Meets'Both Parties' Needs: Your
parther needsto'turn" .··a·"·profit You .desire ·maxirnumflexibility.
Because systems, management 'is a partnership, both part"ies must
work together to choose terms acceptable to both. This is especially
important in the area of·contract duration,because too long a.contract
life may erode the client's ability to remain responsive,. while too short
a life will not allow the vendor to make a profit. Increasingly,
outsourcing contracts' with :two-year to· five-year·· durations are being
structured· as mutually satisfactory.

Allow ··Flexibility to .Change Contract· when' Your .. 'Business and/or
Technical Needs Change: Closely related to the last point, the
contract· should be 'flexible enough •to '. allow, your organization' to take
advantage of new technologies or processes. In fact, one·· of the
primary advantages of partnering with an outside service provider is
that your partner can help you stay current with new technologies.
Indeed, a contract can be structured so as to have the service partner
roll out new technologies for the' client on an ongoing basis and .fora
,fixed price, thus ensuring·that·yoo will always have·accessto the latest
technology.

InClosing

Just as every organization's systems management needs are unique,
there can be no single SM solutiointhat is· right for everyone. This'paper
has.argued that 'fewcompanies>couldorshould try ,to manage every
aspect of their· IT environment with just in-house· resources. Similarly,
most organizations would be'wisenot to··outsource every aspect ·of·their
systems management in a long...terri'r,FM-type contract In, between these
extremes is'aspectrum t and only you know:.whereon' the'spectrum lies
your optimal balance between in-house and external resources.

The Systems Management Service Partnership
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We observed a number of trends taking place over the last decade, the
net effect being to squeeze most organizations' in-house IT resources,
often to near the breaking point. Partnering with an outside service firm to
manage some of your environment lets you do more with less while
retaining full control over your systems. The methods outlined here have
been helpful to organizations looking to partner with service firms for
maximum leverage of their internal resources.

An interesting transformation has occurred since the 1970s and 1980s. In
the past, the most strategic decision an IT.manager.had to make was the
choice of a hardware vendor. As important as the choice of hardware
remains today, it is equally strategic to choose your 8M service partner
with care, as you will be working with them daily.

The Systems Management Service Partnership
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The ReaHtiesiand Myths ofCHent Server Application development ',in the '90s

David W. Haberman
140 Wood Road

Braintree, MA 02184
(617) 356-8710

Before westart, any discussion oftechnologies it is important to understand why we implement
technologies in a business environment. There is one reason and one reason onlytha,twe implement
technologies in a business environment. The reason is to make money. We are in business,to make
money. ,.' We make money by increasing revenue, saving money,and remaining,competitive. ,Ifthe ,. '.
technology does not m.eet one ofthese criteria then the reality is there is no reason to implement it.

Keeping this in mind let me relate to you how I got interested in this topic. About a year ago I met with the
MIS director ofa good sized organization. When I asked him what his plans were, he said;hewasgoing
with cli~nt server. When I pressed him as to what that meant he went on about his asymmetric 486
processors, NoveUnetwork; and WAbh·';J:thenasked what software he was going to run. His answer was
"I don'tlmow, Can you recommend something".', I immediately wentballistic( on the insi4e).• If I >

remember correctly business need drove ,the application, application drove thehardware. we c;overedthis
in MIS 101.1 then decidedto, do all the iesearchlcould on client server and how it fits into the MIS
environment, the results were this paper.

What I hope to cover here is:

Whatis clientserver ,

Whyis clientserver

What is'neededfor client serv~r

Where is client server today

How do we prepare for the future

What is clientserver

Ifyou search the industry publications and the industry vendors you will fmd that everyone has their
defmition ofclient server. Instead ofasking the vendors Computerworld published surveyed their readers
to get a defmition .ofclient server. Thisdefmitionwas published in the 12/17/90· issue ofCom.puterworld.

Client server was defmed as :

The client end and the server end can be distinguished from each other but interact seemlessly.

The client portion and the server portion can operate on different platforms but don't have to.

either the client hardware or the server hardware can be upgraded without upgrading the other
platform.

The client server system includes networking capabilities

A shorter defmition might be:
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The ability to process data across platformsandlor CPUs regardless 'ofwhere the data or the
process resides.

The term client server is typically applied tothe,abili~,tointegrate.PCs or workstations into the mini
computer or mainframe environment., The,typicaJ.en~irol1lllent uses a server as a kind oftraffic cop for
data and programs while the client processesthe,programs and the data. Ifyour apply this environment to
the defmitions above you see that this is only onefacet oftrue client server. In,fact, ifyou use the
defmitions above you will find that the tems' distributed processing and cOOPerative processing<fitthe
description'better than-thetenn client server:

There are many'different,client,servet strategies: Howe'V'erwhen Y01.rlook at the defmitions above you
notice that client server has,very little to dowjthhardware: The, true definition ofclient server ibetween
applications. The hardWare is transparent in the defmition.

Why iscHentserver

To understand the importance ofclient server in today'sMIS environment you must understand the make
up ofthe cOfporatedata,Processing'el'lvironmentrlnthe early days ofcomputers organizational structure
was top doWn. ' Sinc:~e;~sinesswas managedeentraIly, the data management for the business was
centralized. In the seventies'organizations realized that the centralized organization was having trouble
responding to changing business needs. Organizations started to breakoffand decentralize business units.
As these units decentralized we also decentralized our data processing. Each business unit bought and
managed their own data processing systems.

In the 80s we realizedthatwitb all thisdecentralization organizations bad trouble responding to the
changes in business because. Decentralized businesses did not have the ability to share information for use
in corporate decisions. ,The need for centralized access to decentralized data become apparent.

Along with this need came enabling technologies. The advent ofPCsput the power ora computer on
every desk top. Networks were developed that aliowedPCs to share data and programs.· Application
standards such as MS Windows, SQL, and MOTIF were developed. These technologies allowed users of
disappoint systems to start to share information.

Along with these technical factors were business factors. PCs provided a great deal ofp[processing power
at a very low cost. Disk storage on a PC cost significantly less than mainframe storage. Graphicaluser
interfaces made computers easy to use.

PCsalso providedpowerfuleasy tOllsedevelopmentenvironm~nts. Infactwith tools such as dBase,
Paradox"and Lolus 'develoPers could deliver full applications faster than any mainframe environment.
Because ofall these factors the concept of client server has gained great popularity.

What is needed for client server

To create a client server environment we need five factors. They are:

Computers that are physically networked together

Operating systems that communicate with one another

Inter networking devices

More than one communication protocol

Application development tools.
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Looking at these five factors where does client server stand today.

Physical networks

Today we have the technology to link any system to anyotber system. Network adapter boards are
commodities and can be purchased in boxed sets at any computer store. Hubs are available to tie different
types.ofnetwork boards together..The cost ofthe physical network·has droppedsignifi~antly as the
technology becomes easily available.

Inter networking devices and Communication protocols

Communications protocols exist to allow any system on the network to transfer data to any other system on
the network. The problem is that each system has its own communication protoeoI.SNA,TPC\lP and OSI
are just a few of these protocols. Bridges routers and gateways.filter data and selectively forward it as
dermed by different protocols.

Operating.systems

This isa technology that is just emerging. Standards fotoperating systems areju$t now beginning to be
accepted. UNIX and POSIX are two ofthe driving·standards in operating systems but they are byno
meansriniversally accepted..In···fact even·· these "standards" come in differentversions.

Togive you an example ofthe importance ofoperating systems in the clientserver environmentlets look .
at file names.· In the MS OOS environment a file is described with 8 characters and a three· letter extension.
In UNIX the standard is 255'characters. ·In MPE the/standard is 16 characters in a file.group.account
structure. It: is impossibleJoran MPEprograDl to calla255 character file· name and process itunderMPE.
Ifthis is just one example· think ofall the other issues involved· indiffetent operating· systems.

DCEthe Distributed Computing Environment from the Open systems Foundation was designed to manage
the multiple operating ·systems in a ·distributed·processingenvironment.DCEprovides aunifonn.setaf
services available ·from anyWhere ·onthe'netwnrk allowing applications' to access.programs· and resources
anywhere onthe network.
DCE handles:

Remote Ptocedure Calls (RPC)

Time Services

Security SerVices

Threads ·Services

Remote procedure calls include an interface defmition language..This language is a set ofC·· like structures
thatallow the developer to,translate data tepresentatioBs from one:platformtoanother.

The directory services acts as··a [post office for applications and data.· The directory ,services storetfte
names and addl'essesofprograIlls·and dataon.·thenetworkand direct call· from'one area to the correct
address.
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The time function manages the synchronization ofdifferent system clocks .on the network..Security
encodes and decodes network traffic to protect the data as it travels through the network. Threads allows a
single program to run concurrent processes.

Application Develop~ent tools

Application development tools. are madeupoffour pieces.

DataBases

API (Application Programming Interfaces)

End User.Query Tools

Programming languag~s

Today most application development tools are available for developing the client end. The~ tools do not
allow the development ofcomplex logic on the server platform. These tools do not allow you to track the
impact ofchanges to the. program on the entire system. ,

Most ofthe application tools that allow you to develop distributed systems are based on relational database
management systems using SQL. Most ofthe tools that develop both client and server pieces are database
dependent.

In a recent computer world survey 69% ofFortune 1000 companies claim to have some type ofserver
database. The majority of these systems are for end user computing orexecutive reporting. It should be
made clear that this 60% means that these organizations have at least one.client server application and does
not mean that these organizations have committed to client server.

In fact as ofMarch 1992 only 29% of aU companies.surveyed by·Computerworld were planning to move,
moving or had moved to client server.· The maJority of these .clientserver systems were some type ofend
user reporting.

Barriers to Client Server

J.C. Pollack Associates did a survey to discover the barriers to client server. The discovered that
Networking issues, hardware issues, training, and convincing IS are not the majorbarriers to client server.
The two biggest barriers to client server implementation are cost of implementation and management buy
in. In fact the two are closely related.

There is a great misconception that client server costs less than any other type ofapplication development.
This is not true. Most comparisons ofclient server application development.are done against mainframe
shops. Mainframe application shops typically have a lot ofoverhead and systems·programmers.. The rules
that apply to mainframe shops do not apply to minicomputer shops.

Studies have also shown that theeo$lofnetwork management, training, and SUPPQrtare r;Al"ely.addec:i in.
Nolan and Nolan did a study ofthe cost ofend user computing. They asked their clients how much they
spent annually,on end user computing.. The typical ans:w~r was between $2,000 to $6,()()0.When Nolan
and Nolan actually audited the sites theyfound that the typical annual spending. on end user computing was
between $6,000 to $20,000. Most of these costs were hidden costs of lower productivity and training.

Development costs on a client server environment are also typically compared to Mainframe shops. PC
tools are far easier to use than m~inframe tools. However the tools in the minicomputer environment are
equal to, and in some ways superior to PC tools.
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Preparing for the future

In looking at the directions in development we realize that hardware is becoming a commodity.. Operating
systems.and database access are becoming common. ·The biggest investment we will make is in application
development. We need a tool that will meet the needs oftoday'sdevelopers while remaining flexible for
the future.•. Platform, database, operating system should be· immaterial to. the organization. developers
should choose a tool that lets them meet today's needs and prepare for.the future.
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ToaclUeve and 1Jl8intain any competitiVe ~8ntage in~y':s marketplaCe, 0rgmizations are recognizing
the need to ensure their Information Systems (IS) are in better~ thaD in. the pas~ StJ:ateBic Information
Systems Planning (SISP) a means by which the business obj~tivesof thecorppration are closely .~ intO
IS planning and development is becoming esSential to ensure optimum use of the organization's investment
in. technology. The data.driven approach is being recognized. as ~ essential technique .to cement the
centralized planning and modeling of theorganizatjon's data•. This modeling of the data ensures thad. the
9rg~on' s .business 1las been understood and accurately, reflects its ~OrmatioD,~ents. Having
achieved this-goal it is esseIltialthat.weare then,.~le~ manage the data ~ffectively~ '

~~ JDaIlagetnent ofinfo_~is ~oining an increasingly complex task for~y organizations; bein~
able to'access the;data quickly,an~ efficiently relies on good design. Increasing~ of functionality
withiD the assorted Database Managemen~ Syst-ems (DBMS) p~tsus with a situation by. which the
design of a business transaction must consider a few more variables than we have been used to.

If we look at· the evolution of infonnationmanagement over the years~ it, is interesting .thatthe signiflC8Dt
changes from one generation to another have not only' come aoout because. of' ·the technology
improvements, but also because, of' the recognition that· we need better ways. of managing our,data. ,Each
subsequent generation' hasn' t just been·a. collection of bits but an attempt by the assorted 'software vendors
at enhancing the underlying software to complement the realworld data requirements of an organization.

Relationaltechnology is now with us; there area number ofproducts available within the Hewlett-Packard
environment, an~'many sites are starting to., use the new technology. Tried and tested methods ·gained
working with TuiboIMAGE are no longer applicable, a shift in thinking is requited to ensure success. We
must startthinkiItg·SQLandnotjust ID8P our TurboIMAGE babitsinto SQ~. The key to this success is
the clear. understanding and definition of the business, transaction... How weHthis is done·will directly
influence the following·:

Perfonnance - Good index design comes about as a result of diligentaccesspath_sis, but what about
nonnalization?

:tntegrly- ~0ns1raiJlts'onyourdata can be im~ itla variety of·wayswithin the'RDBMS, how does
this affect your program' design? " "

I1seof4lGLS - Productive, almostcertaillly; but mustwetnal:e'anycompromises for tbe:more d C01Dplex
buSiliesstransaetions7
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Data Distribution - With· open systems bepoming.a. reality and client/server configurations a practical
necessity for some, the database designer must ensure sound transaction design to maintain the integrity of
the data.

This paper addresses the issues concerned ~th .dle..design of business transactions within a relational
environment, and suggests some ideas... in laying the foundati.°on... fo~ ftJ.ture developments.

",'::\' . ,',,' ".'",,",., ::',.; '"

Information Management

Commercial application systems of old used Conventional flat files and in general were batch driven
systems, which happily satisfied the tPneco~ repetitive tasQ Jor which they were designed. The
concept of shared data very much 'in its infancy in: the early days was not perceived as an issue. However
as organizations started relying more and more on their data, and the way in which they both wanted to
access and use their data, changed. It was quickly noted by many that the flat ftle batch oriented approach
was somewhat constraining; ie. multi-user access was difficult, and the locking and security capabilities
were limited. Regardl~ of ho\\,well the data was stJu~~ within the ftles (this typically was~
~yway) the ~lISiness rules' Surrounding t1l~da~ had. to be embedded within program code. What is meant
by b~iness roles, is~sentially the in~l'Clepeiidencies \Yithinthe data, ie. it is not possible to enter a
foreiBJi. exchange transactionunl~ valid cUri-ency.codes are used. ' , ,

Thearrlval of the hierar~hica1 and network models was a clear drive to address the problem. The database
philosophy, ie.that of Sharing data and structured to some degree to. t1lIfilI the basic data requirements of
an organization, essentially. drove then~ for.these mode~. Thus~ DBMS .. was'ix>maimed.at creating
an environment where data could be shared across multiple business transactions, subjected to consistent
locking. and security provisions and holding .. so~e business rules within. the underlying .' software~ .This
ensured 'tbatall accessors were subject to the same integrity constraints inherent within the~.
Software built to supPOrt th~ m~els has been and still is very SUCcessful. TurboIMAGE, a wen known
and loved DBMS is very robust, performs,.well and,has a strong User base. .

Hierarchical & Network Models

7
Flat Files

Not just technology. but the recognition of the need to reftect the "real"
wortd of ttle enterprise.

Within the hi~l1lrcbic~andnetw()!kDBM~' we., ~:hS:QI1Strained by ·the~.,rigid .structu~s. We must
consider these structures when mapping our logical data model to the physical, .and~e ,mtowances fo,r
them. These structures are a way of implementing' simple integrity constraints or business' rules, but
~e ,that the "inter-relationships .within .th~data ~., alvvays.on a parent-to-childbas~. When this.,.is ~ot

the case we h&ve to devise a work around.. 'On mapping to the physical we have to ~i~ what type .of
"dataset" we must best use to support the data structure defined in our logical model.
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fhe reIationalmodel on the other hand does noteonstrainus by cbainheads and pointers. All relationships
are supported~ within the datatasareour; integrity constraints. There is no concept of a child
being allowed only one parent(hierarchical)or multiple(J1etwotk)~This means essentially that all entities
identified at the logicallevelbecorne tables-equality for all!Outof;Codd's origiDal12ndesone can
identify two very fundamental necessities for anysbareddatabasesttucture:- thestructu.te.of the data
itself, Ie. how it is organizedt and integrity constraints.

The next' generation in the evolution of informationmananment is ,Object. Oriented Design; still very
much in its infancyt but getting closer to an ideal. Not just another collection of bitst the concept is that of
representing data, relationshiPs and integrity constraints upon that data (relational)t but also permit the
encapsuJation· of ·the business ndes. that· operate on that data. This gives us·more than. just software but a
means by which we can truly represent the organization's data and processing requirements at the DBMS
level. All accessors derive the same meaDing and consistency. is maintained across not only' a single
application but across multiple.

Being in its infancy there is not really any suitable software around that can besuceessfullyapplied within
a multi-user commercial application environment. In additiont the whole conCept has not really stabilized
ye~ and no clear defmitionsofthe components of ObjectOriented Data~<designhaveemerged.

RelationalDBMS (RDBMS)have.nowmatured·.·at··an·acceletated rate.overthe.last three years.··A .common
database,·1a'Ilguage. (SQL .-,StnIcturedQueryLanguage)acrossmultiple pmducts,.·.and·the .drive towards·the
ope,nsystems .approach for .. those'.with .multi vendor··networkst·bas. meant tbatanincreasingnumber of
organizations are now considering dlemove toarelationalplatform.In making.the move to relational and
make optimum use of the technology it is essential to :

*·.·Understand the fundamentalS of the relational model

* Model the business data requirements and in so doing identify' the business rules

* Develop a teehrticaIarchitecture and chOOse how fouSeeach component of the new
technology(s);in particular'choose how to enforce the business ndes

* Design systems·that tie back to the 'bus9tessmo<lelt and tbat'make consistent use of the
technical architecture

Once the logical-to-physical mapping of re~ons to tables is donet the success of a system depends' on
understanding the bus.ess transaction in the relational'environment.

Business Transactions

A business. transaction can 'be' definedJlsa lo~'unit.o(workfhAjtmust contQllle. to c()mpletionto epsure
consistency and integrity; it's either an ornothing~ The most quoted example is where a bank wishes to
~sferaS\l1ll()fmoneYft~one·' aC<:0untinto ·anothet.. Clearly the whole operation .. must. be cOlllpl~

()tberwisethereis. the. dm,ger·of .. having,a·.sum... o( moneY •.• f.Ioating .. around .looking, .••·for.. a .·.home!. With
RDBMSt because oftheir inherent characteristicst we must seriously examine more carefully.the design of
our business transactions, if we don't we risk compromises to the follo\Ying:

* .Integrity of. the business rules

* Data. consistency

•. Optimum concurrency of access
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To meet .these threerequitements,we:must have clearly identified the business processes. associated· with
the business area understudy, and ensured that· ataconceptuallevel the. data model suPPQrts :therequired
processing. To get to this stage. means thatwe must have clearly defined the information requirements of
tJ;te given business area, .without ,which we·.cannot be sure that the~resulting.... system .wiD··.:- l)satisfy the
business objectives, 2) meet tbecriticalsuccess factors via system objectives.

With this clear definition of the business's data and functional requirements we are better equipped to enter
the business transaction design phase of the project. It "mustand willhave an impact on ,the following:

~. Use of 4/GLs

* Integrity

* Performance

* .' Data Distribution

Use of 4th Generation ...Lanpages

The use of 4/GLs is on the increase as is their overall quality. Clearly aimed at improving productivity and
ease of coding~ In much tbe1same that SQLprovides us with a higher level language than the DBintrinsics
for accessing. our data, 4GLs have.come up a generation from standard 3/GL.· This is fine, but we must
pay for this convenience somehow, and experience has shown that it is a1readyhard enough to build a
system accessing a ROBMS utilizing a 3/GL.

Most 4/GLs available now for accessing ROBMS are being designed to ron on multiple platforms and
access multiple file systems as well. In defming their respective dictionaries some products claim
adherence to the ANSIISPARC~'" 3 Schema Architecture

ANSUSPARC- 3 Schema ArchitectUre

ConceptU8I Schema

Extemal Schema

The 3 Schema Architecture essentially embodies an ideal where IS. development is concerned, its
philosophy is that an application can be'definedin'tenns of the data 'it proCesses :..;'

CoDteptual Schema-The'core ofth~archi~ture,'itcontainsa complete defitrltioli ~f the data structures
as established in the data niodeling phases' of the"project and' provides the stability-for all future
developmeilts. . . ..' ., ". ,,' .

External Schema - Within this area are created the users' views of the data. It is where the business
transactions are defmed dependent on the functional requirements of the ·SYSteD1. Additionally it is where
the common "look & feel" of the system is implemented in terms of the graphical user intetfaces (GUI),
which could be PC based and windows driven.
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Intemal Schema ... This area provides the link .. to the physical database out on disc.. We should be able
tQchange.theplat(orm withQut n~yhaving to alter either the. data structures in the Concept.lJal
Schema or the business processes in the External. Schema.

The functionality in which the external schemas can be defined will vary from· product to product; ·with
some more flexible than oth'rs. In designing the external schemas, irrespective of how complex they are,
~eshould.nothavet<>.compronPsethedatastme~heldwithin the collCePtuarschetiUl in order to work
at'9un4>any shortfaJ.ls~thinthe.4tGL.Perf(lrmance is a~Pararte>jsslJeandisaddresse4hlterwithinthe

scope.()f.~ paper.

The method used to di~laydataretrievedi~ mtdtiple'tables on th~ same screenwillvary'f~m product
to product and some are more "user-friendly" than others. In· the worst possible cases compromises to the
<:lata stt1lc~ are. require4,je. ~no1'Olflization.This,.maY.bedlle to tile fa<:t~..'if the 4/GL· works on
the premise that one screen is esse~tialJy op.e',tabl~inyour 4ata.base'iit Dl3Y .l'fP(Iuire<the .llSel'" to "qiggeT"
another screen to display the data from. table. 2, and'so on.. This is not necessarily aPJ'Oblem but does
~uirem9l"ewort ()~behalf of.th~:etld,:U~l .. ~iththe m()re~plex business~tiOlls ,. t1Jatacc~the
mo~. volatile,. tabl~,jJl. the~tabase .~e· .ntust\d~idewh~~r •.,.• the cos~()f.providing .theend...~I'.with
SQtn~thing 1Jl()n;·~eDable ()~weighs.tbe. cost of·C9ll\pr~ingthe. data ••~c~.<This .•decisioJl ,~'t·.J)e
madeP\Jl"ely .. on tecluPcalgrq~ds butJnusttaketh~ criti~ ~.fl9tors of.the.sys4mi intQ.consideration
a~well.

M9st4/GLscan •••• be.tV11()n.multiplefile. sys~~, therefPre da,ta. retrieval.~pabiliti~. of .the •. produc~
assUDl~. that ·a,.9~J;y.coll1d ..access 4ata ft:ontdi[f~rentfde systems .within.the~ .transactipn.This means
that~could ~"a, multi..~~ SE~p~~ta.tetnentin the SQ~ Ian~ isdecotnpose.dintothe.rel~vant

D.~ber .of !;ingletab'e .SELE<.7~~~. It has ,been Pf()ved .. thata weU.CQJlStnJcte<lmulti..table j()ul
performs faster than the equivalent Jlumber of sip.gle ta.,~SELEqS. 'I1:l~~o* ~d.;f()rtlili; is to
construct a View within the RDBMS and reference it in the 4/GL. To build these sometimes complex
Views~uires·.Pl'O~efS, .•to.W1~l'Sbln9 not qnly ·the~~ ~tN£tu.res, btlt also·theSQL Ian~, •. SQthat
the apprqpriate "manual" n~vigatiqJl around the data stmctlJ.tesCanPe acbieve(j.

Another area that requires careful thought and design is that ·of locking and recovery. Locking capabilities
v~ Jrom. product to product 8:Dd are •• quitedifferentfr<>tn .thestr.a,ightforward and· effec;:tive locking
capabilitieswitltin Tu~ndA\GE. TheAN~I1ISO ~~dard isatteJnl'-tiIlg tQ, provide,someguide~§ in this
area, ,but wheJl.itcomestQ locking at ~ither base,takle,plge orl'Ow levelthis tends to be "implementor
defmed"; all the~QLstandard cando is specify what are known as isolation levels.

An isolation level is essentially specifying at the start of the transaction the granularity of locks that are
applied on your behalf throughout the duration of the buSiness transaction. They specify whether you wish
the transaction to read only, and if so whether it is a "dirty" read or committed data only. With regards to
write operations we have to consider the optimum level that will best suit concurrency of access by other
transactions.
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It is not the intention of thispape1"toexamine ~em individually,. but there is no doubt that it is essential
that the correct blend of isolation levels is'arrived at dependent upon the particular requirements of the
environment.

Integrity

Integrity constraints at the physical level ad~basictableiintegrity,andreferential.infegrity. ,Tabl~
integrity 'addresses the ,basic requirement of uniqueness, ie.' the.values 'contained' in the column',customer
code for the table'Customer are unique. Referential integrity' is the situation where the va11les containedili.
the, column customer-eode'in the table Order are for valid customers; any violation of either of these two
results man'error condition.-

The way in'which the various products implement this concept varies; but it is addressed in the ANSI/ISO
SQL standard, and the products are implementing the standard as defined.

This presents us witbaproblemwhenusing4/(JLs. typically they all have their own dictionary in which
the same constraints can be specified: So the-question commonly asked: "Where shall I put my integrity
constraints,- in the dictionary or in the database, or both?" If the 4/GL insists that they reside within the
dictionary and they also reside within the database, is the 4/GL infelligentenoughto bypass' one or the
other?

Ideally they should reside witbinthe database; as it meanS that any accessor regardless ofmode of access,
will have the same' constraints applied. ,It also means that if the database is to' be 'ported to' another

platform, -which ,'may 'have, a ,different rncxle 'of access;, ·'theS8lIle ,'rules •apply; , 'thuS :consis~y '.'. is
maintained~ Clearly the' appropriate,decision has to be made within your environment and considerations
such as the portability of the database does not necessarily apply to all.

In,'addition to the basic integrity,' constraints and column constraints," we -can now' specify triggers and
ProCedures that can be stored within the database' itself. A trigger is"executed when something happens to
a table, and a procedure is SOJllething that b3s to be explicitly called. This now broadens our horizons in
terms of the concept of integrity. It means that we can DOwimplell1ent m.ore complex business rules within
the database. For instance we can now logically defme a grouping of inter-related tables as being an
important data object, ie. a primary table could be identified,' and all the other tables that essentially
describe that data object are' also identified. Therefore if any event happens against any of the subordinate
tables a trigger could be activated that goes and checks other logical constraints that could not otherwise be
checked.

The following example illustrates where the concept of objects "could be used. It is a part of a training
administration system and the entities represent the necessary information that the business needs to hold
with regards to Courses and Course Sessions.

ThereJationships between the entities represent the business ,rules inherent in the business.· For instance,
an' occurrence of the entity type coUrse may' or may not have one or· more' pre-requisites, and'that
particular course may 'be the pre-requisite, of another' course. A'course may, over· a period' of time, be
presented at one or more courSe Sessions, and a Course SeSsion must be either an In-House Course 'or it
must be a Public Course, and so 011.
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·Object' Header

~·"..'•.·I ..'.'·'·.. •••• .•'.··.···'.····.fm :•.•.•. COURSE .. , •..: .

I CoUA.•'.S.E'.. '.. 1
S,ITE •.• '

In. one scenario and what could be for business reasollS,' the..enti~ Course'has been .selected.asthe... pjvotal
enti~ itt the group. That isto.say,that Iillthesubo~entitieseffectively descri~ an.occurrenceofa
Course~.,·.'What.thism~,.is,that.when, it is' necessary Jo••. a<td ti44itionaJ,·. Course $essionsinto •the.'.system,
togeth~..·with th~~pe.ofsession (In-House or Rublic) and possibly site in{()11IIation,that inf9rmationis
completelydepen~ent9n/therebeinganQCCUQ"eDceoftherele¥antc9urse. Updates to. tlIlypm, 9f the
structure would have a rippling effect and would need to be checked to ensure that the consistency of the
business data is maintained.

Basic referential integri~ within the DBMS will .suffice between pairs of en~ties. However with the
"cascade" option becoming available, the ~ecisiononh()"(. to. implement integri~; constraints ••'becomes
more complex. The cascade option gives the abili~ofbeiggable to specify~t;e~tetabletime, thatwhen
we delete an occurrence of Course, all its re,latedCourse ~essions shou,ld also be deleted;altematively we
JIUlY ..deci~ to restrict that delete occurring. If there is a sound reason for deleting all· course related
infortJlation~.dowe then wish to.delete all the Course Sites related to that course'? Probably not; as we may
wislt tohost·other courses at those sites. Therefo~"dependenton what the business:iUles are the overall
integri~ of' the above structure could~e .reasonably. complex and noteasil~.eI1f"0rcedwithin the
DBMS. As a ,result you would need to enf0rceth.~serules in another way !?,In.8in~the flexibili~
required by the business. '" .

On further analysis it may he decided to ;create three objects from the~bove structure. Still maintain
Course, but nominate Course Session as an object in its'own right as well as Course Site. Course Sessio, 
Site would probably reside in the object Course Session. This probably makes more sense but complicates
the business transactions; as they now have to cope with crossing- multiple object boundaries. Cascade
updates and deletes must now be even more strictly controlled and would probably not he implemented
using'thefeaturewithiQ. the.DBM:Sitself. Them9re likelyputcome would he to. use triggers or
pr()(.ie4p.te~.theyprovidethe.mostflexi"'ili~and S() can better Pope with the exceptiollS.

Performance

Good performance is a difficult thing to quantify. Different users of the system wilL have. different
requirements..D.espite. this~agood_ technical design, a good database design and volume' testing at the
appropriate stage can goa long'way 'to avoiding. some of the pitfalls normally associatedrwith RDBMS.
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When building the database it is essential that transaction path analysis is done to enSure that there are no
surplus indexes, constraints and triggers within the database. A flfSt~cut·design derived from the logical
data model is a good phlcef{)start,i,but it will·evolve as~etransactions that will use it are built. When
exercising transactionI>~thanal}'sisitis important to understand the characteristics. of complex SELECT
statements. This is no easy task as the optimizor usually decides how it will navigate the data and whether
to use indexes or not; the quantity of data within the table(s) also has an impact. Some RDBMS products
give us the luxury of being able to analyze the "run-tree"· ofa given SELECT statement. This can then
verify or otherwise that:- .... 1). index design is good, .2) the SELECT statement itself is sound, 3) the
clustering of the data is at its optimum.

The SELECT statement is very powerful and rich in its functionality, but abuse of this functionality can
cost dearly in performance. The same applies to·· Views ... as .·they··.~ merely pre-defined SELECT
statements anyway.· Testing. out ••• these compJexSELECT sta~entS.as .part.of a quality control phase
prior to incorporating them within code should become a habit when developing systems. This will then
ensure that the database designer· can optimize the·~ of and types.,ofindexes by reviewing the critical
paths to the data.

Normalized· data struct11resgive·us· a balance· of Performance across ·the whole. system. ·Normalization
benefits uPdates, butdoes impact the Performance of retrievals. De-normalization speeds up retrievals, as
does adding ·indexes, but slows ·down and complicates ·updates. Each situation must be·· examined· in· the
light of the critical success factors ofthe system. The d&-normalization of the data structures should only
be considered as a last resort if resilience to any future change to the structures· is·, to be maintained.

Materialized Views

>
De-nonnalized

Structure

1.00..•·u~.elSITE

Materialized views give us the necessary flexibility; as we can still maintain the data structUres as they
should be. A materialized view isthe·evolutionof a SELECT statement intowbat is a physical table in the
database, ie. we have taken a view, created a table in its image and populated it with data from all the
underlying tables originally specified in the VIEW.

When I DOW wish to retrieve all the relevant data to produce a Course SChedule, we need only acceSs this
new derived table; Clearly performance is improved as we only have to access one instead of what was
previously seven>tableS, but updates will be affected; as we must ensure the data in the extra table is also
maintained. It is a form of de-normalization, but still maintaining the original data structures.
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Data Distribution

The whole area of data distribution is probably one of the most difficult areas to resolve. Dependent upon
the particular environment, decisions always need to be made over whether to replicate data in remote
locations or to maintain a central location. The volumes of data transfer, timeliness and cost of the lines
usually determines the resolution.

One of the most common problems is that of a business transaction spanning more than one database each
of which could reside on different servers. The two-phase commit feature only now appearing within
assorted RDBMS is at the heart of the problem. To ensure that when a business transaction is completed
all the associated write operations are made to the databases, the software has to co-ordinate the commit to
the relevant servers. Some of the RDBMS products have only recently been able to do this, and
TurbolMAGE itself has only recently sUpPOrted this feature.

Now the two-phase commit is reality, it does put additional pressure on the design of those applications
that want to make use of the feature. Everything already mentioned in this paper is impacted in some way
and therefore· the concept of a sound technical architecture takes on more meaning. Within the concept of
a client-server environment careful thought must be given to how the data structures are· going to be
physically mapped. Decisions on how this can be dones cannot be made until a good profile of the
business transactions has been derived, outlining their access patterns, volumetrics, end-user requirements
and the critical success factors of the systems being developed.

Conclusion

As our requirements for more functionality within the information management arena increase, so will the
technology improve to assist us. The assorted standards bodies are already looking at clearer guidelines
within the context of transaction management. To achieve a true open systems environment any
combination of products selected for future development must satisfy, or will satisfy the followina three
main areas that are required:

* Portability

* Interoperability

* Scalability

Many organizations are now recognizing the importance of a sound and stable platform of data upon
which to build their business transactions. The design of systems must tie back to the Business data model
and make consistent use of the technical architecture. The technical architecture should define how each
component of the new technologies are going to be used, such as how and where to enforce business
rules. The success of a system will depend on understanding the business transaction and how it can best
be implemented within a relational environment.
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BA€KGROUND

The .computer industryi is seeing a shift·· to 'multivendor'di~tributed compu;ting
environments. •These environments· .. are·characterized .·by.···networks (LANs and
WANs). .' connecting, a range of .systems.. Increasingly. network operating •systems
are managing.' not only ·•• shared resources but.·. also distributed applicatiops·· (i.e.,
client/server). As 'these systems are ·deployed throughout customer environments
their support and. management are becoming strategic' issues.> Customers are
finding centralized proprietary systems have a real advantage in areas of service
and management ... capabilities •..•. compared '•. to .. the...• new ··.open system ··.·environment.
Support.andsystemtl,lanagementinthis new environment. is.made· difficult··.for
several reasons,;including:

1. Much greater intelligence and complexity are. distributed to users' desktops.

2. The network assumes a critical role as applications are distributed.

3.••• Custome17sexercise· the '"promise. ofetpen. <systems:by purchasing .multivendor
equipment.

4.' In .... their'rush ;topro¥ide·.· functionality ancl.·.interoperability, vendors have been
slow to provide .m1.lltivendorSllPport .• and management solutions.

5. End users have limited •knowledge and products have not been designed with
support and :maqagement.as.a..priority.lf somethiQg·doesn't. work,. the user doesn't
know..whether it is an -application,' platform,· network or ....

'--\

6. Customer IT departments (are under .pressti.re. to. reduce costs while Jlaving to
support both .• thelegacy .environments as.well·.asthe·new environments: In addition
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they often lack the new skills required for implementing and managing the
complex distributed environments.

An underlying problem in developingsupporfand management applications for
the distributed multivendor environment is the inconsistency of information i.e.~

what information is available and what it means. 'An alliance, called the Distributed
Support Information Standards Group, (DSIS), has' been formed to promote the
standardization and deployment of standard ,support and management information
across multivendor environments which include pes to mainframes.

DSIS was founded August 4, 1991 by an initiative from Bell Atlantic Business
Systems Services. Membership today includes Hewlett Packard., .·Microsoft,< IBM~

Digital Equipment, Sun Microsystems, EDS, Olivetti, ICL PLC, HaL Computer~

Tandem Computer, Bell Atlantic Business Systems, Unisys Corporation,Proteon
Inc., Landmark Systems, and October Technologies. DSIS is the first consortium
specifically aimed at the adoption' of standards for support and, system management
information. The scope of DSIS ,does not include standard network information
since this area has received considerable standards attention from the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF).

The DSIS consortium does not generate ,standards. Rather DSIS 'develops
information requirements from the standpoint:of'support providers. The
specification is in a protocol neutral form which can be" translated ,to specific
management protocol environments. The specification is given to existing
standards groups developing standards for system and network management.

BENEFITS

Today all, major' vendors support networking standards and are starting to support
standard application interfaces like POSIX. Because of the lack of information
standards, however, each vendor has a proprietary system management solution(s).
This prevents multivendor environments from being effectively supported· by a set
of integrated management solutions. Multiple. support environments ,'. increase
downtime and lead to higher support costs.

Groups benefiting from the adoption of standard support infotmationwillinclude
system end users, system managers/operators, system vendors" and' third party
maintainers. A key DSIS benefit is the ability to leverage support expertise due to
the availability,of consistent information'.from different systems.',Consistent
information will increase the. automation ofsupport tasks ,and enable more, remote
problem isolation by having ready access to information about the customers'
environment and problem scenario. For example, if a user is having a print
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problem, using DSIS information the administrator can determine if there isa
printer·problem,·e.g., off-line,···or·ifthere····.is ·a·print,··queueproblem··, ·e.g., ·disabled
queue.

DSIS information can be used to· proactively monitor system resources and prevent
problems from·.···occurring.For example··a tape.·drive·may·report'an increasing
number· of write faults indicating the need to clean the heads. A preventative
maintenance call can be scheduled'saving unscheduled downtime for the, customer
and'making the support provider more productive.

DSIS' includesinformatioo' useful". in" helping.usersger maximum benefits' from .their
system resources. .As ·.an·.··example; ...performance may be reduced because ···of·· a
shortage ofavailable memory. A performance management application could read
DSIS. performance information a.nd otIloadapplications toa ditIetentsystem.
Software and hardware inventory management is a major challenge with
distributed .'.' computing environments.·.· Using DSISinformatien,systemmanagers
could:regldarly·· generate current··.. inventory information"enabling .them· to..better
manage' computing resources.

Information standards "'willencouragethe development.of standard support -and
management···· . applications .' for multivendor environments; ....•..... Recently." ·several
compa.nies ···have been·'· formed .specifically·· targeting this business···area. Without
information '.. standards, .these' .management .applications '. must··.· support· .' disparate
vendor ··specific .... information·' access ··methods.· .With ". ·.. information ..... standards,
application·.·· developers' can focus on building ·applications. to meet· ···customers'
pressing system managementconcems rather than understanding the specifics of
each system. Their task of maintaining these applications will' be greatly reduced
because the system vendors would provide' DSISinformationas a standard part of
newrelea:ses.

MANAGEMENT MODEL

To understand the work ofDSIS it is useful to introduce a management system
modeL {See Figure 1- Management Overview). T·hemanagement platform has the
user·iftterface and the management .applications. These applicationsnse the
standard···· DSIS information from the managedsystemsSW, HWand NW
components. Components which can return management· information are called
managedobjects.·TheMm, 'or management··.··information base, contains
information about thesystern'sSW,' HWandjN"Wmanagedobjects in·a standard
form. TbeMffiis like' a "virtual data base"which resides on 'the managed system.
A "j management system ·.accesses the .Mm' data" usinga.standatd management
protocol such as SNMP.(Simple Network Management Protocol).
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DSIS information .about managed objects are called attributes'" -e.g." the type,of
priliter interface; Managedobjeets ,require object agents which are responsible for
getting the information" e.g., this printer has a serial interface" and returning it in a
standard form. These object agents are system specific routines. Each attribute has
a universally unique registered object identifier which is' part ofthe management
request. Therefore the management application can issue the same requestto
different multivendor systems knowing .. it has.asked.for. the. same inform,ation from
all systems. Not all information has to be ,explicitly requested.by the management
system. DSIS supports the concept ofalarms by which the managed systems can
report a failure such as "printer out of paper" without having to be polled. Popular
management protocols, e.g., SNMP, support alarms. DSIS Phase 1 Requirements
includes·"read only". information and does not include "actions or sets tI •

DEVELOPING THE DSIS SPECIFICATION

The. DSIS specification was developed over a one year period using.the combined
resources of member companies. The first step.was for· each member to go back to
their support organizations and ask them for what kinds of information was. most
frequently needed to resolve support problems. These organizations were
primarily ··telephone response groups. doing remote ..' .phone-in.··. support.· The
responses were grouped by area, e.g.,.SPU, Operating Systems,. Printers, etc. In
orderto better understand and· communicate how the, information at a system level
was organized, a graphicaJ. concept was used called Entity Relationship Diagrams
(ERDs). Using ERDs ·.all objects and attributes were linked· to the central· .• root
"system." .using various associations~ As an example., Figure. 2-Printer ERD.,
showsanERD for a printer.

At a detail level, .. however, EROs·become .. awkward .to maintain. This was
especially true while the specification was undergoing changes and there was no
single graphical package used by all members. We also tried expressing the
specification in ASN.l format. ASN.l stands for Abstract Syntax Specification
Revision 1 which is an OSI standard for exchanging data structures in a machine
independent manner. This_ also·' proved unsatisfactory because we ···now were
focusingou' ho~ the,;information was represented·····. and not what the information
should be. FinaUywe adopted a concise-formwhicb shows the·DSIS> attribute., its,
d.a.ta type, e:g., integer,' eounter, display string, whether itis ,.a single item ora
repeat (Le.,;table), and its, compliance level. AD example of a repeat is a spool
queue can have multiple requests and each request has' unique information about,""
that request. '. Asingle'itemwould be an,indica.torifthat queue was enabled or
disabled.. An; important DSISgoal .is to develop "protocol"independent' definitions
and the concise;form enables us to do this.. An example of the,DSISconcise. form
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for a printer is shown in·Figure 3- Printer Atttibutes.

Early on· we recognized the· importance ot having guidelines .for selecting what
information should be part of the DSIS specification. Ideas for guidelines came
from the years of experience in~developing and using standardnetwork
information.· Below are some ·ofthe key selection criteria for DSIS.infortllation:

1. Objects should be as· common as possible to ensuretheir·wide-spread use.

2. Avoid management .protocol dependent definitions. DSIS information is
protocol independent in order to be deployed indifferent management
environments,e.g~, IEWTCP/IP, ·081 CMIS/CMIP.

3. Avoid defining objects which .impose burdens ·on critical· sections·of managed
systems or. require large·· .amounts of·· storage. After·· .the objects ···have been
instrumented, the managed system must still be able tofunction in its primary role.

4. Remember the 80/20 rule: 20% oftheinfonllatioll·will be used 80% ofthe time.
Too· much information is as much ofa· problem as too· little infortllation.

5. Avoid attributes which can easily be derived· from other attributes.

DSIS PHASE 1 SPECIFICATION

DSIS phase 1 focuses on. vendor independent· .system information which is
common·from pes· ·to mainframes'andis·· important.·· for .. the· support· and
management of these systems. Phase I contains. "read only" information about
HW and SW components. Future DSISrequirementswiU address "write"
information necessary for ··robust .system management· applications. The· DSIS
information is divided into component groups. Pbaselincludes the below groups:

~ Disk
-Display Adapter
- File Packages (for SW)
- File System
-.NetworkAdapter
- Printer
- Printer Spool Queue
-Processes
- Processor
- System
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Each component •• has . attributes which makes up the DSIS information. DSIS
compliance is defined on.a per component basis... An attribute is 'either Basic .(B) or
Extended (E}compliance. To·conform to PSIS B.asic compliance fora particular
component,' the '.• system must support all Basic attributes for.· that component
Likewise to conform to DSIS Extended compliance the systems must support
both Basic and Extended .attributes. A third category isOptionaJ(O). Support of
some or all optional parameters does not impact DSIS compliance.

The management information model for each component consists ofacollection of
standard and component specific attributes. The standard information set which. is
available to all HW components is:

Standard·Hardware
Manufacturer
Model
'Serial. and Revision Numbers
Firmware -Revision-Number
Physical Location

Standard Status
Operational State (e.g., enabled,· disa.bled,' ...)
Usage State (e.g., busy, idle, ... )
;Availability Status (e.g;"offline, test, ...)
Administrative Status (e.g.-, lock:ed, shutting down, .. ;)

Standard Error
"'Fatal.Error Count
Major Error Count:
Warning Error Count

Software is handled by a File Package Group. A File Package is a piece of installed
software ,e.g., the operating system or data file. Standard software attributes
include name, manufacturer, revision information, serial no.; country. code, type
(e.g., O.S., application, data, other), size, install path, and license information.

EXISTING STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS

Early on the DSIS Consortium recognized it needed to work with eXisting
standards organizations in order to have widespread agreement and adoption of
support standards. One obvious candidate was the Internet Engineering Task
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Force. or IETF. The IETFhas developed other information standards related to
networking including·. MIB2 ..... for .network .••• interfaces and ·.• the •••·RMON ...•. (Remote
Monitoring) •• MIB for network monitors. ,ShortlyafterDSISwas formed~the

IETF started a •work group to define •. a •. new information. standard for. systenlS
called the Host Resources MIB'orHRM. <TheHRMworking group is .••·chartedto
produce a document thatdefinesMIB objects thatillstrtllnentobjectscommonto
all Intemethosts including UNIX and DOS based machines. DSIShasshared<early
versions of its requirements specifications withtheIETF.• The RRMwiU likely be a
subset ofthe DSIS requirements when it becomes a standard in late 1993.

Another IETF activity of interest to DSIS, is the evolution ofSNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol).••• SNMP V,ersion· 1. {SNMPVl) hasen~ble9the
monitoring ofmultivendor networks by .using a standard management. protocol •.
Recently the IETF approved a more robust SNMP. Version 2. (SNMPV2) which
allows SNMP to be used. in .more.robust management·.applications.,. Security. has
been added toSNMPV2 which is required for DSIS system management activities
such as changing '..system .. configurations. Additional SNMPV2 features include
support for network protocols other than Tep andlarge data transfers.

IntheOSlworld, . DSIS has linked<upwiththe Open Systems Foundation's
Management. Special JnterestGroup (OSFManSIG)which •is defining common
operating system objects forOSlsystems. Thjs group .will be using DSIS
requirements as input to their specification.

The. Desktop .• ,Management Task·•• Force. (DMTF) is ·an alliance developing an
architecture •called •.• the DM! .or ' Desktop. Management Interface..••• The DM!. is
designed.. to let·users easily access .and .manage. desktop· systems and all the
components connected to •• it. It is platform and •operating system independent just
like DSIS, and many of its members are also DSIS members. DSISis working with
the DMTF<todefine the information which the DM! will use to. manage. desktop
systems.

NEXT STEPS

At this time (6/1/93) DSIS is ready to make available phase· 1 ofthe requirements
specification for public comments. The' focus of phase .1 •is problem detection. and
analysis .and. includes "read only" information. Future DSIS· work will include
standard "write" operations·' to do problem. resolution. Additional topics will
expand the scope ofinformation to include .more .components/operations to make
DSIS •. amore complete environment. for standard system managementand support.
With·.the Host Resources MIB.likelyto be a standard by· the end •. of 1993, it is
expected HRM conforming products will start· to. appear in .1994. At this time
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users. will start to reap ,the benefits of standard support information ,which will
accelerate the ,adoption "of ,DSIS information by, product, vendors. To get more
information contact~

Raymond Edgerton,Chainnan of the DSISConsortium
Bell, Atlantic Business Systems
50 East Swedesford Road,:
Frazer,Pa.19355 Tel. 215-296 6159
or
Bill Bowman 415-691 5678
Hewlett Packard,
billb@hpprsd.mayfield.hp.com
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F.igure3-PrinterAttributes

Item Data Type Repeat(R) Compliance
Single (S)

2.Printererror table
(Refer to DSIS Standard Error)

I.Printer status table
(Refer to DSIS Standard Status)

3.Printer hardware table
(Refer to DSIS Standard, Ha.rdware)

4.CurrentDeviceErrors Bit string:
Other
Jammed
.NoPaper
DoorOpen
BufferOverrun
TonerLow
NoToner
LowPaper

S B

s· B

S B

S B

5.PagesPrinted

6.NumberofSides .

7.PrinterType

8.MemorySize

Counter

Enumeration:
One
Two

Enumeration:
Other
Laser
Thermal
Impact

Integer

s

S

s

S

E

o

B

o
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1O.PrinterLanguagesSupported .Display string

Item

9 .InstalledFonts

II.InterfaceType

Compliance:
B= Basic
E=Extended
0= Optional

Data Type

Display string

Enumeration:
Other
Parallel
Serial
Network

Repeat(R) Compliance
Single (S)

R 0

R 0

S B
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.tCharact~rizing th~HighEnd Environment

TheirlighEnd Information Managemenlmarketplace ,isunderstoodanddescdbed .. differently by
different vendors,customers and people·.intheacademicwortd~.. ·.lnstead .of presenting a.critique
on those definitions, tbe,author has attempted to glean· some salient ppiotsand present them
here. Strictly from the standpoint of database management systems, any production
environment that has one or more of the following set of requirements. can. be classified as a
High End Environment:

· Databases tend to be extremely large. Different users have different notions of .al>aseline size
where databases start to be "large". Generally speaking,large databaseS(1JI' intoten~. and
hundreds of gigabytes. There is really no sanctity to that number. Databases smaller. thanth~t
size may very well have similar requirements.

· High transaction throughput requirements

· Production environments often need to run non-stop.

:··qoatteri~ed·· (tlj~refore au~om~!~p) systf)m·a.~rninistrati~n is. an;i~lportant;£~qulrement.·

·•. BLlsin~~~~taiS()ften .•naturally decentralized....Thus, there.isa reqlJirementJorsome' form·•• of
distributed processing.

· Not infrequently, such environments tend to drive a high number of concurrent users. As a
reSUlt,· database concurrency .becomes.~: key.perf9rm~nCe factprforgLTP applipfltions.

7.Andfinally, ..•. s~01e •. t1igh. end. ehvironments·.s'frnply.cannof'gefawayfrpm.. comple)(:decisiqn
.~uPpo~. queries(l~rge •JOINs, SORTs,~ggregatiQ(! oriente:d queries ~re. e)(ampfes of. large
decision support operations).

If your environment is characterized by one or more of the above requirements, please read on.
You will find the discussion on ALLBASE High End features relevant to your needs.
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1.2 ALLBASE and the High EndMar~et

This paper is f9cussedon" d~scrib.ingA~~f3ASE.features" th~tad,dress the ',' abo"e requirements
directly or indirectly. The following framework will be usedtodescribe'·ALLBASEfeatures:

· High End Performance Requirements
· High End Database Availability
· High End Distributed Processing
· High End System Administration

1.3 ALLBASE - a Quick Introduction

1.3.1 Overview

The information presented in this brief subsection is primarily for the reader who is unfamiliar
with ALLBASE. Hewlett Packard's ALLBASEISOL product is a relational DBMS engine for the
MPE-iX and HP-UX platforms. From the standpoint of the SOL. standard, ALLBASE is
conformant with ANSI SQL89 and XlOPEN XPG3. From the standpoint of connectivity and
distributed processing, it is also conformant with the Microsoft OOBC,specification, (an API that is
currently a proper subset of the SQ[ACCESS standard) and with the XOPEN XA standard for
communication, between aconformant Transaction Processing Monitor and' an ALLBASE..based
resollrce manager. TheALLBASE feature set' is extensive, and will notbe listed in>this paper.
The reader is encouraged to get more information from their HP representative.

1.3.2 History

Over the last few years, the ALLBASE team has focussed on the following areas:

1. SOL Functionality
2. Engine performance
3. High Availability
4. Connectivity
5. Client Server Processing
6. Distributed Processing
7. DBA and System Administration/Monitoring Tools
8. 'High End Considerations

The earlier development, years focussed on",Sal ,functionality ,and performance. High
Availability and'connectivity followed, and we soon found ourselves in the area of standards
based distributed computing. We h~ve also had key considerations that have spanned the entire
life of the ALLBASE product so 'far. Notable are areas of performance and, Database
Administration Tools.

Starting with the F.D release,'the ALlBASE team has focussed strongly on the entire'High End
business, and the special database features required to support that business. ,It is this part of
ALLBASE that this paper will present at some level of detail ,Th~ next 4 chapters are dedicated
to the 4 High End items specified earlier: Performance, High Availability, Disitributed Processing
and System Administration.
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2.0 HIGH END·PERFORMANCE FEATURES IN ALLBASE(.

2.1'1/0 Performance

The key aSJ>ectsof 110 exanlined here are,of course, data 1/0 and log 1/0. We will look at the
underlying philosophy of data and log 1/0, and to keep it relevant to ALLBASE, we shall mix itup
with descriptions ofspecific features.

A quick summary of data IIGis in order before we jump into any more detail. I'n general, data
pages seldom 'go to disk•. The ,idea is to •minimize \data I/0totheexten~possible.[)irty

data/index:pages" get posted,.to ··their •respective ····files'under .the following conditions:· (a) A
GH8CKPOIN]'is issued .. thiscouldbe implicilwithinAL.LBASE or an 'explicit actiQRundertaken
by the DBA •.... (b)thereis;buffer pool pressure - in that case, candidate pages 'need room' in,the
buffer pool (c) NOLOG pages need to go to disk at GOMMIT time .. thisls.a logging
optimization,and wiUbe discussed during.thepresent8tion.

~.. : . . .:. _ _ _ .';:.: 'f

Log records on the other hand .go to diskund~r the following conditions (a)' a transaction ·commits
(b) the log buffer fills up (c) a data page is to be flushed to disk- in this case, the corresponding
log records will ALWAYS go to disk BEFORE the data page goes to disk.

TheALLBA~Elog"manager uses.adeltaloaqingapproach, Le. 'it logs absolutely what is
n~gessary and'$ufficient,-no rnQIe,opJess. Further,itperformsrgroup COMMITs atthe lowest
level therf)by Qlil1imiziog the total number of 1/0 posts either to theunde.r1ying file system, and/or
to raw partitions.

From the standpoint of;data 1/0, the following areas, have been (and continue to be) examined:

· ,Performanceof·,initial'table .LOADs
~.• Performance oftable/database reorganization
· Performance of table access (especially serial scans and SORTopetations on large tables)
· Space Management
rMemory Management (shared memory an<;iprocess'local heap space)

Initial table'LOAD: As the reader may be aware, an ALLBASEtable (or index) "rnay~e spread
across multiple (DBE)Files within an ALLBASE (DBE)Fiieset. For large tables, it isvriecessary to
ac,hiev~,as,rn~ch paralleli~~ withi~:the engineasp~ssible.ln t~e~LLB~SE G.O rf:}le~se, .' w~en
rnUltipleusers'issuecopc~rrent LOAqscripts'onalarget~bh~,they' can instruct theALLBASE
engine loimplieitlypick different DBEFHes for each' user process~ . This parallel fill alg()rithm
speeds up initial LOADs considerably. The results of our G.O LOAD benchmark will be
discussed during the presentation.

There is one more major enhancement. Duringiniti'slLOADs (oflarge tables), therewiU be a
very large number of NOLOG pages generated byh'ldividuallOAO transactions. 'These pages
need to go to disk'atGOMMIT lime.iTheG.O·•. release .~as be~n. enhance~ •to .'. achievebarallel
posting of NOLOG pages at COMMIT time. Ptease'notethat since parallel posting 'is based on
th~ underlyil'lg system funcUonalityI itsJrnpacl "arie~b~tweenoyr~upported pt(ltform~., Ttl~se

dtfferenceswill be discussed during the presentation.

We continoeto. ·.examine the· potential for .greater degrees ofparallelism .within' the product.
There isa considerable amount of investigation in the works.
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Database Reorganization: .In ,general, ,., database reorganization becomes · necessary Jor
performance reasons. There are 3 straightforward reasons for reorganizing data, and then there
are other more advanced ones. The straightforward ones have to do with (a) high dustercount
of BuTree indexes (b) high 'overflow page count of hash tables (c) large number ofindired tuples
- these are caused mainly by uPdates to, ~ariable length columns and on 'acoount "of null-value
related adivity. The more advanced reasons may have to do with the need to move, tables
across DBEFilesets, the need to split large tables into smaller horizontal partitions and,so'forth.
In every one of the cases listed here. table' reorganization can be described as the ad of
performing an exhaustive DELETE operation on a table (and therefore on associated indexes)
followed by large INSERTs to an empty table or a relatively unpopulated table. The
performance of large INSERTs has been discussed ,under ,Initial Table Load. The performance
of large DELETEs has also bean greatly enhanced with ALLBASE G.O. We support the new
truncate table feature 'which. will delete all, rows from' a table ,with, minimal logging,' and will
preserve'all associated'objed definitions. ,.' ,.Thus. TRUNCATE TABLE 'is somewhere 'between a
DROP·TABLEand an exhaustive DELETE from that table. The minimal logging done for
TRUNCATE TABLE together with the fact ,that data ',110. is,almost"completelyeliminated,,'have
resulted in substantial performance,gains. Many of the readers of this paper will immediately
recognize this scenario. They have all been through the pain of large DELETES or the pain of
having to DROP tables in order to speed up database reorganization.

Accessing Large Tables: ALLBASE supports multiple access methods. Further, while data
access is by default an optimizer decision, ALLBASEG:O also allows the user to tell the query
optimizer which access 'method to use for tables in an Sal·statement. The access methods
available are: sequential, ·B-Tree index•access, hashed access (basad on a defined hash key)
and direct access (based on row-ids).

All this is 'by way of introduction to data access. One important focus of our G.O activity has
been to ,achieve parallelism in sequential scans. Our scan algorithms have been modified,to
fully exploit the underlying file system page prefetch function. Again, we will discuss the results
of our serial scan benchmarks during the presentation. This enhancement was benchmarked
against a ported mainframe-class database environment. The comparative" results will be
discussed during.the presentation.

Another aspect of month~end, batch processing as well as ,decision-support ·oriented
environments is the performance of large SORT operations.. The AllBASE SORT algorithm
was completely redesigned in our E.1(1990) release. The focus of the G.O release was to allow
user-controlled placement of SORT-related spaces. This will be discuss~d" under the ,heading of
space management.

Space Management: " F'or high,end environments" data, index and log space needs to be totally
manageable by the user, DBA, system administrator and so forth. The following considerations
are critical:

· Total control over placement of files across devices
·Total control over placement of tables and indexes
· Efficient algorithms for space s.earchandallocation during INSERT operations
· Support for transient spaceaHocation(typically for SORT oper~tions),

The ALLBASE space architecture was fundamentally designed to be flexible in terms of the
placement of data and index files, the separation ofdata from index,the separation of data/index
from log file(s), the placement of tables and indexes' in specificfilesetsandfUes and other
associated activities where control over placement and allocation is desirable.
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There is also the issue of space search and allocation every time a new row is inserted into a
table/index. On High End systems, where ·DBEnvironment sizes may run into gigabytes,
page/search allocation schemes.·are all the more performance criticaL TheALLBASE storage
manager has historically had efficient algorithms in that area. In the G.O release, as. part of our
High End Space Management, we have greatly speeded up space search and allocation for
table and index INSERTs.

In the 1992 ·release (F.0), ALLBASE was enhanced to provide better performing SORT-space
management-Some. background information is essential here. Inside theALLBASE eng:ne, the
following u~er actions may prompt a SORT:

. SELECT .. ORDER BY
;SELECT .. GROUPBY
. SELECT DISTINCT
. SELECT .. UNION
. SORT MERGE JOINs

In.···an·the·above.:ca~e~,At~BAS~·.'tYill.avoid.a\S9RT·altogetherif,.~pproPfiate·.I~(jexesafe
available for relevant scans. '. 'If.' a' ·~gRTi~nece~s~ry'it\Y0l<in~$.· of transient space r:nay be
required: ' ,

!'T~rl1porary ••.~~a~#f()r~O~ing .·interTnediate .•. hJns
.<TemPorary Spac~ ~~co~tain the ies~ltant,s~t Qf rOYl(SlgJ)esorted(inplaCe)

Space •·.•··f()r.i~ter~~di~te:·.·runs •. ··ca~·. ~~.···.'.a(located;i!hro~ghtfle ·c.'eate tempspace command.
Tempspacesthus:created can bedireCledto any'device available to the environment. Further,
temP9raryspac~ for re§!Jlt ta.bies wiUdefaultto th~ SY~TEMDBEFilesetunless redirected
through ···a.''!ser-controlledse>rt-fileset specific~tion~' Thi~features allows concurrent SORT
operations" to' run. without· interfering with.each other's space •. allocat.ion.

~hClfed •MemOry .all~; ~eap~~nClgeme~~: •Thea.m()~nt of ghlbal;a.nd •. Pfo~essJocal •. mem.ory
availa.ble to dat~b~~e'p'r()c~ssesha~ .~.. directimpa~; on 1I0perforr!l~npe:c'ln~c~LLBASE,,~hared
me~()rycollsi~ts of i~~~afabUffer,p~C?I,'logbUff~r'pooland',~?()ntrQJbIQ~ki~paCe..·Heap memOry
'i~ used by~roce~I.()cala~!iviti~se.g:'memo'ry ~o'rSqRI operations,m~~ory fo~ cachedqu~ries

·,ari(ji~oredpr()ce~~f~s~tc. THe AL~B~~Ee~~fn~use~.()flebas.ip principle, for§haredM~'rnory
Allocation:'th~. si2:e,of":l~mory 'avail~ble~h9,~I~ be'limited by .th~ system, as a.whole,an~ .. Jl()~by
t~e, DB~Sen~ine., ·!hus~~.ithin the 'boundsot:,·, a short-P9inter~(j~res~space,th~ AI..l..B~SE
e'ngine nowsupportsshared·m~m.0ry Siz~~llmited.onIY b~'sl(~tem,·~on~iClerations.

In terms of heap management, ALLBASE uses proceSS-local mapped obiects to the extent
possible. In the MPE-iX context, this translates to SR5 space, while on HP-UX, we use the UX
8.0 enhancement for memory-mapped short-pointer space whenever we can.

There 'is:~o~rno ..econSid~ration: .·,,¥ithS~Ch. large share~., memory, sizesav~ilable,opumized
bUff~~-se~rch.··alqoritfJ"!s .arecritiC81...··· T~e~bLBASf::~toragernanager uses .•'efficient structure~
and search algofithrn~t:()rbufferpool pages,as well as run-time control bloc~s.·

In summary, the ALLBASE engine' is fundamentally .designed .' for industry-strength I/O
~erfor~acnce~> pur 1993 .• release. (G.O) provides even•.stro",g~r .ft).~tur~sfor .th~ spepific. ~r~as
discussed ab()ve. .
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2.2 Multipl"ocessorScaling

Hewlett Packsrdis known industrywlde for its scalable PA-RISC. muUtprocessorarchitecture. In
this discussion, I will briefly describe the main issue with ·DBMSscaling.

All DBMS engines' have. some fundamental internal or user-controlled .••• operations that may
become points of serialization. Such events. naturally detract from the ideal scaling factor
achievable.'. It is therefore critical that such events be made as efficient (i.e. reduced path
length) as possible. Further,DBMSsystems.need to be able to break up .some of these events
into smaller sub-events that execute in parallel.

The 2 aspects of scaling that apply to all'DBMS engines are 'Iafches'and checkpoints.' A latch
is an in-memory synchronization primitive (it can· be thought of as a short duratioll'ock on shared
memory structures - that is really what it is). Checkpoints are required to post ALL data pages
and corresponding log records to disk.

It is not inconceivable that data/index locks become points of serialization. . Even a .. farge
environment with random OLTP accesses may have hot spots. The author would like to
emphasize here that where data and index related 'hot spots are concerned, ALLBASE has
enough methods to. minimize (if. not eliminate) such points of contention through physical/logical
design, transaction. architectures ancl system load .balancing where appropriate. We will be
dealing with these issues under the subheading of concurrency control.

The .ALLBASE latch manager has forever been an. extrernelyligh~eight .... aIQqrithm. 'The
fundamental ingredient of .all •. synchronization. in ALL,BASE is thecompare-anq~swap '. primitive
which is implemented through the LOAD-AND-CLEAR-WORD instruction in PA-RISC. Further,
the ALLBA~I§ ... latch manager uses an efficient hash algorithm for the .. necessaryin~memory
searches a.s well as for eliminating all wait-states other than the minimally necessary ones.

A Iptt>f .sttentionhasbeen paid to latch-wait states across the board.. The details of ilall will not
be· described in· this paper. However, . certain examples. stand. out.. One '. of. the,m is the
optimization around the log-force event. At the lowest levels in the storage manager, log-force
activity has built-in latch optimization to minimize latch serialization and process dispatches.

CHECKPOINTs In. ,ALLBASE are impliqitas, well •. as .user-driv~n. .AnirT1plicit~HEC,Kf»QINT
happens under one of several conditions. A LOG FULL triggei'Sa CHECKPOINTlln~s9do the
internal"BEGIN/COMMrr ARCHIVE function~ during an online .... back~p. At.· any rate, a
CHECKPOINT may cause several data/index pages to go to disk. This is much more the case
on the.High End where large buffer pool sizes an~common., .. The.ALLBASE engine employs a
parallel,. post algorithm .acro~s multiple .DBEFiles .. that maybe involved during" the
CHECKPOINT.. It shoul~ be. noted here that parallel posting is dependent onund,erlyingfeatures
available on the system, and as such, it works differently on different platforms.

2.3 Concurrency Control

Thissubsectio~deals with the issue of locking. We will approach it from two different angles.
Firstly, .... locks·.have.3 simple .pro~erties.:. the kind of 10cJ( (share(j orex~lusiye),thegra.nula~ity,of
the lock (table, page, row level) and the duration fO'rwhich the lock is held once acquired.
Secondly, the whole issue of locking is closely tied to the access methodes) employed by the
query optimizer or by the user. If serial scans are used, tables get locked in a way probably
.different from if.B-Tree index acc,ess iser;npIQyed.

Additionally," deadlock minimization .(hopefully elimination) is· a' constant goal .. fpr .. I?fOduetiol1
environments. And then, there is the entire issue of system monitoring and control of locking
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activity..•..... Thisdisespecially critical since <ALL prOduction. shops, will encounter the occasional
pathological SOL activity that will tendto run'away· with system resources, .Jocks in partieular.

In terms of lock properties, the ALLBASE storage manager will use a kind of lock that is
necessary and sufficient for a given user action. Under some conditions, it will even perform
READ operations without acquiring any locks whatsoever. In addition, ALLBASE allows the user
to control the nature of table locks acquired through the LOCK TABLE command.

AsJorlockinggranularity,·users have full control over table.page,rowlocks~.....•·.More importantly,
these·decisions can be changed dynamically.for user tablesand/orsyste.m catalog tables.

Proper use of isolation levels is' critical 10iHigh·End,systems where high concurrency·is a
requirement. Even for environments with not such high throughput requirements,specific
situations may demand optimal·." use of isolation •levels. p,.san .example, ·.some Ot..TP
environments have ··th.eoccasional. large, decision support.query that needs to execute
concurrently with minimal impactonOLTPthtoughpul.ALL.BASEprovidesanexhaustive set·of
transaction isolation level.options that can .•·be·controlledat·, the·user·level.···ln the G.Orelease,
the product has been enhanced with a set isolation level feature that allows for session-global
as"weUas transaction-local settings of transaction'attributes... This feature .further .enhances user
control·.over isolation'level selection.

Concurrency control is very closely related to the access methods selected fo~participanttables

in'a quer-y. For instance,ifa. table is being accessed sequentially, the storage:manager iscleatly
going to·. touch'.' all. rows.···· It wiUthereforeacquire:a .ta'blelevel"lock '.' and· no '. other' locks. If
however,an····index,scan····isdeemed·.optimal,··the.·.storage····manager··will····ohlylock ·the···relevant
pages/rows ftomthetaple~ Thequestionis:whatkindspflocks.will ALLBA~E •acquire on.index
pages/rows? In the ,E.O·.• release .(1992),wemodifiedthe ALLBASEenginewith..our· concurrent
B-Tree .enhancement. .Stated simply, index readers read without locking index pages/rows
at all.' and index writers write withoutacquirinq'exclusive locks on index pages/roWS.

This approach represents a fundamental shift from the way we have dealt with index
concurrency in the past. In the High EndOLTP environment, index access is common. Tuple
INSERTs, DELETE and key column UPDATEs aU contribute. to .' index write activity. It is
therefore. extremely critical to. ensure that indexes do ,not become concurrency hotspots. .The
concurrent B-Tree enhancement achieves that.

Onthesubjedofdeadlocks,·the··J\L:LBASE· poUcyis "tominil1lizeif ifnot .eliminate .it eompfete
elimination of .deadlocks' is .really. dependent·on .the way. the production .syste'm is <or can "be
designed for that purpose. In terms of engine-specific features, intention/ockinqin ALLBASE
already provides a baseline for minimal deadlocks.

One··majotfocus· o~theALLBA.SEgroupis.to.~ssistuser. environments'·· in'· 'quick .·and...cle~r
detection·of deadlock participants. The High End application .environmentwiU typically have
hundreds of concurrent users .running volumes 'of SOl..· code'. with •. numerous·SOLqueties.
ALLBASE users may enable the deadlock matrix display which wiUdump out de~aUsof

deadlock pafticipantslo'auser-specified file. ',The performance monitor forALl..BASEcan then
be used to analyze this dump.

Yet another area that mainframe-class applications are very conscious of is the entire issue of
resource control. With the' best of controls, ',there will be some rogue transaction or query
commandeering shared memory through excessive locking. The main goal there may seem' to
the early detection of such outlawactivilies. "3fh'erels however, no substitute for prevention .of
such events. The ALLBASE' engine . allows DBAs to· set lock. control limits for individual
server processes as well as for the database environment· as a whole. These specifications will
limit sessionwide and systemwide .consumption of lock control blocks. Mainframe-class
environments find this feature quite indispensable.
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On the: subJect of providing system leveLcontrols,ALLBASE F.D introduced the. transaction
level timeout feature•."The Database Administrator may set a database-.global timeout value.
In addition to (or instead of) that, timeout values may be dynamically set through the F.O set
timeout!. command.

2.4 Synchronization

The issue of·· synchronization for database server'· processes·· can··be .defined in terms of 2 key
elements: primitives for synchronization (latches and locks) and waitinglwaking up: The
essential synchronization primitive is the compare-and-swap oPeration. This is achieved through
the PA-RISC instruction LOAD-AND-CLEAR-WORD.

Very briefly,: ALLBASE employs latches .·for· updating' and accessing in-memory" elements like
linked-lists and certain specific counters. As for locking, when a lock request is generated, the
lock manager needs to quickly check if·the lock already exists. Lock searches are bound to be
frequent, and therefore' need to be supremely efficient.

Once a lock/latch request fails (because some other user has locked/latched that object), the
requesting process needs to wait. Further, waiting processes need to be woken up once the wait
state is resolved.

It has been stated .before :. that the. ALLBASE, latch manager is designed for high end
performance and .. scaling. Additionally, ALLBASE makes use of efficient .hash~based lock
searchlallocation. .In our 1992 release, we. have further tunedourwaiUpost>mechanism. The
highlight of this enhancement has been opfimiud .. posfjng of waif-queues, Thisis.a.··new
algorithm that adopts a lightweight single-call scheme forits posting mechanism.

I.,,"',,' , •

It goes without saying-that.semaPh~res.are the basis forwaitlpost activity on .HP-UX systems. "It
should also be pointed out here that process synchronization, like some I/O related
enhancements, is piatform~specific.

2~5 Access Me.tho,ds andthe QueryO.ptimizer

As stated earlier, ALLBASE supports 4 access methods: sequential, B-Tree index, hashed
a,ccess and direct tuple access. From the standpoint of' High '. End data access, the following
activities are noteworthy.

The ALLBASE optimizer is'cost-based and statistiCs-oriented. Even with the best statistics,
optimizers sometimes honestly do the suboptimal thing. Such anomalies are especially critical in
High End environments .where the. impact of .choosing a suboptimal JOIN order ·aust .as.an
example) will be much higher. The ALLBASE G.O .. release will provic.le the. access plan
modification feature.that will ,aU.ow users to override optimizer decisions.

From the standpoint of index acces~,ALLBASE already provides multlkeyaccessas part of its
OR optimization. Consider the following SELECT statement:

SELECT ........ FROM Tt WHERE
C1 BETWEEN 10 and 20
OR
C2 BETWEEN :hv1 and .:hv2 .
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AssuminglhatC1andC2both have cost-effective indexesonlhem, the ALlBASE optimizer will
perform 2 distinct index scans and then do a no-duplicate UNION 'ofthe .two sets. This is the
essence ofmulti-key access. The ALLBASEteam is working on further optimizing this feature.

Before we leave the subject of optimizer functionality, .a brief discussion.on High End decision
support activity is worthwhile... It .is not atallun~ommonto see larg~.ad hoc SELECT statements
in· such environments. The <relevant attributes ofsuch· queries are (a) they tend to have a large
number ofparticipanttables (b) they tend to be dynamic, i.e. quite possibIY,every· invocation of
such queries·.iscausingth~m .to~e. re-compiled(and therefore .re~optimizedl:"" "

Such large, dynamic queries can be speeded up through the use of semipermanent sections
(this allows for repeatedly used.dynamic queries to be cached) ,.the use of dynamic parameters
(this allows the same query template to executewithvaryingiparametervaluesWITHOUT·using
up extra process heap space), and a few other miscellaneous ALLBASE features.

In. ALLBASE GLO,,'the optimizer.·.has been·.. tuned; ,to<further speed .up optimal plan .generation
through.·.enhanced pruning ..of candidate. access<plans. .·Typicatly;for{alargeJOIN,the
number of plans to be evaluated by the optimizer may.growrapidly·as·the number Of tables. in
the JOIN increases. This is especiaUycritical for large dynamic environments, and for static
SOL environments currently. under development. Users in .. such environments will see faster
query preprocessing .. (especially for large JOIN queries) with ALLBASE G.O.

2.6 Client-Server Features

The.AllBASEq~ery .. pr~ssor has .historically supported .. both th~" .. static .and~y~~amicquery
para~igms., .. In. that mod~l,the' tJnitofe<>mm1jnication b~een th,.cUentlayerand tpedatabase
layer is a .singleSQL.statemefl\. . For remoteclients,it ·isreally,critical to.minimize interprocess
communi~tionoverUlenetwork....,T~e. dayj~jnotJar whenQLTP ..applicalionswiUge .e)(pected
topr()videmainframe-()lassOlT~ throughput ..between· non-termil1al b~sedcnents.apddatabase
server:s. (we are prob~bly~lreadythere) .. "LLBASE isexlremely wen suited for environments of
that.nature~.·ThefoUowingfeaturesare·notable: -

Client applications can make use of storedprocedures inALLBASE. A stored· procedure is a
collection ofSQL statements with support for conditional syntax and semantics. When a stored
procedure is thus created, itiscompil~dinto.Jhe:databaseits.elf~Atru~.,tim~, theclien~

application need only invoke.the stored· procedure. (With appropriate parameters). This results iO
multiple SOL statements gettingex~cuted inasirlQleserve... if}vocation•. St.oreqPrpced~res also
have a serious productivity benefit in that they aHow for cemralizedencapsulation.As changes
are required to procedure logic, they need only be made toone place.

Another feature to 'make note of is .business rules falsoknown as .triggers .or assertions).
Users may defined rules into the database so that the engine mayautornaticallyta~e ·.•.as~cified
set of actions upon the occurrence of·certain INSERT/DELETE/UPDATE events. In the absence
of rules, client applications would· have to implement the .same·· actions in user· code. This·· is·a
performance issue,(more calls to the server)·aswell as a·.productivity factor.

A~emerging .. area ofclient,s~rver.processinQisthafOf'multithreaded application'.• server
environments managed through TransactionProcessinq Monitors. ..A. typical application
server environment. will consist of a remote. client that is primarily. involved in presentation
ma~ageme~,and does nodirect SQL or database manipulation..?uchaclient iJl.teracts with the
re.mote adatabaseappUcation+serverthrough'functionshipping. ·(rzuncU()nsof!his naturewil~

invoke.aset .ofal?plic~tion.pro~dures.·orstored.pro~edures...on" !he server· systern)...The number
of .instances .. Of ., various .... applications .. on,the~rversystem •.. i~ controtl~d· by.:TPMonitor-fike
pr6duct~.-·. ,. Application .server instances.c?ufd be. disjoint~dpr()cesses "(PINs.orP1Ds) .. or they
could be application threads.· Depending on the way threads are implemented on the platform,
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they Jl1ay have the .,eff~ct of reduced .process· managemenJwork.•. on .theseryer~yst~m. '.' ,In
general' however, the main.· impact·of application threads is enhanced concurrent Processing
of· a larae number ofclient requests.

Database server engines need to en$ure thread-safety in order to benefit from the Performance
of multithreaded ,applications., There are ,·memory implications as well as session management
issues. Thread·awareness is, part of the ALLBASEG.O functionality. Again, the
incorporation of thread-safety is platform-specific. This will be discussed during the presentation.

2.7 . Summary ofHigh End Performance Features

The ALLBASE group has been involved in extensive enhancements in the performance arena
especially where it concerns High End environments. The reader is encouraged to identify the
area(s) specific to his/her business and production stlQP(s). PI~ase feel free tocontaet yourHP
representative for more information.

3.0 HIGH END AVAILABILITY FEATURES IN ALLBASE

3.1 Introduction

There is a commonly accepted defin'ition of High Availability, but different sources,cololJr it just, a
bit differently.' ,,' For a common: understanding between the writer and the various readers, let ~~
just define it here. High Availabilityhere deals with allowing non~stop operations through the
elimination of planned down time. It getsb~t,(er. High End environments place ~ome very
sp~cific and rigorous demands on. High Avait~bility.· As we shall see in the fonowing
subsections, the existence of super-large databases, a large number of concurrent sessions,
high transaction throughputs, and long periods of non-stop operations all add up to a Sizable
High End set of requirements for High, Availability.

3.2 High Availability for a'U -features"for basic planrledoutage

Let us examine some common events that mayrequire planned outage.

. Data backups

. Log backups
Space Management,(log and data)

., Mirrored log files

ALLBASE supports full' online backup of data and log files on both MP;E-iX and HP-UX
platforms.· It should be noted also that ALLBASE on.· MPE~iX makes use of TURBOSJQRE-II
underneath, and further,. such an. online backup se$sionpOES ..... NOT. require, any initial down
time. ,; ,

i\lmostmore im,portant than online backup of .datais themanagernent ,of log space. In,an
archival non-stop environment,. 'applications MUST' be .able to. continue .. 'through,archival LOG
FULL conditions. . ALLBASE supp()rtsimplicit SWITCH LO'G whereby. users may .. specify
multiple .log files .in,th.e"environment When ,the purrent log fills up,· the ALLBASE .'.storag~
manager wiU ~utQrnatically switch over to ttl~ next log and so forth., The main purp,pse. of the
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SWITCHLOG feature is NOT Just to aUow more log space. II islntendedto fre~ upa log file so
it maybe backed up. The whole idea is to allow for an unattended backup 'scheme; The
Database Adminlstrator may specify up to 34 lag files in the environment, but for non-stop
archival operations, a minimum of 2 log files is needed. Aslogl..tfillsup,AI..I..BASEwill switch
to'L2 thus freeing up L1 for backups. As log L2fills uP,. ALLBASEwili attempt to switch back to
L1. This will be allowed. if and only if L1 has~lready bee.n backedup. . So, it is critical that user
environments set up· background backup ,'processes .to .' 'be .looking', out for logs ready to be
backed up. ALLBASE enables such activity through theSTORELOG(onlineJ command in
SQLUTIL.

Even with the·.log backup scheme in place, 'any production environment based on tfie "above
philosophy is still d.ependenton hum~n presel'lce for operator activities such .as tapemQunts.
The HP system environment supports large capacity backup devices. such as magneto-optical
devices. th.at "'provide ". enhanced. unattended·· oPerations. Also ·otinterest .• are pseudo
operatorless environments where there will be an operator once a day or once per shift. In
such cases.{it ,becomes.·..·quite necessary :to··ensure that a log file IS ready to be backed.upwhen
there isa human ·being' present to· mount a' tape.. The ALLBASEproductalso supports user
controlled. SWITCH ··LOG··· lCHANGELOG).This, feature· may.•. be· used 'effectively .to ensure
that log files are·ready to be backed up when the operator.is present.

The above discussion gives the reader a'brief idea ofis.suesrefatedto data and log backups and
the features avaiiableinALLBASEfor the same. let us now move onto the subject of space
management. The AlL.BASE.· environment has the:conceptofa DBEPileset thaI consists of
phYSical (DBE)FUes.A tableor·indexbelongstoaDBEFileset. :.Whenan INSERT or: UPDATE
toa table .f~iI~ bec~u~e.of,a "no more space" exception, theDBAmerelyneedstocreatea.not~er
DBEPile .(of the . correct type)' and. add it to .the appropriate DBEPileset.· Thus" space
management in ..,the.AL.LBA~EPlJoductisfundamenta~l.y dynamic.

Bathat ,as it •may, .the business. of running out of spac$' in theimiddle of .' a .. miSsion-C~tiCaI
application does not sound very wholesome. Nor is the idea of preaUocatinglarge chunks of
spacs.yeryappealing.ALLBASEsupports ..dvnamicfflaceex@~tlsion ··which allQwsdesigners
to cre~teOBEFil~~.wiJhaninitiC11size, a maximumsi.ze, aQdanincr~mentsize. ·.Filesmaygrow
from 2 pages to ~t2Kpages:(ap~geis4I<bytes).In~the pr~sence>~f mulUple> dynamically
expandable file~jna O~ERUeset,J\LLe~SEwilternpla~.a~ •.. eqqi~~ble .expansioQ ..scheme.· ... In
stJrnmary,., ~ynamic ....·spa~; ••,expansion •lets ..'produ~tion~.nvirof'\ments· .' ruf)~smqottlly..wit~out
enpounteringa"nQ. more,datalindex .space".. panqitioo'i and,eqlJaUyiIllPortaf)tly,witho~tpre

allocating .large amounts of initial DBEPile space.

po tothesubject.pf '.. logm;rrorinq.. .lnJhedatabase world,'mirroring'ofcJataand log are
ertlploYed to.··.provide .. an el.ement ..offault-tolerance~/Wehave,·· not· (jefioed,this term previously.
The. discussion on fault to/~rance vsHif!h~v~i1i1~illtycan.~:~.takel1up during the
presentation... Simply stated, . fault tolerance is the minimization or total elimination of
unplanned,?utaqe.£down ". time). The author of this ". paper .is taking the liberty ofintrQducing
falJlt~toleranceJeatures,.lJnder thesubjeclof High Availability.

From the standpoint of total recoverability, the database log file is far more critical than the data
files. Incase ofmedia failure, the installation can go back to any old data backup, and so long
as allinterveningiog files are available (between. the point the data" backup was fakenand the
current point in time), recoverywillh~ppen.~ecovefY time will ofcourse~dictatedbythe
vintage ot the data backup. The point is' that if some intervening log ·file is missing, recovery
will ,l1ot, be possible.,beyond.. that .. p()int... So,' it, is.. absolutelycritical .. that·, environments that ..cart':) .. for
such eventualities put en~ugh .. redundan~yaroundlogfiles .....AL~BASEprovides. a.DUAL LOG
feature that allows users to have .... 2 identical logs on (hopefully) two different
partitionslvolumesets.· PorMPE-iX users' interested in disk mirroring of logsonly,AL.L.BASE also
allows users to create the log file in a different volumesetfrom the data DBEFiles.
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Thus, log mirroring can be achieved through either the ALLBAS£;DUAL LOG feature 'or through
the sy~tem-Ieveldiskmirroringproduds (on both MPE-iX) ,and HP~UX 'systems.'.Further, MPE
iX' use'rs may •. restrict .the·· .mirroring .feature to the .. log...·ONLY •. by placing .the log ',on ·.its own
volumesetand then mirroring only;that volumeset.

3..3 High Availability Features ,specific to the High End

The features described In the previous subsection constitute the basic ALLBASE High
Availability offering. From the standpoint of high end environments, many other factors come
into play.

Database sizes tend to be so large that full data backups (even 'online backups) areimpradical.

Backup speeds become critical,and,· parallel backups, if possible, need to be exploited.

Large numbers of concurrent transactions (especially OLTP) and sessions need to be supported.

On account of non-stop operations, certain internal counters may overflow and cause the
system to halt. Such events.need to be minimized to the point that they become non-issues.

There ·are environments.where applications need.to go on, even in the event of·media failure with
total data, loss: Alternative solutions (like replicated sites) provide a very viable' and attra:ctive
solution for constant application .availability.

ALLBASE addresses the above needs. Some ofthe features discussed-below are available with
ALLBASE G.O, and the others have been around for some time. The following discussi9n
presents the relevant feature .set.

ALLBASE G.O supportspartiarSTOR~.:,partialRESTORE and.partitl1 rollforward. The
recom'mendationis to identify·'high trl.lfficcoITIPon~titsofth~ datab,ase', and" "perfornj-backups on
only that subset. "The SQLUTIL STO~E; STOREONLlNE~ndRESTqRe'comlTlandshave beep
'enhanced to' provideSTOREISTOREONLINEl"arfialt and RESTORE (Dartial'- The whole
idea behind' partia,l STORE ·'and RtS10REls that in~thee"etltof'media failure,' the. appropriate
backup is restored' and rollforward· recovery needs to' be performed on ONLY that component of
the database. '

TheSQLUTILSETUPRECOVERY 'command has been,e~hanCed to support SefupRecovery
(DartialJ. This command .e~sentiany': all0\Ys for'a~ub~et .of. the environment to be recovered
while users continue to access ther~stof the database envlronment~

This begs'the question:" how'doe~' the userreauy know which DBEFiles/D~EF~les~tsare likely to
fail, i.e. what components of the database environment should'bepartiafly STOREd? 'The way
the entire partial operation has been designed and externalized, the followin(tapproach will work
in'all cases:' ' ' .

. J\tsome point in time',tll~entl~e database,~nvironment·isbackedup .

. ',Following:that,c,ertain DBEFiles/Filesetsare'identlfied as •high-traffic components. ~hese~re

then backed'up on ~ .. regular basis thr~ug~ t~e store (P~rtialJ comm~I1~.
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. In the evenf ofa corruption, ALLBASEYiill report back the identity of the DBEFile that needs to
have rollforward recovery performed on' it.

.• "Onee theDBEFile'is.known, '.' the. user w9uld be .welladvised.tore~ore (Dania/l .the most
recentbackup ofth.i.$.,PBEFil~...•. If no backLJP.'i~availat>le.sincethefuU backup, t~,at~in~lso work~
The way RESTOREPARTIA~'works, ··..~·Y/illextract the necessary comp~nentseven·. from a full
backup. '

.·.··Therestored ,DBE:Filemaynow be' rolled forNardu~ing.··the·setiJprecoverv ''Dania" ~dheme .

.. The repairedDBEFile"may now be reintroduced into a running'environrnent·throughthe use of
the new D.ETACHandAITACHcol7JmalJdsin SQLur'L. .Thesecoml'l1an~sanoy/JOr.DBEFiles
and DB~Filesets~o.be ."r~r;ooved ."fronl ...and"add~d" into .. running. environments .with()ut
interfering'withany datE)bas~activitycurrently In.progress. .

ALLBASEG.O also allows users to explicitly render certain parts olthe database inaccessible
thro~gh .th~ •. 'DETACH .. f~ature. inSgLtJIIL..... ".•. This,feature:is.primarily. useful .as.anenablerto
partialrollfOrw~rd~,i.e...l'>efo~eapieceof data.. can.l'>ereco¥ered, .it musl··t>f) firstma.d.eoftline.
However, .. the •..com"1a~dby ·.·itself ;is.extremely.· us~ful .... qutside.ofth~· .. <rotlforward; .situa.tion.
Consider·aJallJe.. m~ltimedi~.dC)1,~asewhered9cume(}ts·are ..s1().red.on jUJ(~b()x pla.tters.: •These
documents are very infrequently accessed, and once stored, are never updated. It is conceivable
t~atth.esY$t~m ... administrator'.. Y"ants ...·tt) remove .. the9ata·.·.. from .. the •.··scopeof day-to-day
lign)inistr~tj()n. (e.g,_ ·JLlllonline .•·.t>ac~up). This .'will·al~9 cause total steady-state.. storage
requirements to drop significantly. "

WithALLBASEF.O, .we ha~~~-Iso 'star;ted to .•·.exploit backup·.• featuresav~jlable ·throug~·system

backyp. utilities... '.' F.or .. ipstance, .'TlJRB()StPRE~II,allows!he ·user.t() specify a .. setiot .backup
devices to be used in serial or paralle/:oranvuser-speclfledcomblnatlonthereot. ".. As
PCl:rtofSQLUTIL'sSTOR§, RESJPRE .... or STOREONLlN.Ecomrrl~nds,A~LBASEusers.can
specify .the same kind of syntax forparaUel backupsor§~rial backues. Note that,theparall~1
specification. enhances the)avaUability .•.of the entire, '.sy~tem .. through faster. STOREJRESTORE',
On .the other hand, a serial specification of devices enhances the operatorless nature of the
environment.

"

The ALLBASE/HP-OX user has the option of using.the HP-UX OUNIBACK utility to store/restore
ALLBASE DBEnvironments and log files.

Moving righi on to sUPP9l't ...for ..alargenumbe~o~c()n~urrent '. transactions ..... ,andses~ions!
The .. engine does'FlOt set "any limits on thema><imum.·. number' of.concurrerlt· .sessions on '. a
DBEnvironment. ...The "..only •... limits that.eve~existed·were in .the user's.ability ..to display the
attributes. of connected sessions These .·limits·.. have.· ~en.enminated through. enhanced
.pseudo-table access - a feature in ALLBASE G.O. As for supporting a large number of
concurrent transactions, user environments no"'Ionger need .. to code for the "Max .transactions

,exceeded" ~rror~ .WithlheALLBASE· F.D-transaction .throttle mechanism,'thetrClns~ction

manager will internally enforce the maXtransaction upper bound without reqUirnguser
applications to worry about that exception condition.

In. the .. HighEnd rnarke,tplac-e,.it ·is.not·uncommon for. a '.. producti~n. ~nvironmentto ". run for tong
periods of time" withOut ever taking .a tweak. "This" has the" potential '. of encounteringp()~nter

overflows. In general, transaction uniqueness (and therefore recognition of correct page states)
is govemed.by,versioningsche.mes that .need tominimaflydepend on some monotonically
increasing field somewhere. With ALLBASE F.0, we have totally enhanced the scheme for
generating unique ids for transactions and· datalindexllog versions. A quick calculation
done on the new scheme showed that in one of the worse cases,it will be over 50 years before
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theenviro,nr;nent .wilt see •. 8 versionltrans~etion id ovetlI0",. 'Needlessto.$ay, ,~!he whol~thing

gets unique again upon the next warmstart of the database. '

Thenon-stopargum~ntl)pplies forst~tistical counters as weU. Such counters, although they are
not neafJ~ asc~ticalastheir, page versiop count~rparts. can be painful,wheq overflows happen.
With ALLBASE"F.O. we h~vealso revised ourtabletindex sfat/sf/cscgmputation. The key
stats in question here are number of rows 0and number of pages in atable orihdex~

With growingdatabase.si~es.~nd·ipcreasing,.tr~nsaction .. rates•. one rniQ~tpos~ ,.,the question:
what if the total maximum aUowed data and log space is exceeded? In other words, what is the
maximum data/log si~esuppo"ed by AlL8A~E?

The answer osn obtained,trom theAPPE~DIX inJheALLBASE Database Adrnin Guide..But. the
key limits are stated here: An AllBASE. Df:3Environm~nt.. ',can ,'. h~ve .' a maximum of 32,767
DBEFlles. Each DBEFile can have a maximum file size of 2 gigabytes. This gives us a
maximum ,DBEnvironment·size··of· 64terabvtes. At this point,· the·· AllBASE team· is not
worried about cust~mers hitting this limit.

As for log sizes;.an ALlBASE DB~nvironrTlentmay configure. in a' maximum' 0'31'00 .files' in
its log directory. .Each log file may have'a ma~;mLlmfilesizeof2 gigabvtes~' I For the
ALlBASE G.O' release on MPE-iX, 'we might increas~thi~ limit tc? 4 gigabytes. Independent of
that, the current AL~BASE environment wilt· support a maXimu~ loq~pace of 68GBytes.

Andfi~ally, let usdiscuss;:th~ variousiss.ues related to'.totalor partial data loss in an
environment. In the ideal case, 'application environments currently making.use Of~' piece of dat~
should be allowed to continue even in the situation of the data becoming :unavailable. Consider
the case of a pre-G.O ALlBASE database where all the. DBEFU~s are scattered across volumes
in the'. same volumeset. Even with' aU the support for highlYclvaiiable partial roUfo.ward, if the
master volume of this volumeset became una~~lIable,theYlhole database would be renciered
inaccessible. It is therefore important fqr the DBMS to anow DBEFiles to reside on multiple
v~lumesets (i.e. MPE groups).. 'The AlLBASE' G~O allows us~rsto have DBEnvironmentfiles
on mUltiple voiLlmesetswlthlnthe same account• •This is obviously an MPE-iX ,specific issue.
For ALLBASElHP.;UX, DBEFiles have always beenallowed't6go across 'partitions., '

The above feature allows for High Availablity in the event of master volume failures on MPE-iX.
We stiU need to deal with the question: ..whathappens if the total database. environment
becomes unavailable for some reason? Do applications. have' tq JLJststop and wait' for. it to
becomeavailable?-' ,

One· po~ibe response to the questions above•is System 'High 'Availability features. Examples
of these would be Disk Mirroring' and pr~cessor SWitchover. These are powerful solutions
that work at the total system level. ." It should be .. noted here, that databases impose their own
speci~1 requirements -over and above the scope of disk ,mirroring and switchover. The following
2 points should' be noted:'

. The syste,ms.across Which r11irroringor sWitchover can oc,cur need to t>,ewithin a cert.aln
physical distance of each other. 0' ,

. .Following a hard,_ system ~ailure, the mirror datapase needs to. somehow ensure that all
availabl~ committed' trans~ctions are completed on Jhe mirror BEFORE .allowing application
sWitchover. "
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Requirements·.of the above nature seem to .hint .at the fact that perhaps we. need" something
special. by way database mirroring.. This brings us to ·the .subjecto.f data replication. in general,
and ALLBASElREPLICATE in particular.

3.4 Data re'plication - ALLBASE/REPLICATE

Fromlhe brief discussion above,it should be clear that databases have their own unique
perversities in terms.()f imirroringand switchover.•·,In a High End environment, systems.will very
likely be·geographically· separated from .• each •other. .•. Because· of the mission-criti.cal.nature· of
high end systems, .co-Iocatedmirrors dO little .•..••.. to ,allay,'.Corporate paranoia regarding human
vandalism and actsofGod,alike"iWhatis>requiredis the ability to create shadow databases
that .. are geographicallyfaraparf"and can "stay in tea/~time ". sync. with their primary
counterparts. Thus" in the eventofaprimaryfailure, currently connected application
environments can be architected toswitch:over·to .• oneor.moreishadow .•. or'slave ·,·ALLBASE
database environments.

ALLBASEJREPLICATE is an HP product positioned for High End Availability as well as the High
End Distributed Processingrnarket. 'In thissection,we will discuss the Avaiiability'function.The
next chapterdeals with DistributedProcessing"and the reader will see more of REPLICATE in
'ihatsection:

ALLBASElREPLICATE"'was," first released •in August 1990. 'Since then, 'its impact'and
applicability are being recognized bya growingnumberofcustomers~Briefly, this product has'.2
components:

1. The ·REPLI()ATEe~gine" '. ~totany ••.integrate~"withthe "ALLBASE' <engine) .provid~s the
foundation for replicate-enabled primary'databases. The key to replication is the fact that it is
log-based, and as such, it is persistent (Durable for readers familiar with the ACID properties of
transactions). The log-based nature of replication enables it to exploit the already powerful
logging/recovery machinery in ALLBASE.

2. The REPLICATE application provides the mechanism for:

. Allowing shadow databases to come up to date with the primary WITHOUT being required
to runallthelime.

.• Allowing shadow databases to be subsets of the primary environment(s).

. Allowing primary and shadow databases to get an audit trail of SQL activity.

The above are a few important functions of the REPLICATE application.

ALLBASE/REPLICATE also provides benefits in the arena of High End Performance. System
administration and Distributed Processing. Very briefly, the performance impact· can be seen
t~rough applicationiload ,balancing. Clearly,.' an OLTP' environment ·can,'offloadits. read-only
activity 'to ,'one. or ·mo(e, shadow databases,.' thus freeing up '. the .' primary system· for .,critical
transa€tions••,"Also, 'if a ',large "environment is such that ,applications primarily run ' against well
defined subsets of data, the environment can be split into smaller databases that can reside on
different machines. <This can then" be augmented by .haying one large central site that is the
sum-total of the smaller databases, and derives its updates through the replication mechanism
from the smaller (primary) environments.
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From the standpoint of High End S.ystemAdministration, we.now have examples of customer
environments that use·REPLICATE as a remote backup mechanism. That is what REPLICATE
really is - a remote backup that runs continuously, or every now. and then. (Itis all up to the user
environment and· how it wants replication to .be set up). In all these cases, the use of
REPLICATE as a .backip vehicle has a significant impact on the required unattended system
administration for the High End shop.

And finally, ALLBASEIREPLICATE has become the preferred distributed processing·· solution for
some.ALLBASE customers. We find· from our own experience (and ·indUstry watchers confirm/it
to us) thatreplication is usually a friendlier solution where distributed transadions are desired~ It
is NOTa substitute for 2-phase COMMITs. Indeed, itcannot be that. The replication model is
one of asynchronous transmission· in the background,andinpart,·its value proposition is that the
secondary environment does.· NOT hav~tQ >be upangrunning along with the primary
environment. Replication can be real-time, but it .is never synchronous.· .. Thus, where· atomic
COMMITs are· required·across databases, replication. does not· seem to .bathe answer. .This
would seem obvious given the difference between the 2-phase COMMITs and asynchronous
replication.

However, the theoretical argument needs to be examined. in the light of practical· considerations.
Several of our customers have come·around to believing that· their previously stated need for
atomic transaction commits across databases was perhaps somewhat overstated. In many
cases, this has resulted in the customers' re-evaluation of their original rigorous goal. We are
now finding that some customers are attracted to replication because (a) it. more. or Jess.solves
their original intent (b) it wins on account .of its powerful set of benefits and its relative ease of
production usage.

In the following chapter, we will look at distributed processing at a high level, and following that,
we will examine the. applicability of ALLBASE for various paradigms.of.distributed processing.
We will naturally focus on the components that pertain to High End enVironments.

4.0 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING WITH ALLBASE

4.1 Introduction - Types of distributed processing

Distributed computing is yet another one of those terms that get variously defined. and used by
the vendor and user communities. The following may very well be the author's point of view, but
an attempt has been made here to capture the various paradigms that popularly get talked about
as distributed environments:

1. Remote database access is often described as distributed computing.

2. If a client application needs to access more than one database, it sometimes constitutes
distributed processing for some.

3. Environments where a large number ofclients are allowed database access through a much
smaller number of server processes sometimes get classified as distributed environments. Such
environments are characteristic of multithreaded ·database/applicationserver.architectures.

4. Environments that emplOy data replication in any way, shape or form are often considered to
be distributed. "
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5. Environments that use 2-phaseCOMMITs (truly distributed transactions) are the very epitome
of distributed processing.

6. And finally, many environments think of distributed queries (JOINs) as one of the crown
jewels of distributed processing.

Of< the various descriptions sUited .above,items 4 - 6 are'mo~ popularly quoted by·.serious
students of. distributed processing technology..These·areas also pertain to High End processing,
and. therefore,' they will be the fO,cusof this section.... The arena of replication has already been
detailed in the previous chapter. In the following section, we will focus on the rest, especially the
topic of truly distributeq transactions.

4.2 ALLBASE Support for distributed transactions

With F.O (1992), ALLBASE provides full two-phase commit support. Moreover, this
enhancement to the product has been don~ inconforma~ce with {heX/Open XA standard for
communication between Transaction Processing Monitors and Database engines (resource
managers in XA parlance). Let us spend a few words describing what all this means.

The general implementation ·of distributed transactions has been achieved through Transaction
Processing Monitor products•••.The 'basic "·funetionalityofTP, Monitorsico~,SistSOfsupport, for
global transactions. This involves the ability to begin a global transaction, the ability to do 2
phase COMMITs (Le. PREPARE followed by a COMMIT) '·and .theoverallsupportfora·decision
log. This log is crucial for exception handling in the case where participant resource ·managers
fail during· a PREPARE ,of a ,. COMMIT,and ..• then wish touflilaterallyconnect to their relevant
databases. A rather terse description that was, but we can. go into morEfdetaU during the
presentation.

When a user application begins a transaction ina distributed environment, it is usually up to the
TP.Monitor to recognize that as a global transaction and act accordingly. Likewise, w~~na· user
application commits a distributed transaction, it is up to the TPMonitor t~iunderst~ndand

execute the 2-phase nature of the COMMIT. Clearly, the TP Monitor needs to communicate with
the underlying resource. managers for the above purposes.

Consider a case where a distributed transaction goes across. an ALLBASE environment and a
few non-ALLBASEdatabases.Thissitua~ion nowrequires the TPMo~itortocornmunicatewith
resource managers>of dffferent types.· Inthe ideal. case, the TP,Monitorshouldbeable to,t~lkto

the servers' in ,·exactly the same.wayand·havethem· all understand,' and 'execute 'those
commands. The XlOpen XA standard specifies that procedure interface and protocol. It thus
provides the foundation for heterogeneous distributed transaction support.

ALLBASE F.Ocan noW participate inXA-conformant distributed transactions.

But the ALL~ASE eng!ne goesbeyo~~ t~e XA. specific~tion .. While XA.,doe~~ot involve itself
with multi-threaded 'client..serverissues, ~Ll..BASE has· alread~inc~rporat~dth~ead ..awarr~,~ss
as part of its G.O functionality. This isa key enabler for database servers to participafein
multithreaded activity.

In clOSing, a few words about existing Transaction Proc7ssingl\Jlonitors .• is quiteil) order here. A
couple<.of· .', XA-conformant. TP ·Monitor~ '•. exist '. today. ,The '. ENCIf'JA ··family .of .,.~r?ducts ..,from
Transa~c Corporation, and TUXEDO !romUSL(now Novell) have already beenannounce~.The

ALLBASEteam has spent a lot of time testing withENCINA. 'In· the near future, .we will' also be
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t~stingitwith TU)(EDO. In general, transaction .. processing·rnonitor products support distributed
transactions, multithreaded client-server execution, and, at the same time, pr()vide enablers for
parallel transaction processing. This paper will not go into those details.

4.3 Distributed queries

And finally, a few words on the support for distributed JOINs. The ALLBASE team continues to
investigate this functionality.N()firm plans can be communicated yet. In some specific cases,
ourexp~rience has been thatJ~plicated tables act as a very.g()od substitute for distributed JOU~,j

support~ There is the classi.c example of .a Corporate database along with several regional
databases for this large Company..•... There ,may; be a need at headquarters for joining t~bles

between· 2 regions. If the regional databases happen to be .... all .repl,cated into .the. Corporate
environment (or at least if the relevant tables are so replicated), the distributed JOIN becomes a
local activity. The author is by no means suggesting that replication is a practical solution for
every such distributed JOIN requirement. But the fact remains that some of our customers have
adopted this tactic.

5.0 HIGH END SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

Broadly speaking, production environments deal with 2 sets of problems: application
environments ·and system. management environments. Application environments ·have been
quite. suitably addressed by the ever-growing list·· of .solutionproviders~ .. Bycofltr~st,industry
strength. system administration solutions have· been few and far· between~ Before' going .into the
technical details ofsysadmin activities, a working definition is required.

For the purpos~ ofthis paper, we shall define system administration as the collection of all key
monitoring activities and operator functions.

Database elements that lend themselves to monitoring are (for example):

1. Data/index space usage
2. Log space usage
3. Critical transactions and queries
4. Statistics (table/index)
5. Total database performance

Operator functions will typically involve the backup and restore of dala.·and log files. They will
also involve .work. related··.to rollforward recovery,· should one become necessary. Further,
periodic verification of (literally) the· physical well-being of database environments is a potential
oper~tor undertaking.

As per our definition of High End environments at the very outset, we pointed out that automated
system administration and operator functions were among the key requirements form~ny

customers. In this section, we will focus on that aspect.

One essential ingredient .of automation is pr()grammaticaccess. Sys·. admin .and operator
comm~nds should be .. programmatically executable, and the results shoLJld. be programmatically
accessible as should the exceptions.

Working from thatsimplistic definition, the basic issue is to get away from purely interactive
interfaces. The ..ALLBASEteam;isc~rrently .working on a. programmatic .system
administration intrinsic interface. The specifications were generated early in,19~3. The exact
availability dateswiU be announced in .. then~arfuture~ The exact functionality. of this intrinsic
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interface is as follows. It will provide every command currently executable through SaLUTIL
and some additional features. Most notably, these intrinsics totallv coexist with
programmatic SOL commands or SOU intrinsic calls. They are able to share the same
session or transaction context of the running application.

The main benefit of the intrinsic interface is that it opens·. up the ALLBASE environment for
automated system management. We also strongly believe that it will make ALLBASE a stronger
contender in production shops with a data centre orientation. The term commonly used in such
shops is lights-out system management, and this programmatic interface enables that.

Moving on to the subject of performance monitoring, several ALLBASE. environments have
been successfully using the ALLBASE Performance Monitor for identifying performance
hotspots. While the performance monitor enables users to look at a great variety of snapshots,
high end environments will find its lock/latch displav screens and the new deadlock matrix
display feature particularly useful. With a large number of sessions. and a large amount. of
application activity, the key benefit of the Performance Monitor is the SPeed and friendliness with
which it allows DBAs to hone in on the problem areas.

And finally, the ALLBASE product comes with SQLCHECK - the database integrity verifier
tool. Physical integrity is always a difficult subject to talk about in vendor presentations.. It is
something that the ALLBASE team is proud of, and yet, there should always be a tool available
to periodically verify the total goodness of the.database. The tool can be run against the entire
database environment OR ••. against a set of· DBEFilesets. The fileset-Ievel granularity of
SQLCHECK enables a High End environment to potentially break up the -integrity verification
into multiple steps/sessions.

The ALLBASE team continues to work on new features that facilitate system administration in
general. Equally important for us are our liaison with 3rd party solution providers in this arena.
The organization is constantly looking out for new partners to enhance the overall strength of
solutions based on the ALLBASE engine.

6.0 CLOSING REMARKS

It is the author's sincere hope that this paper has been helpful to the ALLBASE-familiar as well
as the ALLBASE-unfamiliar class of readers. The product has evolved into an industry-strength
relational DBMS engine that is now a strong contender for the High End Marketplace. As an
organization, •we hope that this· paper has interested the reader enough to seek out more
information about ALLBASE through their HP contacts.
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Client/Server'Application Design' using Graphical User
Interfacesalld Distributed Object Technology

#6008

TimltY~
Hewlett Pa,?k~rd ••·Comp~ny
2205 East Empire Street

Bloomington, Illinois 61704
(309) 662-9411

Use ofdistributed object technology~T) bringstlle~of de\'elopment
familiar to Windows desktop applications developers to the client/server arena.
DOT provides the capability to create objcct-oriented client/server applications.
Graphica.lUsef Interfa~(GUls) connected to ObjectDatalJases with network
teclmologies~like the .Object .'.~g~melltGroup's. Common ()bjectReq~
Broker. Architecture. penni!tIl~creationof. simple, .. sbarableobjects nmging
from text to yoiceand videO- .. These si~pleolljects can be~exibly~ouped in!o
end~user definable compound objects •that·· can .besharedbyfar-flung work
groups.

This discussion will provide you a framework for understanding how desktop
Gills can be extended to provide '. flexible, .powerful environments for work
groups. .Through examples, you. will see how business applications can be
developed to exploit the distributed object technologies that will be available
soon from most ofthe majorsystemsvend~rS~

INTRODUCTION'

Graphical User Interfaces are powerful tools in·the·hands of developers who need
to create .t1exible, easy to. use applications. These applications become even more
valuable apdlJSeful'····wben· .they·••• ·can provide. tr~~sparent access.·.•.. to· -data and
functionality •..••spread,tltt-0ugho~t •• a., companY'sapplicat!on" ·net\v0rks., . In"' this
discussion,'.wewill~xamille. the.contribution .thatDistribl1t~4·.Object Technology,
in concert with Graphical User Interfaces, can make in d~signing powerful, robust,
easy to maintain applications that are also easy touse~

GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACES

There",re many .. powerfi.d •.. graphicaluser interface builders' on the·Jl1.~ket today.
They provide everything from a rich array of graphical cOhtrols and display
formats to a powerful set of.visual·programming tools to simplify the development
of easy to use graphical applications. Much of the power of these tools comes
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from their use ofobject technology. Graphical.·controls and windows are generally
objects o(?neformQr·another....•.·AMicros,oft•. Win~?ws·(nd) e4it\Wndow, for
example, contains not only a data structure to hold the text, but powerful, editor
like functionality that permits highlighting, word-wrap, insert/delete, mouse usage,
etc. This .combination of data storage· and functionality is a form .of object
orientation. To take this a stepf\trther, if. a developer wishes to reuse the
functionality of the edit wind()wand ~nhanceit,say to provide tabs, the developer
can "sub-class" the edit window a.nd pre-process the tab key, passing the other
keystrokes directly into the edit window procedure.

More advanced reuse is possible. In ParcPlace VisualWorks ·Smalltalk (TM) for
example, the developer can create a simple window object or "view" that can then
be reused. in various applica.tions. Thisview can be a. composite object, .consisting
of many. individual.components, ..both data andfunctioQ.... A nameladdresslphone#
view, for example, can be created that can then be reused in any number of
applications····· from .·rolodexes .to mainline· business····· ···applications. This
nameladdresslphone# view can contain basicfieldvalidati(lns,· simplifying the work
of the reuser.. III addition, .the view can be designed to .()nly show c~rtain fields in a
given c~se. For e;x:ample,Jhe n~meladdresslphone# view can have a switch, that,
when set, turns off the display of the birthdate field. This property of objects is
demonstrated in Example 1.

Name!Address ObjeCt

Functions

r;:::::=N=ame====:;'"'"1 IPreY I

1~~~-()I1~eN~um~ber--·-1 1:1
1...-.. --' IPrint ,

I~~~ I~

ILUtofsm~ 11=-1

Birthdate

Rolodex
r;:::::::::;N:;:ame===:::;-'~

~ IAdd···'
Phone Number
Birthdate ~

L=:===~..J IPrint ..• ,-

Phone Number

Name

Example 1: Reuse ofanaineladdress -vieW' in more Complek objectS
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DISTRIBUTED. OBJECT TECHNOLOGY

These.examples .. ···merely·.. ·hint at the ·power of object technology .. to ··!1t1prove
development·.of graphicalcapplications.An additional problem for. the corporate
developet isthe connection ofsuch graphical applications via·.L~sto data •. bases
on servers. These servers may be mainframes, minis ormicl"oservers.'fhe "data
basesIi maybe relatioriaJ,hierarchical, indexed sequentialfiles,'9rj~stplain old flat
files~~.Much .. worknhasbeen done. to provide linksofgrapbicalen\'ironm~ntsto

server databases.·· Most ofthese solutions,however, result in·the loss ofthe object
orientatioll·...th~~,:as'shown above, .aids so .much ·in .theeasy,~:~evelopment·· of
sophisticatedapplications.. Distributed object technology, such as that provided in
the Object Management. Group's··.Common·Object •.. Request Broker Architecture
(OMG/CORBA) and the Open ..So~areiFound~tion's Distributed Computing
Environment· (OSFIDCE) is desigpedto provide the· capability to reuse objects
across the enterprise ·network.

Products ... suchas ... HP's .Distribllted •.•,Smal1~alk~DS) .puild .on· the·CORBAlDCE
specifications to .enable creation .. o~.()~jects.lbat have a "presentation/semantic"
split. The· presentation· object manag~sthe.us~r interface and ··the semantic object
provides the implementation .. of the .... ··object. For data base objects,
"implementation"· means· "how the···data·is ··stored".Products·like HP's OpenODB
object.data base provide transactiohalintegrity and sophisticated query capabilities
for stored objects.. ··This presentation/semantic'split permits an object stored on a
server to·. have one or more presentations or views on one or more clients. An
example is shown in Example 2.
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Presentation Object
Located on client

User Interface and Functions

) Colorl

)Shapel:

Color: Grey

Presentation Object Interface
showShape: aShape

ShapePOs

Presentation Object
Located on client

User ·Interfaceand Functions

Color:' Blaek

Presentation Object Interface
showShape: aShape

Semantic Object Interface

updateShape: aShape

Data Storage and Functions

Shape: Tnangle

Semantic Object
Located on server in data base

ShapeSO

Example 2: Semantic Object linked to Presentation Objects

Shape infonnation stored.in Semantic. Color infonnation stored in Presentations

In the chart, a "Shape" semantic object (Shape SO) stored on a server. retains the
information related to the shape of the object displayed. The color of the shape is
stored in the Shape presentation objects (Shape POs). This means that if one user
changes the shape, the shape changes in the semantic object and therefore in the
presentation objects as well. If a user changes the color in a given presentation
object, only the color for that presentation object is changed since the semantic
doesn't contain that value. This example is an actual sample application that is
distributed as part· of HP Distributed Smalltalk. This kind of technology also
allows for a semantic object to have links to other semantic objects. For the rest of
this paper, I will group the CORBAlDCE specifications and the capabilities of the
HPDS and OpenODB products into the category of Distributed Object
Technology (DOT).

The presentation/semantic split also provides for the creation and sharing of
distributed compound documents. Compound documents (which are in the
category of "container" objects) are supported in a windowing environment by a
technique known as "clipping". That is, a compound document provides sub
windows known as "clipping regions" or "display contexts" for other objects to
display themselves in. The simple objects are passed handles to these sub-windows
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and u.sethesub-windows to display information in. UsingDOT,tms process may
occur over a network.

For example, a particular spreadsheet· graph may be created ,by a user and.····shared
by a workgroup..The graph may then be embedded by· a· second workgroup user
mtml1 a word processing·document The graph then· appear:sasasub-windowin
thewordprocessiagdocument,!f the graph is updated ·by:fhe'firstuser~ the
second use13'swordprocessingdoeument ··would ....'. be automatically.··updatOO...•.. ;'As
another·example,th~aforementioned Shape objects could .... be embedded in ..··a
co~pound .document...suchas:a"Layout" .....•object ····(aLayout·.obJect .is ·....kindof.a
pasteboard for sirnpleobjeets. It is in the category of container objects.) If the
Shape obJect is updated {for example, •the shape ·ischanged} it'willchan8einthe
Layout object also. The relationsmpbetween the Shape and La.yout objects· are
depicted in Example 3.

Shape
Semantic

Shape:tri8llgle
POs

Layout
Semantic

POs
Child Links
Child Screen

Coordinates

00 elient or server

Shape Presentation

•t------------t __.....__~~~~~~ ..~~~?-~._ ..._._....J
~~*~~~)
screencoords)

OoeDent

Example 3: Shape object embedded in Layout object. Layout Presentation Object
provides a sub-window (display context) for theShape Presentation Objectto display
itselfin.

When' the Layout object. is opened, the· following steps occur. The Layout
semantic·sendsa· message to'·' the Layout· presentation telling it to open. The
Layout SO also passes any .child·· link ·.and ....cbild.screen~oordinateinformation~o
the PO. The PO uses the screen coordinates to .create sub~windows for the chiUt
()l>Jectsto .d~splaytheircontents.in... The PO then opens"~windo\V on the display
d~vice ..!hePOthen send~anopenmessageto any. child (or "contained"}()bject~.

·Itl, this ,case, only .a Shape.obje~tisachild An .o~en message isse~tothe

appropri~te' Shape '.. SO.....'. A. ;handle ..• (LPO id) is .', alsoisent .along ..'with tlleope,n
message. . The •Shape SO receives the messageaJ1dpasses it on t() the Shape .PO.
The SbaJlt' PO uses tlieLPOidhandIe to .. acces,sthe.LayoutPresentationobject
and request a display context (sub-window). A handle to' the appropriate sub-
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window (display.·context) is returned· to the.··Sbape.·PO~·, The Shape PO"then
displays a view of itself in the given sub-window. Please note that this can, be a
tlhot-linktl, where changing the shape or color of the Shape object immediately
changes the view shown in the Layout object.

To· describe..how ..applications .could .be. designed'with the capabilities 'of DOT,
we'ILlayout.the design of several simple objects and then combine them to create
morecQmplex> objects. Many. discussions of object technology deal with
spreadsheets, .graphs, video and voice data,.:.· ,While these types of discussions are
useful, they obscure the significant gain to~e madebyusing.objeet technology in
applications that are primarily text .based.. This discussion, therefore, will deal
specifically with textual information.(which is still the primary type of information
in business applications).

INFOTRON COMPANY

Imagine asoftware/hardware manufacturer called InfoTron. For this company, we
will· create three data bases: Personnel, Training and Consulting. Each of these
data bases is on aditferent setver as depicted in Figure 1. The data bases may be
object, hierarchical, relational or fiat files.... For the purpose of this pap~r,. assume
that all .data bases are front-ended' with an object data base (odb) so that the
developer sees all ofthe data as if it were stored in an odb.

MPE Unix

Figure 1: InfoTron Data Bases

Unix

;.:t»ERSONNEL D~TA BASEOBJECrS

1t1f()Tron'sPersonn~ldepartment has created some simple objects that describe
elllployees:: Person and Employee. (Note:For the purposes of tllis discllssion, the
t~rrn "pbjeC?t" is 'J.sedtomean bothtlobject class" and "olljectillstallce"JThe
Person object simply h~sN~me, Ad~ress, Phone Number, Birth~ateand M:arit~l
Statu;s,as. its attribut~~..TheEmploy~e ,Qbject isasubcl~~s ofPerson and,tllerefol"e
inb~rits all of its behayior. ',' The symbol tI :: II used in. the,. figure shows itilieritan~e.
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The Employee· object also· contains Title, Work Address, Work· Phone Number,
Department and Hire Date (Figure 2). Each ofthese objects has a semantic part
and a presentatioripart.The semantic part is stored in an object data base on the
Personnel Department's MPE server. The presentation part .can be resident on
Windows, Unix, or OS/2 clients.

The events that occur when an Employee object is activated are as follows. The
Employee Semantic Object·· (SO) ... on the Personnel DB server activates an
Employee .Presentation Object (PO) on. the.requesting client. The Employee. SO
inheritsfunctionalitytroD1the Per;~on SO while t!te Employee PO provides a sub
window for the Person·PO to display itselfin. The messages sent by the Employee
SO to open the Employee PO also contain ~.he data needed for display: The
Employee.·.•. PO ·.ope~son theclient'display~. using the window formats it ..stores ·as
weU:asthe,data,cpassedto it by the Employee SO~

View Link

., P' EmployeePresentatiQJl
View ofPerson Presentation

Title:

Work Address: I
Work Phone: I,..............~~~---- ................,

Dept: c:=:J Hire.Date: c:=:J

Figure 2: .PersQn Semantic Object is inherited by Employee Semantic Object. Person
Semantic Object sends messages to Person Presentation Object.· Employee Presentation
Object uses a view ofPerson Presentation Object.

Per~onnelhasalso defined a 'Compensation Object. It contains the:g11)ployee
object, plus Pay Rate, Bonus Rate, and Job Class. Please note thatsince a view of
a presentationobjecirnight be too.large to· fit into the window provided fori! by
the other presentation object, the view may include both horizontal and.vertical
scroll bars. In addition, the Employee view may display only a portion ofthe data
available· to the·Employee· object.
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Compensation
Semantic

Employee
Pay Rate
Bonus Rate
Job Class

Compensation Presentation

View ofEmployee ~~tation
Object

Pay Rate: I'--=======~
Bonus Rate:L..1_--------'
Job Class: .c:::J

Figure 3: Compensation Semantic and Presentation Objects

The Compensation object demonstrates reuse' of a distributed enterprise object.
Both semantic and·presentation Employee objects are reused by the Compensation
semantic and presentation objects. This· is different from the PersonlEmployee
inheritance relationship. The Compensation object in effect provides a region in its
display window and gives the coordinates to the Employee object. When the
Compensation object activates the Employee object, it passes to it the reference to
the Employee data to display as well as a handle to the sub-window to display
itself in. This interface means that the Employee object can .. ·. change' without
affecting the internal workings of the Compensation object. If a change is made to
the Employee object, for example, adding Dependents, the enhancement will show
up on the Compensation object without any need to specifically. change it. This
shows a simple case of distributed object reuse, with perhaps a single client and a
single selVer. Note as well that if the Person object were tocharige (for example,
to contain Birth,Location) both the :Employee and the Compensation objects could
automatically reflect this change.

TRAINING DATA BASE OBJECTS

To illustrate more significant reuse, that between servers, here are the Training
Department"classes.

Title
: ~~cription
Prerequisites

\.. ,Materials Needed

r
Course
Semantic

Course Presentation

Title:

Descriptioo: .I~ _
~;Prerequisites: L------__----...I

Materi,ls:

Figure 4: Training Course Semantic and Presentation Objects
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Dates: IL. --.....

Instructor: .L.I -----'

Figure 5: Training Class Semantic and Pfeseptation Objects

Figures 4 and 5 show the Coursealld Class objects. The Class SO contains a
Course SO reference and the Class PO. contains a" view of,a. Course .po. The
Instructor PO shown in·Figure 6 contains a view ofthe.Employee PO.. This means
that the InstructorSO mustcontainareference·.·to·theEmployeeSO.. Note that
since the· Employee SO is stored on a separate server, there must bea network
object link from the Instructor semantic inthe Training data base. This is depicted
in Figure 7.

Instructor
Semantic

Employee
Specialty
Set ofClasses

Instructor Presentation

View ofEmployee
Presentation Object

View ofba$icCotne
Presentation Object
or·ListofCotnes

FiguJ'e 6: Training InsQuctor Setnantic and Presentation Objects

When the Instructor SO is. opened, the object's reference (or. "link")· to the
associated Employee. SO is accessed. The Instructor SO sends a message to the
Employee SO, telling it to open itself as .a view in the Instructor PO. The
Employee· SO sends a message to the Employee PO, which then opens itself as a
view·within the.Instructor PO. The Instructor PO also displays either a basic view
ofthe Course object ora list· box view·.ofCourse objects. This view is changed
dynamically by the Course object. When a view is .presented, if a reference to a
single object is passed back to the Course SO by the Instructor SO, the· Course
semantic displays a single Course PO view in the Instructor PO window. If the
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Instructor SO passes ,an array or list of Course object references to the Course
semantic, the Course SO displays a Iisf box view containing'just course name and
partial description in" the Instructor PO window. If a user were to ,double click on
a selection in the Course view list box, the Course semantic would"receive the
message and would ()pen a separate ,Course PO window for the user.

I
Personnel DB

I
Training DB

I
Consulting DB

I Person I ICow-se ,. l'~'l

IEmploylllJ", IClass I.
I Compen.) ...., '- ···.IIn~ctor)

MPE Unix Unix

Figure 7: Instructor Semantic Linked To Employee and Course Semantics

OBJECT LINKS

A brief digression on"object links is in, order here. Links between objects can be
used for a number of purposes. ,A link ,may be used by SOs to display a view ofa
PO in another PO. A link may be used by.~n SO to access data from another SO.
A link may be used to send a message to an object to have it perform work, such .
as displaying itself or updating itself A message passed'using' such "a link may
contain a single' simple object or a complex set of objects. Objects may have
several., links to any number of other objects. This is,true for systems such as
Smalltalk as well as object data base systems'. The complex relationships between
different types of data in the real world are difficult to model in a simple relational
(tabular) or hierarchical model. 'Storage with an objecfmodel that can more easily
resemble the real world greatly simplifies the developer's task in creating robust
and flexible applications.
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CONSULTING DATA BASE OBJECTS

The final objects to look at are thi'ones sfored in the Consulting data base.

Consultant
Semantic

Employee
Set ofClasses
Specialty
Rating (1 ..5)

Consultant Presentation

View ofEmployeeiPresentation Object

LisfofClasses (taken)
Objects

Specialty:'... _
Rating: , ... ,'- --'

Figure 8: Consultant,Semantic· and Presentation Objects

The Consultant and Consulting Service obJeots cotnpletethedafabase picture.
The Consultant semantic contains an Employee object and a set ofClass objects
and the Consultant presentation contains a view ofthe Employee object and a list
view ofClass objects (showing the. training. thattheConsultanthas/had). ,'..The
Service semantic contains a textual Service Product description and a..D.iotionary
objectthatconsists ofRatingIPrice entries. This means that for a higher
Consultantrating, ahigber hourly price is charged for a particular service~ The
Service SO also contains sets with descriptions ofrelated hardware and software.
This is because the service may come with,hardware,·andsoftware·'.products
bundled in.

Service
Semantic

~roduct., Description
~tingIPnce

Dictionary
Sel.ofRelated hlw

. Set·ofRelat.ed slw .

Figure 9: Service Semantic and Presentation Object.s
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InfoTron's databases now look like this:

Personnel DB

(Person 1

(Employeel
(·Compen. )

MPE

... 1
Training DB

(Course J

(Class)

( Instmetor)

Unix

Consulting DE

IConsultan~

( Service .·.··1

Unix

Figme 10: InfoTron's Data Bases Containing Semantic Objects

Not shown in Figure 10 are the links between the various objects.

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT: ENGAGEMENT OBJECTS

Now assume that a user request for anew type ofobject (screen) is rece~ved. The
Consultant Managers want an "Engagement Screen". A "Consulting·Engagement"
is. a combination ofConsultants providing a combination of Services to a Customer
during a certain period.oftime. Therefore, fora·. given consulting· engagement, ·the
screen should provide information on the customer, a list of. the consultants
involved, a· list or the ... services provided, milestone dates for the engagement, as
well as a completion flag and a customer satisfaction rating... The request. also
indicates that "hyperlinks" between the new screen and other screens (presentation
objects) be provided. For example, if a manager double clicks on a consultant
selection in the· engagement screen, the application should display the basic
Consultant screen.

To build this screen, we'll need to connect to objects in· all of the data bases
previously discussed. In a··traditional relational. data base and 3rd.·gelleration
language environrnent, reuse of the data base tables and perhaps some reuse of the
functionality ofthe programs would be possible. The rest ofthe new scre~n would
have to be new code (and remember the network.) The objective here, however~ is
to simply assemble the respective.SOs and POs, adding· only the code needed to
implement new fields, such as the completion flag and customer satisfaction rating.
Figure 11 shows the Engagement SO and PO.
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Enagagement
Semantic

Customer
Set ofConsultants
Set ofServices
Dates
Completion Flag
Cust. Sat. Rating

Engagement.Presentation

View ofCustomer Presentation Object

List ofConsultant Objects
(Name &. Specialty)

List ofServices Objects
(Name Dates .Price)

cY
Complete1 c N

Dates: ...1 -----' Total Price: ._1 _

Figure 11: Consultant Semantic ana Presentation Objects

In the Engagement SO, we' merely define one single (Customer) and two sets
(Consultants .and •Services) of objects ·thaf ..... have been •.. preViously defined, in
addition to defining ~ few new objects. In the Engagement PO, we reuse a view of
the Customer PO asWeUasJistviewsofConsultantand Services objects. The
Total Price field is calculatedb~adgingi theindividllalprices of the Services
objects. The. "hyperlinks" .~eq~este~ .are automaticallyitl~plelllented .via the links
present in the views provided by the view obJects. By double cl,cking on a given
entry in a list box, the user isable~oi1>ringupa detail screen on that selection. For
example, if a user weretoselecta.Consultant in the Consultant Jist box view, the
Consultant semantic would receive .the ...message and ·.open a Consultant
presentation on that object.

HYPERLINKS

These "hyperlinks" could be extended further. Each basic object can inquire as to
all other objects that contain links to it. Assume, then, that!,he base sem~ntic and
presentation classes (from which all SOs andPOs inherit functionality) have been
enhanced t~/ aUo", •objects ••to~eterminewhat.lin~s. have ..• been .mad~. t~/. th~m •by
other objects. For example, the Consultant object would be able to determine that
it has been co~ected to.E:ngagement and.~ompensation.object~.<It. ~~~Jd then
Br~vide a pulldo\Vl1llleIlu' that ,\ould allo\Va user to select/o~e of those .other
objects.. For ~~ample,.givena basic Con~ultaIltPO,the'user5~uld cli~~·the/right

tn0us~button>on the.\\'indow. ApuUdow~ menll would appearthaiJisted'lUl of
the' typesofconneeti9ns available from/the Consultant object. Using the above
data bases,' the pulldown ~ouI~ have~ngagementsand~~lJlpensation Detail on it.
If the user then clicked on the' Compensation item, the Consultant object would
pass ••. the .~()nsultant object. icJentifier. to .• ~h~i i~()t1lpensati~n .object and the
approp~a.!,eCompensationPO~()ldd be~displayed in a new\\1Ildow.
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Li$l ofServices Objects
(Name Dates Price)

This idea can be extended to the Engagement Screen enhancement. If a user were
to display an Engagement PO for a particular engagement, the user would ••·be able
to access the following 'from that Engagement pre~entation scr~en:

1. For the Customer, any other Engagement screens.
2. For the Consultants,any other Engagement screens, related Consultant

screens or Compensation screens.
3. For the Services, any related Services screens.

Inthis way, the system isextended~d all" ne'Yapplications can be easily linked to
existing applications. Please no~e that security .. on individual objects is necessary
since not everyone should be permitted to see the-Compensation screen. This type
of security can be provided by object data bases. Assuming that basic objects have
been hyperlink enabled, the Engagement PO might look like Figure 12.

Engagement Presentation

List oCConsultant Objects
(Name Specialty) Consultant Hyperlinks......-------1 Other Engagements

.----------..... Consultant Detail
Compensation Detail

Dates: """'-- ....... """'--__....

Figure 12: Consultant Presentation Object with Pulldowns
for Hyperlinks to related objects

FUTURE CAPABILITIES

Given the above. capabilities, the.futureofDOT .will bring the following:

1. Distributed Object .. '·painters'·, .similar to today'sGQlpainters... This. type of
painter would generate.allofthe.Sll1alltalk, C++, <:>DB,and CORBA language
t;tecessa~ to create a. distributed objeCl. application.> These. painters will use
business-specific objects created by corporations.aswet,l· as objects. created by
vendors. They.will .use simple" eoi~t .. and click programming ... interfaces. that
even end-users wil1.be~ble to take.great advantage ot:

2. Object-oriented. distribQtedr,rtO<l¢~~gt901sjhat \vill sUPport a high ~exel.~<f
user-oriented perspective of business problems. They will generate object
"code" incorporating many ofthe business mlesand business data relationships
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(combined data flow diagrams and entity-relationship models) inherent in
business applications. Use of object-oriented modeling combined with object
language/database implementation retains. the unified data/process model from
the beginning of the development cycle through to the end simplifying
maintenance. It also helps solve the problem of doing high level modeling of
distributed (non-mainframe-centric) systems.

CONCLUSION

Object .technology (OT) simplifies the development of graphical applications.
These applications do not need to be graphs, spreadsheets, or voice and video to
benefit from graphical displays and object technology. Simple text objects can· be
associated. and manipulated using OT and Gills in ways /that are difficult to
achieve with other technologies. Use of Distributed Object Technology extends
this ease of development and use to network based applications. DOT hides the
complexity of the network from the developer and end user and permits sharing
and interaction of objects between multiple clients with multiple servers. Through
the use of object interfaces, links and views, DOT enables the creation of
complex, easy to enhance, distributed applications that are also easy to control and
understand. Legacy data bases can be integrated in the DOT environment and
made easier to access and use.

Experience has shown that hiding network complexity from developers and users
significantly improves productivity. Studies have shown that improving reuse
provides greatly improved ·software development productivity. Studies have
further shown that object technology provides substantial benefit in the area of
reuse. .Object technology also enables creation of easy to build, easy to use
graphical user interfaces.

Distributed Object Technology integrated with Graphical User Interfaces will
speed the· development of robust applications. Independent Software Vendors,
Corporate. Developers, and End User all will benefit from the availability of this
enabling technology.
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Your organization is being squeezed byicompetltionwhile atthe same
time···· you are trying to' capitalize on·· the new opportunities "being
presented) as fresh markets' open up.. 'ASci result, 'you are .probably

~e~ielJ\tirl~fa~dre~iSingr~~rb9Sjc~ss,Strategits.~ridtheirfdrrrtalion
management systems that supportth~rTl.. The challenge you face is
to provide .more '. detailed' information,···· 'more .quickly -- .while

simultaneously improving productivity so you can accomplish this
without adding staff.

In other words, you have to do more with less, and quite simply, the
profitability ofyour organization is depel1denton YOlJr ability to prOVide
l1ewt~pes of "'financial"information 'on·', which 'strategic •business

. decisions can berriade.>AndtheonIY· wayfo'do;; this ..,i's by improving

the' effie*iency"ofthe'1:oolsand processes you to gather it.

To achieve this you will require a new generation of'financial software

whi~h,i~>additiontObeingin~~re~tIYmore Powerful,,,,,iU allow y~~to

automate' and .continuously .reerigineer your' business'. processes in
6rderto contaih'costs, ptovide newtypes ofinfbrmati6h, andihcrease
office 'prodllctivity.

THE FUTURE OF FINANCIAL SOFTWARE

Your financial software is the backbone of your organization's ability
to meet the new challenges of global competition, new world markets,
and merger and acquisition activities. Without financial information
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that. is timely, accurate, concise, and above all, relevant, even healthy
businesses can face.fin,ancialrl..li.O.>An investment in financial software
is a significant and critical decision"'-· and the evaluation criteria of
yesterday will not hold .upto today's,requirements.

In short, the financial· software of the·· future must allow you to
continuously satisfy the needs of your. users, while providing the
flexibility to migrate to your organization's chosen computing strategy
-- regardless of its foundations ona mainframe/midrange, or its
eventual destination .·on.adistributed.client/server architecture built
around PC's and workstations. And, m9st importantly, it must provide
a means to automate the,.officeproce~ses.that are so heavily
dependent on manual efforts and physical devices. This creates true
cost-savings and increased p~oductivity, and, for. the .. first time,. the
ability to measure, control, an,drefine the office prpcesses.

YOUR BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

From a busines.s standpoint, financiallnformation is only a pprtionof
the overall information which runs a company. "Data" isnplonger
limitedt(). just.what is inanapplication'sdatabase. For every financial
transaction there are an. assortment of associated documents and
transactions -- word processing documents, incoming correspondence,
invoices, E~Maii messages, and even voice mail.

Wh~t is startling ..' is. th~t you"organizationi.s spendingmiUionson
automated data processing when, .. infact,only 3% of the information
itself is being automated. The rest is on microfiche (4%), .and. an
amazing 93% of all the financial information you process resides on
paper. As a result, the information resident in your information
system is wholly incomplete.
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B~II&.Howell study

InfQrm~ti()n·StQrage

TodaY,1I'leU.Sp-roduces1billion pages of ". paper documents dally.

Al1ddespiteinforrnatiQntechnology,.our outputofpaperdocurraeF:lts
is doubHngevery·slxyefjrs.

Quite simply, 'your organization's information technology investment
of the past 20 years .... which is roughly 60%01the money it spent on
capital equipment -- has done nothing so far to bring about the
promised. "paperless office" .Instead,lt has just given'your users the
means to produce more paper more quickly.

The questipn yoy~~e to ask yours~lf iswhati~happening to all this
paper, and howls it affecting the .productivity "of, your st.aff1 ·The
answer is unnerving ..- studies show that approximately 75% of your
staff's time is spent shuffling paper. (i.e. 'managing information). Look

closely atyouroffica. Your empl6yeesareprobably busy. referencing
paper, making copies, etc...-andeveryonce ·in awhile ..- making an
entry into their computer terminals.
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INTEGRATED IMAGING

:"','. .

Integrated imaging is the solu1i9nto~hispapermess.It brings all the
information on paper into, your information,system by taking the
purchase orders, receivers, clafmsforms', invoices, and other hardcopy
documents,and turning them into digital computer images via a
scanner. It then allows you to display these images on-screen
simultaneously with the data represented by your software.

However, more than just displaying images, truly integrated imaging
allows you to handle electronic files the same way you handle paper
ones. You can file documents, in electronic files and folders, and
place'them in file drawers so they can be retrieved based on different
filing schemes. You can add temporary and permanent notes tc;> your
files. And you can access images for easy communications via Fax or
E-Mail. '

"'Imaging Payment Process

Cre~teRequislion

Distribute for Approval

Create PUfchaseOrder

Send to Vendor

Distribute Copies

File Copies

Integrated Imaging In Financial Applications

- Electronic Routing
'~No Copying, Filing

- ScanlFeed PO

- EDI for Major Suppliers
- Auto-FAX to Vendor

- Not Necessary

- Not 'NeCessary
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As a result, the simple challenge of finding an invoice when a'vendor
calls -- .which probably now sends one of your clerks or managers
scurrying for minutes, or even hours, through mounta.ins of paper,
searching for supporting source documents·--c.annow be verified in
seconds by simply bringing .theimage· of the invoice upon-screen.
Effectively you regain the 75% of "lost" productivity, and integrated
imaging in financial software will proVide part ofthe solution for how
you are going to do more without adding staff.

In short, the.inforrnation architecture oftomorrow's financial software
will be developed around the concepts. of multi-media -- providing
integration and access to all forms>of information: data, text, image,
and voice.

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

There is another process~.called workflow management, .which allows
you to completely reengineer your business processes by automating
not just the data and information, but the people and .processes who
manage the information.

In.thepa$t,; the.single,largeslpartqf,YOurd~~~~trTl~nt.. --yourp~.pple ...
-has been ignored by your investments; hlinformation technology, and
as .a JE!sult, .productivity' ha$rernained stagnant.'Workflow
management systems allow you tode.finethe staff, supervisors,
quality control <and Jeviewpe~sonnel,manage(s, ,andexec\l,tivesthat
are involved in any transaction-based process. You indicate' their
aljthoritY,levelsandhow and when informationfloV\is from persoJ;l .' to
person.,. Workflovvmanage,ment autOmatically routes .infofr'Tlationto
these people based Qn,your distributiofl(or routing), .. rule$... Physical
in-bp>,<es .are repla:ced vvith~lectronic> ones,. and .automa~ed rput.ing
rulesreplaceman,ual copyinganddistribution.Fo~thefir~ttime"your
workload is automated, andean bemeasured..Work can be reassigned
to accommodatechangingmanpowercollditions, workloads regulated,
and individual performance levels assessed at any time.
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Imaging Payment,Process

Create Receiving
Report

,
Distribute Copies

YES
Create Discrepancies

~ Report

- Scan Documents
- No Copies or Distribution

Necessary

This vastly improves productiv'ity and efficiency. You can do less with
more, ',and ;gain complete control over'not only the ihformation you

have -- but who has it, and what they are doing with it. 'And' most
importantly, you can easiiy change the rules> determining the'flow of
work to reach 'an optimal degree of office efficiency~

Interestingly, and most importantly, workflow'can,beutilized"with"or
without 'imaging. 'In paper-ba;sed processing departments, imaging
simplifies acc'ass to' paper files. However, work, 1n the form 01data,
witholJtimages, still"needs to bealJtomatically distributed, balanced,
and measJfed. Therefore, the'fin'anclarsoftvvaresystemof the future
wHI'provideworkflow management capabilities which can:' be
implemented i with or" withoutimaging~
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A CASE STUDY

Ina "typical".accountspayable department, the process starts with a
purchase order, .whicl1 is sent to a,sel,ected vendor. In return, the

vendor delivers ,the .'. itemsorserviFesrequested, accompanied by a
receiver, as wen as (1'" separate invoice mailed to thepayables
department.

PrOCe$$i~g be~in~~~th the matching of the receive~,.the i~~~ice, and
the purchase order. Most of thetime·these items are accessible (i.e.
not lost ormlsfiled},and the quantities and prices coincide. In these
cases, a clerk' makes ·the appropriate number of copies, and then

internally distributes. them through the normal routing for payment

approval (Le.pur9haser,departmenthead,vice presIdent for invoices
over $1 0,000, etc.). If everyone acts on their approvals in reasonable
timeframes the payment itself is generally not delayed.

However, the remaining 5'-10,*,of 7~~ceptionsn,whethertheybethe
result of misplaced documents, or differences in price, terms, or
quantity, cause .enough problems in distribution and approvals

(recontacting the vendor, reapproving new purchase orders, rerouting

to other personnel, etc.) ·that payment is slowed. dramatically. The
result.is, at best, lost discounts, and, at worst, payment Qf interest
penalties.

Further, in Q,oth cases, .,' oqce:the, invoicelreceiver/pLirch(jse ,.order
packages enter their manual routing processes, their status is, almost

impossibl~to~uicklyaSFertain, --there is nQ ""ayof.easily.un~overing
what in-boxesspecifippackage,s are. in.

Inother"words, .with mCinual workflow, the ""ork itself Is ,controll~ng

the way this (and probablYYQur) accounts "payable department
operate~, ',' rather than the other way around,-- and workflow

management can ireverse·· this sitljatipo.
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Imaging Payment Process

Send

Contact Copies of Notify
File for

Vendor
I. Do.cumentsI.

Others ..... Follow
with Letter Up

+
Receiw Invoice, - Scan Invoice

-No Physical Retriew.1
- Automatic Form Letters
- E-Mail and FAX
-Automatic TICkler Reports

Copy & Distribute,
Compare Inwiceto
PO and Receiwr

- No Copies or Distribution Necessary

- Auto.matic Comparison
- Conflicts Identified
- Automatic Routing to Staff

In a workflow integrated accounts payable department, the 5-10% of
"problem" invoices, which cause so much lost p~oductivity, become

. a non-issue -- and the status of all invoices is always readily available.

VVithintegrated workflow, the accounts payable process begins with
the scanning of all invoices 'and:· receivers .•. as .they arrive. These

scanned images are then indexed to the ~ppropriate vendors and
··purchase order flies -- and then 'automatically routed to one '01- mo'~e

people ··for 'approval. The approval personnel ··are automatically
presented "with the workthatneeds'iobe"approved,Ha their
"electronic IN-boxes". For lowet~level' staff, the work: is presented in
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order of priority. Upper-levels can browse through their IN-box and
choose what to work on; but if they ignore a particular invoice for too
long,the workflow syste'Rlcaninsist that they deal with it.

If there is a problem:with invoices and purchase orders not matching,
the •.. workflowsysternautomaticallyroutes the folder to s.pecific
personnel for exception processing. Personnel can pop'"up a list of
standard form letters that are instantly personalized and available for
FAX .or printing. These letters automatically become part of the
electronic ··file.lf';a·· response ispendirrg longer thanapte"'defined
timeframe, the worKflow system takes further routing and notification
actions so as to insure that at the very least, desirable discounts· are
taken,··andatworst, payments are·· made ··on·timeand·f·inance charges
avoided.

REAL RESULTS

What makes workflow so natural a lit for financial applications .is that

all companies already have approvalprocesses and routing procedures
irlplace. It is simplya.matterof establishing these same "rules"inthe
graphic· routing .environment which controls the worKflow system.

In the· appiication of workflow technology, .productivity increases

dramatically while savings are realized. Some typicatresults of
integrated workflow with accounts payable are:

o 83% reductions in invoice processing time
o 90% reductions in inquiry response time
o 77% savings.in time required to fulfill correspondence
o .63% reductions in time· required for historical inquiries
o 95% .. savings in document storage costs
o 80%. reductions in outbound phone calls
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CONCLUSION

The 1990's 'have ushered in, a< ,new business climate. ,One that
provides new opportunities for success....or failure. Those
orga'nizatio:ns. thats,urviveand ,prosper:will be>thoseabletorespond
quickly and>effectively usingthe",information", system'. tools they
implement today.

These requireme.nts' have set- new standards for the"evaluatiotl of
financial s,ystems. ,'YourfinancialappUcations'softwareneedsto-be
able to provide the ease-of7use;>anduser...customi,zation, routines that
ensure the,abilityto.contiououslymeet youruser~s\needs.'Thesystem

ro~st possess an architecture that provides a srTJ-Qothmigration to.your
chosen, and evolving, computing strategy. And finally, the.system
must enable your organization to work faster and smarter.

Integrated Imaging and Workflow Management address these
prOductiv,ity ,issues .,by '.' combinin:g',i to' '" provide use.'ffS ,with, noton:ly
immediate, on-line access to .alltheinformation.cruclalto ,their jobS,
but-with the meanS. to control and streamline,the bu~iness processes
that (evolve around that informatioo.
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Abstract

Downsi21i!!8ifrom()l~er,proprietary ~()rqpHters. to an.open. systemsplatfQ11J1SUch
as the. JiP9000can pff~r.many~enefits.,HoweYer, .rnoving~~isting; ~oftw¥e
~ystelJlsoffthepropri~tary <~!1vironm~nt,presell~~ .a .great •chall~,nge~e.~ode
t~.3:nslator~<a~e .. ()ftell (illeffective,•• and '•• r~writin8 .fr()msc,atch'tJl~ans throWing
away alarge investment in existing code.

Fourth generation]anguages {4GLs) offer .. anoth~~ ...•... potential.$ol\ltioll.,Fa.ster
softwar~ ....• dev~loPlJlent,.m8:ke~ •... '.' .rewriting .•.• ' programs,·.·.•.... tnRre .feasible, ..•.•...•. and
migration/conversion tools allow significant .•. preservationof.existing •.. sQft\Vare
investment. However, 4GLs solutions may. have additional hidden costs,
depending on the language chosen and how it fits into your environment.

We .will discuss~everal. downsizing. strategies involving 4GLs,.and examine the
advaflt~gesalld•. ffisadvaJlt~ges. of each.:. A •case.study of.eachstrategy.will be
presented:••.for.real~world comparison.()f results 'CQdecony~rsion, . and its
litnitatioJls' .• 'Yill/~e .e~a.mined.i~.detail. We·•. will.also' discuss how to. choose the
right 4GL for your migration needs. '

We allknQw a trend hasdefillit~lyarrivedwhenairlille in-flight magazines start
dqing articlesonit.,Downsizing ~as reached that point, and that.puts you~as'l1Il

MJS.persQn;at risk... At any.ti111e'i,a CEO (or, worse, a CF(»)ma.ycome .into
y()~r()1fice df'ma.nding fp. know what .your (·plans•.• pn·,do\¥llsizing,are. By .. tben,
youfd.•ljetter ha-v:~ an~nswer.



Your installation may have good reasonsnof- to downsize. If so, a clear
presentation ofthose reasons is all you have to·do. But you should be careful in
making such assumptions unless .' your reasons are r~ally,u~~~sailable. The
economics of downsizing can be compelling. Especially if your platform is an
older, proprietary computer, an entire downsized 'replacement may be cheaper
than what you pay for one year's maintenance.

So let's assume ,you" ha.vedecidedt9do\Vnsize;either now or at some
convenient point in the futu~~..That decisiollis~~e~asy part. Now you have to
find a way to move yourcomp;~ny's<soflvvare and operations onto a new
platform - in a reasonable time frame, and keeping disruption small enough to
stay in business.

The toughest decision you will make ,is how to move the softwarethaty()ur
organization:depends on. Your options are bewildering-rewrite froroscr~t~h

vs.code translation, C vs.COBOL vs~a fourth generation language' (4GL),< in
house conversion vs. contractedotJt-sourcedconversi~n. ,A poorly planned
transition to open systems can cost your company far more than,'the-up-front
expenses.

In' this paper,"'we will discuss 'some,' of •.'theavailablestr~tegie~/fofDl0vi~g
softw(ire to"'open systems,alldexamines in'detail"one ofthecommoochoices-
using a fourth generation language. .

Migrating Existing' Cod·e

Often, the early front-runner for a migration soluti()1lis to move existing
software over with aslittle change as possible. "There are poillts infavorofthjs
strategy., It preserves investment in ,existing<code, ,for "example.. , Too ,oilen,
though, this solution is chosen simply because everyone feels more comfortable
with it.

The biggest flaw in this approach is that it perpetuates difficult-to-maintain
code. Existing programs may be ten years old" and patched and repatched until
hell· wouldn't have ,them. If the current code,:isa hopeless mess, the migrated
version won't. be any better. ,Most shops spend around three-fourths oftheir
time doing' ,maintenance,· .. more if the code-is very old. One 'of the" typical
reasons to downsize is to 'provide new functionality in the migrated syst~ftl,and

that is impossible if simple maintenance takes up .almost alltheavailabl'e
resources.
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Migrating existing code is also tougher than it may appear...COBOLcompilets
usually support the ANSI standard,>.which basicallyrneans they are all different
in the same places. Those differences, usually referred to as extensions, mean it
is unlikely that your current COBOL i)Yillrun ion other platforms without a large
amount of manual tweaking. COBOL translators may be used for some of this
effort, no automatic process can do all the work.

Rewriting. From. Scratch

Most. installations examine theobviousaltemative to migration ofexisting code,
which is to rewrite the software"from scratch.•·And that .leads. to the question. of
what language to choose.

There are usually .three. choices that are seriously considered - the installation's
current language (typically COBOL), C, and a fourth generation language
(4GL).

Since ". downsizing'. usually •.•means.gQingi~o . Unix-based system, . many
installations .tirstlook.atrewriting.in.C~ ..•. However, it's .almost always the worst
choice fora corporate MIS shop, and is usually a .poor choice for a vertical
market software developer. Even many C proponents describe the language as
best suited. for system-level coding ·.• and.not ••• recommended •••.• for .•. application
programming. Here are the basic reasons.C is unsuitable· for. most business
oriented programming:

• Programs written in Care difficult to maintain.

• C has significantly lower programmer productivity.

• Cprogrammers are expensive and· in short supply.

C does have some.strong.points, such as portability.and.performance. It has a
slight speed advantage, usually •..10 to 25%, over most· business-oriented
languages.C source·· code .·is·•.ireasonablyportable, ~ertainly more ·.·so than
COBOL. Butfor most business appIications, •. themarginalportabiIity and speed
\increase do not make up for the disadvantages ofC.

Rewriting in COBOL> often 'has appeal .becausetheprogranuners are already
available to. do the job....This choice is not as bad as rewriting inC, but there are
drawbacks. A complex system can take a long time to create. And the
resulting code is not very portable or particularly easy to. maintain. There's also
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the temptation at .. every .'. stage. to get .. out that .. old· spaghetti code "because. we
know it works", which leads back to evert worse maintenance problems.

Takingthe4GlPIunge

4GLs have some capabilities that would seem to make them a natural fit fotthe
rewrite situation, so one or more of them are usually evaluated as a migration
option. To see why, let's .fitst discuss what a 4GL is.

Understanding· the term "fourth generation ·languageU requires· a .bit ..ofhistory.
The very >first computers ..·· had .. to··.· .••• be··•. programmed ..•. in .• binary. The ... lIsecond
generation" of programming was launched when mnemonic assemblers were
introduced. A bit later, "third generation languages" such as COBOLa~d

FORTRAN were created.eEach ·generation ofcomputer languages resulted in a
big jump in.programmer productivity.

In the late seventies, the understanding of computer software had evolved to
make possible another leap in programmer productivity. The resulting "fourth
generation"languages.had the· objective.of make.· software development around
ten times as fast as· COBOL and related languages allowed.

There is·. no industry standard definition of a 4GL,but here are some
characteristics shared by most 4GLs:

• Program sizes are about one tenth the size of an equivalent
program written· in COBOL.

• The language has built-in database capabilities.

• A data dictionary is used to hold all data structures.

• The· language contains an integrated·debugger.

• The language has a lot of intelligence built-in. It makes default
assumptions .. about what the programmer wants wherever
possible. '

• Application ... generators· .allow file ···maintenance and report
programs to be written in· five to ten minutes.
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• A subset of the language can be taught to non-programmers in a
two-day training .course,giving.·data access to .a.wider range ·of
users.

Results can· be obtained in an order of magnitude less time. than
with·COBOL.

Most4GLs are also quite portable,someallthe'way down to the level oftlte
compiled code. ·.·'Phata,l1ows, for example,exactly the· samesoftwaretohemn
on an Jffi3000.system as on a brand~newHP9000.

From a MIS manager's point of view, the above .characteristics> translate into
three. primary advantages to using·a 4GL for downsizing:

•

•

• Portability to a new opeo.systems platform

Other secondary advantages include giving ., non-technical users hetteraccess to
data,andeasy ·adoption ofn~wsoftware·technologies sucltaswindowing and
client-server architectures.

If4GLs Are So Great, Why Don't WeAII ....aveOne?

'Phis is an impressive set of benefits.· However, 4GLs have been around awhile
and .. have not achieved overwhelming .... acceptan~e. ,....'Phe main areas· of
dissatisfactionfor most 4GLusers fall into three catagories

•

• Lack· of flexibility

•

Itisnot unusualfor a fourth generation language to require five to ten times the
resources used· by COBOL for an equivalent .application.· 'Phis translates to a
much higher. cost requirement .for· the replacement open .system,and·.continued
higher .. pncesforlaterexpansion.
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The flexibility problem stems from the high-level approach taken by most 4GLs.
It's .easy to write data-entry applications and reports, but the languages may
lack the constructs· to do lower-level programming. That means. a second
language (usually COBOL or C) is required for such work. Programmers then
have to be trained on both .languages, .and the .resulting multiple-language
software is more difficult to maintain.

Steep learning curves area· consequence of the academic orientation of·many
4GLs. Ignoring current software conventions, some 4GLs have syntax which is
obscure and difficult to understand.· . Together with the conceptual leap of
programming in a 4GL, some installations have reported uncomfortably long
ramp-up times.

The good news is that modem 4GLs address these problems. Some 4GLs offer
performance equivalent to COBOL. And many 4GLs are now so flexible that
their utilities are written in the language itself: While it's still possible to get
burned with an inadequate 4GL,· taking pains to choose one carefully can ensure
a good chance of success.

4GLs are also now available that dramatically shorten the learning curve by
providing syntax that is intuitive.to COBOL programmers. MOVE. statements
and IF statements, for example, do. not necessarily.have.to look any· different in
a 4GL than they do in COBOL. While there is always a·"hump" to get past in
understanding the philosophy of a. 4GL, the right choice can make that hump
much smaller. Making the right choice is easy - just look at some sample
programs written in the 4GL to see if they make sense to you without a lot of
training.

Detailed .Strategies and Questions to Answer

There are several ways to implement a downsizing strategy using a 4GL. Let's
look at some of the aspects that should be considered.

One of the first questions you must answer is whether or not you intend to
incorporate significant changes in the rewritten software.. The specifications for
the old system are typically used as a starting point. You may choose from a
range of options, from making little or no changes in the specs up through
adding lots of additional capability. In general, there is a trade-off •. It is easier
to make changes now, but the·more changes and enhancements that.are made,
the more difficult the rewrite will be and the .longer it will take. Major changes
will probably make.refonnatting the data more difficult, for example.
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~here are no, universal ~idelines for your decision, but remember thatone of
the advantages ofusing the 4GL·is. fast developme~t.··.It is much more practical
to·a..dd· ennancements, .,.especially· extra reports, .with a 461., than' it would be with
COBOL.

Another question is. less obvious .- what platform should be . used for the
development?) .. ·.· .•. ~hesimplest .approach ... is ..·to .. ·•. acquire .•. the· new, ..·•. downsized
platform·along··withthe·.4GLto ·be used, and just turn the. programmers loose
on that...··There's ..• nothing .. wrong. with.·•this, ·.but· another· alternative .. is ··worth
considering. Ifthe4G1., you choose is portable to your .oldplatform,itmaybe
more practicalto do the rewrite there.· ~his allows you to put off the purchase
of the new. hardware until thesoftwar(edevelopl11ent is done, and relieves the
programmers. ofadapting to new hardware and new software simultaneously. It
may also make ,it easier to test your new.syst~minparallelwithth(e old, one.

S·oftware··.·Conversiol1

Some 4GLs offer migration and conversion tools that may affect your strategy.
At the simplest level, tools are.available to build the 4GL's data dictionary from
the file definitions. already present in yoursQurcecode. This can save lots of
manual work, and make the new files more consistent with the old ones.
Depending Qnthe461.".you may even ·be.ableto·have·new-programs readapd
write to the .same files ··used ·.by your.existing·software.

Some conversiontoolsHtake .code in .your present languageat1dconv~rtit to
46L.code. This· offers. you the ·pfospect ofgettingYQur migration done more
quickly, but there are tradeoffs.

AsearliermentiQtled, no conversion or translati00tool is one hundred percent
effective-somema.nual··.workisguaranteed .. to be needed. And ··th~. ·~onverted

code. may. not be·as efficient or as easy to maintain asco<iewritten from.scratch.
J

Another surprising factor is that a rewrite may be faster for .. many. of your
programs.. Since 461.,s off~r ve9'~asy..creatioJl of file maintenance programs
and reports lJsing application. generators, converting those programs .. is usually
not the best· choice.

But for programs .that are very complex, and do not. need enhancements,
convefsion can be much better than arewrite. A c~mplex posting program, for
e~ample, may be ~asier to convert than to .write from.scratch.
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Another instance in which code conversiorfmay be"a better choice is .. when "a
premium is placed onthe look and feel ofthe code.,SolJle organiza~h)nshave a
goal of keeping retraining ofstaffto·the absolute minimum." ••• CQnverted· code is
more likely to look like the system it is replacing than code written from scratch
or developed with application generators.

However,·· if these considerations applY.ctoy()u, make .sure you have.examined
thecustomizability ofthe application generators completely. ·.·Better application
generators can be set with a template to ref1~ct you choices on·user interface,
andean often mimic an older standard. quite>closely.

Rel8tedAp'proaches

Some 4GLs allow ahybrid'approach by supporting COBOL syntax ,"in line". If
the 4GL you choose allows this, you may be able to extract complicated logic
from an old program, and simply. copy it into the appropriate place in the new
program. This offers another way to preserve some of the investment in your
current code, without going through the effort of a full code conversion.

,Co'mbining Techniques

l'he typical' strategy·for using'4GL conversion' tools goes something .like•this:
Rewrite file maintenance programs .and reports (60-70% of typical .systems)
using applications generators. Then convert most of the rest. Any processing
programs that are particularly compute intensive and used a lot can be rewritten
for efficiency. '.. And a 'few programs may lend themselves to a cut-and-paste
hybrid approach.

The end result of a 4GL migration,' .can be quite impressive... Many installations
report complete, successful migtationsin 'as little as three to four months. Six
to twelve •months is typical,compared to two to three years with a full rewrite,
even in a 4GL.

Getting Additional Help

You should also be aware that a few 4GL companies offer migration and
conversion .. services.. This .gives you access to personnel trained in the new
languag~ and the migration tools.. Usually, migration services are .custom-
designed to fit your situation Youcan choose from·anylevel,()fservic~s.. ·• At
the low end,You might want one or two vendor personnel to 'stay on-site
through the migration to assist your people. At the high end, you could
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contract for a full turnkey migration to be performed completely by the vendor.
Your. onlyinvolvement in that case would be explaining your current software,
and deciding on any enhancements to. include.

Summary

Using a 4GLaspart of your downsizing strategy is much more practical than
many MIS managers. realize. . The reputation of4GLs, based on .. early
implementations, says. that ••• they are .•. resource hogs, limited in •• flexibility, and
·difficult .. to .· .• leam. . . While. some ..•. 4GLs .'. still have one or. more •.·.of these
characteristics, •.•• a .•..•• careful .. choice can .get you .a..• 4GL. which .avoids these
drawbacks while maintaining the high programmer productivity and software
portability you n~ed to accomplish. a successful· migration.

Code conversion is also an option that can make the4GLapproach appealing.
While its .• applicability'•• va.ries with.. respect. to individual installations, such a
strategy can dramatically trim total migration timeframes.
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Information Integration-Issues and Approaches
FrankQuemada··.

Hewlett-Packard Company
100 Mayfield Avenue

Mountain View ,CA 94043
Phone: (415) 69.1-5274
Fax:·(415)·691-5485

Introduction

As·compames •. move to-wardsadopting .. open, .cl~entlserver. cQmp~ting, a natural.first step ·is·to· use'
these technologies to provide or create more value out ofexisting information resources... The fo
cus ofinformation integr.ation is on.the.integration ofexisting applications and data for business
advantage. It is an actjvity.that·combines and Ittransfonns" systems that are currently in place,
withoutsubstan.tial application rewriting. or re7engineering. .

This .• paper will,discuss the problernofinformati()nintegr.ation, supply a framework f()r thinking
aboutdifferent integration levels and issues associatedwit,hintegr.ating existing systems, and pro
vide an overvie:wofdiffe~entapp~()~chesJorin~egr.ati~n7~orde:rto.~~~cusswhat informat~on i07
tegrati()1) is, ... itwould.behelpful to e:xaminewhat circumstances lead tothe needfor integrating
disparate .systems.

Decentralized Policy Leads to Incompatible Systems

!fIslands ofautomation" can arise from a historical business policy ofdistributing the implementa
tion ofdifferent· systems and applications to the lowest level ofthe organization. The results of
this policy are different applications and hardware in different·departments across the company.
Now, businesses··have identified the value ofintegratingthese.different applications for .increased
business efficienCY or for competitive advantage~

By integrating. information from multiple inventory applicafions;Hewlett..;Packard was able to
save over a·miUion dollars in the first year after implementing the system. HP'sCotriputerManu
facturing (CM} operations are distributed geographically and organizationally . Ba.cn operation
maintains its own inventory tracking system. .Under the old system,oewparts were bought un
necessarily since availability ofother parts in inventory at different physical locations was not
available to a buyer.· An HP·proj.ect team·delivered'cansolidatedinformation to the buyer's desk
top by integrating the available inventory in separate'applicatiol1susing client/server technologies.
The Inventory Visibility Module (IVM) provides·. information on parts in inventory company
wide. Usingthe system, a buyer can source parts internally before going to external vendors and
find internal buyers for excess inventories. In addition, HPmanagement uses the system to analyze
inventory for strategic purposes. I

A·manufacturer of heavy machinery was able to significantly cut costs in the shop floor data col
lection area oftheir manufacturing plallt. .Previously,·· salaried employees entered.data received
from shop floor employees and input this data into four separate systems:payroU,·illventory
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control" material tracking, and production management. By implementing a new system, one
transaction updated all the required systems automatically. This system also saved the costs ofthe
salaried employees since it could be administered by the shopfloor employees. The company was
able to save $200,000 annually through reduced staffand decreased maintenance expenses.2

Need to Integrate Arises from Acquisitions Strategy.

The need to integrate information across the enterprise can come about in other wayg: For exam';'
pie, a company may be expanding through acquisition and consequently find itselfhaving to deal
with different applicati9ns and hardware platforms in order top'erfomlsome basic business
fUnctions. '

A Mid-west company had a company visioo 'to become the industry leaderinlogistics. In order to
achieve that vision it pursued a 'strategyofincreasing market'share through acquisitIon."After'5
years and acquiring 4 companies, the company ended up with an organization that consisted of 5
business units located 'at '3 different locations. To compound problems; different parts ofeach
business utlitresidedin each ofthe'locad6ns. To makemattersworse,each site had its'own ac
counting system (general ledger) and financial reporting package. The "company's chieffinancial
officer had' a .need to integrate information frdm 3 different systems in order to perform financial
analysis and reporting on each business unit as well as to generate a consolidated general ledger
for the company. In this case, integration was needed in order to perform basic business functions
as well as financial analysis.3

What are the Benefits of Integration ?

The examples above show that companies can realize the value ofdata that is currently locked in
their existing applications. Some benefits that come about by unlocking these treasures are:

• Increased efficiency or time-based competitiveness.
• Access to enterprise wide data.
•. More timely access to·data
• Automation/elimination of redundant tasks or processes.

• Improved customer satisfaction through improved services.
• Quicker respons~ to customer .requests.
• Wider range ofservices.

• Solution to a specific busines~ problem.

The key requirements to obtaining these benefits can be summarized by:

• A need to preserve the investment in legacy applications while incorp91'ating new, open
client~server technology.

• Need to integrate without rewriting applications.
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-Rapid development ofsolutions (under ,12 months);

Information Int~gration J)efined

As shown in the previous case examples, originally separate systems are linked in such a way that
they:exchange or share data., Additional integration can be achieved by coordinating different ap
plications so that they perform functions"or services for ,each other. In order to tie all these appli
cations together at the desktop; a common graphical user interface must be supplied to the
integrated system. To summarize:

InformationJ~,e1f!ati?!! i~~j,~li'!king'~~8it'!f~~/~O (9' more) information systems that
were developedindependentlj so' that they exchange data, perform services/or each other,
andpresent a consistent, transparent interface., to the end-user.

By consistent is meant a uniform, lookandfeel to tl1esystem in the way ofa graphical user inter
face. Transparency implies the access ofdata regardless of its location in a way that is not notice
able to the end-user. Applications can exchange or share data and cooperate with each other in a
variety ofways which will be described later.

Integrati()1'1 Frame\york

Given the. benefits of integration, how does one goaboutg~tti~gstarted ? First,. a business case
must be built and opportunities for integration such as those described earlier must be identified
and justified. Once the need has been identified, '. a framework for thinking about integration needs
to be·defined. This section will provide an overall integration framework and following that, gen
eral approaches within this ~~meworkwill,bedis,cussed., Please note that I am not addressing here
the design of integrated applications which involves information ,architecture, data distribution
strategies, and, how to handle logical and. semantic differences in data.

Tlje typeofintegration,<discussedh~r~ involves system design and applications design wit~ re
gards to data andtl1e '¥f}Y it iSntQdeled, .stored, .,pr9cessed alld presented to, the user." Italso in..
volves, the design ofapplication processesor functions and how those are distributed across the
enterprise.

How this integration is accomplished can be described in terms of:

- DatCi integration.
- Application, integratiQn.
- Presentation integration.
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These three information integration levels are listed in the table below and corresponding issues
mapped to each category.

Issues

• Database selection.

• Gateway availability.

• Data.distribution: replication, copies, extracts.

• Data conversion.

• Consistency- distributed transactions.

• Datab~e schemadesignandcontliet. reS9lution.

• Host connectivity:
Terminal emulation.

Write to 'Host protocols.

Gateways.

File extracts and transfer.

Presentation

• Application distribution.

• Inter-process communicatiorl:' remote piocedure caU,
messaging.

• Version control.

• Security (encryption).

• Data·conversion.

• Global transaction management.

• GUI interface design.

In general, data integration focuses on providing an integrated view ofthe data to an application.
This is usually accomplished by providing a common data access language (SQL) and combining,
or consolidating database schemas in a shared or global form. Application integration focuses on
enabling cooperation between applications for the purposes ofcontrol (starting orstoppingproc.;.
esses) or sharing ofdata. This cooperation is accomplished through different messaging services
that enable inter-program communication. The third layer- presentation, uses commongraphical
user interfaces to present data in such a way that the underlying separate applications appear as a
seamless whole that supports the particular business function.

Typically, application integration is used when real-time access to data is required (sometimes the
data may exist only within the application and not in a database). When data needs to be shared
among applications in real-time, various messaging services are.used to facilitate inter-process
communication. Another need addressed by this area is to coordinate or control different applica
tions- a requirement commonly found on a manufacturing floor.
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Data integration is found in traditional decision support applications. The focus is on allowing the
end-user to access enterprise-wide data. Real-time access to data is not a critical requirement
here. Approaches in this area emphasize providing a common view ofdata to the application and
end-user or providing quick access to data throughout the enterprise.

The rest ofthis paper will concentrate on approaches for achieving data integration.. Two different
models,. a two-tier and three-tier, will be discussed. Theseapproac;hes provide different methods
for accessing data. The two-tier approach emphasizes a common·data access language (Le.a
common view), and a three-tier way uses shared functions or procedures to provide rapid access
to data. The issues listed. above are applicable whether a two- or three-tier.model is planned. As
will be shown in the case study, combinations oftwo- and three-tier methods can be achieyed and
in cases where the integrati()n issues are more .complex, these ,hybrid solutions will probably be
used most often.

Client/Server Architecture and Legacy Applications

After defining an integration framework the next step is to identitYappropriate'models of
client/server computing to use. Two major styles ofclient/server computing (among others)' have
been used for integrating legacy data. These models have commonly been described as either a
2-tier or 3-tier client/server architecture.

An application program can be divided into three main logicalpartscollsisting ofpreselltation, ap
plication logic, and data management.

Application .Three-Layer Model

I Presentation

Figure 1
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These layers4 are defined- as:

• Presentation: Application component that interacts with <an end-user input device such as a
terminal, PC or workstation.

• Application: Application component that uses the input data (from an input device or database)
to perform business functions and processes.

• Data management Application component that manages the physical storage and processingof
data in any database,. file or data store.

Some terms used in this paper:

• Client: A process that asks for services to be done on its behalf Also used in referenc~ to the
computing platform the client process resides on.

• Server: A process that performs services on behalfofa client. Also used in reference to the
computing platform the server process resides on.

• Legacy: Existing applications and data.
• Host: An-existing computing·platform.

Two-Tier Architecture

In a two-tier model the functionality and presentation layers are resident on the client while the
data management resides on the server.

Two-Tier Client Server Host

Client

Client Process

\presentationl
\ApplicationI

SQ

Server

Data Server

Figure 2
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In this example, the client willissuea requestin the foryofSQL cOmmands which are processed
directly by the server and the results returned to the cJient.Host or legacy data are pre-loaded into
the server at specified intervals. In this type of solution, host data is not accessed directly but ex
tracted and loaded into a new data server (typically a relational database). Another option avail
able for accessing legacy data is to use a data~a~ega(e'Wa.ywhic,b provides real-time access. In
the case ofa .gateway, the connection is handled by the data l1'lanagement layer. The two-tier way
is a traditional technique for provi(.iing:decision support andR'graphical interface to existing data.
This approach provides'easier access to data through a graphical user interface. It is a well. proven
model for·· providing robust decision support systems.

The commutUcation between client and server is accomplished through acornm~~API (Applica
tion Programminglnterface) using SQL. These APrs can be supplied bythe database vendor or
by software language vendors and reside on both the client and server. As a result, choice of cli
ents is limited by the nutllber ofAPI's"th~;databasesoftware supports. In tUrn' itw()uld b~diffi

cult to replace the database serv.er without having t()rewrite or replace the·client since the data
access specific to that server is coded in the client. Clients typically use a particular database's fla
vor of SQL, which inhibits easy tni~r~tion to another database.•. Since dataisloadedatspecified
intervals, direct oIl-line acces's to-host systems is not available unless provided through a gateway.
Updating legacy data is usually not performed in this case. Some gateways may provide limited
capabilitiesfor Qpdating legacy data.

Three-tier architecture

A three-tier model splits out the application logic from the client and assigns it to a specific func
tionality server. The client has presentation and the server(s) have the application and data layers.
In this model, communication is performed among three levels including presentation, application,
and data.
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Client
Three-Tier Client Server

Server Host

Functionality
Server

IPresentatiog

Figure 3
The functionality server sits between the client and the data. It serves to make requests for data
from a database or extract data directly from a host system. Consequently, three tiers are involved
in fulfilling a particular transaction request. A .client issues a request for data which is received by
the functionality server, which in turn extracts the data from the data management layer (host or
database) and returns it to the client. The functionality server can also extract data from a rela
tional database using SQL. In the case of legacy data, this server can be written to use gateways,
terminal emulation (screen scraping) or the protocols necessary to connect to the host system
where the legacy data resides. Also note·that the functionality server can be implemented on a
separate computing platform from the data server.

This model is most commonly implemented using remote procedure calls (RPC) for communica
tion between the functionality server and the client. This allows a desktop client to access differ
ent data sources by calling common functions. The peculiarities ofaccess to each source are
handled through the specialized functionality servers which can be placed on a more powerful
machine. As the number of systems to be integrated increases and the differences in communica
tion protocols and data formats also increase, a 3-tier model is found to be more useful and
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flexible. The advantages ')f this approach are greater flexibility in communication ( a greater abil
ity to accommodate different kinds ofconnectivity to host platforms) and the ability to distribute
application logic. The functionality server can be writtento directly update legacy data. In this
style ofcomputing the client does not communicate directly with the data management layer but
throug~ a middle tier offunctionality servers.

The additionofa middle tier also allowsfor greater independence in the choice ofdatabase seN
ers andclients~Sincethe client is not closely linked tothe.database'server,itis easierto change
databases without having to rewrite the client. The functionality layerbuffersthe client from any
database changes. A wider range ofclients can also be supported than originally provided by the
database server since communication with the client is performed by the functionality layer. Dif
ferent types ofclients. can access data·by calling sharedprocedtires which.in tum obtain data on
the client's behalf. By using this approach it is possible to distribute application logic across differ
entcomputing. platforms in order to more efficiently match computing resources with application
functions. In addition, the use ofa "veIl defined API to the. data,insteadofSQL, .promotes re-use
for other application developers. An inventory ofAPI's can be developed that provides develop
ers easy· access to data in contrast to the alternative ofanalyzing and interpreting database
schemas.

The next step to a 3-tier architecture is distributed computing (multiple tiers) .which allows for the
distribution ofapplication and data across multiple platforms. This requires having a robust com
puting infrastructure in place such as DCE (Distributed Computing Environment)

Two-tiered vs. Three-tiered Data Access

Both approaches provide an integrated view ofdata to the client but through different methods. A
two-tier approach provides a uniform view ofdata through a cormnon data access language
(SQL). A three-tier approach provides a commOn view ofdata through the use of shared func
tionswhich return data requested. In addition, a three-tier technique hides the·complexity of data
from. the client. As·.the <environmentbecomes more .complex;.andYmore heterogeneous a three-tier
approach provides more flexibility. It allowsfor easier replacement ofclients and servers.Differ
ent. methods ofconnectivity. (including on-line access) with legacy data can be accomplished. .On
the other hand, as the scope of the middle tier increases,it becomes more complex to develop and
manage.

A two-tier approach provides advantages in environments requiring high performance query over
large (gigabytes) databases. But it is also useful for setting up simple database client/server appli
cations where data is batch loaded from legacy applications. For many companies, the two-tier ap
proach is a simple way to start building client/server applications.

Technical Approaches

Within a two- or three-tier model different technical alternatives are available. The following dis
cussion will provide an overview of the different technologies used within these models.
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The following techniqueswiU be· covered·below:

• Two-tierapproach (presentation and application on client, data on server orhost)vvmch is
characterized by providing· access to data through a common data access language"SQL.

• Database-centered approach: This approach uses the database as the primary platform for
integration. The database isa central hub responsiblefor providing access to data on other
systems.. Host data is· extracted and loaded into a·database or appropriate gateway software
is used for connecting and accessing data on different platforms.

• Three-tier Approach·(characterized by access to data.through common functions) where
presentation resides on client,' functionality on a server,··and data on server or host.

• Remote Procedure Call. Greatertlexibility is achieved·. through the use ofa middle tier 'of
functionality servers implemented using RPCs.

• Distributedenvironments(OSFIDCE):An industry standard computing environment that
provides services required for distributed, client/server applications. A technology
infrastructure designed to provide transparent data access across different platforms. Remote
procedure calls are·also used in this·environment~

Database-centered Approach

Database vendors have accomplished data access across different databases through· gateways.
This software is responsible for connecting across the network and for translating the foreign data
format into the vendors own flavor of SQL.··This provides end-users the ability to access data on
other systems through their favorite database, Typically the gateways work only with the vendor's
database. The end-user accesses this data using a front-end client that connects·to the'database or
a client developed with the database vendors own 4GL. The gateway approach usually,provides
read only access to data. The data may be· saved at an intermediate level but very little transforma
tion is done to it. Ingres is an example ofan RDBMS vendor that provides gateways to other data
sources such as DB2 or non-relational data.· SQLBase from Gupta also provides a DB2gateway.
HP Allbase provides a gateway product with read and write capabilities to DB2 and uses LU6.2
data communication. Most other gateway approaches usually require a TCPIIP connection which
is usually not a viable option on an existing MVS system.
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Database Gateway

Figure 4

An extension of the database-centered approach is called the IIrlata warehouse" popularized by
mM but originally developed by W.H. Inmon. Data is extractedfrotn the original sources and
loaded into a IIwarehouse" rlatabasethat provides services to individual departments or end users.
This allows for the historical.retentionofrlata and also for the transformation of the source data
into forms that are more appropriate· for analysis and decision support. The underlying assumption
olthe data warehouse approach is that there are two kindsofinf()rmationsystems: operational
and informational. They contain different kinds of data and serve different purposes. Operational
data with its focus on current· data is not suitable for historical· or time-based analysis and·must be
transformed via the warehouse architecture into a more suitable form. A technology for accom
plishing the data warehouse architecture is mrs EDA/SQL which provides connectivity to over
5()'data sources using their ·bwn.·specialized gateways.

The .database··gateway··hasbeen the conventional··method .. for data···accessand connectivity across
networks. Limitations of this approach are the proprietary nature ofthe gateways, performance,
and their· limited functionality.
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Gateway Extensions

Some database vendors have overcome the proprietary objections to their gateways by providing
and publishing APIs that allow third party clients to access them. ffiI provides a client-side API
for EDNSQL. Sybase has their OpenClient, OpenServer offering that provides libraries with pub
lished APIs. Third party software packages that support the Sybase APIs can access Sybases'
gateway services. This allows clients to access other data as if it were·oa Sybase server. The ap
proach that seem to be most promising in this area are g~teways with published API's.

Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

A three-tiered approach based on remote procedure calls allows for the application layer ofa pro
gram to be split from the client and placed on an appropriate computing platform that is best
suited for the task it is to perform. Conceptually the RPC is very similar to the familiar subroutine
call except that it is performed on a remote machine.

Remote Procedure CallS

Client program

rc = get_data(x,y,results

Process results()

SelVer program

listen for msg()
Procedure get_data(x,y,results( )

return results()
End procedure

Figure?

Prior to the call from a client, the server is ruQI1ing and listening op a port for messages from dif
ferent clients. Upon receipt of the client request, the server performs whatever functions necessary
(access to a database, establishing a remote connection to a host etc.) to extract data. and return it
to the client. A database is ~ot the only means used to access data. The remote procedures reside
in special "function" servers that are programs which access host systems directly through:
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- Terminal emulation.
- Host platform protocols to connect directly to legacy databases or applications.
- SQL queries. These servers can be written to execute SQL statements and thus providea "call"

level style of SQL versusembeddedSQL.
-Direct access to '.non~SQL databases as wellas ,file systems.

The software components involved in an RPC call include'client and server code stubs as well"as
run time libraries to facilitate connection.

RPC-Based Approach6

~

c;.:'t'--------'----'W&ALL-----:---'--........ I

~
::1.1........--------------'-1
~ results

Figure 6

The advantage ofthis, approach is that the complexity ofthe network 'protocols ,is 'hidden from the
programmer. The RPC,mechanisms also perform some level of data conversion. On the other
hand, servers generally are writtenin a language such as C and require specialized skills to de
velop., The most popular RPC software on the market are available from SUN and HP." A devel
opment environment is available fromCTG-OEC which makes it easy to create Unix servers with
PC" clients using an RPC based style ofcommunication. Using these'tools one can quickly con
struct three-tiered solutions for integrating data., These tools also provide the ability to develop
SQL servers- i.e., SQL statements can be executed against a database via a call level interface.
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Open Distributed Environments

This approach does notuse a database as the centtal platfonn for,integration'buf instead supplies
an entire computing environment with services that provide,amongother things, network connec
tivity and data access. These envirorunents'provide an infrastructure for distributed,'computing
environments.

OSFIDCE (Distributed Computing Environment)

OSFIDCE provides a robust computing infrastructure for developing and deploYing large scale
client/server systems. It also provides security (authentication and authorization), naming services,
threads, and is RPC based. Applications need to be written in a low level language, typically C, to
use these environments. Interprocess communication is accomplished through the RPC mecha
nism which shields the developer from the complexity ofnetwork protocols. Data exchange and
translation are also handled via the RPC services. Legacy applications would be difficult to inte
grate without rewriting. One approach would be to write a front-end server to the legacy applica
tion that wouldbe DCEawareand therefore available to other DC~clients. In this case, DCE
clients would accesS legacy data through a specialized DCE server. This is conceptually similar to
the three-tier model described earlier. More work needs to be done to determine how to integrate
legacy applications into this typ;e ofenvironment.

DeE Approach

I Legacy data I

I D~~se~erl

Figure 7

Summary

Legacy data can be brought into a client/server environment without having to rewrite or reengi
neer your existing applications. Through the use ofthe models and technologies described,
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information integration can provide quick and measurable results in employing client/server tech
nologiesfor competitive advantage.

The folloWingcase:srildy focuses on the problem ofintegrating different inventory tracking"sys
tems. It discusses different approaches to the problem using adatabase-centered approach and
shows how, depending on the complexity of the systems to be integrated, a need for; application
distribution and the 3-tier approach is recommended.

The business case for consolidating parts inventory discussed earlier Will be used. Different divi
sionshave implemented different inventory systems. In order to facilitate the interna.l sourcing of
parts atld the disposition of excess inveptories, information on parts availability world-wide needs
to be provided.

Database-centered Approach

Database-Centered Approach
(Two physical tiers)

ServerlHP 9000 Server/HP 9000

In this approach" ;youcan see a physical implementatipn<ioneaccording to 2, or 3 tiers. However,
thed(ita access tnethoc:is,'in both cases is .~till"primarilytwo-tiers,Datafrom.theexisting inventory
systems are batch-loadedintoa database thatresideson. the same platform as the application. The
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databases are responsible for translating the inventory data into the integrated view ofdata as well
as any necessary data type and format conversions. The client can be any one.ofthe. front-end
packages supported by the database vendor. Communication is done using common SQL API's.
In this approach, the environments are similar enough to support the same database. that acts as
the "data integrator." Inventory records for parts are loaded into the local database. The client
then issues requests to each database to obtain parts inventory. This method.does !lot provide
real-time status on inventory. In this case, management apdcoJ)trol ofdata is retained at the origi
nal source sites.

Database-Centered Approach (3 physical tiers)
.. Existing Data ...

Hosts

Batch
Load Server

E
Figure 9

This approach illustrates the use ofa gateway to access data as well as the introduction ofa mid
dle computing platform that is separate from the platforms where the legacy data resides.

This method uses gateways to access two ofthe source databases. In this case, the database ven
dor is able to provide specific gateways that fit this situation. Consequently, real.;.time information
from inventory database 2 and 3 can·be obtained. Please note however that for database 1, data is
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still loaded inbatch. Inthis case, another issue toaddressis responsibilitY for control and man
agement ofthe data in the middle-tier.

RPe,based approach

Three-Tiered'Approach
~-----_---.--Existing' data~~-'----~------""-------""-""'"

PSDe:\illtenx\iIllpn:.pn:

Figure'IO
l'hissolution uses a Ei-tier approach based on,RPCs: ,.Functionality ,', servershave;beeo"putinplace
to handle communications to the source systems. These provide real-time access to inventory
data. In this,case ~,customer.order dat~base is added" to showthat real-time data.can be extracted
from customer orders and inventory (perhaps to provide available to,promise information .for
shipping) using a function server. In addition, another database is provided ill themiddle:"tier to
provide historical"reporting., This database is queried using afunclionality" server ,thatiprovides
standard calculations which can beused by otherc1ients. In this case, because ofthe functionality
servers, a more varied clientbase can be supported. Lock-in atthe database level is avoided. On
line access to the'host systems is also 'provided. Overall, the approach provides more flexibility
and also allows for the distribution ofapplication logic. A two-tiered data access is shown with
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the Powerbuilder client directly querying the data warehouse. This is.a hybrid· approach which
combines the best ofboth two-tier and three-tier approaches.

DeE

In order to use DCE the appropriate infrastructure must be present on all participating machines.
DCE servers would then be written oneach.platforfn to extract data from the legacy systems.
Since DCE is not available on all platforms at this time, one could use DCE as the communica
tion mechanism between the function servers artd> clients above and use traditional methods ofac
cessing the legacy data. A DCE based approach in this mixed environment would appear similar
to a three-tier model.

Endnotes
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Paper '6014

Using Application Response Times as a Metric
for Service Level Agreements

Doug McBride
Hewlett-Packard Company

Performance Technology ••• Center
Roseville,"Califomia

Background

Current day computer applications are, for the most part, interaCtive,in nature. Whether it
be simple text-oriented prompts and responses, or· sophisticated high resolution GUIs
(Graphical User •• •.·Interfaces), ·the<ll1al1-machine interface has ·movedfroma,<batch
orientation ··.of '. the 50's, •. 60's and early 70's, to)an'intetactive~ on-line·' fonn 'of
communication today that is almost universally taken. for granted.

An important measure ofhow effectively the computer system is working for the user in an
interactive application isresponsetiJner Responsetill'le is usuallymeasuted in one of two
ways, referredtoas.first response and to>prompt. .. First response isa measure ofhow
long. it takes the computer. to .get ·from/a· request •for .,service (pressing··a RETURN or
ENTER ·.·key, ····a mouse·· olick or 'drag, •• etc.) .to.' the flFSt .response, Of output from> the
application to the user. <'To prolllptisthenieasure~~how long'it takestlte coniput~r to
get from a request for service (again, the •RETlJRN· key, a ·,mouse· command,' etc.)'untilit
can'accept mother command. ' ,

The key interval in first res~onsetime is how l?ng y~~ ~~e .to.,~ait until something
appears that youcaJ1 use to.supp~rt the reaso~ for~e req~~~t.,.Not'.al1 iIlform~ti0JJ.needs
to be present befo~eyoustartdigestingwhat'is' appearing, so'you~ be,~orldltgon what
initially appears "-- or ·at least be satisfied that .something· is .happening' .--' while other
information is. being displayed. A measure of firsf"response tillie:· iSiunpoftant for
information retrieval types of applications, such as reading electronic mail, retrieving a
parts explosion•diagram, or getting inventory information on a particular part number.

On the other hand, in applications which require the computer be able to process a
,?o~3fld orteq.ue~t~dQ~r~ady t() dq another in a sh()r't peri~ of time" to prompt

, beconl~s tile impo~t",~s~r~~ ,.Yo'3. need ,to be able t(),p~~~ss•.. t,b:emaximl.llt1.am()1llltof
,~ork from thema~~J;le.in~e shortest possible til11e,.so themaclline lt11.1~~ always ber<radY
'wb~~/y~uare. 'To, .p,rompt response timelt1e3.$ures.,are important. for da.t~.··input
opera!i0J!s where thejpea.is, to be ableto Pf~SSth~Jllaximunlinput,tran~actiQnsp~r unit
oftime. '

Id~~ly,. allirlt~r~etiv~ appl~cationswoul4get instap~eous,tirstt:esponse, tiplesso thatno
Ill3.tter~1,l"tyou~ant~to,see~ there was. no .. or ... little perqeiyable delay in having. that
iJ;tfopnation ~Hpeat; .•.. Inadditi()n, thecOIl}Plfter~ould.aJ,way~~e.ready~o.a.~~ptthe\tlC?xt
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request for work, so you would never have to wait to be prompted. We all· know from
experience however, that this is rarely the case if the computer is being used close to its
capacity limits (which is where a properly utilized piece of capital equipment should be
running, right?).

Given the constraints placed on an application by available hardware capacity or software
design, we also have to establish an •. upper limit for application response. If one goes
beyond this limit,. the applicatjon to loses its.effectiveness as a business tool and at some
point, fails to achieve the requirements it is supposed tOllleet in order to solve the business
problem is was designed to solve. Even before .• theapplication meets the point of failure
however, it will usually·adversely affect productivity due to pacing, inconsistent service,
and other problems that lead to poor human factor issues and reduced productivity.

Response Time inSLAs

Response times are· an ideal measure for the establishment of Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) for interactive applications. Since most mature data processing organizations are
using, or are in the process of implementing SLAs, the· response time .metric. is under
scrutiny for its applicability in many applications.

Tne application owner should be able .·to .specify.what the maximum allowable response
times (whether for first response or to prompt) for that application, as well as bow many
transactions of a particular type can fall outside·.of an acceptable range·. of response
(percentiles).· These response times can be derived by understanding the characteristics of
the .application, .the problem it is intended to .solve, the tolerances '.' of the intended user
audience to absolute response, acceptabl~ variance, etc.. Based upon these specifications,
service level objectives can be established by the data processing organization within the
company, and the response time metrics tracked for compliance.

Sounds' great to mel Anything this straightforward should ,be ,,~y to specify,.and
implement, right? These ,spiffy measurement tools everyone, talks about should' be able to
give me the measured response times on a per-application basis, and I'm all set. Let's go
do ill Satisfied users, here we come.. ~

The Problem

By now you've probably· figured out there's' got to bea catch· here somewhere,' '·'and 'of
course,' there is. As spiffy'asour performance' and resource' mana.gement tools are, they
don't do very well at 'response times. No provider of tools,' regardless of platform (even
IBMI), can easily provide response time information in a waytbat is totally meaningful to
all applications. Why? Glad you asked. Let's explore the topic a little bit and see why.

What we really want to see in our response tim~measurements, whether to first response
or to prompt, is data pertaining to a particular transaction type. A particular application
may have one ortwopritnary transaction types, or it may have several, allbaving distinct
response ." characteristics and,'resource requirements. When we "·relate 'this' to how ,. our
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measurement. technology gathers the data to report response' times, it becomes .apparent
where the problem lies.

How do we get the»·response time .data .. the measurement and reporting tools··>give us?
Here's a quick explanation:

First of all, .the operating system. must be instrumented (counters and trace facilities) to
gather data pertaining to response times. In addition, there must be assumptions made by
the engineers who write and insertthisinstrumentati()ntegatdingwhat devices. will be used
to support interactive applications to insure data is collected at the proper places.

Currently, ." those assumptions are that interactive applications·areterntinal·>based~so we
capture information on how data moves to andfr()1tt tenninaldevices. This, may beorf a
character-by-eharacter, line-by-line,. or screen-by-screen (block mode) basis. Some
assumptions are also made as to how the terminals are attached ahdcoltUnumcate with the
computer system.

If we measure the time from the satisfattiolt of a read request to the next request for a
write, we have simple first response time inforinati()n.······ If we· measure the time from the
satisfaction of a read request to. the next request for a read, we've.captured response to
prompt. See Rigdre l~ below fotan illustration ofthese response definitions.

Terminal Read Satisfied

X Start of Next Write

X

-Firat .Response-

•

Read Poated

X

-Think-

Time

Terminal Read Satisfied
X

etc.,.tc.

•

Figure 1.
Response Times Illustrated

The validity. of these response times depends totally on the belief that a transaction is
defined by the simple assumptions stated above. Although it's an eaSy thing to blame the
hardware vendors or other providers of operating systems for not caring about us getting
our valuable response time data, there are reasons for this weak link which I'll cover
shortly.
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I .can see ··thewheels turning. in your ·head at this point. What if our .. application's
transactions:

1. Don't follow the simple definition ofa transaction as posed above?

2. Isn't based on a terminal, and hence doesn't have response time instrumentation?

Obviously, •. our simple .. and· straightforward .•...... response •..··time·. situation just .got more
complicated.

On·. the .. other· hand, .. consider some •.• ()f the·· problems facing the engineers ·responsible for
reporting response times out ofthe operating system:

" How do.we know what the logical definition ofatransaction is from the. user
perspective?

" How can we measureend-to-end response times when there is a network between the
human interface and the computer?

" How can we account .. for measuring response .times. on devices, the·. characteristics of
which we may knO\V littJe or nothing about?

" How can we handle applications where the same programs elicit different definitions
oftransactions based upon different sets ofusers?

In defense of these engineers, this is tough set of problems. There is work going on to
provide more flexible solutions for end users to get transaction response times which fit
their own definitions, rather than someone else's. This will result in more easily
implemented solutions in the future. But for now...

So anyway, we rarely get response times from. our tools that reflect actual application
response times unless by chance the way our application works matches the way the
operating system gathers the data. Or, we ... may get absolurelynoresponse time
infonnation at all if the device we use for the human interface has no instrumentation
associated with it.

Some Solutions

Because we can't get good response times we shouldn't use response time as a key metric
in our service level agreements right? No! There are other ways to get meaningful
respQnse times, as .well as.hQpe on thehorizoD for a better, more encompassing way to get
this data. These include:
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Beirig'able to relate our definition <Of 8' transaction totne' data ~e get from tHe
operat~g system (post-process tHe data).

2. Telling the operatillgsystentwhere transactions start and end in our programs so it
knows what we know. '

3. Not asking' the operating system to capture response times for us' and instead, do it
ourselves.

In the traditional worldofrnainfralneperforman~analysis~(sp:11ed I-B-l\f M-V-S),'the
tYPical way to handl~,thisproblem .• is'to post-pr~ss.thedata as ,me~tioned ill. item'1...•••• The
instrumentation in their .operating system or TP. (Trans~~o~ Procc:~s,ing~ •. m()nitors s,!c~as

CICS, capture· response times as described above. By understAnding the relationship
between the datacapturtXi by the 0l?erating systenl an~. bow ,tile transaction actually works,
we can process the data to give us more "real" response times. Exam.ple:

Our appl~cationuse~character-~.~:apr~mpts .andreplies t'? gather order entry data.• We
know ittakes,~n the average, 12 -15 tead-write'trans~ionsin the setlS~ d~fined by the
operat~g.• 8,ystelll.We'llcall these, ,~ ••. physical trans~ion...~~.slUlUlling the.. ~dividual
physical transactions thafmake up our logical tr3:ngaetion, w:e can get an idea ofhow long
it took to process the entire order. '

,We'can go back and studyil1dividuarphysicartransactions ifjwe~eedto bone in on a
particular characteristic' of the logical·' transaction. 'Or, we '. can just look 'at the' average
response' timedetived' for our logical 'transaction .as a. Illeasure of system response and
provided service to application useis~ > By having access to the data collected by the
operating system on a per-application basis, this tj1)e,·of extrapolation "is not difficult .and
gives a generalidea of logical transaction response.

~othercway()f'geu~~ transabtiol1,:iresponse'times'" re~atitlgJ?iteD1'" 2 above, ifwe ~~~a
'me~hanismto tell the 'operating .sys~tn ·or· tratlsaction'proc:ssing••monitor'. ~h~re,ourl~~ical
tralls~ctio?statts 'alld ends,th: .~S .co~ldcol11P~te~eelapsed.timefo~~sand.lo~ it.: This
solves a·, bigproolem. the operating system" engineers have of knowing exactly .what a
transaction means to you. It also breaks free of the. dependency to a knownhWDan
~te~ace device type, ~ue' to., capturing. elapseci time, rather. thanso~e event that, deals
with a particular 'device like a terminal.

Some"intri~ing opp~rtunitiescome.to'mind····t~garding·'this'rl1e~ll~sm~,ifthe •• opetating
system engineers are clever (and of course, they all are, aren't they?). From a response
time, standpomt, we can easily live with elapsedtiine fOfoUfl'lleaSUrement,because that's a
indicatof?fwhat level ofservice weare giyingtooufus.ers.We e3:D comp~re thi~ elapsed
time against our negotiated service level and ifwe're intolerance, allis \Ve~lwiththe\V0rld.

But, if we're out of tolerance on a consistent basis, we have to fix tIle' problem, or re
negotiate the service level agreell)ent, tight? What if the OS, in addition to giving us
elapsed time, also gave us the associated components of system response?
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What I mean by comp~nent~ofsystemre.ponse is identifying w~tthe system was doing
while processing the logical transaction and recording that activity. . For instance, how
much of the time was spent actually using a CPU in the system,· versus queued for one
(service tillleyersusti~e spent waiting)?$ame with ()ther physical resources. such as
I/O or Memory. What· about the use of logical resources which also have ··a s~rvice time
and a potential waiting time associated with them (data base control blocks, network
access quelles,etc.)?

Total response time for a logical transaction is. really just the sum of the time spent
receiving service from some component ofthe system, and the .time waiting to access that
component. Where's. a .~r .place .. to .. find· ••.~tinformation. than ••• in... the OS
instrumentation? Ifwe.canbreak out thecomponellts ofauser-defined logical~on,
think of how. quickly .we. could. detenninethc.cause .of response time· problems and
potentially find a quick fix.(or at least know where the problem was?).

To make our current situation more bearable, we know. that work. is ongoing in this area
and should be available soon.

Finally, what I considerto.be the bestshort-tertn .. solution at the $te ofthis writing, is to
take matters into your own hands and JUST DO IT! Usingexistingan~.r~rted

Operating System response time data untilnewer, more state-of-the-art measurements are
available is NOT YOUR ONLY CHOICE.

Assuming you have colltrol over the source code for the application, it's not that difficult to
insert your own instrumentation into application code. (This method, by the way, is the
solution of choice for. most shops who want to better manage their systems, and has been
for years. Applications without this· type of instrumentation are considered somewhat
immature in mission critical environments.)

This local instrumentation is accomplished by locating the point in the application code
where the application user starts the transaction through whatever mechanism is used. The
wall time istheJ;l retrieved. via an appropriate system call. Th~ .end of the logical
transaction is then located in the same manner, and another call for the wall time is made.
The difference between start and end wall· time is the actual elapsed time for the
transaction.

This information is written to a log file for later. analysis by .. responsible resource
managers. Since you may not want to always log these transaction response times for
whatever reason, there~sually is an application-global switch that is set through some
configuration mechanism. that enables the capturing of these response times. This.· is
checked by some conditional statement in the code and either executed or ignored.

In this fashion, YOU.GET EXACTLY THE DATA YOU NEED to support your service level
management efforts.
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Conclusion

Service Level Agreements are ideal .vehicles for helping data processing management
provide quality service to. their end users. Response times are •. the ideal metric for
measuring interactive applications from the perspective of the user within the SLA.
Although. other metrics might be of interest in maintaining the underlying service level
objectives (component utilizations, device rates, etc.) for a particular SLA, the application
manager will want to see how well you're doing in human, rather than computer terms.

As we've explored in this paper, response time measurements are not readily available that
accurately reflect what application users think of as transaction response time. This is due
to limitations in current operating system instrumentation based upon the rigid definition of
a transaction. However, with a little imagination and a small amount of work, more
meaningful response times can be derived either from exiting response time data, or by
taking matters into your own hands·· and inserting your own instrumentation into your
applications.

As resource managers•demand more support· from the operating system to get accurate
response time data based upon their definition of a transaction, we should see better and
more flexible ways of delimiting transactions in our applications. In tum, we can use the
time saving logging and analysis features of most operating system performance and
resource utilization monitors rather than doing it ourselves. In addition, with access to
utilization and event data, operating system support of logical transactions has the
potential of returning information on the components of response. This data can be quite
valuable in better understanding how our applications use system resources, as well as
what we might do to minimize that use and provide better service to our users.

I believe it's a given that·· if you're. not already using SLAs, you'll be using them or
something .similar to them to help manage· application performance via service level
specification. SLAs are just too easy and too well defined not to take advantage of. To
make your· life easier in this regard, especially with interactive applicatiollS, raise your
voice to your OS provider and· make the· suggestion they can make you. a better manager
(and hence, a better customer) by giving you the tools you need to effectively manage your
system.

Good luck and keep the faith! We've come a long way in a short time, and suffered less
than those who came before us (believe it or not). It WILL get better...
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Paper No: 6015
Integrating Ii))l.into your Business

Dr TreY~r].R.ichar"~
,M.~..Fost"rAssociat~s

9417 Great·Hills Trail Suite .2038
Austin .. TX 78759
(512)34S5376

I Introductioo
Electronic data interchange, or EDI,is a business 'decision which will change the
way.your company works. It will substantially alter the.waY,tbat data flows into
and.out of Y<.lurbusiness applicati9ns.This paper explains the features commonly
offered by third party EDI software and.h9w.~ese can be integrated with·existing
business applications to provide a true electronic i~terchange of data from. your
trading partner's application to your own,' and vice ,versa.

'The questions which will be .poSed during this~scussion are -

~.' What isEDI?
- What is EDI softwClfe?
- What are the components. of.EDI software?
-.How. can EDI software be integrated with applications?
- What functions can applications provide·to facilitate EDI integration?

II WhtU is Em?
In. order to.understand the .need for some of the .features offered by third party
EDI.softwl\fe packages, it is first necessary to briefly discuss

J

the current standards
usedt~ prepare.EDI-formatted data, the m~thodse~ployed to transport this data
to an4from trading Pat1Ders, ~d .the methods of acknowledging the. integrity of
the received data·· that are~comlDonlyused.

A. Definition
.Thestalld~ddefinition9fEplis '~e.~lltomat~,comPM~erto.cQmputer.~xcllange
o[S:f!uctl1tedbusines~docume~t$, ;betw~nan.eflte~riseaQd it's.tradingp.er~' .
Tbe' fo10mHt\f~ese docum~ntsi~based.uPOJl.thellse {)f indllstry,natioll;rland
intema.tio~.stan~4s. HQ\Ve¥er~<tbis definition fajl~, toelllPMs~the strategic
impact of EDI uPQoa corporation, and. is loose enoughtoenable ..·tnaIly c9111.es
top;Pcipa~in·'ELlI without .rea1izi,ng •it'sftt~~p()tential.A.large .prQp()rti9nof
tOO3!'S ED~J.larti~ipan~Mve not yetinte~tedthe.transmis~ionandreceptionof
.EDltJ.-allsactions ..with·.their· bqsine~sapplicatioDS. and'arecon~uentl!failing .. to
reap1:beconsiderable .. beneti~,;associated·.with th~elitninatiOll •..of·4uplicated .·data
entry. Indeed, for some companies the savings gained from transmitting
transactions toatrading Partner,rathel'thllDsell~ing<them through theiDail, Mve

·lntem~gEDJinti)·Y~JlusiJless·
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been outweighed by the cost of re-keyingoutbound transactions, such as sales
invoices, into EDI software packages which are usedto prepare the EDI-formatted
transactions. It is for this reasollthafIfeela better defmition of EDI would be
'the automated, application tQap'pJit,tion ,excban~ ",of structured business
documents between an enterprise, and" 'it's trading partners'. This definition
encompasses all of the major benefits to be gained from EDI.

B. Standards
Although the general perceptionis that ~DI i,s a rela~vely new technology, the
first recogni~EDI transaction forma~'.we~" developed 'by', the ~ Transportation

'Data Coordinating Committee, orTDCC, between 1968 and 1915. In EDI
terminology,TDCC developed "8 '"Standard", which,'determines the methods
employed to representbusilless documents ma structured form. The transaction
formats which they definedwete the first "transaction sets". By 1978, it was felt
that the American National Standards Institute' (ANSI)should"support' the
development and maintenance of EDI transaction sets, and the ANSI Accredited
Standards Committee' X12 was fonned. 'The' 'first 'published transaction sets
prepared according to the ANSI standard appeared in 1983 and have been revised
several times to date. TDCC also encouraged the grocery and ,warehousing
industries to develop their own transaction sets. By'late 1982, the Uniform
Communication Standard (UCS) was established and transaction sets were made
available for the grocery industry. Around the ", same time the Warehouse
Information Network'Standard (WINS)" was fmalized and transaction sets were
provided for use by the warehousing industry.
The period from 1978 to 1982 has been called the "enlightenment phase'"where
selected companies in selected industries began using selected EDI transactions.
During the' following years, up to 1986, the "development phase" 'incorporated the
expansion of the national'standards to cover more industries. 'A similar expansion
of ,national standards was experienced in the UK and EUrope. The development
of an international EDI standard began in 1985 and the first EDIFACT transaction
set, or "message", was published in draft form in 1988.
Multiple standard formats for business transactions began to become a serious
problem for those comparties whose business crossed the artificial boundaries set
up by the fore-mentioned regulatOry bodies. As we will see later, 'industry bodies
which were new-lo EDI began to develop guidelfues for implementation of ANSI

-XI2·-transactionsets within their own industrY- rather tbandevelop new EDI
standard formats for their own needs.
There has alsO·"been a' great ,,' desire in recent years to consolidate the national
standards under'one national EDI standard and accordingly ,the TDCC, UCS and
WINS transaction sets are all currently' in the process of redefinition according to

" the EDI syntax rules laid down by the 'ANSI' Accredited Standards Committee
X12.
The desire toad6pt a single· national standard is now beginning to encourage a

-IntegtatingBDI 'iritoyour Business
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drive towards a single internationalEDI standard, EllIEACT.X12 tr.allsaction sets
which elllploy .the EDIFACT sytItaxarealready in the process ofdefinition,.and
the ANSI X12 membership recently voted toadoptEDIFACTasthe single EDI
syJltaJto'be use<I for development Qftransaction sets a£terthe release.Qf,Version
4oftb~X12.AmericanNationalStandard,whichis expected in1991.• Mostofthe
European national standards bodies baye dev~l~ siQ'Jilar plans tothQse ,adopted
by.X12.
You may .' weD ..•be· wOJldering~ bow'. tbehistol)' of standards. development·affects
your oWBcompanyandwhyit is relevant toa ,discussion of integration ofEDI
witb.business. applic~tions.The main ..tBson, that youshouldbe.awareofthe rich
ta~~ofEDIstandardsand. ttansactionsetstbatare~urrent1yavailable, istbat
you may wellhave'tradingpartners:whorequire~sactiQn.setsfromone()l" more
of.theseEDI·· .·standar4s.... Evenif,·you··.are..• luclty .enough·.·.to.oo .a·.·..•elllber .• of an
indus1:r'y wttereis sittgle EDIstandard likeANSIX12istheQnly EDI syntax used
fortransactionsets,itis1ikelythat YOUftradingpartllerswillbaye implemented
different .versions of' the transaction sets. These faetscan have a. considerable
impact on·.the features'which you require of third party.EDI software.

C, ...·•.·Industr.y~spc;cific· implementatjpDs
As' '.1... mentioned.' earlier, .... thett"end..for·.· industries .to recommend:·the.;method.·····of
illlplementationofEDI~sactionsetstobeusedin theiripdustry ~replaced

the .desire·toprolifemte ·moreEDl standards. '.The transaction..setsdefinedby.tbe
EDI ..egttlatoty ... bodies··.. such as.,ANSIX12 have now by: Jlecessity .. become
extremely .. cotnplex. .Fo.....'. example,'·. a .. single; ... ·purchase. order .·.ttansactioo···set .... is
required to service... industries as diverse astbechemicalan4 ··grQeelY..industrles.
lmtb industries may use only.2()..30%ofthefields,or. "data. el~men~·,defined
for. the transaction set and it is likely that·these will overlap in vel)' Jew places.
Con~uently, industry.~actioB~~s. such as the. Autolllotive Indti§tIY Action
Gro~p' (AI.AG), the TeleGommunicanQD .Industry FQl"Um .rfCllt')and the
Voluntal'y Interindustry .Communications Standards (VICS) .committee have

. recommended the data elements which' sbould be used for each transaction set and
whatdatathey.shouldcontain.ThishasicertaiD;lybeenacontributoryfactortothe
growth ofEDI implementation over the past few years,Jls itbasremovedsoQie
of. t1le.....uncertaiatyasSOCiated·.·witb.·.establisbing\Vhicbdata•.•.. sbould.. be .• exchaQged
with yourtl'ading·partIler..·However, if you'trade witbmultiple industries, it·adds
anQther .. level.·of complexity '. andanothefvarjatiOD ,to the fonnat·.ofa .particular
transaction set.
c;on~qendy,youmay need· to establish ft"Qm your trading p'rtnerf9ta
partic;ular·.transaction·the. following information :-

1.·. Which.EDI· staIldard is·employed
2.... Wbich iQaustty-specific·implemeQtationguideJ.ines were used
3. Whicbtransaction set.·represents ·the. transaction··to·be. exchanged
4. Which version of the transaction' set has been used

-IQtegt'lltingHDliDto.·JOur.HUliness·
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D. Communication Methods
In the early days of~EDI, data' was .fransported·.to a trading partner'·on magnetic
tape, or a direct connection was <established between' the trading partners'
computers.-However, the·variety of magnetic tape·formats and comrnunications
protocols available made it ... impractical for .a .company to .establish direct
communications with every trading' partner. Third party value added .networks
(VANS) provided the solution to this problem. They provide a store and forward
mailbox' service to allow transactions to be sent fi)··and·received· from multiple
trading partners who will probably have different computer systems, and who may
be using different communicatiolls protocols'."However,some of the major EDI
'trading partners, such'asChrysler and Wal-Mart, have found it practical to
maintain their own communications network to establish direct conriectionto their
trading partners, and for large volumes (jftransactions,.particularly invoices which
are not so time-critical,some trading partners still exchange data on magnetic
tape.'"Third patty EDlsoftware should be able to accommodate any of these
methods of data interchange.

E. Acknowled~ment of data inte&Jity
In order to ensure that the EDI transactions communicated.to a trading partner
were received and were acceptable in'terms of the semantics and syntaX of the
EDI standard .employed" the functional' acknowledgement, transaction ',was
developed. This·transaction informs the'trading partner who transmitted· the EDI
transactions which individual transactions the receiving ~ party actually received,
and whether the· format of the transactions complied with the semantics and syntax
of the particular version of the EDlstandard under which they were prepared.
This obviously provides two· more requirements 'for third party EDlsofuvare .:-

1. Abilityto create functional acknowledgements from inbound transactions
2. Ability to ensure that functional acknowledgementS are received for all
outbound tranSactions

:. There is also usually an agreed turnaround time for functional' acknowledgements
between trading partners, and' it·· may well be 'that thtthird party EDI software
package will be required to' cheek whether .each.functional acknowledgement· was
received within' this· time limit.
A', further level of acknowledgement which is starting to be employed, particularly
in the automotive industry, is the application advice. This transaction· takes the
acknowledgement process .one step further .than the'functional'acknowledgement
as it conveys information on eithet,the'acceptance or rejection ofa transaction"by
the receiving application, and the reasons for rejectiotrif this occurs. In the long
term, this method ofitlformingthesendmg party of transactions rejeCted from the
receiving application will become commonplace.

-Integrating'EDIinto your"Business•
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Ill. What is HDJ Software?
Nowitbat we have looked at a brief overview oftbedevelopment of EDI
standards,·· methods ofcommunication and acknowled.gement·of data.integrity, ·.we
can considerJbereasonsJor. employmgthitdparty HDI Software~tomanagetbe
interface witbtradiRg·partnets·~

B Insulates aPJ)lications·.·. frotllEDI·StADdards
As was mentioned earlier, theEDI standards have.developed·over the past two
decades and they continue to be retmoo.Eachttatisaetion<setdetmoounder a
patticular··.statldard·.·.may·\have·•...several·••ve~ions ••.wbieh.·'havebeeA'implemented···and
which•.are•currently in use. ··Third.party.EDI·softWare·.shoultt'provide·.·the·userwith
tbeabiHty ..·•. to ... define·,. neutral.'. or' .generic .tilef~rmats·. for...•. inbound····an~. outbound
transac,tions.whielt·eanbe;, transf0mtoo, into'anyoftberequired·.v~rsions ...ofthe
EDI transaction .sets. Iftbis· can·be achieved, .it enables 'the '. user ·.toinsulate
intertlal···businessapplicanons 'from ... the .ever-cnanging'external ..·worldofEDI
standards.

However,· before .··we··are·able'lo discuss the .ben~fits···ofusing ED" software,···we
needtt) ··lookattbetotal'processfrom the· originatillg .application to tile .target
application.. Trading partner A originates· atransactioDfromhisapplication~'ltis
transformed into an EDI-formatted transaction and sent to tr'adingpartner B's
mail~oxon a·.value-added netwotlCusmganEDIs0ft\Varepackage.Sometimein
tbefutute,tra<ling.partner Bretrievestltedata··from~smailoox·~and ttansfonns
it·mtO· a· format··whichhis··· application can read.;Qnce··.againan>EDI·softWare
package is used to execute the conmtunicatiOtlS anddata·tnmsformation...Now let
us ··I()()kattbebenetits·of'usingatbitdparty ·EDI·software pa~bge.

A. Bridae to EPI Standards
Third party .EDI software ·providesabridge.fromtbe iJlternal·busin~sssystems

envlronment;'where .. data< •..is··lteld ···iIl. proprietary.·.·.forlDats,.. Qltbe•.outside world,
wh~re· ...transactions·are.·.·.now···beingelectronically communicated··as·~DI\transactions

formatted•according toone of the.·EDI/standards.

C· Meets needs of·multiple ttadine partners
A further level of sophistication which needstobe.madeavaitable.is ... the ability
UJsatisfy,the needs of multiple trading parmersfrom. the ·same···intefualinbound
or·()utbou~d· generic file format. TIte'usershould 'be~leto'specifytO .. theEDI
software package which version'of'a particular EDI transaction ·setsbould.be sent
to or· received.·from a particillar tradingpa.rtner.··The user .should.then also be. able
tospecifytbat thistradingpartn.erexpeets to send or teceivetransaction sets
prepared according toa·particular set· of industry-specific·.····implementation
guidelines, or that this ·trading parmer has a unique set of requirements. for ·the
implementation of tbis transaction set.

-Integrating BDl iRtO your Business·
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D, Converts variable input into predictable fixed formats
Bespoke and third party business applications generally manage files or databases
consisting of fixed length records>comprisedof fixed length fields. ' EDI
transactionsm:e constructed from variable length records, or'"segments" ,which
are constructed from variable length fields, or "data elements" .'.' EDI transactions
can be further compressed by concatenating and splitting ~gments to fit into fixed
length records. for data transmission.• EDI·software ·provides the' tools to·,' unwrap
the compressed form of anEDI transactionand·converttbe variable length input
data toa lIloJ."e familiar'. fIXed length.format.

E Inte&lJltes BPI data with .. business .applications
The overriding objective of third party EDtsoftware should be to provide the user
with the ability. t<t manage .the transformation· of application files to· EDI
transactions, and .. vice',.versa, .and to·control the communication of these
transactions to·an4from·the user's trading partners. This should be achieved with
the minimum of disruption. to the business applications involved.

IV·' BatHe ·the components· of Ern software· ...'
Now that we have discussed what benefits '. thirdpartyEDI software .should
provide, we"should .consider·. what .component.parts ·.may.·.be provided .by. the
vendor. The following discussion is based.on a survey of the features offered by
third party EDI' software across multiple hardware platforms and represents the
functionality options which you should expect to. find~

A .Communicatiops software .• mana&ement
The extent of integration of communications software managementwitbin an EDI
software package can vary from a fully' integrated icommunicationsenvironment
to none at all. The importance Utat you place on the presence or absence of this
functionality· is likely to depend on the .frequency of communication with, your
trading partner or VAN. .In the .automotive industry, for •.. example, .EDI
transactions can be transmitted to and received from the same trading. partner
many times each day. In this environment communications software management
is desirable.

1· Communications software
Software ,may····be provided by .tIle vendor to drive·· various different
communication protocols. ,However, ' the desirability oftbis feature will
probably be,. determined .by whether.. or not· "you' already .own
communications software to achieve the desiredcommumcations protocols,
and whether the third party EDI software package·is capable ofintegrating
with,tbissoftware.

-Integratin, BDIinto your Business·
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2. Job conttol
"Fhe .features offered for conttol of the .transformation process can ·be
segregated' into· three ·.areas ... :~ ..,

a. communication session
b. pre-communications activities

, ·C.dpost-communications activities
d.error handling

C0ntrolofthe communications session generally involves selection of the
communication'meth()(J, together·witbthe.·means to construct•and execute
command .sequences .t(l' control the communications' > software and the
dialogue··with··thevalue-addoo·network.
"Fhe pre~communicationsactivities· willgenerallybetelev~tto outbOund
transactions," such as· the·transmissionofsales.. m~oices,and lIlay····execute
theprocessesassociatoo" witb .the.eXitraction.'.ofdatatt-0mtbe.application
system andtrallSformation ofthat<Jataw .tberequiredBDI transaction
fonnat.,
The 'post-communications activities ... will ••·.generally··be relevantto inbOund
transactions, .·such as the·· .receipt .of ··scdes···orders,···· ·andmay···.~execute ... the
processes associated . with transformingtbe' receivedBDIdatato .the
required application file format anduploadingthalfile>intotbe.:application.
Tile error.' handling component.ofjob"controlshould allow tbe '. 'user···.to
defme what··actionssbould. be .automatica1lytakenif errors occur in· the
activities performed before, .during .and, 'after the communications session.

3 .·Job .scheduliU&
The' job. scbeduling .component.. offers thecapa~ilitytoschoo~le jobs 'to
occuratpre-OOfirJed~tervll1s,to re~iewtbejob·'sc~edule.,andcontroljobs
currentlyexecutillg:'lt may also'.have ·dIe·.·abilitytoreschedulejoos.which
have failed due 'to·.an.inabilityto communicate with··the·ttading·partner or
VAN.

B DataTransfognatiQQ
The data· transformation capabilities' of an EDI softWare·packageare··the. heart of
the .product..They can also be .the part of' the' product where. the terminology
employed by softwarevendorsis·'titosteonfusing.~or,fJlepurpose of this
discussion} .will .try to" explain the' terms ·1 have 'used for the··.data transformation
functions.

{.TranslatioD·
-transformi:ngthe variable formats aSSOCiated withEDI transactions into
pre-defined moo length records, ." 8Ildvice-versa.

-Intecrating 'HDlinto.·yourBusinessw
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2 Rema_e·
- transforming the pre-defined output from the .translation process into a
user-defined file format which is capable.; of being interfaced with the
user's application, and vice-versa.

3 MappiO&'
- transforming the variablefonnat associatedwitb.EDI transactions~
into a user-defined application ftle format, •.8,Jld •.vice~versa.

Allproduets offer at least the, translation of El)ltransaetions topre-defined fixed
length records, In some products remapping of these pre-detined records to user
defmed file fOlll)ats is·also offered, whilst in others the translation and"remapping
processes are combined to allow direct jmapping ,from'theEDI transaction to a
user-defined;file format. The major benefit that remapping or mapping to a user
defined file format brings is. flexibility .
The potential,. us~r. ofan. EDIsoftware package needs to clearly .understand what
data transformation capabilities eaCh software vendor offers, as .there are no
definitions of the above terms which .are universally accepted. If transformation
to and from..user--definedfileformats is an important issue, for example, you need
to clearly.establish that this facility is available.

C. Transaction manalCment

In addition to communications and data transformation, an EDI software package
may offer facilities to manage the diversity ofyour trading partners' requirements,
together ··with facilities to manage the .flow of transactions to and from your
trading partner.

1 .Tradin& Partner Profiles
Trading partner profiles which can·be maintained down to the level of
individual transactions may be provided. The, parameters held in these
profil~s· may ,include which VAN. is to be used,which standard. employed
and which industry-specific implementation is to be used for this trading
partner. At the transaction level parameters may include which version of
the transaction set is to be used and whether Qr",not a Junctional
ac~owledgement is. required.

, "~Qnal,AcknQWled&ement Trackin&
for outbound transactions the ;EDI.S()ftware:package may ',provide' the
ability to record functional acknowledgements received from your trading
partner and determine those outbound transactions which are still awaiting
acknowledgement. This may also be further refm~JQ;add. tb~ ability to
detertW-ne"'whether those functional"acknowledge~ts.wbich.·havebeen
received w~re received~ithinthe.,agreed time .·limit.s

-Integrating EDlinto'yourllus~ess
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3 Security
TheEDl:softwarepackagemay offer various levels .of access to database
controlling EDla~tivit.ies,suchaswho can initiate jobs, who can create
jobs, etc.

4.· CQntrQl/AuditRewrts
Ilepprtswhichdetail the t}owoftr~psactions tl)roughthe completeiinbound
and outbound: processes ID3Y be provided,<and lIlay'include' transaction
count and value hash,totals to aid reconciliation.

5< N(;biyin&
The s()ftwarepackagecollid alS9provide amechanism<for<a.rcbiving the
data files associated with the complete inbound and outboundp(~sses to
ab~<;lcup mediunl such asmagnetict.a~before deletion from the system.

v How can BWMlfbure beiatcar.ted·witbaJlPliqtions'
Having looked.:attbefun(?tionswhipb are/offered by thirdp8ftY EDI .• software
packages, we can detail the processes' through which both inbound and outbound
transactions pass~lwill concentrate specifically on theproces~sconducted by
third party.EI)Isoftwar~wl1ich facilitate it~sintegration, witll, .both.the value-added
network and the application' .system~

A. Inbound transactions
A typic~le~ample: of an inbound transaction .·would.beapurchase order from a
customer which needs to update the sales order processing system as the target
application. This transactiQnWQuldnormallY'be enteJ."ed tbrouglt on-line •data
entry, and it is useful to remember this fact during the following discussion.
An inboullddocument .. suchaS'asalesorderwould.passtbrougltthe .following
processes•• =/""

Receive tradingpartner·~·sdata. from th~. a-ading.partne{/VAN
Map EDI transactions. to an application interface file
Upload application interf(lc;~Jil~ ·t9,. applicati()n..via9(ltc!lHitlt~rface

1 ReceWedata frgm,tmdiD& partner/VAN
A communication."sessione~sing.' an approptiat~ ...•{,protocol is
established \Yithth¢trading.partnef QrVAN, and:data is received
The receiv¢d4ata: is. anaJyzed and ,non...EDl data,sucb as' the mail
box listings fr()Jg.1heenetwork, •. is s¢gregated·froQl the'EPI data and
printed
Thepack¢d EDl:transaction dataris llJlpackedfrom ablook,of fixed
length records into it'sC()llstituentvariable lengthsegJDents

WlntegratiegEJ)I .into';iYOur Busi~~sw
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2 Map Ern transactions to' ap,plication interface file
The EDl'data is then' checked "'to"eoSUrc that the transactions
received comply,: with the semantics and syntax' of 'thest:8ndard
under which they were created
If errors are found, actions associated with the occurrence of the
error messages should be ,initiated at this, point. "These could .vary
in·. severity from notifying 'an appropriate user ofanon-eritical
warning to the .terminatioilof further processing
The compliance checking that has now.been oondueted',allows the
generation of functional, acknowledgements, for these transactions
The fields of the records in the application 'interface file' can now
be populated according to the rules laid downfortbistrading
partner.
Mapping is required because there is not usually a direct
relationship between all of the <fields required for the application
interface file and the data elements in theEDltransaction.
These fields must be,genetated by the foUowingmethods :-

a. Map an 'inbound data, element directly to' an output field
b. Look, up ·the data element in'across-reference table 'and

substitute the alternate value in the output field
c. Carry out string manipulation or arithmetic on one or more

data elements to produce the output field
d. Calculate a variable such as'today's date'and'place in output

field
e. Enter a default value in' the output field

The ,mapping process parallels, the traditional, process of manual
data entry, where human beings perform the cross-referencing
using additional files, calculate line extensions, or use common
sense'to determine reasonable default values.

3 Upload tQapplicatioD ,yia ,batch interface
Validation comparable to the equivalent on-line transaction is
performed on the data in the application, interface file
The' ,application ' is updated with valid transactions' and' invalid
transactions· are ,placed' in 'an,error suspense file
Any erroneous" transactions' held in the suspense fde' are rectified
by either correcting the data .in theerrof" suspense fde, or
correcting any errors in the application maSter files
Once the errors are rectified, the contentsoftbe error suspense file
are resubmitted to the batch interface
This process is continued until' all the transactions are loaded

·Integrating'"HDI into 'your .Business·
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B .Outbound transactions
A typical example'ofan outbound. transaction would be a·salesinvoice to be sent
-to.acustomer which originates from the sales order processing system. An invoice
would normally ·be printed. from the,~application'system and mailed to the
customer.
An outbound document such asa~les.·itJ."'Qice wOllldpass thrQuglt·thefollowing

,'.proce~ses

,Extract data from application databases' to application interface rtle
Map applicatiol1.dinterfacefile toEDI .transactions
Transmit.data totradingparmerl\TAN

l,>ExUactdatafrQm application to applicationinterfaee file
Only. those transactions which are. associated with trading partn~rs

who wish to receive these outbound transactions via EDI are
selected
For. thesetransacuoas, the application •interfaceifileis populated
with:,data i. from· the application .databases
Checks.are.made.to ensure •.thatnocriticaldata in the application
interface file has been omitted. Any transactions which lack critical
data items are removed from the applicatiQIl'intetfacefile
The application databases are updated to .indicate·.thesetransactions
are to •be·transmitted •. via EDI

2 Map application interface. file to Ern transactions
The. data elements of.the EDI. transaction' set can now be populated
according to the roles. laid .down,for·, this .tradingpartner.
Mapping is. once again required because there is not usually a
direct relationship between all of the datael~mentsrequired .. forthe
EDI' transaction set and the fields'of the ·application•interface file,
Tbesefieldsmustbegeneratedby the following methods :-

a. Map application .file i field directly ·.to output data element
b. Look up.·.·. field .•"in •cross-reference .table and 'substitute

alternate. value ·in the .output data element
c. Carry out string manipulation or arithmetic on one or more

fields to produce output data element
d. Calculate a variable such as today'sdate and place in the

output .data element
e.Enter·a default ..value·in theoutput··.data element

The. cootrolsegmentsof tbeEDltransaction set will then be
generated;, and uniquecontrotnutnoors associated with the control
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points in the EDI transaction· set will be,generatedaccording to· the
rules ••• laid down in the. trading partner' profiles
A' record .is. then" .·created "to· "indicatethat a .·functional
acknowledgement· is required for' this'. transaction

3. IljlQsmit data to tradinl:partner/YAN
Before the data can be'transmitted, it must first be segregated into
groups of transactions to be .sent to .. each trading partner or VAN
according to trading partner',profiles
The variable length segments prodUced by the mapping process are
then packed 'into fixed length.·blocks ofdata for tiaa~mission to the
trading partner or VAN
The compressed data is then sent to the appropriate trading partner
or VAN .using arcommon communications protocol

VI. What fugctions can alQ!ljcatiQQS proyjde to faciUtateEDI·jntcaration?
The preceding discussion of the processes involved'in integrating third party EDI
software with internal business' applications leads to '. the <following conclusions
about the functions that can be provided by these applications.

A. Inbound' transactions
Batch interface· should have :-

1. ability to load transactions from application interface file
2. batch validation which duplicates or extends current on-line

validation
3. error suspense file creation capability
4. error .correction and resubmission capability

B Outbound' transactions
Data extraction should provide:-

1. ability to segregate transactions according to communications
medium (ie is this purchase order to be printed and mailed to
trading partner, or sent:via EDI, or both)

2. application update to indicate that transaction was sent and that it
was sent via this communication method

VII. Summary
Third party EDI" softw;u-e should not just include ,. translation. It should ideally
manage your communications with "VANs, 'transform EDI transactions to
application interface files and vice versa, and control an environment which may
include many trading partners using many different implementations of EDI
transactions sets.EDI software should provide the capability to' integrate EDI with
your business applications with·the·.··minimum·of disruption. However, business

WlntegratiDgEDlillto your BuSinessW
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applications need to provide some functionality to allow EDI integration, and the
simple rules to be learnt from this brief discussion on integration are :-

A. for inbound transactions, which replace data normally entered through on
line data· entry, the business application must provide •• the necessary
functions to load transactions through a batch interface and ensure the
integrity of this data

B. for outbound transactions,. which repla.ce data normally sent to the trading
partner on a hard copy document, the business application should provide
a means to identify that a particular transaction should be sent via EDI,
and should update the transaction record. to indicate that is bas been sent
via EDI

-Integrating EDI into your Business·
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In tbis paper J w~yld like tQ~9gompUsh"a9~yple .of things... Fir~t, f()fy()utobecome
familiar with some of the more important HP-'-J)( andMPE/iXperformancetermin?l()gy...
how they compare and how they differ. This will be especially helpful if you have HP
300Q e?,perienceand how you ar~. dealing. with, . or. S?OnwiU ideal. with an HP~O.OO

syst~,m~ Next, Jwill presenta~imp~e~ynth~ticcasestud¥i.~hich involves.pushing anHP
9000 series 607 to the corners ofitsHE3rfor~ance"envelope". H~re, I ViiUpresenlsome
Key Perfor~ance,lndicators (KP1§).. lJ)arti.culady•. enjoy str~,ssingsystems. with .synthetic
loadsandmakjngQbs~rvations, so bearwith rneif. I come offas having tOQ much fun!
we'n focus specificallyontbe. relationship~etween.CPU and memory .shortage .' on
syst~mperformance; how th~y .affect respons~.tim.e and transaction throughput.

A briefencourag,ingword.Mosfof the issues on~9HP-u?<system h~"eparanels on an
MPE system. A. rose is' a rose... Apart from .feeling a little stupid with some of the
comm.andsand terminOIQ~YLprObably the worst thing .th,aLWill happ~n is that you will
have to get used to typing in IQwer Casel

A SHORT REFRESHER COURSE IN PERFORMANCE BASICS

Consider the following,

liThe sUbject of system performance on.anycomputer system can be very technical. It Involves the Interaction of an
amazing amount of convoluted -softWare and hardware mechanisms. This Interactlvtty Is supposed to help you
produce information that will "oil" the wheels of your company. The entire process must be manageable and It must
be cost-effective." [1}

T~isls where Y9ucorre,inl You need to be sure that your syst~m keeps satisfying your
cus~Qmers (users,. mana~em.ent, .... etc.).... Youaccomplish!Jhis. by •. agreeing .. upon,
measuring,... and managing .• ~ervicelevels .. Service .•. hasfour .. aspects: Timeliness,
Accuracy, Cost, and Reliability.. We'r~ focusing on. the. timeliness angle This means
acceptable user response times and batch processing (in HP-UX batch processing is
sometimes also referred to as "Chron jobs") turnaround time..• Typically, the best way to
provide good service is as follows:

1... Measure. the current. perf~rmaoce. «)bjective rnoni~oring and subjective .qser input) 
This may involve hlstorical tr~hd analysis .al~().

2...• Tune. ~nd tweak the system (this may.·involve upgrading, file maintenance, load
balancing, etc.). .

3. Re-Measure performance and compare with user expectations.

Exploring HP-UX - An Investigation into its Performance Envelope Especially for MPEliX
Fans
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This entire process is somewhat iterative· and may represent a long or shQl1cycle
depending how volatile performance is at your shop.

Covering the "Bases"

To effectively and consistently deliver good service to your customers, you must cover
all the performance bases. That is, you have to deal with four areas:

1. Crisis Mode: What plan does your staff·have in"place when the system is "hung" or
background processing is "dead in the water"?

2" ..... Casual Mode: .What toolslrrlethodolQgles(jo you hav~ to allow your staff to casually
monitor the system in a mearlingful,fashion? ' ,

A short noteher~. In case yOlrhavenofalready noticed, UNI.X isquitecrypticifypuare
used to MPEliX. .It actually: is much . better and more .flexible in many ways•.... but
nevertheless will require you to get.used to.cryptology...er uh, .'.think this is the science
of taking meaningful. En,glish . commands and shortening them and putting. them into
lowercase so that everyone thinks you are realty smart when you type them in! Some of
the system commands .. have performance data,' but ..'they .are anything but. easy .. to
understand. sar,ps, iostat, vmstat, etc are all· examples. '1. am seeing many more
people desiring useful. tools to help present and interpret this data. in .such a fast:don that
it will be meaningful for those whom do not have a Ph.D.incrypto.logy!

3. Capacity Planning - What will happen to user response times, 110 throughput,CPU
utilization, etc. when you add more applications, users, etc.?

4. Problem Solving -How do you profile new applications as to their performance
appetite? What tools do your programmers have to help them solve application
performance problems?

These are the. mainan~aswhere you need to Jocusyour"performance attention".

Primary System Resources

Although" there are"usually many different resources necessary to co'mplete'transactions
on any computer system, the three main ones are the CPU, primary storage (main
memory), and secondary storage" (disk devices). Some amount of each of these
resources can be thought of as ingredients needed to perform a unit of useful work (a
transaction).

Bottlenecks

When any necessary resource becomes in short supply, that ~esour?e .. become~ a choke
point (referred to as a· bottleneck). Often, processes (programs) then have· to wait for
that resource. to become available.. .1. ", have had some fun in recent years. studying
queueing theory, which is the' science'of bottlenecks... An interesting ph~nomena that
takes place on busy systems" is what is referred to as...

Exploring HP-UX - An Investigation into its Performance Envelope Especially for MPE/iX
Fans
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The Knee in the Performance Curve

You have probably heard of this term from time to time. Its basic meaning has to do
w;th a small increase in load. resulting in a surprisingly large increase in response time or
jQb tumaroundtime.. With that definition in mind, take a look at Figures 1~4.

Figure 1 - HP-UX (HP 9000 807) Synthetic Test; Memory Load=250

These figures are the· result of some synthetic tests performed on'an HP .9000 807. A
lead' was configured, run on the system . (a 10 minute run· for each number. of user
p[e>cesses),performancemetrics logged, and then the next series was commenced.
This resulted ,in some interesting data.

FiQure ·.1 .represents alight· memory load. Each simulated user was configured to
consume·a specified amount of CPU, memory, 1/0. accesses, ·etc. Between figures 1
through 4 the. only·thing that varied was the amount ofmemory each user .. used. Notice
th~ gentle response time "knee" in figure 1 at the 9 user level. What this graph is
representing is this: as 3 more. users are added (starting with a single user),· the amount
of response. time they' experience. rises linearly. at a comfortable level (from .6 ,to .9
seconds) upt09 users. Notice the proverbial knee. At this point adding three more
users 10 this workload .on' this HP-UX system,· subsequent response .times rise ·higher
th~~ thepreceeding trend. Even so, 1.4 seconds is probably acceptable. Notice that the
numberof transactions completed continues.to rise after this point. "

(ednote~ figures2-4 could go anywhere here)

Figures 2-4 .•. become increasingly' dramatic. Notice that the response knee points
'become very steep. Also, the knees keep getting pushed back to fewer users. Take a
look althe transaction knees in .figures 3 and 4! After some point in a performance
curve,. throughput decreases due to .a dimishing returns effect. Namely, adding more
users after resource saturation causes less transaction completions in the same amount
of ron time. And in figure 4 transaction throughput becomes flatter. This means that
~ven with an increase in the number users, more transactions are not accomplished.

One of.thescary things about these knees, is that many systems are "flirting" with the
k,ne.e. in their performance curve· and don't even know it! (ed: thisi·next sentence··would
b~,ago()d one to putina cool highlighted box). A steep knee in the curve .means that it
is possible to add just a few more users to an application and simply cause your system
togo down on its knees (pun intended!).. Figure 3 is a dramatic example of this. At the
12,user level, response times sky-rocket and transactions plummet.

The CPU Resource

Attera short diversion regarding bottlenecks, let's continue our discussion about system
resources; the CPU will be first. On RISC-based systems (9xx and 8xxin particUlar) the
CPU tends to be the most common bottleneck. It was one of HP's design policies to
shift, as much' as possible,all bottlenecks to the CPU. Of course, there are many
exceptions to this, but, generally speaking, the CPU tends to be the culprit when
performance is not upto par.

Exploring HP-UX - An Investigation into its Performance Envelope Especially for MPEliX
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Table 1 includes some CPU "measuring sticks" for both MPE/iX and HP-UX. Use these
to help you determine bottleneck conditions. I've tried to include some rough rules of
thumb to assist you in identifying "red zone" conditions.

MPEliX
Indicator

AQ-EQ Busy

Memory Mgmt
Dispatcher
ICS/Overhead
Pause
Idle
CPU Queue

HP-UX
Indicator

User Busy
Real Busy
Nice Busy'
System

Context Switch
Interrupts
Pause
Idle
Run Queue

Red
Zone

>12%
#
#

>15%
?

>8-15

Comments

Note 1
Non-Niced processes
Very high priority linear processes
Processes that have a low priority (Note 2)
Kernel processing time (includes memory)
Great memory shortage indicator
>15% when added with ICS or Interrupts
See above
Disk I/O bottleneck indicator
Lots here is good! CPU in the bank!
No. of processes waiting to get CPU time
(somewhat system size dependant)

Note 1: On MPEIiX systems process bUsy time is broken out by priority queue. For HP-UX you will use Real, User.
Nice, and· System. One main rule of thumb for CPU saturation is if your high priority processing consistently
exceeds 85% or,so, this is a sign of CPU shortage. Response times and throughput could suffer as the system
gets busier.

Note 2: Nice processing is basically programs that have had special priority degradation. This will affect programs
that tend to be CPU hogs. If a positive NICE value is applied to a program, it will be effectively lowered in priority.
This keeps such programs (typically CPU intensive) from taking over the system.

Table 1 - MPE/iX and HP-UX CPU Performance Metrics

A CPU-INTENSIVE SYNTHETIC CASE STUDY

In this study we will look at a series of increasingly heavier CPU-consuming processes.
This experiment started out with one user process having a set appetite of CPU. 110 and
memory. Simulated users were added 3 at a time for subsequent tests. Each time the
amount .. of CPU consumed by each user was increased. Thus, for figure 5 we studied 1

··through 18 simulated user processes. Each of these pseudo-users had a specified think
time, CPU usage, disk access, and memory consumption.

Figure 5 - CPU-Intensive Synthetic Study - Detail CPU Utilization

Notice in Figure 5 that somewhere around the 9 user mark the CPU is consistently
above the 85% range. Even though this processing is considered NICE processing
(running at a low priority), since these programs were the only ones running on the
system, they are considered high pri'orityforthis experiment's sake.

Figure 6 reveals what happens on this 807 system after the system consistently hits the
1000/0 CPU busy mark. It's the same problem you face at McDonalds at 12:00 noon.
The cooks and service folks are moving at capacity...they simply cannot work any faster,

Exploring HP-UX - An Investigation into its Performance Envelope Especially for MPE/iX
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so customers wait in line longer., 'Peak demand times are the bitterlsweete)(perience of
probably every fast-food business! The same is true for your customerS; when the
system gets saturated ~ user requests for CPU time simply queue-up, (as they •.. say in the
UKI). This is illustrated in'Figure 6. Notice 'how the, CPU, Run Queue simp'ygrows and
grows...

Figure 6 - CPU Intensive Synthetic Study -CPU Busy and Run Queue vs. Growing
Users

Figljre 7 shows the felt effects of a growing CPtJ problem. At about the 9th user the total
number of transactions compl~ted begins to\~fOP off. Why is this? A hint can, be seen in
figure 5. Note in that figure thatabjt of "System" CPUtime begins to raise its,ugly head.
What this means in plain terms is that~he ,system ,is simply getting overwhelmed
(thrashing) with all of the hOlJse~~epinga~sociated with an absurdly bUSy system.. This
not only 'robs valuable CPU time,but'indicate~thatthe load ,is simply too large for the
system to' handle and,sti,1I prodliCe acceptable: 'response times. Notice how response
times grow from around .to to 150 seconds per transactionI

Figure 7 - CPU Intensive Syntheti~Study -Response and Transactions vs. Growing
Users

FigureS is included "to.help lhe'MPJ: or novice HP"UX user become aquaint~d with
various kernel activities.

FigurE) 8 - CPUlntensiv~Synthetic Study ... MiscSystem Activities

Sorne definitionwiU help,with regard to the' system activities shown in Figure 8. A
context switch occurs when the kernel dispatchingrr'echanism gives attention to a
different process., 'This l1lay ocqur, many. Urnes per second. On MPE systems this
activity is analogous\to aprocesslaUriCh.- A for~: is similar to a process creation event on
MPE. A trapoccufswhen apro~~ss perfor~s some interruptive actiVity like a system
call, etc. An ,interrupt. is just like that, on ,MPE; it is a hardware generated CPU
interruption (terminal,' disk drive, etc.). System calls are like MPE system library (SL,
XL.;NL) calls. .

It can be seen from,the foregoing",CPU observations that a few metrics will help you
monitor your system's performancel1lore·,effectively. Try to keep your eye on the three
stages of the CPU: Busy, Pausedforl/O~ and-Idle. Some CPU statistics can be derived
from system commands~uch as ~ar,vmstat, .and .Jqstat, ,but, staying with the cryptic
'UNIX tradition, theyar~ often difficultto read and interpret. More importantly, they
certainly do not provide 'managers with th~, kind of data that is needed to make strategic
"performance decisions., , Ther~" are., ~ "few-,third., party tools such as SOS/9000
Performance Advisor that will provide much more meaningful performance data.

A MEMORY-INTENSIVE CASE STUDY

Now let's turn our attention to the subject of memory. As you probably know, adequate
memory is vital in order to insure good performance on nearly any computer system.
When in doubt, over-buy a bit on memory if you have any money left in the budget. The
following figures represent some memory statistics derived from a synthetic study on a

Exploring·HP-UX -An Investigation intQits Performance Envelope Especially for MPE/iX

Fans 6016-10
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series 807 HP 9000.

First, consider the following quote from System Performance Tuning.

liThe memory sUbsystem becomes the limiting factor for. system performance when the programs that are actively
rtlnning (including the UNIX kemel) require more physical·· memory than 'is available. .·Past this. point the operating
system begins copying pages of memory to and from disk. After copyiQ9()neor more pages from physical memory
lo disk. the system. gets to re-usethat physical memory for some otherpurpose~. This Is called paging. Once
paging has started,. overall performance drops sharply until thesystern's memory reqUirements are again Within Its
ca~ity. UP to this point (Le., before the system is out ofmemory),m,~ Is not.asystem performance issue. In
other words, memory performance is. binary.~ither the system ~s"enoughmemory for Its current needs and
performance is good or the system doesn' have enough memory andJ)erformance is poor.

Memory performance problems are simple: at. any given instant, elth~r you have .. enough memory. or you don't.
However, this summary doesn' do justice to the complexity of memoryma",gement nor does It help you to .d.1 with
problems as they arise." [2J .

While I agree with the above quote, 1·believe that ope.can learn' some precursor signs of
impending memory shortage. I have referred to these in numerous articles as "yellow"
resource shortage indicators. With'that in mind. let·me illustrate this principle by using
the results of some memory stress testing on aSerie~ 807 HP-UX machine. The details
relating to the test setup are the· same as in· the CPU.case. study above. For the
following discussion please refer baCk to Figures' 1-4'.

It is intuitively obvious by looking at Figure .1. to expectresponse times to increase as
more users are added onto the system. Furthermore, as the a.mQunt of main memory
required by each process increases (in fact doubles)]n figure 2.1he response tim.estays
the same for user tests 1 through 6 This is because the system· has not yet reached
memory saturation; i.e. it has not started swapping, yet. At the 9 user. response times
increase a bit more dramatically. For a memory 'load twice this value (1000) in Figure 3.
user levels 9 and 12 represent. quite a large increase in response times (in fact. a 'jump
by a factor of over 10 times). The question is. what mernory metrics reveal this? How
could we have caught this earlier when the problem was in the .. yellow zone. rather than
infhe red zone like in the ···12 user test?

One key will help by looking at Figure 9. In Figure 9 we see four memory "pulse points"
illustrated. While these are not the only memory:metrics available. these are four that
we graphed together,inorderto determine which correlations might exist "between such
indicators. Whilei.t is, clear that transaction response times increased a bit in Figures 1
and 2. why the dramatic jump(s) in Figures 3 and 4?

Figure 9 - Memory Test Resource Indicators

Notice that page faulting, along with page-outs. increase linearly up through the 9 and 12
user level. However. at the 9 and 12 user level. page faults literally go berserk and page
out activity hovers between 10 and 20 per second. A page fault occurs when a
necessary piece'o~data or code i~ ..• r10t found in. memory. A page fault under HP-UX is. in
principle, the same thing as on an'MPE system. The kernel will issue a disk I/O request
in order to retrieve the missing piece(s). Some of this kind of memory action will
normally occur even when there is no memory problem. A page out is'a bit more serious
than a page fault. It signifies that pages of data were literally having to be kicked out of
main memory in order to accommodate more important needs. I have not· used page

Exploring HP-UX -An Investigation into its Performance Envelope Especially for MPEliX
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outs on MPE systems. as an .i~dicator.of memory stress. Since response times were
relatively civil for the 1 through 9 users,we can loosley· conclude that for page faulting
less than 40 per second, the system probably has adequate main memory.

,." , ..

Using similar logic, y!e can conclude, for page~outactions., that .Iess than 10 per second
is safe. Note how page faults rise to incredible heights but page-outs stay steady within
a. range. There are •. often mechanisms .. Within operating systems that prevent
d~bilitatingly high levels of certain adivities to occur. Page/outs may be one ofthese
actions. Page faults, on the other hand, go through the ro()fin this case study. Notice
the oddity with page faults. When things get really bad (I'll show this in a moment),page
faults actually.taper off. So, .it seems from this that we can conclude that page faults
may be a reliable indicator ola memory shortage only prior to an actual crisis. This is
actually a blessing in disguise. What we really neec:J is a "yellow" zone indicator. Page
faults (>=40 per second) seem to do the trick, at .least in this case study on this 807.

Figure 9 seems to show a zero swap out rate for the duration of all the experiments. A
swap out is a serious event that involves kicking all the pieces of a process out to disk.> I
know of no MPE equivalent of this activity.• In figure 9, due to the low granularity of the
right Y-Axis scale, you .cannot see the very small amount of swap-out adivity that is
actually taking place beginning at 20:48. Refer to figure 10 to see this event· more
clearly.

Figure 10 - M~mory Indicators- Swap Out Correlative

For figure 10 I changed the Y-Axis scale so that swap outs could be unveiled. Figure '3
shows a radical· increase in response time for the 12 user scenario, while figure 10
reveals an ever so slight amount of swap-out activity. Some swap-out activity will take
place for jobs that .sleep for more than 20 seconds. This keeps memory from becoming
cluttered. But, when •memory becomes scarce, the system will perform desperation
swappin~i (the "de" on the vmstat output). as seen above in figure 10 starting at 20:48.
This action persists for the duration of the 12 user test. Since. a swap-out occurs only in
the case of a serious memory shortage, its consistent presence is a strong indicator that
you either need to reduce your memory consumption or buy more!

This memory discussion should at least help you in monitoring your system's memory
usage. Try to. focus on the yellow levels of each indicator. Remember, for swap-outs,
just about any will be a bad sign.

Conclusion

I hope that you have gleaned a little bit of insight into some of the CPU and memory key
performance indicators that I have presented here. The case studies should be. a good
starting point if you are trying to understand and better manage your HP-UX system.
White I have not focused on tuning aspects in this paper, that is the next logical step
(perhaps the focus of a future article) in making the most of your company's hardware
investment.
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operati00 and..Functionsof'Transaction
M.onitorson .·Mainframes

Mainframe users are accustomed to implementing on-line applica
tionswith t.~e aid of.transaction processing; systems or transaction
monitors. Without .sucha transaction .. monitor, 'no rea'sonable on-lin'e
pro.~essillg is.feasible.Thatiswhymainfr~rneusers con~idering mi
gration to Op~nSystell1soften ask whethef a transactionmonitor'is
'also needed,on these sys~emsor.which facilities are going to r~place
it. In order to answerto'this question, first of all, we have to deal with
the mode of operation of transaction mC?nitors,on mainframes. Then,
we will look at the functions they usually accomplish.

As'mainframe operating 'systems are not allowing direct 'on-line transac
tion proce~sin~, a special transaction control program '; (TCP) must be
used for it. The TCp,.like any other applicatignprogr,am"is running as one
pro~es~ of the operating system but one.with. special. characteristics for
the'nece~sitiesof on-line tran$action proces,sing. An ~vent .oriented inter
rupt control in a separate computer partition belongs to these character
istics in particular.

Do We NeediTransactionMonit~rsOnOpeI1Systerns?
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Operating with Task Control

For each defined user, the TCP creates a task -a quasi process in the
process - assigning an appointed terminal to .it. On the terminal, the user
may type in the identification code of a transaction which is carried out
subsequently. At its end, .the transaction calls another transaction or re
turns control to the terminal.

A transaction consists of one or more. TCP application programs repre
senting sub-programs of theTCPandcaliing on various services of the
TCP using special commands. the applicatioq programs are loaded into
storage only once and are re-entrant in threads.

Alllongthe. services perfqr;ne~;bY>the TCP•. we find the}askcontrol. tne
s~reen pr()cessing, the file P~RR7~sing with 19cking/~nd logging, th~.pro

vi~ion9ftr~l1sacfionsurviv~ng' sto~age areas, toe communication between
diffef~nt ta~ksand TGE?pr()cesse~, the pro"ision (,)f interOClI ,.CP in
formation, thereC()ver)1 facility, .. and various administrative function~.

Benefits of Transaction Monitors

TCP's are very complex prQgr~ms taking~p considerapleparts of main
stor~.ge aqd p~ocessor perfQr~ange. How~ver, the~ .a~e also said~? have
the. capability Of ~ssentiany,iTprovin9 the comPlJterperformance .con
cerniR~ 0f1-Un~ traQs~ction .• pro~~~sing.ln .particuJctr, I. t.heyare .allowing. to
cpnnect a, II~rg'e number,of~9ti\le ..terminals.·The.secrel lie~ in'.bettetex
ploitation ofthe available pompLJfercapacity and resolJrcesby the rep.

Do We. Need Transa~~ionMonitors On(~pen ,Systems?
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Itisnot>necessary to build up a separate process environment .for····each
user, but .justa task· environment consuming.·•.·less .re$ources..·It·isneither
necessary.to· separately open. the file management' system for each user.
As all application programs are sub-programs orthe TCP,.· it is knowing all
users and the processing steps these users are just executing.

Event Controlled Interrupts

As·.arule, an application program beginswith .. reaceiving ..a·.screen and"ends
with sending the next screen. In between,. it Qnly. returnscontroJ]Q the
TCPincaseany services are needed and requested from the eontrolpro
gram. Only;n the course of these interrupts and screen editing, another
user is getting a chance to proceed.

Screen pro~essing isperformedusin~ block mOde~ndtermil"lals support
ing this mode. The TCPissendi~{J>adata stream~~taining all informa
tion about the screen' and the· necessarycontrolscharacter sequences. If
the screen has already been sentout before, justmodified information is
transmitted. The terminal only returns the values of the inputfields as far
as they have been changed. In the 'meantime,practically no>processor
time is needed for screen processing because it hasjust to be checked if
input values are to be reoeived.

The:T'CP .sequentializesfi'le access '.' in order to avoid deadlock .' situations
and unwelcome interim datadhangeS.SequentiCiUzation is achieved by
the 'circumstance ·that ··the····file managerofthe.···TCP'dQesnot·.···.accept·any
longer. modification· and.locking orders regarding the files to be updated
frornother users'after the first·:modification'orexpUcitilocking.order ·.ofan
user,as long as the lock is not raised explicitly or by transaction end.

If program crashes occur,' the TOP can perfofimadynamic-recovery" rolling
baCk the file system to the . latest. attained .consistent ..'condition.. In •... this
case, program control returns to-transaction begin or branches .toan.other
checkpoint.

TheTCP provides· different .. mechanisms passing on ···data ··tothe .next
transaction, to·an other user,or 1o other/rep processes. These provisions

Do We Needl"ransaction MQnitorsOnOp~nSystems?
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rangel from···storage·areas within the·.· TCP through extert'1al·.·main·· storage
and file areas toqueueswith,differenfaccess types ahd ·pipelines. Updat
ing of main storage areas being available to several users;\'diteetlyaffects
all usersimrnediately.

Additional Functions

Further on, the' TCP administrates tables containing information on the
relation of application programs to transactions, onfi,les.used in the ap
plication, and on other application characteristics. Ifrequired,it will trace
informatioA on' its activities. Also, .he TCP perrnitsdynamicapplication
changes.

Are Traditional Transaction Monitors,
Ne~ded on Open Systems?

This question is often asked. ·It mayclearly~e .. answered withno~ifCl

client/server approach is .chosen .on· Open Systems Of<even ahet
erogeneous distributed architecture is preferred. Inthlsca$e, on the
contrary, the functionalities of transaction control systems are re
quired which are implemented on the.baseof the Distributed Com
puting Environment (DeE) of the Open Software Foundation (OSF)
and. are especiallytaUored to distributecJ processing.environrnent$.
But the traditional transactioncontr<)1 programs .···(TCP) being.' in~
staUedon.mainframes do ,not provid~e,suchfunctions.

For a pure.clientlserver solution, as ,an alt~rnative, the basic products
being offered for it may be used. They contain a subs,etof the function
alities which are required for generally distributed systems. That is why
the, question which was: put at,the beginning narrowsto the issuewpether
the functions of a TCP are needed·on non-distributedqOpen Systems,. that
means on standalone·, systems on which aU application .components. 
maybe except screen processing - are implemented.

The TCP was originally created in order to enable on-line processing on
the batch-oriented mainframes at all. There were required facilities for the
communication with screen.devices inconnectiol'1with blockmodeproc.;.
essingandan as ever optimaLexploitationof the resourceslikeproces'"

Do We Need Transaction··Monitors On Open Systems?
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sor performance, main' storage, and processes being very limited 'at that
time.

Over the time,this pureon-lineorientationmovedintbthedirectionofon
line transaction processing. Functionalities like protection ofdata access
through checkpoints and· rollback were added, aswellas··variol.lscontrol,
seNice, and administrativefQnctions.

Tfi!rminalsand,Scr;eens

It ·'i.s ..·apparentthat no parlicularfacilities fo~,thecomml1ni~tionwithtermi

nals .. arerequi~~d·· on .p~esent .. OpenSystems .. any longer beCEluse .•. t~es~
functionalitiesare .already embedded in' the'operating system.· The screen
processing may be effected with the aid of dedicated and 'efficient
pr()ductsotnumerous.vendors. However, ··asa rule, .this processing Is not
ptarformedin qlock moq~ . any more,:. resulting in advant.ages..and
disad"antCiges... It .tnecji~ag~antagespre"ail .. in.. sPElcialsituetions, ..•El.block
mod~simulati()n with·.pq'~may.·bethe •.~()lutiorL

Exploitation of Resources

While.the bottleneck lies above all in the area of data access today, it was
9Ie~rly,locatEld in thecentral>lJl'lit .. in former times. That is wl'ly ....·the.;rCPwas
implement~dil'l sucQ a<rnanl'lerthatoneerocess',is,serving all usefs
throu~h an int~rnal., .. proces~rin-processconc~pt with ,code-sharing. in
threads. So"proces~es,· main" storage, and processor .perform~ncecould
be saved. '

A separate facility for C!0de,shariqg ,is(lC) .longer pecElssary .on Open •Sys
tems a~,.here, theco01pilersCl'readygeneratere-entranlcode in.connec~

tioq with the operati(lg· system.. Process '•. environments need. not .·to·.·.be

Do 'We'Neeo'Transaction Monitors·On·· Open Systems?
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'econom,ized any more because sufficient main' storage is available. All
users can dispose of their own processes. Also, processor performance is
not a bottleneck any longer, especially since parallel and dedicated
additional processors are provided/in many.cases.

An essential'characteristi,c of.the TCP lies inlhe faclthat it is runs in par
ticular computer partitions with special' processes. These 'proce~sesun

derlie an event-oriented interrupt control. As, on the contrary, Open Sys
tems are based on a timesharing con~ept, in this regard, the throughput
advantage of mainframes for extreme applications (for example reserva
tion systems) cannot be achieveq.~

Protection of Data Access

Even if the resources of the central processing unit are not necessarily
limited any more today, this does not mean that we may deal with them
without thinking. However, the applications have to be designed in such a
manner that the resources are used economically where it appears rea
sonable. For example, whendesigning~itmay make sense to split the
~pplicationsinto. c~ient and different (maybe common) s~rver. proces~es.

Above all, we' have to pay attention that no superfluOus information are
'tra'nsferred during data' access and no over-dimensioned buffer areas
are built up h,main storage~

Moreover,'as far a's theTCP protects thedatabasethr-ough check
pOints"and"'rollback mechanisms, no provisions' from'"a ..'particular
transaction control system are needed. The available data 'manage
ment systems already provide aHfunctionalities. If required, they ad
ditionally may easily be completed by application-specific routines.

Control and Service Functions

The basic techniques for the communication methods····between trans
actions, tasks,andprocesses which theTCP supplies are already
provided by the operating 'system on Open Systems, for example
through shared memory and inter-process facilities. The same "IS valid
for various system services.

As the applicationprogra~sreprese~fsubprogtams of-the TCP duet()
the task concept,the TCP has to execute the "formal call sequence
control. Logically, ,it may only .. be 'ihfluenced indirectly. That is wny

DO We Need:Transaetion Monitors On Open Systems?
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many users have •.... implemented .. an .additional application-specific <call
sequence control directly under the TC~ causing that the control
functions' of the Tep practically become meaningless. As a matter of
fact, they could be dropped.

The administrative functions of the .TCPare,partially enforced by the
monitor' concept and.otherwiselargelysuperfh..Jous (as .. for'.. example
various· control tables}. On the. otf'lerside, they are .partially useful. fa
cilities (for example .supervising functions). > But these may be repli
cated rather. easily jf they are not already covered in another form any
how.

The characteristics. of Open. Systems differ ,a lot from .those of main
frames. The .presently .predominant advantage-of the.TCP,.the ability'of
allowing an extremely large number of on-line usersfor.very homoge
neousappHcations, cannot· yet be achieved on. Open Systems due to
the exclusive timesharing concept. blowever, this advantage is .actually
exploitedjust very seldom.

As'· far. as', the' other functions of the TCP·· are .. needed.at all,the."operat
ing .system .and ..·basicsystetnsare-atleastprovidingtechniques for
their.· implementation. This .implementation mostly may·· be designed
more practically on Open Systems because the rigid ties of theTCP
are absent.

Distributed Transaction Processing
on the Base of DeE

The Open SoftwareFoundationfO~F'l{las proposed a standard for
the basic services needed fordi~tEibute(lproce~sing.·This standard
is known and widely .' .CI~cep.tl!clas, Distributed Computing
Environment (DCE). Overlaying DCE isdthe,Encina Toolkit from
Transarc Corporation which.provides extensions for .. distributed
transClctionprocessing as well a,a higher application interfa~,e.. The
Toolkit ~ssists in the. implementationoftransacti0rl coritrolsystems
which .provide additi.onCiI: fuRc::tionstyplcat>tomonitors.Fo.r example,

Do We Need Transaction MonitorsC)nOpenSystems?
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bpth:,the:>. ,Encina .•·Monitor;. ,nd •. the CICS/6000<,prodLJcts.are
implemented with the Toolkit.

DCE defines five different sets of basic services:

TheclienUserver communication service of DCE is based on the Remote
Procedure Call '(RPC) concept. This handles the details of creating and
managing computer connections! messaging protocols and processing
code sections (multi-threading). The RPC's maybe generated from local
procedures and allow a single client to access many servers and a server
to.serve multiple clients.

Basic Services· of DC,E

The naming service of DCE provides location services for local and global
resources ····.independent from ·the different naming conventions of. the
connected systems. Thi's service allows a.client to request a serv'ice by its
assigned name without knowing the exact location of a required server.

DCE supplies three basic services for security purposes:

l·.~:···:~q:!:~:~:tj·~lE.~:~':9:9:·!:E;9:~!~g:~·i··~,i:'i"!:!'!ll':::'!
:::~::~~~[:::~::[~~;g!~~n:Q:·::~n:!·i::~.~.~:n~~:t~:::g~:l!I~:::[:::::::::::::::<:~::<
:::[::~::[·::::~::~~·99:~:!~~t:::~'·!:::.!::.:e~~!~g:~~':::::::~:':::::::::::[:':::.:

11;lllfilitlilllllll
i'.irti~llill"III'i::::
ir-!lllllllill~li~iilrilll~~!1

~~~:~:::::::::~:~:~:~l"'9:~:~r~g',mJ'n~5!::~::::::~~[ :::::::::::::::~\\:::::::::<:::::::::::).

The scalability functions guarantee that a distributed application wiHwork
over networks of varying sizes, from a single LAN to world-wide WAN's.
DeE addresses this through the concept of network cells, independently
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administered domains. within the· network.. The ceUs 'manage. their ,own
local communieation ·and provide servicesJor cell-to...cell commuoicatiol"t

The Distributed File System (DFS) supports resource sharing and allows
users to share remote files as if they were local files. It also supports data
caching meghanismsfgrimprovedperformance.

EncinaToolkit and Monitor

The EnCir1aTOOI~irico~sists ••• ()f the ·Ex~clJtive~nd ...•thei<~erVer. Core com
ponents.The ExecutiveprgvigesJhe'fypctiPl1s .. wpi,ch .ar~ rf:lquired for
distribuled ••• transaction processing...•.•In>.f:lfff:lct,i~.suppli~si.an ···interface
(Application Programming Interface<,- API)fgr§pegifying transaction
boundaries•.concurre."t processing and.exception h~ndling.

~<:.: , """ ,<,.!. ".,': ',' "".,_' ," c', .-,", "" -> ,'," ,'-.' :~

The Executivealsoingll;jdf:l~. Tra(l~~gt,qrlEJI .•"~",.an~)(f~nsipl1 •.••ofrthe ANSI
standard for transaction processi'ng, and Transactional RPC (TRPC)
which adds transaction capabilities to DCE's RPC and, from a
programmer's perspective, is the same as RPC:

With the·iDistributed Transaction .Servicf:l···•• (TRAN), a·.·two-phase. commit
support structure is provided which communicates with remote. resource
managers through TRPC or other communication facilities (e.g. Advanced
Peer to PeerCommunication - APpe)..

In the Server Core,thefollowingfunctionsare JocC,ited:
..... - - .

:~:g:~i·:(9F~i99~::J99:Qlij9>~"~:!:ri:spy~i:i·:::t
.:~9l··[·~·o~·@:n~:G:~§::.:t9:r::·$t:@:~~§·,·~:!§:::·.~:::.~~.::: ..~~..~::.~~
:~i:~~::i::·<:·::(g::!fr~:I'I1,;::~Qe~g:J::~:~:::··::;.~:.::~~::::!:::,:l:::::j::~m:::m:~((::j~:})::

The Monitor which is built on the Toolkit proVides additional services:

.............................. - ' '. . , .. - ' '. - ~. -. .'. - -- '. .- .. ".. -.- ;' .,' ..........................•' .

··:gJ:~::·q·p;n~;9·9r~:*i;el'f::~(I,....if'J~tr@J.ip~::·:::~(
::·I::::~·y§~~:rr(·:mg·p·~:JgrOj'g:;·:::::·::::·j:·:::,··~:·:·:l·<:.::::::·:::::·:::::::::f:::·:::
:::§it:::·§·~q:~;rl~y·:::I;~g·~~$i@;I~:qf:·.:.:)j~.:·::l::.~:::::::~:.:.:::>~:::~.:.:.

:·:&1·::::@:@:IT9·rm·~:":F·~~::.ge;g~·f9:1>::::·::::::::j·::~::~:I::~:~:::H~UU::::<

At present, •..... onlyaf~w·· distributed transacti?n .processing .sxste;ms
~hichare~~sedon\ DCE,~o~itors ()~similar facilitie.~are usedi.rl
corporate operations~ This is apparently caused by the 'fact that few

(,
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distributed applications are currently installed and these
applications are· designed· ·with the ···.aid of .·Iesscomplex basic
systems.

On the other hand, the technology ·can· not·· yet ·be .assessed .··.asmat~re.

There are missing links to traditional programming languages such as
COBOL,fourth generation languages, databases and graphical user
interfaces.

The use of DCE monitors on non-distributed, standalone systems does
not appear viable with just-a small set of the functionalities actually being
required. More functions may be addressed, however, .this may lead· to
system degradation without benefits.

Transaction Processing.on Open Systems
with CICSl6000

CIC5/6000, a variant of the mainframe. based transaction monitor
CICS (Customer Information Control System) is either already avail
able or will soon be avaiiablewithinthe.OpenSystems environment
on selected hardware platforms. CICS holds a.leading position in the
mainframe world .and ... is. used by .over 22,000 .. organizations from 90
countries wit~ .. 36,000 licenses. World-wide, .over 300,000 program
mers are currently utiUzing.CICS~ Given this "critical mCiss" of -expe-
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rienced end-users, it makes sense to exploit industry familiarity with
the product, by introducing the CICS functionality and methodology
to the world of Open Systems in order to establish the product as the
"de facto" standard.

CICS/6000 is not directly implemented under the UNIX operating system
but is based on the Encina Toolkit from Transarc Corporation which, in
turn, is based on the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). The
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Encina Toolkit provldesaninterface. (Application Programming Interface 
API)'which is used by,·CICS/6000forreplicationofils··own··CICS API·and it
is for this reason, that the CICS API. is, ultimately emulated with the aid "of
the Encina API. CICS/6000 has not just been ported from other CI'CS
versions but is a fully autonomous product re-written in the "C" language.

The, productitself·.supportsonlya. subset o( the mainframe version of
CICS. Thisi$,partially caused by the·different characteristics between the
mainfram~ architecture and that employed by ··Open Systems. On
mainframes, CICS· runs •.as one process with multiple .users participating
within this process on an.individualtaskbasis:.On.the other hand, each
user of the timesharingoperatlol'lof()penSystems fE)quires their own
process forexecution.AdditionaUy,ottl~rlimitations result from the char
acteristicsof the underlying Encina Toolkit.

CICS/6000also differs fromth@other versions of GICS in that it does not
employ the same programming languages and compilers. On mainframes,
CICS supports theVSAM file structure and the IMS,DUI, DB2 and
SQUDS databases. Encina, however, supports its Own File Services and
various relational databases which are accessed· by theXA API proposed
by XlOpen. The screen· handling on ··mainframes i~ effected by the Basic
Mapping System (BMS) or directly using 3270datastreams. On the other
hand, Encina will support Graphical. User Interfaces (GUI) to handle the
screen image.

Positioningo(the Product

With CICS/6000, Open Systems are clearly posi:tionedas satellite devices
for CICS mainframe installations. The product is based on the concept of
distributed processing with the aid of CICS-to-C'ICS communications
where the mainframe plays the part of centralized server.For new
developments outside the CICS world,CICS/6000 is not expected to be
widely used. On non-distributed, .standalone systems, the functionalities of
Encina and DCE are toa large extent not required and represent an
avoidable' overhead in an Open System environment.. However, for
distributed environments, the use of .Encina and DCEis/advantageous
and CICS/6000 will not greatly enhance their functionality.

When.offlo~ding.mainframe applicafions" CICS/6000provides lim
ited brnefits... ().nonehal1d,pprtationrequiresconsiderable effort
becau'se the batch portions of the application, the screen definitions
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and the existing data need to be ported. On the other hand, migra
tion of monolithic applications to separate basic components for a
distributed processing environment makes little sense. However, if
the applications are to be converted on a distributed basis, CICS is
not necessarily required.
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Business Use of the INTERNET
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(404)988-3524

"The INTERNET is THE worldwide network." "TCP/IP IS the networking
standard." "ALL networks join to the INTERNET." >These are just. some of the
presumptuous statements that are heardevel)i day when'companies starfdiscussing
theINTERNET or their own networks.. Recenf changes by the National Science
Foun~atiotl.· (NSF) couldma~e ;many?f' these statel1lentscome true. Betor~ •. I
discussthe change NSF/hasmade,let .•me first. discuss. what it is I am referring to:
the INTERNET. When people refer to the INTERNET, they are speaking
primarily about the governmentfunded •network that started it all. ··.NSFNETisa
networkthatwas:builtmanyyears~gofor the government, educational
institutions, and companies engaged .in· research for the government or schools.
NSFNET was started by interconnecting or INTER-NETworking. 19 computer
nodes •. using, very 'l1igh~bandwidthdata.·.c0111munication .lines. IP,L or Internet
Protocol," was developed with ·this national network in.· mind. IP allowed the
network' t()grow, .it allowed.for intelligent routing of information to the .correct
destination, and if provided a .standard ··protocol for every'entity connecting to the
network..•••.•... The· Ip··· protocol·.·:was designed ·to·. handle .. millions••.of addresses, and
today, because 'of ·its·· enormous popularity, the INTERNET' is running out of
a.aoresses.. ·Task· forces arescratnbling to develop a fix •for the atldressing situation
as I speak.

What is the value of having businesses, schools, and the government on the
network? Businesses' provide information on new technologies that are in use by
schools, government, and their customers. Schools provide a wealth of
information on what their PhDs have been up to, and the government provides
what it. is good at providing -- a great amount of electronically stored paper.
What's even more special about the INTERNET is that it provides services too.
It's !more than just information retrieval - it's remote access to computing power,
electronic messaging, technical discussions involving people from all over the
world, and even the latest recipe for homemade Egg Nog ifyou want it.

One of the reasons this incredible network is not used by more companies has been
NSF's· stringent policy forbidding INTERNET use for commercial purposes. The
following is taken from the NSF ·Acceptible Use policy: "...UNACCEPTABLE
USES: (10) Use for for-profit activities, unless covered by the General Principle
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or as a specifically acceptable use. (11) .. Extensive use for private or personal
business. This statement applies to lJse of the NSFNET .. Backbone only... ". It is
very easy for an INTERNET connected business to send a message or connect to a
customer in such a way that. it inadvertently violates the acceptable use policy.
This has been the limiting factor .. -a .hard to enforce rule about usage that
prevented many ofour corporations from itlvesting in the network and establishing
connections to it. Well, guess what - it's. all .. different today! The government's
past policy was due in part to the fact that' it was the taxpayers. who were· funding
the network - not the commercial users. A decision announced in January ofthis
year, which was more clearly defined in lat~.May,has,opened up the INTERNET
for commercial use, provide~ th(~.t business picks up the tab and notthe taxpayers.
This. is wonderful. news when youcollsider that. many. companies' were. willing ". to
pay for usage long ago - it just wasn't allowed until this year. Anew service called
the Internet Network Information Center,. or INTERNIC, ·will .provide .. the
information users need to determine what INTERNET services could be of use to
them..• This new service combined with. a new cost structure .and usage policy will
expand the size of the network very quickly, .and according to different sources,
the number of users of the networkis already around 10 million!

As part of this new offering by the government, three new services are going to be
started and administered by three companies: AT&T,. Network Solutions, and
General Atomics. A,T&T is going to provide INTERNET directories, .one of
which will. someday be. roughly equivalent to.· producing a phone book for the
world - I'd pay money to see t~e paper version ofthat tom in half by.human hands!
Network Solutions will have the arduous task. of registering nonmilitary networks,
and General.Atomics is, the new information reference provider for the .network
with their new INTERNIC information service.
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The new INTERNIC team- if you use the ,INTERNET, you'll need this
information: "

Telephone: 1-800-444-4345 The telephone menu consists of option 1 for Registration
Services provided by Network Solutions, .Inc. ~'" option 2 for Directory .and Database
Services by AT&T~option 3 for Information Services.providedbyGener(\lAtomics ~or

option 4; for .th,elnf0rmation Services Reference Desk or. when' you .. don't. know .which '. of
the other three you want.

Electronic Mail Information andRequests: .~nfo(~intemic.net

INTERNIC Service Providers:

Network Solutions,. In~.
Herndon, VA

AT&T
5000 Handley Road
Room·.lB13
SouthPlainfield,NJ.07080

General Atomics
San Diego, CA

Ph~ne:" (703) 742-4777
Email: hostmaster@rs.intemic.net
FTP: rs.intemic.net

Phone: (908) 668..6587
Fax: (908) 668-3763
Email: admin@dsointermc.net
FTP:ds.intel'llic.net

Phone: .(61Q}455-4600
Email: info@intemic.net
FTP: is.intemic.net

General Atomics· will .' provide. pointers ·to . services and .... information out on the
network, and wiUeven have people roamingd'le."network in search of new services
and resources. General Atomics and AT&T's partin this is very crucial to how
companies will use the network:; since General Atomics is looking for new sources
and AT&Tispravidingsomeofthe·refereacesto.them..lf it .' isrlifficult .and time
consuming for a company to find the information or service they need, then it will
be· less willing to use the network' service frequently,. and. may not get connected
with a business that can ·providewhat.it.needs. ··.Ifthishappens,· then. businesses
depending upon'. INTERNIC to provide new customers will falter and stop vending
their services; Whentbatnap.pens,· companies' close, jobs are lost, .people stop
spending .·.money,·. the· ... economy ..··goesibad, ···.airlines ·.will·..raise· their airfares, arid
President Clinton .. will be wondering whatiothe·.world·sfarted it all!

00 a more serious note,itis interesting to see Whatthe government's.part. in all of
this.hasbeen; While· their .part <of changing ,the '.' policy.··was the most .' important,
what made that happen? '.. Gould'itbe thatAlGore's interest in a nationwide
fl~twork. highway. was suddenly elevated by his promotion from ··senator··to
vice-president Of was it just overwhelming commercial .. demand? We may' never
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know the answer to that question. We now have an administration that is
demonstrating a knowledge of what a nationwide network could d() for us - and
that helps. If high-level government backing continues, there's little doubt that the
statements I made in the beginning will come true.

To get back tCfWhat the INTERNET could mean to your company, let's look at a
few services that will demonstrate some possible uses'ofthe INTERNET:

Exchange electronic mail messages with other people to
Schedule meetings with your customers and suppliers
Take orders from your customers and send orders to your suppliers
Answer questions about your products or services
Announce new products or services

Send and receive files to-
Update or track your. inventories
Update your customer's price lists or get new price lists from your vendors
Distribute software releases and patches
Circulate docl1m~nts or files that others can work on
Trigger a processing event to occur on a remote computer

Read UseNet News and connect to information services to
Keepabreast,oftechnologies and informationthateffects your business
Update your prices if they are dependent upon other industries or markets
Watch your investments (for better or for worse) and...
Sell that old lawn ,mower in the 'shed

Use services such as WAIS ,and GOPHER to .'
Find a reference source by electronically searching hundreds of library

catalogs
Pull information out ofa database when the "push" information sources such

asUseNet News have been exhausted

Anyone of these features can mean a great deal of increased business for your
company. Many of them could translate into a significant,time savings for you and
your customers. Depending. upon how you use ,the ..INTERNET, the, access cost
could be more than offset by the increased business and time savings.
Hewlett-Packard, Co. will oftenbeasked.to puton a demo of some new software
for one of our customers -what a great convenience it is to be able to transfer over
the software for.,the demo .right from the"HP·division that wrote it! Imagine your
company being.able'to'·,make new·software·available to your customers the minute
it's done being tested without havingto cula single disk or tape. If you run a
research department, why waste employee time trying to find reference materials
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when there. are hundreds of different .library catalog databases available over the
INTERNET? If your local .. library .. participates.inthe library book. exchange
program, youcanget,a.book you. need sent to. your local library in a matter of
days.

One of·the newer, really nice servicesheing .offered via' INTERNET is called
\YMS,or>WideArea Information<§~rvice.. WAISusesan inteUigentmethod for
dissenlinatinga search string that y<l;u enterin English-like syntax,and then it goes
out to a~,many machines as it has, been told about to search for infonnation
regarding. your"· reqpest.The .'. predecessor to WMS .was appropriately .. called
GOPHER.. since likeWAIS, '.• it ·.would "go-fer". what you wanted. Many larger
companies .have .' st~rted·. putting .. their '. ". own ... company-widedocumentation into
privateWAISserverssothat their employees would have a fast and efficient way
to find the company related. information. they nf'ed. ·.You could potentially even key
in as~arch string for your son or daughter's research. paper like. "documents. on
King ..Edward", and watch·· it r~tum dataJrom.the.Medievaland Early Modem· Data
Bank· archive at Rutgers the State.' QniversityofNew Jersey'" on. ~U .. of the' King
Edwards thathave.. ~xisted .and all ofthe propertytney owned, provided the Sta.te
UniversjtyofN~w Jer~ey made' their archive available via WMS. Themore

/creativeandhetleficial way,s to use ~henetwork for you or .your company depend
upon your situation and hoW important it is to you -as.youmay have guessed,
nothing is for free, .but some of the best buys on data and services can be found on
the INTERNET.

Just what am I talking about when 1 speak ofthis "cost thing"? Letllle give you
some idea of what to expect for connectivity to the network and services offered
via the net. In May of this year, I. called somebody at our corporate offices and
askedhirrt .where some of our ·.INTERNETconnections are and ." who .provides
them. Two.of our connections are\Vith two ofthe original 19 region~1 tletworks
that. started itaU.I.wasinforllle<i that we had just fini~bedanagreement.involving
our comrrtercial. use traffic entering .the netwQrkthrougJi those connections. One
oftile otherbigconnectiolls is through a commercial network service.providerthat
had already builttheir own network aroundtheJNTERNET~ While this particular
commercial service provider .has. INTE~Tc()nnections,the .main reason they
built .•·theirown. network around ....,the INTERNET was ..... because of' the policy
fegardingcomm~rcial use.. They were able to offer.INTE~T-like connectivity
between companies.·.and .. their .. customers .without·llsing .the ... ··real .. INTERNET
net~ork. TO<lay, they still offertheir network' service," but it is probably.used more
(orpoint-of-presence connectivity.' ipsteadofcross~co\lntry .·networkbypassing.
Using infofmatiolll' gathered in. May, .here. is what .' a few .. of the services'. cost:
E-mail access <funs anywhere from a flat fee of $SO/monthto hourly Jeesinthe
$}/$4rangedepending upon' modem speed. Add anonymous FTP,which is file
transferqapability, andUseNetNewsforanywhere around $30/$40 per month. If
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you want to appear, on the network as a full-time node instead of conriectingonly
when you need to, some companies can· offer that service for less than $200 per
month for a 9600 baud connection.. For anywhere from '$200 to $300 per month,
you can even interconnect your company's entire LAN to a service provider with
INTERNET connectivity.

Accessing the .INTERNET' can be easier than you think. Ifyour company already
has anetworkiri place, then it maybe possible for large numbers 6f your
employees to:make use of INTERNET features 'very quickly.... If y01.1 only want a
single PC or UNIX .workstation to have the connectivity, ··,then ilis easier since
there are· software packages available for "many hArdware platforms using dial-,up
modem connections. .. Without getting into deta.iI, let's take a look at .how .you
might begin making a connection to the INTERNET.·' 'Asmentioned·earlier, if you
desire only·· a single .connectiona.t dial-up modem rates, then there are several
service bureaus around that will, not amy provide thecol1nection, but can also
provide all of the. software you· need to use it. If all you want is the capability to
send messages and some small files· toa .supplier .. or·customer" look into companies
offering mail services with INTERNET connectivity such as AT&T Mail" MCI
Mail" "·Compuserve" America On-line,Performance Systems· International' (PSI,
Inc.), and .a .host of others. The minute, by minute connectivity costs plus
INT'ERNET mail costs may be quite reasonable depending upon how important' it
is to your company. Connectivity to the network on a much larger scale is what is
often done by very large companies such as Hewlett-Packard, AT&T, IBM, and
Digital. Connectivity on that scale gets a bit complicated, so let me give you some
insight into what Hewlett-Packard uses .for a corporate-wide network and ·the
scope of our inter-connectivity.

When I was directly involved with networking at Hewlett-Packard, I was involved
in building· one of the largest, if .. not'THE largest, privately owned routed LAN
networks. At Hewlett-Packard, we call the network INTERNET too, but for sake
of clarity, most people will designate our network as "Little I" INTERNET·(or HP
INTERNET) and the worldwide INTERNET as the "Big I" INTERNET. Several
of our offices that I provided network connectivity to were offices of 50· people or
less. While the main focus· was connectivity for our internal data processing
systems,' my team was providing a type of INTERNET connectivity· that' the
technical users in the office got all· ecstatic and happy about. I say that the
connectivity I installed was a type of INTERNET ·connectivity, but·it was really
connectivity into HP's INTERNET'· which is heavily secured from' the "Big I"
INTERNET. It is not possible for an HP' employee to connect directly to one of
NSF's service machines, just as it is not. possible for· an employee of DEC to
connect to one of our machines. We do provide access· to the "Big I'" INTERNET
in different ways though so that it remains an easy to use, and productive source of
information' and service to our employees 'and customers. For 'this·· type of
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connection, all of the' computers that.· .are going to communicate on· the
INTERNET will need to use IP{usually"TCPIIP) as its. network.·protocol,·.or will
at least··have·toencapsulate·another·network•. protocoLwithin ..IPfortransport.ov~r
theINTERNET, because it is anIP based network.

There are many>vendors .that provide TCP/IP protocol. stacks for many· different
hardwareplatforms .. lknow,ofatieast'8to lOforthellOS PC platform.: Becaus.e
of its popularity, TCP/IP networking .or at least TCPIIP encapsulation is .being
offered by probably every one of the top 20 computer.manufacturers. If there is a
top' 20 computer manufacturer. that, doesn't .' provide TCP/IP.fofitsmachine, then
keep watching as it slowly slips outof the top·.20 category!

When you implement IP ·on your'LAN, .you'll· have. to leamabout IPaddresses,
subnet masks, .. IPclasses,.·and. other important· information before you are; able to
interconnect the'LAN to·.·anything··.. else. When a good,,·understanding·.ofIP .. is
established, go forward andrequestanIP address class andninge from the
company·handling registrations: which .' is Network Solutions, .Inc. .'. After getting' an
IPaddress 'assignment,"'leam/enougbabout subnetting so .that you canfurther break
downtheIPaddressesandstartpla.nning for your > own company's' growth.
Subnetting, '. or breaking the IPaddress' range into different networks, is also the
best way to interconnectdifferentsiteswitlIin your company. Another piece ofthe
registration process is the .domainname::Asyoulearnmore about the network,
you will realize that memorizing four numbers to get to a machine is not always
easy· or· convenient. Domain NamecSystem (DNS) .is the software that allows a
user. to key .in .. ·· a .machine' name· and.have ·.·othercomputers .on·.·thenetwork.··.do·, a
lookup. of the .IP.addressthatcorresponds to>that name. ..... The .full name .ofa
computer outhe '. network .consists .' oftw0 parts: the node or .·machine .•·name
followed by' the domain in which. it"resides. For .instaqce,John'Do~'s personal
workstation is called IDOE,John .works for Hewlett-Packard in At1anta,6~so

his full machine name isIDOE.·ATL.HP.COM.lfwre break down the meaning of
the,Jettersbetween the. periods, '.. we find atop leveL domain·of COM which.means
COMmercial network, '. HP· is· the domain·for·.Hewlett-Packard,Co.,· ATL'is a
sub-domain created'by HP to indicate a machine in.Atlanta,GA, and finallyIDOE
is the name of the'machineitselfl Same ofthe useful top level domains to know
include COMmercial, MILitary,··.OOVemment,. EDlJcation, andNETwork~ .When
somebody is trying to connecttoJohn'smachine and references it by name, their
computer {providing they use·DNS) will generate a message for the local network
machines .·Iooking .·for•its.·•. own .domain name server. Whenthe domain' name server
is found, a repetitive series ofevents occurs until the IP address is found or until an
"authoritative" server for the domain responds with the equivalent to "I don't know
about,it, so it must not exist"t .. The repetitive series ofevents that occurs is that the
first domain name server will look in it's ownmemorytoseeifit hastheIP address
because somebody else requested it before; if the name is not found, then it goes to
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a higher level authority server and asks it for the address. This process repeats
until the. highest level domain name' server. is queried. The highest level· domain
name server would be the one authoritative fortheCOM,MIL, EDU~NET, etc.
domains. During this search process, ifthe request comes across a domain name
server that is the final, or "authoritative" server for the domain and it doesn't know
the IP address, then the search is canceled' with a "not known" result. DNS is very
powerful and is a good reason, why Network Solutions, Inc. will be asking you for
one when you request an IPaddress.

The one nifty .little communications device that hasn't· been talked· about yet that
makes much of this possible is the router. As the name implies, it "routes" LAN
packets depending upon the IP addresses contained within it and how much it
knows about the network. When' a router is connected to another network, it
gathers·.information··about· the other network and, starts building tables of routing
information"so .that it can· send LAN packets not only· in the right direction, but
also along the path that will .get it there the fastest or at the lowest cost 
depending upon how it is set up: Routers have one or more LAN interfaces,and
are usually available with the LAN interface matching what your LAN consists of
Routers that interconnect remote networks ',will 'also ·have some··.sort of'interface
that allows the router to talk to another router over a data communications link.
Some' routers talk to simple 2~wire dial-up. modems, others .to T3 speed digital
service units. Once 'a router 'has been setup to connect two networks, it "routes"
the·LAN'· packets .. that· want to ·go to another network and .leaves the packets
destined for the local network alone. Routers can be. pretty expensive, but one
must consider how, much work they do and how important and integral they are to
the routed 'LAN network.· Many" times ,it· is the router ··that manages security
between private network, and the INTERNET·... this· issue makes the router an
important ,piece of equipment in the 'eyes ofyour internal auditors too. Because
routers can be expensive and time consuming to maintain, many network.· service
providing companies have options available where they provide and maintain the
router. This service may be the one that is right for your companyif you don't
want to include the cost of a network engineer and technician' on your next payroll.

Digest all of the information provided in this'. document,' and what you,find is that
even the smallest of companies has INTERNET potential without a large
investment of people or money. Refer to Appendix A fora list of Network
-Provider) Referrals that was,' provictedby the NSF- Network Service Center
(NNSC), and to AppendixB forra briefbibliography'ofarticleson'introductory
level networking.

Let me now summarize the steps to take to' obtaining INTERNET connectivity
with·'some additional·.comments on each one:
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1..Gather the information about the· machine or network you want to
connect to the INTERNET.

It is important to. know things like how many machines you currently have. and
how many you plan to have in the near future. It would bea colossal waste of
resources if you obtained a range of IPaddresses for your network and ran out.of
IP addresses in a. short time - the additional range you get may not be consecutive
with··your .first range which coultimakefurther ···divisionsof the address<range
difficult for.youLcompany .·tomanage~ .··The last thing you wantto dais to ··have to
ask an office with 100 machines jnit.to change their IP addresses - it turns even
the.most··mild mannered.employees into a bunch.··.ofraging.lunatics! The·typeof
network usage YQU plan to have is importanttQQ.. ···IfyQU are going to primarily·use
the netwQrk for electronic mail, then··IQwbandwidth cQnnections .at a few. strategic
points. may .aeall YQU ..... need whereas interactive usage· such· as file transfers and
remote .machine access ··.will . require .. many higb·;.aandwidth. lines 1Q get good
perfQrmance.

2~ LearnenQugh abQut IP addressing tQ be. dangerous and then call
Network SQlutions, Inc. and ask fQr IP addressesand·establish YQur
dQmain.

Remember to plan for subnetting if YQU .are cQnnecting a very large n~twork>or if
you are .cQnnecting multiple· sites withinYQur·own···netwQrk··tQ the INTERNET.
Obtain .enough ·IP. addresses .tQ plan fQr····future .·growth··withQut· hQgging up· the
limited amount that are left.

3. Start cQnfiguring machines Qn·yQurnetwQrkand getting it ready fQr
TCP/Ip·cQnnectivity.

FQr obviQUS reaSQns this can.be a minQr task·fQr three persQnal cQmputers in a
dentist's .Qffice QT· a major long-term project for a 1000· node, 20 city, multiple
platformed company. You may·. need to have the routers or computers do
cQnversions from your netwQrk .prQtocQl tQ TCPIIP, Qf YQU may chQose to
completely convert to TCPIIP in phases.

4.. Use the network knQwledge Qbtained earlier to select a netwQrk service
prQvider that meets YQur needs.

This is where CQst becQmes a real issue~ Your QptiQns are: a) prQvide all
equipment and datacQmm lines yQurself and just pay·fQr cQnnectivity, ·b) pay fQr
equipment, datacQmm lines, and connectivity but· have a netwQrk service prQvider
manage the whole ball of wax Qr c) pay tQ have a network serviceprQvider supply
all equipment and manageaH aspects Qf the cQnnected network. Whateveryour

Business Use of th.eINTERNET
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part in the network connectivity is, .remember to plan. for support costs and include
costs to feed the network and foster new growth.. Remember, the dog doesn't bite
the hand that feeds it, but you never hear what it does when it's left hungry!

S.Use General Atomics and resources out on the network to find new,
innovative, and useful ways to use·the network.

The network can become a means fof;'> employees to sit for hours aimlessly
wandering net-land with bleary, blood-shot eyes just as easily as it can empower
salesmen and support personnel with the ability to generate additional income for
the company. Make the resources,on the network work for you or use the
network to give your customers an entirely new level of support. You'll be
amazed by how much more information· you can· get from acHent when the client
can reply to your· electronic mail· at his or her' leisure instead of having· to. play
phone-tag with •. ·you '.. for a week "" .. ' the relationship building possibilities .are
tremendous. Using the network to your advantage, and finding good .network
based resources for your company is what it's all about and it's what you'll enjoy
paying the invoices for each month.

The INTERNET isn't some new standard just adopted by a few'. computer
manufacturers - it's the most popular, well known, and established network in the
world. Because of sheer size alone, anything put"in place or adopted for use·· on
the' ·INTERNET almost. 'guarantees. that it will.· become a standard. The
organizations that have been forming it over· the years' have developed a solid
foundation to build upon. With the addition of commercial use, it's quite possible
you'll see INTERNET use in everybody's home before ISDN, interactive TV,
video .telephone, virtual reality shopping, ·or any other up and coming technology.

Business Use of the INTERNET
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Appendix~

Network Provider Limited Referral List

This list is a combination of. lists that were ·provided·· by the NSF Network, Service Center 
nlaintenance of. this list· is. now done by the InterNIC... This· •. list ·.is the combination of the
"Network Provider Referral ,List" and the . "Limited ,Referral List: Network ,Providers for
Low-Vohune Users". The InterNiC can be reached at 1-800-444-4345.

This list is as ofMarch5th,J993.
Dialup Service Type~:

EM Electronic Mail
IP Dialup IP includ,ing TELNET, .FTI?and possibly other services
PDN Access to Provider is available over Public Data Networks
U USENET News
(n/a) Information not available or not provided on original NNSC list (call provider

for infortIlat~9n)

Network ~ame Service.·Area
Contact Name Phone Number Mail. Address

Dialup Service

(IlIa)

infoCi4ans.net

helpC~cerf.net

(n/a)
infoC~nic.barrnet.nef .

EMlIP

EMlIPU
aiternet-infoC~uutletumnet

EMU
geoffCi4fernwood.mpk.ca.us

EMPDN
postmasterCi4attmail.com

jrrCii?concert.net
.," .. . E~lIIP
-dougCi4digex.com

·'EM
hosttnasterC~fidonetfidoneforg

EMlIPUPDN
infoCi.4holonet.net

(800) MAIL-672
US and International

Joel Malotf (313) 663-7610
BARRNet Northern/Central California

Paul Baer (415) 723-7520
CERFnet Western US and International

CERFnet Hotline (800) 876-2373
(619) 455-3900

Midwest US·(MN,'·WI,IA,.IN,It, MI,(OFl) EMlIP
(313) 998-6102 hankinsCii?cic:net

Colorado (CO) (n/a)
(303) 273..3471 kharmonCi4csn.org~

US and International' EM PDN
(614) 457-8600

CONCERT North Carolina (NC)
Joe Ragland (919)'248-1404'·

DIGEX Washington DC, Baltimore,MD
'Douglas Huphrey (301) 220-2020

FidoNet US· & International
Davi'dDodell FAX: (602) 451'-1165

HOLONET . US & International
Arthur Britto (510) 704-0160

CICnet
John Hankins

CO Supernet
KerFHannon

CompuServe

ANS

---------------..-----~p,.ovide,.sBased in the UniJedStates ofAmerica

Alternet US and International
~T (800)4~T3

AnteriorTecbnology California
Geoffrey"Goodfello (415) 328-5615

AT&T MAIL US

Business Use of the INTERNET
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(",a)

(o/a)

EMPDN

EM/IP

EMPDN

info(~psi.com

pscnet-adminCt.4psc.edu
EMlIPU.

Dennis Fazio

PORTAL
John Little

SDSCnet
Paul Love

Sesquinet
Farrell Gerbode

PACCOM

MSEN

INet

ICG us & Interna!ional
(415) 442-0220 '. igc.org

,"International Connections Manager (lCM) International EMIIP
Robert Collet (703) 904,-2230 rcollet(~icml.icp.net

Indiana (IN) (o/a)
DickEllis (812)855-4240 ellis(~ucs.indiana.edu

JVNCnet US and International EMIIP
Sergio Heker (800) 35TIGER market(~jvnc.net

Los Nettos Los Angeles Area (CA) (o/a)
Ann Westine Cooper (310) 822-1511 los-nettos-request(~isi.edu

MichNetIMerit Michigan (MI) (o/a)
Jeff Ogden (313) 764-9430 jogden(~merit.edu

MIDnet Mid US (NE, OK, AR, MO, lA, KS, SD) (o/a)
Dale Finkelson (402) 472...5032 drhf(~westie.unl.edu

MRnet Minnesota (MN) (o/a)
(612) 342-2570 dfazio(~mr.net

Michigan, (MI)
Owen Medd (313) 998-4562 info(~msen.com

NEARnet Northeastern US (ME NH VT CT RI MA) EMIIP
John Curran (617) 873-8730 'neamet-join(~nic.near.net

NETCOM California (CA) EMIIP U
Desirree Madison-Biggs ,', ,(408)554..8649 des(~netcom.com

netILLINOIS Illinois (IL) (o/a)
Joel L. Hartman (309) 677-3100 joel(~bradley.bradley.edu

NevadaNet Nevada (NY) EMIIP U
Don Zitter (702) 784-6133 zitter(~nevada.edu

NorthwestNet North\vestern US (WA OR ID MT ND WY AK) (o/a)
Eric Hood (206) 562-3000 ehood(~nwnet.net

NYSERnet New York (NY) EM/IP
Jitn Luckett (315) 443-4120 info(~nysernet..org

OARnet Ohio (OH) EMIIP PDN
Alison Brown (614) 292-8100 alison(~oar.net

OMNET US & International
(617) 244-4333

Hawaii (HI) and
Australia, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Hong Kong

Torben Nielsen (808) 956-3499 torben(~hawaii.edu

PREPnet Pennsylvania (pA) (o/a)
Thomas Bajzek (412) 268-7870 twb+(~andrew.cmu.edu

PSCNET Eastern US (pA, OH, WV)
Eugene Hastings (412) 268-4960

PSINet US and International
PSI, Inc. (800) 82PSI82

(703) 620-6651
US and International

(408) 973-9111
Sa~ Diego Area (CA)

(619) 534-5043
Texas (TX)

(713) 527-4988

Business Use of the INTERNET
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SprintLink
Bob Doyle

SURAnet

US and International (nla)
(703) 904-2230 bdoyleCi4icml.icp.net

Southeastern US (nla)
(WV,VA, SC,NC,TN, KY, LA, MS,AL, GA, FL,DC, MD, DE)

Deborah 1. Nunn (301) 982-4600 marketing(4?sura.net
THEnet Texas (TX) (nla)

Willia.ln Green (512) 471-3241 green(i.lJutexas.edu
VERnet Virginia (VA) (nla)

James Jokl (804) 924-0616 jajC4?virginia.edu
Westnet Western US (AZ, CO, ID, NM, UT, WY) (nla)

Pat Burns (303) 491-7260 pburns(4?yuma.acns.colostate.edu
WiscNet Wisconsin (WI) (n/a)

Tad Pinkerton (608) 262-8874 tadC{.iJcs.wisc.edu
World dot Net Pacific NW (O~ WA, ID) (nla)

Internetworks, Inc. (206)576-7147 imoctYwprld.net
WVNET West Virginia(WV) (nla)

Harper Grimm (304)293-5192 ccOII041(~wvnvms.wvnet.edu

---------------- Providers Based in Canada

ARnet
Walter Neilson

Benet
Mike Patterson

MBnet
Gerry Miller

NBnet
David MacNeil

NLnet
WilfBussey

NSTN

ONet
Andy Bjerring

PEINet
Jim Hancock

RlSQ
(514) ~40~5700

(nla)
neilsonCi4TITAN.arc.ab.c;}

(nla)
Mike_Pattersoll(iiJmtsg.ubC.ca

(nla)
millerC~ccm.UManitoba.ca

(nla)
DGMCi.lJunb.ca

hancock(4?upei.ca
(nla)

turcott~CQJcrim.ca

(nla)
jonesdcC{.iJadmin.usask.ca

--- Other Providers --------

MRNet Australia (nla)
AARNet SuPPort. > . +616249}385 .•... a3qtetCi.{taamet.edu.au

UKnet JJnited Kingd()mofG~eat !3ritain and N. Ir~lat1d:.): ~M
UKnet' Support +44-227-475497 postmasterC~uknet~ac.uk

EUnet Europe, CIS-region, and Northern Africa (n/a)
EUnet Support +31,20592-5124 glenn({.iJeu.net

Pipex United Kingdom ." .,'" .......' '.'. (nla)
Richard Nuttall (RN131) +44 223 424616 salesC4?pipex.net

Businesst1s'eofthe'INTERNET
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AppendixB

Addition'at Sources of Information

Network Working Group
Request for Comments: 1463
FYI: 19 .

E•. Hoffman
Merit Network, Inc.
L. Jackson
NASA

May 1993

FYI on Introducingtbe Internet-
A Sbort Bibliograpby of Introductory Internetworking Readings

for tbe Network Novice

Status ofthis Memo

This memo provides information for the Internet community. It does· not specify an Intertlet
sta.ndard. Distribution of this memo is unIimit~.

Abstract

This bibliography offers a· short list of recent information resources that will .help the network
novice become familiar with the Internet, including its associated networks, resources, protocols,
and history; .. This FYI RFC includes references to free sources of information available on-line as
well as traditional publications. A short section at the end includes information for accessing the
on-line files. This FYI is intentionally brief so it cantle easily usedasa handout by user services
personnel.

Acknowledgments

This document .. is based upon the work of the User Documents Working. Group in the User
Services Area of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

Bibliography ofIntroductory Readings

The following list includes a number of sourc~s for lea~ing about the I~ternet. Ifyouhave more
questions about the Inte~et, the best source of inform~tionjs*our network service provider. For
those interested i.nfi'nding Ollt about getting Internet connectivity, the books listed will help you
locate a network service provider.

* Itemswith an asterisk are available at no charge' on-line on the Intemet--see thc;:final
section for information on how to obtain these.
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}(4. Introductory Papers

*Keh~e, Brelldan,~. (1~92) "Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide... to the
Internet," (first edition) 95 p.

* Krol, E. and E. Hoffman. (1993) "What is the Internet?" 11 p.(FY,I 20, ~~ 1462~:

* Malkin, G. and A. Marine. (1992) "FYI on Questions and Answers: Answers to Commonly
Asked 'NewJnternet User' Questions,",32 p. (FYI 4, RFC 1325)....

* LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne. C. Ryer. (1992) "The.Intemet.Companion," 30 p. (on-line
chapters from, book published by Addison-Wesley)

1b. Introductory Books: Basic User Guides

Kehoe, Brendan P. (1993) Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide, (second
edition) 112 p. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ.

Krol, Ed. (1992) The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog, 400 p. O'Reilly & Assoc.,
Inc. Sebastopol,' CA.

LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne C. Ryer. (1992) The Internet Companion: A Beginner's Guide to
Global Networking, 208 p.Addison-Wesley,<Reading, MA.

1c. Introductory Books: Connection Staners

SRI International. (1992) Internet: Getting Started, 318 p. SRI International, 333
Ravenswood Ave.. Rm.EJ291,Menl(jPark, CA 94025.

InteFnL1 services and resoUrces

* Martin,J. (199,~)"There's(lold inthem thar Networks! orSearching for Treasure in all the
Wrong Placrs," 39 p. (RFC 1402/F)'] lQ). '

*,Meri~ Network,InF(1993)"CrU~seOfjtherIlt~rnei,"Me,rit·"Net\vork Inc., 'AIlu)\rbor,MI.
(Diskbased tutorial available for Macintosh or Windows).

Met~, Ray, (1994) •• Direct0o/,pfDir~storie~,,~n the.Interne~" ,J?5JlMe9Jder; Westport, ~T.

~"-' ":',0,,,. ',',,:',..:;--":.?;-:'"": -:;'.:::::',:." ",'/,.:.. "_~,':" ",,, ,'" _",., <"':'",'! /:,'.':-,, "':,;..,' . ;-~ ,'_"'.,,, ::,.,< ',' ';,-- '''''.\

NSf~et"'iprk&eryice ~ynter. (nd) .•"lnteD1etl{eso4fc~. Guid~," .NSF. NetworkService Center,
C~ri~~~. .

3. Internet networks

Frey, Donnalyn and Rick Adams. (1991) !%C4}:: ADirectoryp(.EI~ctroIlicM(lHAddres~ip.g
and Networks, (second edition) 436 p. O'Reilly & Assoc. Inc. Sebastopol, CA. '
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LaQuey, Tracy L. (1990) User's Directory of Computer Networks, 653 p.Digital Press,
Bedford, MA.

Quarterman, JohnS. (1990) The Matrix: Computer Networks 'and. COnferencingSystems
Worldwide, 746 p. Digital Press, Bedford,MA.

4. Introducing the Internet Protocols

Comer, Douglas E. (1991), Internetworkirtg With TCPIIP: .' Volume, I, Principles, Protocols,
and Architecture, (second edition). 547 p. Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

* Hedrick, Charles L. (1987) "Introduction to the InternetProtOCols," 34 p.• Rutgers University
Computer Science Facilities Group, Piscataway, NJ.

Lynch, Daniel C. & Marshall T. Rose (eds). (1993) The Internet System Handbook, 822 p.
Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA.

6. Further Reading

* Bowers, K. L. et at. (1990) "FYI on Where to Start: A Bibliography of Internetworking
Information," 42 p. (RFC I I75/FYI 3).

* Malkin, G. & T. LaQuey Parker~ (1993) "Internet Users'Glossary,"53 p. (RFCI3921FYI
18).

Getting Articles On-Line

All the documents marked with an asterisk (*) in, this, bibliography are available on-line at no
charge if you have access to the Internet. To find out more about accessing documents in
introducing.the.internet, send electronic Inail to: nis-info(~nic.merit.edu" with the, text: send
access.guide.

If you know how to use Anonymous FTP, you can get the"Access Guide from one of several sites,
including nic.merit.edu, nic.mr.net, ftp.nisc.sri.com, orftp.hawaii.edu. Check' the directory
introducing. the. internet for the file titled access.guide. The Access Guide includes information
about obtaining documents through dial-up service using a modem for those who do not have
direct Internet access. '

In addition to the listed publications, many network providers publish excellent user guides and
newsletters which cover Internet topics.. ,Contact your, Internetnetw~rk service providerJor more
information. 'A longer bibliography with more comprehensive references and abstracts, FYI 3,
RFC 1175 is listed above for those who may need more detailed materials.

Security Considerations

Security issues are not discussed inthis memo.
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Appendix C

NSFNET Networks by Country
June 1, 1993 '

(Acquired from: NIC.MERIT.EDU File: /nsfnet/statistics/nets.by.country)

Code Country

AR Argentina
AU Australia
AT Austria
BE Belgium
BR Brazil
BG Bulgaria
CM Cameroon
CA Canada
CL Chile
CR Costa Rica
HR Croatia
CY Cyprus
CZ Czech Republic
DK Denmark
EC Ecuador
EE Estonia
FI Finland
FR France
DE Germany
GH Ghana
GR Greece
HK Hong Kong
HU Hungary
IS Iceland
IN India
IE Ireland
IL Israel
IT Italy
JP Japan
KW Kuwait
LV Latvia

Net
Count

1.
402.

95.
28.
73.

6.
1.

522.
16.
2.
2.
8.

122.
10.
83.
13.

128.
595.
574.

1.
11.
9.

21.
8.
3.

35.
61.

285.
310.

1.
1.

Initial
Connection

10/90
05/89
06/90
05/90
06/90
04/93
12/92
07/88 *
04/90
01/93
11/91
12/92
11/91
11/88
07/92
07/92
11/88
07/88 *
09/89
05/93
07/90
09/91
11/91
11/88
11/90
07/90
08/89
08/89
08/89
12/92
11/92
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LU Luxembourg
MY Malaysia
MX Mexico
NL Netherlands
NZ New Zealand
NO Norway
PL Poland
PT Portugal
PR Puerto Rico
RO Romania
SG Singapore
SK Slovakia
SI Slovenia
ZA South Africa
KR South Korea
ES Spain
SE Sweden
CH Switzerland
TW Taiwan
TH Thailand
TN Tunisia
TR Turkey
GB UnitedKingdom
US United States
VE Venezuela

Total

4.
3.

37.
144.
91.
60.
42.
35.

4.
1.

28.
13.
13.
63.
38.
59.

124.
100.
165.

14.
1.

12.
467.

7398.
6.

12349

04/92
11/92
02/89
01/89
04/89
11/88
11/91
10/91
10/89
04/93
05/91
03/92
02/92
12/91
04/90
07/90
11/88
03/90
12/91
07/92
05/91
01/93
04/89
07/88 *
02/92

* Merit began managing the NSFNET backbone in JulY,1988.
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,Paper NUlQber;6020
BOW.T,O.MANAGECIIANGE

WHEN MAKING· A·MAlNFRAMEALTERNATIVE, DECISION

.feggyParskey

Hewlett-PackardCom.p~y

5245 Pacific Concourse Drive Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90045

(310) 535-2701

As Hewlett-Packard consultants .work with'organizations, both inside and outside
of HP,they are discovering that the promises of te~hnology, particularly in the
Mainframe Alternative (MFA) arena, are not always realized.

Ifthejmpartia!obs~rver isJoo~;g.g f()r a convenient scapegoat forthe.shattered
ex~.ctatio.ns,.. the easy pla~e. to. point.is .• at· the hardware ,velldor. But, •. uponcloser
scrutiI,ly, the observer· finds that· .the:hard:ware .and the. software andthe ..•~sociated
technology·. at .all· levels .. within •. "· thelnfollIla.tionA-rchitecture ..'do indee4 me~ure

up to the promise. Everything .works as specified, .all the bells· and whistles truly
exist today and the capabilities and described flexibility are indeed as robust as
the vendor represented.

So where else does·.our observer look? If the products ·that can be touched and
felt· aren't the problem,·' where else might·.··.one ·point the·····finger? Perhapsthe
problem is lack oftraining. :B¥t,!,,)jen·then1iarosc()~~sfocu~ed on the project
again, our observer discovers that upper management listenedto the vendor. They
dutifully· orderedtraini~g.for their 'criti~~~JJe()I?le;'·theyha,,~enabled them. to ·take
the training and get h~~s-one~~7ti~nc~.~"fver,.. }~tJ:1t.C?lJ.l.J)8.1ly.has contracted
with the vend~to.~ sevemlday~~, .k Ol1'-!litetq;~oacb.theemployees
through the teclinical~~~.pfthenewsystem~ . . .

So, if training isnottfieproblem, whafelseis? ..... Perhapstlleproject has not been
managed well. Has a project manager been assigned? lIas a detailed plan been
developed, has its progress· been' tracked and have action items been duly
communicated? Has a~()mmitmentforresources.be~nlI1ade.to. the project?Yes,
then what's wrong?

Why is' the project. proceedinglll()re. slowly .than .expected? ..... Why are the
employees complaining about the difficulty .of.tbe .Mainframe Alternative
transition? Why .isn't ·the organization 'realizing the promised benefits of cost
reduction, improved efficiencies or flexibility? The answer often lies in the very
essence of the .organization: .' its 'management, its 'cllittife, .' '. and the ability of the
entire organizationto m~age ch~ge. What most organizations fail to do when
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undertaking major technological change isto ,understand the true business drivers
and the overt or covert' forces resisting' the proposed changes. In addition, most
organizations' d():not adopt a repeatable, proven methodology for identifying and
grappling with these issues. Instead, middle and upper management in most
organizations assume that with the right hardware and software decision, with the
right training and technical consulting services and with effective project
management, the project will stayon track.

Think again.

EMPLOYEE EXPECTATIONS

What, then is really expected of the employees who are charged with moving
from" the ,', Mainfranie'Environment 'to a distributed processing, client/server
environment?' What they are being asked' to, change goes well'beyond the
acquisition of a new knowledge base, and requires changes in their behaviors,
beliefs, assumptions, identity and emotions (see Illustration 1).

Let's explore each one of these-in a bit more detail:

You are managing...

Mainframe
Environment

Transition
Environment

Client/server
Environment

During transition,"· people are"'changing:
Knowledge Behaviors
Beliefs Assumptions
Identity Emotions

Illustration 1
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Knowledge: Most companies introducing major technological change are well
aware. of the significantchange·inraw knowledge that· must be acquired·for·the
development, implementation and; ongoing maintenance of the . system to be
successful. The CIO knows that he/she is introducing an entirely new operating
sY$tem,newprogramming .... techniques, ···a .new 'networking· .infrastructure, rapid
application tools and a graphical user '.' interface. \ To address these significant
teclm.ical····.·issues, .the··.· smarlCIO' identifies the ,·critical· training. requirements" and
dutifully sends hislhet: people offto study.

Beha.viors: .A.t some .level,·mostcompaniesrecognize that the behaviors oftheir
IT employees must change in the new world order that is.being creared.Afterall,
new technology is .not. only being introduced; in effect the organization is
introducinganentirelyriew way of doing b\lsiness~ Itis rio longer sufficient for
the program development people to remain closeted behiIld IS walls. They now
need· to be out mingling among.the users, understanding .their requirements ·and
developing strategies·' for ··.ennancing.the.business'. IT ·.·.is·.... now·.·.··getting 'more
'vlsibilitythan·it.·ever did; they must be conversantbothWiththebusiness<issues
andthe enabling ..technology.

But, .given these fundamental changes, what changes in performance measurement
are intrOduced·.inmostcompanies'to··reiJ1force .this new'behavior? ..... What ·positive
consequeneesexist,:for changingtneir operating"style? .'. What •..•··negative
consequencesexlstfornot'" getting with the program"? ···Most managers deal with
these issues after the fact, when commitments' aren't met or the project just isn't
proceeding·.·as.• planned."

'Beliefs:'···What.stronglyheldbeliefsexistwitftinthe ·employees·1·Do··theyrfeel'that
the.' .. Mainframe. <has ··'beensblid· and robust: ,"and·.·'has··continued ··tomeetthe
:expectationsofthe organization.? Do theyftmdamentallybelieve" that the power of
the,. mai:nframe" .wi:ll,~Be.,sufficient· to .meet·· the Busil1.ess' '. needs" of the company?
Theseideeply held beliefs, often··notdirectly· articulated,can.prevent the·.stafffrom
jumping on boardtheMFAba.ndwagon~

~:ASSuDlptions~..How oft~llido Y0U hear' the,pmase: . .."No oneevetcgot'fltedfor
choosing>JBM"? .. ' .' Not so frequently any· more, ·1'11' bet. .'."'But this ;long held
assutnptio:n is probably ingrainedinthe'Yeti;psyche< of the'Iif staff and exorcising
it is no easy task.

Identity: If the employees have been recognized for their ability to bang out
code, what will be. their worth when the mainframe disappears? If they were
valued for their connections with third party suppliers of mainframe' solutions,
where' will they be in .the pecking order •when those connections are no longer
critical to the success of the systems operation? If their power base came in part
from .their leverage withCthe big mainframe vendor, what happens .when the
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vendor .is no .longer the·· top banana.with your company? The identity of the
individual contributors has been connected with a mainframe; reestablishing that
identity in the' client/server world will take time.

Emotions: Ifthe software developers got their "psychic" rewards from developing
superbly functioning code, they must now leamhow to feel gratified from· being a
savvy business person. If all of their. kudos have been for their technological
acumen, it is not going to be easy to change their internal psychic reward. process.
Moreover, many employees feel that they may not have what it takes to function
in this" new environment. In coping' with .the .. impending change, they need to
.grapple with the impact these changes· may have .·on their own careers.

*************************.***********

The point of discussing this "warm and ..fuzzy~tt stuff is to identify the· basic
employee concerns that are rarely. if ever considered in the transition process.
Instead, management deals with the "hard stuff' and hopes that the transition will
take care of itself.'.,

What then. can a·.CIO·.do to manage the transition more gracefully? ..,.How does
helshe ensure thatthe implementation effort occurs in the time allotted, within the
budget .specified ;andwith the full support of the implementation team?

The answer lies in the principles of Change Management. These pri.pciples. have
been developed over years of study of organizations. that have managed change
both successfully and unsuccessfully. One.company that has developed an
extensive body of research studying organizations isODRR. Through their
research they have concluded . that organizations,: can be classified ,.into the
"Winners" and the "Losers". The "Winners", of course, have been able to meet
budget, and time ". constraints .. and have had successful proJects and satisfied
employees. The "Losers" often had projects that failed miserably, or tooklonger,
cost more and generally left the entire organization with a bad taste in its mouth.
From this research ODRR has been able to identify"basicpnnciples that can be
followed to manage the ch;angeprocess more successfully. For the remainder of
this. paper, .. I am going to·,describe·<those.principles and. apply them·'.·tothe
Mainframe Alternative decision.
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SEPARATING THE WINNERS FROM THE LOSERS

There are nine critical steps that the.winners' follow during their change projects:

1. They.'recognize that change·.is .. a process
2. They understandthatpaindrives change and consciously surface '. this pain

within the organization
3. They develop a compelling remedyfor the pain
4. They' tailor the communication plan to the. various constituencies within the

organization
5..' .... They identify the sponsors and their roles during the project
6. They surface and manage the resistance to.··thechange
I. They consciouslyplan the transition
8. They·executetheplan
9. They monitor the change and make the necessary course corrections

1···· ···CHANGEISA.PROCESS
The "'witmers •recognize· ··that change····· ..•. is· ·.•. no1;· ·an.'· event, .·.but··, a . process.. '.' Thus,
man.ag~I1lent understands thatthey·.are·.·attemptingtomove.,·the .organization from
the .present state: the' Mainframe 'Environment~ .to ".the desired state: the
distribl.ltedprocessing,cIientlsemrerenvironment . Mowever,to get from here to
there,requires'theorganizationto pass through a transition" state. dUnfortunately,
the' transition ..stateis characterized by .low stability, .and high,···undirectedenergy.
Enlployees who have been tied to the old mainframe environment are wondering
if they can "cut it" in this new paradigm. So, they tend to spend a .lot oftime at
the', water.cooler, taking to .theirbuddies ··aboutthe good old" days and hoping that
this new appr()ach;doesn~tleavethem out on the street.., Even if they werelooking
forward to thischange~once.inthethickof it, many employees .discover that "this
is hard world".

Because the winners understand that the entire shift to Mainframe Alternative is a
process. and not an event, they put· in .place .a transition.plan that deals not only
with the technology, but the people issues as well.

2,PAINDRI:VES·CHANGE
The' winners also understand thatpainis.thedriving·force fOfchange. Unsolved
problems or opportunities can supply the pain that· drives·. an organization .to
abandon the status quo and make the· necessary technological' and/or
organizatiol'lalchanges. ·····.Howev~r, the pain must .. be felt.at all levels within the
orgamzation,.and ··unfortunately, '. most·,.•eompanies· .failto'realize·. this. .' ,.·Why'.·do
organizations make a mainframe altemativedecision?ls costa driving factor? In
many cases,the:need tosignificantlyreduce:costs' is the key business driver .. for
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the technological shift. But how low into the'organization is this driving force
understood? Often, not low enough. The individual contributors may sense that
the cost·structure is untenable, but do they. realize the implications of maintaining
the status quo? Is the need for a faster development cycle and more responsive IT
the driving force? How clearly is that need understood? Or,. have·middleand
upper management been.takingtheheat,absorbin.gthepain and not passing iton?

3 DEVELOPTHE-REMEDY
The winning organizations recognize that surfacing the pain is necessary, but not
sufficient. Once top management helps employees understand that the existing
cost structure is untenable",' or that flexibility of .' -the development cycle is
imperative for the organization, affected employees· must· believe ". in a· single
remedy to alleviate the pain of maintaining the status quo. Developing a clear
remedy that. is .supported by the key 'constituencies is how the wi~ng

organizations ensure that the organization is pursuing a single agenda.

The difficulty is getting the "targets.of the change" to id~ntify the' same remedy
that maybe obvious to top level··management. Often, the recognition·thatMFA is
the right solution can result from engaging employees inre..engineering projects
that examine cross-functional processes :and identify technology enablers. In
many instances, the mainframe will not enable the·.process re-design and' thus the
solution" becomes obvious. In other" cases, .. involving the software development
team. in', an analysis of user needs can identify· solutions that break· out .' of the
mainframebox~

By developing the mainframe alternative decision· with the involvement of lower
level employees Within the organization,. top management "can .,·build a. strong
support base at the same time that the solution is being developed.. 'This_process
will go a long way towards minimizing the potential resistance that will inevitably
arise within the organization.

4 COMMUNICATE THE CHANGE
Most organizations work hard at communicating impending changes to their
organizations. However, most executives spend little time crafting how the
message will be delivered to the troops. In many otgarrizati()rlS, the technology
decisions filter down through, the.' organization in· a haphazard way and become
grist for the rumor mill.

Instead of allowing the randomprocesstoapply,-thewinners haveidentified,at a
high level, the impact that the MFA decision will nave onvarious·people-,and.tqeir
workgroups_.within the ". organizations. Their'"announcements 'are ,tailored '. to· ". the
various constituencies, separating the' concerns of users-fromthose.of software
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developers or opera1ions.Manage111ent isab~~ thp~toconveyanunderstanding of
the impact that the MFA 'decision would have on' the ·organization. This open
communication enables all employees to assess the effect of the decision on his or
her job. Moreover, successful organizations recognize that the MFA decision has
consequences that individuals may not assimilate' immediately. So, they
incorporate .into .... the process mechanisms .. for '. on-going dialogue and two-way
communication.

5. •IDENTIFY THESpQNSORSAND CLEARLY'DEFINETHEIR ROLES
Most organizations have .' i<ientified akeY

f

individual .'Nho isres~onsible for
initiating the MFAdecision~ Typically, the decision is driY~llbythe top IT
professional in the organization. This individual is the initiating sponsor who
makes the technological decision'to proc~~g~' Typically, he or she controls the
budget and has .the overall res£onsi~ility for the success. of the pr<?ject.The
successful organizations recogni.zethals~onsorship does~'t st?P withthe person at
the top. The on-going success of the project depends" on acascaaing set of
sustaining sponsorswho'will continue to arive the project forward when the going

g~~stollg~''J!.~se~'sus!aining sp2n~orsrecog~ze th~~ .tI1e~triu~~.:~oIltillue to
articulate why' the' organization has made th.e ..decision to move off the. Mainframe.
They must maintain the on-going dialogue .as their •. organizations ask questions
about the project ana ·····'how it··will·affect· workgroups andindividl.lals~.They:mtlst

ensure that the 'key'iindividuals, .middle •managers ·aridi'supervisots",i are: trained, to
fulfill their respective roles during the execution of theMFA plan. They must
also identify the key individuals who will be the agents of the change, responsible
forthe day-to-day implementation activities.

6 "SURFAQE AND MltNAGEt'HERESISTANCE
Most ITmanagetsundetstafidthat·, re,sistance .fe/change' is inevitableand1i.ot'a sign
that something; is/inherently Wrong with .their .' detisions .. ori'their ···employees.
However,' knoWinglhat .',. it exists '. and kn.owingwHaftodoaoout "if are very
different beasts. To avoid dealing with these uncomfortable emotions, many
managers deny it. "No resistance in my organization, no sir. My folks are
welcoming this change." In many companies the term."resistarice.,"lllightas···.well
be afourlettet'Wotdl

What many rn.anagers,aISb don't 'acknowledge isthat,re'sistance .can't be"'surfaced"
unless the change hasbeenclarifiedandannouhceli.,Ufitil the femployees
determine how the Mainframe Alternative decision affects them personally, they
willnotresist.:"Oftomse,·· the: rumot'millalone Gan ·.get··•.people ••·.spen.ding ··lots··of
time speculating'overtfiei coffee.machine,bl.lfnotttl.llY resisting: .

Finally, .•..••. employees'cartiresist ·~han~e'e;en .• ifritiswelco~ed ... ;Once. the ·~ctual

MFA implementation is underway,: many ofthe employees fwill :oiscover, that the
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The Anatomy of Innovati,oo
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Results aren't visible
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I This is··takingtime

Pessism ..... ........ _

Weeks or Months Up to Two Years Time

Investment Phase Pay-offf?hase

Illustration 2

transition was harder than they thought. Uninformed optjlJlism can yield quickly
to informed pessimism .. on~e the reality of .' the .implementation .' begins. (See
Illustration

2.) "I ·thought Unix would be a lot eas.ier to learn!" "MyoId. s.oftware
development techniques aren't working with the distributed computing systems;
what do I do now?" This discomfort with the transition process can manifest itself
as strongly as resistance that comes from the employees who didn't want the new
client/server stuff in the first place. It is important for the MFA implementation
team to surface this resistance, and deal with it. People need to be. allowed· to
vent, to get their feelings and frustrations out on the table and work out solutions.

7 PLAN THE··TBANSITION
Most companies do an excellent job ofplanning the technical implementation for
the migration to distributed systems. However, when the project falters, these
organizations tendtQ blame the·.. empIQyees. It is' not uncommon .. to hear: "My
folks just don't have what it takes to function.in this new environment."

The key.,point is that while the techIlolQgical· .transition isjmportant, there. must
also. exist a parallel change managemental people transition plan. Thispl811 must
identify the critical sponsors and the agents, and the roles and responsibilities' they
will have during the. transition'process. The sources of res.istance·.must be clearly
UIlderstood; a plan must be developed for. coping with the resistance. rather than
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squashing it and hoping that it goes.away.••. The culture of the organization must
be realistically assessed. If the MFA. solution is on a· collision course with the
existing culture, a plan must be developed for overcoming this barrier. In many
organizations,.the MFA transition is. npt just atechnological issue, but a cultural

rone .3swelL< .•·If the. entire operating philosophy .will undergo .. a change, ... top
tnanagetnent.mustdevelop a plan fer effecting·a cultural shift

8 EXECUTE THE PLAN
The execution of the change management plan must dovetail With the execution of
the technplogyimplementatiQn... For •. example, if the ... MFA. move ..•.•• will·cause the
development teams tobefeprganized,then dealing.·with,the team·building.and.the
creation of new relationships should be addressed as these new teams are being
formed As.·. the technical·staffiretums from weeks .of training .•• and •••begins .to
transition. to the new development tools, dealing with the tesistance.· .will. smooth
the. transition process... It is. critical to anticipate the potential people issues that
;will arise·with each stepoftbe implementatien andthen.actaccordingly~

9.• MONITQR THECHANGE{.<'
As with.any process itnprovementini~iative,thechangeprojectmustbe monitored
and·adjusted. .Sinceorgani~tionsare not static. and technology iscchanging faster
than.w;e.can anticipate,. the, actual "change project may itself change during··the

Surface and
Manage

Resistance

Plan the
Transition

"IhfaGycle.ofGhange
MaJ1agf3rrt~Qt

Understand
'he "pail1"

Rlustration 3
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MFA implemelltation~ .Key. sponsors '. may .change jobs, organizations .···may .be
merged or .eliminated, new competitive pressures ill' the ··market·· may ····alter .the
direction of the project. All of these changes can affect how the technical

, implementation will· proceed. .With any'· major.·' shift· in the key variables, the
change project will likely need to· be re-evaluated..'. Monitoring these variables and
making the necessary adjustmentswillellable the organization to keep the people
transitions in synch with the technological change. (See Illustration 3.)

RECOMMENDATIONS
The .methodology. that .has been described.' has identified ·.·a series· of steps for
managing .• the people' issues" associated with a' major technology implementation
such as'a Mainframe Altetnativeproject.· .However, these steps apply to any major
change,···· be '. it 'organizational, process re-engineering, job.'restructuring or any
other technological shift.

If you are just beginning ·to ·c'onsidermaking a ·Mainframe Alternative decision,
identify the people issues now and begin to put a plan in place. Train your
management staff on change' management methodologies so that everyone can
speak the same language and understand the critical success factors for change.
Diagnose how successful your change projects have been in the past,: andleam
from ··your past mistakes~····'··Determine.the level," of impact that this technological
,shift will have on your employees and the 'extent to which the existing .culture will
pose a barrier to the change. Then craft an implementation plan for addressing the
identifying issues.

If you are in the midst ofa MFA. implementation, assess how well it is proceeding
in terms of the people issues. Determine if~oursecorrectio~sshouid be made. ,If
your self assessment indicates that you are' headed for some serious problems,
consider stepping back and 'following some of the recommendations mention~d

above. Training, diagnosis, and organizational assessments can occur at any time
and will help put a flailing prQJ~ctbackontracIe.

Of course, an excell~nt~~arige imanagementpI~.i~ no replacement for a
well-conceived strate~;H~i:~:flawlessly managed te9~():~~gical,' implementation.
However, with~ut a pl~f~ed on the people isSU~',F0cm the best strategy and
technical plan will have 'difficulty making the MFAiJ.llplementation a success.
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Abstract
This paper.presents· case studies fromtneHP.Ptedictive Support. product,
which transfers files between HP3000jS900 machinesat.HP .Response Centers
around t!t~ ~o!ld,and~lar9.~install.~1.~~e.()f I1~3000 Cla~sic,HP3000jS900
an4H~9000IS800ilIlachi~es~at c~st~tIlersites. -The case studies examine the
tec!tnical·()~tions.and~r<+deoffs'.consi~~!edin a. multi-platform environment
where security, supportability and wid~ avaJlability are very important~

The paperbeginswith'a QriefsufMeyofthefollowing products and
technologies,whichwiU :be referred tointhe ca.se studies:

File Transfer

Modem
Dialing

Network
Connectivity

DSCOPY; FTP;UUCP; all.d k~rmit

UUCP; andcu

NetIPC; Berkeley Sockets; SLIP; Email Server; HP DTC and
DDFA Utilities
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Survey of Products and Technologies

File Transfer

DSCOPY

DSCOPY allows HP3000a:n.dHP9000'usersto move.f1lesbetweeIlIIlachines.
UserS musteithetestablishalogon to the· remote machine (fot example, using
DSLINE between HP3000's)or provide a valid user and password (for example,
when moving files from an HP9000 to an HP3000). DSCOPY is included in
the NFT·(Network File Transfer) compo:p.e,nt ofHP'sNS (Network Services)
product.

FTP

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is part· of the ARPA/Berkeley Services protocol
suite. It is designed to be· a general purpose file transfer protocol that can be
used on a variety of machines. Both the HP3000 MPE/iX and HP9000 HP-UX
systems provide ftp programs, which use the protocol to transfer files· between
machines. An ftp user connects to a remote machine using an IPaddress
or node name"and then. specifies a user.name and p~sword. The ftp user
may transfer files between the machines, browse files on the remote machine,
and rename or delete remote files. An HP9000 user may also create or delete
remote directories. ·OnMPE!iXand HP-UX, the FTP product. is shipped with
the ARPA/Berkeley Services products~

On HP9000's, a system managercan.configure anonymousjtp for extra
security..A sp~cial ftp user is created which. can only be used for anonymous
ftp, not to sta~t..'U.pa;normal shellfor a remote user.O:ncean ftp connection
is established, ftp does a chroot oil the destination machine so that the remote
user cannot cha.ngeto any directory outside the anonymous ftp' directory 
typically, /users/ftp -and its subdirectories. Thus, a system manager can
allow users to deposit files on and retrieve files from this machine without
providing a normal user logon and pa.ssword, or allowing access to files outside
the anonymous ftp directories.
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UUCP

UUCP (derived from the term "UNIX-to-UNIX copy") is a subsystem which
can be used to transfer files between UNIX® systems and, to a limited degree,
execute commands on remote systems. (UNIX is a registered trademark of
AT&T in the U.S.A. and other countries.) UUCP is most useful when the
machines are linked by RS232-C modem or direct connections, because it has
flexible,. table-driven modem·dialing, facilities .. It provides batch transfer' of ·files
based on scheduled jobs, or interactive tra.nsfer. ··It·· allows the user to transfer
:fi.lesdirectly between two machines or through. intermediate machines. Popula.r
applica.tion.,programs that use' UUCP. include mailx, mail and similar mail
handlers; notes; and news. UUCP is shipped sta.ndard with·HP~UX.

Kermit

Kermit is a general-purpose terminal emulator and file transfer packa.ge,
originally developed at Columbia Universityand ported to>many systems,
including HP-U,X.KermIt allows.a user to dial amodem,conneet.~o"and
log intoarernotesystem.The user may then work on the remote 'system as
if connected throughaterminal/,Totransfer filesr the' user starts kermit on
the. ·remotemachine.and·.• places·.·. both. kermit·.•••processes ••• (local •.and· remote) in
a special mode' to transfer files. The user may then revert to the £erminal
emulator mode and continue normal work. Kerm.itisshippedsta.ndardwith
HP-UX~

Modem ·Dialing

UUCP

UUCP has flexible, table-drivenID.0de~dialing facilities. Itu~esconfi~uration

files to specify the' ty~e ofmodem .on allY giv~n P?rt,d~fill~~liedialing·\. .' ~
sequence fora' given In~demtype, •a~d~s~~c~~tet~mote.s~stems~itlr ports
andt~~eframesduringwhicllbatch t~~nsfers can take place. Users IIlay easily
writen~w'dialing'sequences for new modems. ' '

Cu

C~ is~ t~~l~driv~;~~e]I,ldi.ilillgalld~e~nal ~~ator~~ef~~UN'IX@
machines. It uses a subset of the UUCP 'configuration files to specify the type
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of modem on any port, and define dialing sequences. Cu is shipped standard
with HP-UX.

Network·'Connectivity

NetlPC
//

NetIPC (Network InterProcess;CommunicClttion) isa set ofprogrammatic calls
that allows applications on HP3000 MPEV/E,HP3000M,pE/iXorHP9000
HP-UX machines to exchange data between processes on different nodes in an
NS network..These· calls provide access ·tejthe transport layer,thereby allowing
reliable comm.unication.NetIPCisshippedwith.theNSLink product on
HP3000 machines, and with the LAN product on HP9000/S800 machines.

Berkeley Sockets .
Berkeley Sockets (or technically, the Berkeley Software Distribution
Interprocess Communication facilities) offer functionality very similar to that
of NetIPC. They are also a set of programmatic calls that allow applications
on a wide variety of machines,.includingHP3000 MPE/iX and HP9000
HP-UX machines, to exchange data between processes ond.ifferentnodes on
a network. The type of Berkeley Sockets which are 'considered in this paper
are stream sockets, which provide access to the transport. layer, t,hus allowing
reliable communication. It is assumed the network supports the Internet
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol). Berkeley Sockets are shipped with the
HP3000 NS Link product on MPE/iX, and with the HP9000~ANproductJQn

HP-UX.

SLIP

SLIP (Serial LiD;e Int,ernet Protocol) is a protocol which ,aJlows TCP/IP
applications to,run, over a serialljnk - for.example, .amodemconnection.
HP~U4 implements ~LIP wit;h a feature called Point-to~;pointLink (PPL),
which IS shipped with the LAN/9000 pr()du~t.. PPL can:'be run to dialjnto
a remote machine, log in, and run PPL on that machine to set up a SLIP
connection. Alternately, 'PPL can be configured on the remote machine to
await callins and immediately set up a SLIP connection, thereby avoiding the
need to provide alogin to SLIP users.- Once. the8LIP 'connection is set tip,
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users can run TCP/IP applications (like ftp) to the remote machine by using
the IPaddresses or node names configured into PPL.

Email Server

Sen~:m.a.il ~s theAR~AIBerkeleyS.ervices internetwork mail routing facility.. It
is used pnHP-UXt()rout~,~~lbetw.een mail ag~nts.·..~ndremotemachines .. An
emai!ser'l1er is set up by configuring .. asendmail comIll~ndIinealias, which
takes m.a.ilfora .givenaddressan~pipesthemessageHas.stan.dard in]}utto a
specified comm().nd,whichisill effect the s~~ver~H Th~cliep.ti~ the application
oruser>which uses amai~agellt,likemailx,.tollHl,ilthem:e.ssag~.. Typically, .~h~
subject of it4~m~ss~geindicates.the o~erationthes,erver. sh()uldperform, and
the~O<ly>ofthemessage~ontainsthe data Ilee4~4:fol"theoperation.

HP DTe and DDFA Utilities

HP DTG's. (Distrib;uted.Ter~n~1 Contrpllers)are.general-pu~pose terminal
servers vvhi9hprovideterminaJ.and~odeJD.·access.tollP3~OO/S>!)~O·an(tHP9000

us~rs,·ompadiIlgmuch ..ofthisprocessingJr0:tD.the.SrU~·TheHP-UX.j)DFA ..
(I)TCDevi~eFil~Access)09tili~ies,;ulow~r -IJJ{.,applications to a~cessa

m9~em,()r>~pool;of modem.s,onapT(}iocated on.tllecustomer~etworkas
th()ugh. themo<lem.s.wereattachedt()~. MUX on tllecustom~rsystem. Only
minor changes are necessary to most applications. The DDFAutilities.are >
shipped standard with HP-UX as of 9.0.

TheDDFA utilities provide access from HP-UXcommands, likecuand kermit,
or user .applications to IP addressableHP DTC'sthrough speciaJlybuilt device
files which' simulate those forl()~alMU~RPt::ts.,'ADPEAutility,,{/et¢lapp)

is run at system startup to read a. configuration file (typically, letc/ddfa/dp)
and create special daemons - ocddaemons, orOutbounaCoIlnec~~o~"Daem.()I,l~
- one for eachDTC port configured for access. Each oed daemon>b'tlilds'a
special:,deMiceJilej~i /d~vand,wa..itsfor .• anapplicationqtq ..·ac~e~sit.Wh~n;:an
application opens, one of tltese. deMice<files(for exam.ple, iwhen c~dials the
modem),·~ltecorresp()nd~ng.ocd.daeIIlonest.ablishes •. a.telpet.connection;JroI.Il
the system to the associated ,D,TCp()rta~d.pro~idespass-throllghaccesswhich
is very~i~ila:rftotha.t·... for 10c;U,MUXaccess.

TheD!Cmana.geS'II10st ()fthe.modem controL:lfas,serts•• pTR, require~tne
modem signals to .•~,~ •. high··t?acc~pt '. an. outbound-connectio~, set~ th~ baud rate
totnat configured for. the port,passes databetween~hetelnet conD.~ctionand
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the modem, and signals termination - by dropping DTR to the modem if the
telnet connection is terminated, or· by ter,mina,ting the telnet connection if the
modem control signals drop.

The DTC also provides modem pool functionality, whereby the DTC
drnamicallY allocates free ports fr0trl a poolas 'callout requests are received
from HP-UX machines.. ~ormally, /etc/ddfa/dpi~configuredto associate a
device file with the IP address of a DT~C, plus' a' board and port on tile DTC~
However, 'if a modem' pool is desired, 'the ])TG is first configured to' assign a
common'IPaddress tosever(l,1 modem ports. Then, /etc/ddfa/dp is configured
with adevice file and the'IP'addressofthe'.lIlodem:pooLOf course, multiple
systems can 'be configured tp share a single"modem, or a pool of modems.
By configuring 'a pool ofmodems and sharing it among systems, a customer
can greatly increase the probability that users or applications will find a ~r~e

modem.

rhe DTC' iscon:fi.gured,·'downloaded an.d otherwise managed from either
an ijP9000/5800or anHP Vectra PC·onthe sameLAN'as the DTC. A
typical solution for a customer with only HP9000's'would be to run HP DTC
Manager/UX'on an 8800. A more convenient solution for acusto)Iler with both
HP3000/S900's'and HP9000's wOllldprobably be to share a DTC among these
mach'ines and manage it with HP 'Openview DTC Manager running on anHP
Vectra.

Introduction to Predictive Datacomm

Pred,i~tive Overview
Predictive Support is a proactive diagnostic system which is provided to
HP3000 Classic, HP3000/S900 and HP9000/S800customers when they:'
purchase a hardware slipport contract. (On the HP9000/S800 systems" it
is shipped as part of the Support Watch product.) It runs nightly on the
customer system, examines system logs and device-resident faillirelogs; and
uses ru!e-based te~hnology to detect. potential hardware or memory.failures.
It notifies th.e UP Response Center via modem .or networkconnectioll of ~ny
events.'Yhich might.r~quire,.action. A Resp,onse Center. Engineer (aCE) th~n
diagnose~ the problem, scheduling a service call by a Customer Engineer (CE)
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to the customer system ifnecessary. Predictive Support helps to increase
system availability. by replacing unscheduled .downtime with scheduled
maintenance.

Predictive Datacomm ····Overview

WhenPredictiveneeds to notify .theResponseCeIlt~ru ()fa. problem, It
automatically calls out()f the customer system, either. by dialing· a configured
mod~~· - usua}ly;the Rem~te •.Sup~ort.Mod~m,p~ov~dedby .. HP.- or>connecting
via~h~twor~·,-... for.examJlle,an .•~.25connection .over.ale~e~ ... line. It ..t:ra~sfers
the resUlts .. of its (},nalysis ~ .. afileto the,Resp()nse .C~nter machine, where an
RCE·. is alerted <to further analyze· thepl"obleni.

Because Predictive's analysis of thecustomersyst'em is rule-driven, new
rules can be downloaded to thecustom~rsystem.(},sHP .device experts refine
them, without distributing a new. release of Predictive. These rule updates
are downloaded as files from the Response .Center machine to the customer
ma.chine.. ('l'heterm> download· will always be used in this .. paper·· to refer to .a
transfer from HP to the customer systemi .an upload goes from> the customer
to··· HP.) For security reasons,· rules are only downloaded·if ·thecustomer.system
has initiated the connection to HP; the Response Center machine never
automatically dials in. or connects to. the customer machine.

Predictive uses a codeword for software protection..·During installation
and configuration, the serial and model number as entered by theCEare
transferred to the Response· Center in a file. ·.The phone·line·oruetwork
connectionis held opell fornpto five~nuteswhilesoftwareattheRe~ponse

Centerch.ecks fo~ proper contract cover~g~,cr~atesa.<:odewordand·downloads
it in a file. Thecodeword.isencrypted}nsuc):ta.waythat it can only be used
onthatmachin~.It allow~ Predictive to be scheduled for nightly analysis.

Technical Requirements. for .Predictive'Datacomm

The following requirements are of HIGH importance.

• Security
o· Predictive must always initiate connections from the customer system to

the Response Center.
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D Predictive can never antomaticallylog into the Response Center niachine.
This restriction is part .of lIP Corporate Security Standa~ds to prot'ect
sensitive customer data.

• Supportability
D Preferably, the Predictive da.;acomm softwarewilillsecompollerits which

are standard, HP support~dproducts..•.• If softwar~ is adapted from outside
IIP,.it should adhere tod~ facto .industrysta;ndards.

• WideAvailability' . '. ..' •. ......, .. ',
D Because Predictiv~is includ~d,wit~ sta.lldardh~rdwarecontracts,it ca~not

require the .cl!stom~r toha\T~ anysoftware.~hichis not.iIlcluded a~ part of
the standard ~ystem. If Predictive pffersaIl option- for example, network
transfer - it may require software that is not standard, but should ensure
this soft,ware is widely available and commonly installed.

The following requirements ar~ of MEDIUlv.rimportanc~.

• Flexibility
D As new HP Remote Support Modems are introduced,' Predictivedatacomm

must supp:ort· them.
o Predictive datacomm should adapt to new transmission mediums as they

become generally available- for example, network connections.
• Ease of Installation

D It should ,be easy to in~talland configure Predictive datacomm.

The following requirement is of LOW importance.

• Performance
D.Predictive needs.to transfer'the results .. of nightly runs infrequently, and

these (l,re typically small files .. Ruleset updates are larger (forexample,
50KBytes),but are only downloaded to customers once or twice a year.
As the :Predictive product evolves, it may well become more important to
transer large amounts of data quickly.
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Case Study 1 : HP3000to HP3000uslngModems
This case study discusses the architecture used to meet the basic technical
requirem.ents for customers running HP3(JOO machines and transferring to
HP3000 machines at the Resp<>nse Centers. This architecture serves equally
well.for.,ClassicH;P3000'sandHP3000/S900'sat the custQmersite, or at the
Response Center. It hasheen in use since (h.eearliest t~lea.ses of Predictive.

The. following,' diagramillustra.tesPredictiveconnectionstothe Response
Center from three customer systems : an HP300001assic', an HP3000/S900
connectingthrpugh. anHP,DTC,andC:\nHP~000/S900connecti,ng"through
the r~mote,consol~,port. ,(The latteJ:' configuration., is possible on more recent
S900'sJ~ke the 9x7and 99x ~achines.) AU"f>ystems,dial into the same bank of
modems. at ,the local,Response C~nter.

F'redl~tive"V/E,F'redictive/i)(",Transfer

HP Remote
Customer machine Sl4>port Modem

runring PredietiveJiX

Figure 6021-1.
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Predictive Datacomm onth,e' Customer Machine

The software on the customer system accomplishes the following:

• Modem dialing software. interrogates the modem to determine its type 'and
dial it. All HP Remote Supp,ort modems can be dialed.

• Upon'connection, '. Predictiv:e tran,s:mits the system serial and model numbers
plus options indicating,th~ type 'of transfer'requested:-It then reverts'toa.
slave mode, in which the Response Center softwareindicates ·files to transfer
to or Jrom the Response., Center.

• File transfer software was'written especially for Predictive.'" This software can
transfer any standard MPE file type", binary or ASCII, including user file
labels. A file is transferred as a series of packets, each ofwhich is typically
the size of a file record - for example, 128 words for binary file. Packets are
checksummed and retransmitted up to 10 times on error.

The file transfer software operates in a haJf:·dupleJ£,mode, necessary for ~PE
V/E asynchronous serial I/O. That is, a process must post an FREAD before
data arrives on the line. (The system does not buffer data, which,the process
can 'then examine.) To synchronize the peers, read trigger char~ctersare
used. That is, after one peer receives a packet, it awaits,an additional DC1
(ASCII 17) character before replying. ,This DCI is transmitted when an
FREAD is posted by the peer, thus ensuring the reply will not arrive before
the peer is ready to receive it.

Predictive Datacomm at the Response Center

The software,at the Response Center accomplishes the following:

• Jobs at the Response Center monitor dialin ports for Predictive connections.
(HP Corporate Security requires that all ports be configured to disallow
MPE logins.) Predictive software constantly attempts to open each
Predictive port and read from it. When a connection occurs, the open and
read complete successfully. The Response Center software adjusts its speed
to 1200 or 2400 so that it matches that of the customer system.

• The Response Center software then receives the system serial, system model,
and connection options provided by the customer system. It invokes the, fj.l~

transfer module in master mode tq,trans.fer the necessary files from or to the
I)' .,
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customer system. This is the same file transfer module used on the customer
system.

• The Response.Center 8,pftware has access.to ia database of schefiuled
downloads, indexed by system serialan<i, model number.. These. are typically
ru.leset download files or codeword files.

Discussion

This scheme meets all of the basic· requirements. A few points are noteworthy:

• Security is maintained becaus~ no loginsareusedoneitherthe customer or
Response Centers ···machines. ··All connections are initiated from ··the. customer
machine, and the Response .•. Center jobs monitor the modem ports, which are
always configured to prevent MPElogins·.

• No special software is required -onlythat .wmchis shipped standard with
MPE and ·Predictive.

Case .Study2:HP9000tQ HP3000usingModerns .
Thiscas~·· studydiscllsse~extensi~ns to .."supportcustom~rs ruIlIling
PredictivefUX as part of Support Watch on .HP9000/S800 machines.'·iTh~se

machines connect to an HP3000/S900 machine at the Response Center.

The options considered when p()rting·Predictive datacommto HP-UXin.cluded:

• use UUCP to dial the IJl.odeul and transfer files to and frOlll the Response
Center

• usePPL to.dialthe.IIlodemandaIldestablisha SLIP .conIlection~?the
Response Center; use ftp to transfer files to and 'from the Response Center

• use cu to dial the modem and kermit·totransfer files· to and from the
Response Center
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UUCP

The extensions to Predictive/UX would involve using UUCP to dial the modem
and transfer files to a front~end HP9000 at the Response Center (either a
workstation6r aniS"BOOl.From here, a. daemon process would forward:the files
to the HP3000 where the rest of the Response Center Predictive software '
exists. Files to be downloade~would be placed on the front-end HP9000.
Predictive/UX would use UUCP to dial in a short time later and retrieve ..any
such downloads.

UUCP ()ffers the, follo~~ng benefits:

• Itwould allowPredictive/UX to relay files from one customer machine
through an intermediate machine. This hub transfer (whereth'e int.ermediate
machine is referred to as a hub) allows flexibility for customers:whodo
not wish to attach a ~odem to every IIl:achine.For example, if configured
properly, Predictive/UX on machine satellitel could transfer through nubl to
HPRCl with the following UUCP command:

uucp predfile hUb1!HPRC1/usrlspool/uucppublic/predfil~

• Software is available which a.llows ·UUCP to operate over a network link.
When configured correctly, UUCP's llucico program can use: the vt utility.
on th~ local sys~em and ·the vtydaemon to .~ransfer overa~AN connection
instead of ove.r a serial connection.. ThiswOl1ld allow:. ,connections from a
satellite over a LAN to a hub, and then from the hub over a modem to the
Respo:qse Center.

However, the UUCP'solution had the following drawbacks:

• The configuration of UUCP can be difficult.

• This option would require the purchas~, installation an~maintenanceof an
HP9000 front-end machine at each Response Center worldwide.

• New software would'need to be written to relay files between the front-end
HP9000 and the HP3000 running Response Center Predictive.
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SLIP andftp

As with the UUCPoption;this option would involve using an HP9000as a
front-end at '. the Respollse Center. 'PPL •would be run, continuously on'this
machine, waiting forcaJlins to devicefilesdedicated<to SLIP. Whenever' such
a· callinoccurred,'"PPLwouldestablish" a SLIP "connectioll'immedi'ately on the
line. On the customer machine, ,pPLwouldbe configured to dial themodetn
using'the UUCP table-driven dialing software, connect to the HP9000 at the
Response Center and ,establish an SLIP lay~r.

Thenftp would be'rUIlover this link to transfer fifes to the HP9000r
Downloads would be placed'ofitheHP9000at the RespbnseCenter, and the
customer machifie,under y the controlof PredictivelUX, would keep 'checking
untila.nydownlo,a.~l files apu~ared, ,or, a pred~fined,period of time expir~d.

This 'option offers the f611owingbenejits:

• It would a.llowPredictive/U~ t().r~~ayfilesfrom onecu~tomermachille
through an intermediate machine. Predictive/UX c0'Uld, usePPL on ,a hub. to
establish a SLIP connection to the Response/Center. Then, with the, proper
IPT()uting tableen.tries,ftp could~erun9~ian()ther~llsto~ertna.chine to"
c01lnect th:r9ugh. the hUQ to the front-endrii~chineattheRe~ponseCent,er.

• This option is easily extended to a network link. That is, ftp, could he run
directly over a network link, instead of SLIP.

However, this optiollhad the' following drawbacks:

• At the time Predictive was ported to HP-UX, the LAN networking product,
which includes PPL, was not standardorputthased by all S800 customers.

• This option would tequire the purchaseJ installa;tidIland maintenance of an
HP9000 front-end machine at each Response Center worldwide.

• New software would need to beYwrittentorelayfilesbetween the front-end
HP9000 and the HP3000 running Response Center Predictive.

• This option is less secure than others because SLIP can provide a dialin user
withgene:ral ac(:ess jrnotycoIlfig¥r~d properly. That is, the machine which
SLIP, rlIns on.. sho~ld .he" con~gure.dto, (j,ccept .. only Jtp conn.~cti()lls.
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Cu and .Kermit

This option.involves d~veloping software on the HP90QO/S800. to la,unchcu
to dialthe.·mod~m,thenlallnch kermit to ttansferfiles.·.Kermit.lsrun under
cu because allowingcuto terminate would cause, it toh~ngup the modem.
Cu is instructed to stop its receiving .process when launching kermit {with a
-&kermit command}to prev~ntjt froJn,interferingwithkermit'sreads frQ.m the
port.

A version of kermit for the HP3000 is used on the Response Center machine.
(This version was contributedtothe Interex C()ntributed Library by Telamon
Systems.) To be compatible with thisversion,.kermit.on the S800 is run in
balf-duplex.mode,· using a,···DClread .. trigger ..·(tIld90..byte.packets.

The Response Center jobs receive' Predictive connections from both HP3000
and HP9000 systems on the same phone lines, and determine from the initial
packet of information sent over the line which type. of system has connected.
ForPredictivefUX connections,' they inv~ke kermit for file transfers.

This option offers the' following benefits:

• Cu and kermit are easy to configure. Simple scripts can be writtent~~etup
the two configuration files required for callout: /usr/lib/uucp/Systems and
/usr/libjuucpjDialers.

• This option required no new hardware at the Response Center. In fact,
it required no new jobs because the same Response Center job accepts
Predic~ivefiX andPredictivefUXconnections.

This option has the following drawbacks:

• It does:n:ot· offer hub transfer, that ii, the ability to route through an
intermediate machine.

• It is not expandable to transfer over a network link.

Discussion

The option to use cu and kermit was chosen for PredictivefUX. The deciding
factors were the ability to use the same Response Center ha.rdware and jobs
for all types of Predictive connections, and the standard availability of cu and
kermit.
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However, both UUCP and SLIP can be attractive options if it is not required
. to inte~ratetransparentlywith HP3000's~ SLIP.isespeciaUy(),ttractive because

it allows TCP/IP applications transparent access9ver modem and Iletwork
connections. It can be configured to log in to a remote machine and then set
up the IP layer, or the remote machine can be configured to have SLIP servers
running on the modem ports. If SLIP connections are set up without login,the
inetd daelllon should probably be. c()nfigured to regulate the applicatiollsw:qich
can he. executed.

Case Study 3: HP3000 to HP3000 using Network
Connections
This case study discusses extensions to support customers running
Predictive/iX and wishing to transfer over a network connection. to:the
Response Center. This functionality was originally developed for customers
who connect using X.2'5, but is extensible to TCP/IP'network connections.

The optionscollsideredwlien.enhancing Predictive datacomm to'support
network connections included:

• use NSservices - that is, DSLINE and DSCOPY- to establish a net,work
connection and transfer files

• use FTP to establish a network connection and transfer files

• use •.. Berkeley sockets tq establish a clientjs~rver connection, and the existing
f:redictivepr()t()cQlt.o tfans~erJi:les

.'useNetIPC to establish a client/server connection.', and the existing
Predictive protocol to transfer files

DSCOPY

In this design, Predictive/iX would have opened a DSLINE from the customer
system to the Response Center machine and logged in. It then would have
transferred files to the Response Center using DSCOPY, waited for any
downloads to be placed in a holding group and account, and transferred these
to the customer machine.
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Tills, option had. the, following, drawback:

• This o~tion violatesHP Corp()rate Seeurity Standards by requiring a logon
to 'the Response. Center 'machine. " -

FTP

In this,'design, Predictive/iXwould have'invoked FTp',on··the'tustomer'system
to establish a connection to the Response Center machine. It then would have
transferred files to the Response Center, waited for any downloads to be placed
in a holding group and account, and transferred these to the customer machine.

This option had the f()ll9wing" dra1lJback:

• This option also violates HP Corporate Security Standards by tequiringa
logon to the Response Center machine.

Berkeley Sockets

In this design, PredictivefiX would use, Berkeley stream ,', (or TCP) sockets
to estal>lish a client/server relationship between/ a Predictive/iXprocesson
the customer machine and a process on the Response Center machine." The
Response Center Predictive server would create a socket on a "well"known TCP
port'" and thePredictive/iX client would connect to it. Once the' connection
was established, Predictive/IX would use much the same protocol it does to
transfer files over a modem,. The main difference wOllld be that Berkeley socket
calls would replace FREAD's, FWRIT.E's and FCONTROL's to a modem
port. Furthermore, there is no need forPredictive/iX to checksum packets or
transfer acknowledgements, because this is handled by the transport layer when
stream (TCP) sockets are used.Predictive/iX must check for errors on calls to
Berkeley sockets, in case the connection to the peer is lost.

In order to establish a connection between a client using Berkeley Sockets and
a server using NetIPC, the following calls are used:
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Table '6021-1. Berkeley Sockets to NetlPC Connection

Phase

Interface Setup

Berkeley SQcket~, Client

socket()'-. create <socket;
*gethostl>yn~tne() ,
*getserverby;na:m.e() -; create
addressstructur:e for server's
IP address and TCP/protocol
relative' address

NetIPCServer

ipccreateO - create socket at
well-known TCP, protocol
relative address; Berkeley
Sockets client cannot access NS
Socket Registry used' by
ipcname()

Connection
Establishment

Data 'I)-ansfer

connectO - request connection ipcrecvn();,.accept connection
to server,blockllntiLserver has request, block until receipt
accepted

sendO/recvO, or' writeO/read() ipcselld()/ipcrecvO

Connection" Release close() ipcshutdownO

HQ\\T~:ver, this option ~().d th~ following drawbac~s,:

••,\\T~en/this;Predicti"VefuActionaIity.was added, Berkeley •sockets was not
shipped standard with theNSLink product, and thus was not available on
allcustomer 'machines with network connections.

NetlPC

This design is very similar to th~t l~volvingBerkeley sockets. Here, a
Dispatcher. process is used on the, Response" Center machine to accept
connectiofiS and Jaunch a child Controller processJor each Predictive connect.
This' allowsconcllrrent Pfedictiveconnectionson the same .call socket, but
different virtual·,' circuit sockets.
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Table .• 6021·2. SCimple PredlC:!lte/lXCQnnec:tlon. using NetlPC

CustqJn~rSystem

Create. call socket (IPCCREATE)

Search· socket registry for well-known
socket and RCPredictive node name
(IPCLOOKUP)

Response CenteJ;

Dispatcherpr()cess .creates call ~clcet
(IPCCREATE) .

Dispatcher namessoeket. using well-known
·NSsocket· (IPCNAME)

Dispatcher awaits ·.connection
(IPCRECVN)

blocked, awaiting connect

blocked, awaiting connect

Connect to well-known socket, creating VC YC socket returned
(Virtual Circuit) (IPCCONNECT)

Check status of connection (IPCRECV)

System Identification (IPCSEND)

Connection Options (IPCSEND)

Receive next. command (IPCRECV)

Send File (IPCSEND)

send record by record

Receive next command (IPCRECV)

Peers can comm""icate using YC sockets

• Dispatcher releases VC socket:(lPCarYE)

Dispatcher· creates child.process Controller;
Dispatcher continues, to awaii· next
connection

Controller proce$S starts and receives VC
socket (IPCGET)

Receive Identification (IPCRECV)

Receive Options (IPCRECV)

Send next command : upload (IPCSEND)

Receive File (IPCRECV)

receitJe record by record

Send next command : disconnect
(IPCSEND)

Shut down connection (I:rCSHUTDOWN) Shut down connection (IPCSHUTDOWN)
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Discussion

The NetIPC~optionwaschosen forPredictive/iX. Both the DSCOPYand
FTP options were rej~cted becausethey requiredlogons toa Ites~onse

Cent~rmachine.FTP does n()t require the user to~stablish an MPE session
. on theremote,.machine,.but itdoes.~equiretheuser.toprovide ..~ valid user

and password. ". Even if this .were ellcoded in the software, its use would still
constitute a risk to HP Internet security.

The NetIPC·option was chosen because the BerkeleY,sockets calls were not
included in the NS3000/XL Link product at the time. However, in more recent
releases of NS3000/XL Link, Berkeley sockets is included. Both are excellent
solutions for MPE/iX applications. llerkeley sockets is recommended for
long-term support for applicationswhicltwi1lrun on HP-UX.

Case StUdy 4: HP9000'ito HP3000 lJSing a Cornbinati()n of
Network and Modem'Connections
This.casestudy<Ji~(;usses .extensiQIls tosupportcustomersirunning Predictive
on HP-Y}(machines and. \Vishing to use theirllrivate~etworktominimize or
elimina,te theu~.~ of modems. This functionality •was initially desi~ned for. a
customer with alarge number of S800's, most of which are unattended.and
connected by a private :X;.25 network.

The options .considered included:

• extend theP~~dic~ive/iXnetwork solutIon t?HP-U)C,usingBerkeley sockets
and a client/server approach to eliminate the use of modems

• provide a store-and-forward solution usingftp, to~ cent~allIlachine!then the
standard Predictive/UX modem connection to the Response' Center'

• provide a store-and-forward solution using sendmail to a central mathine,
then the standard Predictive/UX modem connection to the Response Center

• installanIlP DTC(1)istribut~dTerminalControllerJat a centralcustomer
site to provide network.modemcapability; use. the HP-UX DDFA ... (DTC
Device File Access) utilities and the standard Predictive/UX modem software
to establish connections to the Response Center
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Client/Server with Berkeley Sockets

This option would have ext~nded thePredictive/iX ..network.soilltion.to
Predictive/l!X, using Berkeley.sockets in place ofNetIPC.Wewoul~also
have. to extend the .file tr~nsferprotocQl to handle .HP-VX tegul~r files .• as
well as MPEfiles.. We would then.he able~o.hav~.a single, Predictive server
on the.·Response Center machine using.:NetIP9 to .accept connections.from
Predictive/iXclients using NetIPC or from Predictiye/UXclientsusing
Berkeley sockets.

This option offers the following benefits:

• It eliminates the· use of modems entirely.

However, this option had the followingdmwback:

• The customer (who is based in the United Kingdom) wished to connect
to the local Response Center using X.25; because of separate security
concerns, the customer did not wish to connect through a PDN (Public Data
N~twork), and HP wanted to avoid the installatioIl.ofa new X.25 leased line
into the local Response Center.

Store-and·forward· using ftp· and Predictive/UX·Modem· Transfer

This option.would have used anonymous ftp tQ·move files. between s~tellite

machines and a central. customer machine, from which-a modem connection
could be made to the Response Center. (Satellites have network connections
to a central machine; the central machine has a modem connection to the
HP Response Center.) A Predictive/UX process on the central machine
would constantly poll for files in an anonymous ftp directory created for
Predictive/UX, then invoke Predictive/UX datacomm. to transfer these to the
Response Center, and download any files scheduled for the given satellite.

This option offers the. following benefits:

• Ftp is simple to use.

However, this option had the following drawbacks:

.It requires the customer'to configure the central machine for anonymousftp.
Thiscreatesf1.les outside the· Predictive/UX directory, if only temporarily~
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• It,isdifficlllt to provide real-time statu&toauseron the satellite during a
connection- for example, while a modemisdjaled.

Store-and-forward using sendmail and Predictive/UX Modem
Transfer

This option .uses ·a·· store-and-forward approach, similar to· the·previous' option.
It sets up Predictive/UX emailserversonthe central machine and on the
satellites to route·. files· an.d request connections.

The following steps could occur in a "connectio:n":

. • Mailx would be used to transfer files· from the satellite to the central
machine. First, the files. would be packaged·using share

• The Predictive/UX email server on the central machine would receive the
PredictivefUX files, unpackage the shar file, move the files to a holding
dir~ctory, a..ndi:nvokePredictive/UX modem transfer to connect to the
Response Center on behalf of the satellite.

• Any files d()wnloaded for thesa.tellite would be sent back to the satellite,
usingtnailx. They. would first be packaged with shar.

• The Predictive/UX email server on the satellite would receive the files,
unshar them,movelhe downloaded file~to the Predictive/UXdirectory and
inform Predictive/UX of their arrival.

• Finally, succesS· or error status could be emailed from the central.machine to
the satellite email· server.

This option had the following· benefits:

• Sendmail provides a, simple iJlterface.

However, this optign had the following drawbacks:

• It is difficult to provide real-time status to a user on. the satellite during a
connection - for example, while a modem is dialed.

• Ifsendmail is not· configured to cor:rectlytoute to the central machine, error
handling tsnot elegant. That is,· a message which is sent to the central
machineouf does notarrive'isprobably"bounced" and placed in the root
mailbox on sonle system, not necessarily the initiating client.. ··Thesystem
manager. may not know how to troubleshoot the problem. Furthermore,
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PredictivefUX on the client probably has no easy way to··determine·where
the problem lies - it simply detects· that 110 message is returned from the
central machine to indicate success or failure.

Network Modem using HP DTC and DDFA Utilities

In this option, the customer machine is configured to use theDDFA utilities to
access a modem, .or a. poolofmodems, on a DTC on the customer network.
Then, PredictivefUX modem transfer software is run as normal. ,The following
shows a typical hardware configuration for a customer. running PredictivefUX
on many systems, sharing a modem pool on a DTC:

PredictivelUX Transf.r via HP DTe

D
Customer 5800 machines

running ~port watch.
OOFA utili ies eonfigU"ed
to acceSs modem pool .

on IP addressable OTC

Private
Customer

Network

Figure 6021·2.

Gateway machine,
also running

HP DTOAGR/UX to
L----w-~ dOYtfllOad, manage

HPDTC

callout to Response Center

Minor changes were made to the the modem transfer software due to
limitations ofthe DDFA utilities:
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• Parity cannot be changed dynamically. It must be configured for the port
through theDTCmanagement.software,.and thus cannot be changed during
a connection. PredictivelUX and Response Center Predictive were. both
modified to carry out. connections without parity.

• •Baud rate cannot. be changed easilyon.a port. It .• is. also configured for the
port.through theDTCmanagement software.• Whereas Predictive/UX
normally drops the modem speed from 2400 baud to 1200 baud on
connection retries,. the ·modified. PredictivelUX .always dials at 2400 baud.

Furthermore,becauseof the latency which can be. introduced by the network
link.-.for eX(tmple, a customer'sprivateX.25network-.several waits and
timeout intervals were increased or made configurahle.

This· option has the following6enejits:

• •Its. development·· cost is the lowest of all options considered.

• •It •provides. virtually the.same behavior as •normal PredictivelUX modem
transfer - for example,real-time transfers (as opposed to store-and-forward)
and very·gooderror handling.

However,this option has the following drawbacks:

• The customer must buy, install andma.intaina DTC on the customer
network; however, when this is compared to the cost for some network
connections- for example, an X.25 leased line to HP the cost is acceptable.

Discussion

The DTC solution was chosen for this type ofcustomer. It provides alow
cost development solution. For any application which dials out from multiple
HP-UX machines, where it is not convenient or cost-effective to establish
network connections,this solution can .reduce cost and allow more centralized,
secure ma.nagement t.hanplacing a modem and phone line on ea.ch system.
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WHy lllldHow;"YoQ.Sh(}tllll.·~·()teJ(}

'SQt

IntrOductioB

A year ago. I presented, a .p~~rto a.usersconferenceentitled' 'Can 1 Use
SQI5?' '.Tltat paper 'compared today's ..• ITdePattments. to··Chlist?l>herC?luDlbus
setting out across· the.uncharted .watersofftlwre.. technological development, ...•and
suggested that, ·..as .far as. databasedevelopmentwasconcemed .the only· reliable
compass···available.·~as·'·'·the.SQL··standard.'·•....·Since'.th~n,·.· ..·tec~cal and commercial
derelopmentshavec0Inbinedto ... pr,~sent.a .clearer'ricture. ,We..are now .... r~ther
liI<:e·Columblls .. ,sighting'tIl:distant '·shoresof·,theAmericas:·we~lm see land,bllt
itis.notyet~learexactly",'hatwc;willhaveto ..confrontwhenweg~tthere.ln
thispa~r,l.wiU·.try·t,o.·~howwhy you not only·· c~, ·.but should use .SQL. for
new·appli~a~ionsdevelopm~nt,in.lhelightoftlle recent ..·.evolution?f the·~arket.
lwillalsoelldeavourtoprovitlesoDle rough ~h~rts ofthenewAmericasw~ich

will. goa bit furt1Ier thanth~traditional"Herebemo~ters" .. S~cethe"Old
World" that we are ·all.starting' out from 'is .. essentially' the .HP3000-and IMAGE
environment, .. 1 will be examining. in particular the implications ·of moving to
SQLfrom IMAGE.

Why and How You Should Move to SQL
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What is SQL?

Before we enter our subject proper, it is worth just briefly considering what
SQL, is~ sip~ei! :h~~,e~iste,~,.long",enougpasJ~·b~-lA'()J;.d to. spr~,dcoI1$t~~able
confusion~It is::iniporiant to be aware ihat "SQL':' :1s' not, in itself, a database or
even a type of database. SQL is a:,:datiJ.ba~e access language which provides
programmers and applications packages with a standard means of accessing
data. Although SQL is appropriate to relational methodology, and has indeed
grown up with relational databases""the'language does not in itself make any
conditions about the underlying file structure. This of course is one reason that
SQL works as a standard: it is" not tiedt6anyparticular operating system,file
type, etc. In principle, any database that can satisfy an SQL request will work
with any software that can issue such a request. This fact has led some
commentators to say that the introduction of SQL for IMAGE has given HP, at
a stroke, the world's largest installed base relational database! Generally
speaking, however, the use of SQL implies a much wider change towards the
use of true relational databases, which will often be accompanied by the
implementation of client-server technology and Graphical U"ser Illterfaces
(GUIs).

It ". is .important .to.b~.aware that.SQL is itself divided into two subsets,: the' DML
(Data Mallagement. Language) commands which carry out all the functions. that
we ,normally associate.' with .prQgramming ·(add, modify,. and delete data); and
theI>DL (DataDef~nitionLanguage)commands wlt.ich allow .the Data Base
Admini,strator .to define •. the.database (tables, .. fil~ spaces, indexe~" etc), in .other
words, to execute ,the functions which in. IMAGE .. would .. be carried· out using
DBSCHEMA and.· DBl)TIL. This can have quite profound implications; for
exalll,ple, th~ DBA can, build a new index Qn a table simply by execqting the
C~ATE INDpX command, which is.a good deal .. easier than .the equivalent
process .in IMAGE (add,! an autom<itic. master. to .' the database,add-the . path
between detail. and master, etc etc) . Moreover, it· is possible to create indexes in
thi~ .way Without having" exclusive acces~ to the database.

Until quite recently, a major problem with the SQL (ANSI,89) standard was
poor functionality. For ROBMS manufacturers such as Oracle to provide an
adequate command language, they had to include a plethora of commands which

Wh.. y ~nd HpwYou,Should Move to S.QL
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were:'notincluded in tlte,SQLstandard,·and this in tum made it more difficult to
mix and> match products.. Today, .•. however,theamvat of the .SQL2 standard
offers very substantial. improvements in functionality ,including features'; such as
triggers .and .procedures, for eXaI)lple, .and. the.' majorRDBMS.·suppliers,have
followed this standard. In·.. terms •. of ALLBASElSQL,thiscorresponds .to the
move from ALLBASE "E" to ALLBASE "F" (under MPE/iX 4.0), and
indeed •.ALLBASE.nowprovides .a. "l{ery good:implementat!()nofthe SQL2Part.
2 standard.

There is a major difference between programming in .SQL and programming,
for example with.' IMAGE. ·When youwrite.aprogram in Cobol to access. an
IMAGE database ,'" there' is .no" inherent connection.between, the program and the
database. The. source'codecan·be compiled and linked withoutthe database even
being present on themaclIine.·.Thisisnot ·.the. casej'withSQL·(irrespective of
whiehRDBMS you are using; we will not, here,go,':into the subject of dynamic
pre-Pfocessing, ·.• 'which" is Bot"reallytechnically"relevant'to •.•.•... applications
development)~ .' Programming; with· SQLintroduces a·third .• step,.' which has .to· be
carried out•before compilation: 'pre--processing the source eode~ •• to replaceSQL
statements with the appropriate calls.to the procedures supplied with the
RDBMS.··.'Fhe·cSQL ,statements.' are'·. "compiled'~ •. ·.··and stored'as .·modules '. in·.: the
database•. /bythe .pre-processor, ···while·. the,modifed ,source code can then be
compiled and linked in the normal way. This means that. any RDBMS wiUals6
include pre-processors for the various languages (Cobol,.C etc) that it supports.

WhyUSing'SQ~ makes segSe

"• .,.... J>T'.· .....•............, .... < ••••••...•.•.••...•••.•• ,.'••.. '...'.••.....• " •.•••..•..•.• ' , .•.••' ••

bu!tl1e~pplicati()nssoft»,are. Thisi~ alltlle more tru~}f we add to~e~?llli~~l'
cost .. 'of ..• buying .pr .•,••.•. d~yelop~ng. all' '. (lPJ?lirati()~/ p.(lckage~" the .hidd~l1'. bqf.
l1()n~fJ1elessall t08real.,costs •.. of installing 3J;1eW pack~ge, .. in terws of replacill~

ol~ systems! user traininf,etc.Oncean~ppli~~tionb~s1?e~n instillledtmdhas
elltered into a. company's "n.0rmalpractic~'',it acquires(ln inertia of its o»,n,
~itnl'ly ~cause .ofthe,diffi~l;llty,and,co~tofretf~ining.•users~.<:ol}sequentl}', the
dt~~sigJ;1S that all IT, c:lepartl1J~ll;t co~ronts~qen prepariJ}g:~ 111ajor .new
development project are never purely technical: they are also~ ..andperhaps eyen
more importantly, economic. Wehave to be assured not only that. the technical
solution that we choose to carry out the project will work, but that it will
continue to work for the next ten or even fifteen years, and equally important

Why and.How,You,;Should"Move to·~QL
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that it will continue to be supported (we. do not want tofall in~o the same trap as
the'.users of Virtuoso) ~" Moreover, it must·have the potential to take ,advantage of
new technology, and to .,interface •with other applicationswhicb may or may not
run onthesameplatfonn.. It will have to adaptto change, either. in;technol9GY
or in business practice, .•• muclImorequicldy than before.

Looked·:·at·. in ·this ·.light,·it·is ·clear···.·.that.··there•.. is.··at ... the very. 'least 'a serious
question-mark hanging over IMAGE as a suitable tool for undertaking major
new .developments, and this for reasons which areas much economic as
technical. For one thing, IMAGE will obviously never· be ported onto other
platforms' than "the .'. HP3000, sothat:the .·.portability of' applications ··writtenin
IMAGE will· .• be nil.· ·It will· also·... limit ".•.'severely··. the .. choice •.of. ,•• third...patty'
applications packages.·to those·· designed solely for.·,the·HP3000 market,aswell
as the ability. to use applications ·.development packages, especially'. those
designed for client-server environments. Nor is it even certain that,in ten years
time, the HP3000 will still be around in tile way we know it today. We may end
up with MPE as a shell on top ofa Posix-based operating system. All this
suggests· that, although we can be confident that HP will continue to support
MPE '.• and IMAGE for as long as customers need ··them, neither is ··Iikelyto
remain in the '.. mainstream of technological" development. ·And·oocompany.can
afford •. to see·.. its ' 'mission-critical" '.. applications ... 'stuck "in a technological
dead-end.

Let it be absolutely clear here that these arguments are not intended to "do
down" IMAGE. Those of us who have worked with IMAGE have a great deal
of respect for its reliability, and it has served its users extremely well" over the
years. However, the arguments that we havejust put forward are not essentially
technical, but' economic, and as one ex-Prime Minister remarked "You can't
buck,the market". To this we might add that· IMAGE· was, after all, developed
at'a time when a 512 Kbyte memory upgrade on an HP3000 was a major event:
today, 'when main memory is measured' in tens' of megabytes, and shortly in
gigabytes, we. should expect that·. database ,technology will advance to take
accounf of developments in.. hardware ~ This in tum will have economic
implications, since it isobviollslynQ( commercially sensible.for a~ DBMS
supplier to commit· the same level of development effort· to.. old . and
new-tec}mology DBMS.

Wh~ and·How¥o,uShouldMoveto SQL
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How can using SQL help to ensure theperennity ofour applications?

1) By allowing the "transferability" of personnel. Today,kpowing how to
develgp applications in I¥AGE is,,- specialized skill,whichnewprogrammers
have to learn from scratch and which cannot b~ transferred from oneoperatil1g
system to another (and. it •is worth' rem~mberingt1lat most companies .. have at
lea$t,two. operating systems install~d - DOS/Windows, .... and.som~thing.·.·else).
SQL, on the other hand, is already a standard. language .taught in technical
colleges and universities. Using SQL frees the IT department from dependence
on specialized IMAGE. skills, as well as making it possible to transfer personnel
more easily between different platforms.

2)·.:aY facilitating ..hard\\,are.connectivity.• If ••• weuse .•.databases which. are.able to
satisfy SQL calls, then pr()gr~s running on different hardWare platforms do not
need.to know anything <,,-bout the host's tile structur~,etc, in order to.request
data froID it. In f~ctifw~use developmellttools. su<r~as Oracle'sSqL*Net or
Gupta'sSQL MIs, then we do not evenne~d to know the location of the host
databases that we are going to access.

3) By facilitating software connectivity.· If anything, this is even more. imp()rtan.t
that hardware. connerti"ity, and we can expect its impo~nce to increa,se .• Using
~QL allows us to open up our databases to all kinds of applications packages or
tools. Most top-range spreadsheets, for example, now offer the .• ability to .. iInport
data from external data sources· through embedded SQL commands.

4) By making programs independent of the underlying data. 'structure. If in ten
years tip:t~, ..Y'e fil1dth~t t~~hnical •..developm~nt has made pre~el1t .file sY$tellls
~ut4at~d,we(;~Il'chal1ge theullderlying structure of the· data without ~avin~to
modify the programs that access it, since .. these ollly need to Im()w .•• ~()>>' .•. to
request the data in SQL and need know' nothing .• about the file system
underneath.

5).Byproviding~path t()wards~e\Vtechn()logies.Atll~es~nt, .~his· means. above
all •. a .path towards .Obje£t 'Oriel1ted databases .... (O<?J)BMS) .• If w~<~e HP~s'•• an
eXanlple,<••. \Ve can ..see. firstof.all ..thaf.>ALLBASEalr~ady~ontail1S'tl1ebeginnings
or00 .datastructllres (triggers,.p!o£.edures,I.lLO]ls), while the langu~ge~e~ng
used t~. a~c~ss. ()bje~tdata i~OSQL, in other words .. ane~tension. of the already
existing standard SQL. '

Why····andHow· Ypu: Should Move to SQL
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Now is a good· time to'startmovingtoSQL

TheproblelIlwith~9vingtowa~dsnew. technologies always~iesinkJI~\Ving

when •. to' start.. If w~ iIJ.tagine technological evolut~on as" an" 'envelope" ... of
~urrent technologies, then\Ve cans~~ first, that it will be constantly movillg,
an~ •...secondth~t· theenvelope·.will .. contain.both.ne\V technology at the front. of
the envelope {what some like to'call the "cuttingedge"),witholdtechnologyat
the back. A bit like this, iniact:

.... .dead ( old new) emerging --> >

The problem for an IT department is first to determine in which direction the
envelope is moving, and thelltoinvest in such a waytlJ.afwealways stay within
the envelope of current technology, .. without either going out on a limb with
something so.riewthat itis·not.yet tried, proven, andworkable,or dropping off
the back and getting'. stuck with·· something so out .. of date that. it is incredibly
expensive to change.' Since any investment we make is bound' to .possess inertia,
then over time the situation will look like this: '

Initial investment ,
....... dead .. ~ ...(old

After time elapsed +

+
new)' emerging -- >. :>

....... dead .. ~ ...(old .. . .. ... . . . . . .. new) emerging -- > >

In this example, our' initial investment {machines, application. software etc,
indicated by the "+") has of course remained static, while the envelope has
moved past it.

Let us consider this model in relation to SQL, and more specifically to SQL in
an HP3000 environmen!.About.eightyears ago, when AL~BASE/SQL first
began to be talked .. about,." it .. fell very. de~nitelr into ·the "emerging" .... category.
ALL13ASE~nder MPE/Vran like a dog and was nevera feasibleDBMS.G~st

as the first release of9racle on,~he HP3000 suffered from,se~iousperfOrmance
problems). Performance under MPEIXL w~.sacceptable Gust ,ab()ut), but ~ince

ALLBASE functionality adhered closely to the then" AN~I staIJ..dard, and this
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standard was '. extremely limited, •it was .simply'.• not' in the mnning' as' a '. tool to
replace tried and testedIMAGE.

In fact the'situation looked rath.et like this:

Ima.ge

....... dead ......( old ...

Sql

new) emerging --»

T~ay, .~in~s are. very di(ferent..Both standards and the. market have changed
radically, ·in a number of ways:

1) Asv:e s(iiq;above, the ·SQ~2. standard now contains ...avery substantial set of
features, and in fact is well ahead of the RDBMS that you can currently buy.
This makes it possible for an RDBMS to provide good fun~tionality while still
adhering' to the standard,' which in tum' makes it· easier to interface. different
tools. In other word~, SQLdatabase~;arebecolIliJlgtruly o~Jl'. They also
include features that IMAGE •• developers take for granted such asrow-Ievel\
locking, and others that open up new avenues for database management, such,as
stored procedures and triggers. '

2) Performance'hasimpr()ved' radically, as·', a result of ··developments··· in· both
hardware and software. In fact, our experience with ALLBASE suggests that we
are now··· •.·reaching .• apoint where~if.it' is progra:mmedcorrectly, ····SQL can
outperform IMAGE incertaill',c'c)llditions(eg Select statements on large .sets of
data}.iOther manufacturers, have'also .' been working to·improvelherr
performance.

3) .The tools'a~ailable~()r~evelopinguntler SQL are'~~o~numerol1senough·.to
provide .•·.·asubstantial ..choic~,and \Ven-establish~d .·en?ugh .to . protect...•. your
investment. '.. Initially,.·devel~pingu~~er ,·A.LLBASE lIleant'...usin~. eithera'3GL
like Cobol, orALLBASE/4GL wliichwas non-"standard and bad a ·negligible
installed base. Now it is ~ossible either t~ use one of .~everalwell-established

RDBMS(Oracle, Informix, Sybase,Ingres), 'orto combine· ALLBASEwith
wel1~acceptedto()lssuch as Gupta SQL~ or the'ALLBASE/SQL PC APIs which
can give you access development tools.

Why and,How'You Should Move to SQL
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4) .As .the,SQL ." $~ndard has. becople '•. plore.completet ·,••.naturally .the .$tructure and
functionality of the differentRDBMS are coming .closer .. togetber..plfact, we
may be approaching the point where the ·DBMS can be considered as a
commodity product, or indeed as part .. of .the file. systelll. itself..•. This implies .• a
separation between database and development tools, and we have' seen a whole
series. of devel9pment tools emerge w~i(;b .. will work with any of a number of
different RDBMS. Some of these are now quite. well-established, and offer a
proven··.devel()pment environment: we can cite Uniface. and ·Powerhouse as
examples.

All these developments have combined to change ..'the envelope so that it now
looks like this:

Image Sql ObjectSql

.... n. dead ......(old . . . . . . . ..... ... new) emerging -- > >

In ten years time, we can expect the picture to look like this:

Image Sql ObjectSql

....... dead (old new) emerging --> >

There is a very important proviso to be added here..·Although,we often use the
term "SQL database"to refer to new generation RDBMS,we should always
remember .. that, as we .said at the beginning' of. this paper, SQL ". is nota
technology as such but a language. An "SQLdatabase" is therefore more
correctly defmed as "a database capable of satisfying calls made in SQL". In
this sense, we can say ,that although in ten years time today'sRDBMS will be
moving to the back. of the technology envelope, there is no reason to suppose
that· the· same will be true of the SQL language, especially since we can expect
OSQL to be anemichment, rather than a replacement, of SQL itself.

(Before' going 'any further,·1 would like .to .. add that .. ··I· am indebted to· Andy
Greenawalt, of Air Products iIlthe US, for this very useful "envelope" image).

The conclusion that we come to· is this: new applications should be,considere4,
with a view to developing un4er some form of SQL, rather than under IMAGE.

Why and. How You, Should Move toSQL
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This in tum raises two major questions, which we will try to deal with next.
Fir~t, .how'.' do we '. develop. under .. SQL, •••. ··•• and. seco~d, .how do •• we share data
between our existing IMAGE applications and the newSQLones?

How do we develop l\'ithSQ~?

Let's·. "be clear .• first of all.. that '. I •• dQ not.·· propose .here". to make . specific
recommendations, •••• but to indicate .. several •different .' directions that you. might
fQllow~.>Clearly, the. route thatany .company takes.will· be. very much determined
by its. own circllmstances.and requirements.

I·. have divided the' possible.foutes •• into three,each .of which •of .'. course has·· its
advantages and disadvantages:
- do-it-yourself
- happy families
- .pick'n'mix

l).DIY.SQL
The.mainiadvantageof9IY is· that iti~cheap, and this is .·the •••• ki~d •. of solution
that/may" be sui~ble if •• you' just want to .undertake a pilot application, .without
investing in expensive software, and without ..haying .. to retrain i··' your
programmers '.. to use a .'. new development tool. In. theHP world," the cheapest
SQL 9Bthatyou can buy is certainly either

ALLBASE/SQL, or IMAGE/SQL on the HP3000 (more of this later), and you
can. program with these inCobolandVPlus,. for example, ... which you may 'very
well have e>nyour system already. This solution involves minimum expense'but
onthe'otherhandyou may find that it is ·too limiting to make an adequat~pilot:

for ..•. example, you may· ··.want···· your' .pilotapplication.•. to·.!ryout client .··server
technology as' well. All is notlosthowever,. since youalso;have •. available APIs
forthe/ppC environment supplied, byHP, which you could' use from. within a
programming tool like Visual Basic on the·.PC,·as·well·.asALLBASBsupport
from the Gupta APIs .• The main disadvantage of the DIY solution is that it may
prQve inCidequa.te totackle'~ajor appUcations,> since it does not use the available
developm~Jl.ttooltechnologyto.cut ·down the time and. therefore the costs of
development.

.Why .and HowYQuSbouldl\fovefo'SQL
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2) Happy FaIIliliesSQL
This is the co~plete opposite of.the. plY sqluti0ll'c since it IIleans buying a
complete package of bothRDBMSand development tools from .•~ single supplier
such as Oracle, Ingres, and the like. Although one should always' be sceptical
about claims to provide "hardware independepce".(sincethehidden cost often
tends to be software dependence instead), there can be substantial'advantages to
be gained in choosing the "single-vendor" solution.. Theseinclude.ease .of
administration and unity in applications development,which may be' especially
important ina multi..vendor· hardware' environment. Points to look out for may
becost,since this solution may· well prove expensive, and if·you have adopted a
gradualist approach. then you may not ··wal1t .to incur the·' costs· of installing a
complete solution all at once, and the openness of tools and RDBMS: Oracle
tools, for example will not work with other databases, whereasSybaseand
Ingres will.

3) Pick'n'Mix SQL
I have left this solution till last, since it is only fairly recently that ithas become
really feasible. It is the result of two developments in database technology:
- on the one hand, the improvement of the SQL standard and the convergence

of the features available in the different RDBMS are combining, as <we
mentioned .. above," to transform .the .RDBMS into' a "commodity" product.which
can be bought from any supplier;
- '. on .the .' other, we have seen the. emergence of .. development tools capable of

working with multiple databases. Tools' such as Uniface, PacLAN, and
Powerbuilder have been well received in the user community.

To my. mind these tools ·combine the advantages of the two previous ··solutions.
On the one hand, they allow you to use theRDBMS which best suits your
needs. Increasingly,. these may prove·to be the RDBMS mostclosely integrated
·with the operating system: ALLBASE on the HP, RDB on Dec, DB2 on IBM,
etc. On the other" they provide a unified look and feel across multiple systems.
In some cases, they .. may be able to reverse-engineer your existing applications
which may make the migration to SQL easier.

Particularly relevant to the current· HP3000 usercommunity··will·be···the ability
of such tools to interface with IMAGE/SQL,.·whicl1 is our next··subject~

Will lMAGE/SQL be the answer to our prayers?
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Now you will have .noticed that so far lbavebeen speaking about why and· how
you.· ". should .. illlplement .. SQL databa~s,. but ... hav~ .•• ·.saidprecious··.little •.. about
halldlingtheproblem thatthevastlD:ajorityof 'HP3OOOusersarefacedwith:
,~owdo1 start dev~lopingin SQ~,whenallIl1Y mission~criti9a.lapplicatiQl1Sare

written using IMAG~?Thenulllber of br3.lldnew applicationswhich~o notuse,
orneedtoupdate~.already existing da.ta isvery small nowadays,.a~rall. .This
is ~hYlD:yprevioU$'~ilperayeaJ:.ago,came.to the ·conclusiontllatyou.sh~uld
avoidrewr~ting.existiIlgilPplica~ions.for the '. ~ake. ofit, .andcqncentrate rathef,~n

pilot •. a.pplicatjons·usin~.A:L~B1\.S~..lJnlessyou~nly .. Ileedectreadaccess·. to the
old data, .in .which case ·Allbase-Turboc;onnectmig~thave .. provided •. avi.able
solution for the new system,the'only means of passing data from the old. to the
new..... syst~lDs •. was ....~ia transfer. jobs, ..extracting from' ALLBA~E and adding .to
IMAGE or vice versa.

The .announcell}ellt .ofIMAGE/SQLb¥Sdcadically ..challgedthesituation, and
promises to have major implications. Whatexactly is. involved?

IMAGE/SQL will allow read and ~rite a~cessto IMAOEdatabasesusing SQL
statelll~nts(essentially .. ~ele~t, .·lnsertaI!d llpda~). '

IMAGE/SQL will be supplied as part ofFQS,t<lllserswhoaxe paying support
fees .for IMAGE.

IMAGE/SQLmust beimplell)ented using ALLBASE/SQL, and >.the
pre-processors for IMAGE/SQL are·thesameas,thoseforALLBASE.

An IMAGE database can be declared' as part of 'an ·ALLBASE/SQL
DBEnvironment.

First, it automatically makes ALLBASE .the cheapest implementation of SQLon
the HP3000 platform '(ie free to all' intents and purposes), which helps to make
.tbeDIYa.nd Pick}n'Mixdevelopmentoptions much. more attractive.

Secondly, because .. the .pre;,.processoris···the. same, ...•. any'development .... ····tool or
package which works with' ALLBASE(eg Uniface,Powerhouse,Powerbuilder,
etc)'will'also workwithlMAGE/SQb.
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ALLBASE '" becolries "'all the.more attractive~in'tha!:U1e main~nterest' of 'using
~tdA(JE/SQL is not simply to progranl against IMAGE ciataba~es ~sing SQL,
hut tobulld new applications using an RDBMS database, which 'can also access
existing'information still held in IMAGE. IMAGE/SQL·a.llows you to do this,
because it, allows an" ALLBASE/SQL",DBEpvironment to, consistofb()th
ALLBASE tables created' in 'the normal SQL way, and tables", which' are in
reality ,'IMAGE, ~ataseis. The,'safileSelect statement wUl'peable to access data
from both arelation~~ table and an Itdi\.GE dataset. It will even be possible to
apply triggers, stored procedures, 'and check constraints against IMAGEdatasets
just as they'can beappliedtoALLBASE'tables.

According to one school of thought, "this 'automatically tnakes IMAGEiJ:ltoa
true relational DBMS. This would mean that we can develop new SQL-based
applications, and· new relational databases, using IMAGE rather than one of tile
existing RDBMS. I do not ~elieve that this is the case, for rea.sonswhich, :again,
are both economic and technical. ' ' .

On the' technical side, 'we 'should remember that IMAGE/SQL does not 'support
the DDL (data definition) elements'of SQL. In order to do'so, think'whatHP
would have to incorporate into IMAGE:
- ability to add, new items to datasets,
- ability to dynamically increase dataset sizes,
- support for B-Tree indexes,
':"ability to create and drop automatic niaster"setswith,paths to details,
- support for' wild-card, indexed searches,
- etc, etc.

None of this is impossible, but the end result would be to create a database file
structure very similar to.... ALLBASE/SQL which exists already! Moreover, it
is hard to see why HP would want to introduce into IMAGE the support. for
BLOBs (for example) which will be required to handle ObjectSQL in the future,
:when,the groundwork for doing"this already exists inALLBASE.

And of course, all this has economic repercussions. Since IMAGE and
ALLBASE are going to remain separate, support, and development for these
technologies will, mean separate, development,' ", teams, with all" the associated
costs. And of course the same would be true:. for users developing in
IMAGE/SQL. They would have to take on, board·' SQL ." knowledge, without
being able to reduce their IMAGE expertise, and all this costs money.

Why'andHowYOltShouldMovetoSQL
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What I have just been saying may sound pretty negative. But this is only true if
we make the. mistake of treating IMAGE/SQLas just another "me-too"
RDBMS. In reality, we .. are looking at something·· far more exciting: a
Compatibility Mode database!

Conclusion: a migration path toSQL

One ofHP's greattriumphs in recentyears has been the move from MPE/V to
Risc-based MPE/XL machines, which has been made possible by the ability to
run programs written under MPE/VinCompatibility Mode. I think everyone
who has beeninvolved in migration projects will have been extremely impressed
by the ease of migration and the completeness. andperformanceofCM. This
provision .of.upward .compatil>ility .is.a.real·distinguishing.Jeature. forHP:. to be
convinced,we need only look at the "upgrade paths' 'between IBM Series .1,
34,.36, 38,· or at DEC's present difficulties in Dligratingfrom VMS •to
Alpha-based systems.• WhatHP. has done\Vith IMAGE1SQL is to. offer/aCM
migration .path ••• from proprietary IMAGE-based •.• systems, .. to .·SQLrelational
systems. The future of IMAGE is assured,notbecause it has been guaranteed
eternallife,butbecauseyou. no longer have .to. abandon IMAGE in order to take
advantage· of new technology.¥oucan migrate there .in your .own time, under
your own controI,andstep by .step.

Columbus has.sighted the Americas. LANDHO!

Why and How You Should Move to SQL
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What's '. CICS? And
What's .an'.. OLTP' Monitor?
==================.~====

In late 1992, the headlines in the computer industry press
trumpeted that something new called "CICS"wascomingtoHP,
or more specifically to HP computers. CICS is'afamiliar
term in IBM mainframe datacenters; it's the very backbone of
the online application environment. Butwhatwil·l.CICS
bring to users ··.·of Hp· systems and servers? Should you be
planning to install it OIl' your HP system? The.answers,to
these .questions ..' are complex. They involve a good ,deal of
terminology that may be new.tousersofHP systems:OSF,
DCE, Encina,distributedprocessing, the ACID properties,
atomic transactions, distributed OLTP and lots more.

This paper willbeginby,taking a'high levellook<at ,CICS,
examining the world';;'of .centralized OLTP • We' 11.·· see how CICS
fits into that paradigm. Next we'll. ,look at howCICS fits
intothe<worldofdistributedprocessing, and examine the
differences between distributed OLTP and distributed
computing. Then we'll take a closer look at the two
software technologies that·theHP versions of CICSwill be
based upon: OSF'S'~Distri~uted Oomputihg EnvirCifitnent (DCE)
and Transarc's· Encinapr0<:t,.lctS. Finall!' we'llj.l?~kC!t IBM's
family of CICS' products and ..' see how they .will relate to. HP' s
version'. I't' is ;beyond to scope 'of thi,s paper to
comprehensively examine DCE, EncinaotCCICS. Each of these
technologies is complex .... enoughto.~~ll books; books have
already been written' abouteachi,of·· them.. We hope only to
show how they relate to· one another,.·a.nd·· to introduce the
user to some· of the key conceptsand;terminoIogy·relating to
each of· t·hem.

The announcement of HP , s agreement to .i.port CIes has
attracted a great deal of attention among HP customers,
especially those who are looking for al.ternabives to
expensive IBM·mainframes.For ove+;twenty.y~a'rs, Cles has
been the cornerstone o.f the online environment:.for IBM
mainframe syst·fams •..,., Tpe '.' CICSaCronym.r •. whicn;stands for
"Customer Inform,Cl;tionandCoIltrol' SY.fiJtem",.dQe$n''t>tell you
much about. what CICS does.. The docu:rnentation defines CICS
as an onliIltr ,traIlsac,tion process.ingmopitQr. But exactly
what does that mean?
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Online transaction processing, or. OLTP forshort,.i,is·· nothing
more than a fancy way of describing what most applications
do on both the HP3000 and the HP9000. OLTp·is moving data
back and forth between a desktop device such as •. a terminal,
(ora PC· or. workstation that's acting asa'termi.nal) and a
host computer, while making' certain guaranteesabout .. the
integrity of that data.

An OLTPsystem is a comput.er system .that supports the
functionality requiredtodoOLTP. More· specificallY, OLTP
systems provide away of applying transactions that meet the
so-called "ACID" test. Commercial <OLTP; requires that the
transactions have four characteristics: atomicity,
consistency,· .isolation and .. durability.

* Atomicity: A transaction/'must-be accomplished as a
whole or not at all. For example, if an
application program applies a transaction ·that
causes more than one data record to be updated,
then all the records mustbe·correctly updated.
If, for any reason one or more o·f the records
cannot be .. updated, then· the system will update none
of them. In practical terms,this means that
applications must have a simple way of markingth~

beginning and .. end of·a. logical tra.nsaction,so· that
any updates·· done in the interim .. will be handled in
an "all-:or-nothing"way.

* Consistency: The results of a transaction'must.be
reproducible.and predictable. In.practical terms,
this means that, · given a set of 1nit·ia1 conditions,
the results of applying a transaction should always
be the same, taking the data from one consistent
stateto·another.

* Isolation: A transaction.·· must '110'0 interfere with
or be dependent upon any other' cori'€urrently
executing' transaction. ,This characteristic has
also been called "serializabilitY~'andin practical
terms' it'rneans that the system must do some·. k~IId ... of
locking 'to ensure that only one'user at a time can
operate on the data affected by a particular
transaction.
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* Durability: The results of the transaction must be
permanent. In practical terms, this usually means
that the results of a transaction are committed to
a storage. medium (usually a disk), Which, will not
be affected by errors, power interruptions or other
system failures.

For.toughly20years,CICS.h~s~ee~making,it'possibletodo
OLTP on IBM"mainframes," inmuch.~the·samewaf "" that .MPE and
its subsystems make" it possible to do OLTP on an HP3000 , or
HP-UX '. and vax:i()us ..... t:iataba,se .' .J[lanagement systems ... ' make it
possible on 'an HP9000•. sownen an IBM guru tells you that
CICSls.Cin"0LTP m()n~tor", .he's .... really saying 'that CICS
makes it . possible "f~r application'l>r()gramst()malte some
assulllp~ionl:3,about th~ "ACID" characteristics of' their
transactions.

In ,mos.t cas.es., 'liP systems do not requ.ir;ea.separate OLTP
monitor like'ClCS because the user interfaces and other
fun9tionCility '":t"~g\lired,, to .do OLTP<ar~ .. btliltinto the
ope:rClting.system'~nddat;.a.basemanagementsysteIn,s ..'.(tha.t is,
when". a,.. -tl'pical<HP .application applies a ,transacti,.on to a
system, it ·istheDB:M~.and (pa'rticularlr .on .liP.3,OOOs) the
operating system itself that is usually responsible for
guaranteeing the ACID qualities of the transaction.

On mainframes, CICS is necessary for OLTP because IBM's
mainframe architecture was designed in the" early '19608; .when
c0lllInercial computing meant only one thing: processing .... batch
jObeJ. Just a's MPE . and H]?-UX ,were d~'signe~foronline

processingr{IBM'Seflrliestmainfram~operating":systems . were
designed to do batc~ .• p'rocessin<j, andtothisdaY-that is
what they>domost E)ffectively. When IBM cus;toIrie~sb,~.ganto

demand the functionality required by Qnline data p~ocessing,

IBM created th:~ entire~y new ands.e.F!arat~!C~CS en~~r()nment,
a.nd layered it"on top of the, mainframe·operatingsystem ..

You might wonder,therefore,wlll'.'. HP'!()l1ld want.to qring CICS
t()HP·systems,if the functionalitY.,req\lirE!d<to d() < OLTP
Cilx:eCidy ex:ists inMllE/ix,H~-uxandtheirrelated:DJ3M.sS.
There- .aret~o<~~y reas()Ils: IBM: compatil'>ilitY,and~heability

do .distr~but~d. OLTP,iI!.aheterogeneou~network'.,
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* IBM COMPATIBILITY is the firs,.t key ..reasonwhyHl' is
excited .about bringing.CICS to .,Iits platforms. At
this writing, there are tens of thous.ands .of
programmers that have been trained to write
applications for th.e CICS environment.
Furthermore, there is a huge portfolio of OLTP
software that was designed for the CICS
environment. up until no;w"that softwa.r~ :could·not
be used on HP systemes ..·withouttl1E! use of a CICS
emulator from a 3RD ·.party.

* DISTRIBUTEDOLTP IN HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS is the
s~condkey reason",hy CICS is.beingported to HP.
CICS will make ·it, easier for customers to
distributeapJ;>l,~cationsacross. 'a... 'network tha~.,.,vis·.
made up of a mixture of liP systems and IBM s,ysteml?,~

It's worth noting that CICS is not the only way
(nor necessarily the bestw~y) of distributing
applications, in an open enviroIDllent. .' There " are a
nU.mber of other open. OLTP mOI1itorss~lQh as, TOI? End,
Tuxedo.andTrans~rc'sEncinawhichsupport·the ACID
q;ualities. But CICS .is the only ohe:t.h.at also
provides the .IBM compatibility , .re- .quired by
software being ported 'from IBM mainframes.

Distributed OLTP vs.
CentralizedOLTP

In the past, 'most-. OLTP applic.ations were. de.signed to run on
a 'single centralized computing system. Today's dYQamic
business environment requires that it be possi.ble to wz:ite
OLTP.applicatiolls.·that can· .be distributed over >a network.
Distributed OLTP means that different parts of the
application run on different systems in the lletwork and that
these parts .' cooperate with one another to guarant:eethe ACID
characteristics.

In the1970s, IBM',sCICSproduct: pioneered distributed ,OLT,P
in:the. commercial marketplace, but with some important
restrictions~ .... Orlginally,allthe systems in '. the .netwo·rk
had to IBMmainframel:l; that is to .say the .. n~,twork .. had to .. be
a homogeneous network' (i. e., all the systems came from one
vendor and shared a common architecture). Furthermore,
these mainframes had to be connected to one another using
IBM's proprietary Systems Network Architecture. Finally,
The applications themselves had to be designed around IBM's
CICS environment.
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In the late. 1980salldearly .·1990s, open systems .exploded
into the commercial marketplace,. One of "the key. ". f.actors
driving the growth ofopf=!nsystems . in the commercial
marketpla,cehas been in;teroperabili;,y: the ability tpdbuild
hete~()geneous ." networks .' of ... systems from. ~anydif,ferent

vend()rs. Another factor has bE!E!n •..•...• application .p~rtability ,
makill~ it,possibleto.moveprograms fromsyst,el1l to .system
refq'!:i;velYE!asil¥e( Thes~ .tw.o.. characteristics . made open
systems ...••••. the .+deal platform for the cjevelopment of
distribut.ed OLTPapplicatione.

Interest in open clien.t. serve:r so'lutions for OLTP is
snowballing in the mainframe MIS community. Part of the
reason for this isthatfqHrof. tbf!key impE!dimf3.nts to
accep'ka.nce for distributed OL'I'Pa~e disinteg:ratingpefore
our e.yes,:

1 )F'~rst...o~ .•. aIt,' man.~( .'MIS, ."'. manfl,gershavepercf!ived
(rightly or wrongly)(. that"open:syst;ems"is. ju;st
another way of saying unix. The idea that a system
can be open (by supporting open ill;tE!:rf(lcE!~l such .as
POSIX, TCP/IP, SQL, etc etc) without,beiIlg.98seci)on
Unix is only now being understoodiIl.the.IBMworld.
IBM claims that the .. AS/400 is an "open" sy'stem,
p()~Iltingtp .its~u.PP():rt.Of TCP/IP'i.~QL and. other
standardS. HP makes similar claims for the HP3000,
adding POSI:X:.l, and :pOSIX •. 2 to the list of standards
~upportedbY:... ,MPE/iX. ..This gives MIS managers a
m~<::hgrea~er .range of platforms to choose from, and
does not;'restriqt them. to Unix systems alone.

2) Secondly, many MIS managers have perceived (again,
ri<Jhtlypr",:rongly)·'t:b.qt,~nix:.isnotyet ready ~or

the .pat(l9~nter. ... ':l':lley ):have " questions. Cibout,UIlix
secu:ri~y,ClVCii~(lbilit.yandperfo:rm!1nce,~n an OLTP
environment. For many, these peJ:"ceptions ..,... 1lCiye
begun to change. Products such as CA's Unicenter
havEl ,giveni •• ·.'(Jnix ..... ·... 1:>e't:.t~r( •....•.. Il1(:P:f3.·;credibi.l~ty in the
dat~Clcenter>whi.le.()p~n>·syst~msthat.•. ~re fl.ot ba~ed on
t;hff ••.•. unix...()pef.gting'.~¥i~;tern,'.($Jlchas•.ithe HP3000 and
A~/40()1'~(lve ,gaiD;E!d a9ceptance .as ..alt;e.r~Cltives . to
M}"S.>; .. ' Th~ beJ.,ie'f .'t:.b.8t..MVS"is th~.*q~l¥* ...·qperatiIlg
~ystem •. ca.PCible qf ..','"d~+ive:r~ng. .... e:nt"rpJ:".i~e-!ii~f3f MI~
sply.,tions,pnce', w..idely,J;1eld<am9Il9 }.IIS. mCl.~Ci9f3X:.~ " is
now:,vj.ew~<ia~'a ..•q;\l~int. ig~Cl t1'la:t, if j.1:' 'was 'evex:
true, is certainly not true today.
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4)

*
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Thirdly, open system.~ vendors .have .. not.been ..•. able .. to
agree.fup until now) 'on~nipqU:EJtry·sta~ciar9.oLTP
~onitor. That is ,the~E! ha's. no1; been .... ~... ,single
agreed upon .. ~eansof ....."911aranteeinC1 ....• the ..ACID
properties of transactions that are spread ~croEl~

multiple systems ..in ..~. .nei:work:.... 1~ .... 1992, that
chan~~d ... with . thE! adopt;.io~ ·()f .Transarc' sEncinaas
the strat;.egicoPE7n OLTPmonit?rf.or . HP, . DE~, .. 1BM
anci' . a .... number. of .' othervE!n(iors ..' When IBM. portE!d
CICStothe "Unix based RS/6000,. it used ..... the Encina
toolkit as the means of guaranteeing the ACID
qualities., Similarly, th! Enqina toolkit will be
the basis ofthe'HP implementation of'. CICS.

Finally, . companiesthathCivelargeinvestments. in
software for·proprietary.OLTP systems such as >.C=ICS
have had to face up to the prospect of throwing all
thatsoftwa:re away and .start~ng over again with
open . systems • The' availability 0'£ CICS on open
sy~tems removes this roadblo.ck.

Distribute~ Processing
and DistribUted OLTP
===='====================
Distributed OLTP is not the same as distributed processing:

Distributed'prosessing is simply.the ability to tie
multiple'systems togeth~rin a network, and the
ability for a program running on one system to
access data 'that physically resides on other
sye;t.,eme; .• in, the net!,ork:.

DistrIbuted OLTP is the ability t()do all of the
above AND maintain the ACID properties , of
transactions applied to files and!ordatabases
anywhere on' the network.

The 1980s saw distributed processing graduate from being a
relat.ively new technology, suitable for use by
technologically adventur()usearly adapters, to' becoming a
mainstream technology, suitable for .. use by almost anyone.
At the beginning. of that .. decade,BP, .))EC, I~M and many
others made.it.possible (if not terribly easy) todist.ribute
data throug;tJ.0ut a h()mogeneous network-that is a network in
whichallthe.systems c~~ from the same' vendor and shared
the same architecture. '
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~he ... shortcomings .... 6f •. this .... $1pproCich. became apparent in the
leveraged. buyout crazed i business environment .. of. the. 1980s.
Suddenly, .' many networkntanagers f()pnd thems.elves faced with
networks' that were not sohomog~~ec>us.Acompany whose IT
strat.egy had, been ..• basedexclu..sively on one yendor's
equipment. might .§ud(1rnly acquire a. competi't0r.·that ha~ b.een
psingaIl,pthe:J:" ... Vendor exclur3 ively. Overnight,< MISll\anagers
fou.ndthe~selves.facedwith~he neeptopuildandmallage
he-terogeneous.. '. networks. made up of systems that came from
different vendors' and. which used different architectures.

By the early 1990s:,ithad become apparent tha't . if it . was
going to be possible to do distributedpr()ce.~sing.. ina
heterogeneous (multivendor) network, then the industry would
Il~e~ ...... astan~ard way~of do.ipg d~stributed proc:~~sing. For
eJC~lltple, .' ·a.typical . 1i3.:t"gf! .' c()FPorat.ion mi9pt have ..... all S~A
network .... fortheir m~iIlframes,..LAN' s based. on Novell's
N'.etware ••• for .. ". pe'.s, ...andother networks based on various
P:rotocolsformidrange comput~rs.

+....._.........._------........+

/./]
+--...-:---.....-:---.+ .• +
I' "MAINFRAME •·•• 1/
+--::------------+

V
V
V

+-V----.....---.....-+
/ V (SNA) II

+------------+ +
I Ml\IN~RAMEII
+_:..._---------+

+---_.....__....+ +--..;.;--...._----+
INs/30ao.:!1 / NS/3000'" /1

-:1-----:-....--+•.+ •.. +---------+ +
pc <I HP3000 '.'1===:::1 HP3000 ". 1/

II .\\ +------:-;+ +--:---:----+
II ..·.. II •..·•·· ... ·.·· .. ·.'! (MPA SERVIC~S)

t;c----+=~lf 11 . ~

l~~~~~l 11 11 /+-~{±c;/i;)/t
(Netware) pc pc +---...:.-------+ +

\\ 1/ I HP9000 1/
pc +-----------+

. ''In the . above diagram,... PC's on the Netware network could
accessfilesbn'the Netware~,butcouldnot access data
on either the :SNA network of mai.nframes,. pr thE! HI,? network
6fHP9000sandHP3000s.



Partial solutionstothi~ probl~m were develQped in the
19~:Os. ,Using a; v'arietypf translating, bridging and routing
solutions , multiple •.' inc:oIllpatible ,n.etwo:rks,couici bE!'connected
to.. one ,another · The":t>:ridge-and-rQute II approac:h to
heterogen.,equs networks solv~s the .. problem of making data
avail~ble across the network. ,J3ut; as is often the <:a.se, it
exposed. a. whole new' class of problems • .' For "example,
programs '.. running on a .. ,.. pc might use Netwa:r:e, Application
P:rogram. Interf,aces (1.\Pl) s .to ac:cess data. oIl, the .P~, . network,
while .... programs.,. ,runlling on the HP. platforms might use a
different set of APls such as NS NetIPC. It was difficult
to write applications. that ,could easily. be ported from
p1atformto platform without hav;ing tq change the APls for
network,~C'cess.

Today, .thereare a ,relati",elysmall nlJ.Jl'iger oflllclustry
standa~rd networkpro~ocols tha't arE:! widely in' use, illcluding
the.. Transport ControlJ?rotocol( TCP), which originated .with
unix systems and which is .widely used by non-Unix-based
computers as well, and Ethernet, which is based on an IEEE
standard (802.3). When an application is ready to send or
receive a p,acket of· data across the network, it does not
have" to be aware of' what the underlying prot:ocql is.
Inst,ead" the application uses an InterprocessCpmmuni<::ation
API. On the HP3000,there are at least four different" IJ?C
API's to choose from (BSD Sockets, NS NetIPC, MPE M:fi!ssage
files, and LAN Manager Named Pipes). Although these
products look quite different from one another, they all
fundamentally share the same purpose ...; sending packets of
data across a LAN.

By the 19908, BSD Sockets had emerged as arelat.ively
standard set of APIs for moving packets of data across a
network. Supported on a wide variety of platforms including
the HP3000, DEC VAX, IBM AS/400, DOS PCs, and for most
networks ••... in~l\ldingPC/LANS, Ethernet, TCP!IP, alld many
others,lJ:s'J) .,Sockets ,r~presents an. open way to do distribut,ed
prQCeSsilig •. ;I~ 'is the ..,foundation of manY' client/server
applications today, in which the client,. typically a desktop
PC or workstation, sends a packet of information to a data
base server, where another program accepts the packet and
uses it to read or update a data base before sending a
packet containing the results back to the client.
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But once again, thesolution.()f ·one .... problem.se:r;"vec::l to·expose
yetanoth.er one .. MIS managers soon found that 'they wanted
to be .able to use any .'. kind .of client. '. with .. ' any kind of
s~rve:r:-. ..••. t1nfortunCitely, ......•. di~ ..ferent .. > .•... platforms sometimes
repref:)entdCit.~ internally in radically 'different.ways ~ '..... For
example, data istypicallystoFediIl ASCII onHP computer.s,
but in EBCD:rc:on IBM mainfrCimes. ..... Different hardware
architectureer.·store binCiry data i.ndifferent ways, . sometimes
r.e.ferr~9.. to '. as . 'big--endi.an'...... and.: •...... 'lit1=.le-:-endian' What
happe.ns whenan~pclientsendsa pa9ket o~ AS.EIlci8ta to an
IBM mainframe that uses EBCDIC? .

BSDSockets'and thelttranslate~bridge""and-routEJ"approaclJ.to
heterogeneous networks do not address these issues -' they
simply move' packets of bits across the network and assume
that· the applications will correctlY·Jnterpretthe.bits~ So
something more tha.n an IPC package is required to do
distributed processing in a truly openfasliion. And that
sOInething more iscalled"DC~".

Distributed Processing in
.Heterogeneous Networks:.DCE
~============~==============

One of the organizations that undertook theCreati9nofa
standard for open 'distributed computing. was the' Open.$ystems
Foundation, or ..9~F. .OSF .. is ..... made ..' up ..~.. ··· ..... largenJ1Jnber of
vendors of ..... COll\P~ter equi:pment., . networks, software and
relatedprodllcts. '.. OS;F.cq~nts as i't,s members HP,IBM, DEC,
Microsoftan<:i manyothers~.as well as many of the worId ' 8
laIgestuserso~these.pr()ducts. By 1992, OSF had agreed on
aisetofstandards fOE, distributed computing collectively
called the" Distributed:. Computing Environment", or DCE.

There are five parts to theDCEstandard:

1) Remote ,.procedure
21 Sec~rity
3) Timing: Services',
4') NCimi..;ng.services
5) .Directory service£)

It ~.s ·beyon~.th~. scop~ of this paper 'to coverDCE in detail.
But we will explain someoft:he.keyDC~.. features that. are
used by CICS.
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The basic unit of operation in.a DCE network Is .. called a
"cell". A cell is defined in OSF's document "Introduction
to OSF. DCE" .• as ..... a group of. users, systems and. resources that
are typic,ally centered aroun9, a common purpose and that
share. cOmmon DCE services ~ At a miniIfium, '.," a 'cell
configuration includes. one Cell Directory Server, one
S~curit¥ Server and oneDistributed~ime~erve:r. A,cell can
consist of from one system to as .man¥ .,.~s s~ve:ral .th~usand

systems., Systems in .thecel.lcan .be.· ill the .. same ge'ographic
area (for example, on 'the same ...LAN) ' .. but geography does not
necessarily determine a cell's boundaries. The boundaries
of a cell are typically influenced by its purpose, as well
as ~y security, administrative and performance
considerations.

RemoteProceduteCalling
===~=========*==========

The backbone of DCE is its ability to do remote procedure
calling, or RPC. RPC makes it possible for applications to
do procedure calls across the network. That is, an
application program running on one ... computer can call. a
procedure that is executed by a different ,computer. If data
is stored in different formats on the two 'computers, RPC
will ,ensure that the necessary translation is done, so that
the differences are transparent to the program that calls
tI:te procedure.

To understand how RPC works, consIder an .·applicat'ion made up
of .a main proce~ure.anci a.second procedure" nameci A• "Main"
uS~f,3/ord~nary' procedur~ calls to cause A to be executed. In
an ordinary, host....based environment, both "main" and "A"
would reside' on the same computer system. We could
therefore be certain that both "main'" and "A" would
represent data inexactly'" the' .same . format - ASCII, EBCDIC,
big-endian, little~endiap or whatever.

Suppose we wanted to split application, into a client ". server
application, with "main" executing on a client system, and
"A" executing on a server. We could use BSD sockets to pass
data back and forth between "main" and "A". 'But if we took
that route, we would· have to write code to handle any
differences in the how the client and server represent data.
For e.xample, a program running on anc:1if!nt ,would. ne«:!d~o
know' if the server was using ASCII·' or EBCDIC, 'and' be
prepared to- do a transla'f.lon·'··l£ neces'sary. '
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DCE handles this situation through the uSE! of an "Interface
Definition Language" or IDL. IDL programs are generally
quite short. They are made up of definitions in a C-like
syntax of the names of each of the procedures in the
application, the names .. and·formats ·of the. parameterE) that
are passed' to.t~e. proced\lr;e,andother.DCE-specificd~tails,
such.aswhat to do if the network fails to respond to a
proqedure.callwithin a specified time.

In .our example,. an ,IDL pompiler would be used to "prQcess. an
IDL file containing descriptions of "main" and "A"~ along
with the source code for both procedures. TheIDLcompiler
woulcithen.generateshQrt"stub"programs for use on both
the' client and the server. Theseare·then'Usedtogether
with. a header. file·tob l1ildthe ..·clie:ttt .· .. serverapplication.

In the:DCE version of this appli;cation,when ....main ... calls
"A", the IDL compilerredirectsthecalltothestqb,which
resides on the same machine as "main". The stub t'hen sends
Il.. packet of informa.tiontotheserver,which .invo~es the
procedure "A", usingi~sstut>C?nth.e.server. When "A" ...has
fiXlishedexecuti..ng, it returns control (again .• viathe.stubs)
across the network to main.

"Server"

+--....----+
ImaiQI
+--.....- ........+

I
+---..........-+ +------+ +---+
L stub I~ ~Istub I-I A I
+------+ +------+ +---+

II Client II

A key advantage to, doing·. things this way is that the IDL and
the stubs tha.t are generated handle architectural
differe.nces that may exist between the client and server.
FQrexample.,,· if the olient uses,A.SCII ,.andthe server uses
EBCDIC, the stUbs could handle the translation. The
important thing to understand is that when "main" ,calls "A",
it doesn't necessarily have to be awarewhatkind.'ofserver
IIA" .i.s·.. runni;ng ·.an.
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DCE' 'Security using ACLs
and Kerberos'
=======================

DCE also defines a set of standards for managing the
security of a network. Access Control Lists (ACI..)s and
Kerberos Authentication Services make it possible for the
n'etwork administrator to exercise controls over what files,
data and resources are available to programs, regardless of
which'IlodeS in the network they are running on.

Access Control Lists should already be familiar to HP
computer, users. They-.h'ave been available on both HP-UX and
MPE/iX'systemsforsometime now. (MPE/iX refers to them as
as Access Control Definitions, or ACDs, rather than as ACLs.
But the concept is the same). Briefly, an ACL is a list, of
who has access to a 'particular file or directory, and~hat

kinds of access'are permitted.

In aDCE environment, the concept of ACLs (or ACDs, as you
prefer) has been extended further to apply to any
DCE-defined object in the network. Forexamp1~j -_.8: printer
that is attached to a print server may be associated with an
ACL. The ACL is then used to determine who has access to
the printer. Software developers can also use ACLs to
control access to DCE services. For example, an ACL might
control who has permission to execute a procedure (using
RPC) on a server. Software developers are 'not restricted to
being able to use only a few kinds of access (Read, Write,
Execute, and so forth) in ACLs. The ACL mechanism is
flexible enough to allow the definition of "custom" access
types: for 'example one might want, to define "print access"
if ACLs are being used to control access t-oa printer.

ACLs are the DCE tool for controlling who has access to
various ·•• network resources. DCE alsQ supports a means of
authenticating users who simply wish to logon to the
network, and to systems on t,henetwork: this authentication
service is called Kerberos.Kerberos authentication
services ,are used to validate passwo·rds. This is a
,particularly thorny problem "in a:. networked "environment,
because ·t.ransmitting passwords in ···cleartext" (i.e., not
encrypted) across a network is an inVitation to the
enterprising hacker. Ordinarily, data that is transmitted
across a network is available to every node on the network.
Kerberos ensures that sensitive data is protected from
prying eyes using a data: encryption scheme.
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Once again, it is beyond the scope of this paperto>provide
a ··detai.leddescripti.on Qf Kerberos······ -but some of the key
elements are:

* One of t'henodes thatisatt'acheditothenetwork is
identified as the security server. This server
maintains a copy of every user'spasswordi:na
database called the "Regi:stry". Networkaccess i:s
not permitted unless this password is matched. The
securi:ty server and registry must be physically
secured against unauthorized access.

* Passwords are not transmitted in clear text between
nodes on the network. When a user wants to logon
to the network, the request is passed to the
securi:;~y server, whi.ch beCJinsan encrypted. dialog
of messages wi:th t'heclient, involving '91'icket
Granting Ti:cket'$ II and II privilege Attribute
Certi:ficates.". The user is granted access to the
network,andtoresources known to DCE based an
ACLs3 ;and authorizati:on'by theK.erbe£os· security
:server··.

without Kerberos, .securityisalm?st .. alwa,sil'~oncernin; a
networked environment, because .·sensitive information (sllch
aspasswor~s). that . is .. transmitt~d .. acrossthell~twork is
avai'lableto .every node .• ont.he. '" network~ .. '..:.It., i~' sim~ly ..... a
matter .. Of· programming: to enab1eanode.to·eav,esdrop on •.·.·.thi.s
sensit:iv·e information. wit:h Kerberos, this sens.it:ive

"information is transmitted in an encr'ypt.edfashion;' usi.ng
DES or other encryption techniques.

Other·.·· DCE S'ervices
===================

DeE timing services. make it possi:blefor all the<.nodes in
·the network to synchronize thei£ < • clocks' . so.. that ,When
applications aredist£ibut.edacross·th~network,theydon~t

have."towo,rryabotittne '., time,being diifferent: on different
nodes. This is·animportantserviceforOL!I'Papplications
that II time ...•."stamp II the data in .'their ..,transactions. Each. DeE
cell i:ncludes a Distributed.. TimeServer" for this .purpose •
Similalf:l:y,~CE provides,directo~y sez-vices, managed bya
Cell Directory Server, for keeping track of .,". the cells in<the
DCE' network.
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DCE standards provide a framework that will makes. it
possible to write. distributed applications that run on a
network of systems. The systems may be incompatible with
one another at a hardware level, at an o/s level, and even
at a data. storage level. But as long a·s· they' all provide
support, for· DCE, then an application can be dis·tributed over
multi,ple systems, and. the pieces of the application can be
made to work with one another predictable way.

Distributed OLTP:
Encina
===========~=======

DCE standards are not sufficient to support: distributed
OLTP. Nowhere do the DeE standards address the ACID
properties that are required fo"r distributed OLTP
transactions. DCE'can be used to apply all the.parts of a
transaction to a·· network of ·;systems. Bub should· one"· of the
parts of-the transaction fail, the application itself would
be responsible for identifying the •.. failurea.nd backing out
the parts of the transaction that were applied suc~ces·sfully.

This greatly increases the complexity of the application.
It makes more sense to build .... this functionality into a
separate layer-of software. - an,QLTP monitor.

There are a number of OLTP monitors. that are currently
available .,for tJaixTbasedsystems (such as .. Tuxedo or Top
End). Howeyer, CICS in particular is built on top of a
product called' "Encin~" Which cQmesfrom a company called
"Transarc".

Once again, it is beyond the scope of this paper to provide
a comprehensive look at Encina, but we will look at the
parts of Encina that relate to CICS. Encina is based on
DCE, and takes advantageofDCE services such as RPC, ACLs
and Kerberos. Encina clearly divides.· the application into
client software'(which typically has only display functions)
and server software. Encina defines an application server
as.a·system which executes server software. The client
~connects to the application server and submits' the
transa~tion data. Theappiicationserver executes the steps
required: ' to accomplish the transaction using a ..•• DBMS-like
resource manager.
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Encina adds two tiers of software on top of'"DCE:'the Ba.se·TP
Services, and the extended TP Services. The EncinaBa.se ,'TP
Services are made up of two components: the Encina Toolkit
Executive, and the Encina Toolkit Server Core. These are
the:partsof.'Encina ,that make it possible to make
transactions span a networkwitholltlosing their atomicity.

The Encina Toolkit Executive···includes a set ()fapplicat.i.on
program interfaces (API's) called "Transactional~C".

Software developers can ,call the'se API's to mark the
beginning andend>of 10gical'distriDuted transactions. The
following is a simple example of transaction definition
using transactional-c.

t.ransactiC)Il:·cf·.····•.
debit(salaryExpense,amourit);
creqit{accountsp:ayable, amount);
enterAuditDat.a(·employeeIdentifier,aJDdunt.,date) ;... }

onCommit
printf{"Transaction

onAb6rt
prirttf (··Tra.n.sa.ction failed .'.••.. r';

As you can see ,'t.he transaction "'is .. madeu,ofthreeparts:.a
debit, a credit, andthe~ntryof some auditing data. These
three parts are bracketed into a transa.ction which is
co~ittedguaranteeingthe ACID qualities •...... Note -that .. the
applicat.ion program does 'notneedtohaveany ··.·special code
to handle transactions that abort it is all handled
aut.omatically by 'Encina. Notealsothat~thepro9rammust

use the It~ransact'ion { ••. } II 'syntax to define the beg,inning
and end of the tE'ansaotio.n.

Just as DCE us·ed an·'IDL to define ,the various parts ofa
dis'tributed application to one another, Encina uses an
extension to this';'approach' called a Transactional .IDIt (TIDL)
to 'adapt, DCE ' sRPCmechanism .to, ,a' transacti~nal environment.

The Encin'a Toolkit. Server Core provides ,services such as
locking, and an interface that's compatible with x/Open's XA
interface for ,use ,1:>,1' Data Base Managexn,ent Sys:tems (DBMSs )
and ot'her products~ it •

A second tier of Encina products and services include:
* The Encina structured File Server (BFS)
* The Encina Peer-to-Peer Communication Services (PPC)
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The Structured File
Server

Encina's Structured File Server (or SFS) manages data ,stored
in record-orientedfilesona unix.... like file system. SFS
differs from the stand~rd unix file system. The Unix file
syatem recognizes only" one kind of fi-le:a so-called "byte
stream file".' These files are simply a stream of bytes
there is no ,record structure such as is·foundon commercial
operating systems such- as MPE. or MVS or on relational
databases.

SFS stores information on volumes -which.are logical units
of disk storage that. can be managed individually. Volumes
can consist of single or multiple .. p~rtitions, and can
include an entire disk, or can span mUltiple physical disk
devices.

SFS files are formatted into records of a pre-defined
maximum size and format. Records are subdivided into
fields. SFSfilesare'ofthree different types:

* En.try Sequenced .. (access is sequential)

* Relative {access is by relative record number)

* Clustered (access .. maybe sequential or random ~ by key)

When SFS files are opened, Encina's"SFS,assigns an Open File
Descriptor (OFD). This ntay be "transactional"'or
"non-transactional". If a non-transactio'nal ;~OFD·. is
selected, then there is no guarantee that the. results of
,ope.ra.t·ions .a.gainst·;· the'filewillbepermanenti'n the e'vent
of a:mediaorsystem. failure. But if:-a trans·actional-OFD "is
selected, then changes to, the file must be made in· the
cO.ntext .0£ tran.sactions .(defined '. using,the:transactlonal C
language mentioned earlier). SFS guarantees that these
·transaction chan.gesare .mad~ permanent when ..·each transaction
gommits,. ,. ~nd SFSwill r;.ol,.1,the cbanges bac~k if ·the
trane·acti9nabo.rts,;for·;any.~e~.sQn.. .,$FS us~s a; IQ.g~based

recovery scheme that permits fast restarts·. int..~ee·v;ent:of
errors. It was designed for 2-phase commit protocols, which
allows multipl,s SFS· servers to Q~ ;~;~e4wi1t;1).in·~·.e.ingl,.e

transaction.
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Encina peer-to~peer

Communication '. (PPC)
Services

This .. serv.j.ce .supports . transactional p~er-+to-peer

communication using either TCP/IPor SNA. (LU6.2) transports.
Encina PPC services deliver LU6.2 sync-level.2 services
(i.e •. 2-phase<commit). The PPC Executive makes .·.·it possible
for . Endina.to carry 'on .transactionalpeer-to-peer
conversationsove~TCP/~P. Th: PPC>Gaf.ewayworkswitn tne
PPC< ·Executive,·to, communicat:< overSNA/LU6. 2 to mainframe
softwarethat·.supports·LU6.2, •.·..... such as IBM's ··CICS/ESA.

What's the Relationship
Between CICS and the
Encina Products?

The following diagram shows how CICS and the ?omponents of
Encina fit together • T1heEncil'la OLTPmo'nitor 1.S built on
top QftlJ.e ~ncinatoolkit ('WJhichincludesSFSiReS,andithe
ppC,prQdu.cts;,) ~ ... ',. Itt'allows applicat.ions running under the
control of the monitor to apply transactions while
Diaint<J..ining ithe ·.ACID qualities. using industry standard
interfaces;such (l$:X/Open '$XAandXA+, otherdatabas,e
xnaIlcqgerssuch>qs ....•• HP' s~LBASEcal'l!also participate in these
transaction$,.The EnclnaMonitor,mairttainsa.databaseof
(ill" applica.tiog.servers,>and coordinates Encina operat.ions
Wit.hother···.·.·.,<Encin(i monitors/running elsewhere in aDCE
network, <in order. to do load balancingli
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CICS represents an alternative to Encina'sOLTPMonitor. It
uses many of the the technologies that are·· part of Encina
and DCE, such as SFS.

Altqough CICS can be thought of as an alternative to the
Encina OLTP; monitor one that provides a level of
compatibilit.Y for applications .that .• were originally wri.tten
for the ..maiI1.frame....based CICS system, i.twould.,be a mistake
t.o<thinkQfCICSasbeing,"justan OLTP.I1lonitor. II crcs alsc>
has components .' thatrel~teto the "user interface and 'to
resourcE:!·management. CICS,application.programs·are·executed
under the' control of CICS, ,and :cannot be used in other
environments without extensive modifications.

CICS Products

In the ,past few years,CICShas gone from being a wholly
proprietary "mainframe only" I?roductto being a relatively
open product that's available on a number-of'different
platforms. In the 1970s and 1980s, a CICS transaction
running on a mainframe could update multiple files or
databases -or multiple>kinds of files and databases or
files and databases spread across multiple mainframes ina
network- while maintaining the ACID propert~es of the
transaction but with., one important restriction: all 'the
files and databases had to reside on mainframes running
CICS. The mainframe 'version of CICS was only useful in
homogeneous networks of mainframes. CICS maintained the
ACID properties of CICS transacti9ns in SNAnetworksof
mainframes only.

In ·the early 1990s, IBM began porting CICS to other
(non-m.ainframe) :IBM platforms, inclUding the IBM PS/2
(runningtheiOS/20perating·system), the IBM AS/400 (running
the .. OS/4000perating system), and most recently the IBM
RS/6000 (running the Unix-based AIXoperatingsystem) .. "This
made it possiple for IBM, programmers to distribute OLTP
applications across a network made up of mainframes, PS/2s,
AS/400s and RS/6000s. This represented a step forward for
CICS, but there was still an important. restriction - all of
these were still IBM systems. When IBM andHP jointly
announced that CleS·would be ported to HP platforms, they
.effectively said that it will be possible to distribute CICS
applications across a network made up of HP systems .and IBM
systems.
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At thiswriting,there are no fewer than eight CICS,products
available or.' in development:

Product
Name

Vendor Avail'.
Release Date

Comments

~~~~~~-~---~----~--~~~--~--~-----~~~-~~~---~~~~~~-~~-----~--_.

CICS/ESA IBM3.3

CICS/VSE IBM 2.2

,3/92 R:uns on ESA operating system and
ES/9000hardware.'Supercedes earlier
C~CS/MVSproduct,Which isusedbn
older IBM 43xx, 30xx, S/370 systems.

3/93 Runs on VSEop~ra't;.ingsystem,which
is prim~ri,ly tpund on ,smaller 43xx
and 30xxmainframe·hardware.

. desktop
\1$ing PC

PS/2
PCs

c~CSgS/2IBM 1.20 Avail. For use with
workstations •. and IBM
DOS.

CICS/400 IBM2 •. 2 3/93 For use with IBM AS/400 midrange
systems.

C1C8/.6000 IBM 1.0 6/93 For use . with IBM RS!6000 systems
usingt.he Unix based AIX operating

.system. Does ~not'k rUn .•. under'AIX. ESA
orAIX/PS2 ••..••. ,It., .is compatible with
CICS/MVS.release. 2.1 ,with,~ some
restrictions ••

CICS/VM IBM ReI 2 Avail This older product was withdrawn at
the endbf"1992. It ran on the VM
operating system, used on some older
mainframe systems.

CICS/9000 HP 1.0
CICS/3000 HP 1.0

12/93 Based on CICS/6000 release 1.0
'94

, .. <,....... .:,"':.'."::>":::""

HP's ,CICSproducts will be ,ba~eduponthe.'IBMCICS/6000
PI:".9Quct,\f{hich in turn·· is cOI'(lpatibl~,with C;r:.CS/MVS •... releasE,!
2.~ ...•. (with.soIl\~ rest:rictions).,Fo:rexampl~#; CICS/MVS' b~$
~:ra~;tio:p.~J.ly support:,ed ,·two separate sets .,·of APIa: the
(:()mm~ndl.~!el,.intenqec:ifor use ';I\high-Ievel .,language$·,sucll
as_:C9J30L,and~beII\~qI"0.level.,int~ndeQ. for use in S/'J70
~ss~Inblerlan9uag~.pr()graIlls. CICS/6000providef3<supportfo:r
~heconunClndlevelonly. (Sim.i;larly, support fo·rmacro level
APlswas dropped from CICS/ESA as of release 3.3 ••• )
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Like CICS/MVS, CICS/6000 maintains tbeACIDproperties of
distributed transactions. Unlike CICS!MVS, it does not
maintain those properties using proprietary technologies
built intoCICS. Instead,CICS/6000,· CICS/iXand CICS/UX
are all being built on top of Transarc'sEncina and OSF's
DCE technologies. Appendix A includes a more detailed
explanation of •. some of the differeJ:lces between CICS/MVS .'. and
the ·.CICS Reference port that forms the basis of both
CICS/6000andthe Hp·versions of<CICS.

Application Design .... and
"Transaction Demarcation in CICS
=============,==============.:=====

C·ICSapplication design begins by understanding the business
requirements and·· designing the·· external interfaces • There
are two ways in which a CICS/6000application can interface
with an end user: using a dumb terminal character-based
interface,··or··.using a graphical user interface.

CICS application programs use a subsystem calleti"Basic
Mapping Support" (BMS) to communicate with terminals and map
the data onto ·the terminal screen ··in a formatted way. BMS
includesfacilitie.to define how data will be 1aid out on
the terminal screen, and commands to move data between the
program and the screen. ·BMSuses short programs called BMS
map definitions to define·the Screen layout. These maps can
be coded using three BMS macros:

DFHMSD to define a map set

DFHMDI to define a map

DFHMDF to define a field.

Coding screen layouts in this way can be somewhat tedious 
therefore CICS provides a means of creating the maps
interactively using a tool called the Screen Design Aid
(SDA).. (Users of theHP3000VPLUS system will find some
similarities between···SDA and the·· MPE-based FORMSPECprogram.
usersofc~ient/server application development tools such as
Powerbuilder from Powersoft will also find SDA to be
familiar). BMS maps are incorporated Into . theappliq~tion
program through the use·of a tool called "c.lcsmap",which
generates header ···files that '·can be used with COBOL or C
application programs.
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BMS insulates CICS applications .fro.mthe end user devices
stich: as terminal.s or workstations. The application
prograITlIner does. not '" need to . ~orry about what kinds of
devices ..... might ... ;be used' to invoke the application or
communicate" with' it.

In -the CICS .environment,. the programm~r -write.s .Cin
application in the form of small simple programs called
transactions. These transactions can only .ruIl. under the
Qont.rolof.ClCSin . a CICSregion~They ca*J:l~t:be<.run
indeJ;>endentlyof.C1C:S •... On mainfra1l1es, it is notpnconpqpn
for ·:~ulti,.ple copiefi;()f' CICS tp. b~executing..' simultan~ously
in ..multipiei,regions •••... Inth~sway, CICSregipnscanpe
dedicated to pa:r:ticularapplications.

A CICS transaction contains the logic required/to apply one
logical transaction to the system, and then terminate.
There .. is no need. for.; the progFammer to code "brackets"
around the tran~action,·l.>.ecalJs~the program *18* the
tranf3 .:lption •. None (Jf$-he.updatf:!s·~()nEt,by the program are
committed. until thE!. progJ:'am terminates~

This. is;gil~te .dif~erE!p.tfronrth~;IIl()~e~used by many HP3000
andlrp.~OOO applic:at:i.onf3.;,;'-w:p.i,c:.h ..•.. c0Il;t.ain a ioop that is
executed once for each tral1f3,action, .. entered by the user.
such".applicatfons . must." include ~o9.i9 to bracket the
begi:nning , a Jl?, .. e~d of' '. each trahs~Ct.i9n, and to commit the
transaction and' make it permapent •..... (See the transactional-c
example a few pages back. )'''In' CICS. the act of terminating
implies. that the transaction is to be committed and made
permanent.

CICSApplicati()~Design
and. Reso'urce Managem¢nt
======-================-==
There-are two !najor," s't:.y~e8."d~CIC:S application design:
conversa~ioIl.:ll < and'; ~s~udo-cony~rs~tional. In the
conversational style , '. the' CICS task"sends data to the screen
and .... thf!n ..waits. _, fo;.; .fl ...•.....• ··J:'~J?lY •••._:l:n. a c0I.1v~:r~a;tionCil
transact~()Il" . <t.he . pr()gramt~~t ise~~cuting.rnaylocl~ .. system
resouF;Y~s·,•..' <'and . hold.}.th()$e .....J.~~!tf3 throughout the
"conversation" 'that it is h91c:i~ngwith the end user •. This
can be devastating to system. performance, particularly if
the user's "think time" includes a trip to the lunchroom.
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In the~seud()__cq~versational. style, .,tra;Ilsactions.art!broken
l,.lP into tasks. . End user dialogs.•.. do· not s'pan t~sks - ... and .a1l
locks . on syst~m reeJQ~rcesa;e releas~c;i whe11E!vE!r, a
read-operation is postedon.the user's terminal. 'T,JJ.Hs if
the user decides to go to lunch whilean.ClPpl~c:~t.ion.is
waiting for input, ·you can be certain that the application
will not. havE!.;tifad up valuablesy.stem resources that may be
ljolding.l.lp C':ther users that., ,are waitin9,for them.

One of ..·CICS'sstrong 'points.is .• 'theway·lt enables the syste~
a~inistrator and . application prog,rammerto m~nage system
resources, .. including applicationresourcessl,lch' as . programs
and . files.. . The . following . table identifies ,some of the
classes of resources that are, managed in a CICS environment
through the use of a program called SMIT: theSystem
Management Interface .. Tool

CD

PD

WD

Transaction
Definition

Program
Definition

Terminal
Definitions

CICS uses the TD information to
identify .. and run trans- actions.
The TD information includes the name
associated with each transaction
(transaction identifier), .its status
(enabled ·or., disabled), identifie:r;~

that indicate where the transaction
is pl:lysically located in the
network, as well as information
relating to security and
prioritization.

CICS program definitions identify
the programs, BMS map sets and
tables that are used ina particular
CICS region. Each~ofthese objects
is associated with a pro~ram

identifier, and (if the program
resides in a remote region or ana
remote . system) the. name of the
region or system. where it resides.

The CICS terminal definitions define
the kinds .··.. and. config- urations of
terminals that are available in this
CICSregion.
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CD

UD

FD

TSD

TDD

JD

Communication
Definitions

User
Definitions

File
De'finitions

T~mpo:rary
Storage
Queue
Deflnlt.i.ons

'rrarlsient
pata.·· Queue
,Pefil\it.i.6n.s

Journal
Definitions

CICS communication definitions
define the other systems with which
this region can communicate. They
also define the connection types
(TCP!IP or SNA) used with other
systems.

This definition is used to perform
transaction and resource sec.\1rity
checking. CICS usea the DCE
principal id to search for and
validate users. It Also contains
~I1f9+mati()h . relating ,to uS,er
pr~oI".\~AE!sand .... ~~curity keys for
particular transactions.

On m43inframes/ '. CICS is 't=.ightly
i~tegratedwith·VSAM..... ·;~n. t:'l,t~ open
implementCit~on.of.' C1CSi .. theEncina
SFS~~l used~ instead.. •. S'FS files .••.. map

"·clos~~¥.. into :the.I~M.YSAMfilE!types
sllchas Entry Sequenced Data Sets
(ESDS) Relative Record Data Sets
(RRP~eJ) a!1dK~ySeq~enp~dpata ...sets
"(KSpSS.J. . T~e.·•.•cIC~.· ·f.i.le .• defi.Hi't.ion~
ide!1~i~yand."~E!s9I"ibe'the "files' .that
a~~:availl1ble .' ..,fo~. . uSE!> by .. c.:ICS
CiPpricatiC?ns rUOJ;li.ng, in ·this region.

A, IITemp()rary .' s'tprage, Queue..... i.s a
progralDtnatip"scratch pad"area.that

,can .."be used without any .. nee(i. to
def~ne thE!tnin .advance. . TSDs can
reS,ideon thE! !o?alsystem, or o~·. a
rem9te .'. sys~el[l, and .,.thE!Y. can be ,made
recoverable 'under some
circuIll~lt.a!1Ces.

'TranslE!D.,tOata Quel1~s als(),represent
11 kind, pf, "scratchpaci" ••••. for, uS.e ..' by
applicatiQns, ..,' .' bU:t;.unli1t,eTSDs,TDD~
must be p.:t"E!.-ciefined. '

CICS journals are sequential files
used to hold data that is used to
reconstruct events or data changes.
Journals may be'used as audit trails
or as transaction records.
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RD Region
Definitions

The Region definitions include the
parameters .. that are used when
initiali'zingCICS, such as automatic
startup parameters, programs to be
executed automatically at startup
and shutdown, a region identifier
and so forth.

CICS,VSAM and Enp,i.na
=====================

It is not my intent in tl1isp~per to do a feature by feature
comparison of Encina and CICS. . I{owever , some contrasts
between the two produ~ts.are ineec'apable.

Encina has anadvantageoverCI~Sin that itrepresents.an
industry standard. It has been agreed to by multiple
vendors, including BP, ,DEC and even IBM. It' savailable
todayona.number of platforms •. But Encina also has the
disadvantage of being very new. .. There. are few applications
today that have been written around its industry standard
interfaces.

CICS, on . the other hand,. has beell around since the early
1970s. Most online applications that operate on mainframes
use it and asCICSbegins to ma~e its appearance on HP
platforms, those applications will surely follow. However,
there are still questions about' whether or not even IBM
feels that a. Unix-based versipnof ... CICS is ready to take on
the large:-scale OLTP demands associated with mainframes. As
of J~nuary of. '93, . IBM was still recommending . a.gainst
deploying initial releases ,of. CICS/6000 in f1.111 .. scale
production environments. HP announced its implementation of
DCE in 1992 for the HP9000, but as of this writing, neither
Encinanor·CICS are· shipping on HP systems.

The road from mainframe CICS toUnix~based CICS may not be
smooth. Gartner Group analyst Roy Schulte estimates that
only 28% of today'.s CICSapplicationscould be ported to
Unix .cost-e.ffectively, and that the remaining 72% are old
programs using AssembleJ:" or macro-level CICS, which are not
supported in the AIXor HP version~.
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In this paper, I've tried to explain some of the things that
eles has been used for in mainframe installations. I've
also tried,t9rxplain .•....... C! few.of<'the basiccpncepts and
problemsassocJat¢dwithdistri~.uted():LTP.



Appendix:. A;:

The following table documents some of the key .ciifferences
between mainframe eIes and the eIes reference port that
forms the basis of HP's eIes products:

General Differences
HP eIes Reference Port MVS Version of eIes

BMS and Terminal Support
Basic Mapping Support function
supports all 3270s and SCS
printers.

Added function supports
non-3270 devices and
BMS paging functions.

BMS BLOCK definition
supported

Terminal function supports
all 3270 devices.

Double Byte Character Support No DBCS support for DFHMDF
(DBCS) for map field definitions. macro.

BMS BLOCK definitions not
supported.

Terminal shell can't emulate all
3270 devices - Specialized device
support (e.g. x-terminal window)
may be added.

No sequential terminal support Seq'l Terminal supported,
(Better alternative is to use the but most ~hops u~e PLTPI
Program List Table) as a better alternative •••

Application programming Interface (API)
CICS Reference Port MVS Version of CICS

Command level APIs are supported. CICS/MVS supports Macro API
Older macro level APIs (used on CICS!ESA 3.3 supports cmd
MVS systems in assembler) are not level API only
supported.

Interval Control WAIT EVENT and
POST not supported

Task control SUSPEND releases
control to the operating system.

Task control NOSUSPEND option not
operational

support for WAIT EVENT &
POST to synchronize
event completion.

Task Control SUSPEND
releases control to
CIes task mgt: (DFHKCP).

NOSUSPEND supported.
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Restart and Recovery
CICS Reference Port MVS Version ofC:tcS.

Automatic journalling ofCICS Automatic journalling
:reso\lrces Jlot .supp~rted... Support post .update:record images)
impliedwi..:t:h forw~rdrecovery supported.
facilities of Transarc SFS

Intersystems Communications
CICS '.' Reference. Port MVS Version of CICS

DPL. ··(Dist,tibuted .Program Link)
ISCfunction provided.

Batchl>atalnterghangeIlot
supported

No DL/lsetvices.

NO DPL support inCICS/MVS
Yes in CICS/ESA.

Blitch Data Interchange;
supported.to interface
with IBM DC systems.

DL/I (IMS)' services
supported •••
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ABSTRACT:

Unc:Jer,manycin~umstan.cesinto~ay·sC9mpetilive.worid economy, financial
justiti.eation·Qf .. prQjectsbased ol1 .. f')et··,.pr~$ent value analysis alone is
insufficient. A more comprehensive project analysis, including an
Ia$se~sment, ·.·pf. imelJ9irco~ts .. and· .otb~riris~f~~t()rs,.,is .J:~quireq.,;.t,.o ,.,. ,fully
unde.r~t~l1daproject.

,A~qounting'·'CQsts·incll.JdfJttleI'llQnetary,.va.lue of~fc~nsactions~t·tpetil1)e·the..Y

oqcul'".These.hlstQri~I .. cost~do~()t;pr.seQt,the~rr~nt e~n9mic,vall.Jeof

the goods or services in question.. AlternaliveIY,·,,··the.eC9nol'T)icdefinitionof
cost is derived for the. purpose of managerial decision making. Economic
costs include •. the present and future costs of resources that could be
allocated to other~ctiv~ties.

Usin,gtt)e··tl){ample.ofevaluating.,,~lt~rnativtl$fo~aproqes;sor,.·upgrilde, .. this
pap.rlUu$trat~s,a rno.del·u~il'lgdeci~iontr:.e ,~naly§i~ in aqcliti()J)to financial
justifi~t,i,Qn to.determine,tbeopr~ferred:alterna~ive.,th~twUlb$$t meet the
organiz~tion·sntleds.
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Many factors may contribute to tile need for additional computing resources
in an organization:

*
*
*
*
*

*

Increased data file sizes and unacceptably lengthy processing times
Rapidly increasing demands for department initiated reports
Overhead created 'by system enhancements
Increased number of batchreporls
Decreased user/customer patience for system down-time for
scheduled and required ,maintenc-.n~_
New applications ,- ' ' " ,-

As part of the justification for upgraded processing capacity, information
systems managers are also faced with questions like:

*

*

What are the operational and financial impacts of acquiring a CPU
upgrade?
How long will a new CPU serve the organization?

The efficient allocation of the scarce resources of an organization is also a
primary concern for today's IS manager in order to maximize the value of
the'enterptise, and thEfplanning for addition of computing resources must
take ihtoconsideration 'additional factors beyond the technical analysis.

This paper presents aCostlbenefilanalysis'methodology for a CPU upgrade
cost justification when a CPU bottleneck has been established,that
assesses the desirability of projects when it is necessary to take both a long
and a wide view of the 'repercussions of a particular program expenditure
or policy change, and seeks tomeasufe all economic impacts of the project,
side effects as well as direct effects.

II. THEORETICAL DISCUSSIO'N:

In "order' to,meet customer '.' setvice"expectations,'s~v~ral,alterriatives,are
usuallyevalualed. As.sum~ :Option-Aand Opti()n-~'r~presenttvI~ different
CPU 'models that you 'are interestedin'evaluating,'ana Option-C-represents
keeping the current system. Which option would incur the 'least, cosf (or
provide the best payoff) within the next five year period for the organization?
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Recommendations

Traditional JiustilicatioQ Process

Problem..Staternerit
or Objective

Proposed•Justification .Process

Economic Justification For.A CPU Upgrade
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Final RecollUlleDdations

Do Not Upgrade CPU

~'1!
~

~tt-

~~
.~~

0..

·-1tOt-

&~

"~~~

Financial Infonnation

Make
Decsion

Economimc Justification for a New CPU upgrade
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1. STATISTICAL DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS",

Prior to the analysis, statistical data coUectionis requiredrAbriefreview of
probability···...follows:

A. Probability

Most ····decisionsare ····made ..•· .in'i\a···conditipn.·····of,uncertainty ··.·wherea····perfect
forecast.of the future .isunava·Uable.···lrf this;situati'on, the mathematical
theory.of'J)rObabilityfumishe's·:a,.·tool·forthe'decision maker.

In any random experiment there is always uncertainty as to whether a
particular event will occur (')r'not.As·amatterof chance or probability with
which· we' expect events to occur, it is convenient to assign a number
between 0 and '1. The probability indicates the. likelihood. of· a given event
occurrence.

Two··.fundarhental'statements,about,probabilities: .
A. ProbabilitiesotaU otlhe various possible outcomesofa trial must

sum toone.
B. Probabilities are always greater than orequattozero,andareless

than or·equal to one.

Marginal Probability:
Marginal probability refers; to the probability of the outCOme of an event not
conditional on '. the occurrence of other event.

ConditionaliProbabiHty:

P(B/andA)
P( BIA) = -----------------, whereP(A) > 0

peA)

The •conditional. proba~ility.of event B given .. t~at ev~~t~ha~occurred. is
equal to the' joint.·probability of A and B divided bytl"l'eprobabUity 'of event
A. Or simply stated,. a conditional probability is a probability of occurrence
of .someevent, given that "someeventisknown ·to 'hav8oocurred.

Joint· Probability:
Joint·probabilities are' obtained by multiplyingthernatginal probabilities by
theconditional'·probabilities. Thus, Joint probabilities are the probabilities of
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the occurrence of two or more events.

PosteriorProba.bility:
A prior probability of the occurrence of an event may be revised· using
Bayes theorem to produce a revised or posterior probability.

Prior Probability:
erior probability is the. prQb~bUitygl.Jessedbyanindividualfora possible
9ut~me ·.···•. of .n. event. ". <;Prior .. probabilities .are. '. precisely .. the original
probabilities (or gut. feelinglobtained·priorto any survey information is
obtained.

a Statistical.Analysis

End users are surveyed for this analysis.' Given that whatever information
may be available ·to them regarding future system enhancements, day to
day workload, current system response time and their perceived need, they
need to be asked to· check one of the possible three possible categories for
decision making for each type of system usage (high system'usage or]ow
system usage). They need to be asked,

(1) If the system usage is high (High CPU utilization, slower response time),
do they believe that their
a. ComputationneedswiU increase by more than fifty percent or,
b. Computation needs will remain same (change less than. fifty ipercent

up or down or,
c. Computation .needs win decrease by more than fifty percents.

(2) If the system usage is low (Low CPUutiUzation, higher response time),
do they believe that their
8. Computation needs will increase by.more than fifty percent. or,
b. Computation needs will remain same (change less than fifty percent

up or down. or,
c. Computation needs will decrease by more than-fifty' percent.

Based on the users conditional probabilitiesiofsoftware change requirement
and a new system implementation for a given potential usage level, a joint
probability table is constructed. The marginal probabilities .ofsystem usage
(high.or low) and, the margiQal· probabilities.of 'survey predictions (study
suggesting upgrade,Le.newcomputation.needs will increase by more than
fifty percent = X; study results are inconclusive. i.e. new computation
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needs will remain same - change less than fifty percent up or down=Y; and
study suggests no upgrade, i.e. new computation needs will decrease by
more· than •fifty percent = Z) are calculated. The posterior probabilities of
particularlewelsof)systemusage(hlgh 'orlow)'for'alloptions, are also
calculated.

2. FINANCIAL DATA AND ANALYSIS':

Financial information for the. respective options is calculated for five years.
Each option 'cohsiderscoslsunderconditions<of both<high and low system
usage. This is done to assure that costs of the resources attained and not
,utUized.ioclucleopporll.lrlity costs~

Following is an example of relevant costs for the financial analysis.

A. Yearly maintenance cost (net present value for 5 Years).
B.; Present worth ,.•'of al1nual·I-IP·· maintenance costs.
C.Presel1t·vvorth'ofal1nual organization specific maintenance .costs.
D.•• M.Ultiple·.CpU..•••. vs .single •.••CPlJadv~~t~ges.
E..Uost •• strategic-,advantage cost', increased operational cost (if

upgradedoesn't·()ccur)
F~<Price) for-each"··'option«het casn'oufflow)

The total cost .for-each option is calculated. These costs will later be used
in the deciSion tree analysis asa payoff for a given option.

DECISION TREE ANALYSIS:

A·decisiontreecanbe d'escrib~das.a,gra·p~i~t()olfordes~tibingtheacti~ns
avaUa~le to'th~.deci.sion<msker,. the·' events thal:can .occur, and ·.·· ..t~e
relationship.) between .these.'actions··and· events. '. Decision', -tree analysis: is
u.seful ••form:Odelinga:problem.asweu.asfindinga .•s6Iuti~~ .•••. DeCi~i~~.·tre'e
analysis incorporates'probability<information'aswellas financial information
to provide a solution or set of solutions. Based on probability, statistical and
financial information,/decision' ····tree.· .·.analysis·'is :)'parformed'" ·to·· draw
conclu'sions···andtomakefurtherrecommendations:

4. ··SENSrrIVITY'ANAI.VSIS:

Sensitivity analysis') demohstratesthe<effectiof ···Changes il1 ,'. one' .)) of 'the
decision variables. The aim is to see how the performance measure is
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effected.

Probability' simula.tion .is done ,to see··•• the .effect ·of.conditional probability,on
the' payoff table, corresponding changes in the posterior probabilities and
decision making process. Similar analysis can be performed for payoffs to
find out thesen$itivitYPQiot.where the payoff for two decision nodes is
equal. This will help assure integrity of a solution recommendation.

IU. CASEANALYSIS- A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE:

Note: The financial and statlstlcallnfonnatlon·ls·hwothetical.and Intended
for illustration purposes only.

1. Introduction

Meriter hospital is.a 517 bed, two. hospital campus facility located in
M,~disQn, .Wisconsin. . Theho$pital is currently (at the time. of writing this
paper) using a Hewlett Pa~kan:t(HP)3000/960(CPU-A1Systemtoexecute
Census.Registration, MedicalReeords··and Patient Accounting applieations.
In addition,an HP3000/950 (CPU-B) System is used .•.• for··Order
Communication and Results Reporting applications. Both systems operate
under Hewlett Packard's MPEIXL version 3.1 Operating System and
CiPplicationsoftware developed by GerberAlley(First Data) Corporation. This
paper recommends an economicjustificationmethQdolQgy using decision
tree and sensitivity analysis when a CPU bottleneck has been determined.

Clinical lab applications run on an HP3000/957 using ALS application
software. The pharmacy operates on Data General Aviionseries system
using Meditech Software and the financial applications (Human resources,
Payroll, .Accounts·.. Payable, Purchasing, Inventorycontrol···and .. General
Ledger) run on an IBM ES9000 Series System. None of the systems listed
in this paragraph are expectedto .. be·upgraded in the near future.

The Gerber Alley .systems '. are reaching a .threshold <where · dramatic
upgrade will be required. The problem Meriteris expected to face, will result
in delayed report distribution caused by increased batch completion times.
End users will not be able to receive reports until 07:30 A.M.. Most of the
report recipients are working at· Meriter,by·.07:00 to 07:30 A.M.. The
increased file size, insufficient CPU (central processing unit) power and
increased system .Qverheadwillnecessitate. a· CPUupgrade~
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2. DiScussion
~,'- -.., - ' - '::', " .. "

We believe· that 'batCh time improvement can be .achieved byupgrsding the
eXi~tingHe~~ett~a.Ck~rdCPU-A and CPU-B. In ord.ertoachi~ve this goal.
three options were considered: .

*

*

*

()pti9QjA:upgra~e:eXiSti.,g·.HP300gl9:qO to'HP30C>OI9.8gsrid.retain
existi'ng HP 3000/960 '. ', , .....;>;

Opti9n~I3;Upgr~dE)t1~300Q/~5QE1nd HP300()/9~Owit~a'n~wHp
3000/992 'CPU. .
Option-C: Retain the status quo situation.

The question to be answered is:

Which. oPUo~':Woukr,lncurtheIaCi'_ total.··. cost within .' thC!nextfive .... year
perio~? .

A~umptio""s:

1.

2.

3.

Priorpr()~abilityorhigtfsystem usa9~ls'expected to be .9. The'prior
,probability of low system usage'is .10.
For each option, costs are calculated for a period of five years using
annlJal .. interest.r~tes.,of ..eight.percent.
AI1~ly;sisassumes t~.~tthehistoricalrelationship among various
variables a.t Meriter will continue into the future.

3: StatistiCal Data·Col~ection.and Ana1)*sis

Inorderfc)complete ttje quantitative "analys'is, statistfcalprobabifities were
calculated. . .

Repre'sentativesample .'. was .taken 'for Jhis .analysis.. Given 'whatever
information may .be available to them regarding future system
enhancem~.nts, day .. to day workload and theirperceiveqneed., they were
a~k~.d to check onE) .oflhepossible three categories for.decision. making for
~achtypeofsystern.usage' (high system usage or low system usage).
Users were asked: .

(1) If the system usage is high (high CPU utilization, slower response time),
dothey.bEllievethattheir ..•.... ..: . ...../ ". ......'
a.Computation needs'will increase by more than fifty percent, or~
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b. Computation needs will remain same (change less than fifJY.per~nt

up or down, or,
<?Comput.~~ion nef:td~ .will c:Je~easEt.by moretha.n fiftyper~Etot.

(2) If (he system usage'islow (Lowcptr titilization,f$sterresPorl$$ time),
do they believe that their .(
a.•..•COrTlPyt~:ti,~}',.~etlc:J~'viliincre~se by .. rl1()re ..tb~l1.fiftrpercent ..•. ()r•.
b~ Computation needs will remain same"(ehang~les$.than flftypercent

up or down, tlf,. ...•.... . '. . ' .. ' ......•. .•.•... .' .•.....
c. Computation needs will decrease by more than fiftypercel'lt.

Results of this experimentation are listed in Table One.

The responses in~icated.thatJfsystem us~geis high,'90% believed thatthe
new computation needs will increase, 8% believed that the new computation
needs are will remain same and 2% believed that new needs will decrease.

When system usage was expeded to be low, 30% beUevedthat the' new
computation. ne.7ds~iJl increase, 10% believedthattheoew.C()rnPutatiofl
needs will remain same and 60% believed that.new computation needs will
decrease.

E3ase~. on the end ... user's conditional' probabiliti'es of software change
requirements and anew system implementation for a given potential usage
level, a joint probability Table was constructed (please see page 9, Table
1 and 2). The marginal probabilities of system usage (high or low) and the
marginal probabilities of survey predictions (sbJdy suggesting upgrade,i.e.
new computation needs will increase by fifty percent = X; study results are
inconclusive, .i.e. new computation needs will rerrtainsame (change less
than fifty percent either direction =Y; and study suggests no upgrade, i.e.
new computation needs will decrease by more than fifty percent =Z)were
calculated. The posterior probabilities of given system usage (high.or low)
fot given options were calculated.

In order to complete the quantitative analysis, YI~ neE!dtheBrob~bilitiE!~of

various events'. Shown below in table 1 .are the estimates g.~nerate:d ~y

Information Systems personnel. The estimates are based. on past system
experience together with the jUdgement of Information Systems
management.

The probability of high system usage is expected.tobe .90, ..whereasthe
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probability associated with 19wsystemus~geis .1. These probabilities are
prior to any observation or experimentation. .

Table 1:
y~,

Conditional probabilities ofsoftware change requirements and
new implelT1entation for.agi\($n. potential usage

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS POTENTIAL USAGE
LE"EL; SY~TE.M
USAGE IStilGH (A)

POTENTIAL
USAGE LEVEL;
SYSTEM USAGE IS
LOW(L)

COMPUTATION NEEDS WILL .90
INCREASE BY MORE THAN FIFTY
PERCENT (X)

COMPUTATION NEEDS WILL REMAIN
SAME - CHANGE BY LESS THAN FIFTY
PERCENT UP O~ DOWN (Y)

COMPUTATION NEEDS\IVILL'
DECREASE BY MORE·THAN FIFTY
PERCENT (Z)

. .

.08 .10

;

.02 .60

1.0 1.0

The experimental probabilities listed above in table 1 will help evaluate the
economic. worth of the CPU upgrade. By •.. usipg. the .. originall~f()nnation
System personnel estimates (probabilities of high system.' usage=.9 and
prop.~bilities· ~.~ .• lo~sy~t~~.us~ge=.1 ) •..• and+th~ .• experimental probabilities
gh/eni~ta~le. '.theJointprobabilityJablecan··be, constructed.

"Table 2:' Joint Probability'

.'

POTENTIAL LEVEL OF USAGE INCREASE USAGE CHANGE BY
SYSTEM USAGE BY MORE THAN 501ft LESS THAN FIFTY

(X) ',.'. 'PERCENT UP OR
[)QVVN(Y)

USAGE NEEDS
DECREASE BY
MORE THAN FIFTY
PERCENT (Z)

EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

HIGH SYSTEM •......~.. p(XANDH)=.81
USAGE

LOW SYSTEM p(XANDl)==.O~

USAGE

TOTAL p(X)=.84

p(Y.AND L)~.01

p(Y)=.082

p{Z AND H)=.018 p(H)=.9

p(L)=.1

1..00

p(XA"ND,·H)=·p(XIH) ·p(H)=.9 ".9 =<.81
p(XAND L) = p(XIL) • p(L) =.3".1 = .03

.•........••. '" ....,1002-9 ..•..•..•••.
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p(YAND,H) =p:(YIH) * p(H) ::.08*.9 =.072
p(Y AND l) = p(Yll) *p(l) = .,1 *.1 = .01
p(Z AND H)= p(ZIH) * p(H) =.02* .9 = .018
p(ZAND ,l):: p(Zll)*p(l) ::.6*.1, = .06

For each of the three options, high·and low system usage probabilities are
calculated. We cannot ,use the Information Systems personnel estimates
(.9=high, system usage and .1=lowsystemusage) ,becauselhose
probabiUtieswere estimatedJn~ependently ofexperimentation. The posterior
probabilities' are now'calculated '(given on the next page). Although new
system changes have' not been'rnade"yet,the, ~Iculations"are based on
survey/experimentation.

p(HIX) =p(H and X)lp(X) = .81/.84 =.964
p(lIX) = p(l and X)/p(X) = .03/.84 =.036
p(HIY) , = p(Hand Y)/p(Y) = .072/.082= .878
p(LIY) = p(L and Y)/p(Y) = .01/.082 = .122
p(HIZ) = p(H and Z)/p(Z) = .018/.07'8 = :231
p(~IZ) = p(L and Z)/p(Z) .= .061.078 =.769

All of the necessary information is now available and the expected monetary
cost for each option can be calculated.

4. Financlal'Data and,Analysls

Financial inform,ation for the respective options are calculated forfiv~y~ar~.

The information is available in Table 3 on next page. Each Option considers
costs for both high and low system usage circumstances, 'including the
fonowing:

A.Yearly,maintenance cost (net ,present value for 5 Years).
B. Present worth of annual HPmaintenance,costs.
C. 'Present worth of annual organization specific maintenance costs.
D. Multiple CPU vssingleCPU advantages.
E. Lost strategic advantage costtincreased', operational cost •• (if

upgrade doesn't occur)
F.', Price for each, option (net cash out flow)

The total cost for each option was calculated. These costs were later used
in the decision tree analysis as a total cost fora given option.
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TABlETHREE- FIVE YEAR FI;NANCIAlCOST CAlCULAll0NS

OPll0NSAND CATEGORY OP110N-iA'Ie>Pl10N-A •••.·••IOP110~~B ·.··IOP110N-e •.. ··.·IOPDON-C

HI.GHl.J$AC3FL.QWU$.A.·..•• GE H.IG.. H··.IiI.•.~A..~~p.W..•..• IiISA~EH.'GHUS~~.e
(9150/980) .. > .(960/980)' . .'.(992)'i:6 ··.(992) <> '. ..(NO CHANGE)

OP.....ON-C
LO~.(J~A~E
(NO CHANGE)

A. YEARLY MAINTENANCE COSTS S32,852 $32,352 $32,352

B•..P.RESENTWORTHOF.YEARLY·H.EWLETT $129,182 S129,182 $129,182
PAC.KARD MAINTENANCECO$TS

C•. PRESENT WORTH.OF YEARLY MERITER $31,145 S31,145 SO $31,145
MAINTENANCE COSTS

D/1WOCPU ADVANTAGES ($10,000 ($10,000 $10,000 ($10,oqO'

E.LOSTSTRATEGICADVANTAGE'COST, $0 $381.340 $01 $408.820 $668,555
IN..CREASEDOPERAll0NAL COST, ETC...

F.UPGRADEPRICE FOR EACHOPll0N $5fSO.3QO $560,3QO $!i'3.8431 $593,3.431 $0

G. TOTAL FIVE YEAR COST FOR EACH
~~~~~~r $fi120/tl'~1OPll0N $742,P79 $1,1~4;$t9 $851,234

$32,352

$129,182

$31,145

($10,000'

$11'8,855

so

$301,584
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6. Decision Tree Analysis

A complete decision tree picture.' is given 'in the last page of this paper.
Partial decision tree il1formation. is listed on the following pages with an
explanation. Decision tree incorporates.. the probability information' and the
payoff or financial information to provide a solution or set, of solutions.

"--~_-&=J Il,U4,SI'

_____,..........,="""',.".. "'1"'"

----=::.--~=-_ 11,..m

G~ng~m rig~0b I~ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and looking at the very ..,::"
top portion of the decision
tree branch, we have two
Options, Option A and
Option B. MUltiplying the
respective system usage
probability and
corresponding costs for
each Option, we find that
Option B has a lower
cost. We take the total
cost of $731, 482 'to the
decision node. Similar
analysis with Option C reveals a cost of $831,742-. Going baCk further to
our left we need to decide whether we want to upgrade the CPU or do not
want to upgrade the CPU. Upgrading the CPU has a lower east of
$731,482. Thus we decide ito choose Option B for this node.

Going from right to left and
looking at the middle
portion of the decision tree
branch, we have two
Options, Option A and
Option B. Multiplying the
respective system usage
probability and '~~

corresponding costs for <*/
each Option, we' find that
Option B has a lower' I7f6,2I1

cost. We take the costs of ,,--..;;;;.;o.c.;;.;;;lW;;..;;.JV~~__H-_---"';':'-"'-tl

$766,211 to the.decision
node. Similar analysis with
Option C reveals a cost of

__::::"'-_L.-::::=---. ...ums

s,..v.. 115l,SU,-U7I
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$784.~34. Going ba~furth~rtoour leftwen~edtodecidewb~th.rwe

want.to"uPQr~deth~C~LJ or d9.r)ot upg~ad~ .. the/2pU.:....upgradir)pth_'~PU
has a lower cost 'of $766.2..11. Thus.wedecide to'chooseOptionB for this
node.

.....,......
• t.,~ II,l24,Jlt

......,...... ",5M
,·e.ul

.....,......
____~---iL_.t.="'=--- 1JII,5M'

Going from right. to left
a~(j ,ookingatth~'bottom
portion .•of .th$ ..decision
tree ·branch.wfiihavelwo
Options.. Option' A and
Option B. MUltiplying the
respective system usage
pro b a b iii t·y a·n d
corresponding costs for
each'~ption.We fin(jthat.
Option;Bhas..····· a ···Iower
cost. .We take the cost .of
$1.027.489 to the
decision node. .Similar
analys,is<\\(ithOption .c
r~vealS acOst.ofi~·428t584. .G9in~ ba9k fu.rtbert9 our le~\\Iel'leedto
decidewf;letnerwElwantt~.upg~a(jeth~.•CPU ..·.or do .not upgrade.tl,1~~~U~.
Not upgrading the CPU has a lower cost of $428.584. Thus we (je.eideto
choose Option C' for this node. . .

Go!"g./from..•. ·riQtlt ." to.,. left ..... again•.••.. W$ ....• find .' that. we ,.,••hav, .. '.. three .. m~rginal
probabilities. Probabilifi'tba~thenew CQrnputatipnneeds ~illio~reasei~ :84.
Probability that the newcoR;lputation'neeC1swifl remain sam.e is.08~and
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the probabUi,tythatthe new computa~ionne'eds\YiUdecrea.seis.078.Frbm
the earliersections,ttletotalcoslls' mlJlti~lied by..the respective m~rgil1al
probability. The resulting 'node has a cOst of $710,704. ' .

Allow Changc;~:.

$710,704

Do Not Allow Any Change

$792,679

Going from righ~ t~ left again, wefindthat we havetw()()ptionsto allow any
change or·.·.don't .. anow any Change. The .. total~sts. $7'1 O~704 .for allowing
changes is lo,wer than tl:le total costs for not allowing any' changes.l"hus,
we recommend that we anow changes.

Thus, based on the 'probability, statistical and financial information, decision
tree analysis was performed, to. draw conclusion and to make further
recommendations.

6. Probabilities and Sensitivity Analysis

CASE STUDY

It is possible that the sample taken for the conditional probabilities
mentioned in Table 1 may be biased since the observation was performed
by Information Systems personnel. Suppose the conditional probabilities of
various events 'werediffE!~ent (i.e.instead.of ". computat~on "n'eeds •will
increase; '[p(X)J, p=.9, the new 'p=.5; 'instead,~f computation needs Will
remain same [(p(Y))=.08. the new p=.1 0; and instead of compu'tation needs
will decrease [p(Z)] probability=.02, the new p=.40). We want to know the
resultant decision tree analysis decisions· and the resultant. cost totals.
Table 4 and 5 lists conditional. joint and marginal probabilities.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 4: Conditional Probabilities ofsofNvare change requirements and
new implementation for a""given potential" 'usage level
(Sensitivity analysis)

POTENTIAL LEVEL OF
SYSTEM USAGE

EXPERIMENTA . EXPERIMENTAL
L RESULTS (X) RESULTS (Y)

EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS(Z)

MARGINAL
PROBABILITY
OF SYSTEM
USAGE

'.mQH(~

WW(L)

MARGINAL
PROBABILITY

p(X AND H)=.45p(YAND H)=.09 p(Z AND 8)=.36 P(1I)-.9

PO' ANDL)=.03 p(Y AND L)=.Ol p(Z ANDL)=.06 P(L»-.l

pQ()=.48P<Yr.lO p(Z)=.42 TOTAL=l.OO

p(X AND.H)
p()(;ANE>.···l..} ,
p(YANOH)
p(Y ANO'L)
p(ZAND H)
p(Z.AND L)

=p(XIH) * p(H) =.5 * .9
=p(XIl.}* p(L)=.3~ •• 1
=p(YIH)*·.p(H)·..····•. =.10* .9
=p(YIL) *p(L) .='.1 * .1
=p(~IH)'*p(H)=.40* .9
=p(ZIL) *p(L) = .6 * .1

=.45
=: .03

=.09
= .01

=.36
=.06

For-each .ofthe three option (A,B>and",C),nowweneed to calculate, high
and low system usage probabilitiesioWecannotuse tneinformatior1systern
personnel .. estirnates .(.9~higtlsystem .lJSageand "'.1 =10'11' 's)'stemusage)
becausethoseprobabUitieswere:estimatedindependentofexperimentation.
The posterior probabilities are now calculated (given on the 'next page).
Although the new system changes have not been made yet,· the calculations
are based on sensitivity analysis experimentation.

p(HIX) = p(H and X)/p(X) = .45/.48 = .9375
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p(LIX),= p(L and X)/p(X) =,.03/.48=·.0625;
p(HIY)=:p(H anctY)/p(Y) =.091.10 :: .90
p(LIY) = p(L and Y)/p(Y) = .01/.1 =.1
p(HIZ) = p(H and Z)/p(Z) = .36 /.42 = .857

, p(LIZ) = p(landZ)/p(Z)= .06/.42 = .142

All, of the, necessary information is now available and the expected
monetary"cost for each'options"'carii"be' calculated~ .The calculated cast is
given in table six on the following page.

The cost of not allowing changes was calculated to .be. $792, 679. The
sensitivity analysis payoff results (listed' in tabl~.s~xonpage,'tal. reveal that
despite dramatic probability change when the system usage is expected to
be high, recommendations remain unchanged. i.e~ Whenthe study suggests
that the computalion needs will·· increase orwhen the study suggest that the
computation needs will remain same, choose option B. When the study
recommends that the computation needs will decrease,do not upgrade
CPU.

TheSerisitivity Analysis Payoff Results also "reveal that despite dramatic
tprobability' change when the system usage is expected to be high,
reco,mmendations remain unchanged. However, the decision tree cost
increases by $ 45,761($756,465~710,704). T~at. is, whe~ thestu~y

suggest$ that the computation needs will increase or when the study
suggest that the computation needs will remain same, choose Option 'B.
When the study suggest that the computation needs will decrease,donqt
upgrade CPU.

Additional cases with new probability could be constructed to review the
effect of probability changes in· decision making ·.process.

7. Case Analysis .. Cost, Sensitivity Analysis

In the previous section, probability simulation was done to see the effect
of. conditional probability" and .the corresponding ...changes .' in .the· posterior
probabilities and " decision making ....• process.;Simil~r ,analysis can,'·be
performed for costs to calculate the sensitivity point where the costs for two
decision'nodes are. equaL,; This wlil-help assure the integrity··of.a solution
recommendation.
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TABLE SIX
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0.48

0.1

0.42



CASE ANALYSIS:

Table 3 provided l.hecoslcalculation for all three options with high and low
system usage~. Lin~G lists the total five year· cost for each option.
Whereas. all oth~r costs are fairly straightforward. some doubts can' be
raised about lost strategic advantage costs. increased operational costs etc.
for Option C given on line E. Table Seven on next page shows that if the
lost strategic costfor'Opti~r(C. when the system usage is high. is reduced
from the original cost 0,"$668.855 to the new cost of $563.697. it matches
with the resulting node 'Calculation recommendations of Option B when the
study suggests an upgrade~,:The results are shown in Table seven on the
following page.

W~at Is the significance ?

What this really means is that the lost strategic advantage cost listed
originally in Table three can go down from $668.855 to $563.697 for Option
C' before a decision change will take place. Between the range of $668.855
to $563.697 there is no change in recommendations.

8. Case Analysis· Recommendations

This study recommended the following for the Meriter Hospital.

* ·When the. statistical stUdy suggests that the computation needs will
increase.Option-B(upgrading HP 3000/950 and HP 3000/960 with HP
3000/992) should be chosen.

* When the statistical. study suggests that the computation needs will
remain same. Option-B:(upgrading HP 3000/950 and HP 3000/960 with HP
3900/992) should :be chosen.

* When the study.suggests that computation needs will decrease, Option-C
should be chosen.

The observed probability ,and the given cost should be critically evaluated.
The sensitivity analysis .will help provide the ranges in which a given
solution will remain unchanged.
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TABLE SEVEN - REVISED FIVE YEAR FINANCIAL COST CALCULATIONS

OPTIONS AND CATEGORY OptlO-N-A IOPTlO.
C

N·.•-.••.·.. A ·.10..••...• I>.,T...·.I.O.N-,S...·•... ··IO•.•... P....• TION-S..... IOP1l0N.-C ..••..•J.O.··...P.....T.I.PN....-.CHIGH USAGE LOW USAGE HIGH USAGE LOW USAGE HIGH USAGE .••••. LOW"USAGE
(960/980) .. (960/980) ":(992) .. >. ·,(992) .. < (NO CHANGE (NOCHANGE

~. YEARLY MAINTENANCE COSTS

B. PRESENT WORTH OF YEARLY HEWLETT
PACKARD MAINTENANCE COSTS

C. PRESENT WORTH OF YEARLY MERITER
MAINTENANCE COSTS

D. lWO CPU ADVANTAGES

E. LOST STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE COST,
INCREASED OPERATIONAL COST, ETC..

F. UPGRADE PRICE FOR EACH OPTION

$32,352

$129,182

$31,145

($10,000

$0

$560,300

$3~,3521: $22,75~

$129,1821 $90,849

$31,1451 $0

($10,0001' $10,000

$381,3401' $0

$560,3001 $593,3~

$22,752

$90~849

~$O

$10,000

$403;829

$593;343

$32,35~

$129,182

$31,145

($10,00()

$563,697

$0

$32,352

;$129,182

$31,145

($10,000

$118,855

$0

G. TOTAL FIVE YEAR COST FOR EACH
OPTION $742.9791 $1,124,319

7002-16A
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IV.'CONCLUSIONS:

A systematic approach 'to•. thejustificationproCess,Js recommended. To
recapitulate the concept, we, as InformationS)'$tems, personnel" when
convinced of a need to upgrade a,' system,·, eQUid' jystify the upgrade by
combining finan.~ialandstatistioalil"lforl11atiQrrintodeeisiontree analysis for
a better decision making proc(itss.
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SharePlex/ix: ·.··RP3000 Clustering. Solution

BylryaIiDea!1<.. ." ...." '< .

Belllett-Pa.cJtarc1 ..·.~ommercia~.S:Ys~81Ils •.•Divis~on
19111 pruneriCSgeAve,c::upertlno, CA95014

(408) <4.t'-5591

paper'700~

The computer industry press anc! consultants' have
foc::used •very~ea.vilY ". ()n clusteri~C1 •.. ~!lchno~ogy over .....~~e
l.a.~t··· •• ·lJeveralY!l~rs.·~ Even···· w~th· •••··all···t.h~~.i,~ress p()yera.ge,
maDycEO' s,.IS.anaqers, and" illS prOfessionals are
st~~~.. a.SXillg" .. ' '.'t~emsel!~s, ?, ••. t!~Y .... IJh~~1.~ Ica.re. <about
cluster~?How... wi~l·it·'tiel.P,,:ybusinelJlI? And,~o~' CS()I
Jtnow\~f •••.. i~.··,,·,·w~llmeet···· •• mYbusi.De,s· s·····neec1s~.. .T~~S··.p~p..r·.8
o~jective is~oh~lpa~s1fersome"()f ~:tu~seq11esti()~s~
par~. lof this· pa.J?er. ,!ill~i..y~abri"~·<:d~fiDitioD·a.DfS
~Dtro.ductioD ..... to c::lu~ters. part.·.~.yil:l.......•.. c1~!J~~~S fi'v..
major poiDtsto~con~ic!er·wh~n·:-:Y0 .u ;a.:re eva.l\lat~~q .. a
clust~r. pa:rt3will.analy~e> a.>:ricti.ti.o~lJ ,mail orc!~r

compa.ny's .computiD<.l';need;IJ' .a~CS .. "show.. how the BP3000
SharePlexlix clusteriJlg implementation'can meet those
needs~'

PAR.T 1: An Intro'ductionto Clusters

Th.e term '.clustetinq·was. pfec:lominan~ly ~ssociated with
Digii;:al Eqtiipment' corpoz-atioJ.l' s<Vct.xc~l1ster.lir,t~...of
soluti'olls in the ~id .•·•.198~ 's. .... Recentl:Y ,many' veJlc:l0rs'
have used the :word clustering to describe tneir
solutions and tne term nas developed a very broad
definition~A~ign level. def~nition of clt1stering .<.is:
MUltiple .' systems .. l()osely cOlIJ;)led~h.rough software,
n.ardw~re- and networki.ng to provide computiqg
cal?abilit:ies . that .. are ...~llobtainablewith.a. ~ing1.e
system. ". Loos~ly cottpledmeans 'thq't> thesy~temsare

more ·closelyl4-nked .,tllCin •rnereIycoJ;lUltunicatingwitll.<each
other> .()~er netw0:t:"kiilg, .but .are nC?¥' as .... : tigntly
integrated .asa'mul.ti-pr.oces£;or "bqsc:'d ~¥stem like.a
HP3000 series 992/200'wnerebotn oft.ne'processors are
in one bOx. .

Industry consultants have bounded tnis definition
furtner by adding specific requirements. '. Ab~rdeen
Group's 1992 resea'rch papc:r entitled, ."cluste.ring: ..:An
alt.ernative grow-th"'arid operations patn" offers this
definition:
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"A multi0110ci~ c()mpp:t:er ...•. ~X;;1:.elU wl'l~~h ..·has
o a single-system'viewas seen by users,

programmers, ope~~tor~'iCl~ci administrators
o provisions .f()r~nh~ncedClvailf1bility.•.. ! ...••.....•.•.. '(.

o sYe;tem wige operations ~nq mClnagElmellt: ~eat\1res
o shared cluster-wide facilities for print queues,

batch queues, file systems and peripherals
o a graceful increm~~~ill\g~p~~capability
o flexible configuration through interconnect

al)dt.qp()~ogy op1;~on~.,.

What are the ~dvan~ages of ulSing .ultiplesystems
clqstered tQget:tler vers;us ()nelarge <system~ .,.Fi17st,
multiple e;yst~ms .. a~lowdi3.ta:r4apl~cilt.ionove:ralQllger
distancet1'lan a .. s~n9l~.systemis;o the <dilta .... is prQt:ec;ted
~r()madisaste:r:-•....•. ( f ~re, 'VClndalism,natuJ;al gisaste:r). A
single.·system'.sdata,replication .(1 ike disk mirroring)
capabilities.are usually limited to a singledata
center, or at b~sta single building. If the whole
data '. centeF was etfectedbyadisaster (like the World
,!,:t;~dE! C~nter bomb explosion), both copiesot .'. tOe ..dat.a
~ql.1;~d '. be . lost.... Even if the business·· haQ.acces~toc:l
s.ystem 9utside, the .. range CJf. the disaster ,t.heywould
still have a slow recovery from off-site tapes, and' .all
of· the day's transactions would be lost.

Second, mUltiple redundant systems do not allow a
single point of failure on a particular system to shut
down the company's entire processing capabilities.
Some fault tolerant systems· also. . provide .', . this
redundancy, but the costisvery'high, andl()()s~ng a
single geographic location due to <lisastex; remains an
issue.

Third, clustering allows a modular horizontal growth
path for adding new processing power or off-loading
stressed systems during peak periods. If a mission
critical application's performance goes down every time
a query/quiz report is run, another system can easily
be added. The query/quiz jobs are moved to the new
system, and this frees UP. the main applicati.on. A
single system implementation would .. require an 1J.pgrade,
which would impact system availability, and might
require an expensive box swap.

Forth, clustering distributed systems allows your
computing.ellvironment mold around yourbusines.s,rather
than centering your business around ..your computers.
The "glass house" environment often has difficulties
being flexible, which results in slower application
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development, and sluggish respol):se to
pressures.

c:ompetitive

Most clustering solutions do 'not meet the Aberdeen
Group definition, thus they don't provide all of the
above clusteringbenefit~. Most so called clusters
r'ecently< introduced ar~. ..... only a .. glorified "SPU
switchover" solution. ~h.is usuall;yenta.,ilstwo ,systems
which can ". back' up · one another in> ,.. the event that ,one •of
the systemsf,ails •. Th~se sy~tems .. ,.....,\1sually " bQth .... l1~ve
physical connection to a single set of disk'drives.
There. is "certainlynothingwrollC}'. ,. with. this .... typ.e of
product'becauseitserv~s a:defiqite role;> it is
questionable, however, to: term this a~true cluster,.

Tner~.are s.everal"true" .cltistersont.he .' market ..... t~day
t,hat mee't.all ormostofthe,Abef<1eenGrp\1l?;defin.ition.
Each vendor has a. differentme-thodology ,of
implementation, . and eC).ch ll~S . ,its st.rengthsand
weaknesses .... Illevaluating. aclu~tering so~ut.ion, 'it .is
very" importatl't .to C,Orlcent.:rwate >on your business needs,
not the techni'cal implementation.

Part .2: Evaluatinq a Cluster

An MIS'. manag~rwho fscon.:sidering the move to clusters
m.ustcontelOplat.ethe to:tal·. impact. to. their business.
I!llder~tandingth.efbllowingfive 'areas is critical:

1) }lOW '·cluste:ringimpa.cts 'a .' company's busines's
operations'.

2) What effect the cluster has on the end user.
3) How ac:l\1~ter imEactsMIsopera't.~ons .,"
4) ~he lev'eland:~a'litypf've:gd()rsupport

,5) The cost of the'complete'c1us:tering solution

ll>Effect on Business operations;

A clusteri.ng implementation can give a business a
distinct,competitiv-e advatltagebY .. provia:illga .,disaster
tolerant' computing environment, and by increasing the
gener~~dC).ta,.. avai:i.ability through :rweducing !:loth pl,anned
and unplanned s~stem outag~si~>The.,busilless can also
benefit'throqgh tneflexibil~tythatclu.st.eringbrings.

If a disaster were tohit,"'all cbrporateeyes would
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fall .qnto the.MISJDan~ger. One who has implemented a
good recovery plan is an automatic hero •••• one who
doesn't usually needs to polish the resume. A well
implemented cl.uster solu~ion should restore close to
normalopet"~ti.qnswithin ..~. hour.

A . cluster. survives a di~aster 'by making ··.an . exact copy
:<or rep~ic~'tion) .. o~ th~ .application enyironment, and
making·itavail.able.,tg.theuser •........ A disaster ". can h~t
and destroy. the pJ;imary copy of theappligation, .... and
the.userswouldtl;1ensimplyacc~ssthe secondary copy.

In evaluating a cluster ••·fordisastertolerance, ask the
following qtIestions:.. .. Are . there any.. . distance
limitations to the cluster's replication capabilities?
Some disasters .. are .conside.rate enough to.. . .limit .
themselves to a small geographic area, but others .. can
effect a regiol'l forh.undreds of miles.... Can the entire
application .environm~nt be replicated (databases, flat
files, illdexed files ,programs, JCL,etc.), or.c~n on.ly
tlle .. database . be replicated? . Data is definitely the
most important asset to have replicated,.. b'l1t .....it ... is
useless if the rest of the application environment is
not available, or takes a long time for reconstruction.

other replication qtIestions to ask are: Is the
replicatioll automatic, or. does it reqt1ire operator
intervention? Is the secondary data real time, or is
it old and out of synch? Can the secondary data be
accessed, or is it a stand-by copy only? Can one
system be down without destroying the t"eplication
process, or can the secondaries "catch up" and re-synch
themselves?

A clustering ~rchitecture that allows disaster
tolerance gives 'the MIS manager a real opportunity to
be a hero. Most businesses today are susceptible to
natural disasters, vandalism, terrorism, data center
fires, and other long term system outages. The effect
on a business can be devastating. Yoti.·might be asking
yourself if you really need to be prepared<for.tll~rare

disaster ,butc()nsider the following .sta.,.tistics;ta,ken
from "Contingency PlanningStrategies/90",.1992<:

.50% ...of '. all. companies (relia1'lt on c·omputer
i:echnology) ..... whoexperiellce .a ..• disaster. and do not
recover within 10 business days either never
recoverfinancial1y.or tile Chapter 11.

A recent united states Government stUdy has shown
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that 93% of the firms which bad a major datCl
procE!ssing disaster were out of' business in five
y·ears. THe chances of surviving stich anou.t~cje
are only 7 in 100.

Industry' 'rSf;earch .has shown that the critical
functions.ofai:>usiness.cannot continuemorethari
4 .~.8 .~aY's (3.fte:acat.~str9PI1.ehasoccuJ:;red where
norecove~procedures. are .inprog:r:E!ss •.

Most 'companiesbe:iaieve '.... thattheir ... clisaster<recovel.¥
pl~:tl..~i.s •. suf~~cient,andtllat .. they.have .tbe .. expertisein
h.c>useto rec.l;"~atetheil: computing.envfronmenf.. . ." They .
fail. to '. adequately. 'estiInatehowlon~itwi;lltake.to
recreate' the environment, and the resulting business
impact due to the delay. The impact of. the disaster,
and •.. irl sOl1\ecases.the.·.··co~poration'.s .....• apility.to .... survi:ve.,
~~.Rends .... on how.qqic]{ly t,n.ey can ... re,-e$t~blish .R.r.ocessing
operation~.:Ag~.in,.cons.ider·tl1~~ollQwingstatistics
from ."contingency .... Planning strategies/90", 1992.

'The 'National Fire Protection Associaf.ion
'es~imate~that:..ov~r40%of all pompanies wh.ich
l()o:set.l'1sir vital..:reco.rdE.!>to a fire fail to
sl.1rvive the<l1extbu~in~ssY'ear.

Th~A,'ve19age..···fiJ;1ll .... looseo.2% ·..to.3~~of. total gross
sales.> Within ... the ...fi~sttend'lY's.qafter its data
processingbe.c:()mes..•.·.·non...;.operational.

This paper has focused heavily on disasters not because
it is .,theD\ostill\:portanf. .(f~ature pf a cluster,but
because.> iti.s .the>mos-e oft·enove.:r:looked. This' isn·it .a
scare J~ac'tic'. ..b'UtCin ..' ef~qrt. .' 'to· gause ,signi.ficCint
:'t,houg1l.~ .' ..on···thEl> sllPjtact.'I'hefoll()~~n~.paragra:ph.s will
ll1()rebriefly.disc'U.ss.tn..e ot1l..~? posieive effects that
clust~ringnasonthe,business.

The majority bf·syste11l.anddat.Cl outages·arenot.cau~~d
by disasters, but are attributed to the more mundane
hard,!~re,.. . :s.()ftware and networki~g.• failures;- ....•.' A s imple
hardware ·failu.retnatreguires;(i ·.hours> ofpownti.ll\e .. ". '.. (.CE
'l:~~po~S;e, parts •• procux.;.emellt ,trave,l,. till\e,f~i.xtime,
~ebo()~,till\E!,...• etc.)Aan ... 'de",astate ... certain ..'. in~ustries,
even'i.f. it,qnly .occurs on8~··eyerY1;w().··years •....... Imagi.l'le a
Cl~,r·.· rentalagencyatCimaj()rairportsuf~eringa.6;hour

system downtim~du:I"i:ngrushhourbusiness.. travel. The
line at the counter would .grC?w and '.' groW'.,.while ... the
p('Jmpet.it.ive . Ci,ge:nCY ..at .th~very next counter woul.ci.~e
speeding ... t.hei:rplientsj"ntC).. their cars. It wouldn't
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taJ.te·· long. befbre people .... in the long 'lines simply 'walked
to'~another .cQunter, possibly takingthei.:r loyal ' r~peat
business' witn them.

Lengthy system configura,tions, re-cabling, pr,oduct
inst'allati~nsand even . data center' moves can a;so cause
serious down ·.tilne ~ Ify;otl have complete "i'ndependent"
redundancy, each of these .. scenario~can be ... handled by
replicating the environment, switching the users to the
~ecQndaryenvironment, and continuinc;Joperation.
l'Independent" redundancy means .that the ,,'redundancy . is
notbuil t into the same "phys~cal piece of equipJIlent.
Many fault tolerant systems have redundancy, but each
piece can not' be managed, changE!d "ormoved
independently. ' '

Look for a cluster that has the ability to fully
replicate every component;, in the cluster. This allows
you to choose the level of redundancy .. you "are willing
to pay for, and the level of risk you are willing to
live with. Most companies are willing to live with
some level of risk, but you don I t want the. cl~ster

vendor to make that decision for you. You also want
to examine the clusterlsfailover proce,dures. Howlong
does it take to get the application back· up and running
again? Does it require operator intervention? You
will pay ,a substantial ,premium for speed and
automation. Be sure to carefully analyze what your
business requirements are, and compare that to the
cost.

High availability and disaster tolerance are not the
only way that clustering impacts the business. The
typical data center environment has traditionally
required the business to structure itself around the
data, rather than structuring the data such that it
fits around the business. Clustering, as long'asit is
geographically unlimited, allows centralized or
decentralized computing.

It is just as important 1;,0 make sure the~yst:em

management of the cluster has'. centralized,.. and
decentralized .qapabilities' for ;maximum ,opera:t;i()nal
flexibility. Youwillneedq solutiori that you can
manage, ora.tleast logically view, from a central
lQcat~on. Without this capability, you can imagine
three 'operators in three differen1=.· .states (or
countries). talking on the telephone w~tp each. other in
order to synchronize their. opeJ:'ations. The best
solution to distributed, lnulti-system managemen.t is a
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wo~lcstati()n.. or group of .w()rk~tations.,that has complete
moni.toring.· ~nd ,90l'1trol···. ()f .·all .. the E;yste~s.

Ariother way cluster~ngls.. ' flraxibility "benefits the
busine~~ is in its modular:'groWth.,.path. capability.' . You
need to e~a~ille the' ", scalabilj.tyof the solution", as
wella~ the top-end connectiVity•. Some cluste~~ ar~
limited to only two or,. three nodes, others can handle
tlr{enty, 'th.i.rty, even a. "hundred, or more,nodes., Another
key" area.,\:o exaUiine ,are t.ne .. :limitat~ons of
compatibility of ," nodes'in the " ,·clusters. . How many
versions" of ,the '., "operating .systelU can coexist? What
typ~ .of .·networking connections are ,.required to Cid" a
node? These questions will help you evaluate the true
flexibility of the solution.

2) The ,Cluster's.Effect on ,the End User

Tile goal, ' of. a.' clu~teririg implementation' should., be
c0tnp:Lete transpar~ncy to the end user. An Qptimal
solution should ,allow the .user to! view the entire
cJue;ter:as, 0lle. lar~e, t:;ystem. , Whether . the ",user is
running 'anaJ?,plication, , qu~r:yingmultlple databases". or
sellding a:}:)rint ".out to,. a remote printer,., th.euser
sllould .not " be "required to know system I. D. t ~', or any
networking commands.

The most difficult question to assess it what level of
transparency ,is .reqUired in .the. event: ()f a system
failure .. therca are solutions that can completely hide
f~il1,lres within .the, ..:clust:er,,~nd tllat have capabilities
to redirect in-fliCjht transactions. This level of
failure usually requires re-engineering of the
application, and" a "sophi$ticateci .., two phase commit
protocol ·transaction manager. The 'bad news is that
tllis solutioIl, is,asexp~nsive as it sounds, complicated
(unless you al:~writing the application from scratch).
Again, this is where you must decide'if your business
ac,\:ually ,.r~quires "this level of implementation. Most
busin~sscan live with a rare, ten to thirty .. minutes
system outage that ,requirs.t.he, users. to re-establish
their sessions on the secondary ',system•. ,' This, is
obviously not a~desirable, but the level of complexity
and, cost is. greatly reduced. ,', 'In the future, the' market
will naturally demand shorter outages and seamless
failovers as a standard.

Your userS al1a.applications should.also see a neutral
to positive performance illlpactwith clusters. Some
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times an app±~cation ,.Qr 'Cifroup .:()(~~plicClt~()ns •. seems
better suited forasingie large system environment.
It.~ example of thts ... is;. some h1gh disk I/O batch
a~plic~~ions,o~ Q9casi()nally .•... ;an'," on~in«a; 'app~~catipn
that requ~~es' ... atr~in$ndQuE;iClmount of ',random physiqal
d~sk I/O. .Clus~er~ng somt~~l(~s"'struggJ.ef:1witl1.this ~Ype
()f. agplication distribut~()n J=)ecauseJlllthe'disk.I,IO 's
must ":pass ,'tprou<;Jh, .... n~tw()+kifig,~": inf:1t~ad of ", '.' diredt~¥
between ,tile . 'CPU .... and its' disc dr~v~s~ . In these .'. case~,
performance analysisca:n help,det~:rmine'. the be~t ,way,
if . at. all, .to:structu~e the .•.·appli~a.ti9n. UsuallY.the
~ypical end users "u~ittg an OLTP .,~PPlication ..... will~ot
notice any 'performanQe difference between accessing
Iocalbr remote·data.

3) Effect on the MIS Operations department

Managing multiple systems which are loosely coupled and
geograph~cally <:iistributed can be very qhallenging.
Cost and complexity can get out of hand ,unless the
cl~ster offers central monitoring and control
capabilities. MonitQring the entire c~usterusi~ga

standard console on each,node of the,. clust.er .• ·is,ve~
inefficient. A gJ;ouP Qf operatox-swQuld be.requix-ed to
monitor many consoles" readi..l1g ev~ry,. message, .. a,nd
waiting for some exception condition which requires
their attention. A consolidated console implementation
is a better solution, and the next step up fromth(ltis
the concept of. "management .•·by .. exception" with the ",aid
o~ a graphical user ....interf~ce. , 'This ... feature grows in
importance as' number of systems, 'the geographic
distribution, and th~general complexity 6fthecluster
grows.

4) The Quality ofyendorsupportfor the cluster

If YO\l"deci~ethataclustering envir9n~ent is a good
fit for your business, the last ,thing you need is poor
vendor support .... First and foremost, the support should
cover the entire cluster. . .The toughest prQbl~lll¥ou

will encounter is tile undefined problem where yo~"do
not "know .if it. is .networking , hardwCi~e, O/S, ."or the
clusteri,.ng software who I s at: ~ault., ". Unf()rtunately,
undefined problems usually cause 'the customer to end up
on.. the. short of the st.ic~beca\lset.hevarious vendors
involved all point."at one another 'as ',the CUlprit •. This
is when you need a single telephone contact who will
manage the problem 1:9compl.eteresolutiQO. Ifmultil>le
companies are inv()lved, they must have 'a seamless
approach to managing the support.
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If~ouarelo()kingforlong'term cluster support {whlch
mostpeopl~ are), look for a vendor with a solid
f~nanc.::iCl1.bac~ground, a good reputation and proven
supportcapabiliti.E!s.. A vendor with an international
~upport int;rastruct'llre should.alsob~<considered.soyou
dOllQtg:rowout of... the vendor's. capabilities. You

·neverkn9w wbE!na,mergeri acquisition or~multi-national

expanslqIlwil:J..agd new rE!quirements 'to the cluster
support.

All of the benefits and ~apabilitieswith>clustersare

useless if the ·····solut.ion 1S not cost effective. Be
careful to note that theup-.front cost is very rarely
the .bottom l,ine.,. Make sure,· to understand -the
scalability of thesolutiQn. Some clusters today are
very dependent on $pecialized,expensive,. and
il"lf1.ex.i.ble add~on "products. The optimalclustering
soluti.onCi,;lloWs:easy cOIlV'e;rsiQn from a> standard
multi':llode '.' enyi~ofllllent{to-a._ clustet!edenvironment, .. and
an. easy '. 11lodulargrowt.h . patn.When. _m~ving .. '.' .from the
"eIltt!y level. cluste17" "'t:o 'tne .. '·prellliumcluster'':,'doesit
re@i;.:t:;ene.w :,b.at!d~are,. NetWQrki;ng, ox; .Application 'code
chattges? I fi..td~es fyou>.canbe assu,red cthatyouwill
pa.yapremiullle. 'l'heseciependencies.<canlockyou,into a
solution that .will cost "you heavily.lnt-helo.ng run~

In sununary,it is very easy ·to .:ge'tcaught.upinthe
clustering phenomenon and the potential benefits to
yoqrbusiness. Tryt.o.exerciseasystematic ·appr.aach
to ~v;a1.uati.ng>andana.Iy~i.ng the Dest solution. The
most common mistake is over-buying on cluster
capability bells and whistles that you and your
businessdo;n'tre~l¥y, need .'1'hesecondmos'tcommon
mi,stake, .howeVer, is be·comi.ng .itOO··complacentwith -your
MIS strategy and dismissing concepts like clustering
whichcanlea.dtoaUl'lCOl1\peti.tive·business:.

Part·· 3: understanding SharePlex .in a Sample
Env.i.ronment

Before diving into our sample environment, weLwill
review the basics of the HP3000 SharePlex/iX solution.
Sh,areJ:'lex is an umbre.lIa:. arc·nitecturefora . number of
integ:r:ated product$. Thekey-,eaablingt.echnologies.are
Qp-en:Vi~w Systei1D; MCl·rlClg·er, Which provides central
managem~nt. arid cont1701~,of. the.> cluster>, .and. ..NetBase,. a
se't1 . of .sC?f''t:,.warep'roductswhlch enables loos.ecoupling
of mUltiple" HP3000 .systems.
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OpenView System Manager is a windows-based PC
workstation'product that works in conjuJlctionwith the
HP3000, and utilize avery easy to<usegraphica1 user
interface. The' workstation can grapaica11yshow alI'of
the clustered, systems on a sinqlesc:a:eell, al.lowing
every node in the cluster to be viewed by one operator.
The workstation can also be divided ,up (up to-seven
workstations) 'so that particUlar tasks like tape
management, I/O control, etc., can be automatically
directed to a given workstation. This allows the MIS
department flexibility in how to" organize their
operations. These workstations also have full console
control over any system in' the cluster, so an
o.peratorless environment 'ispossible ), for remote nodes •

'Netbase is the second key technology in Sh~rePlex.

Where networking products (local' or wide ares)
<physically connect the nodes within q

@" the cluster,
Netbase can be considered as the "glue" that logically
couples the nodes together. NetBase 'is a software
product that resides between the applications and the
operating system on each HP3000·· node. This software
intercepts application requeston'the operating system,
and decides which node' within the cluster owns··... the
requested resource. Various caching and pre-fetching
techniques are used by NetBase to greatly improve
remote access·performance.

NetBase is comprised of four fundamental components:

,Network File Acces,s (NFA), a central file system to
provide file and database access transparently to
users and application.

Shadowing, allows local or wide area network
replication of data structures, programs, JCL, etc.

NBSpool Plus, a master print manager and router
to give users and applications seamless access to any
printer in the cluster

AutoRPM, which gives end users transparent.access and
execution capabilities to any program or application
in the cluster.

'Although OpenView and Ne,tBase are the primary
technologies,ShareP1ex·leverages other strengths of
the ,HP3 000,software and related'<products. For' example,
'All,Ba~se SQ.L'sfeatures,such:as dynamic log switching,
online backup, .. online database ··restructuring contribute

l,-f':
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to the overall data availabi,3.,'!:ty,. Products such as
OpenView DTC manager allow single workstation
management·o:f>al.ltheDistributedTerminal'Controllers.
These arejust,twQ.examples of the sec,ondary.products
that serve specific functions within SharePlex.

FO.r our sample environment, we will us.e" a,telephone
based mail-order business called Widgeti''.l'eleca.t:, (or
WTC).'.l'his example is not meant to show the only
possible use of Share,PI..ex, but merely" an:exampleofa
very good business fit. WTC is roughly laid out as
follows:

site 1: Telemax-keting Center in Miami, F~loridCl

o 500·Telemarketers answering telephones, .inputting
orders

o HeavyoLTP application 2500 ~- 5000 orderl;> input per
hour

o Ordering hours are 7 days/week @ 24 hours/day
o Heavy read/updates on the Customer Database, heavy

read and light update on the Product Database

site 2: Shipping,and..Invehtory Control Facility in
Dallas, Texas

o 24 hour shipping capability
o Inventory control
o Nightly batch updates
o Heavy read/update' on the Product Database,hei3,'YY

read and light update on the Customer Database

WDT'stypi~al business day (a very simplified example):

Telemarketing Center

7AM to llPM - Telemarketers heavy transaction load
llPMto 7AM - Telemarketers light transaction load

Inventory,Control" Center

7AM to lOAM - Various shipment schedUling and
InYentory' control querY reports

lOAM to 5PM - Inventory control online transactions
4PM to 7PM - Second shift shipment scheduling
llPMt06AM - In.ventoryreceiving C4ndrestocking

online transactions
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WDT's maj or,MIS ~~,;;;",,;;;;,~==-~

1.) Order throughput of· ~,the 500 'relemarketers
2) 24 h()uravail~il<ity of the Telemarketing

application
3) No system outage of over 30 minutes for any reason

(,includingregiol1al dlsaster)
4) Ease'and ,cohesiveness 'of distributed systems

management
5) Flexibility for future growth'

As you can see (in diagram 1), the 992/200 in Miami
shadows both the customer Database and the complete
Telemarketing application environment onto the Dallas
987. Likewise, the 987 i'n' Dallas shadows' the
Product/Inventory .., Database . and the. complete
Shipping/Inventory application environment to Miami.

Widget TeleCat Mailorder
Dallas Miami

Inventory Control
and Shipping

Telemarketing
Center

HP3000
987

Product Database ~rl~r~-- - - - - - - - - - - -""~

Inventory/Shipping ~ r:!:! ~ ~ ~ ~
Applications Primary - - - - _.- - - - - - - - -~ Shadow.

Gh:'O*--U - :" - - - - - - - ..~rl;-arJ

ESh~ov}-------- ------~
(Diagram 1.)

Customer
Database

Telemarketing
Applications
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By splitting up the application this way and utilizing
the SharePlex configuration, all of the ·.MISLrelated
major<issuesare addressed. Let's. take them one at a
time.

1) Order throuqhput of.tlTe 500 Telentarketers.

Through offloading the query/qu.izusers to another node
in the cluster, the Telemarketers have virtually
exclusive use of .the 992/200 '.• so tha.'ttelephone ··orders
are c.ompleted quickly . Even if a series of CPU
draining query/quiz rep.orts were' run ut.ilizinqthe
Product •. ·or customer Databa.set> they would.only impact
the 9'87 in· Dallas. For the Customer < Database: updates
that occur from the 987 based applications, NetBase
would automatically direct the updates to the 992/200
with minimum .;. impact.. It is also 'importa:ntto1'1otethat
this application division is completely transp-a.rent· to
the end user.

2) 24.·hour/availabili2ty; of' the Telemarketing
app'l:itcat.io...D..afiand

3) No system outage of over 30 minutes for any reason

These two issue)'.s gohand-in-hand in a Sh'arePlex
environment. ·'Shal."ePlex/ iX·. is extremely 'wellsuited .. 'fOr
disaster' recoverythl."ough cO'lnplete a.pplication
enviltonment: replication. . Therepl.tca:tion' . capabilities
includesda;tabases; . (both Image and SQL),flatfiles!,"
KSAM files,- programs, JCL,; etc. The replication
function is ..•... automatieally ....managed . by the '. N~tBase
portion ofSharePlex·,·Jand .·.··is·virtually.realtime.so the
data at -the secondary sites: ,is'compietely'up .•••• to date ..
This/allows>·a·fullrecovery of' a company's business
criticalapplicatidns within 30 minutes. These
replicated sites a.lso·have no distance limitations so
that 'even the worst regional ,'., disaster can, be withstood.

For example, if a fire were to break out in ,the
Telemarketing data center, the telemarketers could
simply log on ,to t.hesecondary system in Dallas;and
continue their work. Themaj.or decision in planning
and. executing this strategy .. iSd'etermining how,powerful
a's.econdarysystemto 'employ. If the application is
divi.ded up well, 'the- secondary system should be
uti-I ized' .'heavilyduring no-rmal operation," and have the
capacity to handle all of the mission critical
applications. during a failov·erperiod.
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The data. redundancy also provides a "no single point of
fl\!lure"'configuration. Any component or group of
components ,on- one node· can fail, and another complete
application environment is available. SharePlex also
provides the flexibility to incorporate single node
high availabili'ty .options ··without interfering with the
multi-site redundancy. In this way, each node is as
"bulletproof"aspossible.

Long term planned downtime like major system
re-configurations, 0IS updates and even data center
moves·can .also be handled through switching to the
secondary site, performing all of the functions
requiring downtime,·· .and then switching back to the
primary.

4) Ease and cohesiveness ·.of distributed systems
management

The OpenView System Manager provides SharePlex the
mUlti-system management capabilities. The Miami office
could have 2 window'shasedPC workstations to <.serv-e as
the central cluster management. The two workstations
could be used as follows:

Workstation i: This workstation has the high level map
of the systems, the Netbasefunctions, and the other
major subsystems (as defined by operations). These
functions·are managed,by exception, which means that
the workstation informs the operators when there is an·
issue that requires operator attention. Instead .. of an
operator constantly scanning the hundreds of messages
rolling off the screen, they are free to perform other
functions. For example, if shadowing went down between
Miami and Dallas,the system icon (graphical·symbol on
the screen)' or the NetBase icon would turn red to alert
the operators of the event. OpenView .. could also beset
up to page the operators or technical support staff if
they were away from the workstation. All events
requiring operator attention can be monitored by this
system map workstation.

Workstation 2: This workstation is more dedicated to
the control of the cluster. ~hrough windows, the
operator can bring up anys'ystem :Ln ·the cluster and
perform any command or action·required. For. example,
the operator could restart .. shadowing, respond to tape
requests or . even perform sy.stem start-up and .shut....down.

openView System Manager can 'also be configured for
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automated response which is useful. for the many system
events "that require a standard response every time •• they
occur. If <we •• continue on our shadowinq example, the
system could automati.cally restart the shadowing
function 'without any delay or operator intervention.

5) Flexlbilityfor future growth

r..et's suppose that Widget TeleCat decid~s tbeyw~ntt()

add a customer service department, and so WTC has
secured a building in Miami across town from the
Telemarketing Center. The MIS department has decided
that the group. of .~ocustomer.service.• representatives
will useayeryimpressiyeqpplj..cation)that is very CPU
and screen I/O int~V$~ve. The application is
completely interactive,· ,and ,•• accesses both the.Customer
and .Product Databas~/,.. . yet MIS still. <i0esn't want a
heavy impact on the ~elemarlteting systems •. , .. It~s also
decided that MIS doesn't want a full. time operations
staff to. handle the newsys~em.

The solution to tills new scenario is to eitl'1~r upgrade
the 992/'200 to a 992/3000, or adda.937asa new node
in the cluster to serve as a dedicated Customer Service
system. If the 937 is added, .the MIS department has a
couple of decisions to make:

A) Should the 937 be located in the Telemarketing
Center, or local to the Customer Service Reps?
Although performance will probably notbeanissue,'the
high screenI/()rates might be better suited local to
the Reps so that the wide area network load is lighter.
All of the operations, except physical tape mounts, can
be handled centrally by ..,tl)e •... OpenView: . System Manager
workstations, ,so increased operationsstaff.is not an
issue. A dedicated 937 also guarantees that the
Telemar]{~tihg.application will nQthave performance
degradati9n if there is a ru'n on customer service.

B) Should the databases be Shadowed to the Services
Center, or should the applications utilize the central
file system (NFA) to access the databases? All of the
apPl.i9ationcodewouldbe,.local, and either method will
be 'colt\pletely ':~ransparent.".. to .', the Reps a~c1 '..... their
applica.tion~.., The 'shadowil1~Joptionwill provide' better
r~ad~faJ.7formanceofthe applicatioll ,. and wi.ll ..... .,provide
an,e)Ct.J:a .levelofJ.7edund.ancy.,. ,.The NFA option' is
cheaper, however, and'ls a little easier to manage.
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To complete our example', Widget. TeleCat will choose NFA
and utilize the'Customer Service Center 937 as a clIent
who uS.esthe'Miami·· ·and Dallas systems as the back....end
data ,server. As you can see in diagram 2, the CUstomer
Service Center system only locally houses the
application software. Our assumption here is that the
business is comfortable with their current level. of
database redundancy, and that since the interactive
application is not disk I/O bound on the databases, the
CUstomer Service Reps will not <notice any performance
degradation. .

Widget' TeleCatM:ailorder

Inventory Control
a~d Shipping

Product Database ~rl:;'ry} - - - - - - - - - - - - -"'Gha~ow)

Miami
Telemarketing

Center

Custorner
Service Center

~
... HP3000

937

Customer€ on ~ Service
~h;dow~" .. .. Primary Appllcatlona

HP3000
987

Inventory/Shipping ~!±! ~ i:i :!! ~
Applications Primary --..;. - - - - - - - -- -.. Shadow

Gh~~~W}- - .. - - - - - - - - - - -GI;;~ri) Customer
Database'

G'h~oW}-- - - - - - - - - ., - - -Grf:ri)

(Diagram 2.)

Telemarketing
Applications

The preceding example has hopefully shed some light on
how SharePlex can be applied to a business's computing
p.eed~s•., Many other, .. environments will also fit into a
coupled systems solution, and you will see more and
more vendors throwing their .hats .into th.e clus-':ering
arena. The computing trend is obviously moving away
from very large monolithic glass houses to the more
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agile mUlti-system variety. And faster networking
speeds, client-server computing and heightened
awareness of disaster recovery are but a few of the
variables that are shaping the outcome. Today, there
isn't anyone solution that is the panacea of all
computing challenges, but there are several excellent
solutions that meettoday's specific business needs.
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Paper Number: 7004
Printing Checks on LaserJets

Debra B. M. Canfield
Dairylea Cooperative Inc.

P.O. Box 4844 Syracuse,. New York 13221-4844
315-433~OI00

We've been printing~checkson LaserJetprint~rs' atDairyleafor.abouta
year and a half. Prior to that time we used a 9qO line per minute HP2566 line
printer. To say. that we're happy about the change would be an Understatement.
We're thrilled,. but as .. 1talk"Vi~b,peQple abouthow.checksare being printed at
oth~r co~panies,J find that ll10stpeopl~m:e still using line.print¥rs.

When I think a§ou~ \\Thy this is probably so,. it reminds rne ofthe case of
the'Christmas ham. Once' upon a time there was a newly married couple who
went out to. buy a ham for theirfirst(~hristmas:,together.T~e~picke~ out a nice
one, .and tbe wife.asked.the Plltcher ,to cut off a fe~jnches on th~ .~IIlall end and
wrap them up together. Her h.llslJand asked her \\Thy she Was d<),ing that. She said.
"That's just· what· you' do with hams, and it's certainly a lot easier to have the
butcher cutoff the 'end thanto do it when Igethome.","But,<why cutoff the end
at all?" he' wantedto know. She replied that her mother 'always, did it that way.
wen, he wasn'tconvinced. His. mother never cut the ends offhams. He asked his
wife to·,check with her mother and find out why. "Why'?" her mother replied,
"because if I didn't cut off the end, it wouldn't fit •in.my pan." ·The new husband
smiled when he heard the reason and said they would buy a larger pan.

Why do 'Ye keep p~inting chec~s on li~e pri~terswhenweFan~rint them
onLase~Jets?"The biggest. reason is probablybeca~sew~'ve al\Vaysdone it that
way, and we don't have the time or knowledge to worlfout a better alternative.

In this paper I'Hbeginby'discussing thebenefitsofprirlting checks' on
LaserJets. "1 expect that anyone reading this paper believes. that there are(,benefits
to. be gained,.and probably already knows •. most of them. ' For this" reason., .I'll go
over.the benefits/rather quickly., .. I .am.inc1uding •. them.in case 'yoq".IIlay,have
missed some, or need alist to use as support to present a case to make the change
from. printing checks on line printers to LaserJets.

After talking about the benefits, I'll describe the basic parts of a check, so
you can understand exactly what you need to print to create a check. Then I'll
devote the bulk of the paper to the practical considerations of how ·to go·,>about
creating them on LaserJets. Finally, I'll look at some security issues. AtDairylea
we ·use an HP3POO, but most ofthe.concepts are the Same whether· you use an
Hf3000, a Unix computer, or.even a personal computer.
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Benefits

Printing checks on LaserJets is easy.

Easy to Look At

Checks printed' on LaserJets 4re easier" to look at· than .checks printed on
line printers. The overall appearance of a LaserJet check is more professional,
and LaserJets offer more flexibility than .•. line printers. Line printers. just can't
compete with the wide variety offonts and the 300 or 600 dots per inch (dpi)
resolution available on LaserJets.

Illustration '1 on page 3'"shows' an example 'of our old line printer checks
along side our new LaserJet checks. Notice, for' example, the differences in fonts
and table arrangements, how they contribute to the overall appe~ance of the
check and how they draw attention to the most important information on the stub.

Good line printers provide some flexibility. For example, you Can print at
six or eight lines per inch, and if your line printer has more than one size font, you
can change the numberofcharacters you can print per line.

With LaserJets you can vary your line spacing by any number ofdots; for
a standard LaserJet, that's by the 300ths of an., inch. The number of characters' per
line depends on the font selected, but since there are so many more fonts available
for LaserJets, you have much more flexibility. With.LaserJetsyou can print lines,
boxes and graphics wherever you want them.

Easy to Produce

One of the things I appreciate, as the manager of an operatorless computer
environment is how much easier it is to print checks on LaserJets than it was with
the line printer. At Dairylea we print a number of different kinds of checks,
accounts payable, milk, hauling, third-party, etc., •. for a number of "different
qompanies. The following table compares what we had to do··to print checks on
the line printer with what we have to do now with a LaserJet.

Line' Printer Checks

Find the checks and verify starting number.

Load the checks •. in the printer and ,line them
up.

Watch for check breaks and printer jams. '

LaserJet Checks

Go '. in ···the .computer room and
take the checks off the printer.

With preprinted checks··on·thelinepiillterwe had to 'either enterthe cheek
number in response to a console prompt or examine the spoolfile' to •verify the
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che,ck number entered by. the user. When we. used the same check stock. for more
than one kind of check, We had to wait until the first set of checks finished
printing before we could process the next set of checks. If someone entered ·the
check number incorrectly, they had to rerun the checkjQb.

Sometimes lining up checks went well, and sometimes it didn't. I hated
the accounts payable checks for one small company. Those checks took me ten
minutes to do the lineup, and then took two minutes to print. At times I. was
.tempted to tell accounts payable to type those checks by hand. With a LaserJet,
we don't need lineup checks, so we eliminate wasted· time and wasted checks.
Every check is perfect.

We could leave the computer room while the checks were printing on the'
line printer, but inevitably that would be when there w0l.lld be a break in,the
checks or a paper jam. Paperjams resulted in ruined checks and the need for the
users to void checks and type replacements. We then had the challenge of getting
the checks lined back up to continue printing. The LaserJet rarely jams, but if it
does we simply clear the jam and· put· the printer back on line. The LaserJet
automatically reprints the ruined check. We don't need to play with the spoolfile.

Before we had a LaserJet dedicated to checks, the only things we had to do
to print checks on a LaserJet were to change the toner cartridge and put check
safety paper in" the paper· tray. With a dedicated printer, we only need to add
paper and toner when they run out.

Another problem we never have with LaserJets that we did with our
HP2566 is the potential to hang the printer when downloading. vertical format
control (VFC). When you need a VFC· file for a line printer in this class, you
must put a forms message on the spoolfile. When the forms message appears on
the console, you issue the DOWNLOAD command. As HPwarns in the manual,
if you issue the .command while a spoolfile is active, the device becomes
unavailable until you restart the system. It's never convenient to bring your
system down, and certainly not when you have checks to print.

After we finish printing the checks, the user takes over. When we printed
on a line printer the users had to run the checks through a machine to burst and
sign the checks. We eliminated this step with LaserJet checks, because we print
the checks on cut sheet paper, and the LaserJet prints the signature.

Some of our check jobs require more information on the stub than would
fit on line print~r. checks. In. the p~st we sent these overflow sheets to a separate
printer. The users would then manually merge. them in with the appropriate
checks. With the flexible formatting of the LaserJet, we rarely need to go to an

.overflow. If we do, we simply turn on duplex for that check and print it on the
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bacK, or take a plain piece. ofpaper. fromthe other tray and.print it right after the
checK;}{eepingeverything in the proper ·.order.

For members who elect payment via direct. deposit, we similarly. take a
piece of paper.from the plain paper' bin and print a confirmation thatlooKs almost
liKe a cheCK: ·We benefit by having the cheCKS allinmemberorder, whether they
receive a checK or a direct deposit·· confirmation..Besidesthe-bene.fitin>ease '. of
handling prior to mailing, the microfiche copies ofthe cheCKS' and direct deposit
confirmations we produce are now all in member number order; rather than being
sorted first by whether they "are cheCKS or direct deposits.. :

WithI.JaserJets, it's easy to make;bothman<iatoryand cosmetic..changes.
Sometimes you have to change yoUI' check format. For example, ... a few months
ago our bank: notified us that they. were. changing the· bank: through which .they
clear. our cheCKS. Therefore, we.had.to·change the ABA transit·numbers· on our
cheCKS. With preprinted cheCK· stocK, we would have had to destroy the old stocK
and order new. Besides the money loston the. unusable check stocK, it would
ha~e.tak~nweeks.togetnewchecK.s.....Si~ce ·weprint. our .che~Ks on~aserJets,.we
c~uld·easi!ymakethenec~ssarycl1angesand·implement them on. th~.·appropriate
day. We liacl no wasted.stocK and no delay.

Other changes you want to make may not be.absolutely necessary but will
improve the. appearance of your checks. You ·probably wouldn't throw out your
old check stock,butwouldmaketliechange when it waS. time to order new
cheCKS. With LaserJet cheCKS, you dOll'tneedtowaiE Forexample,dtlie
preprinted cliecKswe. usedforone.comPaIlydidn'tinclude th~irl?gfl.Wh.enwe
weremak:ing the. move to printing on LaserJets, I asKed them whether tliey would
like· tQ have tlieir lo~()~ ...• on tli~ircli~~ksa.l?ngwiththeir ?OmplUlynaIlle..That
little addition earned us positive points with little effort. It's no.probl~m.for.us if
tlieyredesign their logo, or cliange tlieiraddress.

Easyon.the Budget

Printing checks on LaserJetscall save you money. Our preprinted check
stock.costs ran •from $47 to"· $155 per" tliousarid,depending on tliecliecK. Some
cliecks required a special. size ellvelope'lllaking·. the total cost ..'evenhigher~ .. The
plain check safety paper we .nowuse. for all ourclieckscosts;$28 per tliousand.

Pritlting che~Ks on Laser!ets. reduce~inventorycarrying .costs by
eliminating tlie. needto keepaninvel1tory of many different checKs..Usi~gblaJt1k
cli~ck safety.paper, weoJlly .needto store onetrpe of checkstocK.Eliminating~ll
tli~ specialcliecK ... stock .. also.m.akes our. disaster recovery plan easier. We don't
need to store all tliose different Kinds of cheCKS off site.
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Format changes are easy to make with LaserJets. They save \money by
eliminating the loss from destroying checks when you must make .' changes, and
they eliminate printer plate charges to make changes on preprinted forms.

You can save on printer cost and mainte.nance. In our case we replaced
an HP2566 with a LaserJet IIIsi, and we save $170 every month on maintenance.
We sold the HP2566 fOf;$4,lOO and paid $4,500 for the LaserJetlllsL

It's not easy to find.a·change.that produces better results with less human
effort, and at a lower cost, .. but moving from printing checks on line printers to
printing them on LaserJets can do all of that. Perhaps unanswered questions are
the reason more companies haven't made the change. That's what, I'll try··to cover
in the rest of this paper, with the objective of providing the information you need
to get· started with LaserJet checks and the answers to questions people may ask.

The Parts of a Check

Illustration 2 on page 7:.shows an example ofa.check with areas marked
corresponding to the description that follows.

1. Bankinformation includes the bank name and location, check number, the
ABA transit number in fraction form and the MICRcoding along the.bottom.
The MICR coding includes the check number, ABA transit number and
account number.

2. Company information includes the company logo (optional), nat11e and
address and authorized, signatures.

3. Payee .information. includes the payee's name and optional address.

4. The check date is the date the check becomes cashable. -It need not be the
date of printing.

5. You don't need to write the amount of the check out in words, but it is a good
idea to do so, because that makes it more difficult for someone to change the
amount. The check programs. we write include the amount in. words. Our
accounts payable purchased. software only shows the amount as digits.

6. The·existence and layout of the check stub are entirely dependent upon your
needs. Most business applications use a stub to explain the check.

Will the increase of direct deposit eventually make checks.obsolete? If so,
and if it.· may ... be soon, why bother to make changes. to check· programs? At
Dairylea we have offered direct deposit to· our members for a number of years.
Over time more have chosen direct deposit, but this has in no way eliminated the
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need for our check programs. We still·need to calculate the checks and send. a
report to.our members. Using the same layout as an·actual check,<minus the bank
information and signatures, gives the members a report they understand.... When a
member elects direct deposit, users set·a master file flag, andwhenthe·member
comes up for direct deposit, the printer simply grabs a piece ofplain paper from
tlletop tray instead ofa piec~of.check safety paper frotnthe bottotn tray.
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Creating Your Own Checks

Certainly you can buy preprinted check stock for LaserJets. Infact, when
I first presented my idea about ,printing checks on LaserJets at my company, the
office manager was a strong advocate for using preprinted stock. She had been
-responsible for ordering the checks in the past and had concerns, because she
knew, there 'would be problems if the checks weren't right. On the other hand, I
knew that we wouldn't, be able to achieve many of the b~nefits I anticipated with
this' approach. She'became convinced when she saw the checks we printed on the'
sample check safety paper she got, and when we received notification from the
bank that the samples we sent them were fine. Now we don't even normally
bother sending samples to the bank when we make a change. Weknowwhat
we'red.oing" so we know they'll be fine.

If for some reason you can't use blank check safety paper and must stay
with preprinted, you can still make a change to LaserJets. If you do, you'll be that
much further if you can move to blank check safety paper in the future.

fi'''I"" Potential Pitfall
Ifyou order preprinted check stock, make sure it is designed for. a

laser printer.

Tell the supplier you are going to use it in a laser printer. Make them give
you a sample with some printing to try before you buy. The high temperature in a
LaserJet can make preprinted information melt, smear, or vaporize. This not only
produces poor output but damages your printer. The printer must seal preprinted
forms in moisture-proofwrapping to prevent moisture changes during storage.

One time I received an interesting sample of label stock for my LaserJet.
The paper fed into the printer fine but jammed when it got inside. I opened the
top and found the page melting and stringing out in the printer. I turned to the
salesman and said, "Designed for a laser printer? I'm sure you'll understand why
I'm not going to try the other samples you brought me."

In the remainder of this discussion I will assume the use of blank check
safety paper. ,If you decide to use, preprinted stock, some of the elements I discuss
will be preprinted for you.

The Key Ingredients

CheckSafety Paper

Most companies use check safety paper for printing checks. The'paper is
available in' a variety of colors and has a finely patterned background to make it
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difficult to copy or modify the check. Our bank's requirements are that the paper
'must be 24 Ib.MICR' bond. . Check with your own bank for their .requirements.
Check safety paper is'availablefrom many suppliers.. The best place to start is
ptobablywith the company,that currently supplies your preprinted checks.

MICR Toner and Fonts

MICRstands for magnetic inkcharacterrec(}gnition. It's the technology
most banks use to read th~ line ofnumbers.p~~tedon the bottom ofthe~heck.in a
special'MICR' font. The .font···has.cHaracteristics···the.··..•sameway·that Courier.or
~imes Romatl or any ot~erfont does:lJtlHkesomefo~ts,it .d~esn'thave spe~ial

effects like bold or' italic, and there is' only one size. Only the Jine ofMICR
numbers must be printed with MICR toner, but you can print the Whole'check
with J\t1ICRto~er,Whichisv¥hatyoudowhenyou print the wlIole check' from
scratch on a LaserJet. '

The:reare al1umberof compames that"sell/ MIGRtoner for LaserJets.
Hewlett..Packard sellsMICR toner only for the series II, III and IIID.Webuy our
MICR .toner for the,;Lasf'rJetI~Isi fromMICRTec~{address .under references at
end ofpaper). '

The ,. MICR fOllt .' isayailable>.·from,HP ••. in .a font.· cartridge'·· and ..•·undoubtedly
frOlll. otherfolltcartridge vendors· as ,welL ·MICR is also available',. (is.a. soft.· font
fr(}lll.a,number ·ofsuppliers~W~ .usetheMICR soft font included with ,Fantasia
from Proactive Systems, since we ,use theirsoft,ware to produce our checks
(ad~ess .. ~der'·refereJlgeS ateJld .of paper)....·,FantasiaautQmatically.~eeps"track of
whether the.MJCR· ..·font.• is in.·the .. printer· and..downloads .,.it wltell·necess~.

Warning! .If you use aMICI'{ so~font on a LaserJet '. seri~s4, .y~u .In,llSt adjust the
horizontal motion index to '. 8 characters per inch just after calling·the'soft font and
jl.lstbeforeprinting the MICRline~ : ¥oudo not rieedto dolliis' with earlier
models·of the LaserJet.

There is little marginfor error. Because of this,' even though the bank part
of the numbers remains the same and <we could include it with the· basic check
form, since the ,check number part varies, we wait and print the line a11at once
after we, determine thy check. number.' This' ',' way we .do not· risk bad .• spacing
between the bank number and the check number. We always go to exactlythe
same place to. print .' the .' MICR ....i?format~on.We .. have a .·.. little plastic MICR
docum~nt tem.plate we lay oyer theche~ktoverifythe exactplacement and have
never had a sample check rejected by the bank.
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,·TheABA ,transit number portion of the ··MICR information must be in
exactly the same spot for all checks. The order, layout and length of other 'MICR
number·elements vary between\banks· and accounts. Speeial· symbols mark the
beginningand<end ofeach section for most banks.. You can see these elements by
looking at your preprinted checks, but you should contact your bank to get a
specification sheet for your checks.

Including··Logos and Signatures

One ofthe t1:lings we like about producing our own checks is how easy it is
to change logos and· signatures. We no longer need to order new checks when a
logo changes or buy a new signatur~ plate for a check signing machine. We can
make all the changes ourselves.

To include ·logos and signatures on LaserJet checks, you· need to
accomplish three tasks.

1. Get the logo or signature into.acomputer·understandable.form.

2. Tum the computer code into PCL (printer command language).

3. Include the PCL in the right spoton your check.

You can accomplish the first step by scanning the logo or signature. We
use our ScanJetscanner and Scanning Gallery software to create a TIFF file. We
set the resolution to 300 dots per.inch and make the scan area as close to the
image as possible, because any· white space becomes part· of the image alld·makes
final placement on documents more'difficult. Forchecks with two signatures, we
scan each signature separately in case we heed to use one of the signatures by
itselfor in combination with a different signature on another document.

For optimum print. quality, scan an original that is the same size as what
you want to print. For example, we:printtDairylea logos in both one and two inch
sizes. Rather than scanning gne logo and scaling it to both sizes, we scanned
original logos in each size.

The way to accomplish the second and third steps depends on whether you
do all your own PCLcoding or whether you decide to use.a tool like Fantasia.
Either way, you can begin by using a word processor to print the logo or signature
to a file using a LaserJet printer driver and specifying aresolution of 300 dots per
inch... We use Microsoft Word, left justify the graphic and set all margins to zero
before printing. Because a word processor created this file, it contains general
commands at the beginning and end for page orientation, .line spacing, fonts, etc.
You must remove these commands to create a general ,graphics raster· file to print
anywhere on the.page.

We do a binary transfer of the print file to our HP3000 using a file, size of
256. We end the HP3000 filenames with the letters peL to remind us that they
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are in HP'sprinter command language~ .For logos witbmore than one size we add
a number to indicate the size. For example, DLPCLl is •. the· Dairylea. one inch
logo.... Aft~r thetransfer,w~ run fantasia's RASTCOPY program to automatically
do the PCL editing. Besides getting rid of the commands you definitely need to
eliminate, RASTCOPY also·· cleans ·.upthe file<'>/by eliminating unnecessary
commands~producing more efficient code.•.·Next we<runFantasia's FORMCONV
program to turn the output from RASTCOPYintoa form.

V(e easily. acc0111plishthethirdstep,printinrfthelogo o~;sigllature.~her~
we want it, with "FantaSia by including a GOTO command followed bya~ORM
command referringtoth~file c~eated by FORMCONV... Fantasia tracks wh~the.r

the logo .or. signature ·.has already" been doWtlloaded. to· ·the.· printer and
automatically downloads when necessary.

If you do your own PCL· coding you need to clean upthe print file created
by your word processor before you transfer it. Use the appendix ofyour LaserJet
manual and look at the beginning and end of the file to detetrrtine j which
c01llJ11ands to delete..•.• O~;nerally yo,~l.\eed tode~ete commands up to the first
<Esc?:* cOmpl.anQan.daftert~el~t <~s9>* .command.>../To.print, yo¥m~st~,~nd
the..,file., to..,~~~. pJinter.\yitltcarriage c.Qntrol •.• ()f no sp(J,ce.cfJ;l1tror(208).~~.,r~.do this
~thCQBOM"inchlde)~special~~es se~o~todefinl?p.O~~R~ntrol
(example,. NO SPA~E CONrR.O~JSNO-~PAGE) and.use.thedefinition in your
write ,statement (example, WRITE OUTPUT-RECORD AFTERA.DVANCING
NO-SPACE).

With PCL code, to place your logo or signature where you want it, write
cursor positioning cOl11Il1atlds in the lipe llefor~ YOUJ: graphi~ PCLbegins. Your
p~og~amscan read. your. transferred ~r~phic PClJ, .'. files and .\\'Ti~e them each tiIlle
you'~antt() prjnt. th~ .•. graphi9· .•..• Alte1J1ativelYYOll •• can re~d.the.lille~;into a.tflble
when your program b,egillsand ppnt them, frRm ther~~achtill1e.Either:~a.Y, the
entiregrapll.ic; g()~s to the. printer for each page. Dep~ndingon· the size, ,this .can
slow your printer down ..• considerably. Instead, ,you can "add "pCL .• macro
commands to the file you transferred from your PC and write a simple program to
print the file to' the printer losetup the graphic·aSa ma.cro.... Then your programs
only need to include one sil\lple P~L,c()1llJ11and t~icall the macro. and print the
grap~c. You must make sure you hav~ sellt your macro/g~€lphic file to the printer
before you wan!. to use it, and don't reuse tnacro id nUlIlbersfor different graphics
or you may end up with a great deal ofconfusion.

Another. option .. for' including ··.logosand·jsignatures is~to ·turn<them into
fonts. Youc~ .get PC ,•. software .to use· with a .. scanner to····· create the ••. special·. fdnt.
While I have, not tried this approach, I have heard it nas an advantage because·'you
can editthe scannedirriage in the PC software and the end result may take less
space·thanaPCL raster image. ··You. can .contact .. Proactive Systems to findouf
more about this approach. If you do.not have a scanner, you can have an outside
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party··create the logoand··signature.fi.les for you, but then you lose the.flexibility
ofmaking your own,changes.

fi'7\~Potential Pitfall
Don't let yoursignature or anything else go into theMICRarea.

No printing other thanthe.MICR encoding can appear within the bottom
5/8 in~h of the check... To.be.safe, we stay a.littlefarther away than the 5/8 inch. I
once heard. of a company that let thei!,. signature run into the MICR. area.. They
had to pay their bank a. penalty. for each check that came through· that way, and
since they had printed thousands, the costwas significant. To avoid this problem,
I include the signatures when I send test checks to the bank. We print shading
behind the signatures to make it look more like a signature plate.

Check Size

The size of a check has to fall between a maximum of8~" x3 2/3" and a
minimumof6"x 2%". Most people's personal checks arethe minimum size. If
you are going to print checks on a LaserJet, the natural width for the check is 8~".

You could print checks on legal· paper in landscape mode and get two 7" checks
side·by side. Ifyou are considering the legal paper approach, you might want· to
check paper prices first. Legal paper might cost more, because it is not commonly
used for check stock. If you only want to print checks with no stubs, letter size
paper divides evenly into three 3 2/3" checks or four 2%" checks.

Two factors were important to us at Dairylea for determining check size.
First, we wanted the check stub to be as large as possible. Second, we wanted the
folding machine to fold them on the perforation and have the name and address
show through a standard window envelope. We tested the folding machine with
plain ·papet and decided on a 3~" .check. The number and placement of
perforations had no impact on the check safety paper pricing.

fi'7
'-~

1\'
Potential·Pitfall

Make sure you fold on tIle perforation.

Perforations on check safety paper designed for laser printers are not as
well defined. as .... they are on paper designed ..• for line printers. The normal
perforation ridge for line printer checks would create jams. in a laser printer. Since
the perforations are not as well defined, you mustfold the -page onthe perforation
before you can tear the check from the stub. If it's not folded·onthe perforation,
the check or stub can tear. You'lLsave the people receiving your checks> grief by
folding them correctly.
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Potential Pitfall
Beware of reversals in packages of check safety paper.

We have encountered· packages where half of the package has the top at
one end and half at the other. With a standard layout of a check at one end, if you
simply dropped the whole package in.the paper tray, half your checks would print
on the stub end. This would make it very difficult to tear the check from the stub.

Our solution is to have the check. safety paper perforated at both ends.
Since the perforations are not very noticeable, .no harm comes from having a
perforation in the stub,.and we eliminate the need to make sure that the top is
always in the same direction.

Another benefit of perforating at both ends is that if you desire, you carr
print some checks duplex and others simplex in the same run. With duplexing,
the back side of the check prints first due to the paper path of the printer. That
makes the normal. top of the sheet the bottom, so with a. perforation at only. one
end, >the <iuplexed check would b~ op the Wf()ng end of the paper. }-l~iforating at
both ends gives you more flexibility.

Fixed and Variable Formats

One nice thing.' about· not being restricted' by preprinted' forms is that you
can produce checks stubs with variable fonnats.Fofexample,'look at the check
stub in illustration 2 on page 7. Tables near thebottomshowdeductiollsfroIn the
check and milk pickups~ ,The humber ofdeductions an~~ickupsvafy fromcbeck
to check. Wecan print the size of the tables to ma.tch the number of lines foreach
check. If we had to leave space for preprinted tables for the maximUIll number of
deductions and pickups on every check, .we would quickly run out <?f space.

At other times fixed stub formats do make. sens~ .. For~xample,il1ustration
4 on page 14 shows a stub from an acco~tsp~yable c~eck. '.. Not muchyarieson
an accounts payable check, except the number of detail lin~s. By keeping the
table a constant size, the stub looks balanced, even if only one detail line appears,
and the empty space in the table doesn't detract from the overall appearance.

When designing checks for line printers, you must decide wl1e{e>you want
all th~ .lines and.· .bQ:xes .• and have them preprinted. ...While .you can print straight
b.ori;zontal lines on a line printer,you can't do much more. With.LaserJets~ you
can print lines, boxes,shading,etc.,· with peL as you go, wherever'iYou want
them. If you haven't done. much peL coding, be aware that it can be quite
complicated. Since we use Fantasia at Dairylea, we donotneeQ to getdoWl). to
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Dal...... ~~~:5i"=PERATIVEINC.
coopeii~ SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13221-4844

Vendor No. 06-173275
..~.~~'..

Check No. 6A-104'80

05/01/93 97619
05/01193 97620
05/01/93 97618

90005 00497
90005 00498
90005 00499

81.08
81.08
81.08

243.24

.00

.00

.00

.00

81.08
81.08
81.08

243.24

Illustration 4: Accounts payable check stub sample

the nitty gritty ofPCL. We use simple Fantasia commands like LINE and BOX,
which Fantasia translates into·.. PCL for us.. Yes, we could do the PCL coding
ourselves, .but Fantasia saves usa great deal of time and provides functionality
beyond what we would be able to do ourselves. For example, I would not want to
do the coding to print our deduction and pickup tables that use proportional fonts.
On my own, I could produce all the basics I need for checks, but I could ·not
produce some.ofthe fine enhancements.

Making the Change

Now thalwe understand how to create the key ingredients, let's consider
how to put them all together to convert line printer checks to LaserJet checks.

Conversion in Stages

Several conversion options are available when making the move to
LaserJet checks. You cart take a big leap to free format checks,which requires
designing a basic check form and modifying your source. code· to add the variable
check information. Or,·· you .can design· a stable· layout similar to your .. existing
checks· but take advantage of some of the basic LaserJet features such as different
fOlits for different parts of the checks. This also requiresmodifyil1g your source
code, but the ··changes are simpler. Finally, you can design a··check identical to
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your old check, selectaronicharacter spacing to'match, and you may rioirieed to
chan&e your source code at all. You simply print y~ur lines onto the new form.

At Dairylea the approach we took depended on the check type. We never
tried t()match old checks'exactly and jusf let the old source' code pril1ton the new
form. We did begin with amatchil1g formforoneof,our invoices,<though we
eventually rewrote it to 'take advantage ofl11ore advanced LaserJetcapabilities~

One nice thing about LaserJet checks i8that it is cOIPpletely practical to
make ~e, ,changes in a ,,' series of steps. You can start, by making minor
lllodifications such as .' varying fonts, and. including the MICR information, but
leaviIlg your stublayout the ,saIJ,le._Later you c8:fi enh'lJ1ceyour stub information
by adding or varying tables, ordqing whatever makes s.ense for your cOlllpany.

What to.Do When You Can't Change the ,Source Code

At Dairylea weprodllce,our- accountspaYable ...c~eckswithanold, horribly
written purchased· package.' 'While- we ,have the' source code and ,theoretically
could make changes to it, we avoid doing so when at all possible. ,We wanted
LaserJet checks, but we didn't want to change the source code.

We lefttheprogranralone, butchanged the file equation in thejob stream
to write the check file to disc' rather than tothe printer. Then we added a program
to the job stream that reads the disc file and adds the commands to create LaserJet
checks. Besides creating .ni~e LaserJet. checks, another benefit relates to multi
company checks. "The accounts payable program creates checkS formultiple
companies, opening a new printer file for each company so it prints on the proper
checks.. T() the<fil~ equation,.we a~ded ACC=APPENP, which p~ts all the
cO~Panies in the. same dis~. file. ',•• VI~only ~eed to process ,one file, and all the
company information changes automaticalt,y.'.Theblank check stock is all the
same, so there is (10 need to create multiple spoolfiles. '

We developed the program to·'· read the accounts payable"check 'file"and
create LasetJetchecks by analyzing a 'file created by the accounts payable job.
We saw what. il1forl11ation "printed where ,and on what-line,' and then wrote the
program logic based on that.

Another benefit.· of this change is that the accounts payable .program
produced non-standard sized checks, making them expensive, with thestub.before
the check." •Since,our people.,prefer the'check first ·for, the folding machine, '. the
program we wrote holds the stub information until, it encounters the _. check
information, then prints the check fonowed by the stub. Also, because the old
checks were shert, when the detail information does not all fit,it voids the first
check and continues on the second. When our program encounters the void
information,·itsimply throws "it into the,bit bucket and combines the· detail anon
one check stub.
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fi7::::.Potential Pitfall
Who knows what that program really does?

While ,we examined a whole series of actual checks and talked to accounts
payable personnel,. when we actually started using our program, we encountered a
few unexpected circumstances. One was when a check appeared with a name but
no address. '·Since we···didn't·expect such·'an event, our.program didn't handle it
properly. It was a simple matter to modify our program and rerull it on the same
accounts payable .disc . file. ··We simply· threw out the unacceptable batch of
checks,·· printed· the corrected ones, and the actual accounts payable system.· was
unaffected. There was no need to restore files and rerun checks.

So, when you create a process .like this .and don't really know all··the ins
and outs of the realprogram, .keep a close watch on the checks for the first couple
weeks or months, and be prepared to make changes to your program.

Printer Speed

Factors you .need to consider concerning .speed are the total number of
checks you print, how many you print at a· time, .and how critical the. timing is.
Do ·you run your checks all the same day, or do you spread them evenly
throughout the month? When you run checks, do you need them immediately, or
can you produce them. ahead of time? It really doesn't matter if it takes all day to
print the checks ifyou don't need them until tomorrow.

I had been wanting to make. the change to LaserJet checks for some time
before we actually did so. One of the things holding me back was the eightpage
per-minute printing speed of the LaserJet printers. While we print some of our
checks in smaller quantities throughout the month, our most critical time. comes
when printing members' final checks. There is avery small window between the
time when the. member ·payments department receives all the. information they
need to produce the checks and when the checks need to be in the mail.

The LaserJet IIIsi, printing seventeen pages per minute, was the solution
for us. While it takes slightly longer to print one check with the LaserJet than it
did ·with out 900·' .line per minute.' .. printer, the total'· time· .... has decreased
significantly, because we have eHminatedthesetup time and problems, and
because we no longer need to burst and sign the checks.

Another option, which I haduQtconsideredatthe time, was to print
checks on··more than one printer~ ,To do this, write your program to close the print
file and open it again after every so many checks. Then, .you .can print each
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spoolfile ona separate printer.. With multiple LaserJets you can print more checks
per minute than you can with'a single lineprinter.

Anotherconsider~tionisthe printing complexity ofthe check. !hepages
per minute."rating of aprinterimeanst~at.• is.thefastesta printer will.go...••It doesn't
mean it will always print that fast.. '. If your page is too complex, the printer.will
slow down. For ·.example, ···we '. print <pages. of.bar .. code labels on .. LaserJets.
Whether we printthem. on a LaserJet II or LaserJet IIIsi,we only get two to three
pages per·.minute.. The. computer simply·. cannot .••·send •the commands .·over ·the
serial connection any faster. With our checkS, we doachie'Vethe maximum print
speed.

To· keep up the speed of the printer, minimize tbe amount of data sent.with
each check by keepingthestandarginformation inthe.LaserJet.Eonts Can be
resident in the printer, in an installed cartridge or previously downloaded as
permanent fonts. Download logos, signatures and the non-variable part of.the
check form ahead of time as PCL macros.

At Dairylea we have a reset .file that· contains all the soft fonts" graphics
and-forms we use..• Every time we tum the printer off, the first thing we send to it
when we turn it·. back on is· this file, so everythiDg we .neep .• is always available.
Fantasia keeps track ofall the macros-andfontsfor us, and our reset file is really
just a list of fonts and the fOIlnswecreated with Fantasia. You could do the same
thing with your own PCL commands. It would just bea lot more work.

PC Potential

Anumber of companieS sell speci~l hardware, and/or software fot: personal
computer. solutions for printing checks on laser printers. While you probably
could transfer information from your main computer to a PC to produce checks, it
makes more sense to produce your checks on the'machine where your information
normally resides. At Dairylea this normally meansthe<HP3000,·butwe do have
one case where the information is coming from' a PC,. so we produce these checks
onthe PC with some-helpfromthe HP3000.

Dairylea has an insurance agency subsidiary called Agri-Service Agencies
Inc. They send refund checks to subscribers when they make certain insurance
changes.. ··For a· number of reasons; .they did. not want us to write a program to
compute the. refunds· and produce the checks,., on the HP3000.·· .• They use a PC
worksheet to compute the amount of the check." Then someone typed the checks,
made copies of them for the file, and finally another person entered them as
manual checks into the accounts payable system.

To elirninate·themanual work and print the checks on LaserJets, we added
a'macro to their worksheet ·'to···accumulate the·., information needed ·to· ·prodllce
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checks. and. an.' accounts payable batch. When Agri~Service personnel complete a
batch, accounts payable retrieves the file frolIl a network arive and rqns'macros to
add check numbers, dates, etc. and create files for the accounts payable system
and check printing. Next, accounts payable uses word processor macrOs to clean
up the files produced by the worksheet program, to· print checks and to print paper
copies marked COPY-VOID. The check template on the word processor includes
PCLcommands that call the ,forms produced on the HP3000 with Fantasia~It

does take a number ofsteps on the PC to produce checks·' and. an accounts payable
batch this way, but the 'steps are' a lot less work' than the manual routine and
eliminate some possibilities" for typing errors thatcan occur with a manual system.

How and where PCs fit into your check writing systems depends. on a
number of factors, but this example shows ..,one way PCs and the HP3000 can
work together to provide a solution for a unique situation.

Check Numbering

With preprinted checks the numbers are preprinted for you. Each time you
print a set ofchecks you have to verify the starting check number. It you print
several·kinds of checks on the same bank.account you can set·.aside a series of
numbers for each.· type of check, but. when you run' out of checks you may have
problems with check number breaks. Alternatively,. you can order checks with
different series of numbers for each type of check. The disadvantage of this is the
additional checks you need to stock.

With laser printed checks you don't have problems with matching up your
check runs to preprinted numbers. In fact, I believe that you could start every
check run with the same number. If you do, your bank reconciliation will be a big
challenge,' and you'll have quite a task if you need to find a certain check, but the
bank won't care. They should all clear just fine.

What we did with check numbersis to assign 'series, of check numbers to
the different types of checks. .For example, accounts payable check numbers start
with a 1. Final milk checks start with a 7, etc. This way each group is responsible
for tracking and entering their own starting check numbers, and there is no danger
of conflict.

The number of digits in a check number varies~ Check with your bank to
determine the correct·number·of digits, or simply.·look at your.existing preprinted
checks and use the same number of digits.

Security

The, thought of printing .. complete. checks including. signatures.from· blank
paper on .. LaserJets scares some people .from .a security standpoint. The question,
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"How can we keep people from just printing checks for themselves when it's so
simple?," quickly comes to mind.

While this can be a concem, the real security issues do not revolve around
your printing technology. They relate to· your accounting and physical controls.
Tnequpstions to ask are: What are our current checkconttols? What will the true
impact ofthe printing change. be? Are current procedures.any more secure than
the proposed changes?

For example, who runs your check programs now? Even though you may
make some progranr changes, the basic .procedure will remain the same. If the
opportunity to run checks is controlled now,jtwill he with the new checks. Only
au.thorized people should be ableto run checks.

If ypu sigll your current .checks with a check~igl1er,somebod;yhasaccess

to the signature plates. Is it the same people thatrun:thechecks? Ifso,thenwl1at
is the difference· if they simply preprint the signature and eliminate a manual step?

¥oucanprintyour checks on EaserJets,withoulthe signatureif>this.is
reall;y a concern, but you will lose the benefit of eliminating theextrastep:of
check signing. Similarly, you can download your signatures as temporary rather
than .permanent. Some check writing .laser systems· offer passwordstnl. the
signatures .~r. some type •. ofphysica~contro1. On the surface,: these seem to be
good security features, but consider this. Does anybody print the same signatures
on letters. or other documents? If they do, what will preventtl1em from printing
the signatureson cl1ecks?

Don't. make this. too· easy for people. For example; I had written a word
processing macro for the accounts payable person top~nt manu~l checks rather
thant;yping them. She feeds th~~~eprintedcht?ckmanuanyinto .the LaserJet, and
it prints all the same information she would have tYped. She was excited about
this change, because it was easier than typing the checks. A few d~ys later she
came to .. me and said her boss, the controller, had asked hertoc;heck with me
about printing the signature also. Itoldher to send him over to talkto me about
it. T said to him, "Think about it. This personisprillting these checks from a
word processor. There are no controls. She can type a check with any name and
address: for .any amount. Do you really want ·me to· print a signature?" "I· guess
not," lie replied.

If people want to be clever, the;y can use the computer and LaserJets to
forge checks,· but they can also forge checks manually. Forgery· is· against the law,
and the way you print checks isn't going .to make people more or less .. honest.
However, you don't want to make creating checks too. easy 'and, therefore, more
tempting to people.
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Another question .to .•. consider is, who currently has access to your
preprinted check stock? In many ways it would be:much easier for somebody to
take a preprinted check, write it out to themselves and sign it than it would be for
them to create a complete check from a blank piece ofpaper.

These are the kinds· of issues you need to examine. Overall,· printing
checks on LaserJets is notmoreofa security hazard than using preprinted checks.
The concerns primarily come from a normal fear of change .aI1.d from not having
thought through all the implications.

At Dairylea ,only authorized people can run check programs. We keep.the
MICR toner and check safety paper ··locked in the computer .room with the
LaserJet we use to print checks. Before we had a dedicated check printer, we
would bring the toner and paper out of the computer room to the printer and return
it "when the·' checks finished printing. After we' print· the· checks, we give them
directly to the authorized person. '

When I present this paper at the conference I will talk about some security
concerns that I·· am reluctant to put in writing. Again, these" issues exist·no matter
how you·print your checks.

Summary

In summary, what do youneed to doto print your checks on LaserJets?

• Decide on overall creation strategy
Will you write your own PCL or use a software package?

• Contact your bank for check requirements.

• Make check paper decisions
Choose a paper supplier, perforation location, color, etc.

• Meet MICR requirements
Choose MICR toner supplier and MICR font.

• Change your programsandJor procedures
Using the tools you've chosen, design and create your new checks.

If you spend some time exploring your options, you'll find that making the
change to laser printed checks will be one of the better moves you can make.

References

MICR toner from MICRTech P.O. Box 152 102 S.Main Street Brownstown,
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT CENTER

In late 1991, Epson America restated its vision statement to make
Customer Satisfaction the number-one priority. Emphasis was shifted to
include end-u~ers as primary custo""er~. in addition .tpresellers. The
company reinstated its 800 support number, added services such as
literature fulfillment by phone, and implemented on-site warranty service for
its PCs. But true improvements to customer satisfaction require more than
increasing telephone lines and. adding .. voice-prompted options. It requires
a level of support that rnakes people glad they own or operate an Epson
product.

Seeking dramatic· change, Epson examined the methods used to
provide 'customers with products and services. They learned that it was
difficult for end-users to get information prior to buying as well as post
purchase assistance. Several different computer systems, telephone
systems and outside service providers were used with varying degrees of
success. Callers typically had to wait minutes before speaking with a
representative, and sometimes got referred to another number.

Epson has re-engineered its customer support facilities by
establishing a Customer Support Center (CSC). Its mission is to increase
customer satisfaction, brand loyalty and encourage the purchase of Epson
products and services. This is being accomplished by courteously and
effectively providing customers with accurate dealer/service center referrals,
product information, technical support and a source to purchase
accessories, computer systems and customer replaceable parts. Its vision
was a CSC from which users could get all the desired information through
a single telephone call. This meant enabling CSC representatives to pickup
calls quickly and answer the question, complete the transaction or solve a
problem while the customer remains on the phone. In addition to training,
the representatives must have quick, easy access to thousands of
documents about the company's products, dealer locations and service
centers. By creating a matrix of the products and services offered and the
method used to supply them, Epson had a clear picture of the systems
already in place, those that needed to be created and those provided by
outside vendors that would be brought in-house.

The Information Systems (IS) group was tasked with providing the
computing systems required to make the Customer Support Center a
reality. The computing environment at Epson's Torrance, California,
headquarters includes an IBM 3090 mainframe for finance, accounting and
distribution systems, and Hewlett-Packard 3000 machines for electronic mail
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and accessory and direct marketing systems. Access to these systems is
provided to Epson desktop workstations via aLAN. IS had to find a
computing platform that would provide an interface to the various computing
resources· in use/or expected to be used, including ne,tworked PC software
packages.and the, IBM aod HPsystems.·Specificgoalswere established
for the. interface:· It had to beeas}" to use, easy to support.and maintain,
provide rapidswitching-Detweenapplications,'be available 24 .hours-per
day/seven.' days-per-week, and allow new applications to be added easily.

Implementation··ofthe·CustomerSupport'Center was accomplished
in phases over> a >number of months.;'[helnitialphasehadthe center
staffedto.providepre-sales suppoft, which includes<dealerreferral"literature
fulfiUm$ntand answering questions '.' about products being'considered .for
purchase.. Later phases, currently prOVided by separate systems or outside
vendors, .will incorporate accessory product ordering.and technical.support
for'end-users,. resellers and· authorized service centers.

Dealer referral and literature fulfillment systems were developed in
hpuseon,;thelaM,30QQ.nJhe~$ferralsystem a,UowsCSCrepr;8sentatives
to provide.,names, .ofdealers ';, in 'lhe caller's area who carry. the. desired
product~ as.well··as the··nearest··servicecenter.. ,'.Requeslsforliterature ··are
fulfilled daily through a m'aUing package on the system.

mhe..seco.nd,facility .... providespre-sa'le····technlcal .. support"bf·which
customers can'getinformationinvolvingproduct.specifications,competitive
comparisons and pricing. Prior tosettingjup the Customer .'SupportCenter,
thisinformationwasavailableinprintedform.'·Storiogitinto a'PO-based
image-management packageaHowsitto be accessed quickly-and insures
the most current information.

A fax server has the capability to transmit anything thatcao be
Ji)rinted>, When a·.customerreqI4~stsinformationbyfaxritissent almost
imrnediately by.the system.

PLATFORM

l"l':1elSgroupdeveloped a·LANasaninterface. totbe various
resources in use or expected to be used, including the IBM and HP
systems and PC softWare. The group identified several goals for the
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selection of the interface. It must:

1. Be easy to use.
2. PrOvide rapid switching between applications.
3. Have the ability to add applications.
4. Be easy to install and maintain.
5. Be available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

Microsoft Windows was chosen as the integration tool for managing
the presentation, switching among the applications and allowing terminal
emulation access to the HP and IBM systems. The LAN would consist of
20-plus workstations, a file server supporting networked PC applications,
supplemental print servers, a fax facilitY,CD-ROM library access, a backup
facility, routers and gateways to the IBM and HP systems. The initial
startup of the center called for 15 hours-per-day and five days-per~week

operation, going to continuous access as soon as support personnel could
be trained.

STARTUP APPLICATIONS

Thedealerreferrailliterature fulfillment system isa CICSapplication.
Rumba software from'Wall Data was chosen as the 3270 terminal emulator
running under Windows. Rumba's "Profile" option allows multiple copies on
each workstation that are runtime versions with,a fixed configuration. This
avoids user-modifications and maintains a known workable configuration.
Keyboard remapping was used to match some of the functions DOS users
had and, at the ·same time, retain the traditional keys used by Windows.

Referencemateri'sls forthe CustomerSupport Centerrepresentatives
comprise thousands ·of pages of technical .. and support· documents,
reference manuals and user manuals. A library-management system
accesses the text and graphic images quickly and in a variety of ways.

In addition, about 100,000 pages of pre-'sale and post-sale
information must be readily available in response to customer questions.
Fifteen years worth of technical specifications, comparative model
information, user manuals, repair manuals, parts lists and product reviews
need to be in the database. After reviewing several PC-based packages,
Epson chose File Magic by Westbrook Technologies. File Magic was
particularly,good in creating ,multiple document retrievals that can select the
same document.
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With the initial applications selected, IS began looking at hardware
andl3etworkcomponents.

Standard Workstations:

Epson'slSgroup ahosetostandardize ·onasinglewor1<stationthat
carl support applications planned for;the.initialstartup as well as· in the
future. Epson 'has'anumberofRCs that are good platforms for Windows,
testing;revealedwhich"would ·····be ';best'for ..' Customer •.• '. Support Center
applications. ,·,AII thenetwork:',softwareand'applicatior'ls were loaded' and
tested on'" each of the·.·· pc candidates using a test..·•· Token Rlng network:.

The image-management application was the.most.resource-intensive,
and Epson'sEquity 486SX/25.PLUS fit the bill. Each system was'equipped
with 8 Mbytes of memory,·. a 3.5-inah floppy drive, a1 00 Mbyte hard drive,
a·.·17"· monitor ,and a mo'use.

To, avoid support headaches thatafiisewhen usershavedozensaf
different PC models and several versions•orMS-mOS,'Epson 'sta,r:ldardized
the entire network on the EqUity 486SX/25 PLUS. Each lIserwas,giventhe
same hardware aonfiguration,with aommonsoftware residing,· on a file
server. The.'determined· configuration-~ inaluding,thedirectoryrstructure,
DOS·,.··config~sys and, autoexec.bat'files· '--''was' placed"'on a> ·separate
direatoryi

A aloning process was ,developedtostandardizeand'~,oplJlatethe

workstations for each user. Thisproaess involved booting the PC from a
floppy that also ,'. contained thenetWorksof'tware., The installer logged' onto
the'··,networkasa,username,d·Cl..Of\JE~WS.,··'·Then.,·the,·.system',issued'.a
warning that ilwas aboutto erase the files on the workstation and ,replace
themwiththealo:ne version. ",. After receivingaonfirmationto ,proceed, the
cloning process would ·erase ·thefHes and '.direatory. on' ··the"workstation,
areate new directories,>and copy the appropriate' files ,.(incIUding MS-DOS)
ffiomthefile server.·onto,,··the·.workstation.

Now each ,.workstationwas·· .. identical with'"a·. 'known',·', workable
configuration. .,Cloning;takes'sboutthreeminutes;"includingtwo minor
proaessesto, ms'keaddressestothe JBMand HPsystemsunique: The
installercould then rebootthesystemand'testconneativi'tyto IBM,HPand
LAN applications. Where<itmay.have taken hours to install and configure
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all the required software,. the process was reduced to just minutes. This
supports the IS goals of being easy to install and maintain. The, same
process will be used on an existing workstation that becomes inoperable
due to lost or corrupted files. An added benefit of cloning is the hours
saved in troubleshooting. Each configuration is identical, known to work
and, if necessary, can be recreated in a few minutes.

A second level of backup is possible· if a workstation fails to operate
properly after· beiF1g .recloned. Because each user has an'identical
hardware configuration, a' spare·· ·PC can be configured, cloned and
connected to the network..Theworkstation PC, monitor, keyboard and/or
mouse can·be replaced within several minutes. In'aworst-casesituation,
a Customer Support Center workstation should be back in operation within
20 minutes. ,This simple backup process is expected to greatly contribute
to user uptime and reduced support costs.

File Server:

Epson's 486/33 EISA Series tower PC was' selected as the file
server. This system has the memory and expansion capacity to store
volumes of data. The Customer Support Center system is configured with
64 Mbytesofmemory,a 3.5-inch floppY,a monitor and EISA SCSI interface
and network interface cards.

About 100,000 pages of text and graphics had to be stored for online
access...··\This image application had by far the largest data .storage
requirements. A sample of the different documents was stored in
compressed format and from this it was estimated that approximately 7
Gbytes of online storage wouldb.e needed.

As system availability and speed of response·were high on the
priority list, mirroring, duplexing anddisk arrays were evaluated as potential
storage media. Ultimately, the .IS"teamchoseto connect five Micropolis
Raidion RM1750models, each-with 1.75 Gbytes of storage, fora total of 7
Gbytes of usable space. The system provides RAID Level 5 fault tolerance,
including the .ability to ·swap afailect·drive and rebuild lost datailA ..•·.tne
background without having to shut the server down. As a result, users can
be productive while the failed drive is being replaced. A sixth drive was
purchased,as.a spare/to swap in the event of failure. With Micropolis'
flexible backplane:installed, the backup disk was plugged in so the software
can switch automatically to the hot-backup unit and rebuild lost data. This
can be accomplished,automatically without operator intervention. Along with
fast access to the library of graphic ,and text images, the disk array can also
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be. expanded to 96 Gbytes.

To increase system integrity, a second, identical file server was
installed for use only if the primary unit fails.. The Raidion disk array is
connected to the EISA SCSI controllers via a switch box and can be easily
connected to the backup file server if required. While failure is not
expected,lhe critical·functions performed require a backup that can be
operational in' minutes.

Scanning Workstatbns:

About tOO,000'pages.'of documents were scanned and .-indexedi~to
the File .. MagIc database. Due.to the volume of data,·· Epson used Fujitsu's
M3096E scanner with an automaticdocumentfeederand the ability to sean
11x17-inch documents. It is driven by<a Kofax9250 interface. The source
documents were scanned and stored .locally before they were indexed and
stored on the file server. Each system has 16 M'bytes ofmemory,a3.5-inch
floppy/drive,a 340MbyteSCSlha.rddriveran3.5-inch optical-SCSI floppy
drive and.·.a.17".monitor.

The: 340 MbyteSCSldiskstoresscanned documents>forquality"
control testing before they are indexedand::·storeddon the: diskarray~The
optical drive holds 128 Mbytesand isusedas·a source documeAt backup
device. Typically, all scanned documents thatretate toa single Epson
product will be stored on this removable device. The hard driveandopticaf
drive are attached to the same EISA SCSI C()fltrollercardC

The scanning workstation.usesithe·sarTle17".monit?rconfigured·.for
1028x76.8 ••. re.soIUtlon .• ',"]:his.·aUow:s.th~ d~ta~ase ~~ministrator.t?·. perform
quality assurance o.:neach. image'just as the Customer· Support Center
representative will view it;

Hardware ·.Standards:

Along with .standardizing workstation applications on the Equily
486SX/25 PLUS, a 486/33 Epson EISA Series machine was chosen for
applications requiring exceptional throughput. Desktop and tower models
are used as file servers, scanning workstations and TCPIIP routers.

Althoughlhe faxandprinlrservers'ransuccessfully on an Equity 286
Rll,JS PC, the'486SX model was used tomaintainthestandard.>Whilethis
provided more computingpowerthanl"l9cessaryforsome of the servers, it
fit with the IS department objectives for network availabilityandredllced
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support costs. Even though a 486-based unit costs significantly mOre than
a 286,money was saved in the end by eliminating the need for a 286
backup PC.

Fax·Server:

The ability to send and receive faxes from a workstation is an
important tool for the Customer Support Center. Transfax's fax
management software application resides on a dedicated PC along with
multiple GammaLink fax cards. The Transfax package is in reality a print
redirector. Any software application can be used to create the print image
and send it to the "Transfa)(Print~r"assel.ectedfromthe Windows control
panel. A pop-up window prompts the user. to enter a name and phone
number or select from a fax phone directory. Once the information is
entered, the image is uploaded to the server.

The fax server adjusts the print density to the appropriate fax density,
attaches a cover sheet, dials the number and completes the transmission.
The server is configured to retry multiple times in the eventofa busy signal,
paper outage, or paper jam. It will also send the same document to a
group of addressees if requested. To .' verify response' to the caller,a
Customer Support Center rep can check the transmission status through a
screen inquiry. Although this feature is not currently used, the fax server
can schedule deliveries at a specific time in order to take advantage of off
hour.· telephone rates. .The initial configuration has two· fax lines, both
configured to send or. receive.

Since the initial. implementation the system has been .expanded to three fax
processing systems with a total of twelve fax cards to accommodate the
volume of faxes. One of the features we are planning to· test in the near
future is the DID facility of the GammaLink boards and Transfax software.
This will provide each use or group of users with their own fax number and
the system will deliver inbound faxes directly to the end user's pc without
any intervention. The user will be notified of a received fax with a network
message.

Print Server:

A dedicated print server was installed using Netware's dedicated print
server program. An Epson EPL-8000 and EPL-7500 laser printers were
attached to an Equity 486SXI25+, providing bothPCL5 and Postscript
printingfacilitiesfor,,·users. The 486 'machine was chosen as part of the
standardization plan.
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NETWORK SOfTWARE

Connectivity to the IBM Applications:

Connectivity to the 3090 mainframe is provided using Novell's
NetwClrefor SAA that runs.as an NtM!. Being in:a Token· Ring'environment,
tt"l~<$AA.sofblvare /connect$ t~~.U$ertoa31.74 cQmmunications controller.
SAAcan·op~rateQn thefileserveralongWith,otber.Netware,s~rvices~.For

maximymperfQrmance,ia separate dedieated comll'lunications'server using
a runtimeversionotN;etware3~l1 was ,installed.Top~ovide· redundancy,
bNo·.• ,S/AA··,servers;.were .'.'. setup> to split <the. load: split between ;·,the· esc
r.epre'sentatives:

To accommodate multipl<eshifts.among\iCustomerSupportCenter
Employees, the two serv~rs havebee·naU0catedaccordingly.·ln>aworst~

case situation, half the devices would be non-functional during which time
an effeoted user·could,occupylneworkstationof an off~shlft'User.<Failures
are;expected to be'short,induration,as···a·>backupPCis already configured
and available.·

Connectivity to HP3000 Applications:

Walker, Richer and Quinn's (WRQ}Network Series software provides
the connectivity to the two Hewlett-Packard 3000 machines.WRQ.'s3QOO
Connection software, along with their HP terminal emulation, Reflections for
Windows,serves as.ClpackClgefor connecting.multiple sessions to'multiple
hosts.··Ea~h',I?Conthe T,oken '.. Ring network.· connectstothe.HP3000as· a
virtual termirlall...session.•·.NoveJl'siMultl-protocobroutersoftwareprovideslhe
roufingcapabHity;betweerf the token ··~ing.·" and .·the····ett]1ernet.·.·.. net\\t0rks.The
3000Connectiansoftware.providesfheN.SNTsupportand.talkst0 HP's,NS
Services.

Several applications run on two 900 Series HP3000s, and this
~oftwareprdvidessimultaneousaccess to both systems as weHasmultiple
sessions an asinglehosfifrequired.

Epson's . CSC LAN connects 200PCs from <a< TokehcRin'g
environment running under Novell's Netware 386/3.11 operating system.
The HP3000 has an 802.3 Ethernet LAN. Novell's Netware.MultiProtocol
Router connects the Token Ring and Ethernet networks. The router is
.pa.$ed on NetWare, Runtime 3.11an<:tisinstalled on a 486133 Epson EISA
$eriesdesktop. Th~ sys.tem is configured. with .16 Mbytes .of·me,mory,a
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3.5-inch floppy drive and a 100 Mbyte hard drive. A second identical server
was installed 'as a backup.

Backup Server:

Epson's •• 15 team· needed the ability to backup· its 7 Gbyte file server
in an····unattendedmanner and in a .'. relatively short ". period of time.. .After
evaluating'" several tape backup system's with 'auto changers' and optical
jukeboxes, Micro' Design's,LaserBank" Jukebox·· system •was selected.······· ·It
includes a Hewlett-Packard ·'10 Gbyle optical.·Jukeboxf Netware software
drivers and backup software. An:486/33 EpsonEISASeriestower is used
as the server and is configured identically to the file servers except for the
number of SCSI adapter cards. The jukebox has a single drive and slots
for 16. Epson.5.25-inch rewriteable·· opti.cal disks. It is multifunctional and
can. accept both' rewriteable and WORM. cartridges.

SCSI Express is the software package that runs as a NLM on
Netware and provides the interface between Netware .and the jukebox.
Their LanLibrarian package is used as the backup software.

SUBSEQUENT PHASES

Additional Users:

During 1992, .other departments were added to the network. What
initially started with. 20·users has expanded to'several hundred as the end
user and reseller support groups were trained onthe new applications and
added to the network. To handle the load thefHe servers were upgraded
from 486/33 EISA systems to 486/50 EISA systems 'and a second and third
file servers were added. A second Micropolis 7Gbyte disk array was also
added.

In'early 1993, Epson launched Epson Direct to sell'systems directly
to end users. This new group was added to the network and one of the two
950 was upgraded to a 960 to handle the additional application load on the
HP300Q. systems.

Call Jracking:

In'June1992,·the call-trackingapplication··became operational and
servesa·s a'central facility for recording customer requests. Epson willl.lse
it to measure problems, track its ability to correct them, follow-through on
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problems that· can't beresolvedby'a support rep, and evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the Customer Support Center.

CD-ROM Services:

EightCDROM players.were ·.added to the JUkebox file server..The
SCSI Express software that run the optical jukebox also supports SCSI
CDROM devices. A··numberofCDROMtitles·were made·available t00ur
customer support •representatives. These . included Computer L..ibrary,
Support on Site for AppUcations, Novell Support Encyclopedia, Select
Demos, Hewlett Packard's MAE documentation and several Microsoft CDs.

NETWORK EFFECTIVENESS

One of' the .goals was to reduce the various telephone numbers
customers have for contacting Epson. The first application, Dealer
Referral/Literature Fulfillment·.and••pre-SalesTechnicaISupport·.provided the
customerwith.~ ··single aOOnumberto~ans\Nerany•• question '.' ~boutbuYin~
an Epsonproduct. '•. Previously these functi.onswere handled~byan·outs.ide
vendor and Epson reseliers.As post-sales support forendusersiand
resellers is incorporated into the esc several more.aOO numbers will be
consolidate into a single number. Each CSC rep. will have all the. tools
available to them and wiUbe able .·tOi answer·' any ••·question. ·This'·has
dramatically ••' reduced the number of calls being transferred which isa
source .. of customer' dissatisfaction.

The network provides. the facility to easily switch between a namber
of software applications while· the·. customer is on the phone.' This has
increased the total number of CSC reps who can handle multiple problems
where we used·to have specialized functions who30nly oealtwiththeirarea:
As each rep has been trained on aU functions and has access to each,
Epson '.. is now able' to. provide common .bUsiness 'houtsforalfot.Jstomer
service functions: The ability to,switch between applications and· the speed
oftheresponsehasenabledtheCSCloansWer98% of thecallsithatisa
substantial increase when th.e service was located atan outside vendor. ·In
addition'theaverag~waittimeif?ra custo~er .in •. thetelephonequeuehas
been •reduced, from several minutes to ulider 10 seconds. The· average
length .of a call has been reduced from five to six minutes to just lover three
minutes as the rep can quickly get to the required information.

By implementing ourdealerreferralsysternin-hsuse we were.able
to tie into the distribution system·and 10cateddeaterswhcJ have recently
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purchased the particular Epson product thatthe customerJscaliingabout
and are located near the customer. This provides ~ccurate·current

information and a great improvement over the outside vendor's system.

The image-document management system has provided electronic
access to thousands ofpages of technical documents, product brochures,
price.lists,and manuals Jhat can display .allthe .information required in a
matter of seconds.· What· used to occupy rows of book casescan, now be
retrieved .electronically. More <information· can be .accessed than was
possible with paper manuals..An.additionaLb.enefit is the consistency of the
information. There isnowasing·le·sourceofthe data and it is'alwaysup to
date. Hundreds of man hours have been saved by not having to update
multiple copies of the .documents. The customer receives accurate
information that is consistent regardless of whom·' he' speaks ·with. Floor
space requirements have been greatly reduced by the elimination of all the
paper.

The faxs.erver provides. the ability to fax any .. information, data or
graphic picture thatcan be printed without leaving the application. The reps
fCix hundreds of documents a dayata savingsof·about 10 minutes per fax.
The customer usually receives the fax while on the phone withtheCSC.

The best measure of the··•. effectiveness of ·the·· network can be
summed up by a .quotation' from a Jetter addressed to the president of our
company from a NEW customer who called theCSC. "Not in the near past
have I encountered a more ple.asurable person to do business with. He was
courteous, knowledgeable... I have since purchased an LQ-570 Epson
printer/f.

INDUSTRY RECO'GNITION

In October 1992 .at NetWorld in Dallas, Epson's· Customer Support
Network won an ENNE Award.·The Enterprise Network Excellence
Award (ENNE) was created by NetWorld and Network Wold .to recognize
achievements in networking that improve corporateefficiency.and
productivityandJo reward those who understand that information
management is. a strategic corporate asset. Epson's nomination.was
sponsored by .Novell.

In April 1993 at the Association for Information and Image
Management (AIIM) show.·inChicagoEpson was awarded the Silver
Award for excellence in Jmaging..BISStrategic Decisions sponsors the
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Imaging Excellence Award. This award is designed to recognize a user
organization that has successfully applied imaging technology to meet
strategic business and organization objectives.

In the summer of"1993 Epson was a finalist in the Computerworld
Smithsonian Awards program in the Business and Related Services
category. This program recognizes exceptional and innovative use of
information technology and a level of commitment to advancing the use
of technology.
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1 Introduction

As an.in..stallationgrows,itfights a constant. battle between theneedtQmaintain
all ofth~jnformation it h~.a.~crued, and the '. need to reduce" the costs of storing
a constantly increasing amQllntof data. A.stime goes on, more andIQprespa,ceis
devot~dtostoring'information"that is less iand .less frequently accea,sed~ >W.hilethe
information is not needed on a constant basis,. when it .is needed,iti$n~ed now!
Most installatiolls •cannot .afford to keep such data using premium system hard disk
space, yet keeping it on tape is inconvenient· and time-consuming to retrieve.

The. development ofopticaldisk technology is revolutionizing some Qfthe traditional
categoriesofrcoUlPuter delta storage. The appropriate use of optica.ltechnology is
not as 'a. replacementfor either hard disk or tape technologies, but in a niche which
requires .• both ..••• the unlimited capacity and the random. access capabilities of these
drives.· These capabilities are a perfect fit for storing archival data. With this
technology, users can have access to archival information within seconds or minutes,
instead ofhours .. or days.

2 The Information Explosion

At onetime otanother, every computer installation that has been around for more
than a few years begins to experience an information explosion.•• Early/on, an in-
stallation••eIlcounter8fe~ .. problems finding •• places .to store ...'.~ •••.•.• ~f}tsiinforIIlation.
The expl~sion.'. occurs ClS an installatio~ g~o~s-In0reandIIlore work is done, more
and more. projects are completed-producing massive amounts of information .that
must •. be maint~ll~H.•..••• Typically,. ther~are three •classes ofinJormationwhi~b.. IIlust
be maintained: current information,backup information, and archjyalj~fo;rmation.

These· three. classes of information are discussed below.
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2.1 Current."Informationi
:

Current information is information tha.t is both stored and accessed on a regular
basis, to which users must have virtually immediate access.

• Current information is constant~y stored ,and updated as it is changed by the
user.

• Current information is c()Ilti:ll11,fllly"aetes~ed 6}t"ttsers, and must be instantly
available upon request. '

• Current information is always dynamically changing as users create, modify,
and remove files.

Current information includes such things as system files needed for daily operation
(the operating,system,editors,etc.); databases; records on current employees>,"stu
dents, or patients; and ifiles,that" are needed. for >cnrrent ,'projects. The '., amount of
current information ona-system stays relatively proportional to the:number ofusers:
as new files are added to the store of current inforination, other files becomeohso
lete.Therefore, a storage device for current data does> not, need to have, unUmitoo.
capa.cityJ

A,'device used fol" storing current information must give users
the ability to quickly and easily >create, edit, modify, and, re
move information. This must be a>fast, random-access device.

2.2 BackllP Information

A backup is a "spare" copy of all of the information stored on the system, in its
most up-to-date form (as of the time the backup was made).

• Backup information is stored on a regularly scheduled basis, so that the system
can be restored to its normal operating condition in the case of a disaster
(major oriminor) such as a disk crash, or inadvertent deletion of a critical file.

• Backup information is retri~ved,rarely,most often\Vhena ~ystem or deyice
goes d()wn.':fhe ,smallest unit that might be retri>eved isa single file.

• Backup information needs' to bei'available, "'but does not nE!ed to be instantly
accessible.
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The size of a backup .will depend upon the backup ·method used by an installation.
}f.a.ninstallation ··performs only fuUbackups, (copying· all of the· informationon··the
system), then the. backup .information is .. equal to .. the. size of the system. Some
installations .... perform .. a full· .backup .at regular intervals,.,. and •incremental· backups
(storing.orilywhat has changed since th~last. backup) in. between.,•. In some cases,
incremental. backups are impractical~ifadatabase is stored .on the system and a
single'record'is changed in the database, the entire database file will be included in
the lncrem.entalbackup anywa.y.. With manY8uchlargefiles, an incremental backup
will save little; if any, time or 8pace~

Similarly, the frequen~y.··~ith which a'backup is performed will be installation
dependent. When a disaster occurs on the system, aJlinformation which has changed
since the.last backup· will be lost. ,. So.the'·'"safest" ,solution·. is ·,'1;0 perform.backup···on
a continuous basis. This, however, ties· up .the system and .degrades performance.
ManylnstaJlationsperforIIl a backup iIl.the~veIling .a.fter .business hours, when the
number, of,users, on the systelll is lowest. With this method,thewor~t, case would
entail losing an entire·day's work.

Since access to backup information is rare, and often a large portion of the backup is
being accessed, random access to backup Jnformation is .Bot necessary. So, backups
are generally stored on offiine·seria.l·devices.

Adeviceusedfo;r .. storing backup information mustpr()"Vide
a cost-effectlve .Dleans of storing largf!.amol.lnts of. redundant
information. Generally, ·slower.serial devices are adequate.

2.3 Archival Information

Archival<information is the part of the· current information· that is no longer needed
on a regular basis but must be kept around, generally for hiStorical reasons..

• Current information becoInes archival information as it becomes outdated.
The frequency ··of this.win· vary from one installation to the· next.

• ArclIivalinformationis a.ccessed,morefrequentlytlIanbackup. information, but
not on a continual basis-it must be more readily available than backup, but
not as instantly· accessible as current information.

• Retrieving archival information differs from backupin that it generally entails
extracting only a single record. or small piece of information from a large file.
Therefore, random access to archival information is important.
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Archival.· information. includes· such ·things as· old versions ·of.operating systems;
records on past employees, students, or patients; outdated databases; accounting
information from past years.; and information on· past projects.

The :biggest probl~m with archival inf()rmation..is tha,t when it. is· accessed, it is
typicaJIy to restore a single record or .piece of·information from. a large •. file. For
example, a doctor's .office.may need to access an old patient record, which is stored
in a large database file of old patjent. records. If the information is stored on a serial
device, retrieving a single record is a time consu~ng task, as illustrated later.

Anothe~problemwith storiIlg archival information is tha.t the amount of information
constantly i,ncreases. Unlike current and backup information, which stay relatively
constant in size,archiva.l inforJAation simply .grows.

The'ideal archivalttledium offers virtuallY unlimited capacity
that is cost-effective, .with .moderately fast access to stored in
formation.

2.4 The Relationship "Between .Information' Types

The relationship between current, backup, and archival information is a dynamic
one, dependent upon the particular organization of an installation. The following
three exa.mples illustrate the different needs ofdifferent organizations:

1. Storing Student Records

In a. university setting, there is a need to maintai:Il student records, including
information about the student, and current grades and class schedules. Dur
jng·.each semester, this information is current. At the end of each semester,
the grades Ct.ndclass schedules become historical. The student information
remains current until the student graduates, at which time that information
also becomes historical.

In this setting., current. information lasts fora fixed, relatively short term.
Every semester boundary will guarantee that at least some of the current
information jn the student records .database will become historical. In ,this
case, information could be stored to archives ,at fixed intervals. Backups may
or may not need to be performed on ada.ily basis as student records, at least
by mid-semester, should not change often.
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2. Storing Medical Records

Medical records have no fixed turnover of current information. Some condi
tionsrequireonlya single visit; while others may entail months ·or years of
care.

Inthis's~tting, currentinforma.tion.change~ .toarchi~ informatioIfevery time
a.. treatDlent ends. There ..isnowartopredicthow~fte~this\Villha.ppen.
Someoft~ese will be very short-term, and some wiUbe longer term. Generally,
though,someinformationbecomes histQricalrelatively trequen~Iy. In this case'
information· will probably be stored to·archives·on a periodic, frequent basis.
Backups on a daily basis are essential in. this case, as new information is· added
to current patient records.

3. Storing Employee Recqrds

Employee recor~s have va.rhl.bl~boundaries, asthjsinformation becomes· his
torical as employees leaveithecompany~ HopefUlly,this is not a frequent
occurrence;. but .it usually cannot be predicted.· In .. thiscase,information will
probably be stored to a.rchives on a-periodic, infrequentbasis. Again, backup
ofemployee .records may not be required ona. daily basis.

3 Common 'Organization. of a Data'ProcessingCel).ter

Atypica.ldataprocessingcenterill the HP 3000 environment is shown in Figure'l.

Figure 1: Typical Data Processing Center
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3.1 Equipment Configuration

In<tbis environment"the HP3QOO ls connected totermina.lsandprinters, a.nd dif
ferent storage devices. The types of storage devices that are typically configured
into thes~steIl1 c~ be divided iIlto~\Vo categories: ,last online storage, and slow
ofllinestorage.Fast.g~ll~sto~agE! is provided with system hard disk drives, which
o~erf()St r~do~ac8~.ss toJi1es.'l'h~d.isk drives may b,e c()n~gured as system disks
or non-system volume sets,(~riyate volumes). Slow <>.fIli.ne storage is p:rovided with
tape! drives. Th~:attributesof each of these types of.stor~ge is shown in Table 1.

Capacity
Storage Cost
Random· Access Speed
Serial AecessSpeed

Hard Disk

high
fast
fast

Tape
; unliIJiited

low
very'. slow
moderate

Table '1: Hard Disk 'and Tape "Storage D~vice' A.tt~butes

Hard,<lisks are fast random-access devices, theird?wn side being bjgh cost, and fixed
capacity-in order to increase storage space, you must add more devices' to the
system. Tapes, on the other hand, are low cost devices with unlimited ca.pacity-to
increase capacity" you simply need to buy additional,. storage media. Tape. drives,
however, are extremely slow and ,limited to serial access.

The dra.wback to this common data processing configuration is this: the system
has two types of devices (fast online, and slow offline), but there are three types of
information that need to be stored (current, backup, and archival).

3.2 Accessing Current Information

The essential feature of a device used for storing current information is the ability
to quickly and easily access, create, edit, and remove information. The information
must be completely and directly accessible to the user. In the common data pro
cessing center, access to current information is generally provided with hard disks
attached as system or non-system volumes.

This is ideal for current information. The high cost of using hard disks for fast
online storage is not a major consideration, as the amount of current information
on a system remains fairly constant.
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3.3 Storing and Retrieving Backup Information

Devices for backup must··be cost-effective. Storage and .retrieval is not an issue, as
storagei~·genera.nydone· when users are •• not ?~ .. the systelIl,and. retrieva.l is rare. In
a typical data processing center, backup information is storedseriaIly to tape drives,
and the media stored on-site but offline. TIDs is ideal for backup 'information.

Thefa.et that tape drives .are limited to serial access .does not adversely affect backup
information,since typical'access in.volves .restoring an entire system, device, or (less
frequently) an entire file. One should never need to access a single. record Jrom one
file on a backup tape. Reasonble restoration time is expected, but speed is nota
major factor. And sinceaback:upoperation is replacing corrupt detta, there is no
need to worry about having sufficient disk space on wIDch to restore the backup-the
\lackup·.information.issimplystored on top of.the corruptda.ta.

3 ..4 ThesCulprit:StoringandRetrieving .Archival Information

The culprit in this configuration is the.arcIDval information. .Theidealaevice for
storing archival information is a cost effective device .that offers moderately fast
random access to information, and connects justlike a system disk (witbinformation
stored in the same format as the current in.f9:rmation,butwithunlimited<capacity).
Neither fast online (system hard disk) nor sloW offline (serial) storagein·this common
data processing organization provides this combination of ·attributes..For most
installations,the solutioll is to try to fit a square pegJnto.a.round hole. by "misusing"
one or the.other··of these .two··storage.. types. .

In onecase,a.rchiva.l.·information ·is.stored···a.longwith. the current information, on
systen1haradisks~ ·•. WIDlefast .and ... convenientforthose' who need. access .to the
~chivaljnformation,this is a very expensive solution. Since the body of archival
information is constantly increasing,more and· more system hard disks ",ill need to
be added as time.goes .on~ .Eventually the •limits.of the syste:r:northe limits olthe
budget will· be pushed: .it's a toss-up which one win be· exceeded first.

In the other case, archival information is stored offline, like backup,in a serial
medium format. While this solution is highly cost effective as far asstora.ge costs,
it is· very costly in time and effort when information needs to be retrieved. Random
accessis not required with backuJ> information,since it is .. typically an entire device
or system that is being copied over corrupt current information. With archival
information, however,·. the user typically needs.... to .extract· a single· record ·.. from .a
large file.
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For example, a university may need to access information ona student who attended
many years ago. Extracting a single student record from a file containing perhaps
thousands of records on students that graduated that same year woul~be extremely
cumbers()me..•. To ret~eve this record from. an. oOOne ~erial device, •the entire file
containing the record would need to.be restored before the record could be retrieved.
To do this, a "staging" area must be cleared on· the system disk, generally requiring
the temporary oftloading of current. information to make room. After the necessary
record· is retrieved the archive file can be purged from·.the disk, .and the.oftloaded
current data restored onto the system. This time consuming (},Ctivity can waste an
entire day.

• Fast online storage, or hard disk, is ideal for storing current information.

• Slow omine storage,·· generally serial. tape drive, is .ideal for storing backup
information.

• Neither fast online .systemstorage nor slow offline serial storage has all of the
features necessary for an ideal archival medium. This can present a major
problem in any data processing environment.

4 Optical Disk Technology

Optical disk technology is quickly increasing in popularity as users discover all that
is has to offer: namely, relatively fast random access to a remark8.ble amount of
data, stored on a compact, removable cartridge. Optical disk devices, which uSe
lasers to store and retrieve information from optical disks, were.nrstde:veloped
as an .. alternative to the Video Cassette Recorder. In 1978, the first opticctl.disk
system~the Laser-Disk Video Player-appeared on the consumer market. .. Since
then, optical recording technology has been further. developed by the mass storage
industry, and split int~ three distinct branches: CD-ROM (Compact Disk Read
Only Memory), WORM (Write Once,Read Many), and Rewritable.

4.1 CD-ROM.Technology

CD-ROM (Compact Disk Read Only Memory) disks are not generally useful for most
mass storage applications, since they are "Read .Only" memories: information can
be written to ·the disk only during the manufacturing process, not by.an end-user.. A
master disk is used to duplicate the information by "stamping" the information onto
other disks. CD-ROMs are largely used to distribute and reference large amounts of
relatively static data such as on-line encyclopedias, legal citations, and (of course)
musical recordings.
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4.2 WORM Technology

WORM (Write Once, Read Many) optical disk systems store information on a hard
plastic cartridge. Unlike CD-ROMs, information can be written to the disk by the
end-user, but only once-the writing process causes permanent alteration of the disk
surface. WORM optical disk drives write information usingalaser which bums pits
into raised portions of a spiral track on the surface of the disk. Once a pit has been
created, that area of the disk cannot be restored to its normal fiat surface: thus
information. written to·a WORM disk is permanent. ,'Figure 2 showsavertica.lcross
seetion,.of a.···WORM.··disk.

Focused ·.·Laser Beam

Figure 2: WORM Optical Recording

The same laser beam that is used for writing is used (at allluch lower power) to
read the information that has been recorded: •. each .pit is interpreted as a digital 1,
and each land ("no pit") is interpreted as a digital O. Pits and Jands are identified
by the manner in 'which light'is reHectedoff the surface of the disk.

WORM optical drives have one major "snag" that is not encountered with other
mass storage technologies: most existing file systems are structured so that some
space on the medium is reserved fora directory.• This directory must be updated
each time a. file is added, edited, or deleted. Since WORM optical disks cannot be
rewritten, such directory maint.enance is nearly' impossible.. A., number of solutions
have been devised to Overcome .the •.,WORM directory maintenance problelll..The
successful solutions treat the WORM disk as a serial device when writing, and asa
random-access devicerwhenreading.These solutions'lllake.WORM drives ideal for
storing· archival information.
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Although there are disadvantages imposed by the write-onceUmitatioD. 'of WORM
drives, .they do have one unique advantage. Once data is written, it cannot. be
aJtered.Thi~ cllaracteris~ic mak~~WOR.M: drives excellentforst0l."ing information
that must •• be kept for legal and <l,udit <:onsiderations.

4.3 RewritaJ:>le O.ptical··Technology

Rewritableopticaldisks areyery similarto WORM systems,exceptthat the manner
in which information is stored makes it. possible to erase and. rewrite information.
There are several forms of rewritable optical technology, only one of'which has' to
date proven to have commercial value: magneto~optical disk (MOD) technology.

Magneto-optical technology, as the name implies, uses a combination of lasers and
magnetic field effects to store and retrieve data. The disk is composed of a mag
netic material, highly stable at room temperature, encased in a plastic cartridge.
The value of a' bit depends upon whether its magnetic orientation is "north-pole
up" (representing a value of 1) or "north-pole-down" (representing a 0). This is
illustrated in Figure 3.

I Magnetic Substance

Bit Magnetic Field Orientation

Figure 3:Magneto-Optical Recording

A blank MOD cartridge has all of its bits pointingnorth-pole-,;down. A coil in the
drive produces a magnetic field; that points north-pole-up. The strength ofamag
netic field required' to change the orientation of a bit varies with temperatu're: at
room' temperature, the .magnetic itoil··is too' weak to induce .such a change. ········How
ever, at temperatures above 150 degrees Celsius (300 degrees Fahrenheit), the force
required to change the magnetic orientation of a bit falls to a manageable level,. so
bits are easily "flipped" by the magnetic coil.
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Towrite.tothedisk, a laser heats a spot on the disk to the critical't~Illpel"ature,

at which point the magnetic orientation at that spot (represen~ing.a bit}.:c:cmeasily
be changed by the magnetic field generated by the magnetic ..• coil. Xfter the disk
cools-only microseconds later-the magnetic orientation once again becomes nearly
impervious to .magnetic. fields.

To read stored information, an MOD drive directs· a low-power laser at the surface
of the disk. the light reflected from the surface will rotate in a clockwise or coun
terclockwise direction depending upon the magnetic orientation of the material at
the point of reflection (representing a bit), allowing the data to be interpreted.

4.4 Autochangers

Autochangers, also called jukeboxes, autofeeders, or library systems, use robotics
of some sort to swap optical disk cartridges from a large library of·disks to one of
several online optical drives. Autochangers are used when massive storage capacities
and an access time of less thana minute are desired. These systems typically have
total storage. capacities in the tens to hundreds of gigabytes, with enough internal
optical drives to have 5 to 15% of the total capacity mounted and accessible to users
at one time.

A home CD player that holds multiple disks and loads one as the previous disk
finishes playing is a very simple. ex:ample of ,an .autochanger. A more pertinent
example is Hewlett-Packard's C17xx line of Rewritable Optical Disk Library System
products. These autochangers come in models that support one, two, or four internal
optical drives.

Autochangers, being relatively new to the computing world, are truly useful only
when their special needs are taken into account. Existing operating systems have
never had to deal with autochangers, and therefore lack sufficient "intelligence"
to deal with them effectively on their own. The biggest problem is that, existing
qp~rating .systems Jlave noway ·.()f.keeping·track. of what .infol"IIlation issto:red on
whiC:h d.,lsk in the library-,-leavingit>"Q.p t() the user torememberwhere information
is .,. stored, ~nd to ask .. the aut.ochanger to load the correct disk. '... Sp~cialized tool~

are.needed to keep'track .of what informClttion i~>.stored\yheJ.'e, so th~t usersca,n
si:rnplyrequest,afile by name and trustthatthe autochanger will l()a.d:a.n.d mount
the correct disk.
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5 Organiz'ation ofa Data Processing Center Using Optical
Technology

Now, look at another possible organization for a Data Processing Center, this time
employing optical disk technology:

Figure 4: Proposed Data Processing Center

Once implemented, this organization solves the fundamental problem of dealing with
archival information.

5.1 Equipment Configuration

As with theprevions· configuration, the HP3000 is . connected to· termin'aJs and
printers, .and .different storage devices. However in the previous example, three
types of information (current, backup, and archival} were being stored on two types
of storage devices (fast system online and slow serial offline). With the addition of
optical technology, a third type of storage device emerges: we'll call·this slow online
storage. The attributes of each of these types of storage are shown in Table 2.
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Capacity
Storage Cost
Random Access Speed

Serial Access Speed

Hard Disk
fixed
high
fast

fast

Tape
unlimited

low
very. slow

moderate

Optical
unlimited
moderate
moderate (t to i the
speed of hard disk)

llloderate. fl .. ~o i the
speed .. of hard... di$k)

Table 2: Hard Disk, .. Tape, and Optical' $toro.ge Device Attributes

Optical drives fallin the middle, between fast online.systemstoragean~.slow.omine
serial storage, having unlimltedcapacity~drandoma~cesscaPa.'bUities, but. s0Ine
~pat slo\V~r performance tha.-nhard, di~ksand .... higher media •. cos~s ,than tape (but
much lower media costs than hard disk). It i~thi~third~torageme~unltha~ offeJ;s
the ideal solution to the problem of storing archival)nformation.

5.2 AccessingCurrellt Informatio.n

Aswith.'the'earlierconfiguration.example,·accessto current informa.tion is provided
with hard disks ·attached·as system disks or non-system volume sets. -

5.3 Storing and Retrieving Backup Information

Backup information is. stillstor~~ .on thel~r-cost. seriaJ tape~edia which is ideal for
this purpose. To optimize the backup process and cost effectiveness, reel-to-reel tape
drives can be replaced with the new helical scan tape drives. Both 8mm and 4mm
ta.pe drives which employ helical scan·· technology are·available,· offering much higher
capacities and greater reliability· than other' traditional tape storage mediums.

5.4 The Solution: Storing and Retrieving Archival Information

While. it isthestor<tg~~ofarchival inJormation that.creates problems, it is in precisely
this situation that op~ical technology has its best fit.
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Because an MOIl is a random-access device, it can· be mounted on the. computer
just like a system bard disk,. a.llowing information to be stored just likei ORsYlltem
bard disk. WhetltheinformatiQnisno ·longerlleeded, the opticaJ.(liskc~nsimply
b~removed fromthedriye and~~oredona sheH,. atanenormQuslylower cost per
megabyte than.<h~d disks. This tremendous cost savings makes-the MOD a much
better solution than hard diskfor axcwvinginformation. It1s in·the~etrievalprocess
that the ~OJ:)bas,its~~ge over serial storage devices. The average amount of time
it takes. to access. dat~'archived·()n an M()D .is less than. 30 sec()n<lt;, for unmounted
disks. For an optical disk that is. already mounted, access time is in the milliseconds.

Let's look back ... to our previous '.. example. of tbe university· wanting· to retrieve a
single student record from. the·. archives. When stored, ona serial.device,thee~tire
database containing the student records from tbe appropriate year would need to
be restored to disk. ·.Restoring the database to disk may inv()lve oflloadingcurrellt
information, unless there is sufficient unused disk space to accommodate the file.
Once· tbe file is restored, the. record can be retrieved-after which the database ·fiIe
can be removed from· the system, and the oflloaded current informa.tion returned
to disk. With the MOD, retrieving the record is simple: just load the optical disk
containing the appropriate database, and look up the record as if it were stored on
the system hard disk as current information.

Once optical tecllnology. is introduced into the data. processing·· environlXleIlt,th~
solution can be taken one step further with the use of an autocllanger, or library
system. The use of an autochanger can increase the efficiency of a center by au
tomating access to the information stored on optical disk cartridges. This reduces
human intervention, making the process both faster and more reliable.

5.5 Optical Drives in the HP 3000 Environment

There. are two basic .requirements for attaching. optical· disk drives (or any device,
for that· matter) to.any computing system:. a compatible hardware connection (in
terface), and a device driver that can communicate with the drive. For WORM
drives there is an additional requirement: some sort of solution to the -directory
maintenance problem described earlier.

In theHP 3000 environment, two types of interfaces ,are generally available:,.HP
IB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus) and SCSI (Small CompU.ter SysteIllsInt~!facel.

Several device drivers are also available. Table 3 below illustrates the current com
patibility of MODs, WORM drives, and autochangers with HP 3000 computers.
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WORM Optical MOD Autochangers

Interface:
Drivers
used:

HP-IB SCSI HP-IB SCSI HP-IB SCSI*
CS80 none CS80 none CH80 no

or available available and random
ta.pe tape access

* HP 3000s can access the autochanger .as a serial device for backup only, using Turbo
Store on the MPE-XL and MPE/iX systems.

Table 3: Connectivity ..~f Optical. Disks on th,e HP 3000

5.6•.1 Attaching WORM .J.)rives

WORM drives are available for .HP 3000 computers ,using' the HP-IB interface;al
though some 3000 computers have access to the SCSI interface, there are currently
no device drivers available to support WORM drives. When the HP-IB interface is
used,t9~onne~tJa\V0R,M:drive,.stand~~d lIP. drivers can ,b!.!1s~dtoac<;~ssthedrive.

However, speci~ software utilities are needed to support directory maintenance on
these drives. . I

5.S~2 AttachingMODs

~fE-VsysteinS.~o:not s~pport.the S9SI interface, so· magneto-optical disk. drives
()n these systems must be attached via HP~lB. Once attached, the device is accessed
using HP's CS-80 disk driver.. The MOD can then be installed as a Private Volume,
Serial Disk, or ForeigIrDisk.

Under MPE-XL{MPE/iX), MODs can be attached via HP-IBor SCSI. With the
HP-IB interface, the disk uses the CS-80disk driver and can be attached as aNon..
System Volume. While HP does support a SCSI interface under MPE-XL, there are
currently no device drivers that· support magneto-optical drives, though they may
be available in the future.
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5.5.3 Attaching Autochangers

HP's magneto-optical li~rary systems (HP .(j17~zproducts) ..• areequipped ONLY
with a SCSI l~t~rface. This~as caused pa~ticular.nfticultyon HP 3000 computers
the Classic (MPE-V) systems do not have SCSlinterfaces or drivers; the·. Precision
Architecture (MPE-XLor MPEliX) systems,>thoughequipped with SCSI inter
faces, treat the library system as· a strictly serial devi~e,. which severely curtails its
effectiveness. .

IEM's library system controllers address this issue by providing full random access
to the library systems through the HP-IB,rather than. SCSI, i:qterface.. The internal
MOD drives in the library system are made to a.ppear as HP 7935 removable disk
drives, allowing them to be installed and operated using standard HP. drivers and
utilities. The library system picker mechanism itself is also made to a.ppear as a
standard HP device, allowing programs to be written for the library system using
high-level system file access calls, such as FOPEN. Application programs can also be
written to manipulate cartridges in the library system.

6 Media Management for Autochangers (Library Systems)

The final step in increasing the efficiency of a data processing center is to "fine
tune" the use of autochangers. While autochangers have provided a big step toward
total automation of data processing centers, they have only provided a portion of
the total solution. Library systems provide a huge storage capacity, and library
system controllers provide the means of automatically lo~ding and unloading disk.s.
However, the entire burden of keeping track of where the. information is stored. is
placed on th~ user. HP offers library systems that provide up to 93 gigabytes()f
storage on 144 optical disk-a tremendous amount of information for the user to
keep track of. Library systems will reach optimum functionality only when a system
is provided to keep track of where information resides on the disks in·' the library
system.
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So, the missing link is a media management system.. Such a system would, ideally:

• Allowtheautochangerto be treated as one gigantic disk;

• Manage (hide) all the details of where files· are stored;

• Manage (hide)all the details of file retrieval;

.·Manage (hide) all the .details of file creation;

• •Allow existing applications to run without changes;

• •Support multiple users· (multitasking).

Acce$swouldbe expected to be somewhat slow when information is stored on an
unmounted disk (15+. seconds), due to the need to swap disks in and out of drives,
and the slower access speeds of MODs compared to hard disks. Access speeds would
be•less than one. second· fora mounted disk.

When the total media management solution. is finally devised,the true value of
librarysystemswiUberealized,and the idea oCa totally automated data processing
center willbecome.a reality.
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Introduction
As "open systems" becomes moreofa reality than 'a b\lZZW'ord, software
developers are beginning .to •realize .the .,benefits· of adhering to the newly
developing.·..standards that make systems· ·"open." POSIX. (portable·. Operating
System Interface definition) is a set of IEEE standards that have great significance
for developers and users alike: the promise of truly portable software. Using
POSIX, developers can conserve time, money and opportunity as they plan for the
future by developing applications that will run on varying platforms with little or
no change to source code.

This article will discuss the history and rationale fora·POSIX-based development
effort, and provide the application programmer· with a·'base of understanding to
program for PQSIX-compliance. Y()u will learn which issues the PQSIX standards
cover, and which issues are not covered. You will also see how to plan for
portability, and learn how MPEliX implements the POSIX standards. A basic
knowledge of "C" programming on either the HP3000 orHP9000 will maximize
your benefit from this article. "

Background
The information presented here represents a summary of knowledge gained at
Q'PIN Systems during our experience in developing products that conform to the
POSIX standards. Q'PIN Systems was founded in 1985, with a vision to create
state-of-the-art software for improving the productivity and efficiency of
knowledge-workers, managers and other sophisticated users of information in
large organizations. Q'PIN's MEDSYTETM decision support system for health data
analysis is now used by leading managed care organizations throughout the U.S.
REVEALTM, our electronic reporting software, provides information access to lIP
users throughout the world.

Qur development environment during that early time in our history was typical of
many IIP3000 shops. We used primarily COBOL and Pascal as our programming
languages, VPLUS for screens and IMAGE for database management. We geared
the user-interfaces for our systems toward an lIP terminal.

Over time, however, as the "open systems" movement 'gathered. steam, a new
vision began to evolve for our company. We discovered that the management
systems we were developing were in reality reshaping the information processing
and decision making parameters within our client companies. We recognized that
many of our clients needed applications that would facilitate their own platform
independent plans for the future. Their needs to be more globally competitive
were responsible for pushing us toward the outer edge ofemerging technologies.
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Ray·Pinson, O'PIN·· .Systems', president,"set· our direetion·····for·new ··technology
development in late 1990. We began making plans fora new . generation of
products that would be implemented with client-server technology, use <graphical
userinterfaces and conform to new industry standards for portability.

In January 1991, key members of our.development team attended the' Technology
Camp sponsored by Hewlett-Packa.rd.· .' In that ·fomm it became.clear·to us that··our
strategy was right.on target. .... "Open'. systems" .was quickly becoming a·major focus
of interest, not only within«the<HP community, but in all areas of the computer
industry. Standards were taking shape that would·,. influellcedevelopment for years
to come.

We ''determined that.·.·· conforming'·.· to· the·.POSIX··· stanoards·.·. for •.• ·• new systems
development would provide.the ". best opportunity.ofhaving.. codethafcoulo port
easily to various systems. We made this decision based on two important factors.
First, POSIX has become a widely accepted industry standardfor operating system
interface. Almost aU· major vendors are already .' producing POSIX:-compliant
operating systems, or plantoin the near future. (fherecentlyannounced IJnixWare
and·Windows NT systems both·claimPOSIX-compliance.) Second,· HP'sdeeision
tomakeMPEIXLPOSIX-compliant helped US, since we were aIFeadY~,established

inthe HP3000..·environment.

In 1992 we implemented our plans, working first on theHP9000, then later on the
3000. We developed a system that wouldoperate.identically on either machine,
with Jllmostnocodechangesbetweenplatforms.Wetook.. advantage of the many
portabl~ ...• features .of .. POSIX,..w1;lile.·(iiscQverjng· .a number·. ofsystem...dependent
issues,qot yetcovereci byPOSIX.

What is POSIX?
The concept of having "open systems" -- computers. of any variety.·that .can
cooperate and.communicate easily --isbecoming both desirable' and· necessary in
many companies. Programs and' data from one system must be usable on systems
of different sizes and different manufacturers. One of the basic. requirements for
having'open systems is that computers .provide a common' interface to users. Since
the operating system is the most fundamental user interface to a computer, the
operating system interface (not the 'underlying code) must work the same way on
every platform.

The POSIX standards represent the latest development in an ongoing effort within
the computer industry .to create a standard for operating systems. The intent of the
POSIX standards is to define how an operating system ought to look to a user
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(who"in the context ofthis article,is a programmer). POSIX defines standards for
system functions, .shell. ,commands,' tcommunication' methods -and .• administrative
s,ervices, -plus a number -of other, .more ..,specialized .subjects; .'. Systems.- that .. fully
implement these·. standards will.· run programs and 'scripts',-from-otbercompliant
systems with little or no change to source code.

POSIX...compliant _." operating systems '., still differ -- each, operating system .... is
hardware .... dependent, •and '. may .have. -. '.- additional-·· features- .. that ,--.go .beyond the
standards. "However," .. '.a •..compliant system .assures' •. the ··user that certain·· defined
services and.·methodswillbe available.

While POSIX is derived from UNIX System V and Berkeley UNIX, it is not an
operating-system. POSIX.does not define how' to· write application programs or
how to write", ,the' operating ,·system. Instead, .it defines the interface· ·'between
applications and their libraries.

There are more t~an 11 different projects making. up -the family· of,POSIX
standards..This article will focus on .the first two:POSIX.l; which defines the
library of -system calls used to access .operating'.-system functions, .and POSIX.2,
which specifies a -shell. command language. and provides over 70 utilities. Hewlett...:
Packard implemented these two standards in MPE/iX Release 4.5. (NOTE:' There
is no plan to provide POSIX support for MPE V.)

What the· POSIX.standards do·not define
There are a number of important items that are notcoveredbyPOSIX standards,
or are 'defined in standards that are not yetcomplete. Programmers must take great
care in designing portable systems that deal with these issues, as they are likely to
vary between systems. Figure 1 lists issues that are not covered by the POSIX.l
standard.
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When a need arises lousesome portion of the systemthatisnon-portableo~n6n

standard, the .general approach should be to make .the.· .outward appearance (user
interface) of the application appear. uniform across .platforms, even· though the
underlying code may be quite different.

Spooling
POSIX.7 will eventually standardize spool management. TodaY,/however, spooling
differs between UNIX systems. Even greater differences are evident when

_comparing UNIX systems to non-UNIX, POSIX-compliant systems like MPE/iX.
Any similarities between theMPE/iX spooler and theHP-UX spooler can only be
found at a conceptual level, at best.

Batch (background) processing
Batch, or background, .. processing .is implemented quite differently····on various
POSIX-compliant systems.· HP-UX uses .. the typical UNIX· "cron" facility for
starting batch processes, while MPE/iX has many proprietary .commands provided
for the design ·and management of ·batch processes (:STREAM, :JOB,
:ABORTJOB, etc.). Programmers familiar with the MPE/iX batch facilities need to
be .careful··with the use of job control commands and .functions in their
development. Many features available on MPE/iX ·may·not be .found on other
POSIX systems.

Listing 1 shows an example of how to address a typical background processing
issue on· two. different systems. We needed· a daemon process (a continuously
running background process) to provide a connection to our application for clients
wanting to connect to the server program, through TCP/IP. The server had to be
always running, listening for a connection request from a· client.
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On HP-ux, we used a script to set the necessary environment variables, and then
run the server program as a background 'process. On JilllE/iX, we streamed a
batch job that accomplished the same purpose.

Login
Another critical item not addressed by POSIX standards is the method of login
used by operating systems. MPE/iX uses the ":HELLO" command. It is not case
sensitive for user names or passwords, requires a "user.account"syntax and allows
no more than eight characters in a user name. HP-UX provides a, "logjn:" prompt
(but does not require an additional command like "HELLO"). It recognizes case,
requires only a user name, allows more than eight, ,characters. 'in user name or
password and allows non-alphanumeric characters in passwords.

Any application that depends, "in itself: on the user logging into 'the system will be
stuck with system dependencies. In this situation, be sure to document the
differences between the systems. '
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HP..UX
ForHP-ux:~wesetup a simple script that sets environment variables, then runs
the daemon program as a background process. (Using the"&tla.tthe end oCthe
line· indicates that theprogramshouldcontinuerunnirig in the·. baekgroundeven
after the userrunning..it logs oft).

$cat ·,cievsqript
export DEV HOME=/DEVIO/BIN
export DEV-DB HOME=/DEVIO/PUB/control
/DEVIO/BIN7PROCMGR 2> pmlog &

MPE/iX
OnMPEIiX,··we set.·upJCLto·accotnplish the sarnepurpdse 'astheabove script:
Since"~E/iX does··~ot·yet .. providefororphaned·pr~cesses,!we.•••stream. this.joband
leave .' it·. continually .running~For aU practical purposes, tltis behaves just like the
HP-UX daemon.

1 '!j obprocI[lgr ,mgr .dev10 ;outclass=lp,.l;p,t'i=ds
2 !filecja~W0n.lg;rec=;:;-l"b, a~cii;disc=~~OOOQiQ; save
3 !purgeda~mon19 . •... ,.' ,.' . .
4 !sh.hpbin .sys > '*daemonlg - L
5 exportDEVHOME==/DE\!lO/BIN;
6 export DEY-DB HOME=/DEV10/PUB/control;
7 /DEV10/BIN7PROCMGR 2> pmlog;
8 exit;
9· !~ebd

10, !set stdl.ist=del~te

11!eoj

NOTES:
Line 4: Output ftomthe shell is redirected to abyte-streaIIl.:tile,since this is what the
e~pectsv NO'('IDaUyoutput would,go to'fheSSTDLIST· ofthejbb~ which is not a·byt:e"stream.file.
Line;~: Ea~hsl}~114~ommandi~ tellllin~tecl by .~, •.sen:li-eolon
Li..~?: Shellinput must qe termi~!e~bYfln "E()D"command
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Native Language Support
No POSIX standard exists yet to address the issue native language support.
Fortunately, the X10pen Portability Guide (another widely·. accepted .operating
system standard). provides functions .•• to ••. meet this .. need. ··.Mostlarge > vendors
(including Hewlett-Packard) are striving to meet both the POSIXstandards and
the X/Openstandards (XgG.4isthe latest standard published by this group). Most
UNIX systems (includingHP-UX) alreadycomplywith~G 3, and Hewlett~

Packard is investigating making MPE/iX XPG 4-compliant in a future release.
Thus, it is reasonably safe to use the X/Open native language fun.ctions,and still
assume portability.

Native language support is definitely an "open systems".issue, which provides for
portability across languages and cultures, as well as machine types~·:xPG..
compliant systems use the "cat"fpnctions to read all text messages from a message
catalog, .r~ther than coding text messages (such as.user prompts or error messages)
intoprograms..·.·"Catopen" opens a message catalog file, "catgets" reads messages
and "catclose" closes the catalog file.

As of Release 4.5,MPE/iX does not yet provide the XPGcatalogfunctions. It
does, however, provide the same services through· very similar ·:MPE .intrillsics.:
CATOPEN, CATREAD and CATCLOSE.Listing 2 shows· a function that uses
both the XPG "catgets" function and the MPE "CATREAD" intrinsic.

Inter-process communication ape)
The POSIX.4 standard will define methods for inter-process communication.
POSIX.l provides pipes and FIFOs, but these may not meet all applicationIPC
needs. (WlE/iX does not yet have pipes and FIFOs, but it will in Release··.4.7.)
Hewlett-Packard decided to provide more UNIX-style IPC capabilities with
MPE/iX 4.5· by including facilities known a$ the "SVID IPC library" .(defined .by
the AT&T System V Interface Definition). These facilities include message queues,
shared memory and semaphores. HP also provided another co·mmonly·used means
of IPC known as Berkeley Sockets (first released in MPE/iX 4.0). Berkeley
Sockets are not part of the POSIX standard, but are recognized as a widely used
means of IPC, and thus· considered important for inclusion in MPE/iX. (HP-UX
provides both the SVID IPC library and Berkeley Sockets.)
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Listing 2: Using the Native Language Support functions: MPE/iX vs. HP-UX
/************************************************** defines *1
#define POSIXSOURCE
#define -XOPEN-SOURCE
#defihe DEVCAT "msgcat"
#define MAX MESSAGE SIZE 256
/************************************************* includes */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <errno.h>

#ifdef MPE ONLY
# include-<mpe.h>
#else
# include <nl_types.h>
#endif

#ifdef MPE ONLY
#pragma intrinsic CATOPEN
#pragma intrinsic CATCLOSE
#pragma intrinsic CATREAD

typedef struct {
short msg stat;
short other;

} CAT STAT;
#endif /*MPE_ONLY */

/************************************************** globals */
#ifdef MPE ONLY
int cat fd -1; /* message catalog file descriptor */
#else
nl catd cat fd -1; /* message catalog file descriptor */
#endif

/************************************************** msgcatoperi */
int msgcatOpen(void)
{
#ifdef MPE ONLY

CAT STAT cat_stat;
#endif-

#ifdef MPE ONLY
if (1cat fd = CATOPEN(DEV CAT, &cat stat)) < 1) {

/* error handling occurs here */-
return 1;

}

#else /* XPG3 */
if ((cat fd = catopen(DEV CAT,O)) == -1) {

/* error handling occurs here */
return 1;

}
#endif

return 0;
} /* msgcatOpen */
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*1
*/
*/
*/

xnsgc~J:Read */

l**'*****~****i*****~****~*~*t.****************.~*t**.,,*,msqcatread
/* Getsmess~gefrom'set " nuIriber'msg'inDEVCAT.
/* Returns pointer to buffer containgmessage.Ifcat.gets
/* call fails, return points to default message.
/**************************************************
char *msgcatRead(int set,int msg)
{
#ifdefMPE ONLY

CAT STAT cat stat;
int- size = MAX MESSAGE SIZE;
static char msgbuf[MAX-MESSAGE-SIZE+l];
int length = 0; -

#else /* XPG3 */
char *temp_chp = NULL;
static char default msg[MAX MESSAGE SIZE]

"Error occurred reading message from catalog";
#endif

if (cat fd == -1)
if (msgcatOpen(» {

(* open failed; do error handling */

#ifdef MPE ONLY
length=CATREAD(cat fd, set, msg, &cat stat, msgbuf, size,

NULL,NULL~NULL,NULL,NULL); -
msgbuf[length]='\O'; /* MPE doesn't provide terminating Null */

if (catstat.msg stat != 0) {
/* error" handling * /

}
return (msgbuf) ;

#else /* XPG3 */

errno= 0;

temp_chp = catgets(cat_fd,set,msg,default_msg);

if (errno != 0) {
/* error handling */

}
return(temp chp);

#endif -

/* msgcatRead */
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Dealing With Non-Standard Portions··ofSource Code·
When the need arose to use system-dependent functions (such as MPE intrinsics),
we ..• genentlly surrounded the. system-dependent portion. of code '.. with an
"#ifdef/#endif' block, so that.only the portion .intended for a given.system would
compile on that system. We used the constal'lt"MPE_ONLy~'toindicatea portion
ofcode that would only be compiled on the HP3000. (See~isting 2.)

On several occasions we needed to use a POSIX function that wasn't available yet
on MPE/iX. In at least two cases, we were able to obtain (fromHP) a fairly simple
piece of code that provided the same. featllr~s~sthe missing .system function (the
accessO and getloginO functions). Listing 3 shows the MPE/iX implementation of
the POSIX "getlogin" function. .

POSIX programming language: C . .... '. . ..
Future standards will define ADA and FORTRAN bindings to the POSIX
standards. For now, C is the language of choice. Itwas used to develop UNIX and
is a standardized, portable language. With the POSIX.l library functi0rts. defined in
terms of the C language, C is the onlyrealchoicefQr.~OSIX-compliant

programming.

Compiling UnderMPE/iX
Use the "c89" command available in thePOSIX shell to compile. programs using
the POSIX.l library functions on the 3000. This is actually an. .interrace to the
standard C compiler and Link Editor, providing both compilation and li~ng.Th~

MPE/iX implementation of this 'command is almost identical to the one provided
by HP-UX. "c89" allows the use ofHFS(Hierar~hical~ile System) names for any
of its parameters, and expects adherence t9ANSr Gst(lndards.(NOTE: to include
POSIX features in your program, such as primitive variable typ~s, you must·· define
the constant _POSIX_SOURCE.•·The constant must be defined before any system
headers' are included, so it is usually best to define itin the first"fewlines,ofyour
source file.)
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Listing 3:

Error codes: none
*/

#define _POSIX_SOURCE

#include <unistd.h>
#incl\ld~ <errno.h>
#include <mpe.h>

1* speciffedby getlogin(l *1
/*errno and error constants.*/
/* ccode(), CCE */

/***************************/
/* general information */
/*********************~*****/

/***********************/
1* MPE information */
/***********************/

#pragma intrinsic WHO

#define MPE·NAME LEN
#define MPE=LOGIN_LEN

char *getlogin(void)
{

8
(MPE_NAME_LEN+l+MPE_NAME_LEN)

static char login[MPE LOGIN LEN+l] = "";
char us7r name[MP.E NAME LEN+l];
char acct-name[MPE-NAME-LEN+l];
int i,l;~ --

/* get user's login name */
WHO (NULL, NULL, NULL, user_name, NULL, acct_name);

/* WHO does not return any status */
if (user name[O] == , ')

return (NULL);

for (i=O,l=O; i<MPE NAME LEN, user_name[i] != , '; i++,l++)
login[l] = user name[I];

login [1++] = '.'; -
for (i=O; i<MPE NAME LEN, acct name[i] != I '; i++,l++)

login[l] = acct name[i]; -
login[l] = END_OF_STRING_CHAR;

return (login);
/* getlogin () */
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It is important to note that a C program compiled by "c89" on the 3000 will not
perform quite the same as one compiled outside the POSIXsheU. "c89" links with
the POSIX libraries,· while. progra11ls lillked outside the shell are:lillked with the
ANSI G libraries.

File system functionshig~i.ght·themo~t ·.eVident .di~er~nces between. compiling
inside. the shell~ersusc()lnpiling·.outsid~:the··shell. Progralllswhich c~~"f~.I>e~9u
will create a b~~~stre1\~lfile whencompil~d by"c89," while the sapteprogram'will
create ~ 256-bYte, fixe~-length-record fih~ by default when compiled outside the
shell. HP·wanted to make sure that the POSIX functions comply strictly with the
POSIX standards (which use byte-stream, not fixed-length-record files), while the
standard. HP C functions provide traditional HP-style files for the convenience of
MPE programmers.

The posq file system .' .' .....•. . '..•.••.• ····.··>i,.

POSIX>defines,standardsdescribing the. file •. system for an operating .. system. ·The
imlliementation... of this standard.(which is.·. based .onSystem ·VandBerkeley IJNIX
file.systel1l.s)otl theHP3000isknown··as>]he."ffierarchical File System." HFS is
significantly different from MPE's native file system.. While .MPE provides a flat
"directorY" structure consisting of accounts and groups, POSIX allows a "tree
style......hierarc.hical directorY" structure, .with·a virtually unlimited depth of
directories. Filenames may. be up. to 14 characters long (actually longer, but no
more. than 14 for portability), and are case sensitive. .They may contain the
characters period, underscore· and hyphen,as ·well·as numbers and letters.

POSIX uses "permissions"..'to define file security.·P~rmissions .are.comparable to,
but different from, MPE account/group/creator. access control. POSIX defines
three types •of users•of· a ,file: .' the owner, .'.' otheriusers bel~nging-t() •. th~ ··•• same
"group"~s the owner and aU 'other users..Threetypes of permissionsareprovided£
read, write and execute. Each of the user types may be allowed each of these
permissions, making a total ofnine permission options for. a file.

Directories are also assigned permissions, although theactuaJIB~C\Bi~~.ofe~~h

permission is differeqt for files than it ~sf()rdirectories.. :Figtlre 2 explains the use of
the permissions. for .both .fil~;s .and direc~?ri~s ... For .a.. more det~iled ••..description. of
the HFS. o~.~E/iX, pleas~ refer to. "1'tewFeat~r~s. ofMPE/iX .4.5: <llsing the
Hierarchical File System" (HPPart No. 32650-90351).
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File

Read(r)

May read file

Write {w)"

May update file

Execute>(x)

May execute file
(scriptor program)

May~St rues
Directory in,directoty

May;sav~,

rename ordelete
fue, in.4~ty

~a¥"cd" int() this,
djtectc)I)' (to make
curreufworldng
directoty

The POSIX shell
The working environment for a POSIXprogrammeris the POSrXsllell... Basedo~
th~BoufJ1e and.Korn shel1s<ofl1NIX,the~.OS~shell isdefine~)by thePOSIX.2
st~~dard..••:..·The··•..shelt'.···'standardi~es.·.·· ••,.cornrnands, .~nvironment .•• and•••·••··~.ser .•..·.utilities.. ··This
allowspro~rammers to easily move fromonesyst~m toanot~er~t~outhaving:to

relearn a new operating system. 'A UNIX: programmer workingin·thellOSIX·.shetl
on the 3000winfeelquiteathome~

WhileJhe POSIX'shelldoes not· provide'some ofthe more complex features found
on someUNIX,systems, it does provide many;~equentlyused·)services.Thebasic

shell'·. commands" dealing with· files and. directories (Is, ~mkdir,etc.) are very
similar between ·.HP-UX· and'· the 3000.·..POSIX·•• shell.•..• The.·:shell·· i alsoprovides
popular utilities such as grep,awk and vi..On the. MPE/iXPOSIXshell, there is
evenabuilt-ine~mail system (mailx).;.- somethingllew for 3000 users.

The normal, way to' run the POSIX .. sheUon MPE is ·to run SH.HPBIN.SYSwith
the infostring.tt-L.'" The shell .. then ·becomesfyournew·.commandinterpreter and,
for· all appearances, <you are on a:UNIX Q>OSIX) system.. The "callci" shell
command provides accesstoMPE/iX commands.

:MPE/iKis~ues. .'. '.' ... .' ......••.........'. .. . .•.. ... ' .•.....•.•...•... ) ..... '. '.. .. . .' .'.'
Whilel\tPE/iX is;rapidly becomin~aP9S~~-compli8llt op~rClting system,itisD()t
yet'complete...:HP. has.done '.'acommendabl~jo~ iI\providing ••~sig~ipcant p()rt~Qn~f
the POSIX.l and POSIX.2 features. Future releases should make NfilE/iXan even
better POSIX implementation.
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Programsin Groups
MPEliX R.elease 4.Sis the first release to include the POSIX.J library, the
POSIX"o7 .snell atl<l·themerar9hie~FileSystetn. Prpg{ammersplanning. for
portability need to 10ok~efullYa.ttheMPE~i~~OSIX,malluaJsto disepverwbicp
functions and features are not yetimplemented.Oneof the more significant
restrictions of MPEI~iSc{Jhatp(pgramsmllstb,st,oredilll MPWtXgr()Ups--not
1m~/directories.A-ttemptingtorullaprogram~toredina<lireetorywill.cause .•..~
err()f. InthePOSIX.· shell,J!te~rrorJ;l1essage·.i~ i"Implemelttation-c.i~finederrof.H..lf
a.ttemptedfr()ln .. Clftl,le message. is ;ttHFS ~esnot ..supportedby.thispararneter.
(ClERR. 192). It

Byte-stream vs. Fixed-length-record
Another issue to ,watch out for is-the difference between byte-str,amfiles·and
s.t,andard MPE fi,ced-Iength~record files.POSIX utilities, cannot read, fixed~length
record files. Attempting an operation such.as "cat" or "viII on a !fixed-length-record
file will result. in an ,"Implementation-defined errQr. n Fortqnately, the· MPE/iX
POSIX cShell provides two lJtilities to convert files from MPE-style to byte~stream

(tttobytett
) and vice-versa C'frombytetf

).

Warning: "frombyte" has no parameter for record '. size-- it only creates files with
80-byte records. If youbave a' source file with lines. longer than .80.. cp~rae!e!s,the
lineswiU,be~plit in two by frombyte.. {l.JseFCOPY as anaItertlative~Jlthis (jase.)

STORE
Currently, to include HFS. files .. in ...a ...·~dlbaG1alll.onMPEli~yQtl ... must.··Urse ..• "I,"
[,therthan~'@.@.@." "@.@.@"wiU· notinclude file$ in directorie$, ()rwith,BFS
names. This approach hasbeencriticizedWi<lelY"a~din>~espons~,aP,~U tJu~ke

tt@.@.@ttinclude ALL files (including those with HF'S·names) in R.elease4.7.

Debugging
Currently there is no symbolic debugger available for programs compiled by "e89."
POSIXprogrammers on the 3000 need to plan on using plenty of "printf" or
"fprintf' calls to debug.

The guidelines
There are several good sources for guidelines onPOSIX programming. For a
thorough, very readable description of the POSIX.l standard functions and
features, see "POSIX Programmer's Guide,"by Donald Lewine· (O'Reilly &
Associates, .Inc., 1991). This book explains portability issues very clearly, as well
as including a complete catalog ofall the POSIX.l functions.
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The "MPE/iX Developer's Kit" (product number 36430A}'IS required to compile
with POSIX.1 functions on the 3000. This,provid~syou ~thseveralmanuals that
describe the POSIX.l· functions underMPE/iX,aswell' as the Ccompilerand
POSIX. 1 libraries needed to write POSIXiprograms fortlte 3000.,

Another very helpful;sourceofiMormation ",is the "rnan"",pages'on HP-UX.~"We

consulted the "man'" page' every time we wanted 'to see the"standards' conformance
itor a 'library' func!ion we wanteclto' use>!i~~veryfew ,,~xcept~~ns, "we only)used
functions that listed either "ANSIC"or "POSIX.1II' as standards. "See Listing 4 for
an example ofa library function "man" page.

Limits
The system include file <lirriits.h> contains a number oflimits that are important to
observe. Maximum, path' size,'" maximum number "orapen" files and', •.. maximum
Ilu~ber of child'processes are justa ~ew of the'itemsidefined'here;,TO be truly
compliant, an application must not 'exceed these: limits. UnfortUnately, some of the
limits ,are fairly small. 'If you choose to exceed'the ',limits aUewed·bY:POSIX,be
careful to document the exceptions and be prepared to make chRngeswhenporting
to othe~ systems.

Variable Types
POSIX defines anulllber of primitive variable types for function arguments. These
are defined in the system include files, and end with the suffix "_t." For example,
all functions that deal with processes use the type tepid_tIt for process ID.This is
usually implemented as .an' "int, II but,a 'program should always declare varia.blesfor
these functions as "pid__t," rather than "int." This ensuresportabilitylf a particular
system was to use a different type for its implementation.
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Listing 4: BP-UX manpagefor,POS~LibraryFunction

qetloqin (3C)

char'" *qetloqin(void) ;

DESCRIPTION

ERRORS
getlogin fails if any. of the

qetloqin(3C)

FILES

[EBADF]

[EMFILE]

[ENFILE]

letc/utmp

An invalid file'descriptor was obtained.

Too many file descriptors are in use by,
t,h,i:s ...•prqces:s.,.

The systemfile,table.is'full.

SEE ALSO
getgrent(3C), getpwent{3C),cuserid(3S),utmp(41.

DIAGNOSTICS
getlogin returns the NULL pointer if name is not found.

WARNINGS
Return values point to static data whose content is
overwritten by each call.

STANDARDS CONFORMANCE
getlogin: SVID2, XPG2, XPG3, POSIX.1~ FIPS 151-1

Hewlett-':J?ackard Comp~ny ~ 1 - HP-UXRelease 8 .0,: ,January 1991

Notice' tne' "last',' section"-~ ,"STANDARDS ",. 'CONFORMANCE n. 'Both'"POSIX.}, and
FIPS 151-1 (a subset of the POSIX. 1 standardJarelisted for tnis/function,
indicating that it is higltly,portable.
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Can an application be c6mpletelyportable?
Many lIP sites are currently evaluating the addition ofUNIX operating systems to
their inventory of computer systems. As that happens, the need for greater
portability will increase dramatically. Our mission, for our company and for' our
clients, is to continue to play a major role in" facilitating the 'creation of truly open
systems by concentrating on providing maximum portability. This will enh8Jlce the
ability of our customers to communicate quickly and easily .'across platforms and
across continents. And software developers will btethe ... key architects in .this wave
ofactivity.

The real question for developers, though, is this: Can you create a sophisticated
system that can be recompiled with no source code changes on the 3000 and
9000? On other non-HP systems? The answer is yes, if you follow the guidelines
and stick to the rules: conform to ANSI C, use POSIX.1 functions for system
needs and avoid.non-standard system ext~qsions. (Summary in.Figure 3.)

Porta,bility Guidelines

Conform to ANSI C

Use POSIX.lfunction for
system needs

Avoid non-standard
system extensions

The acceptance of POSIX as the standard for 'operating systems provides the
foundation for developing portable applications. Operating system vendors appear
to be willing to make POSIX a cornerstone for future plans. Now it is up to us -
the application -developers ---,to.take/advantage of the benefitso(portability,. by
l;Tlakingour programs meet the stand~rds.
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Title: ,HP' sUseof Bus'iness Workstations

Andrew J. Phillips
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2015 South,>ParkPlace
A.tlantaGA.~;0339

(404):850-2937

intended to provide information and
'insight. to those ,already "'using ·or contempl;Citingus.ing
UNIX workstations in a business environment·~

Hewlett-Packard engineers have used workstations
s'incei,'they were invented; and in tl'i:e .beginning~ ... this
use . was .·.. mostl.y·.limited:to' .. technical.... profe,ssienals
requiring sii:gnificant ·.processing .powertorun<their
applications (·such.·.···as .. CA.D/CAM);.,. More recently, "the
workstation": has iI'lfiltrated markets that didn't
even exist: 20 yearsia·go~. This article ; is about how
that irtffltration happened at a part of
Hewlett .... Packard. We found that, with the proper
precautions, we could harness the power of the
workstation for the "av-erage ····.·service ... or.administrative
worker.

~ha"e structured' this article such.'.'. that.'•. '. the first
part is concerned with .>themajor ciecisionsmaGiein
iinpJ.ementing workstations, and the,.latter .part goes
more· into the technical details. Everyone reading this
should .. at'least skim the first part because the
overall strategy is.discussed, and latter . parts may
seem unneccesarilycomplexwithout the "big picture".

"SOME·...··· DEFINITIONS> AND ..TEBMiNOLGGY

The first order of business is to answe·r the
question" What is a Workstation anyway?", so we can
all be assured we·. are .tal.kingabout· the same thing.
For this articl'e, we will define'a "workstation" as
an HP9000 (any series )with graphicshardwarerunnirig
HP-UX (any version above 6.5) and the X window
system, See [1] for a better description.A.lthough:·this
de'finition is rather broad, it will suffice' for the
kinds of things we will be talking about. The

HP'sUse·of BJJsiness.Workstatiogs
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hardware actually used in thi.s case study is mostly
Model 425s, some700s': and a smaller number of older
models like the 340 or 360.

Since this article is based on real life experiences,
the next order of business is 'to define the context of
this article, that is, .'. who ,', are we talking about ? "Who"
in this case, is Hewlett-Packard's North American Field
Operation ( NAFO ) which includes the Atlanta Campus
(Response Center, Atlanta ITC and RiverwoodBldg.),
and all the field sales offices in the United states. I
will also refer periodically to "IT" ,'meaning,:the
Information Technology department which is responsible
for running';·the data center, supporting applications,
. and instal!ling and supporting computer hardwa.reand
related technologies.

Lastly, again for clarity, I want to define some
frequently used terms. A display isthe.,·CRTscreen that
sits on a users"desk. A wino.owisanobject that
appeaI:"s on a display. For the purpose of this
article, almost all the windows will be rectangular in
shape and look like an Hewlett-Pack~rd display
terminal screen 24 lines by 80 columns. An
application is what appears inside a· window. A
Graphical User .Interface (GUI) is typically a
bitmapped display (the graphical part) using a
windowing system (in this case Xll) that provides the
user a means for managing the windows.
H'ewl.et't~Packard VUE is another example of a GUI, even
though VUE really uses the X window system (Xll) •
Also, hpterm(see the man page if 'you have an HP-UX
system) is the terminal emulator used to access
applications, and vt3k (again, see man page) is the
datacommunications program used to login to remote
HP3000s across the network~ To help differentiate
between different types of end users, I will use
OLTP (online transaction processing) forthosewhb
use primarily production aplications on an HP3000. It
is this type of 'userthat is deal t wi th in this
article. That is not to sayt'hat the ideas described
here';'applyonly' to this kind of user, but that this
particular case study specifically addresses the needs
of this kind of worker~

BRIEF HISTORY
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In 1989, Hewlett-Packard installed about 400
workstations in thC9 response centers. This was a
risky project, and people bet theircare,erson this
new paradigm and that people such as call coordinators
and response center engineers would 'be .savvy enollgh ..... to
use a mouse and windowing environment and that the
existing HP3000swouldn' t become too overloaded with
the extra sessions and processing load. Well, this
gamble.obviously. worked out in favor of workstations,
but there were some problems related to integr.ating
with existing applications (see PITFALLS section).

IniLate 19.90, another. 400 or so'.· workstations were
installed in Ellro.pe to act as multi-window displays for
existingHP30QO applications, with a·documen;ted 1<2%
increase in productivity .• Mostay due to the elimination
of"the need' to log off and on to other systems.
These; encouraging results sparked vario.us "pilot"
proj ects throughout the company th.at further
demonstrated the pb.tential,· but usually at a high
administrative 'cost. Something had to be donete
allow.usingdepartmentsto install workstations and
still concentrate on the primary activity of helping
customers and not the technology itself.

In 1991, a task forcetconsistingofmany of the .early
imp.lementors) was formed to consolidate and leverage
experiences with workstations in the business
environment. This resulted in the Workstation Best
Practices document, a set of guidelines., on how to set
up, configure and administer workstations for
Hewlett·~Packard~s internal business functions,
distilled .from tl1.e.lessonslearnedatmanypilot sites.

BEST PRACTICES

The Best Practices document was written to m.eetthis
end. They analyzed nearly a dozen completed or nearly
completed workstation projects .. The review team was
made up";of the expertsthatwere.directly involved in
these projects. The results ofithis<analysis ,.'were
organized to help;businessmanagers considering
workstation purchases answer the same questions that
you probably have, ..' specifically,:

1 .. What feature and. benefits might my organization
receivefr,om<imp'lementation or warks ta·tions 1.

HP'S····Useo€ Business'WOrkstations
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2. What ." are the obvious fca.pitalandexpense . dollars )
and hidden: costs (ongoing support .'. and ongoing
investments) .of .deploying this ... techno;logy?

3. ·Will workstationshelp,my department'? Are they
the right solution? How about PCs'?

4. Once"! have decided to proceed, exactly what
should! order' and how should it be configured for
e'as.e,'·of use· and' support •..

As stated earlier, most of these projects were
targeted.···towards·i"online transaction: processing (OLTP)
environments. It is in these .environments that
immediate gains and hard· dollar savings can be
realized. Since . this article draws on the . knowledge
gained from these pilot installations, the .major·focus
is toward OLTP. This;, is not to say that workstation
are.orilyfor·· OLTP uses or that the ideas and
suggestions presented here only: apply to this
environment. The'reader is encouraged. to be creative
when thinking of other areas to implement·· this
technology.

In general, workstations were found to be of greatest
benefit to those users that . spend most of their
computing time accessing production systems' while
PCs·,· are. most· useful'"to personal productlvi ty users.

It is also worthy of note that the best practices task
force delivered.a "starter kit" for site,s wishing to
implement workstations that included a set oft.emplates
to. set up a standard environment, alGng with a set of
utilities. See the SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION section for
more about the starter kit.

SHOULD.MY GROUP USE PCs OR WORKSTATIONS ?

Determining the roles of the 'PC a.nd ·the
workstation requir~s an examination of both the
benefits of the two platforms" and the tasks
conducted by users . Fer some: users it is not clear
which is the best client.at··thistime. But for man'y
users, the answer is cl~at. :In areas'whe're client
positioning is not clear, efforts are being made to
bridge the gaps in functionali.ty using emulation
software and by.negotiatingwith vendors to provide
software that is consistent across both platforms.

HP'sUseof Business Workstations
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Since it is impossible to reduce user needs·into
a simple set of categories, a·continuum can be employed
to help describe ····userneeds. At ...•.... one end of . the
continuum are personal productivity tools ttadftionally
thought of as PC software. This "off-the-shelf"
productivity software includes word processors,
spreadsheets, and business graphics programs .. At the
other end of the continuum'are the internally written
production systems that store and process the
company's critical business data. These systems have
traditionaillly been implemented using" a host/terminal
architecture, and 'are typicallyHP3000·based.

�-----...;---...;.-.~---------------------------------I
Production Personal

Systems Productivity
("Off-the-shelf")

Software

Users are represented 011 this continuum based on the
time.they use or the needs they have for the software
at·the l~nds of "the continuum. !A user who only uses
Personal Product.iV'itySo.ftware isa:tone end, a user
who only uses Production Systems is. at the other, and
a user with a 'mixed set of.needsis somewhere in
between.

IIi general, it can be said that users near the
Personal. Productivity S.oftware end of the continuum are
best suited for PCs while users at the Production
Systems end of the·: continuum are best 'suited for
UNIX·workstations.Whileiitisunlikely that users'
needs will actuallyplace thematoneextremeof·the
continuum, solutions for accessing and running software
on either platforms. are availablefor·both the PC and
the workstation. In particular, software
traditionally found on PC .' .(Productivity Software)
is being developed/ported to the :! UNIX
workstation plC1't'form<.

Arl additional consideration before positioning
client hardware for a user is the, use of information
access and decision supporti too1;s . These tools .,. provide
read-only access to company data, processed by
Production Systems'. Wbileithis functionality' is'
available usi,ng HP 3000-based tools, many new tools

HP's Use'of Business Workstations
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are currently available for the PC. ···Users of this new
software may feel that a workstation gives them better
access to current Production Systems, but thes~/tools

require a PC to run.

Thetable·below summarizes these key points of
comparison.,·

UNIX Workstations

Production System Users
Production System Supporters
Production System Developers

Information Systems

PC

Knowledge .. Workers
Users of PC-based
information access
tools and Executive
Knowledge Workers
with low-end
productivity software
needs

The above chart does not specifically address users
with highly mixed needs for Personal Productivity
Software and Production Systems. These users need to
evaluate the pros and cons of using the PC or the UNIX
workstation. Some specific recommendations are:

* Where a user access ONLY production systems and
normally manages a large number of systems and or
applications, a workstation can provide almost
immediate benefits. This is especially true ··when the
user is ina "customer on the phone" situation.

* PCs should be used where users have a need for
high-end personal productivity tools and/or a need for
PC-based information access or decision support tools.

* Users with needs that would justify both a PC and a
UNIX workstation (e. g., both high-end personal
productivity tools and access to production systems)
may need to have·. two client machines. Where the cost
of two machines is prohibitive or where the office
space is not available, emulation products such as
SoftPC and.PC-based X emulators can be used on the UNIX
workstation or Pc. respectively to access >software not
available for a user's particular hardware.

Workstation users will enjo.ya, large display full of
multiple HP 3000 applications,· and will have the.native
platform for future client/server based production

HP's Use of Business Workstations
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systems. If their personal productivity software needs
are limited to simple text processinq and/or
spreadsheets, VEDand/or, Lotus ',1-2-3 fo·rHP";"UX will
meet their needs . If·' however, theY,require<additional
personal productivi ty' software, they ·.·will have to tUrn
to'intetimsolutionsofferin.g limiteddatasharin.gwith
PC users ,an'dwill later need to < migrate to reco11lmended
software as it becomes available.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

Workstations require system resources to function.
Careful ··the>'ti.ght:;and plannin.g is, needed to ,determine
exactly what resources will 'be' needed. 'If the
application in question in. running on . a> heavily
loaded HP3000 series 70, don't add workstations, it'll
only·, make a bad situation> worse. The cost of
moving to workstat:iOns may require.··"the purchase of. an
MPE--~L '. machine. All ···such· costs must be'considered
in .. a ·tet\lrn 'on in.vestmentanalysiS ....• Please see
the HP3000 IMPACT section fora technical discussion
of this topic.

Besides the, hardware costs, . adding workstations will
require additional ... ·IT human 'and !JAN resources,
hence an increased IT 'bill. These additibnalcosts,
ha.rdware; and human should 'be offset by····· increased end
user productivity. If this can not be demonstrated in
project p)lanning, the conversion to workstations should
be re-examined.

PIT·FALLS'TO·· AVOID

In. '. order, .~o provide, .' a realistic . picture, I. am
includ.ing . this ··section on. items,that 'were :troublesome
for us. This list is certainly not all--inclusive,
and your site may have a different set of
requirements Q·revendifferent ····problems.However, for
whatever it is \-lorth, here are some of the
"pitfalls"·NAFO·encountered.

Lack of resources can' really cause' trouble.' See the
section on HP3000 IMPACT for an in-depth discussion
about this issue. Another issue was'slave printing.
We had several applications that 'made use ··of slave
printers. In fact, two different'· applications" can
access slave printers 'intwo different ways .. This
was 'initially quite trOUblesome; since the hpterm

HP's ··Use'of B1.lsinessW():rkseations
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emulatord'id not provtdethe complete' spectrum of
this Slave print functionality, and we had.to find
alternattvemethods. Another issue relating to the
hpterm emulator was the fa'ct that, some
applicatio:ns did not. look exactly the same on
a workstation., Speci.fically those that used the line
d~awi:ngcharactersetandrequireda certain termtype
were troublesome. Seethe example •. resource file for
hpterm near' the end for more detail on this. Another
issue was that while using these wi;ndows they
could be resized by the user, creating problems for
applications that . expected an 80 column by 24 line
sc:reen.Again, see the section on resource files
for a method·.to avoid this· problem.

Also, compatability and differences bet'ween versions
of software occasionallY caused some problems.· Another
issue was funiture, of all things. We found that
the 19":monitors that were recommendedsi:mply didnqt
fit some ,of the modular furniture already. :<in use.
Staffing :for administration and support,can,·bea
problem as well, and remote support can be·.eve:nmo:r-e
difficult. It is also very worthwhile to make plans
that deal withsllch issues as security, backups, and
tape management. I explain how NAFO addressed these
issues here, but keep in mind that these solutions
are not a "cure-all", and-your site may have diffe·rent
requirements.

HOW ARE WORKSTATION USED ?

The basic and primary use for these workstations
was and still is to manage multiple HP3000
applications across multiple machines in different
cities on a single display. As 'of march 1993, our data
shows that,· while all of these workstations were
using .... terminal access to multiple hosts mostly
HP3000s. ), ·only8% were running some~pplications

that made use of some local processing. power, "and
another 8% were used in a true client-serv,er
environment. This data is from a significant sample,
including some 2200 workstations on the
Hewlett-Packard internet, with more than 128 servers
(poth' 300/400 and 700 Series). The group.s using
workstations include~ credit, telesales, order
processing, service,. contracts, the response- center, anq
of course the information techn.ology department i.tself.
This indicates that ,a wide variety of business

HP'sUse of Business Work.stations
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functions :can benfit '. markedly from the. application of
workstatien technology to managing alrea.dy existing
applications ..

HOW1fERE' THE PRODUCTIVITY GAINS ACHIEVED'AND ·"HOW WERE
THEY'" MEASURED ?

The biggest gains were from the combination of having
automated access to multiple applications on multipl~

hc>sts ~ndusingthe "c:utandpaste" functi0n... to copy
text between applications .. (s~7 . [1] for .. more specific
information about cut and' paste). For . example, many
people ..wit:hiIl· ..theorgan~zat~on.needed.to a.cc~ss

seyeral appl-ic'ationsduringct:he 'cou:r:"se.of .the day .•.•• ~••.
one fore-mail, one' f-or . hardware ·····pricing, one for
s~r"fce- contrasts, .. :. etc {]sin.gonlya terminal,fhis
process douldbedescribed as . logon~osystem1, I'un
applicationl···· . .. then logoff and system1 and logon
tc) .: .....•... syst~m2, ..•.....• run'.••.. ·application2. a.nd soon~. "'A;ter
:puying ,:.ai.wor~-s.t:ati()n, '. thi~ process, .. wClsreduced,~o
click' a button "for' 'application1 on······· system1, then
cliCK a olltton fo-r application2/; on system2, etc.
essentially eliminating the previous ~rocess entirely.
This was viewed as a tremendous benefit and
enabler to those people with customers on the phone,
since now they had "instant" access to all' of
the.applications. they needed __ .. Inaddit~on, ()nce an
applfcationwasrunning,one never needed-to close the
window .. and:logout ..unless .the ' ~y~teIn.went down fc>r
backups or maintenance (or the application timed out)~

It iseasyt() see how much'of a" time sav~ngs can
accumulate here, especially for those whO use a
large number of applications.

t '. mentioned that the cut · and paste feature was very
w~ll. reCeived'bythebse~c0inmunlty,especially<fthose
whose jobs~.·· involved moving· .datapetweel} applicat:.ions.
This .. cat andp~ste .. f~atll:r:e is. not specffic' 1:c:>
Hewlett-Packard VUE,'buta" part of the X Window. System
( see [1] ). One uses the mouse to highlight the
text to be duplicated in the source window, and then a
but~oncl~ckwithinthetarge~.~indow,and'•... t:he.text
iscopiefi.. ..Thisprocess is extremelyea$~.t()·use,an~
we . had .peop~e v.lho._ had ··.·n7verused .a. _. mouse ...•.. PI' •. windows
be~ore working . comfortably . in thisenvi:ronment
with only ... a ..... couple of .. hours o.f training. . .....Evel}
more importantly, the combination of many applications
on one screen along with the cut and paste pro~ided
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function9-1ity, that was not .available ,at ..~11,bef9:re.
This provided tlle capability, ..... for inst,ance,f()~a user
to copy a data entry screen into HPDESK for Email and
FAXing to customers. This process took 15 minutes
befpre, ',and· nowtake~ less than a minute . ·1fyou
consider that this activity can take plac,e .··.several
thousand times a ,day, it's easy to see how the benefits
can add up.

There was also significantposit,ive feedback about
SharedX (see [7] ) . SharedX allow.s two or more
workstations to .. " share." the same window. This was used
extensively during fraining sessions where a
process was demonstrated to the students with the
same window appearing on everyone's display, and
then, having seen how it should work, the students
performed a similar process individually. Another area
that was made easier by the use of this
technology., was troubleshooting. Administrators could
"popup" . a willdow ona users display and walk ,them
through the process that was giving them trouble,~nd

sometimes identify problems without ever leaving t.heir
desk.

There were other minor gains from using such
utilities as datebook ( a calendar program ) ,
calculators, screen editors and other Xl1 based
utilities, but tl;1ey were not significant compared .. to
the gains from the aforementioned functions. These
utilities come "bundled" with Hewlett-Packard VUE,
so there is no incremental cost for providing them
other than support..

Methods or metrics that were used to determine
productivity gains included the number of calls
resolved per person per day, the average time taken
to close a call, the average time to deliver a quote
and the like. Using, these metrics, productivity •. gains
of 10% or better were demonstrated within weeks of
installation.

An excellent example of the enabling aspect of
workstations was the, GEM (group enhanced management)
project in Park.Ridge NJ.. There, a teamdedicated
to '. specific,:cl:lstomHrswa.,~designed. to handle any
call thatcaIll~in,reg,ardlessofthe, question. This
technique would not have be~n feasible without the
workstations.
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HOW WAS THIS ACCOMPLISHED?

To provide leadership and focus withIn NAFO, a
project teamwa.s formed that included the process
owners as well as members of the IT
organization. They (see' BEST PRACTICES) decided upon
the exclusive use .... ·Of ..... disc~ess ..... c:lients, ..•"and .......•. als'o
provided for "cloning" 'the servers using a customized
r~le systemstruc~ure . and ... magneto-optical .. dIscs
~'ee Technicalaspectssect~on)..This provided. a
cookie-cutter process where all the'" installations had
the sa.me hard.ware,···the·· .• same sof.:t:ware·arld a.verysimilar
fl~e·.system·structure. . This similarity, ..bet~ee.n

s:rveEsalso ..... allo\ted<the system.managementteam to
:automate ·· .. the~cloningprosess toth: ··.point that ..2 ~0·3
different file systems could be generated in a single
day. ..The 'projectt:eam alse> leveraged: h~avily
'off of Hewlett-Packard .. PS?/SSO s~r'1,ices fc)rinstalling
the ..L¥1 infrastructure 'where r~quired and. ~lso for
the configuration and testing of the clients and
servers.

IT's role in this was well-defined from· the
o·utset. IT provided guidelines for hardware selectian,
and crafted a "common operatingenvironment"(COE)
where th~<endusers were shielded completely from
HP-UX. ITa-Iso performed a line capacity analysis to
ensure ." . that ..therewouid. be enough bandwidth between
the use:t:"s anci.. their. applications.

Another key compbnenf·wasfhe •. >"glue" .. thatprovideda
bridge betwe'en theneYi .works.tation .t:c~nologyan~.the
eXistin~process~s and: methods . FO,r . example, when- use:r::s
complained that they. had no way to tell . whether caps
'lock was on or off,' a Youtton was inclUded in the
~r()htpailel thatindlcated' this. Ariotherexample
was the creation of aprogrant that helped) a.utomate the
process ofttta.'king chang~s·fothe user environment.
While t.hese examples may seem relatively minor,I
feel that this "customizing" of the environment to
match the business processes is one> of . the keys to
success, and that it will pay' off to have some experts
ready' andable'to Create this "glue" when needed.

80W IS THIS SUPPORTED ..•• ?
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First off, note that support for thiseIlvi;-orunent was
shared by several different groups, and also done
remotely for the majori t,y of. the sites. The groups
involved incuded Network services, office
technologies,' application support for the HP3000
applications an.<i system management ... There .. we;r:-e ... also
groups that did new implementations and research" see
the' HOW WA~j THISAGCOMP~ISHED '.' sectipn •for more details.

IT provided end user trainingandtrain.ing;,for tbe
VUE administrator,~howastyp~cally a process expert
and part of the remote workgroup, and who was
responsible for the "lookand,feel" of his-or, her
workgroup's displ~ys. IT also. defined the support
structure ( see Figure 3 ) which .p;Laced first· line
support within the user conununity, making IT a
secondlevelresource. Once the workgroup was up and
running,all management of the cluster was done from
Atlanta,an'd ,the "file sys~em was backed up using a
localDAT. tape drive. It was the responsibiJ.,ity of
the VUE administrator or another local' peI:'s0n. .•.. to
change tapes daily. Today, the IT Helpdesk· takes all
calls-for support, and routes them to . either
Sy~tem management, Office T'echnology, or application
support group.

Using the support structure shown in~igure 3, IT
is able to achieve excellent results with only one
system manager for every 400 workstations, ",.or
one system manager for every 25 servers. There is also
only a single VUE support person located in Atlanta,
who provides second level support ,for thirty
part-time VUE administrators {equivalent to about four
full time employees) in the l1sin9 organizations. With
this hierarchy, the end user has a localcontact
in their department. We ask that the· end, user. direct
his questions and problems to the local VUE
administrator. This person mayor 'IT.\ay not have
anypreviousexperiencewith HP-UX, VUE, or even a
windqwingenvironment.By having the localYUE
administrator coordinate service requests, .recurr'ing
proqlems can be handled. in ..a more timely fashion. When
a VUE administrator is unable to solve a Vue
problem, that person calls the helpdesk. The helpdesk
then routes them to the Vue support person in the
Office Technology Group.
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'lhe supporp hierarchy is also used to simplify the
VUE configuration process • We ,have mirrored ,our
support hierarchy to the file systemhierar:chy. The
file system hierarchy allows VUE configurations to be
made at many different levels. This "can be seen in
Figure 4.

In this
precede,l1ce
Setting ,up
duplication
errors.

environment" user conf~guratioLlS take
over depart'ment configurations, etc.
a configuration hierarchy helps pr:event
of effort" and minimizes configu:ration

IT . manages theNAFO config~ration area. This
area tends to be a repof?itorYQf action~,and scripts
to be used in the depar~I1\ent '... ar~a;Th~ .' <iep~rtmen.t
area is managed by the .10c(ilVU'E' adntil1istrat·or., Each.
depa,rtment fdet~rminep\,"1hat,appl~c(itionsth~y wa:ntto
use, and ~;t .., ... an,action .. is .. alrea.dy~vai labl~.il1the
NAFOarea, .. it... is ·.·.. used. If··.· ·tllere·is.not·••• a·preconfigured
action available, the VUE administrator adds the
!uncti()nal,ity .... ,themselves, o,ften by using the f. exec
feature (see tile sect:ion, on AUT() LOGINS) . It is to
I'}" s . advantage to ... haveac;t:ions available in the
NAFO area since this hel,ps reduce syntax errors and the
level of knowledge necessary at the local level.
Occasion,plly, it· ". is' neceSf?ary for a user to manage
his own configura.tion; but the department configuration
is generally satisfactory.

TRAINING

One final area .that~ust be considered in remote
VUE support i§. training. Again, the.support hierarchy
used plays a :role. IT trains ..·the 10caiVUE
adI.ninistratorinthe 'use anqconfiguration •. of VUE... ..It
is .ffie .responsibilityof .thisadIninistratqr to train
the users in his department on the use of .. VUE. 'llle
VUE administrator is trained shortly before the
workstations are received. Any further training
needed b,y that person due to updates or new
appli6ations is done via teleconfe:rence and
SharedX.

'lhe only problem encountered with this method' has
been turn over of local VUE administrators. 'When a
VUE administrator leaves the department" a
replacement may; not be selected, or IT may not
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be notified. This causes problems witn training,
configuration, and support. We are now wo~ktnq with
our business partners to remedy this.

STRATEGY .FOR "THE ······FUTURE

IT wil~a~ain ~~.e~ with ,the process Qwners ~o assess
the situation', a~dto refin~ the .proc~sses and decide
upon .. improvement~.Weknow .... that there ·will .. be .... more
client-server ... application'~: coming. in 1994'and' 1995,
and 'this 'usually means that we'will be needing even
more client resources to accomodate these (see
HARDWARE CONFIGS ). New illstallations will be using the
new 700 series hardware and also utilize albcal··· swap
disc toprovlde<' resources for riiore ancflarger
applications ..' We Would lIke to provide a new revision
of the Gut, and't:oolset every six .. ,months to keep
abreast "of the latest available technology. Lastly,
We .I"la~,:~o ,replace 50% ..' of the . 1400 r~main.ing OLTP
terininalswith workstations in the' next ~ear. '

A method 'to address many significant concerns has
been labeled "CaE", for conunon operating environment.
This implies a "standardization" of the platform
and software that can provide flexibility to the
cu.stomerwhilesignificantlyenhancing supportability.
A project to define a cot for desktop workstations in
currentlyunderw~y~ .

TECHNICAL ASPECTS

The following section describes some of the more
technical aspects6f integi~tfng wdrkstations into the
existing emvironment. In general, a workgroup was
placed on the sam.e cluster server so they could share
a conunon set of configuration" fil,es. See figure 2
for a graphicillustrafion of a cluster and r~'l for
more informatiollabout clusters.

Security is always a sigrifficant concern, and
workstations were the cause of even greater than no'rmal
attention, due to recent history like the Internet
worm and other br-eaches of UNIX security. We u'sed
three major strategies to ensure adequate security and
yet '~eep' users ... from having sec~rl.ty get, in thei,r
way. The first 'was to allow MPE passwords' to 'Be
contained in files on the ';' system, but keep di:rect
access to these files limited to ~'tfie VUE
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administrator. This provided .' the functionality that was
neededalongwi..th strict control over who could see
those. passwords. See figure 5 for how this .. is
don~,~ The second wasstr,iot,contrQlover access to the
cluster. servers, <ind consE;lquestly. the.cluster. c:lients
also. Access is limited ito the minimum required,
even·..·tpthe.·.·.. point .·.. ofhaving these machines perceived
as "unfriendly~' .loy other network u~ers. this also
includes the fact that in' general, we did' not give
users access to HP-:,UX at all', dexcept<throughtheVUE
environment. Last, we charged the users witl1being
responsiblefo!," lockin.g" their workstations' .' display
when it was not beiIl9' used, and also providi..Ilg
ppysica.l securityingen.~ral.

the
will

- startup the diskless clients
- manage the·fd.lesystemfor.th.e entire cluster
- allocate and manage swap space (assumes no local swap

on the .. clients)
- provide a backu.pmechanismtoensul:'e effective system

recovery

The client in a. diskless cluster performs the following
tas.ks:

- locally runs the operating system (HP-UX)
- manages all, processes locally
- provides the X-windows seat and interface for the end

user

All these 'workstations are configured: into what
Hewlett-Packard calls a cluster ( se.e· [3Jfor more
information ).. This means that, for a workgroup,
there is one server that boots all the
workstations and provides a shared file system that all
the machines can use. This topology provides a
simpler system to administer since there is only
onefile system., while still allow.ing' a signi..!icant
amount of autonomy between clients (or "cnodes",
aka the machine that sit50n the user's desk ).

the cnodes, also known as discless cl.ients ,
consist ofa unitwithprocessor,- memory, I/O etc., a
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bitmapped graphics display, a keyboard and a mouse.
The server usually had-just theSPU,memory and' I/O
along .. with the disc (s), but no bitmapped graphics
display we used a terminal as the system
con'sole to lower the cost • For more demanding
applications and ..• for sites:' .where network traffic was
already hi.gh, a local swap' disc can: be added to
each crl6de toimf}roveperformance (see Figure 1)

To enhance reliability at:those'sit.es with- more than
a singte cluster, the cnodes for a workgroup are
configured to have everyother'cnodebool from another
server (see Figure 2). In this way, if a server
crashed, only half of the workgroup /wouldbe out of
service. This required "cross-mounting" of the
file systems between serve~s and the use of
Hewlett-Packard's VHE ( virtual home environment ) to
implement (see [5]), but the extra measure of
reliability was well·:wor'th the effort. Tn addition,
this provided an environment where a user could sit
down at any workstation in the' group, use their
standard login, and get i-his or herproperenvirorunent.

The numerical relationship of clients to serVer can
not be stated as an exact recommendation. Many factors
impact the number of clients that can be handled
by one server such as: display buffer size when
usingterminal emulat,ion, the number and siz'e of the
windows, and the amount of swap space on the server.
More swap space is needed to support more clients.
While no hard recommendations .'can be made concerning
the exactn~ers of clients supported per server, a
typical range" r:offering good performance, seeins to be
20 to 30. This is based on the community
experiences of the WBP taskforce. Your mileage
may vary.NAFO is pres'ently using ratios of 20
workstation.s per cluster ,server for 400 series
machines and 40 per server for 700 series machines.

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION

For those workgroups with a small '·number of people,
provisions were made· to allow several workgroups to
share a single ,server. This was accomplished' 'b'Y
using a flexible file system' structure based on
"levels". The levels were global ( for all of NAFO ),
site 'specific, 'group specific and individual. In thfs
way, we could, provide alm.ost any combination of
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software to a user and still have a system that
wais manageable (.see Figure 4 ).

As mentioned previously, the VUE·' administrator was
responsible for any' changes to. the environment for the
workgroup. This, wa·s accompl.ished by using a single
set '.' of .. CQnfigu'rationf'i:l~es residing in aL "group"
directory < that ".. a11 .' ·users ..••.... in >that ·..group ··.woulduse by
default. However, use of these groupconfiguration
files could be overridden simplybylocating an
individual oonfiguration file in the users home
directory. Likewise, if no group configuration file
existed for a certain application, the system was
designed to look "up" the file system directory
tree and get cQnfigurations from the sitewide or
NAFO directory. This method provided: maximum
flexibility for . the user while remaining relatively
simplejtoadminister.

T0 aid.;.inmakingchanges to:''VUE, a teol was created
that allowed the VUE administrator to automate some of
the more complex components. For example, to
change the text cQlor for a certain window, the
VUE administrator may need to. edit the file called:
I,'/usr/locallatcluserslconfig/app-defaults/HPterm" .
This includes thepathnameofcQurse, but they would
need to. remember this. In addition, any changes made
may need to be copied to other servers if the group
inguestion ....·..•.·was· ....····large~ Insteadofdn~equiringthat all
WEadminis'trators ac.tQally type this. hideous' string
G>f characters and' also <make sure any' ····changes were
propagated to other servers!f neede.d, the;toolwas
written ".to recognize the :particulal? file system
structare 'Used and makeuse.ofit>. This> resulted in the
user simply choosing frOID a menu i.tem like "Change
a resource file" , and then picking the one that was
"HPterm". It is not difficult to see. that this made the
VUE<a<iIniIl,istratG>rs life much easier .• H0wever, it took
some···.amount of. e'xpertise to craft such ';a ·tool.

AUTOMATED LOGINS

To provide the "toach of a batton"loginsthat· sayed
S0 mach time while still providing individual
information tQMFE" we used-a 'locally written program
calledwinx. Winxwas essentially a ~'front ....end"for
launcningawindow that automatically logged on to
a remot>e machine. Upominvocation, winx looks
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first in the users home directory for the
user-specific login information (phone extension,
initials, etc. in .dotinfo ), and then searched for
the auto~login file that contained theactual"logon
string ( a "HELLO user. account for MPE ) in (1) the
users HOME direct'dry, (2) the group.: directory, (3)
thesite'directory, and finally (4) the NAFOdirectory..
Once the logon ,'string hase" been found, winxcombines
the "'user~specific' information arid the logon string to
form an ·individual.· '!ogon string".. in the' correct format,
then process handles a new window onto the users
display that connects to the proper machine and
provides the properiogoll (refer to Figure 5).

To make things as easy as possible for the 'VUE
administrator, this entire process can be condensed
into the following definition for a button that
access a remote application :

applicl [P] @appl.bm f.exec "win3x-hhostname -a
applicl"

In' order from left to right, this definition
specifies the button name as "applicl" I the, [P]
specifies that this is a pushbutton (see [2] for more

info.) I and the "@appl.bm" defines the bitmap with
which to label the ,pushbutton. The f.exec syntax simply
means "execute the following conunand as if I had
typed it on the command line". Winx, only needs the two
parameters that define which host to connect to and
which auto-login file to use, the, individual
information is gleaned from "the user ID that invoked
the winxprogram, and which kind of "remote machi'ne is
taken from the name used to invoke,winx ( in this case
win3x, meaning connect to an HP3000 ).

You can see that using winx not only provided
significant functionality and flexibility 'inautornating
logons, but also minimized the ·effort and training
required to administer automated logins (see Figure
5 for a picture of how this works) .

THE" VUE FRONTPANEL

For.. those famili'ar ,with Hewlett-Packard VUE (visual
user environment), you 'will see from the example in
Figure 6<tbat we' have customi'zed the frontpanel
significantly. For those :who haven't· seen VUE before,
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it was designed to be "intuitive" in it's use, that is,
the user simply clicks the mouse while the mouse
cursor points at the item they wish to activate,
simulating the physical press ofa button. If your end
users already know how to use a mouse, training them
to use VUE is relatively simple, if not, this is the
first skill that they must learn in order to use the
VUE environment······.successfully.

Please note: -that all the examples and discussion here
refers to iversion 2 .0of:VUE. The current version is
3.0 which not only has significant additional
functiofl,.ality over 2 ..0, but also uses a different
syntax for the conf·iguration file. It is for this
reason that we have not yet moved to the 3.0vrersion,
as this will require changing some utilities and
re-training the VUE administrators So that they will
work properly with and understand the new syntax.
NAFO is:presently still 'Working on this conversion.

The top row in this example ( Figure 6 )consists
of some typical "utility~' functions that come· with
Hewlett-Packard VUE such as a clock, a calendar,
calculator, SharedX, and so on. There is also a
"lock"button (bottom right hand cornero! Figure 6)
that allows a user to lock the display while they are
away from the desk. We also provided a caps lock
indicator on the frontpanel since ···this iwasabsent from
the-standard set of VUE inciicators.:This is shown on
the top row.

You wilL also note that in thermiddle of the top
row there are four buttons labeled "One" thru "Six".
These are for accessing multiple "workspaces" ,
which is basically a way to provide extra screen
real.estate for those .. who .may "'have so many windows
active on the screen that it gets cluttered. ThiS
functionality is .only provided by Hewlett-PaCkard\lUE
and isnotexpicitly apart of the X window system. In
prac'ti,ice, however, we round that most usersdldnot
take advantage of the extraworkspaces, except· for the
GEM team who needed access to sales, service,
contracts, and product information and had a workspace
for each.

So, we have seen how each button cor:rresponded to
a line in qconfguration file like the fragment

shown here (thi~one was used for the example
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Cris [P]
Pal [P]
Iqs [P]
Oms [P]
Sports [P]

frontpanel show 'in i

cFigure6 - it defines only the
bottom row)

[P] @logo.m.bm=115x30f.version
[P] @desk.bm =78 f.exec "win3x·'-h ise71 -a

hpdesk"
@cris.bm ··f.·exec ·"win3x-h 'ise27'··;;;..a cris"
@pal.bm f.exec "win3x -h ise29 -a pal"
@iqs .bm f.exec"win3x -h ise33·~a iqs"
@oms.bmf.exec,"win3x -h ise58 -a ,Oms"
@sports~bm f.exec "win3x -h ise43 -a
sports"

Armada [P] @armada.bm'f.exec "win3x ,-h ise45 -a
armada"

Patsy [,P] @patsy .bm f .exec "win3x-h ise17 -a,patsy"
TrakII [P] @trakii.bm f.exec-"win3x -h ise78 ~a

trakii"
Loek [P'T] r@lock.m.bm; f.actionLOCK DISPLAY
vu~wmbusy [PHR] @ex·it.m.bm @exit2.bm =59 ;:::13x8+2S+12

f. action EXITSESS'ION

In general, we provided a frontpanel button for
each application accessed: by a particular workgroup at
the initial' install. Once the group was up and
running, the VUE 'administrator had c:ontroloverhbw the
frontpanel looked at what items or buttons appeared in
it. This "local control" of the frontpanel provided
two' benefits, the. process owners had control over their
environment" and IT resources were not required to
make moves, adds and changes on a day to day basis.

For those groups that required addi tional
functionality or had a very large number of
applicattons~ we could either ~dd another row of
buttons to their frontpanel, or have ,buttonS
correspond to a group ofapplicationsirathertnana
si.ngle one. See [2] for more detail on how·thiscan
be,accomplished. using the VUE file manager.

THE RESOURCE FILES

In this framework of VUE, the X window system, and
the RP-OX operating systemanclerrieath it all (see
Figure 7) , one way to control an indlvidual
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applications appearance ( text color, background
color, window size, etc. ) is through the use of
resource files (again, see [ill>. These 'are · just
ASCII files that define how a specific
applicationsho\lld appear. For example, the listing
belowjshows 'an example resource'file for hpterm.
Hpterm is the standard. Hewlett~Packard'terminal
emulator on the workstation, 'and wemight·wantit .···to
look a certain way in order to faciliitate using a
specific HP3~O? applicati.on.. In.thisexample~we ilse
"geometry" to, indicate that we want an 80 column by 24
lin~ .display ··.window . This .. can/ be '.. "..'.·very ..•.. importCint
~hen using VPLus'applicati0;p.s·sinceany other .. wiIl<:l0w
geometrywill'not,provide what theprogram'expects
to be there. ···Li·R:ewise,usirig the "cursorColor"resource,
we define the text cursor to be red in color. This came
about after several people···· complained that: . they lost
track of the cursor when using applications that used
both inverse video and half-bright fields.

Also of interest is the "TermtD"resOu.rce • This
controls the reply to a terminal ID status request from
the HP3000. The default is to tell·the ··HP3000 that
it is a 2622 terminal, which did not always achieve
the desired'>,'· resu.lts. Hptermprovides for tWbother
possibilities: a 2392 and a 700/92.. We found
that most of our app'l'ications worked best wi th' this
reso'llrce s'et· to 70092, but a small minority worked best
with the 2392. Note that the resource name is
correttly Specified as "70092", even though the
terminal designation i~3'n700/92rr. Again, the idea is
that the 16calVUE administrator can modify these
resources'" tom.aximize the usability of the environment
for his or her workgroup~

HPterm.*foreground:
HPtetm*bacRground:
Hpterm*cursorC6Ior:
HPterm*font:
HPterm*geome.try:
Hpterm* save'Lines:
HPterm*scrolIBar:
HPter:m*scroIIBar*background:
HPterm*scrollBar*fo:teground:
HPterm*softkey*background:
HPterm*softkey*foreground:
HPterm*termld:
HPterm,* ti tle-Jr font:,

green
black
red
hp8.7xl0
=8Qx24'
5S
True
black
LightGray
gray
black
70092
user11x19
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Sample,App-defa'Ult~ filefornpterm

There is also a resource, file for the window man.~ger,

VUE. '. I mentioned ipa previous section hqwwe had 'to
customize·. this to keep users from resizing w,~ndQws

that should always be .80 .by 24 . This was accom.pld.sp.~dby

making·thre~c:hapges to the standard VU~· configuration.
First, the :window,borde,rresize handles and the
maximize b'Utton~ere disab+eg.,toprevent the mouse from
resizing a ,window . This iss,hown in Abelow. Second,
the keystrokes, al~oknowIl.as keyboard accelerato:rs, to
do this were disabled also. This isshown···in B·. below.
Last, the window .menu items thatprovig.ed this
function had to be removed also. This was done u~ing

the vuewmrc file (see [21) and is not shown.

A] Vuewm*HPterm*clientDecoration: -maximize -resizeh

B] Vuewm*HPterm*clientFunctions: -maximize -resizeh

REMOTESYSTEH MANAGEMENT

Disc space and performance -

Today the tools in use for space management are 1) a
locally developed shell script 2) HP-UX supplied disk
quotas. The script runs every evening and mails
the. System Manageme.nt team messages on those machines
that have exceeded 90% of disk capacity. On all
discless file and LM/X servers disk quotas have been
enabled to restrict unwanted disk usage. Any user that
exceeds.thei,rquota is notified automatically at login
by the appe(irance of a window informing them of
their present disc usage statistics.

Performance moni toring is accomplished wi th
Laser/RX and Glance. Laser/RX is utilized to profile
a machine over a specified period, usually a week
in duration. This tool requires a pc that has the
analysis tool installed. There are twosuchiPCsin the
System Management group. The data produced <can also
be filtered thrQugh SAS, a statisticalsoftwarepackage,
for further evaluation. The SAS based analysis is
performed by the consultants on the operations staff.

Repair of remote systems -
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All remote servers are under a 4 hour response·SSO
support 'contract. o The systems management group works
with both the local site contact and the GEassigned
theihardwat'e call •.... to resolve the ··problem.

Backups -

Tbe tool selected by the/Systems Manaqement,.group
is the fbackup and frecover utilitiesprovided" with
Hp....UX. On> all remote servers cron is utilized to
launch, the backup. The script mails errors encountered
to the systems management gre>'upforproblemresolution.
This maybe as simple as·havingtheOA·groupinform
their contacts that tapes.· were not inserted in t·he DAT
DDS tape drives.

HP3000·IMPACT

The. '. a~ility t() .... create multiple windows ..•• ands~itch
between'" them "'does . not •...•.. come 'without,·· some cost ..' on the
HP3000. According to the division there are two
resources. '-that are. consumed 'by .. the . ad<iitional
sessions that result from the multi-window environment.
Excessive reduction in either of these two resources
can result in severe performance' problems on the HP3000
that can more than offset any productivity gains
made by the implementation of workstations.

VT (NS).··· 'Sessions

For MPE-XL release 3.0, the maximum number of VT (NS)
Sessions allowed is 600. At a minimum, 3 processes per
VT sessiOn· exist:·· JSMAIN, CI, and VTServer. Normally
we will use more than .. just theCI, soan additional
process is utilize d' for, the application prog·ram\ This
would bring the total to 4· processes per VT
session. If the maximum number;of VT sessionsandth'e
maximum number of··system sessions were attempted, the
process limit of 3119 total system processes could be
exce;eded. That'ls600"VT sessions times 4proce'sses
plus 250 DTC sess,ions times 3 processes for a
total of 3150 processes. (The 3 processes for the DTC
session are JSMAIN, CI, and a user process.
Approximately 100 processes are normally reserved for
system" usage).

A remote logon to another XL system, (log()n via:· a
virtl.l,-a.l . terminal) ,requires ·'3 ···processes on the .. host
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systemand 3 on the remote system.• These area
JSW\.IN,aCI, and.a. Y'I'SERVERprocess on both sides. If
the .·userruns a simple program (which does no.process
handling), then there,wouldbea total ()f.4processes
per logon.

As stated above MPE-XL Release 3.0 supports 600 VT
sessions • With 600 active VT logons j:it/ is typical tlla.t
2400 processes would be used. With a maximum of 3119
processes it is NOT quitepos.s.ible to .achieve 850
active.logons if 600ofthese>activeJ-pgons are VT
logons: 3119 100sy~tem proce$ses(600 *4)
-(250 *3) = -131 proce$ses. Therefore> with 600 active
VT logons it is estimated that a maximum of 206
additional active DTC logons are possible.

The point here is don't assume you will be able to
achieve the system limits of 850 sessions with a
significant number of workstation users. You will
quite.·,.likelyrun up against. the limit of >3119. system
pr9cessesfirst. You must also consider the CPU
usage (see below) when calculating the number/ of
users and impact on the,system!

Below is a worksheet which can be used to
estimate the concurrent .process requirements for an
example system. If your active users are .. running
programs which do process handling, then YOU WILL NEED
TO CHANGE THE MULTIPLIERS used for act~vejobs and
sessions (local or remote).

# Active Jobs
# Inactive Local Sessions
# Active Local Sessions
# Inactive Remote Sessions
# Active Remote Sessions

+
f

«= 850) x 3
«= 850) x 2
«= 850) x 3
«:::: 600) x 3
«= 600) x 4

system.,processes-
100

==:::.===.=,==============,=====================',=====',=.=.::::.=,===
Total Connections «=850) Total

---Processes «=3:J.19)

It is very important to note that many
applications and third party products use process
handling. YOU MUST DETERMINE HOW MANY, ,ACTUAL
PROCESSES WILL BE USED .BY;EACHSESSION OR JOB IN
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ORDER TO .ACCURATELY PREDICT THE NUMBER OF USERS •THAT
THE SYSTEM . WILL SUPPORT . The numbers listedabbve
are onlyusedtoillustrate·the issuea.ndassist/you in
tae thought> process'; necessary> <to: determine" ·the ..• actual
limitations you 'may be facing. Don't assume that
your application or system will ··conform<to·theabove
exa.mple.

Additional CPU time

Virtual terminals from the workstation use about < 1.5
times more CPU per session for the I/O portion of the
appli,cations activity. If the machine you want to
access via worksta.tions isa "heavil"yloaded/ classic;
don't do it! Adding workstations fa • such a situation
will only make a ba.dsituatioll much worse.

Since only the I/O pO'rtion
consumes such resources, the
workst'ations va.ries.·••.·.··dramaticall,1
application.

of the appli:ca.tion
impact of adding

from application ··to

An application that uses oneo:rtwo screens for data
entry will not see much of a change in CPU utilization.
However.,·· an ·application that the users constantly
toggle from screen to screen could see a significant
impac't on the HP3000'sperformance.

System Managers should run Laser-RX on their HP3000
before ...workstatioIl .implementation. This .. will help
determine the current overhead created by DTCs on
their machines;. They 'should then' doisomesimple
modeling to see what impact the addi tional virtual
terminals may have on their specific applica.tion
mix.

It can't stressed·. enough that thispla.nning be dorie
Correctly up:front·pridrto .•..... any workstationpu:rchase
decisIon: is made. If you a:renotsure how to do this,
get help either from.yourlocal IT ·staf.for subcontract
out to Hewlett-Packard's PSo.

A System Resource Payback Rela;te·d to <Workstations

Logging on and off an HP3000 uses a significant
amount of system resou'rcesfora short duratiOn. If
thepre--workstatlonenvlronment has<users repeatedly
logglng on and off of machines to use varlous
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applicat;i..ons>thr01l9hputtheqay, the singlE! ~og on
aspect of usiIlgworkstations can resul,t in ·a
savings of . system "resources. It is very ,·dif,ficult to
determine to what. degree this savings willQffs~t

the add!tional resource .... needs <detailed above. The
~ffect .willpegreClter at sites with greater numbers
of users performing greater numbers of repetitive
logons.

SUNMARY

Well, I hope that this article has beeninfor:r:n.ative
and not tooboringi.Itried to cover everything at
least once, while "emphasizing those ideasl
decisions, and strategies that were helpful in
insuring success in this case study. To reiterate, the
critical elements of success were:

~Te.am~. effort and committment.. Nothing can .•. take the
place of dedicated and knowledgeable personnel A
balance~f technical and process knowledge is necessary
to yield the best results.

:->Try new methods on a small scale first. The pilot
projects were invaluable in not only demonstrating what
worked, but in pointing out what the pitfalls were as
well.

- Standardize. Implementing new technology is much
easier!f one can leverage off the efforts of others
and save "reinventing the wheel" every time.
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GUIDELINES FOR WRITING<DCE
J\PPLICATIONSIN(JOBOL

INTRODUCTION

The;.. Distributed .'. c:;ofilpupng Environment . (DCE) from the .. Open .' Software
Foundation (ClSF) is emerging .as the. dominant framework for open distributed
clierit-serverapplications. DCE. will soon .. be available on a wide variety of
platforms, including:

HI>3()OO/900systems (MPE/iX)
HP9000nOO workstatiolls'and.HP9000/800 systems (HP-UX)
IBM workstations (AIX),PCs (OS/2), and mainframes (MVS)
DEC workstatiollsand servers (OSF/l)
Sun.workstations and servers'(Solaris)l
Many other Ullix-basedsystems (BuH, SNI~USL,Pyramid, etc.)
'1rttel-basedpers()nw'computers .{MS:.DOS, Windows, NT,SCOUnix)2

Developers of business applications may want to use DCE when writing new or
upgrading existing applications. .However, the most popular business
programming language, COBOL, is not directly supported' by DCE. The DCE
services and tools are designed to.be used with the C programming language. This
paper will provide some simple guidelines for developingDCEapplications using
COBOL. Included will be'COBOL-callabletemplatesf'or'using'DCE services.·and
rules for writing Interface Definition Language (IDL) descriptions·· for calling
remote procedures in COBOL. An example COBOL application following these
guidelines will be discussed.

The discussions here will be .limited to existing DCE.tools and,interfaces. These
guidelines can be used today with theDCE '1.0 software. I will touch upon some
possible enhancements to DCE for easier use by COBOL at the end of the paper.

1. DeE on Sunis supplied by Transarc Corporation.
2. DCEclient-oolysoftware for MS-OOS,·.P(Jsisavailable, ffQlll' Oradi~ntTechnologies.
Also,tbeMicrosoft Remote Procedure Call (RPC) facility is modeled after and can inter
operate with DCB.RPC.
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EXAMPLE AP·PLICATION
I will use a simple ,example app'icati9~/t(l ill~strate the gUidelin.,es discussed here.
This application provides order entry clerks on-line access to data on stock parts in
a warehouse and allows the clerks to ship parts to fill customer orders. In its
original form (shown in Fig. 1), the application is a monolithic program running on
one system. It accesses two databases:.· the' stock database (part number,
description, and price of each stock"ptut) and the warehouse database (part number
and quantity on hande ()feach part in the warehouse). 11t~."pplication provides a
terminal screen interface for each clerk.

Stock
Database

Terminal Application

Warehouse

Database

Figure 1. Original Example Application.

The COBOL program for the original application is shown in File 1. (ORIGCOB)3.
Only the top level of the program is shown. The. internals of the major paragraphs
are omitted. The data declaration file RECTCOB will be discussed later.

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING'-STORAGE SECTION.
$INCLUDE RECTCOB
01 EXIT PICX{3).

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
BEGIN.

PERFORM OPEN:"'STOCK-DB.
PERFORMOPEN~WAREHOUSE-DB.

PERFORM .. OPEN,-TERMINAL.

3. Files for this example include both MPE/iX files (record size 80 bytes; 8 char max
name) and POSIX files (byte stream,long name, etc.). The distinguishing convention is
MPE/iX file names are upper caseand POSIX file names are lower case.
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, PERFOID4'PROCESS.,.;;TRANSACTION.,UNTIL EXIT
PERFORM CLOSE-TERMINAL.
PERFORM CLOSE-STOCK-DB.
J?ERFOR}1.CLOSE~WAREHOUSE...DB.
STOP "'RUN.

I?RO<;ESS-'l:'~SACTI0N".
PERFORM: 'TNPUT-TRANSACT;rON.
PERFORMREAD~STOCK-RE:cdRD.

PERFORMREAD-WAREHOUSE-RECORD.
PERFORM SHIP-AND-BILL.

File 1. ORIGCOB: Original COBOL Application.

"YES".

Now suppose we want to. distribute this' application over several computers.
Suppose there are now a number of warehouses,. ~acb.with its own database and
computer, and there is a separate comp~ter t? bola. the ,. stock database. We could
use ca distributed database with the original· monolithic program. Or we could. split
the application into client and •server programs..The pros and cons of each ofthese
approachs is"peyond the scope of this paper. For the purposes of illustration I will
chose the clientrserver<approach,qsing DCE. to tie the distributed application
~ogether~'

The desired client-server configuration is, shown in 'Figure 2. For each type of
. database, there is a server that accesses the database: Qne STOCKDBD program for

the Stock database ~nd.severalWH0t,TSED programs for each \V3!ehousedatabase4.
ICQ~ld.in.,fact., have several STO~KDBDprograms.,.ten~ing replicated. Stock
databases for high availability, but for simplici~Iwill ignore this possibility. The
CLI ENT program provides the user interface for the order clerk. This initially\Vill
be the terminal screen interface from the original application, but in the: future it
could be upgraded to a Windows interface. on a PC or a Motif interface on a
workstation. The CLIENT retrieves data from the STOCKDBD and WHOUSED
servers usingthe DCE Remotef,TocedureCaJl (RPC) facility.

In this as in any client-server application, there must be away for the servers to
advertise the services they provide and for the clients to find the appropriate
services and s~rvers.DCEprovides the RPC Name Space and the underlying Cell
Directory Service (CDS) for this purpose. The STOCKDBD and WHOUSED servers

4.Tbe D'suffix in the p~ogram~es is taken from the Unix world, where it indicates a
program is a daemon, which usually runs in the background to service user requests.
Note that the programs are MPE files. Currently MPE/iX restricts programs toMPE(not
POSIX) files.
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can register their locations, and the CLIENT can find them, using RPCname space
calls.

DCE also provides security facilitiesthatcan be used by the example application.
The servers and users can be assigned principal identities that are protected by
passwords known only to the server or user and the DeE S~CuritySeryerS:§C:D.
Servers and users then login to DCE to establishandverifytheiridentities. The
application can use Access Control Lists.(t\.CLs) to control \Vllich users can access
which servers and databases.

CDS. register

Stock
DatabaseSTOCKDBD

WHOUSED

loginSECDogm

Terminal

Figure 2. Client-Server Example Application Using DCE.

Now I will discuss intTl0redetailthestepst?tum tile original applic(ition into the
client and server programs.. The two major categories ··are Interface Design .and
Client-Server Design.
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INTERFACE DESIGN

An intefjace.is, .. in general terms, how the clients and servers COlTmunicate-- how
the clie~tr~uests. Ci servic;e, andh()\V theserverperf()rms the service.. More
specifically, in· DCE:'RPCari interfaceoefiriesacollectionofre01ote pr()cedures
that a servercane?Cecute on behalf of its clients. An interface is defined using the
I nteiface . Definition .~angua~eflL!L).~I,?~. is .a .~eclarative language closely
modeled after C, with extensi?ns fO~,!hings needed by RPC~ An IDLfilecontains a
header withgellel"al int~tface:attribqtes,datatype d~finiti,ons,. and d~clarati()ns for
each remote procedure in ~he interface. Each procedure· d~claration supplies a
name,;optional procedure attributes, and a listof zero or more,p~ameters.Each
parameter has a data type, Parameter attributes, andCi l'laJ]le;·. Arrl0ng the most
important parameter.attriput~sar~·in and out,which specifyth~directionof the
parameter transmission.. in parameters ate sent from the·client'lotheserver; they
arethe data needed by the server toperforman·operation. out parameters are sent
from the server back to the client; they are the results6ftheoperatiol1.···A parameter
can be both in and out.

The., first step~ ininterface'designis to'determin~whatretn0te procedures· are
r~llir~dand. what their .param9te~s s?ouldbe..With procedure-based languages
like~, this is n?rmally straigh~-.forwaId...The,procedure~.·m~y •.~eady exist. But
with •traditional.~OIlOL this·· stePtnaybemore. complicated,'lIopefully, the
COBOL program is well-strUctured in paragraphs that can become the basis for the
remote proc~d~es. In·. 0tlf original ~pplication, ·the paragraphs READ- STOCK
RECORD, READ~WAREHOUSE-RECORD, and SHIP--AND-BILL look
promising.

Traditional COBOL programs t~nd to declare data items globally in the DATA
DIVISION that are shared among the PROCEDURE· DIVISION paragraphs. But
this violates a cardinal rule o(RPCinterface design: no shared memory between
clients and servers.. All data rollst be explicitly passed as in. (){ out parameters. So
we must carefully determine which data items are usedin the. target paragraphs and
include them as parametersin the remote proced.uredeclarations.

Once the interface procedUres and their para~etershave been· identified, we can
write an IDL file for the interfa.ce. But now we face a:tn~jorobstacle.IDLisso like
C that we have to tra~slate COBOL data definitionsin~~(~datatypes. But COBOL
provides many data types and formats that cannotbecl~anlytranslated into C. My
advice is to stick to a small subset of data types that cap be, translated. Table 1
shows some elementary data types.5

5. Based on Gordon~ Shawn M., Cfrom a COBOL Perspective~ Part 1, HP Chronicle~

March 1993.
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Table 1: COBOL to IDL Data Type rrransillt.ion.

COBOL

PIC 89(4) COMpo

PIC 89(9) CGMP

PIC X(n)

PIC S9(n) COMP--3

not available

IDL

short irit

long int

char [n]

byte [n]a

float

Size
(bytes)

2

4

n

11

4

a. COMP-3 data-items are packeddecimals, which are riot direcdyavail
able· in IDL. They can be. ttansmittedas opaque ·byte strings using the
byte data type. This guarantees•that the data bytes will n()t be converted .
during parameter t;ransmission.

A major COBOL feature is the record, which is a sequence' (possibly nested) of
data items of arbitrary. types. Corresponding to the COBOLreGordjs.th~ IJ.:)L
struct. Each record field becomes a struct field. Files 2 and3sho\\,n!h~
COBOL records used by our .application and the correspondingIDLdat(!
declarations. TheIDL typedef statements define the simple data types used for
record fields. and .the structs matching the records.. Note well the FILLER fields
added to the records and structs to ensure tha~ the long intvaluesare "naturally"
aligned on four byte boundaries. This will tum out to be required for the correct
transmission of these records by RPC.

01 STOCK-RECORD.
02 STOCK-NUMBER
02STOCK-DESC
02 FILLER
02 STOCK-PRICE

01 WAREHOUSE-RECORD.
02 STOCK":NUMBER
02 FILLER
02QTY-.ON-HAND

01 TRANSACTION-RECORD.
02 CUST-NAME
02 CUST-ADDRESS
02 STOCK....NUMBER
02 FILLER
02 QTY-TO-SHIP

PIC X(10) .
PIC X(40).
PIC X(2) •
PIC S9(9) COMPo

PIC X(lO).
PIC X(2).
PIC 89 (9) ·COMP.

PIC X(40) .
PIC X(100).
PIC X(10) .
PIC X (2).
PI'C' S9( 9) • COMp··...

File 2. RECTCOB: COBOL Record Definitions.
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i:nterface"'reco:rd_types
{

typedef char stock_number_t[lO]
typedef char stock_desc_t[40];
ty;pedef long i,nt •..•. f>:r:~ce_t:.;
typedef long int qty_t;
typedefchar hame_t[401;
typede'f char add:te'ss_t'[lOO]

.typedef char filler2_t12]

typedef struct {
stock_number_t
stock_desc_t
filler2_t
price_t

sto<e:k_reeord_t;

stock_number;
stock_desc;
filler;
stoek-priee;

typedef struct{
stock_number_t stock_number;
filler2_t filler;
qty_t qty_on_hahd;

warehouse_record_t;

typedef.struct{
name_t Gust_name;
address_t eust_address;
stock_numbe:t_t stock__number;
filler2_t filler;
qty_t qty_to_ship;

transact:hon_record_t;

File 3. record_types. idl: IDL Record Definitions.

Now that I have set up IDL declarations for the, relevant data,l can write the IDL
files for the .interfaces.. Since I have' two seIVers, I will chose .to have two
interfaces: stock_db and warehouse. Table 2 shows the procedures in each of
the interfaces and the corresponding paragraphs from the original application.

Table 2: Remote Procedures,and Original Paragraphs

Interface Remote Procedure

warehouse read_warehouse~record

warehouse ship_and~bill

Original. Paragraph

READ-STOCK-RECORD

READ-WAREHOUSE;--RECORD

SHIP-AND-BILL
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Note the transliteration of the COBOL paragraph names into C-style procedure
names: the - becomes _ and uppercase becomes lowercase. (This same style of
transliteration was applied to: the data item names.) r,

Files 4 and 5 show the completed IDL filesfpttheinterfaces. Each 'has an interface
header the specifies the uuid (universalunique identifier) .and version~he RPC uses
to uniquely identify the interface. Each uuid is an encoding of the location where
and the time when the interface was created. Theuuid can (and should) be
generated using the uuidgen program. In fact, the POSIX shell command
uuidgen -i > X. idl will generate the start olan IDL file for the interface X.
Each IDL file also includes import· II record_types. idl ", which brings in
the record definitions needed for the·interface.

[uuid (7E3FSASE-553 S-11CC-A91A- 080.0 09226619,
version(l.O)]

interface stock_db
{

import .. record_types. idl " ;

void read_stock_record(
[in] handle_t *h,
[in] stock_number_t stock_number,
[out] stock_record_t *stock_record,
[out] error_status_t *st);

File 4. stock_db. idl: Stock_db interface definition.

Juuid(S3C9B7CC-553S-11CC-SCOO-090009226619) ,
version(1.0)]

interface warehouse
{

import "record_types.idl ll
;

void read_warehouse_record(
[in] handle_t *h,
[in] stock_number_t stock_number,
[out] warehouse_record_t *warehouse_record,
[,out] <error_status_t *stJ;

void ship_and_bill(
[in] handle_t *h,
[inI stock_record--:t *stock~record,

[in] .transac;t ion_record_t* trans_record,
[outJerror......status_t *st);

File 5. warehouse. idl: Warehouse interface definition.
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Let's examinectheread_st()ck~rec6rdprocedurein.stoc~__db.idl:The
void before theprocedureme~ns that .•. it •will have no return value.. The first
parameter,h, is the RPCbinainghantlle, used by RPC to locate and keep track of
the server. I will discuss binding in more detaillater~N{)tewen that the address of
the handle is passed (*h). This is required by the COBOL calling convention, and
is different from the normal. conventioIl for passing the handle. The second
parameter, stock_number, is an inputpar(\rnet¢r that specifies what part to find
in the database. Its type stock_n~er_t corresponds to the COBOL type
PIC X (10) . The third parameter, stock_record, is an output parameter to
receive the data for the stock part. Its type stock_record_t is a structure with
fields s,tock_number, stock__desc, and stock-price. Since a record will
be passed back through' •. this parameter, the address .... of the parameter
(*stock_record) must be specified. The fourth and last parameter, st, is of
the RPC-defined type error~stg..tq$_t::!.lt is, all ()lltput parameter to be used to
return the status of the remote procedure call. I will say more about this later.

Connected with. the error .·status •• parameter/is tare the. parameter attributes
fault_status and corom_status. These indicate to RPC that an error is to
be returned to s t if there is a fault or a communications failure during the remote
procedure call. These attributes are not included in the IDL files, however. They
are specified in separate files called Attribute Configuration Files (ACFs). The
ACFs for our two interfaces are shown in Files 6 and 7.

interface stock_db
{
read__stock::.record( [corom.;...status, fault~status]>'st) i

File6.stock~ab .• acf:Stock__dbinterface a.dditional attributes.

interface ··wareho't.1.se
{
read_warehouse_record ( [COIIUn_S tatus,fault~status] s t ).i
ship_and_bill([comm_status, fault_status] st)i
}

FiIe··7.··warehouse.ac :f:'Watehouse interface additional attributes.

IDL COMPILATION AND STUBS

Once th:e 1])1..., and ~C~~~es fo~an.interface are written, they are fed into aDCE
tool called the [DB compiler (idl). The IDE compiler checks for correct IDE
synta.x and >·semantics .arid produces 'a series ofClangtiage source files. Foran
interface named X, the IDE compile produces three files: the interface header file
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X. h, the client stub file x_c~tub,. c, anq the server stubfileX~sstub . c. The
stub files must then be compiled with the,POSIXC compiler(c~9).~oproduce

object files. The IDL~ndCcompilations ll1ust be done in the }>OSIXsheILThe
process is diagrammed in Figure 3.

x.idl X.acf

X_cstub.o X__sstub.o

Figure 3. Stub Compilation for interface X.

The header file contains definitions of data structures used by the stub files and by
the client and, server programs.' One example is the interface specijtcation.,cwhich
encodes the interface uuid, version, number of remote procedures, and other
relevant information. The client and server stub files contain the code for .one stub
procedure for each remote procedure in the interface. These stub procedures are
used by RPC to perform the remote call. Figure 4 shows the, actions of the stubs,
using the read_stock_record remote procedure. The steps are as follows
(ignoring the handle and status parameters):

1) CLIENT calls read_stock_record, passing in stock_number.
2) read_stock_record (actually the client stub procedure) m(lfshals the input

parameter stock_number into a request packet and calls theRPC Runtime.
3) Client RPC Runtime sends the request packet to the server RPC Runtime.
4) Server RPC Runtime receives the requestpetcket and calls theserve:r stub

procedure opO_ssr.
5}opO__ssr unmar~halsthe,inputparameter· sto9k~number, and calls

read..;.:.stoc:k~record (the targetprocedure) passing in, stock_number.
6), read_stopk_recor(:l,~xecutes.·and returns to opO..;.:.ss~, passingJ~)(lck

s tQck.l.recQrd.
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STOCKDBD

A ..

Figure 4. Stub Operation in a Remote Procedure Call.

7) opO_ssr marshals theoutput:Paramete~stock_recordintoa.res:ponse

:packet and returns totheserver" RPC Runtime.
8) Server RPC Runtime sends theres:ponse:packetback to theclientRPCRuntime.
9) Client RPCRuntime receives packetandretumsto··.read....stock_record

(client stub).
10) read_stack_record unmarshals the output parameter stock_record

and passes it back to the client.

The ap:parent operation is:
i\)CLIENT callsread_s tOQk__record,.passing in stock--:number.
B)r.ead_stoQk_reco:r;dexecntes andreturnsstock reco.rd.

CLlENT·SERVER DESIGN: .. GENERAL·CONCEP.T.S

Now that· I have written and com:piled· the interfaces for the a:p:plication, .I can start
to look at the actual client and server programs. But first I will discuss a couple. of
DCEconceptsrelatingtosecurityiandtheRPC name space. 1 will also preview my
apprQach.to interfacing with DCEservices from COBOl.

Security Principals
1needtQsetup some security :prillcipal:s,.withpasswords,~ohe used bythe clients
and··· servers. Each ·type.of ··serverwillihaMe ..•·its·own.principa!. ··For..... ··example,
STOCKDBD will use the :principal stock/stock__db__server.W~en a server
starts up, itwilLperforrn. a:programmatic .login using its:princi:pal and .password.
The clerks usingtheCLIEN'rprogram will also ~assigned:princi:pals.
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File 8a shows the DCE .commands.to set up the principals for the servers. The
dee_login establishes my identity asthe cell administrator cell_admin, so I
can modify,the security database and' (later) the RPC name space. Next I use the
rgy_edi t program to create the principa.ls, accounts and passwords. The full set
of commands need be done only once for the entire cell, but the ktadd commands
must be done on every system on which a server might run.

dce_login'cell_admin -dce
rgy_edit
domain principal
add stock/stock_db_server
add stock/warehouse_server
domain account
add stock/stock~db_server-g none -0 none

-pw stock_db-password -mp -dce-
add stock/warehouse_server -g none -0 none

-pw warehouse-password -mp -dce
ktadd -p stock/stock_db_server

-pw stock_db-pas'swor'd -f· ,/krb5/v5srvtab
ktadd· -p stock/warehouse.:.server

-pw warehouse..;.password -.f /krb5/v5srvtab
quit

File 8a. configure. sh: Security configuration.

RPC Name Space Entries
Next I need to create someRPC name space entries that the servers will use for
their registration, and the .client will use' for its lookup. I will use a two "level
scheme. Each server will have its own RPC entry, which will hold the server's
location and protocol binding information. All the servers of the same type will
share a RPC group 'entry, which willhold the names of the RPCentries for the
servers of that type. The registration and lookup code given later will use these
entries.

File 8b shows' the commands to set up. the· name space entries. The cdscp
command creates the directory / . : I stock in CDS. The rpccp commands
create the RPC entries and group entries for one stock and two warehouse servers~

The acl_edit commands set up access control lists for theielltries:>TheseACLs
allow servers ofthe appropriate type tomo-clify their entries and"protect the .entries
against surreptitious tampering by unauthorized principals.

6. This naming scheme (and the DCEcode to use it) haS been taken from'the aSF DeE
Demographic Demonstration Program (DDP), which was;developed by the UniverSityof
Michigan Center for Information Technology Integration. DDP was one of the principal
demos shown at the OSF Challenge '93 event.
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cdscp cr;-eate, directory 1.:./stQck
rpccp add entry 1.:/stock/stQck_db.grp
rpccp add entry 1.:/stOck/stock_db_l
rpccp C).dd ent:ry;/.:lstoc:~/wa!,~~ouse.grp
rpccp add entry-I.:lstoc]{lwarenouse,.:l
;rpccp add entry /. :lstock/warenouse:...,.2
acl_edit···-e ···j.:·./stockl·stock~db.. grp

-muser:stock/stock_db_server:rwdtc
acl edit -e /.:/stock/stock db 1

-=-muser :stock/-stock_db__server:rwdtc·
acl_edit-e/ .:/stock/warehouse .grp

-m user:stock/warehouse_server:rwdtc
acl edit· -e /.: /stock/warehouse 1

-=-m user:stock/warehouse_server:rwdtc
acl edit -e /.:/stock/warehouse2

-=-m user: stock/warehouse_server: rwdtc

File8b:configure. sh: Name space entry configuration.

setup·Library and Interface-Specific Setup Routines
Before I can write the client and server progra~s in COBOL,1 must address two
major problems:

1. Many DCE. services are effectively. callable only from C.They usedata.types
and definitions from DeE include files in C.

2. Clients and.servers need to use interface-specific· information fromtheC include
file .generated by.the lOb compiler.

The approach {willto take. tosolve. these problems is:

I. Most·.of the code needed .tose~up the clients and servers. \Villbe. col~efted. into a
library of· C source, called dce_set·up....l ib . c .. This c9dewill •. begeneri~
enough that it can he used by all the clients and servers I might want to write. It
win·· include procedures .to perform the· security login, to register and lookup
interfaces in the RPC name space, and various other DCE hOllsekeepingfunctions.

2.. For each interface I will generate $pecificC source modules from a template.
Tllesejnterface-specific .fileswillinclude. th~ header file for the illterfaceandwi11
call the generic setup routines indce....setup_lib. c. Therou~nesin the
interface files will be directly callable from COBOL; they will not require any C
specific data types or values.. Following the stub model, eachinterfac~will have
t\:\l0files: INT'ERFA,CE__vVERSION_csetup. c and>INTERFACE_vVER

SIOl\l_ssetup.c, whereIl\lTERFAC~ is the name?f the jnt~rface.and

VERSION is the interface· version.. (The inclusion.of the interface version pemUts
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concurrent usage of more than one interface version in a client otserver.) For the
stock_db intetface the files would be stock_db_vl_O_csetup.c' and
stock_db_vl_O_s,setup. c. To generate these files, Jwill editthe template
files (with the POSIX vi editor) and substitute the interface name, version, and the
procedure name list. Once theinterface files are generated,. they ~ecompiled

using the POSIX C compiler. These actions are diagrammed in Figure 5.

INTERFACE_vVERSION_csetup;.c
INTERFACE_vVERSION_ssetup.c

Figure 5. Generation of interface-specific setup files from templates.

The value of this approach is that once the setup library and '. templates are
developed, they can be reused for any client and server in COBOL (or any other
language, for that matter). J'he application developer need not have detailed DCE
and C programming knowledge.

SERVER DESIGN

Now I can begin the actual design of the server. First I will cover the ~ecurityand

setup routines that go' into the setup library,· followed by the il1lelface-'specific
routines. Finally I will discuss theact~al COBOL servers.

Server Security
A server will call the routine dce_security_loginto establish its principal
identity withDCE Security, passing in the principal and, password as simple
character strings. dce_security_login calls DeE Security service routines
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to setup the principal, identity,. validate ,.' the password, certify' that ',' the Security
service' is genuine,andserup the login context. It also calls theRPero~tine to set
up authentication for theserver. File 9a shows the routine.7 " .'

void dce_security_login(principal,
unsigned_char_t *principal;
unsigned_char_t *password;
{

ret = sec_login_setup_identitY( ... )i
ret = sec_login_validate_identity C•.• ) ;
sec_login_certifY_identity ( );
rpc_server_register_auth_info{.' .. l;

Server Setup
Server.setup includes.the following tasks:

1. Register the interface with the RPC·Runtime.
2. Obtain. sock.ets for the desired protocol, sequences.
3. Obtain bindings,'.for those sockets.
4. Register the interface andbindingswiththeRPC,EndpointMap.
5. Export the interfaceandbilldings~o the RPC Name Space entry Jorthe

server.
6. Add the RPe server entry to the RPC group entry for the server type.
7. Set a management authorization function to ailowcettainRPC management

functions. to ··be.performed.

The routine dce_setup_group_interfaceencap:sulates.·thecallsforthese
tasks. It is shown in File 9b. The input to" this routine includes tile interface
specification, manager entry point vectorior th~ r~moteproceduresto be, called,
the name 'space .entry and group.names,· and the.'protocol sequence to· be used.
Outputfromthe routine isavector ofbindings created for the interface.

A COBOL .program cannot directly call dce_setup_grC)up~int:erface,

because it'. cannot pass.,. in the interface, sp~cifica??n, (which"co~~sfrom the
interface's header file) or the manager entry point vector. So I will have to create
an· interface-specificfoutine, '. setup_group_INTERFACE_vVERSION,' to call
dce_setup_group_interfacewith·the'parameters.foran interface. This
routine will· reside in the server setup template and will.be edited to ·insert the
actual interface name,'version, and procedure list.. Figure lOa shows the routine.

7.·For the sake of brevity, only.outlines of the C code will be shown. Complete listings
may be requested from the author at the address at the beginning of this paper.
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void,dce.:....setup group.i,interface( ifspec, --manager-.;epv ,
nS......;entry ," nSL.;.,group ,:p:rotseq, bindingl..vector);

rpc_i f __handle_tifspec; .
rpc_mgr_epv_t manager_epv;
unsigned_Ghar_t, *ns_entry;
unsigned_char_t*ns_group;
unsigned_char_t *protseq; ,
rpc_binding_vector_t **binding..:..vector;
{

rpc_server_register_if( ... );
if (*protseCL == '\0') .

rpc_server_use_all--protseqs ( ... )-;
else

rpc_server_use-protseq( );
rpc_server_in~bindings( );
rpc_ns_binding_export( );
rpc_ns_group_mbr_add( );
rpc_mgmt_set_authorization_fn( ... ) ;

#include IIINTERFACE.h ll

rpc_binding_vector_t
*INTERFACE_vVERSION_binding_vector; .

INTERFACE_vVERSION_epv_t- INTERFACE_vVERSION_epv
{PROCEDURE!, PROCEDURE2, ... }

void.setup_group_INTERFACE....;,VVERSION(ns_entry,
ns_group, protseq)

unsigned_char_t *ns_entry;
unsigned_char_t *ns_group;
unsigned_char_t *protseq;
{

dce_setup_group_interface(
INTERFACE_vVERSION_s~ifspec,

(rpc_mgr....;,epv_t *) &INTERFACE~vVERSION_epv,

ns_entry,
ns_group,
pr()tseq,
&INTERFACE_vVE.RSION_binding~vector) ;

File lOa. INTERFACE_vVERSIOt\J....ssetup. c: setup......group_ ...
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Server Cleanup
When a.··server terminates, there···· are some' actions .it should perform to '. clean ·up
after itself:

1•.. Rem()ve' (tlunregister")the .interface .. and bindings,fr()m the. &.He ..·Endpoint
Map.

2. Rem()ve(tlunexportff) the interface and bindings. from' the RflCNameSpace
entryf()r the server.

6. Remove theRJ>Cserverentr~,from theRPC group entry for the server·type.
1..Deallocate the binding vectorfor the.interfacebindings.

The routine dce_cleanup_group_interface, shown in Eile9c, performs
these operations. 'Itrequires as input the interface specification from' the interface
header file, the binding vector returned tbed.ce_setup_group_interface
routine, '. and the name space server and group entry names.A.swith the setup
routine, the cleanup routine cannot.be called directly. fr()111CaB9L. Instead, there
is. a ~ustomizable r()utine c±eanup_grOup_INTERFACE_vVERSIQ.l\linthe
server < setup. templa~e.filethat .' fills ." in the interface-specific '. paraOleters.. This, is
shown' in File lOb.

void dce::-clearil.1p~group_interface(ifspec,

binding_vector, ns_entry,'ns_group)i
rpc_if_handle_t ifspeci
rpc_binding_vector_t **binding_vectori
unsigned_char_t *ns_entryi
unsigned_char_t *ns_grouPi
{

rpc_ep--.unregister( ... )i
rpc_ns_binding_unexport( ) i
rpc_ns_group_mbr_remove( ) i
rpc--.binding_vector_free ( ) i

void cleanup_group__INTERFACE_vVERSION(ns.:.entry,
ns_group)

unsigned_char_t *ns_entryi
unsigned_char_t *ns_grouPi
{

dce_cleanup_group_interface(
INTERFACE_vVERSION_s_ifspec,
&INTERFACE_vVERSION_binding_vector,
ns_enbry,ns_group}i}

File lOb. INTERFACE_vVERSION_ssetup . c>: cleanup~group_ ...
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Server Main
Now that I ·haveallof·settip code written in C,· lean finally· write·,tny ··servers •in'
COBOL. The servers will consist of a main part and the manager routines. The
server main calls the security and interface-specific setup routines and any
application-specific initializatian like·· opening •. databases. It then·· calls· an RPC
routine rpc_server_listen, which enters the RPC Runtime for the duration
ofth~ server's existence.rpc__ser\ler......listenwill returoto the main program
only if the server is stopped by RPC -- for example, by a client that calls the RPC
management routine ·rpc_mgmt~stop_server_lis-t:ening·.With.a binding
handle for the server. SO,following rpc_server_list:en, the server·will call
the interface-specific cleanup routine and any application-specific cleanup, like
closing·.·databases~ 8

$CONTROL USLINIT,SUBPROGRAM

DATA D:;rVISION.\.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 PRINCIPAL PIC X(25) VALUE "stock/st:ock~db_seryer ".
01 PASSWORD PIC x(18) VALUE "stock_db-pcrsswdrd".
01 NS-ENTRY PIC X(24) VALUE "I. :/stock/st6·ck_db~1
01 NS-GROUP PIC X(28) VALUE "/.:/stock/stock_db.grp ..
01 PROTSEQ PIC X(13) VALUE "ncacn_ip_tcp II

01 STAT PIC S9(9) COMP.

LINKAGE SECTION.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
BEGIN

STOP RUN.

ENTRY II MAIN II

CALL "DCE_SECURITY LOGIN" USING PRINCIPAL PASSWORD.
CALL IISETUP_GROUP_STOCK_DB_V1_0 11 USING

NS-ENTRY NS-GROUP P~OTSEQ.

PERFORM OPEN-STOCK-DB.
CALL II RPC_SERVER_LISTENII USING \1\ STAT.
CALL IICLEANUP_GROUP_STOCK......DB_V1_0" USING

NS-ENTRY NS-GROUP.
PERFORM CLOSE-STOCK-DB.
STOP RUN.

File tta. STDBDCOB: Stock DB Server Main.

8. At this point, the astute reader might ask, since most of the work in the server main is
done by the Csetup/cleanup routines~ why not write the server main in C as wen? The
principal reason is to preserve the application-specificifiitialization and cleanup codefrom
the original COBOL application.
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File 11a shows the STOCKDBD main program. In the WORKING-.- STORAGE
SECTIONI've set liP the. data itel11S to be passed to the security and setuproutines.
These include the server's principal name and password, the name space server
entry and group entry names, and~~the.prot()col sequence to use. All of these data
items aJ"e simple character strings,. bllt note that all .are •terminated by a. blank.
Normally C character strings are terminated bya NULL (O}char~cter,but COBOL
does not easilyallow that. S() I've adopted the convention. that all chm:acter strings
passed into th~ dce_setup_lib.c routines· must be terminated by a blank.
Those routines are then responsible for converting the strings to NULL-terminated
strings .for C usage.

Note well that the main part of the PROCEDURE DIVISION has turned into a
procedure named main, by prefixing it with ENTRY uMAIN II. This un-COBOL
like requirement comesfrom'thePOSIXC library(II ib/ I ibc .> a) that must be
linked with anyprogramcusing. DCE. The.C library expects totind amain routine
that it callsdurjng process startup.

The main. program calls the s~tuproutines dce_security_Iogin, setup__
group_stock....l.db_vl_O ,and <tile cleanup routine cleanup-.:..group_
stock_db_vl....O ... ~outines,using the statement CALL .. PROC;EDURE_NAME u

USING Pi P2 ••• , where Pi P2 .•... ,are the.procedure parameters.9.An
important point to remember is that all parameters are normally passed by
reference, so all parameters will·be pointers· to the data values. This is what we
want for character strings. For numeric values we have to be careful.

After performing the security login and setting up thesfock_db interface, the
main program' performs the QPEN- STOCK- DB.paragraph to· open the stock
database. This paragraph can be taken from the original COBOL application..Now
that all initialization is complete, ... the server calls the RPC routine
rpc_server_Iisten. This routine has one· input parameter -~ the number of
calls that the server can concurrently handle. Within RPC this becomes the number
of threads that can concurrently execute· the· server's· remote procedures. The
subject of threads is beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it. to. say that using
more than one call thread greatly complicates the design of the remote procedures.
You may need to use such esoteric facilities as thread mutex locking· to protect
global data within the server. My strong recommendation is to use one call thread,
which is the parameter \ 1 \ to rpd_server_listen. 10The second parameter
is the return status from rpc_server_Iisten, which I will ignore here.

9. The procedures names are coded in lowercase inC and in uppercase in COBOL.
10. The \ \ allows the parameter value to be passed, instead of an address.
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Server Manager Procedures
The last things to be added to the Server program are the actual bodies of the
remote procedures. These· are called manager routines.· Frequently···' manager
routines are placed in· a separate,compile module~ But in my example, I have· put
them in with the main program. Each manager routine· is an .entry point, declared
with the statementENTRY II PROCEDURE NAME II .. , USING Pl·P2 •• ·.,where
Pi, P2,· • •. are the procedure's parameters. These parameters are declaredin
the LTNKAGESECTTONofthe DATA DIVISION. Remember onceagaihthat
all parameters in COBOL·are·passedby reference. The body •• of· the procedure
follows the ENTRY statement. In the body there must be one' or more GOBACK
statements to return control to the caller -- in this case, the server executing the
procedure's server stub.

File lIb shows the manager procedure READ_STOCK_RECORD for STOCKDBD.
The parameters in the ENTRY statement match those in stock_db .idlfor
read_stack_record: the binding handle· H (which is not used in the
manager), the input stock number ST-NUMBER, the output record STOCK
RECORD, and the return status ST. The body of theprocedure~which was taken
from the original READ-STOCK-'RECORD paragraph, is omitted here. At the
succesful completion of the procedure there are statements to set ST to the
ERROR-OK status and to returnto the caller.

$CONTROL USLINIT, SUBPROGRAM

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

01 ERROR-OK PIC S9 (9) COMP VALUE o.
LINKAGE-SECTION.
01·H PIC S9(9) COMP.
01 ST-NUMBER PIC X{lO) .
$INCLUDE RECTCOB
01 ST PIC S9(9) COMP.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
BEGIN.

STOP·RUN.
ENTRY II READ_STOCK RECORD II USING

H ST-NUMBER STOCK~RECORD ST.

MOVE ERROR-OK TO ST.
GOBACK.

ENTRY II MAIN II

File 11b. STDBDCOB: Stock Server Manager Procedure
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Server Compilation and Linkage'
To compile the· server program file STDBCOB,·I used the COBOL 85 compiler,
cob85xl. This command is executed from the MPE CI,takes as input a normal
MPE ASCII file (that is, not a POSIX byte stream file), and produces an MPE
object file. To build the server program, 1 linked ..• the following obj~ct files and
libraries:

STDBO: server main and manager.procedures
stock_db_sstub. 0: stock_db interface server stub routines
stock_db_vl_O_ssetllP.o: stQck_d? interface server setup routines
dce_setup_lib. o:genericD~Eset~~routines
Ilip!libdse.~a:DCER~ntime~ibrary .
11iblliRsock ..Ct:Soc~~~ Library- .

The actual compile and link scripts are given the ~ppendix.

TheWHbusEDserver program is verysimilaf toSTgCKDBD.Ithas a serv~rmain

source·in COBOL whi~h .us~s .• the.relevant routines •for the. warehouse interfac~,

and which includes manager routines for READ_WAREHOUSE_RECORD and
SHIP_AND_BILL. That code is omitted here.

CLIENT DESIGN

Lastl~ I candesi~n the client program. First 1will cover the clientside routines that
~o intodc.e_setuP-rlib.c and interface-specific. client setup routines..Then I
will discuss the actual remote calls .and the final CLIENT program in' COBOL.

Client Security
Unliketheserv~r~,the client will assume the identity ofthe order clerk that rUfiS it.
The clerk willexecute a dcelogin principal password command before
running CLIENT. The clerk's principal, andits password, wouldbe.assigned by
the· cell admininstrator using rgy_edi t. The celladmininstratormay want to
create a security group, say 01:'<:1er_clerk, to which all of the. order clerk
principaIsbelong. Thatway.ACLs to protect the sFock and warehouse databases
can be set up for all of the order clerks. The. actual method will not. be covered in
this paper.

The client calls the routine dce_get_users_login,shown in File 9d, to
inherit the clerk's login. This routine simply calls the DCESecurity call to get the
current login context.
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void dce_get_users.....login()
{

Clieat Binding
Before it can make any rerriotecalls~ theclieDtmust find a server to. use. This
action is called binding. During binding, RPC creates. a binding handle. to be used
in the remote calls -- this is the first par~l11~ter h for. the remote procedures. The
binding handle contains the networkaddress to use to communicate WIth the server
and the state of that communication. There are .. a number of ways .to set .. up a
binding handle in DCE, depending on how much of the binding information is
known to the client. In the example I have used the most general method:
registration. and lookup. of the ,~inding information in the~C Name Space. I
discussed the RPC server and group entries u.sed for this purpose earlier.

The dce_bind_group_interface routine, shown in File ge,sets up one or
more binding handles for a group of servers. The input parameters are the
specification of the server's interface, the server's group name, the level of
protection to be used in the remote calls (from no protection to encryption), ~nd the
maximum .. number bindings that can be returned to the .cal~er. The. output
parameters are an array (a table in COBOL terminology) of binding handles and
the number of binding handles returned. There will be one binding handle.for each
active server registered in the server group. The client program can then choose
which servers it wants to use.

There are three calls that dce_bind_group_interface makes to obtain the
binding handles. The first call is to rpc_ns_binding_irnport_begin to
specify the server group and interface specification. This returns an import context
which is used in aseries ofrpc_ns_binding_irnport_nextcalls to get the
registered bindings from the name space. Each binding istested t? see if the sef\'er
is still active. (It's possible. that the server could have. aborted without properly
cleaning up the name space.) Also, the desired security level is set for each good
binding. After all of the bindings have. been extracted from the name space,
rpc_ns~binding_irnport_don~ frees the import context.

The interface-specific routine to· call dce_bind~roup_interfaceis shown in. File
12. This is in the template file INTERFACE_vVERSION_csefup . c
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void dce_bind_group_interface(ifspec,ns_group,
protect....;.level, max.;...handles,handles, n_handles);

rpc_if~handle_t ifspec,
unsigned_char_t *ns......group;
unsigned32 protect_level;
long ·int ma.x_handles;
rpc_binding_handle_t handlesfJ;
long int *n_handles;
{

rpc_ns_binqing_import_begin( ... );
for (i=O; i < max_handles; i++)
{

rpc_ns_binding_import_next( ... ) ;
if (status == rpc_s_no_more_bindings)

break;
listening = rpc.....mgmt_is_server_listening( ... );

if .(! listening)
{

i---;
continue;,

}
rpc_binding_set_auth_info( ... );

}
rpc_ns_binding_import_dQne ( ... ).i

#include IIINTERFACE.hl!
vo i d b ind_group_INTERFACE_vVERSION (ns....J1roup ,

protect_level, max__handles, •. ·.handles, n_handles);
unsigned_char_t *ns_gronp;
unsigned32 protect~level;

long int max_handles;
rpc_binding_handle_t handles;
long int *n_handles;
{

dce_bind_group_interface(
INTERFACE_vVERSION_s_ifspec,
ns_group,
protect_level,
max_handles,
handles,
n_handles) ;

File 12. INTERFACE_vVERSION_csetup.c
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Client Main<Program
The CLIENT main program source is shown in File 13a. In the WORKING
STORAGE SECTION of the DATA DIVISION are declared the data items to be
used in binding to the servers, including the server group .names, the desired
protection level (packet integrity, which· ensures that the remote call packets are
not tampered with), and thetables to hold up to ten bindings for each server group.
As with the servers, the client ·program must have a main procedure because of
the requirements of the POSIX C library. This includes calls to set up security and
to bind to the stock_db and warehouse servers. The OPEN-TERMINAL and
CLOSE-TERMINAL paragraphs are preserved from the original application.

$CONTROL USLINIT,SUBPROGRAM

DATA DIVISION.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
01 SrrOCK-GRP PIC X(24) VALUE "/.:/stock/stock_db.grp II.

01 WHOUSE-GRP PIC X(25) VALUE "/.:/stock/warehouse.grpu.
01 PKT-INTEG PIC S9 (9) COMPVALUE 5.
01 MAX-H PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 10.
01 N-STOCK-H PIC S9(9) COMP.
01 N-WHOUSE-H PIC S9(9) COMP.
01 STOCK-BINDINGS

02 STOCK-H OCCURS 10 TIMES PIC S9(9) COMP.
01 WHOUSE-BINDINGS

02 WHOUSE-H OCCURS 10 TIMES PIC S9(9) COMP.

PROCEDURE DIVISION.
BEGIN

STOP RUN.
ENTRY II MAIN II

CALL IIDCE_GET USERS LOGINII.
CALL .IIBIND__GROUP_STOCK_DB_V1_0 11 USING

STOCK-GRP \PKT-INTEG\ \MAX-H\
STOCK-BINDINGS N-STOCK-H.

IF N-STOCK-H = ° THEN
STOP RUN.

CALL IIBIND_GROUP_WAREHOUSE_V1_0 11 USING
WHOUSE-GRP \PKT-INTEG\ \MAX-H\
WHOUSE-BINDINGS N-WHOUSE-H.

IF N-WHOUSE-H = ° THEN
STOP RUN.

PERFORM OPEN-TERMINAL.
PERFORM PROCESS-TRANSACTION UNTIL EXIT
PERFORM CLOSE-TERMINAL.
STOP RUN.

File 13a. CLNTCOB: Client main program.

II YES II .
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Client Remote Procedure Calls
At long last, the client can make the remote procedure calls. These are in the
PROCESS-TRANSACTION paragraph (File 13b), wherethey haye rep~Clced some
of the PERFORMs from the original application.. The first parameter of each.remote
call is the server binding handle. For simplicity, I have chosen to use the first
values returned in the binding handle tables. In a real application I would want to
select the binding handle (and thus the server) .. based •. on more complex criteria,
such as the location of the warehouse. Mostof the other parameters to the remote
procedures are data items <:>rrecords defined in the RECTCOB data definition file.

Unlike local procedure calls,. remote· prdcequre callsc(in fail. because the
communications.to the server failed or because. the ... server itself failed. The client
should be aware of when this happens and take appropriate action.<there are two
ways the client can detect these errors. The first way is to use the. DCE exception
handling facilities. In a C program, .•1 .would ..•• wrapH TRY/CATCH/ENDTRY
exception handling macros around the call. However, since these are·C macros,
they are not available for COBOL programs. The other method ofhandling errors
is to add an explicit status pararneter,designated•for fault and communications
status in the interface ACF file.·· When a status·'parameter is specified, the IDL
compiler will insert the TRY/CATCH/ENDTRY .macros into. the client. stub
routine, which are inC. The client stub routine will turn any detected exception
into a return status that can be inspected by the calling progr~.. I strongly
recommend that all remote procedure calls from COBOL programs use this
facility. The last parameter of each remote call in the CLIENT is such a status
parameter. If the return .status is not ERROR-OK, the client will perform the RPC

ERROR paragraph. This paragraphcallsdce_error_in<L.textto translate the
status into a message, displays the message, and stops the program.' In .a more
complete application, I might \Vant to retry the Jailed remote call with another
binding handle to a different server.

Client Linkage
The following object files and .•···libraries are 'linked .to produce the' CLIENT
program:

CLNTO:client main
s tock_db_c~tub. 0: stock_db interface. client stub routines
stock_db_vI_O_csetut>.o: stock_db interface.client~etuproutines

warehous e_cstub. 0 : warehouse interface client stub rolltines
warehouse_vI_O_csetuI?. 0: .warehouse interface clientsetuptoutines
dce_setup_lib. 0: generic DCE setup routines '
/lib/libdce. a: DCE Runtime Library
/lib/libsock. a: Socket Library
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PROCEDURE DIVISION.
ENTRY "MAIN"

PROCESS-TRANSACTION.
PERFORM "INPUT-TRANSACTION.
CALL "READ_STOCK_RECORD "USING

STOCK-H{l) STOCK--NUMBER" OF TRANSACTION-RECORD
STOCK....B.ECORI:L "ST.

IFST <> ERROR-OK THEN
PERFORM RPC-ERROR.

CALL ""READ_WAREHOUSE_:RECORD II USING
WHOUSE-H(l) STOCK-NUMBER OF. TRANSACTION-RECORD
WAREHOUSE--RECORD ST.

IF 'ST <>ERROR-OKTHEN
PERFORM RPC-ERROR.

IF QTY-ON-HANDOF WAREHOUSE-RECORD <
QTY-TO-SHIP OF TRANSACTION-RECORD 'THEN
PERFORM NOT-ENOUGH-STOCK

ELSE
CALL "SHIP-AND-BILL II USING

WHOUSE-H(l). STOCK-RECORD
TRANSACTION.... RECORD ST

IFST <> ERROR-OK THEN
. '" PERFORM RPC - ERROR.

INPUT_TRANSACTION.

RPC-ERROR.
CALL II DCE_ERROR_INQ_TEXT" USING \ST\ ERROR.... TEXT .ST1.
PERFORMDISPLAY-ERROR-TEXT.
STOP RUN.

File 13b. CLNTCOB: Client remote procedure calls.

POSSIBLE DCE ENHANCEMENTS FOR COBOL

All the techniques I have covered so far in this paper can be done now with" the
existing DCE tools. As you ca~ see, these guidelines make it possible to use DCE
from COBOL. However, you can al~o see that the some of theinterface and client!
serverdesign tasks will not be easy f?r COBOL programmers. Here I.wiU take a
look at some possible enhanceltlents to.DCE to increase its e~seof use from
COBOL. These" enhancements are. still suggestions now, with no commitments
from HP or OSF. If you like these ideas (or have ideas of your own) you should let
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us know.

COBOL..sfyle IDL
Perhaps the most .uRnaturaitbing.DCBforces a .COBOL prpgrammer to do is to
write. C-style interface definitions.. A COBOL ftavor .of .. II)L.ould·;lllow the
programmer to write data definitions in.a more familar syntax. A COBOC IDL file
might look like File·.14.

WID 7E3F8A8E-5538-I1CC--A91A-0800092266I9.
VERSION 1.0.
INTERFACE.STOCK_DB.

DATA-DIVISION.
LINKAGE-SECTION.
01 H HANDLE'~

o1 ST--J\TIJMB~R.,PIC XlI OJ.
$INCLUDE RECTCOB
01 ST PIC S9(9) COMP.

PROCEDUREBIVISION.
ENTRY" "REM1.·STOCK·RECORD"

[IN]. H . -
[IN] ST-NUMBER
[OUT] STOCK-RECORD
[OUT] ST.

File 14. A possible COBOL style·IDL·definition.

COBOL..callableDCE···..Serviees
Much of. the work· in this.paper was to get around the·. problem that the DCE
Services API.is not. directly callable from· COBOL.··· A·. DCE·.·.COBOL API .would
allow the COBOL programmer more flexibility in usingDCE services. This 'API
would need COBOL includefilesdefiningDCE data types .and values.

ENCINA

Encina is set of tools· from. TransarcCorporation' fOf developing transaction
processing applications on. top of DCE~ Like DCE, Encina will' soon be available
on a number of platforms from HP,IBM, Sun, and soon. Since transaction
integrity is important in commercial applications, many customers will want to use
Encina to develop' their applications.' Encina, like DCE, is· designed to' be used
from C, so COBOL programmers will face many of·. the same problems using
Encina. A full discussion of Encina is beyond the scope of this paper. But many of
the techniques described· here can be applied to Encina.
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Transactional RPC and TIDL
Encina extends the remote procedure call facility of DCE to include transaction
semantics. It provides a Transaction Inteiface Definition Language (TIDL) to
define transaction interfaces and a TIDL compiler to produce stub routines· and
IDL files.·· TIDL is very similar to IDL, so the· discussion on COBOL to IDL
translation is applicableto TIDL as well.

Encina Services
Like the DCE services, Encina services are provided by C-callable routines. And
like the DCE services, they can be encapsulated in generic and interface-specific
modules. COBOL clients and servers can (in theory, at least) call the encapsulation
routines to use Encina. More research is needed to determine· the best methods of
encapsulation.

APPENDIX: EXAMPLE APPLICATION BUILD SCRIPTS

There are two scripts to build the example application. The first one is executed
from the POSIX shell. It does the IDL and C compilations. The second script is
executed from the MPE CI. It does the COBOL compilations and linkages. These
scripts assume an MPE group and account STOCK. HPDCE· is used for the MPE
files, and POSIX directories src and obj exist within the group for POSIX files.

IDL_FLAGS="no_cpp keep c_source ll

cd /HPDCE/STOCK/obj
rm *
idl $IDL_FLAGS .. /src/record_types.idl
idl $IDL_FLAGS -I$S .. /src/stock_db.idl
c89 -c ~I. -DMPEXL stock_db_cstub.c
c89 -c -I. -DMPEXL stock_db_sstub.c
idl $1DL_FLAGS -1$S .. /src/warehouse.idl
c89 -c -I. -DMPEXL warehouse_cstub.c
c89 -c -I. -DMPEXL warehouse_sstub.c
c89 -c .. /src/dce_setup_lib.c
c89 -c -I /src/stock_db_vl_O_csetup.c
c89 -c -I /src/stock_db_vl_O_ssetup.c
c89 -c -I /src/warehouse_vl_O_csetup.c
c89 -c -I /src/war~house_vl_O_ssetup.c

File AI. make. sh: POSIX script for IDL and C.compilation
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cob85xl·stdbcob,stdbo,$null
linkfrom=stdbdo, ./obj/dce_setup_lib.o, &

./obj/stock_db_vl_O_ssetup.o, &

./obj/stock_db_sstub.o;&
to=./STOCKDBD; &
rl=/libllibdce •. a, /lib/libsock.a

File A2. MKSTDB: MPE script for COBOL compilation and linkage.

REFERENCES

The following is. the standard DCE manual set available from:
Open Software Foundation
11 Cambridge Center
Cambridge,MA 02142

Introduction to .OSF DCE.
OSFDCEVersion1.0,·DCE User's.Guideand.Reference.
OSF DCE Version 1.0, DCE<Porting and Testing Guide.
OSFDCE Version 1.0,DCEApplication Development Guide.
OSF DCEVersionl.O, DCE·Administration Guide
OSF DCE Version.I.O,DCE Application Development Reference.
OSF DCE Version 1.0, DCEAdministration Reference.
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Paper #7010

and4GLMethodoloqies

by

Suzanne ·Harmon
InfoJ:ll\ation.Systems;Consult.ant

(408) ..·······459-0802

Projectll1anagement.isalwaysa challenge at best and
can be a disaster at wo:rst •.".Asmoreandmor~Information
Systemsgroupsmove;tofourth generation development
environments,.. they.are finding that their old project
management strategies are no longer effective, .and yet
they are not equipedwith new methodologies to replace
them. Manynew.teqhniques. sllqh·as .... ent.ity· relationship
modelling, datil ~flow diagrams, and CASE management
p:t=0vide.tools· ..·for design in these new .. enviroIllllents,but
little or no attention is given to the new management
tec:nniques rtaquireci to optimize' the benefits of moving .to
this new technology.

Over many years of managing 4GLdeveiopmentproj ects
withipmyown company Ievo.1.veda project management
methQdol09Y whiohworked.· as close to .. perfectly as one
could believe possible. Afterleavingthecompany,I was
examining .myco.llection,of skills . trying.' .to decide where
I wanted to .. goprofe$sionaIIYI andthQughtI-couldbring
real.. val~ue .to .o:rganizations by training. them in rthis
methodology~. essentially porting it to· their environment.
This process has; not. had the success; I had hoped it
would ,and..thathasperplexedmeandcausedme great
consternation. Then a few months ago I' was having a
di~c:u~sionwithaclose f:riend who works with the '.. obj ect
oriented database. team at. Hewlett7"Packardabout.the work
he was doing. I was'astonished to learn that not only
was he .using .. the.same··management techniques which I had
evolved, but that there isa.growing movement afoot in
selected .corners of corporate America, >as<well as Harvard
Bus;Lness School, 'towards this method of management . My
friend gave. me many ·.articles he had collected and one .he
had written w:hichdiscuss this management process and how
it has been used by various organizations. What really
interested me as regards what I percieve as my failure to
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port this methodology into other 'organizations were a
couple of quotes in one of the articles in Fortune
Magazine, May 18, 1992 entitled "Looking Ahea.d."
"According to Herman Sinion- ••• higher .ups who saw the
numbers vowed never to mess with the plant. But -they
rarely went away determined to make their other factories
over in its image."
And, "Says a frus~rated William Buehler, senior vice
president at Xerox, 'You can see a high performance

, factory or office, but it just doesn't -spread, I don't
know why. '" This was definitely my experience. I could
site project histories which proved the methodology and
sell the concept, but when it came to actually
implementing it at the customer's site I could not get
co-operation, support or commitment from either above or
below. Part of this, I feel, is a syndrome which seems
to be typical to MIS organizations if not all
organizations. They want to give lip service to
incorporating or espousing "in" methodologies and
technologies. They buy expensive CASE products, and send
their employees to expensive classes about Entity
Relationship Modelling. It impresses the higher ups and
the auditors with MIS Management's commitment to being
leading edge and up to date. But, usually, lip service
is about where it ends, as most people are very resistent
to changing the status quo except very slowly and over a
long period of time.

As we discuss this methodology, I can give you hows
and whys, but I cannot tell you what must be done within
an organization to get the support and commitmentfieeded
to effect the kind of change we're talking about for the
average organization. I will refer to this methodology
as 4GL Proj ect Management and Development because that is
how it evolved for me, but you will see if you pursue
some of the other articles I refer to, that it is really
more far reaching that that, and can be used with
variation to manage any organization or process.

We are going to discuss this managment as it relates
to what I consider to be the four phases of a new system
development project. These phases are the-,·estimating,
the planning, the - development, and the implementation
readiness whichtncludes quality control, documentation
and training. However, I am not going to discuss them in
that order (Which is as they occur) becauseit'is easier
to understand what is going on in planning and -estimating
if you already understand a bit about the development
process itself.
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The Development

The hardest part of· transitioningfrom 3GL .projects
t04GLprojects, is getting p~ople to let .gooftheir
individual egos and create a team ego. The . key. to
succ.essful 4~L dev.elopmentprojects"is the team dynamic.
Everyproject team whichconsist.sof more than one person
isa combillation of people who are not all equal in their
skills, their competence, or their productivity. The
iridividtial skills.or··lackthereof are only important as
they affect the composite performance of the team.
Peoplewho.insistonmaintaining their individual ego as
a member of the team get in the way of thet.eam's ability
t.oacheiveitsoptimumdynamic.

The entire team meets weekly·, at the same time every
week. It is at these meetings that assignments are made
by the project 'manager which will insurethat.the next
milestone is .··met. Assignments', are only 'r:arelymadewhich
do notdirectlyqear on the upcoming milestone. lnthis
way, t.he ····en.tire: . team ..... keeps>'focused'on ... the··· goal. As
assignments are handed out '" .' taking '.' "intoconsideration
peoples.s.kills<and.productivity ,·the...~nd.ividual ..re~eiving
the. assignment needs to be queried ··to insure that they
feel.··they. can meet the·commitmehtbeing···asked'of. them
to have,thisworkbeing.···assign~d'completedtoa specified
degree in a specifiedtimeframe. If people make
commitments that they cannot .realistically meet, they are
letting down the whole team. This, is in fact. a major
learning process. for'· most teammembers· ·unfamiliarwith
this style of management, because most 'ReoRle are
accustomed .toovereommitting and really. have .no" true" idea
of what they can , .in·.fact,accomplishover a given period
ofe·time. Ideally, the .amount.as,signedtoeacl'l person" is
nevel1···as much .or·.morethanthey· can accomplish,'·' for two
reasons. The .firstisthatpeopleneedto be successful
and not get into habits of not completing wha,t is
expected of·them.From a project perspective,' the· second
reason is the most important, which . is to insure that
Reople have room 'in:their "schedules .to'.. ".' add.unexpected
tasks that come up or to complete work, assigned to
another person, which is behind schedule. And finally,
each person must have a <reserve of time Which they can
spend helping others with tough problems.

There are two problems which,>stand out before all
otherswhtch Ihaveexperiencedwi4:;h people adjusting to
t.his methodology. The first is that people have a hard
time understanding <the concept.;:>that.adeadline is a
deadline. It is not an "I'm almost there"or an "I think
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I can complete., it by Monday." I would rather have
someone finished a day early and looking for work than to
finish five minutes late. The second is getting people
to seek help from their peers. The team meetings help
people adjust to this'concept as it is'. a relatively non
threatening way to give and receive advice. However, a
key to the 'success d of.this·· methodology also hinges on
people going to each otherthrou,ghout the.·· day not only
for design and approach suggestions, but for actual
coding and·.debugginghelp as well. A giver of help·today
can be a receive,r of help tomorrow, but traditionally,
people get caught up in the idea that giving and
receiving help creates a.heirarchy or pecking order, .and
people are resistant to seek help when they need it, or
wait to seek it until they have wasted vast amounts of
time wrestling with a problem.

At the team· meeting each member reports on the
status of the work they have committed to complete at the
previous weeks meeting. If it becomes apparent that, for
any reason, a member of the team isfalli.ng behind or
having difficulty completing their commitments, this is
a reason for concern and action... The action maybe to
rearrange assignments, possibly offloading some of.··. that
person's commitment. The concern should be for the
underlying cause and the effect it has on -the team
morale. The rearranging of' assignments and
responsibilities~sessential to maintaining the kind of
fluid, goal' oriented .energy that the must continue
throughout the. project. For every team member to know
thatthe.goal is the teams success ,and therefore the
project's success, puts a burden on them to not let the
team down but at the same time guarantees them that the
team will not let them down and that they needonly"'reach
out to obtain the. kind of support· they need, wit.hout
penalt·y. Every once ina while, ,iateam member will come
along- who wants to work the .system.: They never want to
do any work and are only concerned with their own comfort
and convenience. The team quicklyrecogniz.es this ty,pe
and naturally resents them. You really have two Choices,
you can get .them off the project, or if that~s

impossible, you can pigeon· hole them with useless
assignments· that no 'Olle ca.res about and don't really need
to be done.

At the teamwalkthrlis and meetings, all team members
are encouraged·· to participate equally in designing and
critiquing the system as 'it>evolves·. This gives each
team mem):)'er a real sense of ownership o.f what is
evolving, while at the same ,time preparing them to take
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Qver .work in any,. area if or 'when it becomes necessary •
It a,lsoresults ina .'. far better system because many
different perspectives and'backgrounds .cometogether.to
suggesttheb.est possible solution .

The weekly team meetings are essential. other
project .managers who I·. bave··trained·•. in this methodology
have',sometimes thougbt tbey could.' short cut tl1isby
meeting with the individual team .. members, or smaller
subsets of team members, to avoid the high cost of such
meetings. It never works, and none of the proj ect;s
managed that way have come out "successfully" by my
measurement of success - on time .and Oil )budget. and
meeting the user requirements.
Bypassing these meetings.destroy.s the team .dynamic, and
in my opinion ...• and experience ., also/destroys the proj ect'. s
ability .•• to be ..sllccess.ful.

-User demos are an eS'sential way, of securing the
users' ..• participationasteam :members. Demoingtousers
one. on one .. is.alwayshelpfl.1l.and necessary. Demoing .·to
users in a group gets the users to communicate and agree
as a •. 9J:"Q.l.1P, ••... an ·.alillost ..• '•• impossible' ". task., otherwise, even
within the samed~partment.A<user from each major
department. even peripherally > affected by the system
should be ,at these de.mos" but at>the same time the .number
should be kept manageable-ideallys'ix and,.never more
than ten. A user can' either ••. share with the·' group or keep
internalized whatever reaction he or she is naving to the
direction the projectis-takin,g with design,. training and
implementation-. If' it is "shared, it ··helpsthe·.·•• ·.·grol1p
focus on, issues and resolve .... them . If ·is is internalized,
tlle,userml.1st later explain to the group Why their issues
weren'tbrol.1ghtup<earl,ier, . if they dare.

One major issue is whether developers should be in
the demos. or not. I favor having a user liaison or
"projectambassador"whoknowsthe sysJtem'.insideand out
demo the system and< give feedback to the developers.
'I'hismay.be ·.the training person discussed >below,or it
may· be ·.···one>/ofthedevelopers. If it isa developer···it
must be. someone. who. has avery special temperament. The
problem ··.··.withhavingdevelopers in ,demos. is. they' start
explainingwby<they.designed things a certain way and it
usually ends up evolving into them arguing for their
design while the user argues for what they want. These
demos·.are for listening to"the user reactions and issues,
npt arguing solutions ,unl.essthe. users want.. to argue
atneng themselves. The advantage of. having a user liaison
who is a develop.er, is that this person can ..also have·' the
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role of resolving design issues which come up. Ittends
to be counter productivetochave each·developer.handlin9
their own design' "loose. ends" with· the· users. This .is
because of a variety'offactors. Not all developers
communicate well with users. Many times two or more
developers will"". have' unresolved issues .which overlap,
where' > thecensiderationsfor one· affect the others.
Finally, it .is farmore'tim~ aJld:cost efficient· to have
one personco~ordinatingand',handling ·this area.

OCr Documentation and Traininq

Qual i ty control, user documentation and traininc:J'.are
best handled by non-technical, and preferably non-MIS
personnel. I have evolved a system whereby I work with
a documentation and training specialist who used to be a
teacher. I involve her in the project after the first
major user demo, and she is involved thereafter until the
syste.m is implemented. She merges all three ac'tivities.

The QCjdocumentationjtraining person(s) ·.learnsthe
application from the use'r perspective by working· with the
users to evolve a training plan which' will be oriented to
their actual daily routine and problems. She learnsth'e
system through demos .and .• questions, but mostly through
exploring it on her own,' trying things, finding out how
friendly the system is or isn't, where it is and isn't
foolproof, and where things work intuitively and where
they don't. This entire learning process on her part
provides the developers with a ~evel of testing,
debugging, quality contrOl, and user friendliness
"tuning" that they would otherwise probably never be able
to duplicate.

The biggest payoff of the entire process,is that
the perspective she brings is that of a user not a
programmer, or developer, or MIS person. The way she
moves through the system is the way a user would move
through the system, the things she does are things users
would do. What this enables.···usto do is correct problem
areas before users, ever see them. This gives the entire
system far more credibility and acceptance withthe:user
community.

When the system is "ready," it. is" debugged and, the
final demo has been done, ourtrainerholds.a training
preview class . This class is a test drive of the
training'process with'a'very select· classroom of
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handpicked;users. This is a real production preview for
the devel'opmentteam,n as this group £inds~all remaining
issues that our documentation and training person missed.
It is best to do all training with part or all of the
converted data so that the integrity of the conversion is
tested, as well as lending" credibilityt.6 "'the\test
enviJ:onment) a l1d .•..• examples. • We .••.•• leCive a windowo£' time
between· this "preview" class and the:first ··real training
clClss~o fix all these remaining problems>..' Wh~n trainillg
commences the system "is clean, user friendly, and
functional~. Users dO notejeti disco\lraged alldfrustrated
by encountering problems during training and ,early use.

When thisprocessbreaksdownlt is.usuallybecause
onaof two'thinqs ··.·.·occurs. First, .and"tnost·common, .• the
users wil)l insist .that only "'management ,level 'people
attend,demos'and the training<preview classes. . What
results is that the SYS;t.=Ill that the actual users of, th,e
sYs;tem.'fi:st.s;ee ·is···.frequently not .·what. t~ey need, ,,:th~y

have no ownership' of it orin it"andtlieyfrequently
'come out of training rejecting the system either
literallyorps¥chologi~ally..' The sepond is' that the
users,. are nt?obusy",.·to'.participate .. asthey.n~ed •• to in
demos •. and training. Their management ha,s 'not seen to it
that they arecommittedimembers of the team as well.
This· 'resultsin •delays, •.. bugs and failures .' in meeting
requirements which ·are always'blflmed on MIS.

When the process .is·· supported, "the system which is
implemented is amazingly clean and bug free, and
inevitably is a very close fit with the users original
"dream."

understanding a bit" of . how the development and
implementation process works , ,: let us" now 'look at how a
plan is developed which will provide the support
structure for the develOpment.

'I'he Plan

Once you have the estimate, you can make the plan.
We are ,going to assume that ····theestimating process' is
complete,becauseonce we have discussed the plan,it
will be easier to understand how the estimate is used,
and thus how it is put together. The plan outlines
milestones, dates when things will happen, what will
happen, and how many of the project hours will be used to
get·, there. Milestones should never be more than two to
four weeks apart, depending on the total s90pe of the
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project. I usually like to have user demos . be my
milestone activities, culminat.ing in training and
implementationdat.es.

The plan is created by deciding what-, the
iJlplementat~on date is and working backwards.
Everything, of course depends on ·the overall size of.· the
project. .Leavinga:mon~h.atthe ·end for trainingllnd
implementation makes .sensefo:t;cl. :1.0,000 hour>proj ect·b\1t
not for"a1000 hour project. SimilCl.l:ly, lettingseyeral
weeks· elapse between .. user demos (formal ~ the informal
ones are going on .. allthetime)makes'sense in.a. 10,000
hour project but it would be a disaster to go more than
a couple of week$ in a· '10QO,hourproject. For each user
walkthru,there is a corresponq.ingdeveloper deadl ine and
project team walkthru.This means that all work needed
to be completed before the ·user walkthru must be complete
(developer deadli.ne)andthat.,>the entirepro·ject team
will participate ina "dress rehearsal" of the real user
walkthru (project team walkthru). Depending on the
amount of material deliverable at each demo, the
developerdeadl ine and.proj ect . team '. walkthrudateshould
be two to six working days before the user ,demo,·. to allow
final debugging, changes and polishing.identified at the
preceeding :project tea.m walkthru.. Once you have
developed the plan, it may· become obvious that you are
going to either haveto··.addmore people to the project or
extend the implementation date.

~ow let's discuss the mechanics of developing the
plan. We will use the little customer maintenance
project estimated below.
The system is due July 1st. I can't possibly get
approval and get started before May 15th. I have to
leave the week before July 1st for training and
implementation. That gives me about 6. weeks before July
1st and 1 week after (post implementation support of
problems which is really spread over more than one week
but is only part time). So seven weeks to get 316· hours
of work completed. I figure each person on average can't
be estimated at more than 30 hours per week. So this
works out to about exactly one and one-half people over
7 weeks to complete. That's about perfect, because I had
planned to have one full time developer and one half time
project. manager/DBA/developer. So, ·····inthis case I don't
have to .add or· takea:way people from the project, or move
the delivery date. My. plan will Ipoksomething like
this:

5/29 -Team Walkthru o~fj/2demo

6/2 First User demo Review preliminary
prototype of all on_line deliverables
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6/9 - Team Walkthruof 6/11 demo
6/11 - Second User demo -Review fully functional

prototype of all on-line deliverables, review preliminary
report output

6/17 -TeamWalk:thruaf6/l9 demo
6/l9-Final User demo - Review of "finished"system
6}23-- TeamWalkthruof final changes requested 6/19

and prep for training
6/25- Training commences
7/1 - System in production (There should still be

at least 50 hours,left far<su~port at>this.point)

This project< is too short and too small to. track the
number of hours ·Iexpectto use ,to get to each demo. In
a large system; however ,Iwouldde.finitely wan'tthat
information.

The crucial pointh'ere is that dates never <. slip.
Once the project plan is established it is pUblished for
users, management and team •• par;ticipants. Slippin.g dates
is not an option.

Now that we have looked at the development process,
and the plan jwhich supports it, it should be easier to
understand <how we do the estimati?ng.

The Estimate

The foundation of any successfUl/project is a good
up f>ront estimate, and I find it impossible to
successfully manage a project without one. with a<4GL
project,.< however,·.thereisca significant ef·fort···which
must precede .the ·.• estimating .•'process.

A requirements analysis phase must be done which'at
a minimum includes a rudimentary entity analysis. The
results of the requi;rements.analysis help·to·define the
scope of/the 'project. 'The primary maintenance and
inqUiry areas ,with ..•. as·muchSubstructurin9as possible
are then>' laid out ",' For. example ,Customer Maint.enan.ceis'
a primary maintenance/inquiry area,·suppdrted by
substructure's such as ship to information, bi11.-to
information, contact information, etc.. This is followed
by a similar·.process of enumerating' batch processing
which will be needed by the system, such as G/L
interface, and reporting, both operational and
management. When all on-lin'e processes,. batch processes
and reporting have ~been identified to thebe.st of ones
ability, estimates can be assigned to each entry or
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"task." Reporting is the most difficult area to estimate
in anewdsystem. If this is a brand new system, chances
are that screens and "operational reporting" such as
invoices, bills of lading and so on, are pretty
predictable based on information and work flow. However,
reports are ,rarely as easy to define, particularly
because it is difficult for users who have never been
"on-line" to envision what information (and in what
format) they will actually look up on~line versus what
information they will want to s.ee in report form. If a
system is being replaced, users typically. insist they
need all the reports they have now plus some, and in the
exact same or slightly improved format, despite the fact
that they don't use'orlookat half the reports,. the new
on-line inquiries will reduce their need for another 25%
and redesign would greatly benefit the remainder. So
what usually happens is that you develop the reports at
least twice. I only mention this because everyone tends
to think of reports as the "easy" part, but they
typically take up a disproportionate amount of the
development and review time.

The first place where estimating typically breaks
down are estimates based on what someone thinks it will
take to code the screen, processor report in .question.
I triple that number. The first third of my estimate is
indeed how long it will take to code the task at hand.
The second third is how long it will take to keep
changing it until it works perfectly and everyone agrees
it's done. The final third is reserved for all the
changes which will be' made and time which will be '•. spent
after the users start actually using the delivered
product, in training and production, a cost which is
almost never included in estimating, but which is almost
always considered by management to be part of the cost to
complete the project.

The next place where estimating usually breaks down
is in two areas which are rarely included in estimates.
First is the cost of data base administration. Whether
you have a dedicated DBA, or whether everyone does some
of it, it is a high overhead item. usually, you will
want to tack on a load .·.factor of. at least' .10%. for .this
task. Second, and most important, is the cost of project
management, overhead, .meetings, etc. ~nclude .•• a load
factor of 20% for this task.

\

Your final estimate should look something like this:
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Customer' Maintenance Screen
Ship to Maint~nance

Bill to Maintenance
Contact Maintenance

Table Maintenance

Customer Archiving Process

customer Alpha List

Conversion

Subtotal

DBA Overhead.

Training

Project Ma.nagetn.en't Overhead

Project. Total

40 hours
20 hours
20 hours
20 hours

40 hours

40 hours

30 hours

20 hours

230 hours

23 hours

12 hours

51 hours

316 hours

Itis·imperative t.hat your· estimate be broken down
into "ta.sk" level items. -~otherwise, managing the project
will break···down····overtime.

You will notice that there is no /design time built
into this estimate. There· is·a •reason for this In···very
large projects, or projects which lack sufficient
informatIon ordefinitiontoibeginsettingup aP:a:-0totype
once the requirementsanqlysispha'seis complet71 ., i tis
best to plan a design phase which has its own estimate.
In a very large project, I will typically try to reserve
a two to three month window at the beginning to interview
users, brainstorm design, and begin to set up the
dictionary data structures. This is usually best done
with two people (or more if absolutely necessary),
preferably two people who complement each other rather
than two people who think similarly. Once the design
phase is complete, it is appropriate to redo the original
estimate and task list to reflect new thinking about what
the system will really look like. A word of caution
here. I cannot stress enough how important it is to be
perfectly clear with upper management that your initial
estimate is just that - preliminary -if you plan to do
a design phase and thus re-estimate after 'completing.the
design phas~. Nine times out of ten, upper management
will conveniently forget that there was to be re
estimating following design and will try to beat you into
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living with your original estimate. This lsa-setup for
failure. In smaller or well definedp~ojects,thereis
sufficient "design" time b\1iltinto th~ estimates for a
prototyping methodology, that: .·aseparateestimate for
design, followed by re-estimating the development, is not
typically. needed.

Conclusion

The ability to make very rapid changes and
cor~~ctions, even to basic design, in 4G.L development
environments, both eases and complicates project
management using 4GL technology. One must start with a
solid estimate that closely reflects the scope of the
project. An overall plan of deliverableswithdemodates
attached for the entire length of the system must be
established up front and adhered to, even if there are
occasionally items which are not ready. The development
team must be trained to work as a.team,and this must be
reinforced by regular weekly team meetings Where the
entire team has the opportunity to observe and
participate in the evolution of the system as a whole
instead of isolated pieces. They :must look upon one
another as peers and equals,. helpmates whose successes
are shared by all and whose failures are also shared by
all, not singling out stars and slugs. There must be a
plan in place .. whichallows for intensive testing and
shakedown byauser oriented·person,so that this is not
left to .the devices of"'eventhe friendliest· MIS person or
users once the system is implemented. When this
methodology is embraced, truly phenomenal results are
possible with virtually any team.
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Paper Number 7011:
95LX Tips, Tricksaad.TaieDts

JohrtL..·Vandegrift
Hewleu-Pacmd,Gompany

2015SoothParkPlaee
Atlanta, Georgia .30339

(404}850..2322

This pa~risaniDttoductiontotheBP95LX, the'''palmtop''. 'This paper is meant
to·be an.introduction.to the palmtop. Anyone new· to the 95LXwill findtmspaper
a .good survey of the· eapabilities present in the palmtop.·· The features·of tbe>95LX
wiltbe covered, •. as ,well as,someoftbe hatdwareand softWare accessories that are
available to·.·_e ·.·the·95LXmoreflexible.A.dditionally,there will be tips along
the way to take advantage cirthe capabiUties~.

Why the palmtop? When it·wasintroduced two years ago, it defined anew .area of
computing and·· was an immediate.'success. As· so<>n··as ·l·heardabout it, ·1 couldn't
wait to.getmyhandson:one.l checked the>local computer stores ona· weekly
basis, and bougbt one·'.·of the· first· umts .available·.to tbegeneralpublic.·.·Prior·· to
buying the palmtop, Ihadbe~nlooldngat a.number of waysto .automate Illy daily
tasks.?Ikept·~.organizerthatbadacalendar, ... a phone'.list,a.to-do list,. and.other
typical.organizer.· features.. 1 also had a calculator.·. that ..1·.kept. in .Dly..briefcase .. and ..1.

notepad.that I··.carried in my.·shirt<·pocket·fof.occasions when·I··wasn't near my
o~ganizer...·.··BasicaUy .. I .\Vantedanaut0ma,ted .. solution that. •would .•.. allow, m~to
repla~e the. organizer, the•calculator and. the pocket notepad that I was currelltlr
using. There wereel~ctronic,p~ketorganizersoutthere already, but they .were
proprietary ... and.·limit~din .. functionality.....The~e .• were .also··portablec0tn~uters

available,whichprovided~eat·functionalitr, but \Vere large.and.inconvenient..l
wanted. a crosso~tween .the electronic organiz~rsandthep~rtable c~mputers,~d

HPanswered tnatneedwith the palmtop. Ariel', just as it was with the public, it
was an ·immediate success with me.

The palmtop is .everyoitan MS-DOS based com~uterasthepersonalcomputeris
on· your .. desk. It is simply.built ina smallpackage that runs>ontwoAA batteries.
By today's processing· standards, .• it· is ·slaw. .. But ··it is· not· the·. processing power
that s~tsthiscomputerapart.ltis the ability to.take an.MS-DOS based computer
with you wherever you go,,' The palmtop quicklybecomesa.ttUsted ally without
whicnyouwouldbe lost. My<palmtop has gone just about everyWhere I have
gone,includillgup·a. few trees. It .is my constant companion ..• at.work .and in
meetings,as well as business trips. I have taken it on hilCes inlhe woods and up
in trees on hunting trips. Anditisrugged.
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Let's take a look at the palmtop. It ha.sa calculator like keyboard, laid out in the
familiar QWERTY fashion. It is. too small to get all fingers into the "home"
positon for touch typing, but the,familiarQWERTY arrangement of the keys
makes it rather simple to become" effective at typing with each index finger.
Some people like to hold each end of the palmtop' in their hands and type in a
similar fashion with their thumbs. You know'. you are in a group of 95LX
enthusiasts when an animated discussion 'breaks out about the best way to type on
the palmtop! While I would not want to type in a novel on the palmtop, I have
done a lot of typing on it, including roughdrafts.ofpapers I was working on.

The screen of the palmtop is an' LCD display, with"40columns' across and 16
lines down the screen.·· Ifalso has the ability, under most circumstances, to scroll
from side to side and up and down to read screens of programs that are meant to
be read on the standard 80 by 24 screens ofthe larger computers. The, screen is
not backlit, but is very readable.

There are several applications, and MS-DOS version 3.22, built into theintemal 1
megabyte of ROM. The applications that are. built into the palmtop, are,~alled
Personal Information Managers, or PIMs, for short. These PIMs'provide a lot of
the basic usefulness· of the palmtop. Add the capability provided by being .an
MS..DOS m3:9hine, and you have a powerful computer. Let me give an example
toillustrate the point. Inoticed that the calculator PIM was missing the ability to
do .base conversions. I w~s a little disappointed that the 95LX,did not provide for
this functionality. I lOgged into CompuServeand checked out the HP forum
where the 95LX information is kept. Sure enough, there were already 3 programs
written for the 95LX that added this ·capability. I downloaded all 3 programs on
my. PC at home, selected the one that I liked, and transferred it to my palmtop.
So the·MS-DOS capability. allows anyone used to developing tools on a·PC to
develop palmtop utilities. And a lot of software has been developed for the
palmtop. There are many programs to choose from that are free, shareware, or
marketed packages.

Now. that we have ·seen som~ of the advantage of having an MS-DOS based
computer, we'll examine the PIMs that are built into the 95LX. First, the palmtop
works in an "instant-ignition" mode. This means that you do not have to boot the
PaJDltOP every time you wantto use it. It turns on and oft: but leaves the
applicatio~s running where they were. Note thatlusedJhe pluralhere. you can
have mQre·thanone application.open.and running at a time, although .. the palmtop
only allows one to execute at a time. So .you can be·· in the middle.of a Lotus
spreadsheet .. and ". instantly hop over .to your calendar .. to make an· appointment.
When you are done, you can return to Lotus,exactly where you left off No
waiting'
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The fir.st PIM that I will describe is the .Filer.. '. The Filer provides the .. ability to do
file management on .the palmtop. This eliminates· the need .to·· drop .' down to
MS..DOStoexecutethenecessarycommands. Instead you can push thelceythat
represents the Filer and· you are. iJllll1~diately ·.put· into the Filer application.' From
"Within. tile Eiler .you. can list, .copy,.·move,delete,·viewand·renamefiles 'as'well as
execute.programs, print files,. create new directories and perform file oper~tions on
entiredirect9ries.Add~tionally,if you have the Connectivity Pack, ,which I'll
mention in .additional.accessories you ·can get for· the'. palmtop, .. you can use the
Filer along .with .the PC '. Filerftom the.Connectivity·..·Pack. for .transferring' files
between the Ralmtop and your pc.· .On~ofthe nice features. ofthe Filer is that you
can look at two different views of.files at the same."time..·.Both·ofthese.··can be
localt9thepalmtopthat Y911areusing,or one can be arem()te syst~rnthatyouare

transferring. files with... ~Th~tilerba~. the.ability,~ou~jtst>\lilt.inRS-232,poItfor
remo~e transfers, 'or it canusetpebuilt·in infrared P9rtwithanotherpalmtop~·.· ... So.·if
YO\l.have .a friend thatlJasapalmtop,You can share .fileswith()ut .ha.ving to hook
the two palmtops together, using the,technology p(esentintheinftared port, which
wO~ks .in· a fashion .·similar .,·to .many· remote controls .for television'" sets. .·.·In·· fact,
there·, are some programs available that will allow the '. palmtop to control your
various electronic devices,such as a television pr ste..eo, just as your remote
controls.do. .1find the Filer a •. convenient. application for quickly manipulating.files
on the palmtop, and l"arelyd~op down to the MS.-DOS promptfor dealing with the
files on the palmtop. It is also ftom the Filer that you get to MS-POS when you
need to, although I don't find much ofneed to get down to tlleoperating system
level asthePIMs provide much ofthe functionality that 1 need. .Note that to get to
MS-DOS,·.allother.applications·must be. closed before··..you···go into tbe.Filer.... Close
all. applications, enter the Filer, press MENU, and the press .. S for System. This
will bring uptbe familiarMS-DOS prompt.

Next·· there isa.datacommunicati()nsPIM thaI bas a .lot, ofbasiccapat>ility<built
into it. It can be used for emublting aVTl00 or ANSI terminal. It also has the
ability to.do ~me.basicmappingof chara~erswhileemlllatingaterminal.The
interface can be RS-232or the infrared port. ,For tile transfers,' it has the Kermit
aIldXMODEM protocols built into it.· It will also do basic. text transfers. There
are a lot ofpar~eterstltatcan1?eset"suchasparitY,baud, duplex and a variety of
otherchara,cteristics for those that like to<get into the nner points of data
communications. For those of us· that like. to· "plug and play", there are several
default 'configuration tiles included with the palmtop, including ones .···to .access
CompuServe, Dow Jones and Genie services. Even ifthese arentt the services that
you will be connecting to, loadingthese profiles and looking at thesettings maybe
a good headstart in getting connected ,toY()\1r own service.

The next PIM you will see on the keyboard is the appointmentbook. This is a full
featured appointment book that allows you to replace whatever .type of calendar
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you are currently using. .By default, you are looldng at· your calendar a day at a
time. There are several· options a number of"'settings available to"'you in the
appointment book, such as displaying the· 8 to 5 part ofthe '. day whether there are
appointments or not, .' oronlydisplayingthelctual' appointments for that day...'At
the core of the appointment Book is· the appointment. You can schedule an
appointmentan~ it willshow upa~ a one line entry~theappointll1entbook. .• You
can sefthe start. and stop time for the appointment, .making the start and stop time
the same if you are· notqsure when theappoil1tmerit stops~ or it is an event that
doesn't really have 8' time,·' such· as noting a holiday. You' can· also set alanns for
any of your appointments; So you have the ability. to enable or disable the alarm
for a given appointment, "as well asset the ··Iead time for' the ·alarm. There are a
number of defaults that can beset for. the appointment book, such·· as ·what' the
default lead time· or default, .appointment, ··length should·' be. •..... This' is· handy .for
customizing the' appointment book to'· your own.lifestyle. You call also set up
repeating events, such as a·'staffmeeting that always occurs on the 2nd Wednesday
of the month. 'In· addition to looking. at the· appointment book day by day, you can
also take a look·a month at a time. This is handy for doing longer range planning.
One feature ·that '·1 miss in the appointment book is that you can't look at· the
calendar a week ata time. But there is a program available, Week at a Glance,
that· makes up for this. It can be· set up as a hot key so· that it is available along
side·your appointment book. I'll talk more·' about available software further on in
the paper. There are cut and paste features to the' appointment book as well as the
ability to tack on a note to any of the entries 'in the appointment book, in case you
need to further elaborate on a given appointment. There is also a search capability
that allows you to find a string of characters in ·yonr appointment •... book. In
addition to these functions, you can carry·a To-Do list in your appointment book~'

It is similar to a To-Do list you might make out, but this one is electronic and time
sensitive. To-Do's that have not been done today are automatically carried
forward to tomorrow. You can prioritize the To-Do's and make notes on any of
the entries in the . To-Do list. One other feature that·· is interesting in the
appointment book is a world clock. There is a file ·ofcities from around the world
and .the times of those cities. You can edit this file and have Daylight Savings
taken into account. .The world clock function also includes a stopwatch and timer.
The format of the appointment book file 'has been documented and a number of
additional· utilities have been written· that' perform a number'· of tasks on ··'the
appointment book, such ·as translating· the appointment book'· to anothetcalendar
package format.

Along with the appointment book, the phone book is another very useful PIM. It
allows you to track the various contacts that you· do business with. I use the
phone book as a somewhat generic database. Not only do I put business contacts
in the database, but I also put entries·· in there for "people that· have different
affiliations, such asa task force that I maybe working on afthemoment. 'Withthe
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searching capability of the. phoRebook apptieatioa,lcanquicldy find' aHpeople
that. are .in.thattaskforce. The phone book tracks such things as .name and
number, but italso has. a large text area. which leaves room for the typical address
imormatioR.Or 1 might have the directions to companythatlamvisitiBg in there.
I also put entries in the phone book for such things as log on information. The
nameQf the system goes in the llamefieldandthe textfieJd has the specifics for
getting· ()nto the$Ysteminquestioa.If18etan~w insurarlce ageat,Ip. the
_gent's name, phone.~number aod~ineRt infonnationin th~text field. 1 also
make sure that I put "insurancea.gent".in the text field,somewhereso that I can
quickly··search·for·"agent".·or"insurance" and find the agent again, incase.l ..forget
the agent's name. Both theappointment·book and· the phone book have the ability
to track multiple files~ ". So· you could have a phoneoook fot businessandaaother
that .. ·yourmend with_ 95LX' gave you for .. new prospects.... Switchingbetweea the
two is a few keystrokes away. there are some handy cut and paste type of
fe,.uresinthephonebook as well. Like the appointment<book, the phone book
file format has been documented and there are a number. of utilities. out for
performing·a.widerange oftasks against the.9SLXphone book files:.

ThenextPIM.· you encounter .ofi· the keyboard ·.ofthe .•··palmtop is the memoPIM.
This is.· a ... basic···· word .processor, '. providing··.·. the very basic'.". functions. < needed·.··· in
creating and .maintaining documents.·' ·It·is not a· full.featureddocumentprocessor
by<any stretch.of theitnagination. .But. it is more thaa enough to get some basic
documents entered into the palmtop until you have the chance to get back to the
office and upload the document to work on it<withafull iledgeddocument
processor. ··The memo application has. the basic cut and paste capabilities. as well as
the ability toseareh thrQugha file fora celtainstring ofcharacters. < Itjsn'tgoing
to become your .favorite editor, but itis·.fairly intuitive.andfunetional. Itdeals with
files asilat ASCII files.

The button onthe palmtop to the right ofthe memoPIM.islabelled "123". And
yes, itisa full blown implimentationof Lotus 123,including sQmebasic graphing
functionality. ..The.· version.' of .Lotus .. 123182.2, ··with·..·a few .. changes' made ,·to
accomodate the palmtop, such as dealing with the smaller screen. Naturally the
size of the window displayed when you start,upfh.eLotus 121applicationisset to
the 40 by."16 character display ofthe' palmtop as an.' example..·.Tbegraphics are' also
tamed.down a bit, since the graphic resolution ofthe screen is less than mostPC
computers in use today. All· of'theLotus 123 commands and .. keystrokes .are
compatible. '. with the .·palmtop version,·which·. means.··· that any,· spreadsheets ·.or
macros that you create should worK on eitherydurPC version ofLotus 123 or the
palmtop.version. The other difference you wiUhoticerightaway .in using Lotus
123 on the palmtop,' aside from the screen size, is that the keyboard is laid our a
little. differently. '. Due to the. compactness· olthe keyboard,' it takes .some .' searching
at first to find the location ofthe special keys. "After you have used the palmtop
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fora while, you will be used to finding the various keys you need. 'But think of it,
Lotus, ,123' available at your fingertips anywhere,'you go! ,I won't'·'attempt"to teU
you of the features of 123, as you are probably familiar with it alreadY,not to
mention that a book could be written on just 121 alone - and many have. It is
worth mentioning some ofthe unique aspects ofhaving 123 built into the palmtop.
In ',my·opinion, 'one" of the nicest features is the ability ,to link in results from the
calculator .application,to····a 121 spreadsheet.. ·'For ·example,· youcould·set·'up an
amortization schedule for your home mortgage irtthecaltulator, and once you are
satisfied with the components of your calculations, yOU·· could then have a Lotus
123· spreadsheet automatically' created with· each .payment. of' the··'· aQlortization
entered in the spreadsheet. Then'You could pull up· the Lotus 123 application and
further enhance the spreadsheet. So the calculator is linked to Lotus, or can be,
for your calculations. One of my favorite applications fOf Lotus is a spreadsheet
that has the format of the Travel Expense Report that we use internally. ,When I
take a trip, I fill out the expense· report while I'm on 'the· trip. Quite often I finish
the expense report as I am flying back· from the ·trip, so that'·· all I have'·to do is
upload the spreadsheet when l'get back to my desk and print it, ready for approval.

The .lastPIM is" the calculator, which I made brief reference to in the' Lotus
paragraph above.. First of all;' you get to choQse whether you'like the Reverse
Polish Notation, RPN, or the more standard algebraic notation. ,Your choice!
Next, the calculator includes a number of. powerful functions, like most of' the
calculators that you can buy with HP's name on them. There isa conversion
section that seems to be very complete,· allowing,you to convert currency, .length,
area, volume and mass. There is a fairly complete selection of math functions,
such as logarithms, absolute value, factorials, PI, of course, trig. functions~· etc.
There ,. is' a nice section in the calculator dealing with the Time Value ofMoney, or
TVM. Here is where you might want to compute those new house payments for a
refinanced mortgage. Then turn it into an amortization schedule, load it into a
Lotus spreadsheet and perform some more calculations in Lotus 123. ,There is also
a very powerful equation solver built into the calculator application. This allows
you to write your own equations. These equations become function keys, custom
tailored to· you business, for example. You define the equations using variable
names, enter the known information and then solve for the unknown. The Solver
can receive its 'information from. a Lotus 123· spreadsheet as well, and you' can
graphthe results.

That takes care of a quick introduction to the PIMs ·on the 95LX. In addition, the
early version ofthe palmtophad$12k ofRAMtwhich more recent models·having
a full 1Mbyte. This RAM can be divided between system memory and a RAM
disk. The RAM disk is drive C:\. You can control how much of the memory is
system and how much is devoted to droveC:\ in a setup menu. Additionally, the
palmtop makesuse,.ofi a slotthatisPCMCIA 1.0 compliant. In this slot you can
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put RAM or R0Mcards.lt is logically accesses as drive A:\. ·.. Forexample you
might buy a R0M card that has a thesaurusldictionaryon it. I have a RAM card
in mine· that is 1Mbyte in size. The RAM· card can be used to back· up the
contents of driveC:\.

There are a lot of accessones av~ilabl~forthepalmtop. And mostoftneseare
available through your local computer dealer,· or through magazines that carry
information··about the palmtop, such. as· the .... HP Palmtop Paper. ... Third party
vendors sllpply such items as "docking stations" which expand the connectivity of
the·palmtop. .There are cradles and docking stations that will link your95LX into
faxes,. modems and pagers. .Onepager/cradlesolution for ... the palmtop will··.allow
the. 95LXto, become an alphanumeric receiver of pages,includingediting· and
cataloging capability for tbemessages. And the cards that· areavailableifor the
PCMCIA slotare reaching lOMegabytes and beyond.

One· of the most .popular add on .applications· for the 95LX is a program called
95Buddy.Basically,95Buddy allows you to do more witJt the palmtop with far
fewer keystrokes..• It· isa· shareware.program.and you will...find ·it.installed on a .lot
of·.the·palmtops .out·there.·today..·.For example, .CTRL-Bwill.· automatically
generateatimestatnp. in memo, .phone.· or·appointment book applications. ·You
can also do such things as rename the fields-of the· phone application. 95Buddyis
basicallyashort-cutcustomizer for the 95LX.

Another application out there for the 95LX is a program called SWITCH. It
allows a host of programs to work· fully in conjunction with the built in
applications. One·feature of SWITCH is the ability to run D0Sprogramswithout
exiting built-in applications.

-~

Andithere are-·a-number ofdisk. stackers that can take your·RAM card and·double
the capacity of it. There are some that are unique to the pa.lmtop, and there are
other disk doublers that are used on the palmtop as they would be used on a
regular PC. A word.ofcaution. Just because a disk doubler works· on the PC,
don't assume that it .. works .on· the palmtop without checking. There are
differences between. the electronic disksotl. the palmtop and the "regular"··disks of
PCs.

Of course there are a whole rash of games available for the palmtop. In fact,
there are two games that are built.into·the palmtop. Hearts and Bones.is one and
TigerFox is the other. There are chess, backgammon, Tetris, Blackjack,
Adventure, poker and most of the favorite games available.

There .is a .lot . of development .going on in the wireless technology for the
palmtop. For example there are two-way wireless data communications being
developed. 0ne company has technology that will provide a mobile data package
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capable of supporting mobile computer users with wireless E-mail and remote
access to on-line databases and spreadsheets. And the new developments just
keep coming.

One of the best sources of on-going infonnaton for the palmtop is the HP
Palmtop Paper. It is devoted to the palmtop and comes out every other month.· It
has· trouble-shooting tips,· reviews, news from HP, tips on using the palmtop, etc.
It is fullofinfonnation and just reading the ads is interesting to see what is' new
for the palmtop. There is a reference to this magazine in the bibliography.
CompuServe has a couple:ofHP fa-fums on it and is a good source of information
from HP, as well· as users like yourself. It is also a good place to pick up the
latest versions of a lot of the programs that arefreeor·shareware. Many of the
programs· I bave picked up are available·on the CompuServe service.

As I was writing this paper, HP introduced a new palmtop, the lOOLX. It looks a
lot like the. 95LX,withsome major differences. The PIMs are similar, but there
is now·a database engine that drives the phone book and appointment book
applications~·You can also create· your own database with· the database engine.
The screen is now a full 80 by 24, although the characters get rather tiny at this
resolution. But they are very crisp. If this is too small for you, thelOOLXhas
the· capability to change the screen resolution for many of the applications~The

case itself is just like the 95LX. And· the slot, drive A:\, is now PCMCIA 2.0
compatible.

Bibliography ofReadings

The following list includes a number of sources for learning more about the HP 95LX palmtop
and were sources that I used in writing this paper. For those interested in finding out more about
the 95LX, the books listed should help you.

Monday, Lori and Tracy Ann Robinson. (1991) "Using YoUr 95LX".

Goldstein, Hal. Editor. "TheHP PaImtopPaper'''(515) 472-633'0. i
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Developing HP 3000 Software Using a Unix Workstation

by Ralph Carpenter

INTRODUCTION

There.are $omequ~stionsthe reader might be considering:
* "How cantbecom~more productive if) the development ofHP~OOO software?" ••... •'... i '"
* "Is there some combination of hardware and softwareanywheon market today~tl~t. pac~ages

the best "bang for the buck" for an HP 3000 development team's use?"

These are. questions that many .•. managers of HP 3000 software· development teams .and
members of those teams struggle with in the,ceverchangingworld of competition for our budget
dollars;iand these are thei~ues addressed. by this pa~r, in which I discuss my experience with
the.J-tP 9000 Unix workstation in the c()ntext of dev~lopingHP3000 software.

I .am a veteran Hewlett-Packard employee, and my current assignment is the support of the
MPE-V operating system wilh the Software Technology PiviSion's R&D organization in Roseville,
CA. During my 20 years at HP, I have worked. with a variety of development platform$ and
environments, including:
t) ASCUterminathardwire lini(edto an Hp 3000,
2ll~Nconnected .PC,
3) modem connected home pe,aod
4) LAN.~nnected. HP9000 Unix workstation, thesubject.of this paper.

DEVELOPING MPESOFTWAREIN A UNIX ENVIRONMENT

The evolution of. the development environment that my colleagues and I use today began· two
and a half years ago. when our team was using LAN connected pes for'our development work in
Roseville. Our team's primary assignment at that time was developing PC software. and only
occasionally was one of us asked; to work 00 HP. ~OOOsoftw~re. However, on. those· occasions,
we found that there was" a dramatic differencein ourproductivitybe1Y:leenthe two development
environments.

Ror~p d~velopment, .• the Microsoft •• Softy/are [)evelopmentEnvironment •-- SbE~·-- which. ,is
based on the CodeView development/debugging environment, provides the •PC .• software
developer with a view into his/her code at all times during the development cycle; the MS-DOS
operating system is kept out of sight during the entire CpdeMiew se.ssion.

On the other hand, the tiP 3000 -. a.s vie.wed through a terminal,emulator--. forces the PC based
HP3000softw~re.developer to leave ••• the context of one.,tiP 30PQ development tQol in· order to
eotefanotber tool,·.and in general t"eHP 3000 tools appeared antiqljated in comparison wi.th the
Microsoft SDE. It was clear from this experience that the PC platform was less than satisfactory
for use as a primary interface;for developingHP 3000 software.

Ror the past two years, I have worked with a LAN connectedHP 9000 Unix·workstatioo. This
selection ofequipmeot was provided for my use during a. recent 7-month assignment at the HP
Pinewood sitei"· England. While tt1~re, my assignment was to de,velopUnix software,. and so I
becamefamiliar with the Unix development environment.
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D,veIoping HP 3000 Software Using a Unix Wotfcstation

Later, upon my return to California, I was able to convince my management of the productivity
gains afforded by the Unix workstation platform, and so a Unix workstation was provided for my
use there as well. Again, I was asked to focus on developing Unix software, then
underway in Roseville. .

Recently I joined the SWTR&D team •• in ·RoseviUe,which.issupporting. theMPE-V~perating
system and related products. To this assignment,l have~roughtmyUnix background and
training to bear, and today I serve as a Unix mentor to my colleagues in addition to my normal
software.development duties.

Let's take a look at the current situation with the MPE-V development team.> First, our team
members are collectively rnore productive· and effective: We generate more lines of higher
quality·HP 3000 cOde·thanwe··had·previously generated ·usi~gLANconneet8d PCs. ·OufMPE-V
customers view the team'asbeing more succesSful and better organized to meet their needs.
Secondly, our management views the. team as being better organized, demonstrating better
focus. on their customers' .needs. We are in .charge 'of our time,and our ·tasks .are· better
organized,because we can now visualize aU of our tasks - both Pending and active - at a single
glance.

NoW let's look back at what it was like before the development team had their LAN connected HP
9000 Unix workstations. The team was relatively unproductive due to the limitations of the LAN
connected PC environment. Our customers, both internal. and external, vieWed the.··!eam as
being less than fully successful in meeting their needs.· As individuals, the team members were
in general unorganized with time commitments and with tasks, and this situation led. to poor
project delivery from the team working together as a unit. ..Our managers didn't. view our
Performance as being very organized and· couldn't understand the relationship between the
team's priorities and customer needs.

What·hapPened to effect the top-down change that was needed? First, the LAN connected PC
development environment was· investigated, and several.imitations were uncovered:
1) A limited view into a single HP 3000 development tool's environment at a time,
2) The MS Windows screen appeared cluttered and yielded relatively poor Performance.
3) The MS-DOS 5 DOSSHELL was relatively clumsy for task switching, and forced the

developer into a single whole-screen window view at a time.
4) And we found the cost·of a high sPeed PC today not significantly less expensive than the

cost of a Unix workstation.

Next the LAN connected Unix workstation environment was investigated, and· several· key
advantages stood out:
1) The Unix workstation provides concurrent views' into maRy Hp·3000 development tool

environments at any given time by utilizing the technologies inherent in X-Windows, in Motif
and in HP.vue· (please· refer to the fonewing discussion·of Unix apptications for clarification
of these terms).

2) If we were to choose a Unix workstation platform, we wouJd be welt. positioned to ta.ke
advantage of X-Windows support by MPE-iX, as well as by HP-UX, should the need arise to
develop intemal tools for use oAeiher of those platformS.

3) A Unix workstation user can view atl tasks at any time, including aniYiftg electronic memos
and memos left partialty c6mpteted~ . pending' appointments,~pett online reference
documents, persona' filing cabinet, •source editing sessions, debugging sessions,· dump
analysis sessions, appointment reminders, etc. The visibility .of all tasks at a glance
improves timeltask coordination,and avoids missed .commitments.
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ROLE OF THE WORLDWIDE CORPORATE NETWORK

A. key element.in.the Hewlett-Packard software development.~ndsuPPOrt environment is the
worldwide corporate' network. Without· such .··a network,several communications based· tasks
Would be made extremely difficult, ifnot impossible: .Communicatingreportedp..oblemsto SWT
for resolution; following-up on reported problems from the development<.team .back to the
Response Center and field support teams; coordination among development teams responsible
for related HP products; and dissemination of problem resolutions and product enhancements
back to the Response Center and field support teams. HP operates one of largest private
corporate networks in' the wortd.

Local LANs' interconnect .all HP professional •.workers'· PCs and·Unix workstations.. ····These·· LANs
are located wortdwide~tHPsites,and the site tANs are interconnected via the'. X.25 packet
switched public data network. At each HPsite, StarLAN,ThinLAN, and ThickLAN (or~ackbOne)

is usedtotink nodes together. <An employee places a modem call· from his/her home into a
CSandalfswitch uSing the·· employee's. PC and signs ·on;·.theswitchthen·dials· back to the
employee's pre-recorded home phone number, thus ensuring a secure connection.

APPLICATIONS

There .are •.. many Unix •and . MPE-V" applications available •through the .use '. of '. anHP9000
workstation.. Severalare popular with the MPE-V development team: HP VUE, VT3K, SoftPC,
HP Source Reader, HP .IDAT, MPowertSharedX, Unix Mail -;.' encapsulated under HP SoftBench,
Unix News, PostNote, DateBook, LaserROM, and LAN Manager for Unix.lnaddition~dUring
leisure time, weusegraphical·.applications,.such··as .Weather·· and 'StockChart, and we play
graphical games such as Mahjongg, Chess, and Othello.

HPVUE:
HP VUE serves as<the primary Unix workstation-user interface· most popular with the SWT MPE
V team.' It 'is built on top of the indlJstrystandard X-Windows, artdHP's recent user interface
submission to OSF, Motif. HP VUE supports one or more "environrnents""'any one of which can
be"activ~ted a time.. Selection among multiple visual context environments allows developer to
c~stomize the screen .to .sUithislher. wO.rk requirements.'· .For example,' my custom .'. context
environments. are .labelled Unix Mail,News, •.·Administration, .'. LaserROM, ·MPE-V, and MPE-iX.
The availability of a selection· among·'a custom 'set of environments reduces the apparentclutter
arising in a 'standard X.;.Windows·.·· single ···.envi..onment screen. HPVUE permits any' one
application to be visible" in one or rnore enVironments concurrently. For example, DateBook and
personal filing can be made common !o all contexts, and so be always visible, regardless of the
selected environmentHP VUE's personal filing facility retains for each user a window dis'playing
aUst of filesahd'directories ata selectable hierarchical level; the files are represented 'by icons
tHat identify the nature of the file (an executable file icon looks different from a text file icon). By
double-clickingona file icon, the file is activated according to file type -_. an executable is
automatically' executed and a text file causes automatic execution .of.an editor with the text file
as the editable object. The personalfiUng cabinet is an example of the HPNewWavedrag-and
drop functionality that is .embodied for the Unix product family within HP VUE. Other actions
available in HP VUE include drag-and-drop onto a printer or into the wastebasket, and activation
of Unix Mail by clicking on the Mail icon. Other features include screen backdrop and color
scheme selection, remote host selection, custom application setup, clock
display, and processor load display.

VT3K:
A key Unix application is VT3K. VT3K controls the virtual terminal communication interaction
from HP Unix to MPE systems, and is the basis for the HP 3000 applications selected by the
MPE-V development team.
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SoftPC:
SoftPC is a Unix software and hardware product. The hardware component is a printed circuit
board containing an Intel 286 processor· chip,lntel·· mem9ry .chips, .and workstation ..backplane
interface .circuitry. The software.component.,controlsthe PC-on-a-board in executing MS-DOS
applications selected by the workstation user, mapping graphics from Intel display memory into
that of the workstation.

HP Source Reader:
HP Source Reader is an internal HP software tool that displays MPE-V and,MPE-iX source code
from a COROM onto a PC screen. In a Unix workstation environment, Source Reader is used in
conjunction with SoftPC, and can thus display in a window instead of on a PC screen. Several
such windows can be used to simultaneously display several views of the MPE-V source code at
different procedures. ·In· addition<differentSoftPCwindows·can simultaneously ·display different
source code- for example,aprocedure .in<MPE-V and its Native Mode counterpart in MPE-iX.
The COROM drives can either be -locally connected· to the workstation,ortheycan be connected
to the workstation cluster server, or they can be NFS mounted over the LAN. and be connected to
a unrelated Unix node.

HPIDAT:
If an MPE-V developer receives· a memory dump as part of a customer or internal problem
report, he/she can bring up IDAT .(for Interactive .Dump Analysis Tool) displaying an. HP 300
session in a window, using the. VT3K terminal emulator.... When the .. developer locates the
problem~using IOAT,he/she can activate an MPE-V based editorsession,such as t;lPEOIT,and
perhaps another window with Source· Reader showing the calling procedure, and can efficiently
code the change for subsequent testing in yet another VT3Kwindow in which the program under
test is debugged.

HP MPowerlSharedX:
MPower/SharedX enables synchronized cooperative work between two HP developers, located
either at the same HP site, or at distant worldwide sites. The design center for MPowerlSharedX
is two developers, both ".. equipped .with Unix workstations,"'. and an open voice phone .line
connecting them. When a phone call concerns a mentoring situation, .as it often.· does,
MPower/SharedX allows one user. to open one. of his/her local· windows"onto the ..• remote· user's
screen, 'and to display all of the information in a window onto the other's display~ Any
modification one of the developers'makes to his/her local window is instantaneously updated to
the other developer'S· screen. .So verbal communication is dramatically enhanced by visual
demonstration of ideas, and active participation by both developers speeds learning.

The MPE-V development team relies heavily· upon use of MPower/SharedX and.uses it daily in
cross-training situations, because an increasing number of products within the MPE-V operating
environment continue to be transferred to SWT for ongoing support. Most recently, several.HP
3000 networking proc;jucts have begun to .be studied for transfer from the Cupertino site to the
Roseville site; MPower/SharedX has played a significant role in follow-up to classroom training
sessions and is smoothing the transition, as well as speeding it.
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Unix Mail:
The use of Unix Mail is becoming available to more and moreHP professionals that so choose,
eliminating ;'one of the main'organizational barriers to' the adoption of the Unix workstation· in the
HP 3000 developer cornmunity.,AII HPprofessional workers have 'electronic mail available. At
first, only HPDesk was able to be accornmodatedon the business side of the organization, and
only Unix Mail was able to be accommodated on the technical side of the organization. '. Now,
increasing numbers of HP technical workers;· With Unix workstations are"able",tomove,over to
using Unix Mail, because of the advent of OpenMaii. OpenMail; is a recently'produced HP
product that links the proprietary HPDesksystem;using the X:400 indUstry standard interchange
protocol, 'allowing open communication with Unix Mail, as well as IBM· PROFS', and other
vendors' proprietary electronic mail systems. OpenMaii executes on an HP-UX platform.

Unix News:
Uni,x·. News is available to the'HP developer.commullity" through •.1he'Unixworkstation'intelface
and to other HPworkers through' the PC executing News with a terminal emulator. ' News
implements the paradigm of an eleefronicbulletin "; board. ,The top level index 'althe bulletin
board is the main topic area. Within a"main topic area is the list of base notes, and each base
note may, have a set of response notes. News main topic areas are of two kinds: Those that are
open to the world,and those that are closed to inside-HP (and, of course to inside any other
organization that hasa News feed). Any Ne!'8 user havinga~ss to a main topic ,area,can read
a base note in that topic area, can author a new base note, or can read and reply to any base
note. E.g. I could start Newson the topic of "rec.backcountry";l'could ',look for, abase note
containing the subject word, "Mt.""hitney", and I could either browse the. available information, or
I could make an inquiry ofmy own by authoring a new base note .... which I would later want to
check forresponses.

Unix PostNote:
The PostNote Unix application facilitates workgroup coordination, either locally, or between HP
sites worldwide. PostNote communication is directed to one or more recipients and is
instantaneous - causing immediate interruption of the selected recipient(s). PostNote allows
asynchronous communication by not requiring the actual display of the received message at the
time that the note is sent, but queuing-up notes so that they can be viewed at the recipient's
leisure - although, when the recipient wishes to use hislher workstation for any reason, the very
first thing he/she must do is to display all pending notes.

DateBook:
The DateBook Unix application is central to the personal time and task management
organization for the majority of the development team. With DateBook, past and future
appointments can be recorded. Weekly or daily calendar events can be, printed, and the month
at-a- glance display indicates whether there are any appointments for a given day -- the current
day is highlighted, and days having appointments appear different than do days without
appointments. The daily calendar entry is activated by a double-click on the day number within
the month display, and depicts the appointment details and permits modification.

HP LaserROM:
LaserROM can eliminate the need for having; a private copy of operating system reference
manuals. MPE-V, MPE-iX, HP-UX operating system reference manuals are avaUable today on
COROM, as is information useful to' the internal HP field organization. The keyword search
facility permits instantaneous access to reference manual entries, with keywords highlighted.
The Unix system executing the LaserROM application must either have a local COROM drive, or
must have NFS access to a COROM drive having the appropriate manual set physically
mounted.
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LAN Manager for Unix:
Within the SwrR&D organization, there .. are a· variety of. developmentpl~tfonns'in use,
including LAN .connected HP 9000'workstations and LAN connected.· PCs.The LAN connected
PCsuseLAN .Manager Client software and access virtual drives on Unix servers through the
LAN Manager for Unix (lMIX) Server product., Files stored from a peonto a virtuallMlXdisk
dove physically exist asUnixfiles,and can thus be readily shared by Unixusers olthe server ...
generaIlYL.~ clusterserver. Using lMIX, the development teams can share infonnationin spite
of thed.ifference$ in hardwareplatfonns us~... The SWFR&D management team also uses LAN
connected PCs, and.so they .. too· :cancommunicateand coordinatewitb .the development teams
through the use of lMIX.

SUMMARY

Our workgroup of ·HP. 3000 .software developers working on MPE-V is much moreproduptive
t~ay using. their HP 9000 Unix workstations than when we were using LAN conneetedPCs.lt is
espt!cially .cost-effective in HP's.distributed laboratory environment of geographically distant
sites, when used in conjunction with applications designed for use with thecompany's private
wide area data network.

OUf •MPE-V customers are better satisfied with the delivery of needed. functionality. and with
timeliness of defect repair to MPE-V Problems•. and thus with improved. return on their MPE-V
software support contract investment.

If the reader is responsibte for the productivity of an HP 3000 software development team, or is a
member of such a team, and is faced with a choice among hardware and software platforms,
then he needs to consider the advantages offered by the Unix workstation altemative.
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LAN MIGRATION STRATEGIES

Experiences, Issues, Sqlution

Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. My name is Paul Morgan
Witts,< I·amthe product· marketing manager forHP
DeskManager,basedin the. UK. IamgoingtotalkaboutLAN
migrationstrategies- experiences, . iSsues and .. solutions.

More specifically, Iwill>be.looking at why customers> are
migrating· to PC·LAN.solutions. Focussj"ng'especially'on
electronic messaging, .\Vewill.spenda· few minutes.discussing
the different architectural approaches taken by
manufacturers. We will look ata number of actual customer's
experiencesto.illustrate.the.problems users are facing when
migrating, and what true needs should be from taken into
consideration when developing a migration strategy.

My objective is share some of the problems that we see in
such a migration, ..•· and some of thee~periences other customer
have had. I will also suggest a strategy which will help you
avoid some of the.·pitfalls.

WHY ARE CUSTOMERS MIGRATING?
There are 3 principal reasons why customers 'are migrating.
Technology, the market and·. buyer behavior. Let I s' look·at
these one at-a' time, starting with .·technology'..

What we have seen over the last.fewyears is the
sophistication ·of.' the' ..• PC .' LAN technology consistently ,and
considerably increasing. This has enabled the distribution
of processing·· in both local and, wide area networks. We have
also seen 'a •. dramatic increase in applica't,ion availability.

Applications previously found on minicomputers or.on.large
mainframe facilities, whether it be a financial package or
large> transaction processing., application, ar~ now available
on alternative operating .. systems - frequ~ntly on· PCs.

Another o·bvioustechnologicaladvance· has. been in the user
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friendliness of many of the LAN/PC-based technologies. One
of the most obvious areas is that of LAN Mail, with products
such Lotus/cc:Mail and Microsoft Mail, together with a host
of other client providers. The ease of use and. graphical
environment of these user interfaces is a far cry from the
character-based terminal interface that.we find on mini and
mainframe mail systems.

The second area that is forcing people to migrate is the
market itself. A lot of the traditional mainframe solutions
are no longer being enhanced. For example,the
discontinuance of PROFS and the failure of OfficeVision II,
recently announced byIBM,isa fact which is obviously is
giving a cleaJ; message to users that they need to be
considering alternative messaging solutions.

Also, low end solutions are readily available. Instead of
having to go to MIS for your messaging solu~ion, you can do
go down to your local dealer or distributor and pick up a
very cost effective, functionally rich,easy to install
solution. However, one of the downsides of this is that
although the initial purchase cost may be low, when you
start factoring in the ongoing support, maintenance,and the
so-called 'soft costs' associated with the reliability and
security of the technology, then there is a significant
hidden cost that '. is rarely considered· by the people that bUy
these solutions.

Associated with this increase in application availability
has been a shift in buyer behavior and power over recent
years. Budgets have frequently become decentralized down to
functional or departmental heads; the central MIS group have
often lost the ability to dictate centrally what technology
departmental or functional managers should be purchasing.
This has inexorably led to a situation where usability has
become more important than manageability, and in many
organizations the sUbsequent increase in IT ownership costs
has been significant.

Although the PC LAN provides tremendous potential benefits
in terms of ease of. use, worrying limitations are emerging
is ~n the areas of security, scalability, and reliability,
most notably in medium to large sized networks. To
understand.' the reasons for this, and the limitations
inherent in the technology, it is important to spend a few
minutes discussing the two.'. basic type of architecture we see
in electronic messaging products. These two types are,
respectively, file-based architectures and transaction-based
architectures.

PC-LAN technology emerged from the concept of a workgroup
sharing files onaharddisk. It did not take people long to
realize that if a workgroup were sharing files on a disk,
this'couldeasily be developed intoa.simple way of
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exchanging. electronic messages • '. So' with an attractiveuser
interface.· and·. a shared .file.on the. server,LAN-i)asedmail
products emerged to provide·,bastc messaging functionality.

This is.. what we term a file-share archj.tecture'dbecause all
of' the users on a particular 'post office'(as the LAM mail
'servers' are called) share one file,where all of the
messages. are.' kept.

The typical architecture of LAN mail solution is therefore
made up of clients connected to "Post-Offices",<wherethe
shared file resides. As all the m,:u3sages are kept in a
single file, when anyoperation·takes place - for example,
reading a message, or sending a message -that file is
locked. It is not locked for long, but as you increase the
number of users, the number people trying to access the same
file increases,and performance will degrade as. file due to
file contention. As the performance is dependent upon the
accessing of one specific file, this contention occurs
irrespectiveofmachinesi2:e •

Although .... the exact number of. users depends upon usage/volume
of email, typically 50-100 configured users can be supported
by one Post-Office.

Compare this,to the transaction-based email systems •. Here
each message is kept in what. is called a 'transaction file'.
The. contention, should. it .arises, .. 'is over •... acCe$Sill9 a
specific message -in real life, this does not. become an
issue. This architecture··' dramatically increases the number
of mailboxes supported by each server,to a level where it.
is. the power of themach.1ne, not the capabilities of the
software, which limits the ·g:J:owth.•

Post~Officesstoreand .forward'· messages for· the users .on ~

par't,i9ularpost ·oftice;,additional ... software .(and .hardware)
is required '. if .users .'. wish to .. communicate be'l:,ween one post
office and '. another. The .communication between .Post-Offices
is achieved through dedicated .. machines, called ."external". or
"import export". These machines poll each Post Office in
turn,' using the standardMS....DOSfile.copycommandto "move"
messages··.. from one Post···Office'to another. Obviously, .. when
the post office is being polled, the single file is locked,
and therefore most organizations configure this message
transport to occur.overnightso as to minimize
inconvenience.

One External machine call only handle a finite number of Post
Offices .... again,tlilisdepends greatly upon message volume,
but a ratio of 1:10 is typical - and'soinlargenetworks
another· .. ' layer' .'.. of servers is- required, '•. reSUlting ina
highly inefficient., pyralllid-styletopoIQgy. Another :Obvtous
effect is that messages:. can·· only be moved from one .post
office to another when the '''External'' machine polls a
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particular Post Office. There is no concept of a-·- post Of-fice
sending a message in a proactive fashion, as in the true
client/server model of more powerful mail systems such as HP
Desk. For example, if the External machine polls your server
once a day, that is how often you will receive messages from
other nodes ~ once a day.

The Post Office, External and each Gateway (e.g. fax, telex,
X.400) require dedicated PCs. This means for each 50-100
users there must be a Post Office and an External pc.
(Gateway machines are-usually centralized and will be
configured by usage expectations.)

The effect of this architecture is clearly seen'in the
following true example.

Company Scenario--- A

This company is today running a 15, OO'O-user LAN Mail
network. Now, today in the world there are not that many
companies - probably less than 10 - that are actually
operating LAN mail networks of this size. In this case, the
network requires over 700 post offices.

This is clearly an extreme - though accurate - example. The
classical PC-LAN pyramid-form hierarchical topology is
obvious from this diagram. We have about 15,000 users at the
bottom, but then as you go up the network, you can see the
MTAs and post offices proliferating. From our discussions
with this company" we have' been,- able- to identify a number of
concerns or issues that they have. starting off with
unacceptable delays. One -- of -the problems that this customer
has been experiencing is the delay in sending messages from
a user at the bottom of the network to one that is remote.
The message has togo up,thehierarchy and there have been
situations where the messages have been taking almost two
weeks to get from'user A to user B. This is caused by the
PC Mail MTA polling around the post offices at each level of
the hierarchy, so causing a problem with delays. Another
problem is that you can't track lost messages, there ar~ no
tools to be able to track where messages are and there is no
way of recovering from failures in the network. A number of
times, messages, or parts of messages are being lost.

Company scenario B

Security is a key issue in certain environments, and less
important in others. Unfortunately, the file-based
architecture df the PC LAN,'mail systems opens significant '
security loopholes that are difficult to address. 'We've seen
'a number of, companies that have experienced a lack of
security with LAN-based solutions.' SpecificallY, in this
extreme example, the' entire message store>'was deleted by· a
user.
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In the PC ~server, asI have described, all messages are
stored ip one file on a·. shared file server. This means that
everybody has at a minimum read and writ.eaccess to this
filei and because everybody's· messages are on this file
server, it .. becomes very ~asytocorrupt C)r even delete ..
Although the contents .of the messa.ge .. st()re·· are encrypted, it
is easy. to copy the entire. message store, take it .. home, ..·and
attempt'to break the encryption at your leisure. It is a
fundamental!:yinsecurearchitecture.

Company Scenario C

Another problem that has been experienced by a number of
people who are using LAN Mail.systems is loss of messa.ges.
One of the problems is that there is noway to recover if
the post officeI MTA link fails. This means that if 'the· LAN
goes down, messages could be destroyed '. or lost • Currently,
tools to recover 'lost' messages are weak in PC LAN
environments.

PC-LAN based topologies demandmultiplese:r;vers:Aswith all
sys'tems,thegreater the .number ,of cQlllponents, the 'higher
the likeliho.od of· a failure. For example,difwego back to
thecompanyAscenariowherewe~awal.lthose levels of
hierarchy, the message has got to go through many steps to
get to its destination. In doing that, there are many
potential points of failure.

The net result of these "factors is an increase in the
overall cost of ownership of the messaging solution •.. In
1992, we employed the Gartner Group, a well known
independent consultancy organization, to attempt toguantify
the cost of ownership of an electronic messaging solu'tion.
This is a sU1lllllaryof their findings - I should.menti()n that
the actual figures are not important (as they will:
invariable vary from company..to company) , but of more
impQrtance is the methodology,.' ··Detailed reports .are/
available from your HPrepresentat.ive.

Gartner Group brokedQwnthe ··.·costofowninganelectronic
messaging solution intofour separate areas.. H~.rdware,

Software, Support, and what they .. termedsystell integrity.

In all.·. cases ,cost.s ··were . based upon 'street· prices' ,and
wb,erethecostwassharedamongst a number of applications 
for example, the cost qf the PC - an~ppropria'te proportion
of the total cost was .·allocated to electronic mail.

Gartner Group concluded that the largest delta in costs was
in the System Integrity. This figurewa.s based upon a number
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of factors: How reliable is the .', platform (both hardware and
software) i how often does 'it crash, 'and more importantly,
how much time is taken to recover from a system crash. They
did not try and calculate the value of a lost message, as
that figure would be overly sUbjective- after all, the
message 'could be a luncheon invitation, or a multi-million
dollar order.

The conclusion was that the PC LAN based mail systems were
most effective in networks of up to around 40 users. Beyond
that, there were no economies of scale. By comparison, the
average cost per user of the other benchmarked solutions
fell rapidly, only flattening out at the 10,000 user mark.

In summary, thefundamental'challengeillustrated by these
examples is that if you migrate to PC LAN-based mail
solution today,you risk ll.aving to trade off manageability
for usability.

By manageability I mean the types of features or
functionalities which we are relatively familiar with:
Scalability, security, reliability. On the LAN Mail side we
see the tremendous· st;rength in us'ability ,Which is ease"'of
use, user functionality,· and minimal training requirement.
What is really needed is' the best of both worlds.
Organizations considering migration must recognize the
potential problems they will experience with large LAN Mail
networks, and invest in an infrastructure and strategy that
fundamentally solves the problems and that really is the
best of both. The good news is that through emerging
standards (for example such as VIM and MAPI) , and a trend
apparent in the marketplace to separate server from client
functionality, this is going to be possible. But what are
the prerequisites for this ideal solution? What could it
look like?

We believe that a successful electronic messaging solution
needs to be built on three fundamental platforms. They are:
Architecture, Organization, and Cost.

Looking at the Architecture first of all, the key
considerations are areas where mini and mainframe systems
have traditi'onally proved very strong: Good directory
services, scalability, robustness, and with excellent
connectivity•.Afterall, the'value of any electronic mail
system is a function of the number of people it can connect
to. We will return to the architecture in more detail later
on.

organizationally, we nave found that it is generally more
effective for the network to"becentrally.managed. This
provides benefits in both the ,effectiveness of the service,
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and inreducing,overall costs. However, messaging is also
better accepted by end-users if the end user is allowed to
choose the client most·conduciveto.the individual's work
environment. For electronic messaging, this means mail
client of choice: MSMail, cc:Mail, or any other client.

Moving on to Cost. Cost of ownership is an area we feel is
critically important, but often neglected. customers need ~o

understandhow~heoverallcost.will roll up over a .. 'period
of years, and be aware of ..hiddencof:;ts which may not be
apparent. at the initial cost of purchase,•. The supplier ,of
messaging also needs to be carefully selected; electronic
messagingfsa .. fundamental infrastructure for your
organization, and .therefore you need.· to ensure . that·.. the
chosen supplier iSSoul'1d, robust,.andhas that credibility
and track record. Equally, putting in such an
infrastructure, itis'important that you at least have the
option of one-stop shopping, not only for the pro,duct or the
solution, but equally for the ongoing support and
maintenance as well.

To meet these criteria, .itsee~s.clearthatneitherthePC

LAN based systems,nortraditiqnalterminal/host
configurations, will succeed. The messaging/infrastructure
(or 'backbqne' as it. is often called) '. needs 1:0 .be based upon
true,· transaction-based enterprise messaging servers on
hardware and software platforms appropriate to an
infrastructureicomponent. It.isalsoclearthatth,is
backbone infrastructure - the servers - cannot today be
based. uppnPCand PC-LAN teqhnology - although it appears to
be indisputable that the PC will become the dQminantuser
environment.

What is needed is a hybrid. solution which combines .~he

strength of a true.enterprise messaging server, with the
ease of use of. the LAN Mail clients. A number of companies
aremoving<inthis direction, led by HeWlett-Packard. Let's
look at what this hybrid solution looks like, and what
benefits it offers both to the end-users and the system
administrators.

At Interexlast year-thoseof you who braved the hurricane
may remember it -Hewlett-Packardannounced····the··OpenDesk
Initiative and an equivalent stra,tegyonHP'sunix-based
email system, OpenMail. a key part of this initiative is
what we call the. 'Clients of Choice' strategy (the first
fruits of wllichareexhibitedheretodayat Interex).This
alloWS users of t>CL,Atlbased systems cc:Mail and. MS-Mail to
connectdirectlyt.o HP Open DeskManager asclientsj" in·a
trueclient/servermodel. Hewlett;-Packard'smessaginq
servers provide the .infrastrnctural integrity essential. for
a messaging: backbone; through the support of market-leading
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user interfaces as clients to the HP backbone, the users can
immediately realize the ease of use and attractive user
interfaces whic~they demand.

This provides the benefits of scalable backbone, able to
cope· with peak' usage' in the network. The messaging backbone
is secure: The message store'is protected, ·preventing
unauthorized use or access. Client/serverprotocolsare
reliable, robust, and able to protect the integrity of
messages in the event of 'network or system failure.

This software solution is based upon MPE, a highly
sophisticated and,highavailabilityoperatingsystem that
will provide a dependable service, which is fundamental. if
this is .to be a key infrastructural component within'your
organization~ Centralized management of the distributed
messaging backbone ensures a highly effective solution.
Finally, through open and available' API's and through
conformance of industry standards, the messaging backbone is
well-equipped to become the basis for future messaging
enabled applications, not just person-to-person mail, but in
the future more sophisticated messaging-enabled applications
such as EDI,Routing and Authorization andW()rkflow~

Turning to the clients, this strategy conceptually splitting
the server component from the client component to provide
the end-user with a choice of clients on leading platforms,
and the ability to select the client most appropriate to the
work environment, without losing any client functionality.
After all, users do not want to know details of what server
they are connecting to, orwhYiall they want to know is
that a message, if sent, will be received at the destination
in an efficient and reliable fashion. It is the
administrators who need to be concerned with the logistics
of that transport~

To summarize this discussion: When migrating to LAN
solutions, the risk is that you trade the manageability
aspects such as scalability,secur-ity, and reliability for
usability. Many of those with LAN mail solutions today will
recognize the early symptoms of the problems I have
illustrated: These problems must be faced early, as they
will only grow and become wOrse.

There is a solution, that allows'them to essentially have
the best of both worlds. Through combining an···· industrial
strength messaging backbone that has'thecharacteristics of
reliabilit.y,securityand scalability,with the native
support of industry-leading LAN ma.iling clients, companies
have both usability ,at the user level,plusmanageabiiity at
the MIS level. We believe that what the companies need, and
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what they· should be considering implementing, is an
enterprise information highway, not a departmental cul-de
sac. This solution will provide such a highway.
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Whether to exchange information, to sell an idea or
product, to educate or train, presentations are a fact of
everyday life. Many of youhave.wonderfulideas that
otherswould>like to hear, but for one reason or another
you n~Yer take that. step .to pUll it together as a
presentation. Others/of you must give presentatioflsas
p.art of your work· or'extracurricular .•.. activities, but
still'feel some··. discomfort with your level. of expertise.
Af·t·er attending this presentation,.. youwill leave with
the knowledge that anyone, especially YOUr can present
with. confidence and quality .My goal is to encourage
those who,'have never given a presentation t:oseek out the
opportunity/to do .··so, and to increase thecQmfort level
of i preparation and delivery of those who must give
presentations in the cou.rse of their work.

The following is a compilation of the ··basic rules
and tips gathered from a variety of sources. The areas
covered include: 1) preparing and .. presenting .. your
speech, 2) creating and ...usinggraphics and handout
materials, .... 3) using the most commonly available· types of
PC software .' and hardware, and 4) how to locate the
ext.ernalresources for.:creating graphicsandrhardware
purchase·····orrental whenyou< do ·nothave the time, the
inClination,. or ···the software and. hardware on hand, ·to do
what you want .·to do.
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PREPARING ANDPRESEN'l'ING YOUR SPEECH

PREPARATION:

1. Know as much as possible about the following:

a. The THEME OF or REASON FOR the meeting. The
choice of your sUbject and topics should be
appropriate for the meeting.

b. The SUBJ'ECT of your presentation.

c. The TOPIC(s) on which you will be speaking.

d. The AUDIENCE. Are they professional or
technical peers? What is the knowledge/skill
level? What is the level of interest for your
topic (summary or detailed)?

e. The TIME ALLOTTED. This will shape the
content and style of your presentation.

f • The ROOM SET-UP. This will affect your
choices for audio-visual aids and types of
participation exercises which are appropriate
and will indicate whether the audience will be
able to comfortably take notes or read your
handouts. For example: Are there tables or
only chairs? If' just chairs, .is the floor
level or gradient? Are tables rectangular~or

round? How large is the room? What are your
lighting options? Where are the electrical
outlets? The list of questions pertaininq·to
the room set-up areendlessjifyou can't find
out what you need to know, prepare as best you
can and be ready to adapt to the actual
environment.

2. Summarize in one or two paragraphs the reason for
doing your presentation, what type of audience you
will have or want to reaCh, the topics . you will
cover, and the goals you have' for the audience as a
result of your presentation. This summary will
keep you focused as you prepare your speech, and is
the primary information you will use in your
introductory statement to your audience.

3. Using your topics as the starting point, OUTLINE
the main points of your speech. Several drafts may
be necessary. The final version should read in a
natural progression from one topic to the next.
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The greater your satisfaction with your outline the
easier it is to do the remaining steps in preparing
your speech.

4. Using your outline, fill in ,the CONTENT of your
speech." Some people will find it necessary or more
comfortable to include every word," ·they will say,
others are comfortable. with descriptive phrases
which they use as mental prompts for the actual
words· dto be spoken.

5. Do a dry run through of your speech as .it stands to
get a feel for timing, for the need of audio-visual
aids, and for the appropriateness of audience
participation exercises.

a. If ··thisfirst rehearsal greatly exceeds the
time you have been allotted, cut out
extraneous information and reduce the content.

b. When cutting out portions of your speech, keep
in mind the ••... reason you..are giving this speech
and-retain" those portions with the highest
applicability.

c. Remember,·.to allow.for time for your audience
to get settled at the beginning, time for
questions and answers, and time for any break
periods.

d. If your speech is a long one (an hour or
more), plan ahead to 'shift gears 'every 20
minutes or so to revitalize audience
attention. This is accomplished by inserting
a ·'question and answer period, moving to the
next topic·, reciting a humorous anecdote,
relating a real life experience, changing
voice modulation and/or body languag.e,
switching to a different type of media, and
doing audience participation exercises.

6. If you decide upon including audience participation
exercises, use the same 'preparation approach as you
used fo~yourspeech. In addition:

a. The room set-up is impor~ant when doing
audience participation exerCl.ses. If you must
do theparticipation.,exercises regardless of
the •.• room set-up, be/prepared to adapt the
exercises for the best fit (i.e. if you
discover there 'is not enough room for
separat;ing:the audience into groups for work
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sessions, then adapt the exercise for·larger
groupsor"for the whole group).

b. Research available pUblications devoted to
giving· .effective presentations ,many include
examples of. participation exercises that can
be·modified to'fityour needs.

7. If you have determined'that' audio-visual aids are a
necessary part of your presentation, decide upon
which type of audio-visuals are best suited to the
presentation, and keep in mind the room set-up.

a. FLIP CHARTS.

(1) Flip charts, are fine with a small
aUdience, but lose effectiveness
with a larger group.

(2) Use of flip charts requires legible
handwriting, a marker which has a
thick tip, and constant mental
reminders to write large enough so
that the back row can read it.

(3) Since using flip charts means at
least partially if not fully turning
your back to your audience, you must
be prepared to lose contact with the
audience if you stop speaking in
order to write ontoa'flip chart.

b. OVERHEADS.

(1) ,Overheads are the most popular
choice of audio-visual aids and are
very effective in promoting audience
involvement and retention.

(2) Overheads work with most room set
ups. However, with round tables set
up for group exercises it will be
uncomfortable for those in the
audience with their backs to the
front, so you as the 'speaker must
include in your opening statements a
request. for everyone to tak~ a
moment to· shift their chairs to give
them a view of the front. You do
not want a ro~nd table set-up if you
are giving a presentation requiring
the.audience to.takelots of notes.
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c. 35mm SLIDES.

(1)

(2)

d. Video.

(1)

(2

Slides are just as effective as
overhead. graphics, and are normally
u.sed when photos are needed to
illustrate the content of your
speech.

New technology allows overhead
graphics/to be processed into 35mm
slide~ as well as superimposed on
top of your photo slides, with
dramatic results. There is an
expense'involved, but if your visual
aids are unlikely to change in
content over an extended period of
time, ,this can be a good option to
take.

Use of ·VCR' sand' .•.• TV···· monitors is
becoming more widely used. If you
have only one TV monitor, it will
only be effective with a small
group. with a medium to large
group, mUltiple monitors would be
required.

Newer technology includes the active
matrix· full .... color-LCD panel',' which
turns" your projection screen" into a
wide-screen TV . This is very
effective if you must use video, or
wish tbuseamixtureofcomputer
g'enerated graph.ics.and video.

e. Interactive Software Programs are another
choice as an audio-visual and as a training
aid.

8. Decide upon what handouts, if any, you will use,
the level of detail to include, and when they
should be distributed to the audience~

9. Prepare your audio-visua~ aids and handouts,
proofread carefully, and·. reserve any equipment you
will need for boththe·day of your presentation and
forpractice~ess~ons.
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10. Practice your speech, working on voice modulation,
body language, gestures, and word usage. Be,aware
of bad speaking ... habits such as mumbling, 'you
know', and 'uhf and get rid of them! Use your
audio-visual aids. until you are comfortable with
them an.dwith the equipment. Practice until you
feel relaxed with what yOll are going to say, how
you are going to present it, and feel an acceptable
comfort level.

PRESENTING:

1. Have equipment set.up and audio-visuals ready; and
test for room lighting and focus.

2 • When possible try to have the room already set up
for the participation exercises (i. e. table
placement, flip charts set up with markers at each
one, extra pads of paper, pencils).

3.. Relax and have fun doing your presentation.

4 • Do'n' t lecture to the aUdience, SHARE your knowledge
with them.

5. Maintain awareness during your presentation of
audience reaction and be prepared to adjust your
presentation style to regain their attention.

6.' YOU the' speaker are in control. Remember this and
use it. You are the moderator for any audience
interaction. If the worst happens and two members
o.fthe aUdience begin their own discussion, try
regaining control by strolling through the audience
until you are between them, and then begin speaking
again.

7. Don't fight nervousness or the 'butterflies',
accept it, get past it, and use the adrenalin for
peak performance.

8. Don't ever completely turn your back to the
audience.

9. If . you must turn your back to your audience to
write onto a flip chart, do not continue your
speech whileyour.back is turned, as; your audience
will likely be unable to hear you.
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10. Seldom i is/there a perfect presentation ,d,on It let
yourself get flustered from one mistake, just
continue on and RELAX.

11. Maintain eye contact with your .... audience. Address
your remarks to the entire "roomj left to center to
right to center to left ... using a smooth eye,head
and body motion. Many speakers have a· . left or
right side tendency, ignoring or only allowing
themselves darting glances ··'fo the·other side of the
room. If you have this· tendency ,work on fixing
it, for it ·.will alienate your audience and cause
theirattehtion to wander, and encourage chatting
among the audience feeling Ignored.

12. Be prepared" to' answer .questIons , and be honest when
giving your <answers .. The a.udience can always tell
when a speaker is blUffing their' way'through an
answer and will be much mor:eimpressed.by an "I do
not have knOWledge of that· particularar.ea, but I
will check into it.and get back with you." You, of
course, must follow· through and actually get back
to the person who asked the question.

13. If you feelthat·audience·remarksorquestions are
leClv~ng the· focus o~yourpresentation,itis your
responsibility to tactfully refocus the', audience to
the SUbject at hand and get back on track.

14. Yoti have· introduced your topic, .stated your main
points ,pr~sented . the content ..of .your speech,
restated' in closing the main points and·goals and
answered any questio·ns. A simple 'Thank you, I
have enjoyed this opportunity to make this
presentation' . Is a smooth closing statement tha~

informs the audience they are released from their
role of audience.

1~. Be brave and ask individuals from yotiraudience for
reaction to your performance. If you consider a
negative criticism to have value, fix it before
your next presentation. Accept all positive
criticisms as readily as the negative ones, and
give yourself the credit· due.
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CREATING .. AND USING GRAPHICS. AND HANDOUT 1fA'l'~RIALS

In this section, only graphics for overhead
transparencies and.. handQuts will be discussed .as they are
t.he most widely used method of audio-visual aid.

OVERHEADS:

1. Use overheads to emphasize the main poini:s on which
you are speaking. Dc> not Include everything you
will say as the audience will stop listening and
responding to you, and will just read the overheads
while tuning .. youout.

2 • Make your overheads attractive to look at, i. e.
pleasing to the eye, and space apart each point so
they are seen as being distinct items.

3. Use concise phrases,. not complete sentences.

4. Do notabbreviate,use buzzwords or slang.

a. Use technical terms appropriate to the level
of your audience and be observant of audience
reaction to determine when you should
elucidate further and define those terms.

5. Make your text large enough so that it can be
easily read from the back row, use different fonts
and enhancements for· headings and text,and always
use medium to bold face print so that your text
doesn't disappear in the light of the overhead
projector.

6. The rule of thumb is no more than six (6) bullets
per overhead. This is because the audience can get
distracted when faced with a large number of items
to referenqe. An easy method to keep the audience
focussed on the point at hand is to use a sheet of
paper to reveal only the text you wish to have
showing.

7 • Include charts, graphIcs<, or illustratIons where
appropriate to add additional emphasis.

8. Black on transparent is fine but can get boring to
the audience. Use colors when possible to increase
emphasis and draw the audiences attention;
preferably no more than 3 colors for text on a
single overhead.
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a. Using full color background of
YfalloW 'and white text has been
increase audience attention.

blue with
found to

b. Using one style of background for your
presentation will give it a·polishedlook, but
it .. is ··also .a.ccfaptableto change ··stylesbetween
topics which not only gives the aUdience
something different .to looka.t,but reinforces
their attention on the change ,in topic.

9. Try toplace< critical information at or near the
top of your overhead to increase audience
retention.

1.0. As the presentfar, do not continuallyt.urnto look
atthescreen··as if<to figure out which one you
have up, or where you are in your presentation, or
whatYQushould say next. This makesan.audience
teel that you are unprepared <or not concentrating
on the task at hand.

1.1.. Puttransp?lrencies in framest.o 'block out the
-excess light fromtbeoverhead projector.

a. If you need·to,.You. can write.your crib notes
on· the frames.

b. Always put a mark on the frame to orient it
right-side up and cent.eredso that ... al1 you
need to .. do is pick it up with your thumb on
the mark and place it on the overhead
projector.

(1) one of the most annoying and
distracting actions for your
audience is when the speaker places
the., .overhead ,upside' 'down" crooked,
tpofarupor down so that text is
unseen,ortbeconstantturning away
from tbe audience to check out how
the overhead looks.

1.2. NEVER READ OVERHEADS. TO, YOUR AUDIENCE. Overheads
are meant to enhance the verbal portion of your
speechito emphasize the Illain. points and to keep
attentionfocllsed on the topic at hand. Readingan
overhead word for word makes an audience feel
i.nsulted and breaks anyconnectj.onformed with the
speaker.
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13. Do not use your hand to point things out on an
overhead. Use a pointer or a pen, or use a piece of
paper to cover up text underneath the item you are
addressing.

14. Leave···youroverheads on the projector long enough
for the audience to readthemj' if the point you are
making takes only a moment, an overhead probably
isn't necessary. When changing· overheads do it
quickly or if you will not be putting another
overhead up for a few minutes, try using a
"blackout" overhead instead of turning your
projector off and on.

15. If you must include a detailed chart as an
overhead, try using a blank transparency over it
and track the route of your comments with a colored
pen so that the audiencedoesn 't get, lost. Also,
make sure . the audience has a hard copy of any
detailed chart so they can follow the path of your
presentation.

16. There are many good, fairly inexpensive graphic
software products on the market. Take the time to
tryout demonstrations and choose the one that's
right for you and your hardware.

17. As you become more experienced in creating
overheads, allow yourself the time to be more
creative and check out the technology available
which' can increase the sophistication ·of the look
of your overheads.

HANDOUTS:

1. The jury is still out on whether audience retention
is best gained by distributing handouts at the
beginning,· during,> or at the end of a presentation.
This must be a jUdgement call by yourself, based on
the type of presentation you are giving and
experience.

a. In my own experience I have observed that when
the presentation is basically a listening
experience or one of active audience
participation, it is best to inform the
audience tha~presentationhandoutswillbe
available to them at the end of the
presentation. This allows them the luxury of
giving your words their full concentrationj
and conversely,
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b. When you are imparting information to ·.which
the aUdience .. is expected to take .notes and
expected .to retain and use.' what they.arebeing
told, it is l.ess~istracting for.them to have
the handout materials from the beginning. In
this circumstance, the' speaker . must .be more
dynamic to maintain the. audience's attention
to. the immediate topic and keep them from
ignoring your words and reading through the
handout.

2 . When handouts are to be used in conjunction with
llote-taking, .. design the ·.handout sothati'tleaves
space for making. notes.

3. Handouts are not Overheads, Overheads' are not
Handouts. Remember that .... overheads ····are meant to
enhance the attention and retention and focus of
the audience to what is being spoken and should 'not
be designed with the intention.ofusinqthem as
handouts. The information included in eachmaydbe
the same and should both follow the path of. the
presentation, but the format of a handout is that
of 'a document, reference manual, notebook, or
worksheet.

HeM PaGET TlIE .·BEST USE. OF YOUR
PC's" SOF'lWARE AND ·.HARlMARE

ALASERJET paINTER which supports scalable fonts and
qraphicsisapurchase:whlchwillpayfor itself by
reducing the time and cost involved in creating documents
and graphics.

SCALABLBFOHTS are an inexpensive necessity and are
available for most laserjet printers. Scalable
fonts make it possible to quickly create attractive
title pages for documents and for setting off text
in handouts. They can also be used for creating
overhead transparencies.

'l'RAHSPARBNCIES can be printed directly on your
laserjet, but ONLY if using ,transparency paper
developed SPECIFICALLY FOR LASERJET' use. Other
transparency paper {e.g. for plotters, for copiers)
1snot designed to withstand the intense heat
generatedbylaserjet.·printers and wi11 '. damage your
printer. Transparency paper specifically for use
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in a laserjet can be purchased from most office
supply, stores. However, since copier transparency
paper is much-less expensive you may want to print
your overhead text onto plain paper, add any
artwork desired, and copy it onto __ copier
transparencies with clear or colored b~ckgrounds.

COLOR PRINTING is available on some models of
laserjets.

WORDPROCESSING SOFTWARE can be used not only for writing
your outline and speech, but also for doing reference
notes ifyoufieel that you will need them for referral
when doing your presentation. In addition, you can
create overheads using your wordprocessing software
enhancements (bold face, italic, line draw, etc.) in
conjunction with scalable fonts.

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE is designed for creating overheads and
35mm slides in addition to its other uses. The best
products on the market have the following features in
common:

Tutorials which are interactive, have beginner and
advanced sections, which take under an hour to go
through, and which teach the beginner enough to
immediately begin using the software.

Windows and Mouse environment.

Variety of backgrounds (or templates) available to
user as well as capability to create your own
background and change it on command.

Variety of font styles, sizes and appearances to
choose from.

Wide choice of colors to choose
designed - palettes as well as
palettes.

from and pre
user designed

Has a built in library of artwork to choose from.

Supports variety of plotters and printers.

Has built in function to format graphics for
overheads or for, 35mm slides.

Has pre-set title -and' body areas "which greatly
speed up creation of graphics, but allows user to
by-pass these settings if'sodesired.
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Haswordprocessing functions of word wrap, spelling
check,andediting.

Allows user to reorganize pages in different orders
from those entered and· to·" insert new·pages.

Has choice of page formats for titlepage,one and
two column bullets, text combined with. drawings
from lib.rary of artwork, blank format (no bullets},
and no-format.

Has function to do s~reenshows or viewing (graphics
appear on full screen in same format as when
printed) at user set intervals or on userfs
command·.

'Print' command allows user to choose page to print
or to print all pages.

Has built in icons to use instead of going through
command menus for advanced users and allows for
user·defined icons. .

supports importof ..··information from wide.variety of
software, including spreadsheets, databases, and
W'ordprocessing.•

PEN PLOTTERS - those with at least 8 pens offer greater
creative use as the user can work with more colors and
withdiff~erent·thicknes$esof·' the same color. 'NOTE: It
is .... important that the user ·decideonabasic palette from
the beginning and base designs on that pale~te.

Otherwise the .. user(s)roustretaininformationonthe
specific palette used for each document created·~. When
using lighter colors, it is useful to be able to outline
letters in black or another dark color to make it showup
clearlY·

PAJ::NTJETS - the technology advances every year as to
resolution, colors, and <speed. If doing full color
backgrounds,youwillneed to have extra megabytes <>of
memory; the newest paintjets already have additional
memory. Be careful. to purchase ink and paper supplies
specifically manufactured for your model and model number
as the market initially referred only to a Paintjet and
to Paintjet XL's. Office suppliers have only recently
become aware that. there is more than· .one generation of
the XL on the market and each requires a different type
of ink cartridge.
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BLBCTRONIC PRESENTATION OVERLAY PANELS - are ·LCD panels
which are attached to your computer by a cable and placed
onto a high illumination (minimum 3000 lumens) overhead
projector~ All LCD panels will display what is on your
computer monitor. Some' can also display a.video with the
same resolution of a wide-screen TV. There are both
monochrome and full color overlay panels available.

The monochrome (one dark and one light color) is fine for
text documents and for spreadsheets, and for some types
of software demonstrations and training. The full color
overlay panels are perfect-for showing overhead graphics
without having to use transparencies'~Bothtypes.can be
used with full size PC's and with laptops, but you must
purchase the correct cable with an adaptor that works
with your computer (e.g. EGA, VGA). If it is not built
in, you may need to purchase a 'splitter' to connect the
disk drive to both your monitor and the panel. The
'splitter' allows simultaneous viewing on the monitor and
the overhead projection.

The full color overlay panels come in a variety of> models
ranging from $2,000 up to $10,000. The feature which
affects the price is whether the panel is a passive
matrix (low end) or an active-matrix (high end of
technology). The market is changing rapidly, and the
same panel can differ in price by hundreds of dollars, so
a jUdicious period of shopping around is recommended.

Even- though the initial cost outlay ·is high, these panels
can pay for themselves in just a few· years by discounting
the cost of plotter and printer ink and transparency
supplies, and the cost of the work-hours spent on
printing the overheads. The best reasons for purchasing
and using the overlay panel is the ability to make last
minute and on-site changes and additions to a
presentation package and the ability to quickly and
easily reformat or edit a presentation to the specific
needs or characteristics of the audience.

A note of caution - if you do purchase an LCD panel,
remember that LCD stands for Liquid crystal Display, and
all liquids have a·freezing point. So NEVER-Ieave'your
LCD panel unprotected in freezing weather, or it will no
longer work,ever again.
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EXTERNAL· RESOURCES FOR CREATING GRAPHICS and
HARIM.AREPURCHASE/REN'l'AL

If ..·you do not have the time, the inclination, the
software ,or· the hardware to .. create your ... own presentation
materials there are many commercial businesses which will
provide·. this service andlor. equipment ... foryou~' It will
be your call to determine whether this recourse is cost
effectivefor;you.overthe;longrun rath~rthan>doinqit
yourself, hiring or assigningsomeone.to.do it for you,
orpurGbasingtbesoftwar.e and ha.rdware which will meet
yourrequirenl~nts.

Check your pbone company's' ye1 low pages' under GRAPHICS,
under AUDIO-VISUAL CONSULTANTS', ·and under ·.AUDIO-VISUAL
PRODUCTION SERVICES for businesses which handle
presentat.i.ongraphics. The.se businesses use a wide
variety of graphic software and plotters, printers, and
35mmslide processors, andean do the entire job from
scratch or just the printing side of <it.

For businesses Which sell, rent or lease audio visual
equipment such as electronic presentation overlay panels ,
overhead projectors, etc., look under AUDIO-VISUAL
EQUIPMENT - DEALERS and··AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT -··.·RENTING
AND LEASING.

And, of course, for computer· software/hardware, plotters
and printers, call yourHP Sales Representative, your RUG
vendors, or any computersoftwarelhardware retailer.

FINAL. WORDS OF. ENCOURAGEIfEN'l'

If you have never given a presentation for your
Regional User Group, give the idea of giving one some
thought, and do it. If something is of interest to you,
it is sure to be of interest to others. Don't think of
your presentation as a lecture or a do or die situation;
we are members of this user group to learn about. what
other people are doing and how we can use their
experiences to make ourselves better at our own jobs. So
instead of just sharing with a couple of people over
dinner, try sharing with the whole group. We'd all love
to listen. And, if you feel an hour is too long, get
with some fellow RUG members and put together two or
three short subjects of fifteen to twenty minutes and
present.it ·as a package deal.
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If you haven't spoken in front of a group for a
while, try easing into it by sp.eaking up at staff
meetings, introducing yourself to people at a social
gathering, and making small talk with the person in line
at the supermarket. Take the opportunity to state your
thoughts at your next local council meeting'orcommunity
organization meeting'. ,The more you speak up in a variety
of settings the more comfortable you will feel giving a
prepared presentation.

I highly recommend attending a professional training
course·· that requires the, participants to prepare and
deliver a five'·to twenty minute presentation with
feedback from both the instructor and the audience. This
type of course offers a supportive environment for the
beginner and will reinforce the best presentation habits
of the experienced speaker.

As you become more experienced in g1v1ng
presentations you will' evolve your own method of
preparation that fits your personal working habits, but
for the actual presentation never forget the Golden Rule
of Presentations:

-- SPEAK UNTO OTHERS --

AS YOU WOULD HAVE THEM

SPEAK UNTO YOU
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Paper #.7015
Exploljing Client I Server Computing
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(201) 599- 5171

While client/server computing otfer~~ .altemative' systellls strategy that
could be. advantageous, writing and talking 'about .it is a challenge because of the
nfunerous definitions of theconc~pt.cEveryonewho implements it, every
company that offers a product, and every industry analyst seems to redefine it,
often in.ways that suira specific interes.t. .rhis. paper will. review. the. various
things that client I server has been used to,: describ~, explore the motivations
behind the implementations: of technologies that suppert this kind of computing,
p~esent s9meguid~lit1esfor where to il1J.plementit, shoot down some common
1l!yths that .are invokedto4erail cli~Jlt/ serverimplementations, and close with
some advice on how to succ~edwith your first client I server application.

The term client I. server has been used iniwhatl,see as'efive'generic ways,
which are shown·.' in Table 1 on the following page. Each of the. five kinds of
client I server are characterized based on where the three parts of the application
take place -- the user interface, the execution of the program logic, and the access
of data....••... Toputthesettennsin context, the traditional iapplication (or system) that
uses terminals to access a host .couldbe described as having the terminal as' a
client and the host as the server. '. In this case, the terminal provides minimal
functionality -... ·onlydisplayingthecharacter strings (and maybe graphics in some
cases) that the.host·· sends. The. hostdoes all· the.work: thegenerationandcontrol
of the'userinterface, the CPU processing fortheapplication,andall 1/0 for disc
and printing.

ClieitilServerTeehnologies

I/O Redirection. .The simplest and most widespread sofrnrarethatiscalle~

client I server is a Network Operating System (NOS), like Novell, LAN Manager
o~Banyan. In their onginal implementation the NOS provided an 1/0 fe-director,
whi?haUow~d disk and line printer110 to ~e itlvok~don th~.user'sPC. (the client)
but actuallye~ycuted,on the LAN" server. Thislevel ofclient/ seryerisnpt very
granuhrr; it takes.•acomplete openltitt,g system service and transpo~s it to another
loc~ti0J.1.()ther .mechanisms .to. be discuss~d later. provide ." fQr.finer •• granularity,
allowi1.1~ a~Qrtio~ (or an instance) or ~servicet.0bem()yed. [In current versions
of.~ NOS,not.only can. 110 be redirected, btlJ exycution of an application can also
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Conflauration

I/O Redirection

Remote Windows

Data Base Server

Application Server

Compute Server

Client Functions

Full User Interface
Application Processing
Local Disk & LP I/O

Display User Interface

User Interface
Data Editting
Application Processing

User Interface
Data Editting

User Interface
Some Data Access
Some Appl Processing

Server Functions

Remote Disk &LP I/O

Drive User Interface
Application Processing
Data Access

Data Base Query

Application Processing
Data Base Access

Some Data.Access
Some Appl Processing

Table 1. Summary orClient / Server Implementation Technologies

be exported to the server, which makesthe server much more like the traditional
host although it is LAN attached rather than RS-232 attached.]

Remote Windows. Another kind of client / server is remote windows. In
this case the client actually executes· the user. interface, while the server must
drive the user interface, execute the application, provide access to· the data base
and other system resources. Examples of this kind of technology· are
X-Windows, Mot!f, OpenLook, and NeWs. These typically require a robust
connection between client and server because the traffic to support a sophisticated
user interface is generally high. The advantage is that with a relatively
inexpensive desktop, the end-user has access to a wide variety of servers with
strong graphics capabilities.

Data Base Server. Databases can also be obtained in client /servermode.
Applications developed with· t~is technology •can have ... the client .processor
execute the. program logic, data edits, and controlth~ user interface, while~he

server simply does the data bas~ and disk 110. •.. All of the commercial data bases
(Ashton Tate, Oracle, Ingres, Informix, HPIMAGE, etc.) tod~y offer sllchan
interface, originally based on tlje TCP/IPpl"otocoI stack, but sOJile now also
supporting IPX and Net Beauii. Further, in addition to tools provided by the data
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base vendors, there are many .such tools from third" party' .suppliers .like
PowerSoft, Gupta, etc., and this selection of tools make this form of client /
server a very popular one.

Application Server. The application server is similar to a database server,
but more generic, and is built ona.;progtammaticinterface like BSD Sockets,
NamedPipesf SPX,or APPN.> Whereas·. the data base server has ,an.'. interface that
supports making only data base,caUs,these APlsprovide a generic message
passing mechanism.•· A complete transaction could be passed from one··processor
to another; or a command from a parsingprogram·.toatask"orientedprogram; or
a block of data from a pre-processor to a error-handling routine. The increased
flexibility in the commUIl.ications'''}ink makes .this ,technolQgytnore ofa peer to
peer implementation; there need not be a clear hierarchy that places one processor
in the position ofonly responding to requests or of only generating requests.

Compute Server. Still' another versioIl'ofthis· techpologyis •... that of a
compute server using a .RemotePracedllre Call· (RPC). Instead of simply passing
a message, or ·a.block of.data,RPCs allow for· being able to divide a task.;into
subprograms (called procedures) and invoke these procedures on the appropriate
computer for execution. The Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing
Environment (DCE), Sun's Open Network Computing (ONC) .' or HP's Network
Computing System (NCS). are all examples of this. In this environment a
program could. be logically divided into pieces, so thatthe.pi~cese"ecuteon
separate proc~ssors coopet~tively~ .•.•. Pieces cOldd exist on multiple machines. for
redundancy's sake~/Rr they· could be placed to take. advantage of either hard\Vare
capabilitie~ ..'or. '.• <lata 'co-location. Without a clien~. / •serv.er implementation, .. a
programmqst ~jther execute on the same box that has the data to. be manipulated,
or a.waymust be fqundto copy the dat~ to the right pr~cessorand then copy the
updated. data back; withanRPC implementation, pr0gedures>c~nbelocat~don
theproc.essor th~t houses tl1e r~levant data.l'his allows a program that ~eeds
access Jp multiple •~ifferent data bases to;. run in pieces, each piece. ~xecuting on
the proce,ssorthat can most efficiently provide the data for that code.

Each'of these technologies is a type of client I server computing. Simple
I/O redirection is not as granular as the APls (data base server, application server,
and compllte server)... The MIs all?\\, for fairly precise division of functionality
a9ross. processes (and across. corpputers as. well), although they require more
programming ,effort to implement.

What •client /.servef implementations" do., is. break •an application into
multiple pieces\Vhich< may.run on one or more computers.. ·The common pieces
in all of these views are: '
• thenetwork-.. a high speed mec.hanism tolink cooperating processors;
• a desktop -- an individual's resource (the client);
• a shared resource -- a community resource, be it data base or CPU (the server);
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• some software that links theseresQUfcestogether.

I'd like to emphasize the point that client I server does,n9tr~qui..emultiple
machines. In .my mind, client I server is a way of making code modular using
tools that ;would allow the various pieces to run on separate hardware; but it could
run equally' well ,on ',a 'single, platform. ,,1'be,"most "comm9~ implementation is
across a network covering, multiple, heterogeneous platforms, and without that
goal -in mind ,the whole process, of breaking the code up may Obe,·withoutmerit.
Still, client/server is not defined by the. configuration of hardware near as much
as it is defined by the software architecture.

Given these pieces,thenaming convention becomes obvious. A file
server,is a processor. that other processors usetoaccessfiles~A print server is a
processor that provides printing services for other processors. A display serv,er is
a node that provides display services for other processors on the network -- and so
the terminology appears backwards for an X-Terminal, in that the display server
is the node on the individual's'desk, and the display client is typically the larger
processor in the data center that does all the computing, and shares the display on
the end-user'sdesk.

Motivations/or Moving'to Client / Server

Now that we have a handle on what client I server' can be, we shall' next
look at why the industry is excited about it. ~he mostfrequently given reason is
based, on cost. Because PCs, and workstations offer inexpensive computation
compared to CPU cycles in mainframe-class hardware, MIS managers have been
able to convert from host-based to client I server and still sa"e mone}', even after
investing in new client hardware. Of course, ,the higher the cost of the host-based
solution, the easier it is to cost-justify the client I server solution; and so most of
the press coverage for these conversions focus on the large dollar savings that are
possible in moving applications offof a mainframe. For this audience, which has
already shown prudence by investing in minicomputers rather than mainframes,
the cost savings will not be as dramatic, and the justification will have to be made
in other areas.

Another reason frequently cited in the press is competition. Ascompanies
use IT strategy to improve service, or reduce costs,or speed-up decision making,
other ,companies find that they have to match' or ,heat those H productivity
improvements~, Client I serverdevelopment'pfomises t() reduce the application
backlo~ because the development tools that are available •make it relatively easy

• to re-useapplication logic and user-interface code "to speed development,
and

• to change the logic or appearance of the application when modifications are
required.
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And as CASE tools begin to address the client 1 server' environment, not only
could' the modifications become' faster,. but the orchestrated delivery of updated
software to the various cli~nts and servers could be significantly·improved.

Rising user expectations are .also pulling these solutions into play. As
users get used to the "point andclick"world of desktopcomputing,theybec0tne
less sati.sfi.ed.with •character mode host applications..Users \Vant the flexibility,
ease ofuse,' and goodgr~phics~o!just ontheir spreadshe~tsande-mail,but also
on their ap~lications that arecurre~tly executingonth~~ost. i\dd to this the.
simpli~ity now of bUi1din~aLAN' -- whichfo~ a workgroup you "can create in a
coupl~hours and $1,000 withthe'~LAN in a box" products available in dealers -
and you have departrrients ready and"waiting for client I server.

Of course, it is not just the end users who see advantages in client / server;
the IT .., staff ••• sees .•. that 'it •• can~eeasierto . provide smooth .peiform~nce ,by
distributingaPJ>lications. fromo~e. p~ocessor'tomultiple des~topprocessors.

Further, .it.is. easier to.provide.access ~0tllultiplehostsin .aclient I server
envir~p.tnent th3;D)it .isin •.• a.dutnb .··terminalenvirontnent,. so ...da~ 'cent~rs' with "
multi-ve~dor systems. canreducecon~ectivit~head-acheswith deskt?p srstems.
And endo~~iIlg .•·client .•. l server "~and'so' taking control of the systems.~hat•end uP .• at
the desktop}, provides IT a w~ytominimize th~diversity of desktops that will
naturally occur ifdepartments are left on their own.

Getting Started

So, ifyou want to start witJaclient/server, wJaeredo youbegjn? Do you
need .•. to .·.find·. ~n application .... th3"t woulq.· really, ben~fit •. ·.frolIl .~•• graphical. user
interface? . (No, surveys show that only' 31% of existing .client I. ser:yer
application$usea GUI, altJaough 70% of planned applications include one.) Do
you need to· discard your investment.jn~xisting cpde?{:Np,only30% are
re-engineered applica~i()ns, while 70% are new application&.) Do you need to bet
you ·.• cotllpanyon .' this .•·n¢w technology? (Mayb~. 54% ..'of, client./ .. server
applications are rated(,ls mission critical -- I.would think~hat this has to do with
the managerial'conunitment· required to ·.shiftcorp()rate', gears as MIS· .·changes
djrection.) (Statistics are takenti-om Datamation, May ..· 15,··1991, "Client /
Server's RotIn New Applig!:}tiqns.t']

aistoncally, .cli~l1t I. server<3volv~d '. in~he scientific •and engineering
worlds, not in the~onun~rciaJenvironment. To provide the high local proces~ing
needed bymqdeling applications and by applicati()ns like. ~AD/CAM,protocols
were developed that allowed powerfulsystemstP,wprk coopera!iv~lY.;J\.lthough

with .... theadyent;.of .desktop. price wars, putting,computationakppwer. on the
desktppis no longer reservedjust for sp~ciali~ed appJications.
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N~xt. the •large .concern was to share an. expensive resourc~,like .. a high
quality laser printer, or adrafting..quality plotter. And while this may be true in
the short t~rm., the trends seem to be that resources that. are in.deman<i, soon fall
in price. '

Now the key for client I serversysten:ts is a community with shared data
needs... Whether· that. shared data·.is a r~al~ata base (of custome~s, p~s,.or w~at
have you),' or .. anapplicati()nthat .o~l1y adepartInente,,~rcises, communities of
interest deqne. thestructur~ ... and.implemelltation .of client '. /server. In .most
businesses, therearevariouscomtnunities of interest. that any one person would
maintain..... And the client .••. / .... serverimplementation ·can reflect those Qyetlapping
communities, for' example,. with multiple s.f?rvers each supporting ..a different
audience for a given application. . .

One other criteria to consider. is. the ratio of processiIlg to data access.
Applications with a high processing to data access ratio tend to apply themselves
to client / server environments nicely because they can. perform most of their
processing on the client, leaving the server to optimize the d3:ta access portion of
the application.. In the extreme case of this, in an application thatwaspurely data
access,. with no processing, this would be the same astheclassicdumbtenninal to
host environment, ,which would not take .advantage .of .the capabilities on the
desktop. In the other extreme, with high application logic demands, by
offloading the processing to the desktop, more users could reasonably be
supported by a smaller data base server, and the application would be running on
the least expensive processor possible.

On the other hand, there are lots' of reasons cited for not moving to client /
server technologies. Here are reasons that I have heard, along with myreaction to
them.

I've got millions invested in my existing solutions. A migration to client /
server is just that, a migration. Existing applications don't get thrown away;
the technology for client / server can easily access existing host-based
programs. In the best case, the existing host over time is simply re-tooled, as
new applications use it not as the only resource, but as one of a number of
shared resources. The host becomes a server. Eventually the need for the
large host which concentrates 'so many resources into one box may diminish,
which is good given the relatively high price for }lost resources.
I've been successful so far with terminal to host methods. Yes, you have, but
so has your competition. And if they are moving, you should at least consider
moving.. Further, it maybe·.that· the .needs· of.rour use~ .. community.· are
changing. The services you provided successfully in the past may no longer
address the needs that your users present.
I've got too many different clients to integrate. Don'ftrj to start by integrating
them all. Especially for afirstproject,.limit the scope of theimplemelltation.
Get comfortable with the tools in a simpler environment. And time is on your
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side; •each month' new' tools are' announced that provide services to more and
more different clients.

• We can't get users to backup data now, andyou want more servers? Yes. All
data needs to be'owned by some one; someone who is ·responsible for
knowingthat the data has integrity, and Will take action to fixoifwhenintegrity
is lacking. If you have data Without anownef, you have a problem waiting to
happeri..·· By'providing servers, and encouraging your user community' to take
advantage oftnedisc space that· youwillmallage, you Will collect userdata in
a limited humber ()fplaces .... so that you need only"back up the" serVers, '. and
not every user's d~sktop device.

• ['mgoingto wait until mys()/twarevendor'supports it. OK. For applications
that run your business, youmaywan~tostick \Vithavendor thatis delivering a
satisfactory solution., B~tyou may ",ant to begin pushing that vendor to offer
a client I server version. < Orif you some day find a business need that requires
client1server,youmay wantto explore alternative vendors that do.

• Client I server seems so co,/"plicated. Itcanb7,but isn't everything thafwe do
complicated? 'Didn't terminal to host' seem 'complicated once? Thereisa
comfort factor with •• what we ,already know, and any new subject 'can seem
intimidating. Client.1 server applications have the same basic pieces that a
terminalto host application has':" "1) a user interface; 2) application logic; and
3) data access routines~ .'Give .yourself some time to learn some ,new tools, and
you willbe speaking the new language in no timeatall.
Mynetwotk is'already too crowded. The beauty here is that client I server can
reduce the·· demands on, your network. If you have desktops· today without
good client I server tools,Jhen, you have .' some very wasteful activities going
OD. • Users are moving files around when.allthey wantar7 a. few records. J\nd
client I server allows you to•rationalize 'your network; by' better., defining who
needs access to what' resource it is possible to· place resources closer to' the
user, and so minimize the demands for bandWidth.

• How do we keep our data in sync whenit is on severalc011lPuters? Ifyou have
got 'desktops, you've, already got data allover and its probably already out of
sync. Servers allow you to consolidate and gain some control over the data
that users arebasingtheirbusinessclecisions on. Now clearly there are issues
relating to how to keep multiple data'bases consistent, .but you have this.same
problem Ofl a host With multiple data bases, and the solutions will be very
much the sa.me.

Now for 'those who want to pursue client 1 server, here's some 'advice on
how to get started.

Pilot first; roll out later. The role of a pilot is critical for learning what
users want and how to give it to them. ,,' Sometimes I think that we in IT often
over-estimate the .capability of our' users. to envision, the right technological
solution to their concerns. A pilotoffets both IT and the users an opportunity to
apply a new technique to obtaining information to make decisions. It affords all
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parties a chance to see .what is possible .. .before .' making· decisions about how to
implement it.

ApUot is also an oppOJ.1Unitytoexperit,nent. And while you want to put a
goodgeal of thought illtowhatyoupilot,youalsowant to be open to changes
during the pilot. Once a working system is in place, users will. suddenly see new
ways to utili~e it. You may. se~ new ways to deploy it. A~low yours~lf the
freedom to 'fail'; that is, what YOllpjlot does not have.to be what you deploy. In
fact, if the pilot was areal leaming experience,. the two should not be the same.

Model and size aU·eleQlents•...·Rightat the heart of application design is
the need to define what data is being used,.and,hQw it is. used, and.thi~ •. is no less
important in client I server design.·.. Dividing the transactions into what part takes
place at tbeuser's. desktop atld what part takes .. place atthe server needs to be
based on a .solid understanding. of what.data.it takes to perform. each ·operation.
This will impact what data is distributed, if any, and how much information needs
to pass over the network" and how often,. which, then, becomes the .basis for the
network design.

Define an architecture. The act of defining an architecture forces you to
address each area where you have a design choice to make. Italso gives you a
document that you can .• use to communicate your needs to· your vendors. And it
insures that there are no uncovered issues. The current debate is whether·a two or
a three tier architecture is best. This refers to the three application areas
mentioned above: .the user interface, the· application logic, and the data access. A
three tier architecture addresses each ,area independently, and ,provides the most
fle{{ibility in selecting tools and placing functionality where it makes most sense.
(Unfortunately, many tools are based on a two tiered model, bundling the user
interface with the application logic.)

Another common version of the two versus three tier debate is centered on
the hardware platform that is used. In a three tier model, there are collections of
data (in a data base server.or in a legacy application), which compromise the top
tier..A middle tier provides a flexible interface for combining pieces of data from
any of the top tier machines an perhaps supplementing that with additional data or
analysis, and passes it along to the desktop tier which provides the user interface.
A two-tiered version of this simply removes the middle layer of processors and
pushes that functionality into eitller the desktop or the data base server. The
advantage of the middle tier is that it often provides a less expensive development
environment (especially if the top tier is a mainframe), and the separation of code
and data that it provides can.simpHfymaintenance.

Stick to standards. ,As in all things, it is usually quicker and~asier .to
take shortcuts. Just be aware<when you deviate from standards, because the pain
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of sticking to·standards pays off in ease of growth and expansion. Its a trade off
that is made every day, and you need to make itconsciously.

Be crystal elear about ownership.• All data needs an owner, and so be
clear about who is responsible for the applications and the data. Yes, it can be
tedious· to· make operational plans to get the appropriate checks in. place· to keep
the datain a database accurate. ··Butthat datais a corporate resource, and as data
processing professionals it is our job to groom the data that drive our businesses.
Besides, its easier to keep data clean than try to clean it up.after it gets messed up.

Consider your Organization••. TodaymostDPs~opsare.· organized by
application, and the team owns the entire solution. In a client I server shop it may
make sense to. organize. by specialty, .with a user interface group, Ha database
group, and an application logic group. Fromthese groups, you may still assemble
a teamthatwiHbuiId an application, but the application will be built on top of an
infrastIucturethatis shared by many other applications, and there ought to be
savings in the re"useofparts that are shared with other applications.

Remembertheauditors. Security issues do not change much -- you still
will have to dealwith issues around .who. can access what data, and when. There
will bepasswords,>andkeys, and dial-back modems. These are facts ofHfe today,
and simply need to be .incorporated into .the .• procedures and software that you
implement.

Budget for training. As the. company becomes familiar with this new
technology, everyone. wilL need some •training: your staff, in<both the
development and operations areas; users\Vho need to maneuver .through anew
environmen.t; and managers who. must come to terms with what this new tools
means to the way they do business.

Client lserver may not be the "be all and end all" ofc.omputing, but there
are several compelling reasons Cor its development. •Done appropriately, it can
help.· businesses manipulate .. the information they. need in a timely fashion. It
offers a. way to utilize ·the tremendous computing power available at very
attractive.prices ina way that still allows for a central staff to tend to data
integrity issues. It should be viewed as yet another tool in your toolbox, to be
used as appropriate. "When you .onlyhavea·hammer, everything looks like a
nail."Hopefully, equipped· with .• some •. client I server experience, not every
application requirement will. look like a centralized data base.
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ABSTRACT

The oil· and gas. industry >created an organization '. called
thepetrot~chnical ... Open Softw.are . Corporation (POSC)
.tllat.·.is,definin<}··the· ..,software •.... plat~orm on which their
next .generation ... of ..•...~pplications .·will .be implemented.
pose's main. objective is . to.. .~ower information
technology costs by making ... it easier to. independently
develop software that works together.An average of
60% of an exploration employee's time is spent looking
for. data and· up ·to 70% of computing time ·is required
convert~n9' it.... ~l1to ausable·.··format. New solutions···..·need
to address quic'kly .accessing ... all dat~, ma:iting. it
consistent, . and shCt.ring .... it .. betlieenapplicatioI)s.and
organizations. Tllista~kis. challenging due, to the
vas~am0t1ntsof complex data stored in many different
places. and due to. <the need to . support: many custom,
legacy systems •... These. challengesa:re ·similar .... t(J.those
faced in.the telecommunications· and .. other industries.

POSC has selected HP's object~oriented datab~se,
0penODB,as<onecoretechnologycomponent that.willbe
part.oftileirinit~alsoftware.platforJllimplementatioI).

+llis .. paperwill d~scribe the complex challenges the
petroleumindustry.f~cedt:n.atled up tothecreatio~.of

PO~C, .. the,;objectivesth~y ar~ addressing, and .how
OpenODB helps to support their needs.



The vision

Let's take a look at an ideal environment for getting
oil exploration information and sharing it with
business partners.

Philip is reviewing data gathered from oil wells that
were recently drilled. Philip's company is evaluating
the potential of' this new site. He and Allan, a
geologist from another company, are sharing their
respective data to get a clearer picture of the rock
formations. This exploration process is risky. The
cost of pursuing a dry well, one that produces no oil,
can total up to one billion dollars. The rewards can
be substantial.

Philip uses a number of power'ful applications on his
workstation to analyze the data. He looks at the
fossil history in the soil samples, estimates the
period in time for each layer of sediment that the
drill passed through, reviews the seismic readings
taken in the area, and compares his findings with
similar data from other test wells around the world.
After reaching some conclusions about the attractive
potential of this area, he contacts his colleague and
compares notes. Allan views the key information from
some new tools and shares Philip's excitement.

Philip and Alla.n pass their exploration data onto the
employees in the prOduction" group who, will ,d9
additional analys~s to verify' the geologist's
conclusions and work to optimize the process fO,r
'removinq'the oil' from the ground.

The reali~y

Although this 'imaginary scenario sounds simple, in
practice, exploring for and producing' oil 'fsa:time
consuming", awkward, and costly process. Getting, tlle
data, takes time. On average" 60%'of an ~;)Cplora~J.on
employee's time is spent looking for data rather than
doing useful work. Getting the 'data to beconsi!;tent
is awlcward. ", Beca1:'-s;e ""the 'data", lrI~s " cap~ured" and
computerized'in many ways the'informatlon is stored in
dissimilar formats and distributed across different
computers. Inatyplcal"compallY there' are as' many as
50 to ,',' 100 different ways of"" s'(:oring "the s;amf7
informa,tion. Up to 70%' of "the, computing time is sperl't:
translatin~ the data"" to " ct' usable ,format for 'one
applicatfon. "Sharing the de:tta is costly • For every
dollar spent developing an~w> oil and gas application,
$1.50 to $2.00 more are required to integrate it into
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today's environment so that the information can be
~hared between complementaqtools (seeFigurell.•

W'For every dollar that .companies spend' Oflsoftw.re,
they spend $1.5010 $2.00 more to get their programs to
work with the rest of their systems~ Exploration'and

production ·com~anies.·h!lve•..••···to .•. m~n.age·huge .....arn()unts.··..of.d~ta
from diverse databa.ses.and businessdis.~ipnnes..They·need

to achieve cross--discipUne datalnterpretation in order to
produce "'bettertechnical resul~S.w

Dan Turner
pose President

Figurel.

The problems outlined here . only ...'representthe'~pr0gess
within one department. Today, after an Expl;oration
group ·has gathered .... information' ·byUdrilling. ··a se.ries·.·of
expensivetest.wellsandhasdetenuined that a site
should.; be ·handedovert,o . the Productiong.roup to move
into the next phase, a crime takes place. The
exploration data is thrown away>andnewproduction data
is qatheredbydrilling a newsetofdtest·wel:ls. since
the v±ew of' the data that satisfies···the needs.·'"of an
exploration geologistaredi~ferent. than that Ofa
producti.on.. engineer"it·ls .often easier to .start from
scratch th·an try •to . translate .... the existing data, even
though much of the core ". informationisthe L same.

Oilandga.s companies have been stOiCdtopu't upw'ith
this cos'tly.procedureforsuch a·lonqtillle. But recent
world events have made this painful process 'toovisib:L,e
to ignore. 'I'he·.. >petroleum industry-has . had severe
competitive' pressures placed ·onthem. Overproduction
has .·driven .. prices.·.·.very·· .low~. Environmental. protections
have made it too costly to explore or have stopped
production altogether in ....'."'"sensitive areas. Most of the
easi.ly accessible oil fields have been found and> some
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·are going to run out in the not too distant future.
The former"soviet· .union has been courting·' sources· of
hard currency to fill some pressing financial needs and
as a result have ()pened up some large new ~reas to oil
exploration. To reduce the risk a single company faces
going after new potential oil reserves, different
companies are collaborating on certain exploration
projects. The problems.()~...accessing, integrating, and
sharing information between groups now crosses company
boundaries and demands action.

A large computer firm ~orki~g wit~ oil companies tried
to solve these problems by implementing an oil industry
information model on mainframes and relational database
.technology. This, effort failed. at. a great cost to all
companies involved. It failed in ... part because no
single computer has enough storage capacity or
processing' power to handle the vast amount of
information that already exists in an oil and gas
com~(3.nY. In addition, relational database technology
-could not model the complexity 'ofoil and gas data.
The extensive arrays'of data captured,foroneoil well,
multimedia seismic data, and three dimensional models
of oil fields do not fit well in the tables of a
relational 'database. On top of the inadequacy of the
chosen technologies, one company's proprietary approach
did not entice third party application developers to
c9mpletethe business solution. This keeps total
solution costs high •.

The Exploration & Production (E&P) industry also tried
to respond to the escalating costs of maintaining and
supporting E&P computing technology by beginning to buy
applications from ,software vendors instead of building
their own. This approach helped to spread the cost of
software development and maintenance across a larger
user base and thus was a practical way of continuing to
fund the development of increasingly complex
application programs. But data management problems and
associated support costs grew worse. Even' those
companies that had established corporate data files to
manage their technical data:had significant problems
since each purchased application carried with it a
unique internal format for storing information. The
corporations themselves .had. to bear ,·.~xpensive hidden
costs of developinq software to translate from the
applications' . formats to the corporation's own format~

·Even if they abandoned<the goal. of effectively managing
their data and let itbe'scatteredintothe internal
files:kept by the various applications, t.hey still had
to develop software to translate from one application's
format to another's. No application was an island
working independently of the others. The· burden of
creating ways fOl:" data to flow between applications
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still fell on the E&P companies. At the same time, the
poteDtial market for application vendors was
constricted to just the largest customers who. could
afford .. the ·integration·· costs. What ·.was a· .burden to t.he
E&Pcompanies was a barrier to vendors wishing .to sell
computing technology.

Another hidden support cost associated with buying
application programs was the amount of user training
required'before E&Petnployeeswere .. proficien't in using
the applications. Since programs were developed
independently of each other, t.hebasic rules for
operating the programs were different. with the
incEeasingdiversity'resulting from buying technology
from multiple vendors cameincEeasingconfusionand
inefficiency. eompanies •. that.··.had tried··to <reduce·their
expenditures, on software development; and maintenance by
purchasing· "applications instead .. of developing<themin7'
housestillhadamajor:.business problem on their'handa;
- exorbitant computing technology support costs. The
buy-not-build approach by itself did not sigl)ificantly
reduce information technology costs.

Lea4iDq.,oilaDd qas companies t.ke···.coDtrol

As .a result,. five visionary ··.oil cOtnpanies '(British
Petz:oleumExploration,'Chevron, Elf .·.· ... Aquitaine ,.{Mobil ,
and· Texaco) founded a non-profit ··.·.organizationcalled
the petrotechnical Open Software Corporation (POse)
withagoa1<to' provide a common .' se1:.of ..... specifications
to implelUentors" of .. E&P tectrnical computing.·systems
that, if followed , will tallow data to flow smoothly
between ,products' from ,different organizations and. will
allow 'usersto'move'smoothly from one application"to
another. pose's members include·more·····thaD',70.···.···leading
petroleum companies, service companies, hardware and
software vendors, along with government, academic, and
research orqanizationsfrom.tendifferentcountries~

pose members believe the scenario at the beginning of
this paper> can result fromthei;r efforts. Stncethe
technical data encompassed .... by POSCe's specifications
will span the entire spectrum of E&P technical
activities, colleaguesfromdifferentdisciplineswill
be able to share data with each other. The major
business benefit of pose's effort is to reduce the cost
of locatingandprodacing oil. They have li'btle to
lbse and a lotto gain through this endeavor.

To reach their objective,POSe!sdefining a set of
publiclyavailablea;pecifications for a Software
in'tegrationPlatform,QrSlP. TheSl·P will coverall
aspects needed forE&P companies to mOre. efficiently
manage .their .technical data resources. This includes
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defining base computer standards, anE&P data model
called Epicentre, the application programming interface
(API) to access "the. data model, a format for exchanging
data between different systems, and specifying
guidelines for software user interfaces. To avoid the
pitfalls of previous attempts to solve these problems,
POSC is taking a distributed, open systems, and object
oriented approach to the overall architecture. Since a
mainframe-based approach did not sUffice, breaking the
solution into smaller,manageable pieces that' run on
different computers i$· a.::. pragmatic alternative. These
distributed pieces are 'linked together by a common
information model.and standardized methods for
exchanging data. Instead of relying on one vendor to
provide a complete solution, posc>is taking an open
systems approach' that integrates the best-in-class
components from different vendors. And object-oriented
technologies are being . used to model the complex E&P
information that did not lend itself to relational
database·technology.

Besides creating standard technical specifications to
allow new ~oftware to work together better, POSC is
doing a range of activities to get companies to quickly
develop applications that adhere to the standards·~

They are supporting the rapid development of two sample
(reference) implementations of their data model and API
to jump start the 'applicatiOn devel'opment process.
Interoperabillty labs with ,computer hardware and
software have been set up in Houston, Texas;,.;and London,
England· to give·' POSC' members ·hands'· on experience with
the. reference implementations. Training classes are
being provided on different aspects of the
specifications. And conformance tests are being
developed to'verify that new applications do follow the
standards defined by POSC.

What'hasPOscaccomplishe4 80 far?

POSC pUblished the first version of 'its Base Computer
standards in, late 1991. It identifies vendor-neutral
standards in seven areas.;' The standards discuss
hardware technology that spans from the smalilest
desktop ·.to the largest······supercomputers.

An extended version of the EXPRESS data modeling
language was .chose'n .to describe pose I s E&P" data model'.
EXPRESS is an International Standards Organization
(ISO) draft standard 'which ~>has also been .used to
describe the information mOdels of other large
organizations like the Computer, Aided Design (CAD)
Framework Iniuiative.
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Early .drafts",·or snapshots, ··ofthe<POSC data model were
published starting in early 199.2. The first complete
version"'of Epicentrewaspublished .in the. first half of
1993. More than 4000E&P and technical data items have
been defined. in' the data>modelthat include'such areas
a.s drilling, geolog,y, geophysics~ ca.rtography,
produ.ction,reservoir, . and wells. It·•. is· important·· to
note that when the work started .011 tne data model,
everyone expected it to be implemented using relational
database technology. After six months of effort
developing the model, people stood back and>realized
that they had really created an object-oriented data
model. Important structures < like "three dimensional
earth .. ·' mOdels .. and huge ·arrays oif' data for oil>wel·l .• logs
do not all fit into.arelationaltable. Epicentre'not
only described the data used in exploration and
production'.but.. also typical '. functions that would be
performedonthati/data. For.example,·in> addition to
defining the depth and location of a well, the<unit
'conversions'like meters to feet 2 and Cartesian
coordinates to' latitude/langituae could be appl.ied
basedon.theendcuserls.perspective.

For those developing applications that use POS.C's data
model,' a User Interface Style Guide·has been developed
that .' · covers basic "look,and feel."issues likemellu
selections and scroll bars. with the :focus on
standards, the '.. presentation of windows 'follows the
Mb'tif .·format.

Working with the Soc.iety ... of Exploratio'n'Geophysicists
and ,other organizations,:';, -POSC has adopted standard
formats and definitions! .<for· exchanging seismic and
other E&P data. between companies and computing
platforms.T·he · base' selectibnfor an exchange format
was the American Petroleum Institute's Recommended
Practice 66 (RP66}.continuing in this standards
ori:ented ·...•..·rale, POSChas.··••,·become .·.'·an'>active member·;·of
other industry standards' organ.izations like the
American ·.National·.··· Standards InstituteL(ANSI ) f·or their
work ·.. on ·SQL3 (the.·.. next versian··'of ·the structured'qu.ery
language for databaseS) and the·· Object. .. ManagementGroup
for. their work ··on di'stributf:!d'Yobj ect..oriented:services.

A request for technology was pubiished,inJanuary1992
describing the .• ne.eds of·. the' '.' '. Epicen.tre ....• data ',.' model' '-and
the>·API to access> the data • Submissions . were received
from 29 different vendors. After ,evaluation, the
submittals were grouped into four categories of
technology (extended relationaldat.abases,. pure object
databases, hybrid obj ect-oJ:;..iented·:databases, and ·E&P
application view .interfaces·.'. submitted from different
oil and' qas'{companies}". .Thehybridobjedt~oriented
databas"e . approach was>oo'nsidered·the ...•..• best;overall" fit
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for POSC. The two •.. databases . that fell 'into" this
category wereHP OpenODBand. UniSQL. POSCinitiated
the developme·nt of a reference imple~entation of
Epicentre oIl each database. Twoiearlyreleases'of this
work have already been completed . with the". full 1.0
VersIon tope done. by the end of· August. pose members
can experIment with these early implementations within
the InteroperabilityLabs,at POSC'soffices.

What"remaiDS to be dODe?

The "plug-and-play" applications that· .·.·this industry
desires can now begin development .using the new
implementations of Epicentre.. Both petroleum companies
and application software vendors that support the oil
industry are beginning their Epicentre"'basedwork.
While some oil companies will give buying preference to
Epicentre-basedsolutions when there. is a choice, some
companies hope to only purchase POSC-compliant
applications .after a few years. This is based on their
hope that a complete ···set of POSC-compliant applications
that span the needs of E&P professionals will be
available.

POSC plans to .·develop a series of tests that can be
used both by companies within the industry for their
own internal testing and by POSC for'· testing complIance
with the specifications. Companies wishing to sell
pose-compliant software will be able to sUbmit their
products .to POSC for certification. POSC, or one of
its licensed agents, will run the appropriatePOSC test
suite . and, if the compliance tests are successfully
passed, vendors will obtain permission to advertise
that their product is officially POSC-branded.

POSC's ••••• efforts are not being embraced by everyone.
Software and hardware vendors that have strong
positions within the oil and gas industry feel
threatened. Inside the petroleum companies themselves
there are those resistant .to change. However, the
systems in place today are" too inflexible. to respond' to
all the changes the industry has faced and continues to
experience. Some needs have not been addressed at all.
And., the .costs haveoontinued to mount. This is a .clear
opportunity for new technologies to fill a vacuum much
like relational databases did when. they followed
hierarchical databases.

What is this De. technology?

The.', hybrid.·•. ·object-orient.ed dat.abase technology is an
evolutionary .... step. from relational da·tabase management
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systems (ROBMS).· They physically build on top of
relational databases to. leverage thebenefits·of· these
powerful •systems. Wh.at they add is. a more powerful way
to model an end user's view of the world.

originally applications stored their data in the
computer's file system. When commercial".' applications
drove the need to share this data, network-model and
hierarchical databases. emerged. The, internal model· was
data sets linked by a hierarchy or network of
relationships• The need for more • flexible declsion
support led tothe.industrystanda:rd .. SQL language .• and
relational· databases. Internally, ·'.• these . systems define
data in .a tabl.e (rows &' columns) model. There are ·no .
relationships. modeledwithint~e database however.
Re,latiopships ',are captured ..• in application "code ..•.• or are
hand...crafted" by an end user in an ad hoc way.. The need
dri~ing theinterestin·object-oriented.databasesis'a
more .. complex ..•.....•.. decision...supportenv,ironment '.. where the
relationshipS;between) the data, .. andfunctions;"performed
on; the data, are<asimportantas the data itself. The
internal database modelisbuiltpn user....definedtypes
of information called objects.

Anobjec.t.,simply st.ated, is business information that
'is simulated or modeled in a computer ~ Objectsmodel
business .• information .from 'a user-oriented perspective
rather•. than a machine-oriented view. The. benefits< ·of
using objects are to.make it easier for developers and
end .•.•. users·.to.··manage and ..•••keep. track of· diverse business
information while dramatically reducing software
development. and;maintenance costs.

About openODB

OpenOOB is' .·a ..··commercial-grade object-oriented database
desigl1ed'" to support .. hundreds of ····users and' very. large
amounts of data. This'database offerscustomers·da.ta
center ·securit.y and maintenance, .•. a; query . language, •. 24
hour availability and the ability to run the database
while simUltaneously backing it up.

HP's database approach allows users to progress
naturally to object-oriented technology while still
accessing and using existing applications. This is
because OpenOOB' s object-oriented structured query
language (OSQL) allows users to retrieve information
regardless of where it is or how it is stored. OSQL
has been used as a basis for defining a pose
application programming interface (API), which
facilitates storing and accessing E&P information.
Major object-oriented components of OSQL were
incorporated early in 1993 into the current ANSI SQL3
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draft standard .. and Hewlett-Packard will· continue to
work closely with the many other companies.· involved in
support ·of this form~l industry standard setting
activity.

Inteqratinq leqacycode ..ddata

Creating a· comple.te information model, like POSC's
Epicentre, and mappinqit into an object database is
the first key step. Once the model is designed,
getting at .. tile actual ... datapresent·s .•..•.... a. significant
problem. Recognizing that.·'most .. corporate data· tcm.ay ···is
stored on different systems.acrossawide geographic
area, it is . necessary to have a flexible way to d map
from the business model· to where the data is physically
located. This is necessary since not all existing data
can be moved into a new database because not all
existing applications that use the data can be (or
should be) re-engineered immediate'ly.It Is .also not
good practice to copy the legacy data as duplicate
copies .... create .a management. nightmare.

OpenODB contains a mechanism called "external
functions" .' that provides developers with a way to exit
from. the .•• database to get access .to any 'data throughout
a company-wide network. This ability to model complex
businesses and map that to any type of data anywhere
has been one of the key reasons large commercial
customers are purchasing OpenODB. One business benefit
is that it· 'allows a company to do. an evolutionary
approach to new object-oriented technology that
coexists with exist~ng legacy systems. Figure 2 shows
an architectural picture of this type of data
integration application. The external functions can
also be used to access existing code or tools to
leverage from previous software development. For
example, if a complex algorithm has been developed in
FORTRAN for manipulating seismic data, it can be
accessed by OpenODB instead of.writing the code again.
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PDS/PEF Routines

• User--oriented E&P <model interface

• pose Data Store and Exchange
Format Access Routines

• Object-oriented database

• Any existing E&P data or
application~

iFigure 2. Object-oriented E&:parchitecture.

lIultivendor, open systems perspective

OpenODBwas architected as a layer of software, called
the .. Object Manager .. ·.(~here. all 9~ th«:a0bject~oriented

a~~ecte;. of, ... the .produc:t.. ar~·.handled)"on 1:PP of a
relational.<i~taRase,.HP,ALLBASE/:;QL (see Figure 3).
This.wasdone.sp thai: HP coulci deliver an industrial
st:rength,., .qommEarc.i~lobject-oriented database to the
marketplace as.qll~ckly.asP9e;s~ble. This was also done
;e;() th~tliPcould l~censeth.iis software layer to other
compeJ-niEas. In this way, the technology becomes
available from ·.··a... number of .. vendors on ..· the popular
hardware platforms.
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Figure 3. Architectural view of OpenODB.

The firstbusine~s partner with plans to portOpenODB
onto another relational database is Informix. Informix
has the largest installed base ·of. relational database.s
in the UNIX world today and they have the·· largest
nuntper o.fdistributors on a worldwide basis of any
in<;,tepencient relational database vendor. They are in
the process of porting the OpenODB Object Manager on
top> of· their· ····relational database Informix-OnLine and
they plan to port it across different hardware
platforms.

Continuing a practice found with HP's SoftBench and
OpenView programs that sell and support software on
other hardware platforms, the OpenODB client software
is· being ported to other workstations including IBM
compatible personal computers and Sun workstations and
will be available directly from HP.

Bx~eDsive ~ools proqraa

Beca~se of OSQL, programmers can use third-generation
languages such as Ada, C, COBOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL, .. and
object-oriented languages like ·C++ andSma11ta1k to
write OpenODB applications. It is also possible to use
any development tools that automatically generate this
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code when creatingOpenODB ··applications. For example ,
Interface Architect (UIM/X) is a tool that builds
Motif-based graphical user interfaces and it generates
C code that can call OpenODB.

The.' OpenODB . product includes a tool for developers
called a Browser that makes it possible to· inspect the
inte:r:nal ,··structure. (schemal.·.• of .the· dCitabase .,. as we1~. ~s

the end: user information stored · inside • OpenODB "'also
includes utilities for database administrators to
m~nage th~.. databa.se . (e~<1 •. oIl-linE! backups) •as. well as
facilities' in OSQL toprogrammatica.lly g~tinformation

about the .database schelTl.a·~ This functionality is
particularlY-useful· for tool builders.

HP .is .•••••• 1ri0rkinq.·.. witha nu~er .. of····.·t.hird party software
tool·' vendors to <more tightly integrate their' tools with
OpenODB. ..... The first business .. partner wa~ Information
Bui1d.E!rs, Inc.. ' (IBI) .~heyare cOll!1ectingthei:r:FOCUS
reportwrii:e:r;, wh.~~l:ll:las._ov~:r:lmi11ion.. users,> with
OpenODB.. .HP "h(;\s crea.ted>a. conllect~()n be~ween·•.·OpenODB
and .... IBI' S·:ED~/SQL. (Ente:r:prise ..DataAc~ess/structured

Query'. Language) .. toOl ..... th~t '•• can .•• access ....•.. more than 50
commonly 'useddatabases over ··manydifferent· networking
protocols. CGI Informatique, the largest Integrated
CASE. (I-CASE) vendor in th~ worlci is:t:>uilding its next
generation . of tools and repository to work with
OpenODB. Informix has a powerful set of obj ect
orientedt()ols thati:hey :plan to connectwithopenODB.
STEp· Tools,. Inc. is up<iatring their <EXP:RESS'>language
based tool·to·:automatically take .an information model
and .. generate .... OpenODB. schema.. ..Hltachi's ObjectIQ
object.....oriented·developmenttool· is also connecting to
OpenODB. to .' automa.tical1ygenerat:e.. opeIlODB .. schema.
There are other tool · vendors working with OpenODB on
proJect>s they ... feel> are: such .a •• ······.competitiveadvantage
that :··they . are not willing to ,talk ·about them pUblicly
yet.

OpenODB .has been encapsulated·. into SoftBench so-that
'developers using this environment·· can see the object=
oriented functions available in the database.

Finally, Hp···· has connected the' Smalltalk programming
language .withdpenODB so that Smalltalk' tools ..•• "can .. be
used with OpenODB.

Distributed object computinq

HP was one of the first companie~ to rea.lize the
importance of objects.. There has been extensive
experience . within HP ~n commercializing object and
distributed computing teC:hnology·~ The research·' wOrk
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that formed thebasisforOpenOpBstarte(lin1984 with
the Iris project.

In July 1992, HP announced its Distributed Object
Computing program, which uses OpenODBas its core data
management component. This program allows HPto give
customers .with large,. complex organizations several
migrationpath$ to distributed object comp~1:ing,. "hile
prqtecting their existing software and hardware
investments.

The othe·rmajor componerl't:s within this •. 'Program i.nclude
C++SoftBench .. as a .. software development· environment , .. HP
VUE (Motif) as a.user interface, HPopenyiew.af;th.$
network and systems management environment, Distributed
Computing Environment (DCE) for inter-application
network communication t and HP. Distributed Smalltalkas
a complete implementation of the COllQllon Object Request
BrQker Architect..ure (CORBA) .te.chnology from the .. Object
Management Gr9upi (ONG). Both the definition of DCE and
t:he. Distributed Mana9~1l\ent EnviJ:'0nment. (DME) standards
within .theop~n Software Foundation (OSF) .<were based .. on
HP's technology. The CORBA· standard. from the OMGcame
fromobj ect '" technology work at Hewlett-Packard.

Where does this technology fit in.the oil industry?

The user's. interface into the computer is incorporating
morfa .graphics making it .. easier. to understand and . use
the applications. For oil and gas .professionals one
common interface graphic is a ... map. On this, map would be
basins where oil exploration>orproductiol1 was being
done. By zooming in on a particular oil field, more
detailed information would appear on the:mapaboutthe
oil wells. By zooming in on a particular well, other
graphical pictures would appear by applications
displaying the layers of rock sediment found when the
well was drilled or even pictures of fossils and
pollens found in the core samples. Three dimensional
seismic models could also be b:r;ought up for the
immediate area· .being explored.

The initial application discussed above, using the map
interface, is called a Geographic Information· System
(GIS). When the business information is displayed with
a GIS application, there are many relationships one can
associate between different objects on the screen. For
example, a geologist might want to find all .• oil wells
within five miles of an airport (for easy access) that
have apClrticularfossilin a specific type of soil (tq
compare recent findings' agains.t proven oil wells in
other par:ts of·· the world). To model this .. type .... of
complex :relatiollships ,and to allow the "geologist the
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ability to craft an etd hoc query to get access to this
information .-quickly,requires an object-oriented
databaselikeOpenODB. To meet these needs, OpehODB
can model relationships})etween GIS information within
the database. TheOSQLqueq lancplagecanthen be used
to build ax:equest for information based on any
combination of these relationships.

Since people who do oil exploration work spend up.to
70%oft~~irtimejustlookingfordata,.8 geologist's
work!:itation that ...... integrates"datafromdifferent .sources
can play. a valuable role. OpenODBcanaccess any data
ava.ilable··on thf! ...·net.work-usingftheexternalfunction
capability andJDake it look like an openODB object. By
creati.tlg . a mapping between the)end' user's bllsine.ss
model and relevant .... data ·that·.-exists around·.... thetcompany,
inf()rmat.ion. can be .brou<jJht: to .. the end . user much more
easily than happens today. Le<jJacy data that is often
available but not easy to pUll together includes
information about oil ~ells, :r:eservoi:rs, aDd oil
fields; information aboutthegeographyiDcluding who
hascurrentdrilliDgrights for speQificp.arcels .. of
landi res~arcJ::l..informati()n done. ontech.niqllesfor
ext:r:acting ..' oil< .under '. differeX'1t .·....pressQ.:r:eand-mineral
condj.tions;al')drelateddctta .' .at-abusinesspctrtner ' s
company. Getting .. a global view of all this data can
save time and improve the quality of business
decisions.

Another application fit for object-oriented databases
is where d two people doin.gdifferent.j.obs<need .towork
with the same .' core data but with dlfferel'ltbusiness
views.. ...Thesamedatetused;Oy.those· exploring' a new
etrea···foroil cart·b~, 'applied. by those .. wh.oJDanage .. the
next phase.·... of ·.the ...·process; that .. produces "..the ..oi1..... which
then •. goes tC).tthe refineries • .OpenODB·· makes it .· ... easy ·.·.to
def'1n.e.different end' user views of information directly
in the database. Atetminimum,thiscan'cut expenses
related to drilling.new .test wells to get i.nformation
for production experts that duplicates earlier test
well data for exploration professionals. It also can
reduce .. ·• the costs associated with storing huge amounts
of redundant····data ••

There. has;oeen an incr,eased awareness worldwide on the
need to safeguard the environment. The oil industry
makes ··a large effort to avoid oil spills or other
disasters. HoweverprQblems do surface )from time to
time. One type" of application usin<jJanobjectd.atabase
is one that can assist in themana<jJement of an
emer<jJency situation . Complex emer<jJency response
processes can be stored in' OpenODB,to ·t·. support this
work. If,'a spill were to occur in<theNorth Sea, for
example, the object database can be queried for the
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closest resources available to··the spill· site and then
have the database activate the process which calls and
notifies this facility about the problem "'and where it
is. Resources' like helicopters to rescue people, boats
to mop up the spill, and agencies that tend to injured
animals can all be tied into the object database model.

Knowledge-based systems have been developed to a point
where they can play a useful role with object
databases. A knowledge base that takes in information
about plant fossil fragments and llses it to identify
the species or exaot plant supports the process a
geologist goes through When .·analyzing oil well core
samples. Also applying common business rules while
inputting this new fossil 'information .into a computer
can potentially eliminate inconsistent data. This
saves the cost and time of cleaning up the data later.

OpenODB solving pro))lems in 'the oil and Gas industry

The oil and gas industry has been faced with "escalating
costs associated with computing technologyC::osts. This
has become significant ·wlththe increased competitive
and ···pricingpressures within the petroleum···.·· 'industry.
Neither approach of building custom software in~house

orre'lying on applications developed by outside vendors
h~ve reduced the cost of technology. In fact, the
problems appear to have become worse.

A group of oil companies have formed pose to take an
industry-wide approach to addressing the problems. By
standardizing on a common information model, they hope
that applications that., are developed .using the model
will be easier to use and thu~requireless training
for employees, will incorporate'amore 'complete· view of
all relevant business information, will" allow for
better collaboration between small, cross-disciplinary
teams, and most importantly will cost less due to a
broader plug-and-play marketplace.

OpenODB, a hybrid object-oriented database, has been
selected by pose to implement a reference
implementation of the pose data model. OpenODB brings
both the powerful information modeling capabilities of
object-oriented technology as well as the commercial
database capabilities like integrity, security, and
high availability found in relational databases. This
is because the object database software is built
physically on· top of· existing relational databases.
This reuse of robust, production-tested relational
database code dramatically reduced the time to bring
this object-oriented technology to the marketplace. It
also provides the open systems structure making it
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possible to deliver.·. the .•· •• tech.nology on many different
comp'I.1t «ars •

oil •.. and\gascOlllpanies .• ·.irl'teres~ed •in .~lllding . sOI'1.1t1ol1s
t:.o ..•...•·.·.tbe .•••• high ..••..·.,~omp\lt:.lng»icoE;ts .••.•·.·of ••••• t:.odaY •.. i.·can ..••..••. ·flnd ...•·.a
p:r.omisi:tlgnewapproach th.rough>thework being done by
pose. Gainlng>< experi«ancewith .·OpenQDB's •• implementatlon
ofPosC'sdatatnod~l.caJ'1beginthe••.• l?rocess to·· better
dCit·a .Ciccessandlllanag@llle:tlt at.· lowE!:r.costs.
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The Problem

The migration from theasynchworldto the network dom(iinisnow in full swing. ··Thepercentage

ofdevices conneoted vianetwork.linksh(is risen steadily over the last few years and promises to

continue to grow exponentiallyover t~e next decade. Ina "textbook case" the transition to

networked computing would be driven by the.obvious benefits ofthe new medium,i.e., faster data

transmission, dramaticallyjllcreas~dtransmissionreliability, and simplerandrelatively inexpensive

wiring schem.es.Yetwhile these are all.critical, the realdrivingJorce is something quite different.

The most influential single factor in the dramatic shift towards network connectivity is the rise in

popularity of PC LANs-Novell, Banyan, and LAN Manager (LAN Man) network operating systems

(NOS). The virtual disk capability at the core of these network operating systems-with its file

sharing and storage benefits-appears to be something that corporate end users cannot live without.

The movement towards LAN-based e-mail and the efforts the NOS vendors are making in the areas

of network management and host-server communication are likely to intensify this trend.· All of

these factorspointto an increasingly important role for the LAN server in the corporate computing

environment.

The PC LAN has normally beenimplemented at the workgroup level,where some basic

infrastructure must ·be put in place. PC :yANs require Ethernet, Token-Ring or Arcnet connections at

the desktop. Network cabling must be brought in~and network interface cards installed on the PC;

and network operating systems and their respective servers installed and configured.

Although PCshave gainedLANcapabiliti~s,they usually have maintained serial connections to

host computers, too. The typical shop has continued to rely ona variety of these connections~direct

connectionsloahostp<>rt, or through a dedicated terminal controUer,data switch, or, in some cas.es,

a MUX. But even with all of these connections, the user stiU has difficultyaccessing more than one

host and even greater difficulty accessing more. than one type of host. (Forinstance, many users at

an liP site may need access to an liP 3000 and an lIP 9000.) In addition,just maintaining and
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supporting these connections is a job unto itself.

The result of these two separate activities is connectivity redundancy. A PC that is on a LAN and

has serial connections to a host has both a serial and a network drop. The network-manager still

must handle two separate configurations. So the question becomes: What can the network manager

do to handle communication with these disparate services and their respective connectivity schemes?

The Options

The ideal situation is to provide one wire from the desktop to give users access to the variety of

hosts and PC LAN servers on their local and non-local networks. In order to achieve this ideal, all

of the hosts and servers must have either a common language or a translating device. Getting

beyond the "language barrier" can be achieved in a variety of ways. The MIS environment can be

designed so that all the host and servers use a standard protocol suite such as TCP/IP (Transmission

Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). Another option is to build gateways or protocol converters

between the various devices to allow for "language" translation. A third option is to give the desktop

device the multilingual capability to speak the languages it needs when addressing each of the

respective nodes. Each of these approaches has its relative strengths and weaknesses, which I will

discuss in this paper. But first I should give an overview of the primary languages we are likely to

see in various MIS environments.

Protocols: The Hosts

Hosts: HP 3000

Only two protocols will establish a network terminal session with an HP 3000 host. One is AFCP

(Avesta Flow Control Protocol). AFCP is the protocol that the DTC uses to communicate directly

with the 3000 host. AFCP is not available to the desktop. It is an lIP proprietary protocol used

exclusively for communication between HP 3000 XL machines and the DTC. Serial inputs or, more

recently, Telnet inputs to the DTC are converted to AFCP for communication with the 3000. Telnet

is the standard virtual terminal protocol for the TCP/IP transport.

If you want to communicate directly from the desktop to the 3000 over a network link, there is only

one option-NSNT. NS/VT st.ands for Net.workServices Virtual Termina1. NS/VT is the equivalent

to Telnet, in that it is designed to support virtual terminal communication over the TCP/IP

transport. But NS/VT ·is proprietary to the HP3000environment, while the Telnet protocol is

supported on virtually every host platform. (One third-party vendor offers a Telnet implementation

running on the 3000, but this implementation supports only the "classic" machines.)
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Hosts: Unix Hosts, Including the HP9000, and Other Hosts Supporting TCPIIP

The standard means of creating a terminalsession with a UNIX host is through the Telnetprotocol.

For aU.UNIX systems (including SUN, DEC lJl;TRIX, RS6000, etc.) the TCP/IP protocol suite is

standard. TCP/IP includes Telnet,FTP (file transfer protocol) for file transfer,and NFS(network file

service) for file sharing. All of these protocols are application protocols that runon top of the

TCP/IP t.ransport protocol.

TCP/IP is gaining rapid acceptance as the internetworking protocol. Almost.aUofthe major

minicomput~randmainframe manufacturers are suppottinga TCP/IP implementation. Most

noticeable among these is IBM. IBM recently released a barrage of prOducts for the mainframe

environm~nt designedsolely toenbance.TCP/IPconnectivity. A standard equivalentto Telnethas

been defin~d for the·3270datastream .(IBM's datastream for mainframe-to,-term inalcommunication)

to support virtual terminal over the TCP/IP transport.·Thestandard is known as TN3270;(Telnet

3270). A desktop/device with an implementationof the TN3270standard can communicate directly

with anIBM mainframe equipped with TCP/IP, oralternativelyaTCP/IP~to'-SNAgatewaydevice.

Hosts: Digital·VAXs

It is not uncommon tosee stand-alone VAX computers or VAX clusters in an HP environment. A

fairly large percentage of HP shops need VAX connectivity. This trend is definitely on the upswing

as each manufacturer touts the interoperability ofits respective platform. To communicate with a

VAX from the desktop, you have two choices. The first is LAT (Local Area Transport). LAT is a

DEC propcietaryprotocol that supports virtual terminal communication between a DEC host and a

desktop device or terminalserver.LAT communication capability is bundled with all VAX hosts.

EAT is an efficient protocol for local communication, but because it cannot berouled. itisnotused

in remote communication.

The other·alternative for the VAX is TCP/IP. TCP/IP is purchased as an option for the VAX. It is

available .from DEC as well as a variety ofthird-party vendors..TCP/lPon· the ·VAX is very common

tOday and itspopularity is definitelyincreasing because of DEC's failure to deliver a true OSI

implementation. With TCP/IP on the VAX, the user can Telnet to a VAX hostfromhiS/herdesktop.

Protocols: The Network Operating Systems

Communication with the host systems is only half of the picture. The other half is communication

with the network operating systems.
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Novell

To communicate with the Novell server, the desktop user needs to run the NetWareclient on top of

the SPX/lPX (Sequenced Packet Exchange/Internet Packet Exchange) transport protocol. The

SPX/lPXtransportis the native protocol for NetWare servers. Novell has begun development to

provide access to NetWareservices via TCP/IP.

LAN Manager

LAN Manager in its various flavors (Microsoft, HP, AT&T, Pathworks, Ungermann Bass) is

transport-independent. Because LANMan depends on a NetBIOS transport layer interface, any

transport protocol that can supportthe NetBIOS interface can be used for LAN Manager server

communication-~ Some of the more common are NetBEUI, sHipped with Microsoft's and IBM's

versions; NBP, shipped with 3Com's implementation: and XNS, originally shipped with Ungermann

Bass's LAN Manager. These protocols are efficient for local area communication but lack capability

for wide area communication. Recently a number oCcompanies have begun offering a NetBIOS

interface to TCP/IP as an optional transport for LAN Manager, primarily because of its wide area

and internetworking capabilities.

NFS

While NFS is not officially a network operating system. in practiCe theNFS standard is commonly

used for simple file sharing and often in place of the the "name brand" network operating systems.

All NFS implem~entations require the UDP/IP transport (a subset of the TCP/IP transport). NFS

servers are available on many platforms but are most commonly used with UNIX-based hardware.

The most popular implementation of NFS is PC-NFS from Sun Microsystems.

Banyan

Banyan uses a combination of its own exclusive protocol'and the TCP/IP standards.

Simplifying the Milieu

Outlining the situation is only the first step. Given an understanding of the problem' and a good feel

for the "linguistics," how does a systems manager go further to enable the communication?

Let's take a look at the three basic strategies:
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Homogenize Your Network· Communication~

One strategy that many corporations are pursuing is standardizing the language they use for all their

network communication..• Origifiallytheplan was to adopt the'OSI protOCol suite, btillhe lack of

significant commercial OSI products has accounted for a very slow adoption of these standards.

Instead of OSI, many.corporations are standardizing on the TCP/IP'protocol suite. Its primary

advantages are its widespread availability and its trackreeord.

There are benefits and drawbacks to the single-protocol approach. The benefits are that a single

protocol eases network·management. The routers, the network management utilities; and even the

network engineers have to be concerned with only one t}'peof protocol. Productivity is increased by

smoothing learning curves, and even the cost ofequipment mayfaH if thechrisen protocolis widely

supported.

One drawback to the single protocol strategy is that it is difficult to optimize a single protocol' fOl"

the variety of communication required on a corporate network. For instance. while TCP/IP is a very

reliable transport for a number ofcornmunicationlinks,JPX arid NetBEUlareoptimized for LAN

communication. By standardizing on TCP/IP, the network manager may be sacrificing some

performance. Another drawback >is that despite 'wide support for a standard protocol. there may be

popular (perhaps even required) applications that still do not support the standard. Novell

NetWare'scurrent lack of support for the TCP/IP transport is one example of this. Finally, while

today weseemost()f the significant players in the computing wofldespousing an "open systems"

strategy, it difficult to believe that the 'struggle fOl"market dominance based on proprietary

architectures is completely over. If this IS true, the network manager may be exposed to some risk by

committing all of his/her networking resources down a single path.

The benefits and the drawbacks of the single-protocol approach mirror the ongoing· struggle between

standard and proprietary approaches to network architecture.

Use Gateways or Terminal Servers to Translate·You·rProtocol"s:

Many network managers have used gateways orternlinal servers to minimize the linguistic

difficulties: Gateways essentiaHy translatesp:ecificprotocols between disparate senders and

receivers. This is done in a variety of ways. The gateway can'enca'psulate one protocol within

another. The Novell server performs this function when it encapsulates IPX packets within TCP/IP

datagrams in" order to support wide areatommunication. The NS LAN gateway from lIP does the

same with IPXandNS/VT.

Some terminal servers can perform essentially the satne functioriwhenthey aCt as a session

management device. For instance, in theDECworlditis cortlrnon·foraLATterminalserver to
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advertise a Telnet service (host). The user might use LATto log in to the terminal server and use

the Telnet capability within the server to establish a session to a UNIX host. In the HP world similar

functionality is available with the. new Telnet Access prodtict, which allows the .user to connect to

the DTC via Tetnet. These inputs are translated to AFCP for communication with the. host.

The terminal server's .primaryadvantage is that it can support dumb terminals as well as PC

connections. The gateway's primary adyantageis thatin low..traffic installations it can be used for

functions other than protocol translation.

The. drawbacks to protocol traraslation is that it is simply a lot slower than direct connections~ The

stripping and encapsulating process in the gateway, andthenecessityJor dual session maintenance

in the terminal~erver,t~nd to decrease performance. In addition, these devices have a tendency to

become bottlenecks in the network and create simply one more hardware node to manage.

Make Your Desktop PC Multilingual.

The final strategy is to give your PC the ability to make connections using a variety of protocols.' In

the past this was virtually impossible. Network card manufacturers provided only direct drivers for

theit:;adaptet;s, and protocol providers wrote theirc()de to interface to these drivers~ This meant that

a single ne\work card could handle only one protocol at a time. In order to communicate using

anotherl?rotocol,the PC user would have to reboot or install an 'additional network card. Recently,

two standards have emerged to, allow a single network card to handle multiple protocol stacks.

These standards are NDIS (Network Driver Interface Specification), sponsored by MicrOSoft and

3Com, and ODI (Open DatalinkInterface), sponsored by Novell. The two standards have changed

the entire scope of PC communication. Network,card manufacturers,nowsupplyNDIS andODI

drivers, and the protocol providers write their stacks to comply with these drivers. Now the PC can

support multiple protocols with a single network adapter.

A large number of companies today support PC..based TCP/IP stacks that are compliant with the

NDIS and aDI standards. Some support both LAT and TCP/IP. Telnet is commonly supported for

virtual terminal connections, while NS/VT is supported in a few cases. In addition, almost all of the

network operating systems have designed their transports to run over NDIS orODI. This means

that PCs equipped with the compliant protocols can support multiple Telnet, LAT, and NS/VT

sessions while ma,intaining their LAN server connections.

There are significant advantages to the multiprotocol PC~The most obvious one is the PC can

communicate with a variety of different hosts and servers without being concerned about which

protocol the node is using. This is especially important in larger corporations or universities where

users often have to communicate with a variety of different hosts and servers. The communication

itself tends to be dramatically faster, becauseitislimited only by the particular network's
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bandwidth and routing capability. Another advantage is that this kind of solution allows network

designers flexibility in approaching the whole protocol dilemma. They do not have to buy expensive

host upgrades or gateways. Nor do they have to migrate to a new standard immediately. Network

designers can phase in the "open systems" standards while maintaining those devices that require

the proprietary protocols~ allowing use of both old and new technologies concurrently.

Of course~ there is some price to pay for this kind of functionality. The biggest one is the PC

memory overhead. With all of these protocols loaded~ the user will consume a significant portion of

conventional DOS memory. This is mitigated by the fact that many of the protocol providers are

beginning to supply Windows-compliant protocol stacks that can be installed in extended memory.

In addition~ many of these suppliers allow the protocols to be unloaded from memory on demand or

loaded high with memory managers or DOS 5.0 or higher.

Summary

The objective is clear. From the network engineer~s perspective~ one wire from the desktop should

allow the PC user access to a variety of host and LAN services. This paper has defined the

communication problem in the context of the proprietary and "open systems" architectures that

define today~s networks~ and the barriers they present to the potential integrators. It has also laid

out some of the options the network engineer or MIS manager may consider in solving these thorny

problems.

It is my position that the key factor in deciding which strategy to pursue is flexibility. Flexibility is

important because the transition towards standards seems to move in waves~ and it is difficult to

know whether we are just gathering power or cresting. HP~s Network Services~ DECnet~ and IBM~s

SNAare still the dominant players within their respective worlds. TCP/IP is showing tremendous

promise in terms of availability and applicability. but it is not a panacea. OSI is looming as a

potential replacement for TCP/IP. And the NOS vendors seem to be pursuing a variety of strategies.

It is difficult to predict the network architecture of the future. The safest~ surest course for the

present is to position your users to respond to whatever changes the future brings.
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Network Planners:
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This 'paper ·ex:ploresthecritical ..,req~ireffle~ts" .dri~in~the. needforhigh~speed

n~tworks'~ndhow'a, varietyo! al~ernativ~sm~etthose needs..'100Base-VG" a
potential new.'10calaretl.netwo~~·standardpropos~~by Hewlett-Packat-dand
AT&T,. is well positioned to, meet those needs and provide .organizations·an easy,
lnexpeflsive migration pathfrom the networks theylUive installed today.

Ever since computersstart~d arriving onde~ktops, we've hungered for speed.
Faster computers. Faster disk drives. Faster printers. All in an effort to· access
information faster.

.;,:,'.. y"",:.::}::",--",.,/;t::"c,

C()mp4ters are.fa§t~r. ,Ov~r the. pasttel:lyears, ,deskt0pPGpr()c~ssingiPowerhas
~ncrt1a.sed()ver. a hundre~fQld? fromthe]ntel., 8088-baseg IBMJ~Cof·ten years ago
t.o .. today's Intel 486 and P~nti4m-based system~. . Over the same period, software
applications havegrQwn insophi~Fic;ationand in£()rmation co~teJ;lt to. the.pointthat
typi~al infonnationitems such asal>usipess .lett~...or pre;r~.entati()ngra.pWcrequire
more thaniJ 00 'timesmorestorage&pace thani itemsweused~en years ago.

Over that same ten-year period, however, the data transmission speed of Ethernet
local area networks has remained constant at 10 megal.litsperse~ondS~O ~itls).

As a result, the impact of faster processors transmitting larger and larger data files
has been increasing network congestion. Network performance is now becoming a
critical bottleneck .iria ·variety' of key business application areas. Emerging
applications will caUse even more straillonnetworksoverthe next few years.'
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Applications Drive the Need for Speed

Three different types of application performance needs drive organizations to
consider higher-perform~ce n~tworks... Often,·.. the .. first symptoms of network
strain are l1sercompla~~ts abo~t falling network· perf0rntance and risin~. f.esponse
times. FrequentlY,these symptQmsstem from simplenetworkcong~stion -- too
many users attempting· to send too much information. and .. exceeding the overall
bandwidth of a 10 Mbit/s network segment. In cases where individual application
throughput needs are moderate, .organizations can raise their overall network
bandwidth through a variety of means, including moving to higher transmission
speeds, or by appropriately segmenting their existing network.

In other cases, network performance bottlenecks arise from individual application
bandwidth requirements, common in many of today's data-intensive business
applications, including database, imaging, desktop publishing, network printing,
and computer-aided design. These applications require very large amounts of data
to be moved from one. location to another (server to client. or client to printer) ina
single burst. .For example, a deslctop·puplishing document with multiple typefaces,
a bit-mapped logo, four-~olor graphics, .. and other information might.consu~e as
much as 10 Megabytes of storage fOf. a single page. On a typical Ethernet or
Token-Ring network, it can take as long as twenty seconds to retrieve that one
page, depending on network traffic. Retrieving multi-page documents can take a
minute or more. On a lOO-Mbit/s network, the transfers would take one to two
seconds per page, dramatically changing the way users can work with data.

Another emerging application area that will require higher-speed networking in the
future is multimedia, particularly in the use of real-time audio and video for video
conferencingandinteractive video. Unlike most current applications,whichsimply
move entire files from one location to another, these applications require packets
of data to be transferred on a regular and routine basis. For example, they might
paint a moving image at 30 frames per second or fill in a portion of a voice
conversation. These applications cannot afford to have a packet of data delayed or
dropped due to a collision or congestion on the network. ···These application needs
are not being met today by existing 10 Mbit/s Ethernet or Token-Ring networks.

Speed Is.'t E~erything

Increased network performance isn't the only requirement, however. rechnologies
such as FDDI, forexample,haveofferedlOO Mbit/sspeeds fQrseveralyears. But
these technologies haven't caught on in the mainstream marketplace because they
haven't addressed other needs, such as low costs and offering an easy migration
path from an organizatioft's existing network.
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Implementing a network implies a number of costs, including cabling,' network
adapters for each network client,and a concentrator or hub in the building wiring
closet. FDDI. is anything but 'Iow cost. 'The electronics required to implement an
FDDI network·. are very expensive; .... about $1,000 for each client adapter and
another $1,OOQO to $1 ,5QO for the' necessary.' share of a concentrator or hub.
Components for a 1(' Mbit!s Ethernet network, in contrast,cost lessthan$20Q per
connection. FDDI offers ten times the performance, for more than ten times the
cost.

AmigratiQnpath .also takes cost .into'consideration, both monetary costs and the
organizational costs.ofdisruptions and training; With the ." costs of labor rising and
the' cost of network components .• (bridges,hubs, LAN adapters, etc.}t falling, a
significant percentage .ofthe replacementvalu~0fanexisting.lQBase-T network is
in;thecabling.Jfmigrating toa high~speednetworkmeans replacing cabling,
additional.costswiU be incurred. Thecostofinstalling.new cabling can run as high
as $500 per desktop for installation alone, .especially in. olderbuildings.·iMbst of
this cost is in the labor required to pull and terminate the cabling -- the actual. cost
()f thecableiscolllparatively smalL •••• Obviou§ly, any networking technology that
lets organi;lations keeptpeir~xisting .cablillg. would be preferable to.one that
required them toins!all. new· cablillg. '.

A Wealth ofHigh-SpeedAltematives

.~~~ernet .Slvitching is a cost~effective .'. technique for. $egmenting.LJ\Nsto
,incre~s!~ •overall network throughppt, •and is .. an.excellentS91ution •wpere tr~c

co~~~~~,op .restrictsnetwo~kp~tf~l1JlaJ1ce; I3Y. dynawical.t¥: switchie~ pacfc~~s
between .connect~d ~AN .. segme?ts? ••.. ,Et~~fIlet ••.•. '. switchillg •.allow~si,mu~talleops
tra~sn1issions .~~ong •.;•• p~~rs.ofinet~or~segl)1ents, .•. incre~sillg. ove~~U ..n~twork
ban~,'fidth by tW8. ()rm<?r~Jimes~n~ band\\lidth 9f in4ividu~1 LAN seglllents.
HO\\Teyer,since individual ,LANs~gments remain limited to 10Mbit!s,E:tl1ernet
switching offe~slittle for applicati()9s th(lt. require. ~gper-sp~ed burst throughput,
()! have time-sensitive multim~di~, reqllirements.

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) is an established 100 Mbit!s
networking standard that uses' multimode fiber~?ptic .', cabling: .H9\\l:ver, hi~h

purchase costs (more than ten times the cost of 1OBase-T) and' the: need to install
expensive cabling hurt FDDI's potential. More recent technologies offering the
same. speed atmuch ••·lowercosts"have relegatedFDDlto.a role ••·as "'a high-speed
backbone network connecting LANs.
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Copper-based FDDI. (CDDI) is one .approach to leverage the FOOl
transmission scheme over lower-cost copper cabling. 'Operating at 100·Mbit/s,
COOl promised ntanyofthebenefits ofFOOlat lowerelectronic component costs
and lower cabling costs. However, CDDlis still· relatively expensive.cQmpared to
10Base-Tand requiresllew higher level (Category 5) unshielded twisted pair
(UTP}cabling,.anexpeJ:lsive alternative for most organizations.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a packet-switching technology
that bears much similarity to a high-speed telephone switch. Primarily for high-end
clients, ATM will support ·complex multimedia applications, bringing.·.switched,
dedicated bandwidth directly·' to the .... desktop over existing UTPor .. fiber optic
cabling at rates from 51 Mbit/s to 622 Mbitls.ATM is also well-suited to
backbone implementations providing unique scalability and ·seamless integration··of
campus LAN backbones into the wide area network.:HPintends to be a leader in
this area, actively developing· ATM 'technology and participating strongly in the
ATM Forum to promote standards for interoperability.

Fibre Channel, a recent initiative between HP, ·mM, ·and Sun Microsystems, is
designed primarily for high-speed mass storage and clustered computing, based on
an extremely high-speed/low-delay switching fabric.. Using·· fiber-optic·· cabling,
Fibre Channel will switch dedicated circuits at rates from 266 Mbitls to
multi-gigabits/so Fibre Channel will. also be an optimal choice for connecting
high-end workstations to supercomputers.

1OOBase-VG is Hewlett-Packard's approach for .... sending ~thernet pa~ket

information at 100 Mbit/s over Voice~Grade (Category' 3) UTP cabling ..- the most
widely installed cabling for ·10Base-T Ethernet networks. Because 100Base-VG
operates on any·grade ofUTP from Category 3 to Category 5, most users will not
have to install any new cabling,to take advantage of this technology.. Since
100Base-VO can easily coexist with 1OBase-T, organizations will beahle. to
upgrade seamlessly from 1OBase-T to lOOBase-VG as individual user'. needs
dictate. The low costs implicit in 100Base-VO and its easy migration path from
1OBase-T promise to make it an attractive alternative for most desktop
connections.

A Closer Look at lOOBase-VG

Two technologies,. Quartet Signaling and the Demand Priority access method,· are
the fundamental components in 1OOBase-VG.
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Quartet Signaling is the approachlOOBase-VG uses to transmit 100 Mbitls
data over four-pair UTPcable.• This approach lets 1OOBa.se~VG.deliver ten times
the information while utilizing.essentially the same frequencies· as ··10Base-T.

lOBase-Ttransmits data over one pair of the four-pair cable, using a second pair
to detect packet collisions. . Quartet Signaling, on the other hand, uses all four
pairst(l transmit data simultaneously. It also uses ... a .more efficient encoding
scheme, called· 5B6B. NRZ, to transmit twice the number of bits per cycle on each
pair than 1OBase-T. (see Figure I). Thus, with only a slight increase in frequency,
1OOBase-VGachieves .. a full ten-fold increase in transmission speeds over
10Base-T.BecauseI00Base-VG uses a very similar frequency to 10Base..'T,
1OOBase-VG can use the same· cabling aslOBase-Twith the same connectors,
RJ-45jacks, and cross connects. This approachallowsl.OOBase-VGto meetU.S.
FCC.and IntemationalCISPR emissionsrequirements~

10Base-T

One Pair Transmit
Manchester Code

10·Mbitls,

100Base-\lG

~
Four Pair "Quartef' Signaling

5868 NRZCode

100 Mbitls

Figure 1: Quart~tSignalling delivers 100 Mbitls transmission over 10Baseo.T cabling.

J)emandPriorityis the access method used in 100Base-VG to manage
individual .. devices gaining ..• access .to. the .network. Demand . Priority . is .a
simplification of the carrier-sense multiple access with collision detection
(CSMAlCD) scheme used in earlier ·10 MbitlsEthemet network~.By eliminating
packet.collisions, Demand.Priority simplifies network.operation and .eliminates the
overhead of packet collisions and recovery. Itldoing so, DeIllandPriority
substantially increases usable network throughput and significantly .improves
network characteristics such as latency, enabling. support for time-sensitive
applications such•.•as multimedia.
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Demand Priority,', achieves these benefits ',by taking ',advantage of'the',·physical
topology of today's 'networks. Most desktop networks are installed using' a star
topology wiring 'system, with individual cables radiating from ,a 'central hub out to
each individual desktop. This includes all 10Base-T Ethernet networks as well as
most, Token-Ring and even FOOl/COOl networks. Demand' Priority takes
advantage of this star topology by using simple intelligence in the hub, to arbitrate
requests to transmit packets, avoiding packet collisions and significantly improving
network control.

With Demand PrioritY,a node requests permission from the hub to transmit a
packet over the network. If the network is idle,' the hub acknowledges the request
and,the station begins transmitting its packetto.the'hub." As,the packet 'arrives at
the hub, the. hub 'decodes' the destination address contained in the packet' and
automatically directs the incoming packet to the outbound destination port (see
Figure 2). If more than one request is received at the same time, the hub
acknowledges each request in tum, until all requests are serviced.

Figure 2: Demand Priority uses the 'hub to arbitrate packet requests.

Since data packets are, directed only, to their intended destination port, 'riO other
station--on the network will see the data packet,' its source, or its destination. This
provides 'a 'level of Link"Privacy or security that is not provided today ,by existing
Ethernet, Token Ring, or evenFDDI'networks.

In addition, since the hub is arbitrating individual requests to transmit packets, the
hub can arbitrate different priority requests, acknowledging higher-priority packet
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requests before normal priority requests. By knowing the number ofapplications
transmitting at high priority, an application can bea.ssured no more thana
minimum· delay.·before .. its. packet will·· be transmitted .to its destination. This
effectively provides Guaranteed. Bandwidth to .. these· applications, .regardless .of
othertraftic on .. the network. ··This is a critical characteristic for time-sensitive
applications such as multimedia.and. teleconferencing.

Migranngto··.l00Ba·se-VG

Mig~tingto .. 100Base-VG fr()ml OBase-T is a simple, two-~iepprocess .... First, .. the
~et'r0rk admiflistrator identifies clients ~nd servers.to b~upgraded,andrepla(;es

the'lOBase-Tildapterin each workstation with a 10/1?Oadapte~(anadapterthat

can· operate at 10 Mbitls when. connected to a 10Base-T·hub. and at 100 Mbitls
when connected to ·a ....100Base-V(J .~ort). .No .new. cabling.·needs. to be inst~led.

The sameRJ-45 .• conne~tor and cabling used for the 10Base~Tnet.workwould be
used when operating at 100 Mbitls with l00Base-VG.

The sefond .step•. is installing .a.new •. 100a.ase-VG.hub mod.ulein the wiring closet,
in parallel with the existing. 10Base...T module. Individual wor}{stationscouldbe
migrated from the 1OBase-T subnet to the new 1OOBase-VGsubnet .by simply
disconnecting the. station's ...• RJ-45 jack from the ··lOBase-T hub port,and
r~connectingitinto the. 1OOBase...va.hub port .(seeFigure 3).

~ In the Wiring~Closet:

lJpgradeHub

Figure 3: Migratillg to lOOBase-VGtakes two easy steps.
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No other',changes . are necessary" in the wiring ... closet' or .cabling "infrastructure.
Individual stations· or" .entire workgroups.··.can be upgraded to'" "'IOOBase-VG,
depending. on user requirements. i No changes are required for'network operating
systems, .productivity applications; or network managemene software.
lOOBase-VG works just as well with the HP OpenView SNMPnetwork
management environment as does 10Base-T.

Since the same Ethernet packet format is used on.both.thelOBase-T~ubn~t .. and
the 1OOBase-VG subnet, connecting the two subnets into a single network is
simply a matter. of using a speed-matching .... bridge to .' buffer the. higher-speed
packets as they enter the slower-speed 1 OBase-T subnet. No packettra~slation or
other processing is "required, allowing- this. fu~ction to 'be an .... ine~p~nsiye
component ofthe hub itself, .

You can connect IOOBase~VG subnets to existing 10 Mbit/s Ethernetbackbones
via 'the same speed-matching bridge approach. Attaching·.. fo a 16 Mbit/s Token
Ring backbone, using a router, is .nearly as easy. Connecting individual
1OOBase-VG subnets,. together using .... an FDDI .. backb~ne is .relatively
straightforward, using encapsulating bridges or routers attacH. each 1OOBase-VG
subnet to the FDDI ring.

To help users in gaining the best use of their 1OBase-T networks and in migrating
to 100Base-VG, Hewlett-Packard has released a number ofHP EtherTwist traffic
management ·tools under HP OpenView. These tools, such as HP OpenView
Traffic Expert, take advantage of the embedded instrumentation in HP's IOBase-T
hubs to construct a historical view')6f the traffic on each subnet, capturing key
statistics, including protocols, station identifiers, and traffic levels. Traffic:e,xpert
then uses this historical database to create a visualization of network traffic over
topology, identifying clients and servers generating the most network traffic.
Traffic Expert can also make specific recommendations to the network
administrator to move specific clients and servers from one subnet to another to
minimize overall network traffic. Network planners can use Traffic Expert to
identify individual clients, servers, or entire subnets that are candidates for
migrating to 1OOBase-VG.

Broad Indus~rySupportfor lOOBase-VG

As organizations plan for their evolution to higher-speed networks, they can be
assured that· there will be a full complement of 100Base-VG products from a
variety of vendors· that all interoperate with each: other. Even before IEEE
standards efforts have been completed, more than a dozen vendors have publicly
stated their commitment to work with HP to ensure that their 1OOBase-VG
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products work together. These vendors include leading semiconductor vendors,
PC adapter and hub vendors, router vendors, and all three of the leading network
operating system vendors.

lOOBase-VG: The Natural Evolution oflOBase-T

HP .believes that .} OOBase-VG .. represents the most-attractive networking
alternative for organizations looking to migrate to higher-speed solutions.
1OOBase-VG combines simple, efficient technologies such as Quartet Signaling and
Demand Priority •• while •preserving·· an .organization's investments .in existing
10Base-Tcabling.lOOBase-VGwill deliver low-cost, .high-speed networking with
the easiest possible. migration •path.. Organizations can upgrade. individuals. or
workgroups .•. without.compromises in.cablesupport, ..• network. diameter, .• network
throughput, or cost. Organizations can also take advantage. of advanced network
capabilities such as built-insecurity· and the ability to support time-sensitive
applications such as multimedia.

Hewlett-Packardis a leader in 10Base-Ttechnology today with a complete line of
HPEtherTwist PCadapters,hubs, bridges,routers, and HPOpenViewnetwork
management.JIPintends to be a leader in 100 Mbit/snetworkingtechnologywith
100Bas~-VG,providing users with an easy migr~tiontohigh-speeH networks
supporting their application needs into·the next. century.
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Abstract
ALLBASE/SQL, IMAGE/SOL, and the related connectivity enablers

provide .... the .. means ·forthird.pany PC-based~eci~ionsupport and. ap

plication' development tools to access ALLBASE/SQL orIMAGE/SQL

databases ina Client/Server environment. This paper will describethe

power and ease of use of these tools by presenting simple solutions to

complex•business problems.

This objective will be accoIIlplishedby describing bow Graphical User

Interfaces(GUls),Dynal,TIic.DataExchange(DDE),andMultimediacan

be usedto solve selected business l?foblems.Possibletoo.ls that win be

described include Forest8c Treesby Channel Computing,lmpromptuby

Cognos, Power6uiIder.byPowerSoft, .Q+E Database Edi,tor by Pioneer

Software,and SQLWindowsand Quest ljyGuptaTechnologies.. Addi

tional tools not directly addressed in~thispaperjncludeVisual Basic, Ac-

cess, Excel and C/C+..... by Microsoft andInformation Access fronI HP.

Introduction
A study of Fortune. 1000 MIS departll1ents by,.Boston~basedYankee

Group Inc.. shows· that 69% ofthe resp~ndentshave. Cli~nt/Sef\Ter sys
tems or plan to implement themsoon-85%oftlleseuse Client/Server
for rnission-critical. ppplications.

An August 31, 1992ComputerWorld Survey indicated IIIore than two
thirds of those .. respondinghaveeitheralreadyimplelnented a·' Client!
Server solution or are activelyprototYJOing orinvestigating Client/Server.
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Investigating;
Prototyping

ComputerWorld: August 31, 1992

No Interest

28%

The two most common reasons
cited for adopting CUent/Server
architectures were easier' data
base access and to leverage idle
computing resources~

Many people are wanting. to
make use of the PC's they haye
been buying over the last 10
years for more than spreadsheets
and terminal emulators. A very
effective use of these cheap
MIPS is with a Client/Server ap
plication that uses the strength of
the PC (Graphical User Interface
-GUI) and the powerful features
of a relational database.

Let's begin by looking at what you need to get started with a Client/Serv
er application of your own. Then we'll show how to apply Client/Server
techno16gy to some existing business needs.

Client/Server ~ .. Required·Components
.There are a lot ofcomponents involved in a Client/Server application, but
dQn't despair,you Inay already. have most of them. Let's take a look at
what they are by first taking a closer look at one definition ofClient/Serv
er. Client/Servercan be defined in many ways~ but all definitions involve
some 'front....end' system that is mostly responsible for the user interface.
We will refer to these as Clients. Another COlnmon point. involves a
'back-end' system sometimes called a database server, file server or sin1
ply a server. We will call these systelTIS Servers in thi~.discussion. The
other common point is a link between the Cl ient and the Server or the da ta
comnlunications. 'Let's take a look at these three areas separately.

Client System Requirements
The Client in a Client/Server application can be altnost any input/output
device, but·the most common ones· slipport ... (}raphical User Interfaces
(GUI's).The most comnlon client environlnentsare Microsoft Win
dows, OS/2, and Unix workstations. We \viJ I restrict our .discussion to
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Microsoft Windows'solutions which offerS'awidervariety ofapplication
solutions.

The hardware andsoftwarere~uirementsofaClient/Server applic'ation
in aMicrosoft Windows' environment are· listed in table 1.

pc- ,386 or better with4+MB '

2 DOS Version 3.3 or later{5.0·or later
preferred)

3 Microsoft Windows version 3.0aor
later, (3,.1 pr~felT~d)

4 A memory.manager

HPALLBASE/SQL PC API
.....

6 Application Softw~re (3G~Windows
Development Environment or4GL
To()"} or Application)

Table 1 --Client System Requirements

PC
The first requirement defines the PC. Since we are talking about Clients
using the Microsoft Windows enviroQrnent, thisrntistbe a Windows ca'"
pableDOS-basedPC. .. The~lien~/Server application; we arytalking
ab?utdeveloping willdependollotherpi.od~ctslike Windo~s..• an~. data
~ommunieations1soa

ll1
inimal PC'y\Till Ilot prqvide~nqu~h~q,rsepower

topr~~ideacce,Rtable performapce..... Mo~t 386,dassPC's wiIIprovide
sufficient,perfWll1ance. In SaFe cases h0'y\Tever, a 486mayproyidfsig
nificantlybetterperfo;rmance, especially when considering an Imaging
or Multimedia application.

Memory space~illalsoReneceS,sarxto proviae~deqpateperforrnanc~.
The actual memory requirement vvilldepend on the environment andre...
quiredperformance, but 4 MB \viII be sufficient for most environments.
Withoutan appropriate amount of I11emory, the PCwillspen:d lots·oftime
s\vappingthingstodisk. In the \vorstcasc, you mighrneedtoswapyour
applicatiorfto disk while the'data c.onlnlunications receivesthe data from
the Server and then swap the application back;in (and the data contmu·
ni'cation out) to process the data. Thisconcfition is referred to as thrashing
and can easily be solved by adding mem.ory.
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As you are probably, aware, PC memory comes in three flavors: base, ex
tended and expanded memory. Base memory, also called conventional
memory, 'is the first 640K of mem<;>ry.. Every PC must have some base
memory to run and. every program' that ronsonevery PC must have at
least some minimal space in base memory for the, application to run.
Some applications require lots of base memory to run, but most will use
some base memory and then use.expanded or extended for additional
memory needs.

Extended memory can be thought ofas an extension to base memory that
begins immediately following base memory. Windows likes lots of ex
tended memory. Extended memory can preventWindows and Windows
applications from swapping. as much. In order to use extended memory
you must have a memory manager like QEMM,EMM386 or similar. If
you have a choice, you should add extended memory rather than expand
ed memory to your PC.

Expanded memory can be thought of as a pool ofadditi()nalmemory that
can be made available in 16K chunks. Expanded memory is often used
by disk caching programs like SmartDrive. You must have an expanded
memory manager to make use of expanded memory.

PC Operating System

The next Client system requirement pertains to the operating systenl
which drives the PC hardware. In our MicrosoftWindows environnlent,
the operating systeIl1 is DOS. As \vith most software, the latest version
will contain the most enhancements and features and this is no different
with DOS. Version 3.3 will work for most applications, but version 5.0
or later will allow you to use the latest features which include some.tun
ing enhancements. Version 5.0 is generally thought to make better use
ofmemory_ Version 5.0 is also preferred when the hard disk is larger than
32 megabytes.

Version 6.0 has not been subjected to a significant amount oftesting at
the time of this writing, but should provide significant ·enhancelnents.
Among the expected enhanceJnents are better disk utilization through a
compression feature~ a melnory optilnization feature, and improved
installation (with an uninstall feature and the ability to install from a net
work connection).
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What we said about version 5.0 ofDOS can also be said of version 3.1
ofMicrosoft Windows. Some very significant enhancementswere made
to version 3.1 ofWindows like the ability to aborta single 'run away'ap
plication rather than reboot the entire P(:.

PC Memory Manager

We have already mentioned the neeafor additional memory (beyond the
standard 640K). We also discussed the different types ofmemory. When
adding memory, the additional memory will n7~dt?be lllanaged by spe
cial software for this purpose. Normally managing memory is a function
of the operatiIlg system, but in .the case ofthe DOS operflting system, a
memory.manag~rcapable of handling extended orexpanded memory iis
not builtin. A memory" man~ger such as QEMM fromQuart~rdeck,

EMM386;,386MAX orsimilar toolwillneed topeaddccltoyoqr system
(unless' theDOSv~rs,·ion, 6.0 features fulfill your needs).

HP ALLBASE/SQL'PC'API

The HP ALLBASE/SQLPCAPIprdduct (r~ferredto in the rest ofthis
discussion assinlply PC API) is the link between the Clientor front-end
and' fhe Server or·· back-end. A .collection of dynamic" link libraries
(DLL's) take application programming interface (API) calls from fools
and applications and translate them intorequests thatgo)011t ove{the net~

work. The SQL repliesarethenretumedt.othectlHingtool or application.
PC API works in.the Microsoft WindQ\vs environnlent.

The current version of PC API is based on the Gupta Technologies, Inc.
product C/API. The Gupta C/API is a language interface that allows pro
granlmers to develop databgse applications ;Using Structured Query Lan
guage (SQL) statelnents.~CurreIltly,tpeGupta ClAP1product isa defacto
industry standard thataJ]ows~oolsand4'GL vendors, to ~design their ap
plications to a common interface and rely on the Gupta ClAPI software
to map the calls to one of lnany different databases. You do not need to
purchase the Gupta C/API product in Order to use the peAPI product.

Not far on the horizon, a more broadly based API is expected to'becolne
widely accepted.. Thisne~'API is' based on- a SQLAccess Group stan
dard.. A developers kit was rele(fsedby Microsoft in 1992. This ckitpro-
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vides an environment fot application and server developers to createhin
terconnections.

This interface is referred to as ODBC - Open DataBase Connectivity in
terface. The ALLBASE/SQLPC APIproductwill support this new stan
dard.New tools are expected to be writtel'ltothis interfaGe, and current
tools are expected to provide versions that will utilize this interface. 'At
thattime,PC API will support boththe'Gupta,C/API standard as well as
.the new ODBC standard from Microsoft.

Application Software
The last requirement of the Client system is the software that will be your
application itself. There are many options bere depending on the nature
of your development. Some options' include purchasing a tum key ap
plication, a development environment to develop your Qwnapplic.ations
in a high level4GL or a 3GL·compilerand associated libraries.' We will
discuss these alternatives in more ,detail later in this. paper.

Data. Communications Requirements
As usual, data communications options ,represent the largest variables.
We will attempt to minimize the confusion by only discussingtwopopu
lar alternatives,.. TCPliP and Novell. The required hardware and software
is listed in Table 2.

7 Client Data Communications Soft~

ware: either HP ARPA 2.1/HP NS 2.1
(or cOInpatible equivalent), or NetWare
3.01b or later for HP3000 Servers.

8 LAN ,Card for the PC Client

9 LAN/IJANIC Card for the Server

]0 HP l'hinLan/iX (with NetWare/iX if
appropriate)

1'able 2 -. I)ata Comulunications Requirements

The data>c0111mUnic.ations requirements will all depend on the particular
data conlmunications path you choose. We vvillbediscussing two ofthe
morecomm.on alternatives, TCP/IPandNovell. The actual data commu-
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nicatiol1s productsthat will be required depend on how you arecolllmuni
eating fram the Client to the Server. ·,Theeasiest path for mostapplica
tions will be to use the PC API product from HPwhich supports 'several
data communications option~.

In its most basic form,PC API usesaS~ckets.}nterface.Sockets origi
nated on Unix systems and are oftencal~e<J>~erkley~(?cketsiafter the Uni
versity of California at Berkley where they were first developed. When
sockets made the move tathe'PC, each group migrating sockets to the PC
environment created their socket package a little different from the oth
ers. PC API uses the socket standard known as the>HPstandardWhich
hasrec~ntlyb~ell.ad(?ptedby,¥icrosoft and.Walker RiC,her & Quinn, Inc
(WRQ).

PC Communications .Products
l'Wwthat~e'Fo\V~e~eed'socK~rs,wh~rdoIbuY?\l"erysim~IY;, I;J;~

ARPA v~rsio~2.1orHP NS yersion 2,,,1 will both proyidethe ne?essary
sockets software. Future 'products from Microsoft and WRQwill,also
have the necessary HPsockets 'software.

What about Novell? The SPX/IPX protocol ican'be used<with the Net,..
Ware productfrom Novell,. ,Version 3.01b or later will provide the neces
sary interface (IPXisall that is really used) to work withPe API.

Network Card
Th,eseGond,',reqlli~enle~t>i~;thjs s,ect?onis t~e 'net~()rkear~ fortI1e;pC.
~va~ietyofc~rd~are,~~ailabIe~n~,~ost Vlill,work}ustfi~e. IlI~~ajor
requirementisth(ltthe card be supported by thenytwork',software {I-IP
p;RPA for ~xan1ple). Onesonsideration, if you will be purchasing a l1et-
w()r~Ga.~g., is:performance. Th,~reafe .~3~t, 16~itan? even 32 bit cards
available~ The fasterthe card, the better p-erformance can be expected to
be. We would encourage you to consider a 16 bit card like HP's 27250B.

A lletworking cardis,alsorequired .bn .'the server system
t
.• 'If,thiStir~ an

HP3000s~stem, the~-~P ThinLan/ix.eardth~tcome~ Vlith the~erie~: 9x7
systemsis what is needed. HP9000 systen1S also hayean integrated LAN
card.

Server, Requirements
This is theeasypart!1'he Server must bean HPsyste.rlTwithian HP Rela
tional Database, either AL.JLBASE/SQLor IMAGE/SQL.There:aresev:,
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eraloptionsavailable'lQ.you,and youqan choose the path that makes
most sense to .you given .y()~rcurrent configuration. The Server require
ments are listed in Table 3.

1 HP3000 or HP9000 system

2 HP RelationalDatabase ~ALLBASE/
SQLor IMAGE/SQL

Table 3 .~··Server Requirements

Server System
The first .requirement·· is for an HP system~Eitheran HP3000 or an
HP9000 can serve as a Server system. Your decision will probably de
pend on what system you already have available. Ifyou will bepurchas
ing a new system to serve as a Server, you will probably want to consider
other activity that may co-e:xist on this system. You wiU·.also want. to
consider the database you want to use (IMAGE/SQLonly.runs on an
HP3000 for example) and your performance needs.

Relational Database
Which database should you use? ALLBASE/SQL is a full capability
relational database with a full cOlllplement of supporting products and
features including high performance, high availability, inter()perability~

standards compliance, distributed database, and. more. IMAGE/SQL
provides a full relational interface to TurboIMAGE databases. This al
lows many relational features including full relational access (j"oining
tables within IMAGE/SQL and outto other ALLBASE/SQL databases)
and full native TurboIMAGE access. The database you choose should
depend on your needs, future direction, and where your existing data ex
ists.

Both relational databases provide a sinlilar interface to the data .. The dif
ference lies in how the data is stored on disk. Let's take a brief look at
the relational interface. You can conceptually think of both A.LLBASE/
SQL and IMAGE/SQL as sharing a conlmon and mostly equivalent user
interface level. Both can parse a SELECT statenlent, for exalnple. The
differences are when the SELECT statemenr:gets translated into lo\ver
level storage manager calls to retrieve. the data from a buffer or the disk.
Figureil provides one conceptional view of this architecture.
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ALLBASE/SQL-lMAGE/SQL Conceptual View

IMAGE/SQL
~pplication

ALLBASE
Application.

SELECT * "RoM OWNER.E' TSTABLE;

ALLBASE
(Storag~•Manager)

TurbolMAG,E
. . .,_... .-.. -',

(Storflge· Manager)

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows that anALLBASE/SQLapplicatton can be. coded to
perform a SELECT statement. This SELECTstatemenfwillbeparsed
by tllt SQL Core qox .....• This bo(Crepresentsthe relationalt1serinterfac~;

thatpuderstands!l1e SqLlangu~ge,that has ,be~n d~finep by th~ANSI

SQL Standards.~omlnittee.Aftertherequest has qe~n.pr()cessedby S.QL
Core, the necessary calls are made of:the~A-~LBASESt?rageM~!1ager,

to get the data from the buffers or the diSK.. This assumes the requested
data exists juan ALLBASE/SQL database.

Follo\vingtheother halfoffigure 1, an IMAGE/SQLapplicatidil can be
coded\vithasimilar SELECTstatement. This SELECI' statement would
be parsed by thesamecodeinSQL Core that was used to parse theSE...
LECT statement fr0111theALLBASE appHcation.Afterprocessingthis
request, SQL Core will make the necessary calls of the TurbolMAGE
Storage; Managertogetthedata from thebltffers or the disk representing
the TurboIMA.GE database .• ·.. Of course, a single application··can· also ac-
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cess bothALLBASE/SQL databases andIMAGE/SQLdatabasesin the
same·query.

ALLBASE/SQL
ALLBASE/SQL provides a complete SQL interface to allow you rela
tional access to your data. In addition to full relationalaccess,a variety
of companion products are ·alsb available· to solve many inf<>nnatian
managem~ntneeds, .ALLBA.SE/NE1:providesconnectivity to other
ALLBASE/SQL databases on other HP3000'sor HP9000's transparent
ly with a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) interface. IMAGE/SQLdata
bases can also be accessed remot~lyon HP~OOO'swith ALLBASEINET.

High Availability features including online backup and database shad
owing (with ALLBASE/Replicate) extend the basic relational interface.
Distributed processing is availaple with ALLBASE/STAR. DB2 Con~

nect allows full read/write access to DB2 databases on MVS systems via
LV 6.2 communications.

IMAGE/SQL
IMAGE/SQL provides a relational ANSI SQL interface, as well as the
traditional TurboIMAGE interface to data existing in TurboIMAGE da
tabases. Full TurboIMAGE access is maintained while allowing rela
tional access for new applications, new application architectures (e.g.
Client/Server) or other relational toolsets.

Client/Server Examples
We have been talking about whatcolnponents it takes to implement aCli
ent/Server application into your company_ Let's shift our focus to apply
ingClient/Server technology to some existing business needs.

PowerBuilder Application
This is an example where an entirelynew system was being implemented
to keep trackofcuston1erorders. Orders came in over.thephoneand
clerks would accept the orders which\vould usually involve multiple line
~ten1s. This newsystem \vas replacing a very old mainframe based batch
oriented system. Anew database was designed and a new Client/Server
application\vas desired.

In this case, thePowerBuilderdevelopmenttool was chosen from Power
Soft. Po\verBuilder:is a powerful object oriented development environ-
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m~nt. Eachobjectcan have a unique set ofevents associated with it and
a script can be written for each· event. ...Scripts are written ina powerful
proprietary la~guage called .PowerScript. .The scriptingJanguag~>can
handle>~verythingfrom window sizes and colors to gates and times and
even database access.

One example of an obJect is' a Windows PushButton.· A Pllsh:autton·has
events associated with ilJikegetfocus,Josefocus and of course,clicked.
Getfocusancllosefocusare Windows events that ten the prograntwhen
theIllouseor pointingdeviGe is Qverthe Push Button; You have the abil
ity to write a script when allY ofthe.se ev~nts oGCUr. For example, YQu
might want to.change the mouse pointer from the normal arrow to anuU
sign (circle with line through it) when the.J>ushButton)s disabled. The
most common event for a Push Button will be the clicked event when the
user actually 'pushes' the button.

Database·accessi.~primarily.bandIed.. through .·.special··. windows called
DataWindows.Thel)ataWind~wpaintermade iteasy to buildthe Data
Windows and incorporatethem into the application. The Menu Painter
and Window Painter made. it easy· to incorporate all the Windows look
and feel to the application while making the code easy to develop and
maintain.

One specialfeature thafWlls desired was the ability to ellcl}'pt some of
the data that w~s stored in th~database..The. encryption need, however,
was based on the research thecompany had already done todeve]op their
own special encryption function. This had already been written and put
in a.· library on thePC.·With·powerJ3uilder,it was no problem to· inc]ude
a call to this.external1ibraryprocedure to encrypt the datawhenneces
sary.

Th.eentire database waS created and maintained from thePowerBuilder
development environment. The database painter was used to create
tables and views, maintain capabilities and update .statistics for theopti
mizer.Since this was a large projectwith multiple programmers, the.Li
brarypainter was used to keep track of th~·source Gode and prevent two
prograrnm.ers from Iuakingchanges to. the same modules at·· the saIne
time. Th.e debugger, \vithitspoint and click b17eakpoints, single stepping
and watch window, was especially useful in locating the source ofhidden
problems.
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Another component of the overall design that was added after program
ming had already started was a link to the existing mainframe. Parts of
the old application had been upgraded overtime to existin a DB2 data
base on the mainframe. It was determinedthat in one part ofthe applica~

tion, it would be useful to be able to access this DB2 data directly. This
need was handled easily\Vith theDB2 COnn~ctprpductwhich is partpf
theALLBASE/SQL umbrella of products. Th~NetUtil program was
used to tell ALLBASE/SQL about the DB2databaseand how to login to
the MVS system. Because th~ DB2 Connect product was built under the
ALLBASE/SQL umbrella, access w~s completely transparent and it was
easy to build these.functions into the PC Client/Server architecture.

Q+E Spreadsheet Solution

Another business need that arose was quite different. This business al
ready had a working financial application that had been developed over
many years. 'The application stored its d(,ltain a TurboIMi,\GE,database
(indwas comprised ofhost based programs to manipulate the data. Many
of these programs required a user to enter or update data while others up
dated data in large batches.

The problem was the Financial Analyst needed to be able to review this
data periodically and l11ake financialprojections. These projections were
critical to the company's planning. The analyst were currently using hard
copy reports together with a spr,eadsheet (wh~re they entered data manu- .
ally from, the reports) to make their projections.

IMAGE/SQL provides a relational interface to the 'data in the TurboI
MAGEdatabase. Using the HP ALLBASE/SQL PC API product and the
Q+E Database Editor product from Pioneer Computing, we can develop
a solution where the financial analyst can access the financial data from
the spreadsheet on their PC.

Q+E can make use ()fa relational interface to retumdatafromlMAGEI
SQLdirectly into a spreadsheet on the PC. l'he Financial Analyst can
retrievethe. data froDl the TurboIMAGEdatabase via IMAGE/SQL with
Q+E's relational interface. The data is selected from' the IMAGE/SQL
database as needed using the.iSELECT statement and' all its related futic
tions like SUM and AVG. Thedata'is'retrieved from the TurbolMAGE
database using IMAGE/SQL and put directly into the spreadsheet.
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The data can then be manipulated in the spreadsheetasnecessary and the
results (lfthe work can be put back intothe TurboIMAGE database using
IMAGE/SQL. . Theaqalysts can extract their. data any time they want
rather than· waiting,for. tbe weekly, reports ,. to·be ... printed to use for their
input. In many cases, the data they were using was over a week old and
the analystsfeared the data bad changedsignificantly,but they had no
way to verify this and update· the data they were relying on.. TheIlew sys
tem allows them to always operate on the most up to date data..

With .the \\Trite .access back to .. the TurboIMAGEdatab~se.,through
IMAGE/SQL, the" analysts projections.can be putback into the database
tobe}lsed.laterforad9ition~1.pr()jectionsandreports. TheQ+E Client/
Servertoolhasmade llseo(the IMAGE/SQLrelational·access to get data
from the TurboIMAGEdatabase. The analysts did not have to leama
new interface. Tney continued to use tnesame spreadsheetthey have
been'using all along which made gooduse··oftheinexpensive com.puting
resources on their>de'sktops.

Gupta.lm1jging>.A.pplication

Imaging is avery popular technology right now usually involving aCli
ent/Serversolution. One exampleapplication prototype involved theuse
of photographs and official docutnents like police reports. ··Theapplica
tion required user access by a variety of users toa sef()fdatalhatcon
sisted ofiqIages{photographs and scanned·documents) as<\yell as text.
This ,application lent. itself very well to the GUldisplay ofthe Windows
envir()nmenfas a display tool· for the variousdisplays·needed·for this ap
plication.

The large quantities of data fit well into anALLBASE/SQLdatabaseo-n
a server·system.SolTI,eof the text and •financial data,. however, already
existed in a TurboIMAGE. database. This data was accessed .with
IMAGE/SQL... BothALLBASE/SQLand lMAGE/SQL'were,used ,. to
hold the data needed by this application.

The application was developed from scratch using the SQLWindowsde
velopment tool from Gupta. SQtJWindows allows you to quickly devel
op a Windows based applicationwithall··the look andiee] of winpows
much like the PowerBuilder product. Development· through a \\Torking
prototype wa~ very fast(just a few days). A fullJunctioning progral~llo

captur~and storetheilnagingdatawas\vorking the first day,.allowing
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proofofconcept testing. This was also important siIlceseveral cameras
that translated a photograph image through the camera lense into a bit
map imagefor storagein the database were tobetested. Revisions tothe
design were also made early in the process because of.the fastfeedback
made'possible with the quick'development cycles of the 4GL.

The main function i~ the application allowed a picture to be brought up
in one window~one:orm9re,scan.ned,documents inanot~erwindow and
another window of· text and cost information. All ofthIS was coordinated
from aparentwindow where thecommands toadd,update and delete the
data were processed. 'The application was easy to write in the high level
4GL and the data was easy to obtain eventhough it resided in sevetal dif
ferent databases including ALLBASE/SQL and'IMAGE/SQL.

This new application allowed the analyst to work·entirely differently than
ev~rbeforewhere paper. and photographs were required. Wor~ could be
done much faster and analysis could be done where it made more sense
to the company's business, not where a photograph happened to be. For
example, if a photograph required some'workexisted'in one state, but the
client was in another location across the country, the photograph and,oth
er official doc~ments could bev~ewed by .. an analyst who was working
directly with the customer, rather than across the country by an employee
otherwise unrelated to the work.

Thereports needed inthe application were made easy with abl!ilt-in link
to the Quest product (also from Gupta). Questisan end user report writ
ing tool that allows easy retrieval of even image objects fast. Output can
be formatted to the screen or go to special devices like a plotter for the
pictures. Having the integrated link to a report writer allows the develop
ment thne to be reduced and it also allows a more flexible end product.
Changes. can be madeJTIore easily, sometiInes structuring the program to
allow the end user to' alter simple things like text formatting~ colulnn
headings and default values.

Example with Forest & 'Trees

Yet atibther example addressed a need for financial reporting in one of
HP~smanufactl1ringsites. A financial application system already existed
at tlYis site involving lbtsof code and data stored in TurboIMAGE data
bases aimed at entering transacti'ons as quickly as possible. Very little
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attention had been paid to reporting needs beyond large, often unlIlanage
able, printed reports.

In this environment, changes in business needs,. or unanticipated needs
often required an analyst to spend several hours to several days assenl
·blingdata. to meet the need.. Often, new reports·· had to be developed to
meet the need. This time delay was often abanierin the d~cisionmaking
process as the time required to assemble the·requireddata.

The.solutioIl to thisproblel11.·.wasto integrate the data from· the 20+ Tur
bolMAGEdatabases and make the data available to the endnsers.Asig
nificantpart of the solution wasto be able to provide a view of the latest
data including all up to the minute changes. This is a major step forWard
provided by this solution over the hard copy report .mechanism.

The solution.chosen was a Client/Server .application using the Forest.&
Trees p~()ductfromChannel Computing. Foxest&Trees js a Client/Serv
er tool which can access ALLBASE/SQL andJMAGE/SQL. from a
Microsoft Windows based PC. One ofthe strengths ofthis toolisitsatiil
ity to present data from' multiple data sources in either tabular'or graphi
cal format.

Color is used.toernphasizedata that needs special.· attention because itis
out·ofthe expected range. These alarms,3s they are called, are especially
valuablein this environment where lots of data isevaluated,bntthe ana
lystareusually'only interested in the exception conditions.

Afteran exception condition is noted, it is u8uallydesirable to take a clos
er look at the supporting data to gain an understanding ofwnatcaused. tne
number to be .out of range. This functionality is provided by a process
called 'drill down' ... Whenan excepti911 is noted, the user canclicl~the
nlouse on. previously defined buttonst() 'drill do\vn' to lower levels of
detail.

Another benefit of the Forest & Trees solution\vastne tiDle line forim
plementation. The developmentteam,beingusedtolnore traditional de~
velopnlent tools, estilnated over 6 m'onths to develop and inlplenlentthe
proposed system.. The actuaitimerequiredwasllluch;lessthan halfthat
tiIne.One particular titskwasestitnated to take 2rnontns and\vas com
p]cteel in just 2 .days.
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Example with Impromptu
The data communications required to implement a Client/Serverapplica
tion are sometimes a barrier due to geography or other considerations.
Th.is was the casein another situation where a Client/Server application
was desirable, but some ofthe clients were remote and only had.modem
access .to the server.

In this case, these remote tisers were technical support engineers who
needed to access corporate d~taqases19 help determine service contr~ct

levels and access a knowledge database to help diagnose problems. The
solution was a Client/Server application using the Impromptu tool from
Cognos.

Impromptu allows Client/Server access via aLan Of, most important fOf

this situation, via a serial link. Impromptu allows the technical support
engineersto ~iial into the server and issue ad-hoc queries against a variety
of databases. A few predetermined queries were saved·on the engineers
laptop PC in an Impromptu catalog (sometimes called a meta-file).
These saved queries could be recalled and modified when needed.

All the power of the SQL language is available to the engineers, but with
Impromptu, the engineers do not have to understand SQL syntax. Im
promptu can walk you through the creation ofSQLstatements·with menu
picks and list boxes. The resulting queries are issued against the server
database with the results retumedto thePe. Queri.es can then be further
refined to get just the desired data and then the 'luerycan be saved in the
catalog.

Summary
Clie;nt/Server·· computing can provide very powerful solutions to your
busfness applications needs. There'is a strong toolset already available
to work with your ALLBASE/SQL and IMAGE/SQL databases. Todays
solutions can include imaging, n1ultimedia (including sound), graphics
as well as simple text and nUlneric based applications. You can start with
existing data in, TurboIMAGE databases using IMAGE/SQL or Inove
yo~r data to an ALLBASE/SQLdatabase.

There are clearly-many options and many tools available to help you with
your choice. There are many 'pieces necessary in putting together aCli
ent/Server solution today. We have identified the pieces necessary early
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onin this paper, and youJikely already have many of the pieces you need
to getstarted.ArmecJ witbwbat youbave.leamed byrea(jingthis paper,
you should be ready to go out and fill inthe gapsalong yourwaytoimple
mentingpowerful. Client/Server applications in your organization.
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Introduction

In general ~ troubleshooting requires the ability to
ask the right questions. Troubleshooting client/server
applica.tions is no<different, except there are more
questions that'·· require asking. This ··paper focuses on the
key questions that need to' be answered while
troubleshooting a client / .·server· application.

• Where is the source of the problem?
• 'What has changed?
• Are standards (if any) being followed?
• How will you escalateproblem.resolution?

Before the troubleshooting questions are described,
the proj ect' s infrastructure is listed with comments
about the challenges this in.frastructure presented to the
project team. After which, each ,key question is
characterized and supplemented with examples.

Client I Server Infrastructure of Reference

Ourl project's client / server infrastructure is
important to understand for t~o important reasons.

1. Our project."sinfrast.ruct.l.l.reisdifferent than
yours. Client /server infrastructures are
like finger.prints, unique to an organization
and too often unique to a project.

2. By seeing
contribute
,appreciate

.Ll1 of the components that
to the whole, you begin to
why . client;: I·server •. applications

The project being ;referenced throughout this paper is a Human Resource.Management
System (HRMS) client I server project. The project is referred to as"our project" throughoutthlspaper.
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are harder
traditional
applications.

to troubleshoot than the
host / terminal-based

HP's HRMS project infrastructure is as follows:

Client environment (DOS)
Hardware.: .. HP Vectra, 386 or 486, PCs
MS Windows 3. 1
LAN Manager 2 .la
ARPA Services 2.1

File Server environment (LMX)
Hardware: HP9000 Series 867
Application Programming Interface (API) :

Allbase/SQLPC API A.'FO.09
Application executable: PeopleTools2.11
Development query product: SQLTalk/Windows

2.0.0
End user reporting product: NewWave Access

A.05

Print Server environment (LMX)
Hardware: HP9000Series 745
Transpooler version 1.3

Database Server environment (MPE/iX)
Hardware: HP3000 Series 977
Allbase F.O(pass 55)
SQR V2.28c

Network environment
LAN

10BaseT to the desktop
FDDI backbone
Hubs
Bridges

WAN
Routers
InterLAN links (e.g., a Tlleased-line)

Protocol stack
TCP
IP
IEEE 803.2 (LLC)
IEEE 802.3 frames

From this list, you can see there are several
components in our client / server infrastructure.
However, this does not include the application
components! That is,t.hesystem components which hold
the data and the business rules are not part of the
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infrastructure. Therefore; the infrastructure can be
used for several applications (e;g .. , HRMS, accounting,
order processing, etc. ) and should be2 ! The more
homogenous a company can· make their >client /server
infrastructure across applications, the easier and more
effective troubleshooting becomes.

Challenqesthis,InfrastructurePresented.to·Our Project

The foremost challenge .preeented by . our client/
serv'er infrastructure was mastering ··the unknown, which
most of the infrastructure components were to our proj ect
team. In fact; our alpha-test helped us really
understand whatour<whole·infrastructure consisted of.

All·of the •. infrastructure components did not require
mastering by our project team. There are groups within
HP responsible ". for· the networks. Thus, most of the
technical details of the networks can be entrusted to
these groups by our project team. Likewise, most of th~

system management details for, the file servers , print
servers, and databaseservers·can be entrusted to other
groups within HP that provide specialization and se~ices

to application teams. There is even a group within HP
helping application teams by defining client standards
and another group providing centralized client support.

So what is the big deal? What in the infrastructure
is left? It is true,< a great part of our client/ server
infrastructure is being managed outside of our project
team. This is an eff.ective way. to build an· organization
which supports application teams. A client I server
infrastructure requires specialization! Our project team
is~ however, involved with the management of the
infrastructure in three significant ways:

(1) 100% of the infrastructure components are not
being managed by other groups.

(2) The project team communicates with groups
providing these much .. needed services.

(3)- The project team is responsible for answering

2 What organization can afford to develop'a separate infrastructure for its business applications?
Hewlett-Packard has not done so, nor has any other organization that the author is aware of. This does not
mean that every single component listed as part of the infrastructure is shared across all applications. Of
course, 100% sharing of the infrastr~cture is great. It reduces development, training, and support costs.
But 100% sharing does not happen very often (if at all). What is being sharedacro~s applicaticms are the
high purchase-priced items, such as natwork devices and database servers. The lower purchase-priced items
are often not shared across applications. There are some gray areas here and.perhaps this is a subject for
another paper.
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all infrastructure related questions poised by
our user community.

What are the infrastructure components that· our
project team has primary responsibility for?

Allbase/SQL DBMS our project team was new to
relational technologyand'so was the database
serv.ersuppo.rt group'~ Fhedatabase support
group still does not possess a high level of
Allbase expertise compared to Image.
(Supplied by' Hewlett-l?ackard)

Allbase/SQL PC API- not only was this product new
to our project when we started, it was new to
everyone. The product was in development by
HP's CSYdivision. We monitored the product
development progress and provided beta-test
feedback. (Supplied by Hewlett-Packard)

NewWave Access end-user reporting
recommended by our project to
(Supplied by Hewlett-Packard)

too.l being
our users.

MS Windows - we use it and our users use it. We
need to know MicroSoft. Windows to do our job.
Windows was new to the project team, when we
started. (Supplied by MicroSoft)

PeopleTools - combination of client executable for
the HRMSapplication and panel development 4GL
tool. (Supplied by PeopleSoft Inc. 3)

SQLTalk/Windows query tool which helps the
project team do its job more efficiently.
(Supplied to us through PeopleSoft Inc.,
however, this product is produced by Gupta
Inc.3

)

SQR - batch development language which can run on
either the client3 or server ... - we use the
server-based product almost exclusively.
(Supplied to us through PeopleSoft Inc.,
however, this product is .produced by Sybase
Inc.; Sybase recently purchased SQRfrom SQ
Software Inc.)

3 Our environment requires this component to run with the Allbase/SQL PC API product; other environments
may not have that requirement.
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Of course, the best answer to the question, "What
are the infrastructure components that our project team
has primary responsibility for?", is all of it. Our
customers call uswhellthere is a problem. -At the very
least, for each infrastructure component, our project
team must· underst.and the services being provided and the
normal operating characteristics of that service. Often

. oUr project becomes involved in driving changes in the
infrastructure components usually to improve
perforrnance,reliabilfity,or support.

Four Key Questions when·.Troubleshootinq Client I Server
Applications

The following four questions are fundamental to all
client/ server infrastructures. . The previous section
deScribed our· project's client .·./serverinfrastructure
for one reason, so you can better follow the accompanying
examples provided with each key question. Understa.nding
these four questions will help you develop a
troubleshooting strategy . And more importantly, it will
help you develop a strategy to reduce troubleshooting
events.

Troubleshooting is a complex task under a
client / server infrastructure. - From the user's
perspective, it" all looks the same, the application
either cannot get 'started .orh.as"· stopped working. The
user wants to know what is' wrong with the application.
It may indeed be a problem with the application, or a
problem caused by the client, or a problem in the
network, or a problem ontheserv-er? The first step is
to locate· the"problem source.

Question/ 1: Where.···:l.sthe ·souree of ·the prOblem?

Perhaps.thebiggestlesson'learned'during our first
year was that when there is a problem, do not assume that
every client is affected. compareth.is <to host/terminal
applications: ·99%····of the time when there is a problem,
everybody is down. "Everybody is down!'· is a bad
assumption to use with client / server applications.
pr·oblemso·ften'affect 'pocketisof. us'ers . (arid if they do
not ,t"hatisvaluable· inf.ormation:)

Our.·.···.project team. has ···d'efined downtime-density
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metric which reflects this phenomena. The downtime
density metric definition can be fo~nd in Appendix A.

Isolate the.problem! Find out how many clients are
down.

If the answer· is one, suspect the client.
If the answer is all, suspect the application, or

thedatabas"eserver, or the router connectipg
the database server> with .t.heinternet.

If the answer is Dne site, suspect a site specific
LAN, router, or interLANlink problem.

As time ·goes ... on, your troubleshooting isolation
rules will become a valuable time saver.

Example:

Symptom: user could not connect to a database on
Serverl, but could connect to a like database on Server2.

The problem was found by isolating the problem. In
this case, once the problem was isolated the solution was
trivial.

• The symptom eliminates the client as the possible
problem, because the same client can connect to the
other database (with no changes to the
infrastructure components).

• The same reasoning used to eliminate the client,
also ~liminates the application logic as a possible
problem.

• The network components for Serverl and Server2 are
the same, which eliminates the network as a
possible problem source.

• Therefore, Serverl is where the problem lies.
Further isolation tests on Serverl, accompanied by
some puzzling moments, reveals the problem.

-Flrstserver isolation test: logging onto
the server. Result: serverl is up and
running. Thus, the easy answer. is eliminated.

- Second server isolation test: logging onto
the database- through ISQL (a server utility
for Allbase). Result: database connection is
successful. Conclusion, the database is
accessible.
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- Third server isolation test : logging onto
the account via a terminal. Result: a LOGON
UDC (User Defined Command file) with an
invalid file equation· statement showing
itself. Correcting tl:le invalid file equation
solves the databaseconllection'probleml

Why did' correcting the invalid file ,equation
correct the problem'? Fact 1: the database
server Operating system (MPE/iX) tolerates an
invalid file equation during LOGON0;f>o·r
sessions, but notfo·r jobs (a job will never
get started). Couple fact 1 with a . second
fact, the current implementation of
Allbase/SQL PC API creates a job for each
client on the database ser'\Ter;<the solution
becomes.urtderstaridable.

The most difficult part of the solution was figuring
out which server isolation tests to run. Itrequired
"What is different here?" answers. That is, the problem
was present on Server 1, hut nat on Server 2.

Question .' 2: What·· has changed?

Our project's client /server-infrastru·ctureconsists
of several components, all of which have product version
numbers. I .•. suspect yours; is the· same. Product upgrades
have always been a way of life. In a client / server
environment, . product':upgrades: happen. more frequently
rfhere are morebfthemand product upgrades;seem to occur
at a continuous ···rate.

Solving a problem is often found by finding the
cha.nged component in the infrastructure.

"It· worked yesterday.-If
"It is not working now!"
"What has "changed?4"

Identifying a changed component, can be a short-cut
to discovering the problem through time-consuming
isolation tests.

Hint: Since
change,

it is highly likely that something did
focus your problem isOlation activity on

4 If the answer is, nothing. "Congratulations, you have just witnessed your first miracle." 
- a sarcastic quip'attributed;to Tommy McBride.
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finding the changes in the infrastructure (or
application) first.

Example:

A database connection··problem could be related to a
change in the network. A PING test (sending a message to
an IP address a.ndreceivinga resp9nse back) will easily
prove or disprqve the hypothfesis "'I'bep:roblem is in the
network"forTCP!IPnetworks. If the ,PING test shows no
response, then finding a change made in the network can
quickly identify the source of the database c connection
problem.

"Oh yea, the IP gateway on your subnet was
reconfigured last night with a new routing
protocol." This is what a network support person
might say in response to your questioning.

Proactive Steps:

Identifying a change is much more easier when:

1. A list of components that could change is
developed (i.e., know your infrastructure!) ..

.2 . A detailed change log is kept, which contains
the changed component, new version number,
date & time of change, and a .. 'notes' column.

Problems do not always surface right away.
So, instead of "It worked yesterday.", the
user may say "It worked two-weeksago.n •

Executing changes under well established procedures
will reduce downtime associated with changes -- at least
the downtime under your control. Our project developed
a change- control model, which has the following elements:

• Approve the change
• Plan the change
• Implement the change in an experiment:.al test

environment (and record an entry into the
change log).

• Implement the change in a final test
environment (and record an entry into the
change log) ..

• Implement the change in the production
environment (and record an entry into the
change .log) .

• Review change project, .•. look for improvements
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to. the process

Question·· 3 : Are .. standardsCif any) being followed?

Implementing organizational standards for the
client/server infrastructure is the single most
importanttproactive step. an o~ganizationcan ta~eto

redu.ce troubleshooting ,and isthesinglehardeststep.to
take . The software engineering community typically does
nottembracestandards fully--;"it is likehe.rding cats".
Yet without standards, there is NO client / server
infrastructure. There is technology chaos.

Plain and simple: organizatipllalstandarcis reduce
the number of qt.1estions you need to ask in a
client I server environment while troubleshooting.
Reduce the. technology diversity within the infrastructure
components (e.g., network protocol stacks, GOIs,server
dat'~pase systems, etc. ) and the more focused ypur
troubleshooting activities will be. With focus, an
organization cannot only reduce costs by being more
efficient, but can be more effective thus increasing
user satisfaction.

It is relatively easy to standardize on the common
components of the infrastructure ,as itisto<standardize
on the high purchase price .components of the
infrastructure. For example, networking components
require standardization or they joust do not work (a,t
least not as a single network! 1. Likewise, it is
relatively easy to make sure purchases with high
visibility conform to the organization's standards (e.g.,
database servers). It is much .more difficult to
standardize on the other componentss • An o:rganization
must·· plan and work ·haro.tosuccessfully standardize· these
other components. And it is often impractical to
standardize on 100% of these other components . So, focus
yourstanda~dizationefforts on the components that will
make Hthe biggest difference in reducing your support
costs.

Example:

Within Hewlett-:Packard, standardization of the

Such as the. cOmponents listed· in the Client· environment and the File Server environment
(refer to the "Client I Server Infrastructure of Reference" section found at the beginning of this paper).
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client / server infrastructure is in place and is an ever
continuing activity. There is one TCP/IP network, two
choices for desktop platforms, two choices for database
servers,' and; three choices for database management
systems. While not absolutely perfect from a
troubleshooting point of view, these standards are a
tremendous help because they put significant limits on
the deployment of technology throughout the company. The
biggest standardization success has been on the PC
client, referred 'to as "HP's,PC COE"(Common Operating
Environment). The PC is one of the hardest'components in
the infrastructure to standardize on and it contributes
just as much as the other standards in simplifying the
environment.

HP's PC COE effort is successful because the project
has:upper management sponsorship,is.wellorganized, and
is staffed with very competent engineers. The PC COE
effort has produced several documents, 4 releases (anew
release is expected every 6 months), and 100% support
from application' teams involved with multi-site
customers.

What does HP's PC COE standard specify?

• versions for MS-DOS, LAN Manager, and MS-Windows.

• A common file directory structure on the file
server.

• CONFIG. SYS and
flexibility for
actually'works.

AUTOEXEC.BAT
customizations,

with
so the

enough
scheme

• Office Automation tools (e. g . , a spreadsheet
product) these office automation tools can be
part of the application solution (and are starting
to be).

Ouestion 4: How will you ,escalate problem resolution?

In a client / server environment, the essence of
front-line troubleshooting is getting the right people
involved with the problem once the problem has been
isolated. The client / server infrastructure contains
numerous components, so it follows that wherey0u go to
get help will also be numerous. Just like it is best to
map out a trip before you start, it is also best tOkIlO'W
your escalation phone. numbers before trouble occurs. For
example, it -certainly isa frust-rating experience to ·find
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out during the pressure of a downed application that a HP
Response Center contract needs to be in place before the
problem can be solved. Every component in the
infrastructureneeds an, ,escalat:Lop plan ..

A HelpDesk is an excellent starting place for the
users. A HelpDeskis,<also an excellent dresourcefor the
troubleshooter, both for isolating problems and
escalating resolutions.. Our group is' in the process of
aevelopinga multi ... project ", HelpDesk.. A data center
HelpDeskis already in place, which from our project's
view is the firs,t escalation point for most
infrastructure problems.

Example:

A particularly difficult pro1:>lemoccurre,dearly in
ouralpha ... test. Our,userswereable to connect onto the
aatabase,but after 5 to 20 minutes the application hung.
This pattern happened for the first two working hours,
afte'r which most users could not connect to' theddatabase.
The problem disappeared:, unsolved, after lunch. During
the' morning hours, there were over ,20 Service Requests
generated by our alpha ... test users. Without a reasonable
explanation of the problem cause, confidence towards our
application and the system infrastructure was nil.

The initial isolation efforts revealed little about
the source of the problem. The facts as we knew them
during the day is as follows:

• The database server was not the problem. Users at
Site 1 were experiencing the problem; users at Site
2 werenot... ...everything at Site 2 was working
fine. Besides, we could log onto the database
server and rufi queries,throughISQL.

• The application logic was not the problem, given
successful transactions at Site 2.

• The client set-up could not be the problem, both
sites had HP's PCCOE (internal standard) installed
on the clients.

• The networking people at Site 1 reported no
problems. (Important to note: the networking
people we talked to were responsible for Site l's
LAN.)

What was left? The next day it occurred to us that
the problem could be between 'the two LANs( i. e., WAN) --
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although we assumed that Sfte l's networking people would
advise us of any WAN problems. We found a WAN HelpDesk
to call and a reasonable explanation followed. After
which, all Service Requests were discarded by our users.

The proplemwas a faulty leased-line (T1). The
HelpDesk reported a leased-line between Site 1 and the
database server was shut.; off at 12 noon yesterday, fixed
in the evening, and was now operational. The HelpDesk
also explained the leased-line problem started off slowly
(8 - 10 AM irregular client hangs) , <becatneworse so no
traffic was getting ,through-«10AM - 12 ,PM no one was
able to connect to the database) until they reconfigured
the router and did not use the problem leased-line (after
lunch the problems disappeared) .

The explanation fit like a glove! If we had known
of the WAN Helpdesk number before the problem occurred or
had Site l's networking people known, then we would have
saved much worry, saved our user's time (who were very
busy docl.lmenting the problems) ,and saved our own, time by
not exploring the non-problem areas in the
infrastructure.
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Summary

Troubleshooting, like most things, is most effective
and efficient when planned for -- being proactive. The
alternative is very costly in time, which translates into
excess dollars and missed opportunities. But the most
compelling reason to be proactiV'e is to improve customer
sat.d..s faction·.

Below are the five key tips to help you and your
organization troubleshoot in a client lserver
environment.

• Know (and define)
infrastructure.

your client I server

• Learn how to isolat:e problems (and keep learning
how to do it better).

• Know what has changed in the infrastructure and
when it changed.

• Develop implementation standards within your
organization to reduce the technology complexity
associated with the infrastructure.

• Know: how you will escalate problems depending on
where in the infrastructure the problem is
occurring.
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Appendix A
Downtime Density Definition

A. Purpose
1. Quantify how much downtime the user community is experiencing. It

is essential that analysis·· of the cause be·.. done. Major .causes of
downtime (e.g., poor change control procedures) must be identified.

2. This metric is intended for parties both inside and outside of the
projeCt.

B. Scale-hours
c. Definition

1. Time period reported - calendar month
2. Hours system is unavailable

a. Must be within the time· window when the system is
considered normally available.

b. Each .site will assign a Person responsible for. coordinating
downtime reporting to the metric owner. This data is sent at
the end-of-month, no later than 2 business days after the last
day of the month. Along.with the data, the cause of the
problem needs to be noted.

c. Downtime can also be detected and recorded by the metric
owner.

3. Hours system is normally used
a. Time of day when users will normally access the system

(1) Example 1: All sites are in the Pacific Time zone,
then the system is eXPeCted to be available from 7
AM to 7 PM (PT) for online access.

(2) Example 2: sites are found in both Eastern Time zone
and Pacific Time zone, then the system is expected to
available from 4 AM to 7 PM (PI) for online access.

b.Do not include weekends, holiday, or night shift, unless some
of the user community are regularly scheduled to work during
those hours.

D. Formulas
1. Downtime instance = (number of hours the system is unavailable when

normally used) * (the estimated number of clients affected)
2. Downtime density = (sum of all downtime instances occurring within

the month) / «hours system is normally used) * (total number clients»
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Developing Reliable Systems at Minimal Cost - A·Case. Study·

Joe Silver. ....
Computing .. and TelecommunicatioDS~rvices

Martin Marie~ EnergySysteJQS, 1nc.2

Oak Ridge K-25 Site
P.O.:Box.2OO3

OakRidge, TN 37831-7059
(615) 576-7164

In the pursuit of excellence I present for you here today a case study ofa life cycle strategy.

Last year at INTEREX '92, just before Hurricane Andrew touched .d0'\Vi1, Iattemjed a tecbnical
presentation titled "Managing IT/MIS in the 90s". This presentationpres~nteda life cycle theory in
the general sense. My aim is to paint a clear picture for you of a life cycle theory through a specific
real life project application. 1 believetbatmodelingisanexceUent way to learn a concept. Having
worked in both environments, those that. use a life .cycle metbodology and thosetbat do not, 1 can
empirically compare and contrast the differences between the. two.

Creating this life cycle strategy is the first step to achieve a successfu,lprojectdevelopment..Just the
action of committing your ideas to paper begins to. make them more>real. .Thisconcept is. a tool to
concentrate our focusand.meveusina direction.. Oncedonepro{icientlyand co~pletely most
programming can be done from the plan without having to constantly b()thertheuser. Theendresult
is .a concrete contractual agreement between the systems development team and user management
who initiated the request.

How are you going to hit a target when you don't even know what itis? With no systems plan the
project can be doomed from its conception. There are so many details that go into the design of a
computer system.. It is inevitable thatmisunderstandingswill occur between ·~he users and developers.
If there is no written contract specifying details I'can assureyou misunderstandings will be extremely
costly.. I know that there are many environments that operate in this fashion. I~aveworkedin

several. Tedious and expensive are words that come to mind. The human brain needs clear, direct
signals of what it wants to achieve. That goes for the·.. user as. well as the. developer. With no
common written vision how can we truly understand each other and what we' each want to get out
of the project?

IThe submitted manuscript has beenauthered by aconU'actor of ,the U.S. Government under
contract DE-AC05-840R21400. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a paid-up, nonexclusive,
irrevocable, worldwide license to publish or reproduce. the published form" of '. this contribution,
prepare derivative works, distribute copies to the public, .and perform publicly and display' publicly,
or allow others to do 80,' for U.S. Government purposes.

2Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Initially the time spent planning a life cycle strategy will be great; however, once the Requirements
Document, Functional System Design, Computer System Design, and Impact Analysis are complete
the programming. efforts will become ... quick tasks. Pr~ise program test plans tested by the
programmer's peer and the uSer will ensure system reliability.

Perhaps the question is not "What does quality Cost?" but "How much does quality save?" For the
period 1965 to 1985, Deming Prize winning companies increased sales and profits by 14 percent, 2
percent higher than Japanese companies and 6 per~nt higher than American companies. 3

A poorly developed system causes dissa.tisfacLionalllong our customers. A dissatisfied customer will
tell an average of 16 people about their problems. A satisfied customer will tell 8.4

This type of life cycle methodology puts you in control of your development project. Listed here are
just some of the advantages of this dynamic strategy:

- DEVELOPS RAPPORT WITH THE USERS
- CREATES A·TEAM ENVIRONMENT
- INSPIRES CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
- INSPIRES TEAM TO CONTEMPLATE ALL AVAILABLEOPTIONS
- SPECIFIC PLAN
- ELIMINATES UNCERTAINTY
- CONSISTS OF SPECIFIC PHASES TO PERFORM
- CONTAINS MEASUREMENT OF PROGRESS AND STATUS
- COSTS ARE UNDER CONTROL
- SOFTWARE IS EXTREMELY RELIABLE AND QUALITY TESTED
- MAINTAINS FEEDBACK OF RESULTS
- IDENTIFIES TOOLS REQUIRED
- PUTS THE PROJECT IN CONSTANT REVIEW DETERlvHNING WHETHER TO STOP,

CONTINUE, OR CHANGE
- PROMOTES EXCELLENT DOCUMENTATION

The four phases to the life cycle strategy are simply - 0011:

1. DEFINITION
2. DESIGN
3. IMPLEMENTATION
4. IMPROVE

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

The case study presented to you is that of a sizeable accounts payable system enhancement. Several

3Hudiburg, John J., Winning with Quality, Quality Resources, a division of the Kraus Organization
Limited, 1991.

4Deming W. Edwards,. Out of the Crisis, MIT Press, 1986.
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programs will be added and modified in order to incorporate the manual· payment records into .the
HP on-line Accounts Payable system. Accounts Payable Personnel will be responsible for adding and
uPdating payment records andinitially creating print files from Lotus 1235, merging those print files,
and uploading the files through Reflection. 16

• Capability to add cost amounts for miscellaneous,
retention, cost, fee, and service date will be added to. the already existing manual payments... A cost
limits update screen will be created for the purpose of entering cost limit amounts, the period of
performance dates, last payment ;number from. the old system, and last cumulative, numbers from
miscellaneous, retention, cost, and fee. A manual payments inquirywiUbe created with access to all
of the information that currently is available on the Lotus spreadsheet (currently usedfor reference).

The planning stages involved in this case study were revised. many times before the plan· was
approved....The scope and range of alternative solutions were quite wide.• However,as~weworked
as a team in developing the life cycle (DDII) strategy appreciation of the problems increased. The
definition of the system implementation requirements became increasingly explicit. .The agreed upon
solution was then planned and designed in detail.

Just some',of the' highlights of what we found out in the .planning stages include:

- Several fields were found to be left out of the data base design, screens, and reports
- Path from new data set to an appropriate manual master needed revision
- Some screens had to be reformatted
- Several mathematical edit checks had to.be put in place
- Several programs we didn't eventbink ofat the time would be impacted by the scope of this. project

Ifwe by passed this critical planning phase the developers would have made some costly assumptions
aboutwhaf the users wanted to get out of this'project.Manytimesthese types of changes to the
system can have ripple effects. These ripple effects effects cost great sums of money!

I am going to run through. my· case study trying not to 'focus too much on the ·details. .·1 don't want
to bother with the details but they. are there to show you this·is· an actual development plan. in its
authentic form. This will show you the level of detail involved.: Specifics are important.

The .first page identifies:

- Request Number from the request for automated service
- Document, Design, and Analysis l'itles
- l'ask Description
- Requestor,Requestor's···Manager,,·MIS manager identification, and the dates requested

Requirements Definition l'eam which are all the team players including the system. development
and user team members

- Signature and Dates of both the user representative and project representative. This affirms the
acceptance of the ··terms·and conditions within the life cycle (DDII). plan.

6Reflection 1 is a registered trademark of the Walker, Richer, Quinn Corporation
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SYSTEM DEFINmON -

What is this system required to do? The document begins with the Requirements Document. Here
under the heading of Proposed System thevision'of the proposed system is eXplained focusing on
what needs to be done to the accounts payable system to satisfy the users' needs.

Planning a system is like planning your childs future. I have a three year old son named Ethan. I
have a definition ofthe kind of man Lwant him to become. Certain qualities must be attained.. He
must beJoving, educated, healthy, and somewhatretigious.So too must we have a requirements
definition of a system we wish to create. Vie need· to define the qualities we wish to achieve.

What is the current system? The.Current System .Definition focuses. on the status quo Of the users
environment. Described·are the way the accounts payable department perform their jobs currently.
We need.a thorough understanding ofhow things work currently before we attempt to enhance the
system.

What exactly is required of the system? Requirements are a picture ofwhatfunctions the proposed
system is to accomplish. Personnel in accounts payable must be able to add and uPdate the several
fields via input screens.

What type of output is expected? Output requirements are data outputs in various formats. These
outputs are generated from the proposed. system for informational purposes.. Examples of such
outputs include inquiry screens with print capabilities, archival procedures, microfiche, and general
reports.

What are the data sources? Data sources define where the source of the initial data. In this case
a PC based system is to be replaced and serves as the data source.

Are there specific performance criteria? Performance criteria are specific Performance characteristics
that must be attained in the proposed system. No duplicate payment·records will be allowed. There
must be input error checking and data validation as a part of the system.

SYSTEM DESIGN -

What if we could design, define and document· the functions of the system all in a level of detail
sufficient for the developer to develop the system? Wouldn't· that make the whole job easier? The
functional system design describes the tasks that must be executed in order to facilitate construction,
increase understanding of system functions, simplify testing, and facilitate corrections and
modifications. Herea.brief description of thecutrent system in place, and the proposed cost tyPe
accounts payable system is followed by the business system rules.

To have a degree of certainty that my son· Ethan will become a loving, educated, healthy and
somewhat religious man I need a plan to get him there. I need a plan to surround him with
supportive people, send him to good schools, take him to a religious house of worship regularly, and
have him maintain a healthy diet. In short, a plan for life. So too must we have a plan for the life
of the system we wish to create. We need a plan to get the system to the qualities we wish to
achieve.
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What type of people will be supportive of my son? .What schools will I send him to? Will his diet
be that ofa vegetarian or lacto-vegetarian? Which religious house of worship will we attend? A
specific approach makes the plan appear true to life. Similarly, planning a system requires planning
in. specific areas. This will make the system appear-true to life.

There are four levels to document the business system rules.

Level one identifies the information coming into. the system and. going out of the system. HereI
focus on the details of type 1 payments and type 2 payments. These are the two types of payment
records input by accounts payable personnel. Most ofthe type 2 payments are cost type, however,
only a portion of the type 2 payments are cost type. Identified are the VPLUS screens involved and
how those screens wilLinteract in the proposed system.

Level two identifies the information and data flow of daily operations. What .type of information do
the users create in their work? What information is used by the users to perform work? What are
the decision making rules regarding the information? Who has access or receipt of the information?
Here these questions are answered. Access to the system at that level will be limited· to those
individuals who currently make type land/or type 2 payments through the Operator Identification
validation process.

Level three details the procedures used with the automated system in its transactions, processes, and
data storing requirements. What are the initial log-on requirements bythe users? What are.thc
storage requirements.ofthe new data set? Here these are specified.. It was determined in this case
that a restructuring of the data base would make the data base operate more efficiently if some of
the paths were changed between detail data sets and automatic masters. Identified·are net gains and
losses after:each step and the net spaces savings of almost 200,000 sectors.,

The inquire print. function, by pressing ALT while typing print screen, will provide the user with a
screen print on 'the slave printer.

The upload procedure, is a cookbook recipe for uploading Lotus files to the HP3000.. Here the steps
the user must take are specified.

The data validation procedure identifies the format that each Lotus file must follow. Certain
mandatory data edits are identified at the' bottom of page seven. and top of page eight. The table
displays the field name on the left and required width on the right.

The data .conversion procedure is where I describe in some detail how the Lotus data will··.be
converted before posting the new data set.

Data set creation explains the new data set, its purpose,structure,and the methodology behind how
it will be used. D-PAY..AcrwilLbecreated as partof the ACfPAYdata base. Both header records
and detail records will be stored in this new data· set. Certain data will distinguish a header record
from a detail record.

First payment on a purchase order function describes how the system will operate in the scenario of
a first payment for a particular purchase order.
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Subsequent payment ona purchase order function describes how the system will operate for all
subsequent payments to a particular purchase order.

The update function is a stand alone program allowing the user to update some important fields that
other system functions do not handle.

Inquiry function details the specifics of inquiry. Here all fields displayed, calculations computed, and
other .features such as a skip to payment·· number feature are depicted.

Microfiche procedures give some background. about how the microfiche records can be found.

Level four describes the system access requirements for· the Cost •. Type· .Manual Payments·System.
Who will have access to the system? •Only those users with the operator identification that currently
can access the Manual Payments - Miscellaneous screen will be able to create these payment records.
If entry is attempted with an invalid operator identification that attempter will be locked out of the
system.

How is information passed back and forth between programs? Communication·between programs
and subprograms describe what triggers the calling of the sub program and its functions in specific
detail.

What isa data dictionary? The data dictionary identifies in alphabetical order the field names,
definitions in user terminology, working storage size definitions, number ofbytes, andImage data base
structure definitions.

What does the layout for the new data set contain? Layout for the new data set describes the
primary key, sort item, all elements, and total bytes required at bottom.

What can the project schedule table do for you? The project schedule table details the steps involved
in the life cycle (0011) stages on the left and provides a method to keep track of estimated start,
estimated completion, estimated hours, actual start, actual completion; and actual hours. This table
provides high visibility to project schedule status. .Total project hours is listed above the table.

What are the processing rules of the system? Here they are laid out. The amounts cannot exceed
their limits for all category amounts. Certain edit checks must be performed.

What screen formats are necessary? The screen field requirements consist of tables identifying each
VPLUS screen created. These tables describe the field· name, length, field type/data type, and
processing spe~ifications.

What type of calculations are needed? Specific calculations are laid out. When data is captured,
either through an upload procedure or screen entry, several calculations will be made for the entire
purchase order sothataccuratedata will be posted to the new data set.

Is software procurement needed? Software procurement specifications were not necessary here,
however, should be described at this point if there· are any.
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What makes up the system design? The system design identifies both the hardware and software
environment. .The mainframe to be used for this system is the Hewlett Packard 960. Cobol was the
programming lan.guage. Several vendor software packages in. use include TURBO IMAGE7 data
base, VPLUS8 screengenerator, COBOLXL9 compiler, ADAGER1(), database'restructul'er, and
SUPRTOOLll data base editor/reporter.

Now the computer system design begins. This design provides a blueprint for the subsequent
development ofindividual prograll1s. Generalspecifications will be produced to define what each
program is to do, but not how the program is to be:written.. Several tables summarize all that was
previously discussed· into·what must be done to make the functional systems design a reality.

- Certain data sets musfberestructul'ed
- Certain screens must be .created
- Certain screens must be modified
- Certain programs must be created
- Certain~programs must be modified

In each of these cases a data set name,screen name,or program name is supplied along with a brief
description.

Impact analysis details the· impact the ·.systems enhancement will. have on· other s~tems... Identified
are the task d~scription,impacto~specific process, implementation strategy, impact ()n interfaces to
othersy'stems, impactonot,hersystems, inputs, outputs, formsfiletobeeffected,screen modification
requirements,screencreation requirementsi reportmodification requirements, and a table SPeCifying
the hours involve<iJor each of the programming tasks involved.

Attac?ments help· to. pclihfa. clear picture of what thes~teD1will look like when complete. I used
several attachments in this case study.. While the actual attachments are not included as part of this
presentation let me outline them for you here.

- Lotus file layollt with fields of interest highlighted
- Inquiry screens show what the uploaded file will look like when viewed with the inquiry function
- manual entry procedure
- Detail payment data is pictured on the appropriate payment screen
- a cookbook recipe identifying the steps of the upload procedure for Lotus payment records
- a recipe to get the Lotus input field sizes in format to be read by the HP Cobol

7turbolmage is~ registered trademark of the .He~l~tt Packard (;orporation

8VPLUS is(;l registered trademark of the Hewlett Pack(jrdCorPOration

9COBOLXJ.., is a r~gistered trademark ofthe Hewlett Pack~r<l Corporation

10Adager is a register~d' trademark.of the Adager Corporation

IlSuprtoolisaregisteredtrademarkof the Robelle Corporation
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- a payment records data validation report
- .·how the ·microfiche program will format the cost type manual payment ·records
- all ACfPAY data base schematic showing how the data base will look afterj~restructure
- an actual contract agreement (report) frorn the current Lotus accounts payable. system

IMPLEMENTATION -

How was this system implemented? This system was implemented .~hrough the steps. oreading,
testing, documenting, and instaUation.A working system that satisfies all functional requirements
described in the life cycle (0011) was develoPed.. The programming was written according to design
specifications. The test plan was executed, and the test results were documented. My goal in
implementation is the achievement of a smooth, controlled transition fromthc:: old user system to the
new system which is being installed. Here I developed training· procedures and supporting
documentation.

In support of the plan to achieve compelling qualities for my dear son Ethan, I must· put them. in
action. I must do what I have made plans to do. Just as I must act on my plan for. my sons
compelling future, I must act on my plan to create a compelling system.

The last page of this case·study exemplifies a test plan format. Proper identifying information is laid
out including program name and a general description of the task/action taken. Who is to execute
this test plan? Is it the analyst, the user, or both? This will depend on the complexity of the test
involved. Instructions for the tester to run the program are included. It is important inthe test plan
that questions are asked at every step. These questions must be specific and. relevant to the test.
Questions should be written to elicit either YES or NO answers. Of utmost importance is that the
tester be able to run through the test plan quickly. The test plan will contain all signatures at the
bottom when complete. In this case where both the user and analyst are active testers, the analyst
who wrote the program, analysts peer, user, and project ·Ieader·all must sign. Typically.the project
leader's signature signifies approval of the test plan before it. is approved for testing.

Efficient, accurate, and complete test plans are to be executed for all programs. As nearly as possible
the system· was tested under the sam~ kind of daily conditions that would be encountered during
regular operations. The objective of the system test is to ensure that risks have been anticipated and
that the system can recover.

IMPROVE-

What would happen if each of us decided that everyone does everything for a positive reason?
People come to work to succeed. The Japanese concept of Kaizen means continuous, incremental,
never ending improvement. By applying Kaizen to all key aspects of work we can all become masters.
To become a master, you must always have a 'beginners mind' that is open and receptiveto new
learnings. In baseball, we have all thrilled at the occasional home run but games are invariably won
by singles, doubles, and runs batted in. One great play will not win the game, nor. will one great
innovation deliver a competitive advantage; Only through reviewing our pastexperiences and striving
to continuously improve on these experiences can we constantly win the game.

To continuously improve my son I will need to study his actions. Things will invariably happen that
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are not in my plan. What if I find in his teenage years he is taking illegal drugs? I will need to take
immediate action. I will need to interrupt "his pattern. Soon he will be put back on the right path.
So, too, in the software environment, many unprepared for happenings will come our way.
Programming bugs can appear, user environments can change, and platforms can change, but these
obstacles need not become stumbling blocks. We must have the sensory acuity to change untit we
acheiveas we desire. Then we will: ttuimph.

Is the production system meeting the original objectives? We must evaluate the system development
process-, We must look back attherequestedsystf~m,its developmentproccss, the outcome of this
development~and performap evaluation. Benchmarking the most important processes is a great first
step. The identification must be made of discrete measurable data. This data should be charted into
'graphsfor evaluation.. This evaluation will ,prove valuable ·to this specific system as well as to future
systems.

Should we beispendingour.preciQusitime preventing problems Or flXingtheirsymptoms? A healthy
organization will spend 80 percent of its problem solving effort on preventing problems while a poor
performing, reactive organization will spend 90 percent of its time on fIXing symptoms instead of
causes}2

Given a choice, would you rather improve software or merely preserve it? Continuous improvements
come from two main sources: innovation and continuous·· improvement. Currenfsoftware
development processes produce two products: software and defects. 'The costof finding and removing
these defects is 50 percent of all software costs.13 This exorbitant cost has become chronic because
we have designed' the software process to deliver defects as well as software..• We must focus on
preventing these defects. Quality is' a never ending"adventtrre into excellence and mastery.'

CONFIGURATION CONlROL

Who controls this life'cycle (DDII) process? While it is the task of the developer and .project'leader
to develop the life cycle (DDII) plan it is important that a configuration control designate be in
control. That designate reviews the documents for completeness and moves the programs involved
from test to production.

DOCUMENT LOCATION

Where do you store these documents? Traceability is a tremendous benefit. To maintain traceability
accessibility is required. ······Documents must be kept in an organized central location. Store aU
documentation and the latest source code together.

DOCUMENT ADDmONS

12Sirkin, Harold and George Stalk, Jr., "FiX.·the Process fiot the Problem," Harvard Business
Review, July..Aug. '1990~ pp. 26..33.

13DeMarco, Tom, "Software Development: State of the Art vs. State of the Practice," ACM
Sigsoft, 1989.
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Who is accountable to maintain these documents? It is the responsibility. of the developer to attach
addendums and/or additional test plans as the life of a system evolves.

A SYSTEMWITHOur A LIFE CYCLE (ODD)

Now that we have run through my case study example I would .. like to share with you a system that
evolved with no life cycle (DDII) strategy.

Several years ago I hired· on to a. company in •.··southern California. The ·lead programmer on· this
company's cost accounting system, John, was retiring early. My primary. task was to learn everything
John knew about this system. Documentation, or lack there of, I soon learned was my chiefobstacle.
Compounding this problem,lohn had bad.feelings toward the company. During his final w~kswith
the company John would only talk of how awful the company treated him in all his years of $ervice.
At all costs he would not divulge the intricacies of his coveted system. Finally John retired. The
phone wouldn't stop ringing. Programs were aborting everywhere.... Fighting fires became the norm.
It was a mess.

- COSTS SPIRALED (IN EXCESS OF $200,(00)
- LOSS OF CREDIBILITY AMONG THE USERS
- UNCERTAINTY WAS··GREAT
- SOFTWARE WAS UNRELIABLE
- LOW MORALE AMONG TEAM

Obviously this system was like a time bomb waiting to explode! We eventually purchased an
accounting system from an outside vendor, tailoring it to our needs.

Have a game plan for the life of your system. While good ideas are important,· putting those ideas
in writing is imperative. If you don't plant the mental seeds of the results you want, weeds will grow
automatically. Ifwe don't consciously direct our minds, our environments may produce undesirable
haphazard states. The results can be disastrous.

SUMMARY

The life cycle (DDII) strategy means the ability to change, to adapt, to grow, to evolve, to move in
a direction. The life cycle (DOlI) strategy does not mean you always succeed or that you never fail.
It will give you the power to change the results you're creating.·· Be a doer. Take charge. Take
action. Use what you've learned here. Don't just use it for you - do it for others as well. The gifts
from such actions are greater than imagined. To. follow this strategy is to produce exactly as you
desire. Know your outcome, take action, develop the sensory acuity to know what you are getting
and change your strategy until you get what you want.

This case study has given you tools, skills, and ideas that can change your professional life as a
Management Information Systems professional. This will help you to become an effective,. masterful,
elegant developer and communicator. Those with outstanding development and communicationskills
produce outstanding results. Outstanding results mean. the highest quality of software at the lowest
eastover the long term.
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RAS #6630
MMS REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT,
FUNCfIONAL SYSTEM DESIGN,
COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN

&
IMPACf ANALYSIS

11/20/92

Task Identification: Cost Type Manual Payments Automation

Requester:
Approval #1:
Approval #2:
Assigned By:

R.• Smith
D.G. Cory
D.F. Gold
E.B. Doe

Employee No xxxxx
EmployeeNoxxxxx
Employee Noxxxxx
Employee •• No xxxxx

Date 03106/89.
Date 03/07/89
Date03/l1/89
Date 02/08/90

Requirements Definition Team:

Accounts Payable - M. Gold
D.G. Cory

C&TD - K.R. Smith
R.E. Wise
J.A Sitver

C&TD REPRESENTATIVE DATE
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MMS REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

PROPOSED SYSTEM

CURRENT SYSTEM DEFINITION

REQUIREMENTS

OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS

DATA SOURCES

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

FUNCI10NAL SYSTEM DESIGN

BUSINESS SYSTEM RULES

Levell

Level 2

Level 3

PROCEDURES USED WI1lI THE AUTOMAlED SYSTEM IN ITS .TRANSACI10NS,
PROCESSES AND DATA STORING REQUIREMENTS:

INITIAL EXECUTION OF TIlE SYSTEM

STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

RESTRUCIURE OF DATA BASE

UPLOAD PROCEDURE

DATA VALIDATION PROCEDURE

The Lotus files containing the payment records must follow this format standard.

FIELD LABEL FIELD SIZE

PAY. # W7

COSTS PAID W15

FEE PAID Wll
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DATA CONVERSION PROCEDURE

DATASET CREATION

FIRST PAYMENT ON A P.O.FUNCfION

SUBSEQUENT PAYMENT ON A P.O. FUNCfION

UllDATE FUNCTION

INQUIRY FUNCTION

MICROFICHE PROCEDURES

Level 4

COMMUNICATIONS BElWEEN..·PROGRAMS.· AND SUBPROGRAMS

DATA DICI10NARY

IFJeld Definitions

I

Working .~Storage Structure

Auditor Number - TIle operator identification number X(3) 3 XI0[1:3]
entered in by the user.

Cbst Amount - TIle amount of cost dollars·· to· included S9(9)V99 6 P12
on the payment record.

CbstAmount Cumulative - TIle total amount cumulative S9(9)V99 6 P12
to date for the Cost Amount.

Cbst Amount Limit - TIle upper threshold of cost S9(9)V99 6 P12
dollars. TIle cost amount cannot· exceed this limit.

Entry Date - TIle date the payment record is entered YYMMDD 6 X6
into the system.

Fee Amount - TIle amount of fee dollars to be paid. S9(7)V99 4 J2

Fee Amount Cumulative - TIle total amount cumulative S9(7)V99 4 J2
to date for the Fee Amount.

Fee Amount Limit - TIle upper threshold of fee dollars. S9(7)V99 4 J2
TIle fee· amount cannot exceed this limit.

Invoice Number - A vendor assigned reference number. X(14) 14 X14
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Field Definitions IWorking B:J Data Base
Storage Structure

Miscellaneous Amount - A subset of Cost Amount. S9(7)V99 4 J2
This amount cannot exceed Miscellaneous Limit.

Miscellaneous Amount Cumulative - The total amount S9(7)V99 4 J2
cumulative to date for the Miscellaneous Amount.

Miscellaneous Amount Limit - The upper threshold of S9(7)V99 4 J2
miscellaneous dollars. The miscellaneous amount
cannot exceed this limit.

Payment Number - The sequentially generated number X(6) 4 X4
used as a unique identifier to differentiate one payment
record from another. 2 X2

Period of Performance (POP) From Date - When 'the X(6) 6 X6
actual service received from the vendor will begin. This
date is at the purchase order level.

Period of Performance (POP) To Date - When the X(6) 6 X6
actual service received from the vendor will end. This
date is at the purchase order level.

Purchase Order Number - Contract number. The key X(14) 14 X14
element pertaining to the contract.

Service Date - The last date the service covers on the MMDDYY 6 X6,
invoice. This date is at the payment record level.
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The following table is a proposed layout of the new data set D-PAY-ACf. All dictionary elements
relevant to this system will reside in this new data set.

D-PAY..ACf DATA SET

PURCHASE ORDER. NUMBER - PRIMARY KEY POND-KEY

X(14) I I 14

PAYMENT NUMBER'~SORT ITEM PAY-NO

X«()4) I ,1 .. 04

PAYMENTLETIER SUFFIX
'.

X(02) I I 02

MISCELLANEOUS AMOUNT /MISCELLANEOUS MISC-AMT
LIMIT

S9(7)V99 112 104
MISCELLANEOUS AMOUNT CUMULATIVE MISC-AMT-CUM

S9(7)V99 .( J2 104
COST AMOUNT I COST LIMIT COST-AMT

S9(9)V99 ·1 P12 106

COST AMOUNT CUMULATIVE COST-AMT-CUM

S9(9)V99 IP12 I 06

FEE AMOUNT / FEE LIMIT FEE-AMT ')'>.; .

S9(7)V99 IJ2 I 04
FEE AMOUNT CUMULATIVE FEE.;AMT-CUM

S9(7)V99 I J2 104
SERVICE DATE I PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE POP-DTE
END DATE

1. I 06X(6)

INVOICE NUMBER INVOICE

.... X(14) J I 14

ENTRY DATE I PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE ENTRY-DTE
START' DATE

X(6) I I 06

TOTAL BYTES = 92 CHAIN POINTERS(8) + 84
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PROJECT SCHEDULE Total. Estimated Hours: 542

Manual Cost Type EST. EST. EST. Acr. Acr. Acr.
Payment Automation START COMPL HRS. START OOMPL HRS.

SYSTEM DEFINmON

Project· Initiation 05/04/92 06/15/92 10 05/05/92 06/15/92 10

Requirements
Definition 06/15/92 06/18/92 10 06/15/92 06/18/92 10

SYSTEM DESIGN

Functional System
Design 06/19/92 06/26/92 40 06/20/92 06/26/92 40

Computer System
Design 06/27/92 07/13/92 40 06/27/92 07/13/92 40

SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION

Programming and
Implementation 07/14/92 11/12/92 377 07/14/92 11/12/92 377

Validation and
Acceptance 11/04/92 11/25/92 20 11/04/92 11/25/92 20

SYSTEM CONlROL
AND REVIEW

Configuration Control 12/01/92 12/10/92 10 12/01/92 12/10/92 10

Post-Implementation
Review 02/15/93 03/01/93 35 02/15/93 03/01/93 35

PROCESSING RULES

Formsfile to be modified: Form:

IFIELD NAME ILENGTH IFIYPE/DTYPE IPROCESSING SPECIFICATIONS I
MISC 11 R/CHAR MATCH [-]d+[.dd],[-].dd

"Format for Amount is -9999999.99"

SERVDT 6 R/MDY MATCH dddddd "No slashes or dashes
allowed';
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CALCULATIONS

SOFIWARE ProCUrement SPECIFICAnONS

SYsrEM DESIGN

COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN

Summary of actions .required for task completion:

Data base to restructure:> ACTPAY

D-CHECK-REMIT TO D-PO-VEND-XREF, MVEND~XREF,.RefilovepathS

D-PAY-ACf- Add detail data set

M-VEND-XREF2 -Add auto master with paths to D-PO-VEND-XREF,D-CHECK-REMIT
Set capacity to 100,003 forM-VEND-XREF2.

IScreens to create:

A074 - Inquiry for cost type manual payments

IScreens to modify:

AOI1B - (Type 1 MANUAL PA¥MENTS) Add five fields: Miscellaneous Amount, Retention
Amount, Cost Amount,.FeeAmount,andService Date.

A133 - Add option for Manual Payments Inquiry (#13)

ADOS -.(MMS MANUAL PAYMENTS) Add five.fields: MiscelhlneousAmount, Retention
Amount, Cost Amount, Fee Amount, and SelVice Date.

IPrograms to create:

MMS1168.S0URCE - Create the validation report of the datafileMMSll68.DATA

MMSl169.S0URCE - Write the data from the uploaded Lotus file to the D-PAY-Acrdata
set.

MMSI104.SUB- Inquiry for cost type manual payments. Menu driver MMS0392.S0URCE
will call.MMS1104.SUB.
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Programs to modify:

MMS0465.S0URCE - Manual Payments for MMSOrders

MMS0392.S0URCE - Driver program for Miscellaneous Inquiry Selections

MMSOB07.S0URCE - Manual Payments for Converted Orders

MMS0521.S0URCE - Archive add

MMS0522.S0URCE - Archive delete

MMS0577.S0URCE - Archive restore

MMS0544.S0URCE -Microfiche creation

MMS0250.S0URCE - AP REFUND CHECK PROCESSING

IMPACf ANALYSIS

Description of Task:

Impact on Specific Processes:

Impact on Data Base Structure:

Impact·on Interfaces to Others Systems:

Impact on Other Systems:

Implementation Strategy:

Impact on Interfaces to Other Systems:

ImpactonOlherSystems:

,Inputs:

Outputs:

Formsfile to be affected:

Screen Modification Requirements:

Screen Creation Requirements:
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Estimated Hours:

Manual Cost Type
Payment Automation

DATABASE

ACTPAY

COBOL PROGRAMS

MMSI168.S0URCE

MMS1169.S0URCE

MMS1104.SUB

MMSl105.SUB

MMSl106.SUB

MMS0392.S0URCE

MMS0465.S0URCE

MMS0497.S0URCE

MMS0509.SUB

MMS0539.S0URCE

MMS0572.S0URCE

MMS0603.S0URCE"

COPYLm

COPYLIB3

FORMSFILE ACCPAY

A074

A075

AOI1B

Total Estimated Hours: 377

EST. EST. EST. Acr. Acr. Acr.
START COMPL HRS. START COMPL HRS.

07/14/92 07/22/92 10 07/14/92 07/22/92 10

07/22/92 07/28/92 50 07/22/92 07/28/92 50

07/28/92 08/01/92 20 08/28/92 08/01/92 20

08/02/92 08/13/92" 40 08/Q~/92 08/13/92 40

08/14/92 08/24/92 40 08/14/92 08/24/92 40

08/24/92 09/14/92 24 08/24/92 09/14/92 24

09/15/92 09/25/92 08 09/15/92 09/25/92 08

09/25/9~ 10/01/92 16 09/25/92 10/01/92 16

10/02/92 10/08/92 40 10/02/92 10/08/92 16

10/08/92 10/15/92 40 10/08/92 10/15/92 16

10/16/92 10/30/92 16 10/16/92 10/30/92 16

10/30/92 11/05/92 40 10/30/92 11/05/92 16

11/05/92 11/10/92 16 11/05/92 1/10/92 16

07/14/92 07/15/92 10 07/14/92 07/15/92 10

07/15/92 07/30/92 4 07/15/92 07/28/92 4

11/10/92 11/11/92 2 11/10/92 11/11/92 2

11/11/92 11/12/92 11/11/92 11/12/92
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TEST PLAN

Program Nmn,e: MMSll14SUB

Description of Task/Action Taken:

THIS TEST IS TO BE EXECUTED BY 1HE ANALYST AND USER

ANALYST: RUN SV50392.JOB.TEST;LIB=P

USER: Select the "ACCRUAL INQUIRY TEST" option in the user test menu.

DI~II TEST FUNCTION KEYS I
1 Does screen A133, titled "MISCELLANEOUS INQUIRY SELECTIONS",

display?

2 Type "14" into tbeProcess Code field and "97YBM424" into the Purchase
Order field. Press the ENTER key.

Does screen A79 display data for purchase order 97YBM424?

3 Press the Fl~ Help, key.

Does a help screen for A79 display?

4 Press the F2, Print to Slave Printer, key.

Is a screen print produced of the current screen contents on the slave printer?

5 Press the F8, Exit, key.

Does screen At33, titled "MISCELLANEOUS INQUIRY SELECTIONS",
display?

Press the F8 key to exit out of the program.

Test is completed; if the user answered NO to any questions then the test has failed.

Analyst:

Peer Test:

User Test:

Project Leader: _
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Paper Number 7022
NETWORKED COMPUTING

"Beyond The Tanglement of Wires"
RichardL. Ponschock, cSP

Revlon Inc.
4301W. Buckeye Rd.
})hoenix, AZ 85043

(602) 352-5072

INTRODUCTION

This session is intended. to provide:amanagementinsight
to th.~alternative that a. network.can provide to the
traditionals;ingleplatform . environment. In addition, '. I
will attempt to point out some of thebusinessreas()I1s
why a company may wish to •. downsize to a network based
computing solution. Th.e int.ent of this paper is to arm
managers with knowledge ofa computer processing alterna~

tive that challenges existil1g. mini or mainfr9me .implem~n
tations. Cohabitation between mini's, mainframes, and
desktop micro's is also viable. However, the current
level of development has not provided a utopian environ
ment. Yes! LAN's do still have a few problems, but then
so .do mini's.· and· mainframes.. Some of these short comings
will be pointed out.

The design and implementation of a successful network
whether a LAN, WAN or some combination of the two is more
than just the physical connection of hardware components
over a selected set of media. The design must start with
a. dream, ..f\ reas;on .., Unless you, happen to.. be employed by
a res~51rch firm or have ac;cessto a bQttomlesspocket,
that vision is proba:qly clriven bya .compal}Y prob.lem that
needs a solution. Thehusiness problem could be:

- The need for growth beyond·your current Computer
- The need· to increase productivity
- The need to decrease the time of information
p~ocessing

- T.he. nee(~ to provide :remote retrieval of
propuc1:.ion .. data

- The' need to.reduce or· eliminate central
processing demands

-The n.e.edto tie .. together d~partmental.d.eveloped
information "Islands"
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The list is as endless as the number of businesses and
each of their unique ..•requir~ments. This address is a
presentation of my·opinions. Not all of these thoughts
are a "household" concept.

In addition, many of you have never heard of Dick
Ponschock before. Why then, should you believe anything
this "stranger" says? Well, I have had similar thoughts
while attending conferences or reading papers like this.
Therefore, I have taken a slightly unique approach to
substantiate my comments. I have researched and collect
ed quotes from various authors, consultants, I.S.
managers and .end-users. These· f ore-bearers add· ··a· degree
of credibility and credence to this stranger. NETWORKED
COMPUTING, is a study in connectivity, information and
business communications. The subject· is made up of both
a highly technical component and one of a business
impact. I believe that Steve Jobs coined the phrase "The
Network is the computer" . Today's discussion will go
into a good level· of detail on how the linking of
computer resources, existing or new, can form a singular
information platform.

Beyond the technical aspects, is the impact which this
architecture has on the business. Some of the issues
that will receive explanation are:

Cost
Organization
Rapid change (obsolete decisions)

Finally ,the future direction of NETWORKED COMPUTING will
be examined. We will look at the growthbeingexperi
encedin the server market as well as thep~ojectionsfor
the technology itself.

CLEARING THE FOG
(Defining the "Buzz" words and the "Fuzz" words )

The study of networking information systems on an
enterprise level is complex and can be confusing to the
non-technical manager. As I was digging through notes
and preparing for this talk Ire-read themater1'al from
a speech I gave to a monthly meeting of the Association
for Systems Management just two years ago. Then the
"BUZZ" word was "Connectivity". 'Theword'''Connectivity''
is defined as:
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CONNECTIVITY

"The capacity
of the electronic medium

to assis.tmanagement
in keeping a business organized.

In this sense,themiss£ons
of management, organization

and communications are identical.
After all,

management··processes are primarily
a communications activity

for preventing the forces of entropy
and disorder from taking over."

Paul Strassmann
..

since that time, •. · many ·more words and phrases have been
added to the list. Is there really a difference between
the .. following vogue phrasesSplashedar-ound in today's
press?

Networked 'computing
Desk .•. top. computing
Cooperative processing
Host based system/Distributed computing
Client/Server architecture

If there is, I will not spen.'d . time on describing the
architectural differences. However, . a short· explanation
o·f the general concept of this technology will be good,
to set the stage for< the rest of the session. NETWORKED
COKPUTtNG treatsdiver·se processors ·(PC's, Mini's, etc.)
as indistinguishableunits on the network.AIthough the
concepts that I presented a·fewyears ago hold true· today
and in· many cases they ·.are stIll "FUZZY''' . The concept of
dece'ntralized computing power with enterprise wide
informa.tion access continues to be ina maturation phase
of ···existence.

Some of the terms thrown around back in '.89 and even
today basically mean the same thing. I think the
following does a pretty good job of describing the
phrases used to create industry hype.
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"The phrase "distributed computing" itself is not so
much a buzzword as a lint ball: andamorphous
collection of fuzzily defined terms, concepts and
computing architectures, including pc-to-host,
peer-to-peer, client/$erver, cooperative processing,
coherent computing and integrated network computing"

A.E. Alter
CIOMagazine,May'1991

Remember, this is a management overview. As I promised,
I will not bore you by describing the technical differ
ences between cooperative processing and network comput
ing or the laundry list of synonyms. Earlier, I indicat
ed that NETWORKED COMPUTING was nota "household" word.
Looking at today's statistics, the "experts"quoted in
the slides, as well as myself, this continues to be true.
In 1990 only 15 to 20% of all personal computers were
networked. However, these figures were to grow to 40%
this year. Maybe stock in a networking company would have
been a good investment.

I did promise not to bore you by describing all of the
differences between the variations of NETWORKED COMPUTING
and that promise I will keep. I will however, attempt to
give you a broad brush primer on the overall concept.
I will introduce Dick Ponschock' s explanation to this
"high tech" web of computing. In my opinion, SEAMLESS
ACCESSIBILITY is a. better way of describing the NETWORKED
COMPUTING concept. Maybe, just maybe, I can erase .a
little of the fog. Let me compare this "tanglement of
wires" to something we canal! identify with - the WHEEL.
Call it a model, an architecture or just a common sense
explanation. If we cut through the flowery words, the
vendor hype and the theoretical press, I maintain the
sUbject can be boiled down to something understandable by
all levels of the organization -the WHEEL.

The Wheel, at least the original design was made of a
hub, a rim, and a series of spokes. The spokes were
inserted to keep the rim from collapsing and being use
less. I call this my SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY model.
SEAMLESS because the users, regardless of where they may
be in the enterprise, have equal ACCESS to all informa-
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tion a.nd the','paths to
SEAMLESS ACCESIBILITY that information. I

must point ',out that
this model assumes
that the ring pro
vides routing from
service to service.
A spoke provides AC
CESS to anapplica
tionoris a service
by itself. The hub
in my SEAHLESSACCES
SIBILITY model is a
Local Area Network
(LAN). It,··may no.tbe
the only LAN as the
diagram shows. The
LAN in today'stech
nologydevelopment. is
the most "OPEN, "frame

work for connecting uncommon or heterogeneous computer
systems~ Ifi we need toconnectaipart that we· didn't
know about, just add another spoke. That spoke may be a
router, ora bridge to another information source. For
those managers that have no <idea what a ' router ·,ora
bridge is, 'I just wahtedto include a little computer
jargon for the benefit of our "techy' readers.

I just mentioned avery important and key point to the
networked computing SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY model - OPEN
framework. What if V/e had t()accessat~chnologythatwe
didn't even>know •. about at:." th(: time the. network was
installed (ie. OP'tical ,Disk, an analog interfac~ to a
production maGhine.,etc.). TheSEAMLES.SACCESSIBILITY
model has the ability to deal with that demand.

Well, how doesthis:rnodel look in real life. The diagram
shows the Revlon'Phoenix network'.

Let 'me contrast this' to the WHEEL. The LAN is the
cohesive attribute, -the infrastructure. It is the
foundation to which the other co~ponen'ts can attach.

- HP 980/300
DEC

- Si:K" LANS

- Mainframe
- stratus
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If we sift thro\lgh
all of the technology
issues, the main con
cern that you as man
agers need is the
assurance that the
model has away to
get information from
any computer platform
that.your company is
now using. This ac
cess should be able
to take. place without
having to know that
one or more computers
are involved. I be~

lieve that we are
approaching that capability very rapidly. The ACCESSIBIL
ITY is now available. The SEAMLESS component has to be
fine tuned a few degrees.

Ok! If you quit reading now, you will think that building
a network and network strategy is pretty clean and
problem' free. Those of you with battle scars are aSking
yourself and maybe a colleague "What is this guy
smoking?" Well, building the SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY
model is possible. It is not painless and not all "Milk
and Honey" Craig Burton in an article in June's issue of
NETWORK COMPUTING draws an excellent analogy.

"When,I think about the issues involved.
in connecting LAN's to mini's and mainframes,
they seem similar to the issues facing the
Soviet union as it changes to a free economy.
It's surely the right idea, but getting from
here to there is a real bitch."

We must be able to access, store, and move files effort
lessly between host, LAN's and workstations on the LAN's.
All of these can be done today, but not in a painless,
effortless, and SEAMLESS environment.

BUSINESS ISSUES

Technology issues are not the only problems facing the
networked computing world. As managers~ each of us must
look beyond the technical aspects of a new idea. There
are many concerns that we must deal with during the
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period of <transition between centralized and desk top
owned information. Time will only permit exploration of
three of these management issues:

Organizational structure
Capacit,y
Information Sharing

ORGANIZATION

NETWORKED COMPUTING is .somethingofa contra...distinction.
Whileit.putsdataand applicationsc·lose to those who
need information and computing power , controlling the
distributed computing environment requires a centralized
mainframe mentality. I debate this issue with myself.on
a regularbasis~ How can network support, and control be
maintained by a centraldT.S. function without bQilding
the empire of the past. This is not easily answered. I
am not going to pretend to have a solution fort everyone.

The.welldefinedorganizational structures that existed
between I. S. and user departments dissolve as distributed
computing < becomes more ingrained in the company . Today,
CIO'sneed to be in control.of the computing power, but
they can not. be autocratic or arbitrary about the way
they manage it. Information executives .. are creating
solutions to this situation by sharing power while
finding ways to maintain and increase central control of
the computing backbone • The. rigid bureaucracies and
lateral organizational relationships do not hold up under
flexible distributed technologies. How does I.S. and
today's CIOs.restrict harm from conflicting applications,
overlapping ..data .bases and technical <incompatibil ityas
users control their own software development and in many
cases the entire depar:tmen;ta1 doma in?

Top management must enforce the principle that informa
tion belongstothecompanya.nd ..····not .... toa singUlar
department. or function .. Back in 1988, Forester Research
Inc. pt:edicte<j·thatby199240%of applications will'be
created outside of I.Se influence. In a September 1991
article, JosephE. Izzo, theV.P. ofA.To. Kearny a
Chicago based management consulting firm predicts that
70% of software development will be done by end-users.
For the users .. in·..•.. the.audience,.there isa silent ap
plause. However, for I. S. management a . cold chill is
progressing up the spine. The fear is not a loss of an
empire or dynastyb.ut how is th.e unknown, unmonitoreQ.,
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and uncontrolled explosion of dispersed development· going
to be·.supported as these "one man" development teams
leave the organization, get promoted or dig in over their
heads.

As almost a natural process, for each departmental work
group or server a power user seems to surface. These
individuals should be harnessed. They can be a valuable
extension to the conventional I.S. department. Most of
these power users are writing programs in various
languag~s for their department and establishing systems
that mayor may not fit the corporate objectives. I
suggest that these individuals be formally included into
many of the goal setting sessions of the central I.S.
organization. They can be a valuable asset if directed
properly. Establish a management sanctioned review· group
made up of the power users from each department. This
group, will begin cross fertilization. The first mission
is to increase the awareness and:

- The exposure each department is contributing
to the company.

- Inform each other of available information
from central data bases or other departmental
systems.

- Provide a forum for bringing the personal
applications "out of the closet".

- Begin pre-approval of future development to
ensure the current data bases have been
leveraged to the maximum.

I believe I. S. must also take the leadership roll of
training the end-user community,· particularly the "power
users". The "power users" can the first group addressed
in the education process. Take note, education cannot
be limited to the users. Traditional mainframe I.S. must
also be retrained. They must be enlightened in the PC
world. The traditional developers must first understand
and appreciate that the PC is not a "toy". PC's' are very
serious players in the information technology arena.

I.S. management mustalso~showleadersh:Lpinexpressing
and·promoting joint decision making in design of applica
tions. This joint decision making cannot be misconstrued
as a ploy to regain.territory. The client/server revolu~

tion is fueled by the need for American' companies. to
become more responsive. Business today must be more
flexible. ·ApplicationSlllust be able to .change and ,be
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changed rapidly. The pace of change has moved past drive
one and into overdrive. The company that will survive
must adapt quickly to change. The reaction time of the
traditional mainframe system development life cycle will
not.beacceptable in the J90's.

with that said, l.S.management must not expropriate its
responsibility of enforcing security, copyrightcomp!i...;.
ance, data int.egrity, adherence to standards'andtechnol
'ogy consultation. Throw away the old job descriptions
they no longer apply.

- End...;.user must·· become programmers
- I.S. developers' must learn PC's,

LAN's., and Networks
- CFO's ·and .. CEO's must make certain

that the new .' rolls are being embraced .
- I.S. management must take a leadership

positions in training,architecture.and data
'cohesiveness.

CAPACITY

The next issue that management must wrestle with is
computer capacity. Computer capacity is a major concern
of everyone who has the responsibility over information
resources. As a·member of the company's .management-team,
our commission is to keep the organization out of
trouble. Therefore, we must be cognizant of the fact
that every computer resource can run out of steam. What
happens if the mini that you manage reaches ,an unaccept.
able level or response time -UPGRADE? What if you ". are
at···theend ... of.··.the··..product· line'-CONVERT? What if the
cost ..·.af . converting is .prohibitive? You have or·. will
somedayfacet:his dilemma.

In the summer of 1982, I faced this problem. Atthat
time· .. 1 ,made a promise to ···myself. I committed never to
put myself in the situation again. Iwasmanagingan
I. S. Department that utilized an IBM System 34 mini
computer. To make a long story sh.ort the system "hit the
wall." No I aon'tmean that someone shoved it into the
side or theraom. How many< of· you are joggers or have
watched the BOSTON marathon on Television. "Hitting the
wall't simply means no matter what that runner tries
he/she is out of energy_ No matter how hard he/she
wishes or pushes; moving another inch is impossible.
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Total""exhaustion ' has. over taken ·the body . The mind over
matter principleis·voided.

This is a familiar situation for those of you who have
been involved with pushing a mini-computer to its
maximum. When "hitting the wall" occurs and the mini has
been expanded to its full capacity what. do .we do? What
if ,the vendor doesn't.. have a a larg-ermachine. You have
just put the company and. yourself in aco:~ner. Both you
and your company will suffe.r until the vendor , on his
time frame, releases a new piece of hardware. Well" with
today's technologies I don't believe that your destiny
and your company's ·.survival has to be·put-·into the hands
of another company. Properly structuring a NETWORKED
COMPUTING environment, you can add to the network and not
be limited by the single source of computer power. This
approach leverages current assets while protecting your
ability to grow in the future. Remember the Wheel?
Another spoke can be added. Downsize one application.
Add a homogeneous low end mini or another server.

INFORMATION SHARING

The third concern that I will dwell on for a moment is
information sharing. Sharing, control and integrit,y of
the information available throughout the enterprise is
vital to the health of an organization. As PC networking
increases, firms are finding a strong need to regain
control of their information. In the early '80's many
companies began to store tremendous amounts of vital
strategic, tactical and operational information. The
problem is that it was widely disbursed on PC's or
departmental systems. which were not accessible to the
rest of the corporation. Sure some resourceful users have
resorted to "sneakerware". But this approach was far
from enterprise wide and further from productive. The
"sneakerware". approach was usually only peer-to-peer.
Information on a mini or mainframe was not commonly
accessible outside of their domains. with the technolo
gies :of the '90s, the trend and capability is ,to pull
this information, together while still allowing the
knOWledge worker the independence at the department ,work
group and desk top levels.' with the SEAMLESS ACCESSI
BILITYmodel, the knowledge worker can retrieve informa
tion from the "Islands"of information otherwiseseclud
ed. Data redundancy can subsequently be reduced.
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Whether~ want to admit itnrnot, the mainframemanuf~c~

tures really started the who~lebusinessabout distributed
processing. In order to reduce some of· the impact of
hundreds or thousands of terminals hammering at the CPU
at. onetime, or reports all being printed in a central
location, they began .to add .. "spooler$", dedicated.report
handlers or terminal controllers and.front endcommunica
tion devices to the systems. They started the migration
by distributing some functionality off the central
processor. Then.came the PC. It gained popularity far
above anything IBM or APPLE ever dreamed of. This
revolution distributed the information, the terminal and
the computing power off the mainframe and mini and put
all facets of data processing on the desk top.

"Movement fromworkgroupLANS to
enterprise LANs is becoming an
urgent .·corporate priority•.. In the
"80s,theworkgroup was typically
automated•. Now, workgroups·· must
be. integrated at· both the division
and ente~priselevelsn

Phil Paul
Peopleware July 1991

Integration without the loss of departmental ahd desk
top freedoms must be the marching orders of today's
system designers and business systems integrators.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
(Alternatives, Trade Offs, and Pitfalls)

Using the newly coined phrase SEAMLESS ACCESSIB'ILITY as
our corrier stone, hOli! close to utopia are we? As
discussed at great length and imbedded in my coined
phrase is the fact that we are connecting,interfacing
and integrating applications, information and the
platforms of many. generations, vendors· and implementation
strategies. After throwing this diverse set of technolo
gies, data and visions intoaI>ot,stirringit gently and
simmering for just the right amount of time we hope it
will turn into the right solution for our organization.
How can the risk be removed. Noone wants to stick
hiS/her neck out if it can be prevented.

The safest approach> is achievement by evaluation and
modification .• Start~bY connecting ,your PC's or current
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departmental network to your- 'existing mini. The movement
will carry-itself from that point.

"No system .willbe perfect in its initial
design. In the same way no model or process
should be considered fixed. As needs become
more clearly understood, and as technology
and products evolve, the organization'~

model will evolve. "

Steve Malisewski
Microage.Quarterly
Vol 3, no2 -

Those of us even remotely involved with the management of
information technology are in both an enviable and
fearful position. Any decision made can and probably
will be second guessed in a year or two. If you chose
Ethernet (a type of wiring topology) three years ago, you
could be asked, today, why are we not using token ring or
10 base T? If you programmed' an application in dBase,
why not Paradox? If you chose Multi-Mate as a word
processing standard, why didnt you select Word Perfect?

Well, if you settled on NOVELL you are probably on safe
ground. Let's for the sake of argument say you chose:

Word Perfect
Lotus 123
Novell
dBase
Token Ring
TCP/IP

Some WQuld say you hit six out of six. Not bad!
Well don't pat yourself on the back too much. You will
soon be questioned:

How come we are not running Word perfect 5.0?
- DOS 6 is out, we need the memory manager feature.
- Why doesn't our version of LOTUS link spread

sheets'?"

At the same time your management is getting a little gun
shy because of continual requests for funding a new
release of software every couple of months. Upgrading is
not a nlckelanddime proposition. Those of, yo.uwho have
just contemplated a change from NOVEL.L 2. xx to 3. 11 know
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it is not petty cash. However, you are caught between a
rock and a hard spot. If you elect not to upgrade, you
contend ~ith a support issue or miss a new feature that
is needed by some users.

The industry is ina rapid maturation period. The PC is
only ten years old. Imagine the explosive changes that
have occurred in that period. Also keep in mind that 95%
of all PC's used incorporations have been purchased
since 1983. I only have a few suggestions:

Because of the rapid.softwarereleases, don't· be
tempted "to violate ··Copyright··licenses to save
money.
Budget ·for someupgrad'es every year.
Don't feel compelled to rush into a new release
unless you have bugs in your current one or
need anew feature.
In the area of operating systems ····and Data Base
managers, I would not jump ·intoa'x.o release.
I suggest waiting fora sub-release~

As you weigh·thec~rrentt.radeoffsinbothhardware,Cind
SOftware, make an educated 'decision at the time you need
to ··s61ve the business issue ··or problemfacing·you.. Don't
second~uess your decision. If what you have installed
is working, don' t change because of pressures from
vendors or the press. There will continually be better
"mouse traps" .In an industry that is changing·· as rapidly
as .the one we are asked to ... support, there will be
something better probably before you get yol.lrs installed.

On the··otherhand,theOPENnature of the PC and LAN
technology will allow you to change if you did maRe a
error in, jUdgement, your-business requirements have
shifted or> there is justa betterapprbach available
today. Inmost cases the majority of your initial
investment is probably still intact. Themostradical
decision is probably·· faced by 3-COM users. However, even
they· can convert to NOVELL and retain the PC workstations
that have been put into place. Most word prOcessors have
the ability to translate to o'ther leading packages and
the major spread sheet programs can import and export
data or even read the competitor~sfiles.

Even your connectivity strategy can be questioned.
EIllulatiotl cards were the best thing since sliced bread a
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few years ago. They can no.wbe :viewed as a mistake and a
gateway is the '~right" way to bridge to a mainframe.

"Emulation cards
provide a simple way
to connect'the
mainframe to the PC"

Kurt Christoff

Well, if what you have is working, pat yourself on the
back. If the approachisn'tagequ"te,migrate. There are
many options for each technology issue, and more options
available everyday. Continuing to attend meetings like
the one we are at will mCi:i{e you aware of your options.
Remember; if yo~keep waiting.for next year's car to come
out, you will continue to walk.

IT's LONELY STANDING BY YOURSELF
(How's the company we keep)

sometimes there is comfort in numbers. I have also heard
that misery loves compa~y. Downsizing applications to
micro based technology can be and is viewed by some as a
risky venture. Mainframes still view PC's as non impor
tant .. even "toys". Well, let's look at those who have
gone before us and determine:

What business problem these pioneers solved.
- What approac~ they used as a solution.
- The benefits that their company achieved.

One reason cited for downsizing is cost. The 1.S.
director of New England Energy Company stated in a
Computerworldarticle entitled The Dynamics of Downsizing
way. back in '86 that he WCiS then paying $700,000 a year
to maintai~their mainframe~and $80,000 a year just~for

the terminals. A $ 94,DOO expenditure. would replace the
terminal costs. Not bad, but not outstanding. A little
over a year p~yback. However,the bonus was, that for
about $200,000 more, they could .replace the mainframe
maintenance costs. These reductions were based on
downsizing to a network solution~ We can't forget how PC
prices have dropped since ~86.

Although. Tdeeplybelieveinthe "smaller is better" and
"decentralized" environment, proceed with .. Cl degree of
caution. Although the benefits of downsizing arise from
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a cost orientation and the cost reductions scenarios are
possible because of low cost hardware, be certain that
viablesoftware'·exists for the application that you are
proposing. I recommend that you search for a commercial
system first. If a commercial package is not available,
assess the true costs associated with development.

Partial downsizing or incremental downsizing is a safe
alternative., By the .way, •... it fits.verynicelyirttomy
SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY model. start by accessing
information from the existing application then slowly
migrate' the entire application to the micro based
client/server. Some applications are easily portable.
System/36 users can move to a Compaq System Pro with a
migration tool that ports the RPG source code to the
server. Not all 'porting is that easy. If the move can
be made with. relative ease cost 'advantages await. A25
users system is about,··i37% 'lesson a Compaq· thenona
comparable· mini. fA $100,000 mini price ta'gis ··compared
to a micro super server of $65,000. Cost need not be ,the
only motivation. I have chosen a few companies that
downsized or networked for·other,reasons.

CASE STUDIES

ORGANIZATION: Oregon Department of Environment
Quality, Portland Oregon

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

BENEFI'TS:

To expand an enterprise wide access to
informa.tion '. and· computing services .

Bridged multiple PC·LANS. Distributed
networks at each remote office. Anaddi
tional.la.rge.LAN at the home office.

Ability for remote offices to access data
bases ,ion .headquarters mainframes in
addition to local processing. Remote
connections support environmental quality.

Connect Magazine, Spring 1991
Aubrey Wallace
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ORGANIZATION: Craver Mathews smith and Company

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

BENEFITS:

Needed a way to maintain mailing lists and
analyze SO to 100 million pieces ~f

information annually.

Installed a 45 workstation Novell LAN

Ability··to track responses by a variety of
variables.

Five Ways Networks payoff
PC World, March 1991
Sharon Fisher

In a very short time, we have passed from an era where we
simply connected PCs in a peer-to-peer arrangement for
the purpose of sharing resources like printers. Many
companies have taken this a step further, even as far as
mission critical applications. John Glaser,Vice Presi
dent of Information Systems at Brigham and Women's
Hospital, in Boston says "If we screw up, it can kill
people".

ORGANIZATION: Brigham and Women's Hospital

PROBLEM: Share information across departments
Maintain a very high uptime reliability
rate

SOLUTION: Connect data General Minis to a token ring
PC LAN, with MUMPS operating system.

BENEFITS: Collect information from a myriad of
sections,make one composite picture.

The Lay of the LAN
CIO, September 1991
Leslie Goff
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Yes, I do practice what I preach. Shortly after arriving
at the Revlon facility in Phoenix, I was faced with a
couple of. automation issues.

- Information present on multiple computer plat
forms.

- Growing n:umberof information "Islands".
- How can we standardizeon.PC software packages

andcomplywithlicensaBgreements.
- Provide an; alternative to "Sneakerware".

Accomplish the above without installing mini or mainframe
hardware was the. challenge.

Applications; already existed on DEC PDP's.
Applications resided' on' an .•. IBM 3090 Mainframe.
Stand alonePCswerebeing utilized.

We had IBM 3274 mainframe terminalS, DEC VT100 terminals
and PCs ·and\thelike ondesktops~ Multiple terminals
fora sin,gIeuser'was common. I had vision and still do.
Homogenize this potpourri and create a hetwork.environ
ment that will not only solve these problems but provide
a foundation for/the future.

I will move the clock ahead five years>, the current
network consists of:

250 PC's on a ··.LAN
8 file servers bridged into a single
network, 8 giga bytes of online "mirrored"
storage.
3 Gateway~ toa IBM 3090
Linkage ••... into a.· stratus mini comput:er
Access·tothe DECiPDPplatforms
HP .9'80/300

We' are running applications including;simple(lepartmental
data bases, bar cioding data ~~ollection'i RF (Radio
Frequency) Terminals, and Mater ialRequlrements .• Planning
(MRP) .

NETWORKED COMPUTING "Beyond the· Tanglement of Wires"
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SUMMARY

In the limited time available I have tried to expose you
to an alternative automation architecture. A new phrase
SEAMLESS ACC.ESSIBILITY was coined. The problems facing
information and business management today,as we become
aware of the reality that our company's informational
assets are residing throughout the enterprise without
control was briefly examined. Finally we took a look at
some of the technical aspects of NETWORKED COMPUTING.

This entire server based computing architecture, histori
ans tell us, I use the word historianlo.osely, began way
back in 1979. In a secret research facility of Xerox, a
new way of building a computer was being conceived. The
central theme was to slice up the power and function
normally encapsulated in a mainframe or mini r spread them
out and connected by a network of some type~ Have dozens
or even hundreds of small computers doing dedicated
functions or performing processing tasks on the desk top.
steven Jobs coined a phrase that defines this topic, "THE
NETWORK IS THE COMPUTER".

The year of the LAN has occurred for many years running.
I do believe that Novell has brought it home to roost in
the DOS environment. Charles E. Exley Jr. CEO of NCR
Corp states "Ultimately, every business will want to move
from their mainframes." "Servers are going to blow the
doors off of traditional mainframes says CEO Larry
Boucher of Auspex Corporation.

NCR's commitment to the server concept is so strong that
they have based their entire future product line on the
Intel chip. This strategy caused a vicious hostile take
over by AT&T, in order to acquire NCR's position. Can a
micro chip handle the volumes of large corporations? NCR
is testing computers that could deliver 240,000 MIPS.
That is not a typo folks, 240,000 MIPS on a micro
processor based computer. HP has done a great job of
embracing the OPEN environment.

Predictions of the "HOT" server market which was a 3
billion dollar" industry in 1989 is good. This industry
is projected to grow to a little short of 12 billion by
1994. This growth is fueled by companies like HP, NCR,
Compaq, Sequent, Auspex.

NETWORKED COMPUTING "Beyondt.heTanglement. of Wires"
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REMEMBER! The SEAMLESS ACCESSIBILITY model can be
embraced in a incremental fashion. It can leverage your
current .hardware investment in mini's, mainframes and
PC's while solving problems from productivity, capacity
and overcoming information "Islands".

Today, as we are leaving behind the age of centralized,
mainframe computing and entering an age of distributed
computing, intelligence can reside at any point on the
network. Many companies are choosing this alternative.
Seventy six percent of the I.S. of the 110 companies
surveyed by CIa magazine said they have implemented
distributed computing or are planning to do so soon.

NETWORKED COMPUTING "Beyond the Tanglement of Wires"
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1. Abstract

With the MPE/iX 4.7 release ofNetWare for MPE/iX (NetWare/iX) and AppleTalk
Services for·MPE/iX (AppleTalk/iX),MPE and Posix users, ,have for the first time
direct access to data and files created and stored by . network. operating systems
(NOS). NetWare/iX is the MPE/iX implementation of Novell's NetWare for Unix
version 3.11a,and AppleTalkliX is thejmplementationof Pa~r Software's portable
Appl~Sh~re> comJ>3.tilJl~server.This pa~r. will .. dis<;uss how~() share ~les between
NetWare/iX, A.ppleTalklDC, and Posix aware MPE/iX applications, how to span the
namingconventi()ns ofeach NOS,. and. discuss differences in data format. We will
also covfraspects()ffilesecurity as.implemented by AppleTalk/iX and NetWare/iX
to!llanag~"sharedftles such ·thatsecurity is maintained across NOS access.

2. Introduction

As the spread of desk top computing continues to pick up speed and· imponance,
including the HP3000 as an integral part ofthe computing environment becomes
critical to making. effective use of your data and applications. The HP3000 provides
efficient and secure means to store and.manage large amounts of data, which, along
with industry leading applications makes access the HP3000 from clients an
important factor in a complete information systems. plan.

Many attempts to jump directly into distributed applications by using client/server
APIs such as NetWare's SPX, have been frustrated by the high cost of redesigning
and rewriting existing applications. to split data display, data manipulation, and data
storage to different platforms. Although the future continues to hold the promise of
distributed cooperative computing, realization of near term benefits requires the use
ofdara access techniques from the client to the server.
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We will discuss how to use the NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliX products to give
effective access from NetWare and· Macintosh clients to data stored and created on
the HP3000. This is the next step toward desk top .'. integl"a.tion and cooperative
computing.

2.1. The Dangers of Early Information

The versions of NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliX discussed in this paper are scheduled
to be shipped with MPE/iX release 4.7 in early 1994. The information presented
here is accurate at the time of. this writing, but is subject to. change as the
development process for these products continues. The reader should use this
information to conceptually undersrandand devise how he or she will make use of
these capabilities. Specific implementation derails should. be reviewed at the final
release of the products and could be different than what is discussed here.

2.2. Overview of Networked Operating Systems

Networked Operating Systems are additions to the fundamental capabilities of a
system. Normally, the NOS is either added on to the operation of an underlying
operating system (OS), such as the addition ofAppleShare services to' the Macintosh
OS, or they constitute the entire OS of the platform, such as the NetWareon Intel
which replaces DOS entirely. In the case of MPE/iX, NetWare/iXand AppleTalkJiX
are both additions to MPE and can run concurrent to each other and other
networking products.

When a NOS is an 'addition to the platform's existing OS,' such as NetWare/iX on
MPE/iX, the underlying file system is made available by. defining. a mount point.
This is the "root" of the NOS directory and all.files and directories of the server
which arewidtin the mounted directory are visible to the NOS client. Conversely, all
files which are outside, either above the mount point in the directory structure or on
a different branch, are not visible to the NOS client. If NetWare/iX and
AppleTalkJiX both define the same m9unt point, then the files stored in the
mounted volume will be visible to both NetWare and Macintosh clients,·as well as to
Posix aware MPE/iX applications.
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Platform OS Root

--------,
NOS Mount'Point I

1
I
1
1
I
I
I

Files outside of the mounted I .Files in this directory I
directory are not visible to the I'. .tree are visible to the ,I

NOS client. L.~OScue"'t. 1

2.3. Overview of NetWareliX on MPEJiX Release 4.7

NetWare/iX for MPEliX release 4.7 is anew ported version of the Jatestrelease of
NetWare for Unix (NWU) from Noyell. .Besid~s .including >thefeatures ofNWU
version 3.1 la, whichincludes better printer sharing integration and support for the
Burst Mode client, HP's implementation of NWU 3.11a will be (along with
AppleTalkliX)the first networked .operating system on 'MPE to direcdy support
native Posix Hies. Within the nalllingconstraints which are discussed belowt files
stored in the NetWareliX volume will be directly accessible and visible to Posix aware
utilities and applications.Thismeans.thatMPEusers will be able to directly open
and manipulate files which werestoredontheHP3000 by a NetWare client without
resoning.to copying the data out of a closed volume accessible to NetWare only.
Further, a NetWare client can direcdy access a file created byanMPE application,
without requiring the file be copied into a NetWare only volume.

Additio?a11Yt t~e .significant performance .gains released·.()n.~ec~rrentlyshippjng

version· of NetWare/iXfor lv1PE~eleases ~.Oand.4.5,wiU be.f9Uedforward into this
release.... Thecurrently shipping version ... is basedonNWU 3.011> and is similar to all
previous NOS implementations on MPE by using a closed file volume to store NOS
Hies.

The application program interfaces (APIs) for creating distributed applications will
a.lsobe available.

2.4. Overview of AppleTalkliX

Similar toNetWareliX,A.ppleTalk/iX is basedona port ofaUnix implementation of
an AppleShareserverand will use thePosixfile sys~em tomanageftlescreated by
Macintosh users. Since' virtually all. printers in .the Macintosh environment are
networked, there is no need for printer sharing services. AppleTalkliX is Based on the
latest AppleTalk protocol version.from·AppleComputer and will ship on MPE/iX
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release 4.7. The APIs will be available by special arrangement with Information
Networks Division.

3. BuildingClientlServer Applications

The integration ofMPE and PC clients into a common environment can take several
forms stretching from .. simple data copying to large distributed computing
environments. The first Steps towards a common computing environment stan with
the sharing of data between established and proven applications and PC programs
designed to analyze and manipulate information.

3.1. Data Copying

Until this release ofNetWare/iX and AppleTalk/iX, data copying was the only means
to retrieve information stored on MPE for use on a PC. The characteristic feature of
this is that the data on MPE and the data on the PC are separate, having been copied
or down loaded from IyIPE tome pc. Examples of this would be the. use of products
like Information Access or a terminal emulator to copy data from a. flat fde or
structured file such as an Image data base to a file on the PC. At the time ofcopying,
the files are synchronized and the user is assured ofconsistency. As soon as the copy
completes (or even before if concurrent access is possible) the files are potentially no
longer synchronized.

Data copying is only appropriate when the frequency and amount ofdata involved is
small otherwise the cost of executing and supporting data copying as' a integration
strategy becomes too high. The full costs need to include an analysis of the dangers
inherent in theJack ofsynchronization as well.

3.2. Data sharing

The real value of NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliX on MPE 4.7 is their ability to allow
the direct sharing of 4ata between ".the clients and the server. The problem of
synchronization· is reduced in that the clients do not work on a copy of the data
found on the server, but on the server itself. The application designer needs to 'insure
that the data being shared on MPE.is found in directories which are mounted by the

. network operating system, and is not in a structured file, such as aKSAM file, which
cannot be easily read by PC applications.

3.3. Client to Server

The advantages to true distributed applications are that only the data required by the
PC user is accessed, and the platform best suited to the task is the one performing the
task. For exalllple the PC. performs local data manipulation, executing. the analysis
which the user specifically wants. The' MPE system manages the large data file, and
responds. to specific requests. The problem is in the cost of developitlg distributed
applications. ' .....
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4. Data Sharing

4.1. Usingthe,Posix File System,as'a NetworkedOperating,System
Volume

The most important feature of NetWare/iX and AppleTalkJiX on MPE 4.7 is the
openness of the filesystem and the ability to access PC ftlesboth from the client and
from an MPE/iX application or utility. As could" be expected the differences between
the user definitions, the 'character sets',and format of file names, and seCurity need to
be considered when crossing overbetween DOS, Apple, and MPE.

4.1.1. Name Space Convergence

4.1.1.1. Definition

One ',of the characteristics of a file system is' the means by' which, the user identifies
files, typically called the "name space". When converging more than one file system
as represented by a network operating system, the collision of name spaceshas to be
resolved to allow. files·from'one spaceto·,be'visible and 'accessible, to,'. the other. The
issues, which need, to be dealt with include file' name 'length, ,mapping of characters
available in one file system to the cha.raetersavailable in the other, and dealing with
the' collision which occurs when two fdes from one name space map to the same
name in an, other name space.

Additionally, files contain information which deal with file owners, file creators, and
format as well as the conceptof file forks containing separate file partitions. How this
is represented or not represented across NO~ domains is important to successful
access. ,In the case of NetWareandAppleTalk on MPEliX, file forks and'labelsare
stored in specialized files '"and, directories called, ,shadow directories because they
shadow the underlyingfilesystemdirecroryand add to it.

TyPically users ,d~fined "on one network,Qperating ,systemwill,notnecessarilx be
known to other NOSes.

4.1.1.2. Name Space Examples

4.1.1.2.1.MPE

The ,MPE name' space for· files" and .directori~s is'Jairly ',simple.,· The 'maximum name
length is8 characters. All alphabetic characters are uppercase. The initial character
must be numeric. The remaining characters are A-Zand 0-9.

MPE Name Space

Character set

Format

A-Z, 0-9
8 characters, maximum
leading alphabetic character
examples: FILENAME ',or A2837234
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4.1.1.2.2. Posix

The Posix name space on MPE/iX release 4.7 is slighdy larger than MPE. The legal
characters are a-z, A-Z, 0-9, and ".", "_", and "-".

Poslx Name Space

Character set
A-Z, a-z, 0-9. --

Format file name 256 characters maximum
path length 1024 characters maximum
enm~e:FiLeNaMe_WhIcH_IS.LONG_L~NG_LONG

4.1.1.2.3.. DOS

The DOS ua,me space is well.known and consists of A-Z, 0-9, and the following
non-alphabetic characters: $, &, #, 0/0, , (apostrophe), !, (, ),.-, _' @, A, {,}, ...·,and '
(single quote).. It.should be noted that. lower case letters are allowed ioDOS, but are
up shifted. and then acted on.

DOS Name Space

Character set A-Z, 0-9

$ & # % " , ! ( ) - @ ,...
{ } --

Note that lower case characters ·are allowed in DOS
commands, but are shifted up before bein~ acted on.

Format file name 8 character maximum with 3 character extension
e~. FILENAME. EXT or FILE$$.#Ol

4.1.1.2.4. Macintosh

The Macintosh name space is significantly larger than DOS or Posix. The screen
capture below .shows all Macintosh characters. This is further complicated by the
~bility of the Macintosh to. ClSsign .other character sets or fonts. to .. the file naming
space. For example, the Japanese version.ofthe Macintosh OS uses Japanese
characters for file names. In this case information about the font being used is stored
by the server.

Macintosh file names.preseryeupper all4 lower case chara~ers but for the pl:lrposes
of defining a unique name, upper and lower case characters are the same. For
enmple, t4e file"aaa" and"AAA" could not appear in the same dire<:t0ry since they
would have identical names for directory purposes.
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Macintosh Name Space

Character set

4.1.1.3. What is a "well behaved" file name?

When crossing over from one NOS name space to another, the differences between
the two spaces must be resolved ··in order to· display· thesourcefde nainesin the
destination name space. ForeJGimple,Posixfde ttamescan be much longer than the
eightcharacterlimitimposed;byDOS.When a NetWare clientis.·attempting to
enumerate or access Posix flIes, some type ofmapping must occurin order to display
the Posix files on the NetWare client which do not conform to the DOS name space.
The details of the mapping wilLbe discussed below, but for now let'sdiscusshowto
avoid mappings altogether. This is called a "well behaved file name."

In general a well. behaved· file name is onewhicllrequiresnomapping across NOS
domains. In other words it conforms to the most testrictive.name space and .mapping
is.· not needed.. From the tables. above we see that DOS usesA-Z, 0-9 and some
special characters, and that· the format ofthe file. name is up to. an eight ..ebaraeter file
name, optionally •followed by a period and up to.a three charac~er .•extension.. This
format is more restrictive than the Posix format, or in other words, all DOS file
names are legal Posix filenames. The converse however, is not true. NotallPosixfile
names are legal DOS names. So ifwe arecollcemedabout accessingPosix files from a
NetWareclient,we should limit the files on thePosix side to names which conform
to the'DOS name space..This way no mapping from· Posix to DOS is needed.
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The matrix below shows which name space is most restrictive. For example when
mapping from Posix to MPE, MPE is the most restrictive and if the MPEfile
naming conventions are fonowed, no mapping occurs.

Which Name Space is M()re Restrictive

FromlTo

Posix

DOS (NetWare)

Macintosh

In general, MPE is the most restrictive name space with DOS the next most
restrictive. When planning to create applications which will cross name spaces, it is
valuable to, use files which conform to the most restrictive space. Well behaved file
names will appear the same in any name space view.

4.1.1.4. What is the mapping for "ill.:.behaved" file names?

The Posix fde systenl is the common factor in the NetWare, AppleTalk,and MPE
files.J3oth NOSes store all files in the Posix domain and consequendy have ~omap

their naD)e spaces into the Posix name space. For this .reason we will only consider
the mappings to and from Posix. Since at this release there is the convergence of
NetWare and AppleTalk through the Posix file system, a NetWare file seen from
AppleTalkwil1 appear as a· standard non~AppleTalk Posix file. Likewise, an

.AppleTalk file will appear to the NetWare server as a standard non~NetWare Posix
file and will be treated as such. A discussion of file forks and shadow directories will
be found later. '

4.1.1.4.1. MPE to Posix

The mapping from MPE to Posix is fairly simple. Since MPEfile:names are a subset
of the full Posix name space, MPE file names :are preserved if copied into a Posix
directory. Likewise, MPE file formats are preserved.

4.1.1.4.2. Posix to MPE

The only Posix to MPEmappingthat occurs is when an MPEapplication accesses a
Posix file. Posix files can exist either within a Posix directory, or within an MPE
group and account. At· this writing no' mapping occurs in thatan .MPE application or
command is either Posix aware 'or itisn't ;' If it is Posix aware~ then the p()s~file and
directory names' will be visible without mapping. If it is not Posix· aware, then the
Posix files and directories will be invisible.

4.1.1.4.3..NetWare (OOS1£0 PosixtDa.pping

When:NetWare/iX stores a NetWare file on theMPE server, the file name must be
mapped to a legal Posixflle·name. The NetWare/iX server will preserve the DOS or
NetWare name of the file, and store the file in ·a legalPosiX file. When mapping from
DOS to Posix the server needs'[0 map the special characters ofDOS to' a' legal Posix
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file name. .As a developer you need to know the mapping so t:ha.tyoucanidentify the
Posix fil~ which maps to the NetWare (DOS) file you are after.

The mapping is displayed in the table below. Each DOS special characte~ is mapped
to a three character sequence. One implication of this is that the length of the name
from the Posix perspective is longer than the file name from the DOS perspective.

DOS to·PosixCh,raCier Mapping
for FileNames

DOS Posix
! ·.1
@ •• 2
I: •• 3
$ ·.4
% •• 5

·.6
& ·.7
( ·~9
) •• 0

·.a
•• b

{ ·.c
} ·.d

·.e

For· example.· the DOS· ·file .. called ·"FILE$$ •.1:01» would be· mapped·..···to the. file
called "FILE •• 4 •• 4 ••• 301".

From the NetWare client, a file in the NetWaredomainappearswitb its NetWare
(or DOS) name. From aPosixaware application, or from the AppleTalkIiX server,
the.ftle.namewould have the mapped nameas described above.

4.1.1.4.4. Posix to NetWare(DOS)

A Posix to NetWare or DOS mapping would occur when aPosix aware application
or another NOS placed a file into the NetWare mounted volume. In this case, the
file would· appear .to the NetWare/iX.server. The. Posix to NetWare mapping is much
simpler· than .the .DOS to. Posix mapping..·Since .Posixfiles· can contain.both··upper
and lower·. case ·.letters, .the only· mapping·. is .mat· lower case letters. are mapped. to
upper case. For example the Posix file called file. 'bxt win appear as FILE .TXT~

There is a case where two Posix files will map to the same NetWare file name. For
example, file. txt and File •txt will both map .toFILE.TXT.~ filewitl,I
the. upper. case..will take preference and. the. other. file. will be unavailable· from~?e
NetWareside. In· dlis example, File. txt will map to FILE • TXT and
file. txt will be inaccessible from the NetWareclient.
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4.1.1~4.5.A~pleTalk to Posix ma~~ing

The Apple Macintosh file' name space is considerably larger and more diverse than
tile DOS name space. Macintosh files are limited to 32 characters",but the character
set,'" is 'quite large. Bdow' isapanial mapping Qf Macintosh. characters to Posix
characters.

Macintosh to, J'oss~Cbaraetet', Mapping
for'Flle'Names .

Macintosh Posix
a a
0 0

ii u
.B B
A A
0 0
u u
fi fi

(ligature)
fl fl

(ligature)
space

(untkrscore)
Q 0

Because the AppleTalkliX server maps more than one Macintosh letter into the same
Posix letter, there is the possibility of collision. For example, the Macintosh, file
names "aBc" and "age" would both map to the Posix file name "aBc". When this
occurs, one of the file names has a number appended' to it~ In our example the file
"aBc" could be mapped to "aBc" and the file name "age" would be 'mapped to
"aBel". From the Macintosh client, both files would retain their Macintosh names.

4.1.1.4.6. Posix to A~pleTalk/iX

The two cases where Posix filenames are mapped to AppleTalkliX names is when an
application puts a file into the mounted AppleTaIkliXdirectory and when NetWare
and AppleTaIk share a common mount point. In the .first case, since Po-six filenames
are legaIMacintosh names no cha.nge is made. In the second case, the NetWare 'to
Posix mapping may have resulted in a different name. This Posix inapped name is

. the one which will· be displayed to the Macintosh client. For example, a>DOS<:file
named FILE$ • TXT would be mapped to FILE •• 4•TXT by the NetWar~ server.
If this file were visible to the AppleTalkliX server, either by being copied into the
~ppleTaIk mounted vQ~ullle or by AppleTalk and N~tWaresharinga v~lume,then

the file wou,ldappear to the Macintosh brits Posix name, rather tha,pits 1'l~tWare

name.

Another factor in mapping Posix to AppleTaIk is that Posix file names can be as long
as 256 characters. The Macintosh only supports file names of 32 characters. The
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AppleTalkliX serverwill:truncate the Posixfde···name ·to 32 characters. ·In the case
where two Posix files will now have identical names in the Macintosh name space,
only one of the files.wil1~'Visil>leCl.ndac~sible."

4.1.1.5. File Forks and Shadow Directories

Both NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliX need. to supponfile forks and file attributes
which are not native to MP~/iX or Posix. The servers do this by providingsltado\V
directo~i~s, and files which undernor~ circumstances are not visible to thecli~nt.A
shadow':directory isa file containing directory, attribute, or file fork information.

4.1.t:5.1.·········NetWare

NetWate/iXversion3.11 ~Cl.intains.an "iIl0d.~":file in each directory under the
mounted directory ~f.the Ne~Ware volume with information about every fileill,the
direct()ry.; The inod~" filec<')lltainsNetWare attribut~ (eg. SYSTEM, COpy
INHIBIT, SHAREABLE), mappingbet\V¢~.~,NetWarel[)QS file. name.al14Posix
file-name (eg. FILE$. TXT maps toF:t:.LE •• 4. TXT), and NetWare trustee
information·for files and directories.

Theserinode files aren()txisible to the NetWare clie~t,~owever,.since they are
Pos.ix .~. files, .• th~r are visible· to. any Posix application·. orcommand~'andto
AppleTalk/iX ifit shares a m()unt point with NetWare/iX. Care should be'exerci~~d

not to alter anyofthesefiles:since corruption of the NetWare server volume can
result. Theinode .files are owned by the NetWare/iX server and are not accessible
by;~ny other.userwith nO~tnal ca~l>i1itieSc.

When a,};>osix applicatibn dtthe AppleTalkliX server places a file in the NetWare/iX
volume, the file-will at first not appear to ,the .client. The server will scan the current
activedirectoty:oftheattached NetWare'client, and when aftle is found which does
noth~veaninode:entryronewill i be'· created for it ·with default .attributes and
trustees ofthe directoryit is found in.

4.1. tS.2.AppleTalk/iX

AppleTalkliX has a more complex structure. In addition.t()/suR~5ting.attributesnot

foun~ in Posix,~e Macintosh suppons ftleswith data and. resource forks, as well. as
information onrne tyI>eoffile, thecapplication that created itrand theicQnassociated
with the file.

th~9~\Yiii; ~belo~:ijf~~t~ tb~;$I1~~~w .. 9ir~<:t~~$ p:m~ .619 •. f9~1l~·· •illr~
AppleTaIk/iX selVer. Each. visible directory has a sub-dir~ctpry..called
((afp_resource" which contains the resource fork ~or the files init~t directory.
For example, the directory "MS Word" contains a file"."MicrosoftWord"and
the afp__r~$?~rce shad()w directory. In th~afp_rEi)"sollr~e direct()ry the
r~source.f()rk. f()r the6I~"z.t~fro~oft "~QX";~" is .folllld,andp~ the s<U;De,nallle as
the '. visibl~>rtle, in. tpe. dir~ct()fy"MS ... w,?rg.".Th~data ,forkf()r"M~.c:r:oSO+t
wprq" is. th~,.Nisi~le ..• file i.n '.. the .. "M~.tl()r<I" ~Jrectoty,'."WiJhin •. afp~re~ource,
there, is .ano,ihet:shaqowdirectory ?ll~d~'~f~_infq))jnwhich~e.¥acillt()sp
attributes and security information is kept. The iCQIl~Jorthe volulD~arefo~nd ip.:the
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"afp....l.resource~' shadow directory in the root ofthe mounted volume, in this
case the mounted volume is called "Vol 1".

AppleTalkliX DataStruetures~and Files

Vol_'
Vol 1

MS_Word
us Word

In this example, the only files and directories visible are the volume "Vol 1", the
directory or £old~r ."MS wo:rd", and the file "Microsoft Word".. All other
directories and> files are not visible to. the Macintosh client. However, as with
NetWare, since the shado~' directories and files are Posixfiles,they are visible to
Posix and' NetWare applications. Care should be exercised to not modify the shadow
directories and files since cormption of the server could result. The shadow
directories and files are owned by the AppleTalkliX server and are not accessible by
any other user with normal capabilities. '

4.1.2. Data Format of"Flat" Files

Since sharing files is one of the advantages of new releases .of NetWare, AppleTalk,
and Posix on MPE/iX release 4.7, the actual data format of files is of interest.
NetWare and DOS, MPE, Posix, and the Macintosh file. systems each represent flat
files in different formats. A flat file is one in which no structure, such as pointers or
indices, is present.

4.1.2.1. Differences between file' systems

The Posixbyte stream file, which is equivalent in function to unstructured [)OS or
Macintosh text files, is"acontinuous stream ofbytes.•Th.es~paration .benveen records
is indicat~d by the <line .' fee~:> cha"racter.Th~re .is rio. mechat1ism t9 unif()rmly
identify wherC1, in the file a given record ~ill occur. Similarly,the~~cintosh fde
system" indicates the end .ofa .record ··jn·· a text '. or flat file with a
<carriage •. return> character.
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DOS and NetWare differ from Posix and the Macintosh file· systems in .that two
characters, <carriagereturn><line feed>, are·· used as a •record
terminator.

When sharing files across network operating systent$, you\Vill need to resolve the
differences between the expected end ofline ,characters. Most current applications,
such as Excel or Microsoft Word ar~capableofunderstandingthese differences when
reading in a··file created· on another operating .system. However, ifyou. are building
your own applications which intend to share fllesacross·platforms,·you·WilI need to
a.~()untforthisdifferen~.>Forexample,a,bytes~ea.mfilesreated·by aPo~ixaW3fe
applicati()n onMP~liXwill Use <;1ine ~eed> t()d~limit record~. Ifyou intend to
read thisr§lefromaNetWareclien~,th~ application r~ditlg the filesh()uld expect to
see <line feed> instead of <carriage return><line- feed> as the
delimiter.

4.1.2.2. DOSt()non~DOS<charaetermap~ingproblelIl
Anowerproblemwhich will qe encountF~ed'when Jl10viqg between [)OS andnon,
DOS network opsra.ting systeJ1l~ ,is the .. expected locatio,n .ofrecol"ds •within the,file.
Since DOS. and Net\Vareusetw0~ha.r:aeterstodeliJl)itarec()~d.,aDdP()s~iand
1vfacintosh use one, any program~hichat1:empts tol~catea s~cific record in the
byt:est~eambycalculatingth~ byt~positi~n{assumingthateachrecord has the same
number ofDytes) will need to' accommodate the different number of record delimiter
characters.

4.1.3. Access to "Struetured"Files

Atthis writing" AppleTalkliX will be able, to access•.MPE files which are either fIXed
or variable record format. The access to these files will emulate access to Posix byte
stream fdes,appending the .•. Macintosh.record~tetIIlin~~~r character to. designate
record. boundaries. The files themselves wiUnot·becollverted., MPH structured~tles,

'such .as .• ltuageor KSAM~le~willnot •.beaccessibl~ .. froll1 •.ApI>leTalkl~<~etWa~e/iX
wiUonly .directly accessPosix' byte 'streamfile$. 'Allbase .fileswil1,beaccessibl~

programmatically over the NetWare transpon and APIs via the Clientlserver Allbase
product~

4.2. Administration and Security

4.2.1. NetWare Users

NetWareliXsupports" the '.' standardrnechanisms i for. defining Net\Xlare .··usersand
trustee rights to fiIesanddirectories,oD.thesenrer. From the NetWare perspective, this
is identical to what would be expected ofanlntelversi?D 3.11 server. From the MPE
side,· allNetWareliXfiIes~ belong tooneuser,NWUSER".SYS.· •One . of the

. configuration parameters is an "open mask bits" which is used to .define the default
MPE security of all NetWareliX files. This can. b~. defined s;uch .·that .qnly
NetWareliXcanhave access, or.~hatany SYS .. acco9ntusercan have access, or that
the 61~areaccessib!efromanyuser. Once a file is created, the Fosix utility CHMOD
caD. be used~lto individually ••.. change the'isecurityof afilei (3are should betaken·- to
'ensure that the NetWareliX server still has access to the files.
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4.2.2.-AppleTalk Users

AppleTalkliX uses the MPE system security and users to define access to the server
files. Any MPE user may access the AppleTalkliX server by providing the appropriate
passwords. The. fileswhichar~stored on. the ... server.·· from the .Macintosh· client are
associated with the MJ.>E userwhi~h logged onto the server. An example of this
.would be an·MPE user calledbill~network.This user would .be logged 9nto the
AppleTalkliX server with access tQ .any file and directory to which bill. netWQI:",k
would normally have access as anMPE user.

The AppleTalkliXserver also allows a Macintosh useridto be tnapped to ahMPE
user. For example, the Macintoshuser"billlunq" could be mapped to
bill. network and have access to all that MPEuser's ftles and directories;

4.2.3. Mount Points

NetWare/iX allows any Posix directory to be used. as .the mount point for the
volume. All enclosed files an~ directories are then visible to the NetWare client, in so
far as NetWare defined security allows access. When the server is first installed a
default mount point is defined as 'lusrlnetwarelsysfor the SYS: volume.
OthervolumeslDay be defined in addition to the· SYS: volume..

Likewis.e,AppleTalkliXailowsanyPosixor MPE direetoryto be used .asa mount
point for~h~.server volume. During installation the administrator has the option to
define a mount point, but if none is chosen, a default mount point of / users -is
defined as the Users volume. Other volumes may be defined.

4.2.4. File Locking

AppleTalkliXwill provide a meansto configure concurrent locking ofAppleTalk and
Posix files. This is known as "bleed through locking." When configured, the server
will use an MPEJockwhenthe Macintosh client locks a file on the AppleTalkliX
server. Likewise, when an MPE application locks a file visible to the AppleTalkliX
server, it wjIl be locked to the Macintosh. client. NetWare/iX wiU·support this ·in a
future release.

4.3. Convergence. Mounting the same Posix directory space by
NetWaref.x and AppleTalk/iX

What should you think about ifyou intend to create a shared volume? We've covered
file naming, data formats, and security. A successful plan for providing true cross
platform access needs to consider first the NOSes which will besupponed then look
at the requirements .for sharing data. The. case ofsharing Posix and one NOS is. fairly
well de~cribed above, let's consider the· case of sharing a single mount point. for
NetWare/iX and AppleTalk/iX so that Posix, NetWare and AppleTalk have common
access.

4.3~·1 ..File Name Mapping

The easiest way to .•insllre "that •.file names are .reasonableaIld unqersto()d· is to,tlse the
most. restrictive naming·space, which ... in this .case is DOS..Ifall shared files and
directories conform to th~ DOS names~cetheywillbe wdlbehavedacross all three
name spaces.
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4.3.2. Data Format

The common format for all three platforms isa byte stream file, taking into
consideration the differences in record terminators.

4.3.3. User Names, File Owners, and File Access

This is the most complex issue, since AppleTalkliX and NetWare/iX have very
different architectures for providing security. Clearly, the first step· in providing
access across all .. three environments is to create a common mount point by defining
the same Posix directory as both a NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliX volume. Although
the shadow files and directories ofeach NOS will be visible to the other, they will be
inaccessible.

How do we provide file access? There are two ways, the first is to make an
AppleTalkliX user which is mapped to NWUSER.SYS. Since this is the MPEuser
which is identified as the owner of all NetWare/iX files, .all files in the shared
mounted volume will be accessible to a Macintosh client. From the NetWare client
side, the trustee assignments for the volume will be in place so that only the files
which NetWareliX grants.access to will be available to NetWare. Access from the
Macintosh client should be controlled by only placing. those files in the shared
volume which should be shared by the Macintosh. Since only those directories which
are explicidy identified as AppleTalk/iXvolumes are mountable from the Macintosh
client, the rest of the NetWare/iX volumes are safe from access by the AppleTalkliX
server.

The second way to provide controlled access would be to create a user called
APPLE. SYS and then explicitly share NetWare/iX files and directories with this
user. The Posix. utility CHMOD provides a way to change the access rights on a Posix
file such. that other members of the Posix group have· access to the file. All users
within an MPE account are considered members of the same Posix user group, hence
NWUSER. SYS and APPLE.• SYS would be members of the same Posix group. By
using CHMOD to grant access to group members, individual files and directories
would be shared between the NOSes. Again, only those directories which are defined
as AppleTalkliX volumes will be accessible, so the rest of the NetWare/iX server
would be safe from access by Mac~ntosh clients.

5. Promise of ClientlServer

One of the values of the MPE/iX 4.7 release of NetWare/iX and AppleTalkliXwill
be to open up the Posix file system to MPE, NetWare, and Macintosh operating
systems. The first step in providing true distributed processing .and clientlserver
computing will be to share the data between platforms, bringing the data and
applications ofthe HP3000 to the user's desk top.
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Abstract

Hewlett-Packard encourages creativity in its product divisions while also
providing custom~rs,... with iptegrated ... system solutions. The resulting diversity
among theqivisions, however, loads .•. Hewlett-Packard sales people with
confusing configuration rules.

CU!fe~tlY'lIewlett-P~kardprepares system' soluti?n configurations and
accurateprice9.uotationsonlywithgreatd~fficulty.. 1'J:lisp{ocess .•9{~~~ takes
se\'~ra!daysinyolvingmap.ypeople to catch and correct errors becay.se ofthe
complexit)' of the product lli)e.. '.

To solve these problems Hewlett-Packard develop¢ Conquest, which stands
for CONfiguration and QUotation Sales. Tool.

Conquest is a clieJ1t-server application that uses a structured· database to store
the confi~\lf~tion rules for allHewlett-~ackardproducts. ItpeDllits He~lett

Packard sales people to prepare their own complete and accurate quotations.
Conquest also links to the legacy systems essential to smooth manufacturing
and. order processing in ..,?rder. to retri~ve.c~~nt prices.

This paper describes the history and development of Conquest. We discuss
how Conquest works.cmd how th~kn9wl~gedatabase iSqlaillm.j.ned.
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Introduction

Hewlett-Packard's customershaveconsistent1rr~ted order fulfillment as their number
one area of dissatisfaction. And customers' expectations are increasing - they want an
even broader ~d mOre rapid availability of products. Hewlett-Packar~ sales
representatives' are also Unhappy with the'order fulfillment process. "'They say that they
spend from 30% to 40% of their time on the configuration and quotation process, which
is the important first step in providing superior business solutions. Studies suggest that

. rework caused by errors and delays at this stage incur costs in the millions of dollars each
year.

This paper describes the Hewlett~l'a.ckard~spon~to. these deficiencies. We first look at
the organizational response an~, the re:en~ineering.ofthe current configuration and
quotation process. We review CONRAD, the CO~figuration Advisor tool. Then we
exarninethe latest contribution to the solution - aclient-server, expert system tool called
Conquest (CONfiguration and QUotation Sales Tool).

Organizational Response and Process Re-engineering

"By the end of 1995, Hewlett-Packard needs to achieve a
company wide tenfold iI11provementin the order fulfillment
process as measured by our customers."

This statement is one of the two key goals of Hewlett-Packard CEO Lewis Platt, and thus
represents the highest level of commiunent to solve the order fulfillment problem~ To
ensure that we achieve this goal, a Vice President of Order Fulfillment was. recently
appointed, and a Configuration/Quote Task Force was formed· to"improve the
configuration and quotation process. The task force's goals are:

Reduce the time and work sales representatives spend on the configuration and
quotation process.

Reduce the time and work Hewlett~Packard people overall spend on the
configuration and quotation process.

Increase the percentage oftil11es Hewlett-Packard meets deadlines for customer
quotations.

Improve the .• accuracy and presentation of price quotations.
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In$hort,tbe goal of this task force is,to make it easier for Hewlett-Packard customers
to do businesswitbBewlett-Paekard.

Early Process Improvements

Observers often ask why Hewlett-Packard~s product stmctureand price list grew so
complex. ~.$imp_y~,.·th~ ...product .struetur~ise,p~plexbeQauseH~wlett-}lacka."d·,;
manufactures ·a]~ge numberofpr~ucts· ..@Ild penpherals,...and·.off~sth~ ..customer
nUlD~fousconfigurationstPchoose frorn.'foprovideeach customer with accurate
productquotatio,!s~andvalidorders, He\Vletto..PactaTd.estabijshedalong:U$t.of ruJ.esto
guide sales repreSentatives and others involved in the process.

The productstructure schemes were developed and.are updated in.·part to recog~the
needs of thel1lanufacturing'divi$ionswmchmustsolve problernsinvo}vingjnventory
controlandpans;dlocation.

One recent change· in the Computer Systems Organization productstructure that was
made to facilitate-manufacturing in"olvedreplacing,tlt.e nlUl'lelicmodelnumbers,sucltas
HP9000 MOdel 82'7· with names such as HP9000 Series G€lassBusiness Server Model
030.'..AIso,systemcomponentssuchasmel1lO~t>pards and chassis were given separate
product numDers·andnow·.mustbe, explicitly'Qlderedwitlt"each system.

Under the old numeric scheme, identical components allocated to different products often
could not be interchanged.. :Amemoryboard in the given system would have a part
number.. unique' to that system even ifph.ysicallyidentical·3Smcmory.boards used· in other
systems. ".,Manufacturing ..could··.not ..bolTow..··parts;from··one.·system ..on~·.tbe;line··· .•to.. help
completeanother. The J;1ew part·numbering·sys~m.permits·ex;changing, partsbe~een

systems.

Hewlett-Packard uses system bundles as another simplification approach... These'bundles
incorporate ourmost popular cotnPonents.and options under a single productnumber
with an attractive price."· 'l'his idea fell short because many; of the customers who ordered
bundled systems often,wanted to change one or two minor c0tnP0nents.. Theextraeffon
needed to do'so·eliminatecl.the costsavings of the·bundling.concept

The legacy systems used to enter quotations into the manufacturing order process must
continue to function as they exist today. Certainly,system,enliancements were introduced
from time to time. But replacing these systems would disrupt existing processes and
require retraining Hewlett-Packard order.processing and manufacturing people around
the world.··· rro meetthese needs'.without completely replacing the legacy systems,
Hewlett-Packard·developed two new applications.-, CONRAIland,Conquest
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Hewlett-Packard prides itself on providing superior products and solutions to customers.
We consider offering flexible system configurations to meet the varYing needs of
problems and opportunities essential to success.

CONRAD - First Tool

To provide both flexibility and,cost savings, Hewlett-Packard developed CONRAD, an
AI expert·system that applies a·series of fiIles :against alistof pfoouctntunbersand
advises the submitter of errors and possible oversights. '.' The"CONRAD project included
building a support organization thatadded all product inttOductionsand.ptoduct structure
changes into the CONRAD rules as soon as theybecal1le effective.

CONRAD· steps the 'user through" a series of menus, where he selects products·and
appropriate options for each component of the.system,being ordered. The list of items is
then sent to a checker sub-system which returns a list of suggested changes and error
messages.

CONRAD succeeds in·helping to ensure that only correct'orders reach the factory.Mter
introducing CONRAD, the number of systems that anivedatcustomer sites'with
problems such as incorrect cables or perlpherals dropped substantially. In.fact, some
Hewlett-Packard sales regions now require that CONRAD be used to check all quotations
and incoming orders.

Despite the value of CONRAD, the tool has several limitations. First of all, the user must
understand theptoduct structure and the numbering system as well as configuration rules.
CONRAD does not ntakeselections for the 'user, nor doesit free the user from knowing
the complex product structure. 'Secondly,'CONRAD does nothing to improve the
quotation system. It basically compiles user product number selections and reports
conflicts based on a library of rules. Only skilled quotation developers can use this
system, and a different system must be· used to produce the"final quotation.

Thus",Hewlett-Packard decided to launch a multimillion dollar project to replace
CONRAD with a more sophistocatedconfiguration/quotation tool called Conquest

Conquest - The Next'Generation·Tool

Conquest·is anew configuration and quotation system designed. to be both powerful ,and
easy to use. Its development has been driven by management's recognition;of the issues
facing our worldwide sales force and business partners. Coupled with the re-engineering
of the core HP configuration and quotation process, Conquest will provide HP with tools
to compete in current and future markets.
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Figure 1. -Conquest

Conquest significantlrreducesthe timenecessary'to produce configurations'and
quotations,·enabling sales representatives'to spend less·time.in the office and more
time calling on customers.

Conquest is continually updated with'the latest configuration,algorithms, prices, and
discounts.

• Reduced costs

Conquest ensures that configurations are complete and functional so that sales team
members spend less time reworking solutions and quotations., Because Conquest is
linked to order management systel11S, configurations and quotations wiD be
efficiently integrated 'into contracts and sales orders.
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Improved customer satisfaction

Conquest is designed for maximum flexibility so that sales representatives can
quickly revise configurations and quotations to meet changing custpmerneeds.
Because configurations are generated by Conquest, customers will receive a solution
that i~ functional and supportable.

ACCqltance'by uSet:§:

Conq~est is easy to use. It is intended fora ~oad range of user.s, including sales
represen~tives' and other sales team members, technical consultants, channel
partners (vABs), customer service~ter engineers, and~e customers. To
support worldwide use, Conquest can. be localized as needed.

How It Works

1. Tbe Environment

The Conquest system architecture consists of client workstations and PCs that access
servers for processing, configuration information, and pricing data One Conquest server
is used for processing and for the knowledge base. The knowledge base contains
configuration infonnation, models, and constraints·that are regularly updated. A second
server contains price and discount information. This price server is linked to existing HP
pricing systems, which continually update prices and discounts.· See.Figure 2.

At Hewlett-Packafd the'interf~selcction process executes.oneitllera PC ora
workstation. ··1bese·local systems;receive current inter(ace aIld produ~ ·file data tJu:ough
nightly downloading. The configuration process executes ona lOc~ or regional server to
provide quicker response time. This configuration process is compute intensive and
needs a server to provide adequate response.,
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100 Server
(1CnowIecIge Base.P~lnl)

2. Selecting tbe Systell1

_Server
(Prices.•"DlICOunts)

Because.Conquest isin~nded •for a .wide audience, it has ,a.\V1R4~~-~sed.user interface
that.provides easyaecessto all capabilities. Conquest users create confiprations by
choosing from menus and lists. Hardware, software, and customer suppoltopDons. can be
selected without ever entering a product number..Since the arrangement and~ontent of
menus are customized for each class of system, users selectonly from options. that are
valid for the system they are configuring.

For example, the user starts by selecting a platfonn such as Series 700, 800, or 900. A
new wind()\V0Pf.'~S' offering.~~l~on()rsrstem numbt2:~ ~uch. as 827 or G Series,
within tIlatplatf'orm.'The usertllen selects a systemnumbef. '. Fast, the introduction
screell·.isdisplayed, and then the default configuration is displayed. The user can select
altemativ~~tothe~d~~con~S'lf~tionby ~~()O~g diff~nt processor types, main
memory ()l!tions, consolescr~ncolors;co11ll1t)fl~tions,a,nd so on. Ifdesired, Pte
user can then c()n~uebysel~gl.doree;tto~ces. .

The..·~()re.Choices scr~n·.sho\\,s· a·1ist;~t~tt6ns .•·such as S~rt,.·· .•Storage•.··Llevices,
NetWorldJig, and so on. The user traverses a tteeof successively n811'O~~choices1lD1il
the desired device appears on screen. Thedevice or product appears as a textual
description, not a product number. The user selects the desired cOlJ1POnen~~yclicJdng

on the list item or entering a number in the quantity box for the desireditenl. 'Selecting a
groupitel11s\lChasNetwo~g, f0r.eX8lllple,open~~ willdo", sh()~gth~~gori~s of
networkillgproduets, such as.LintS Widtout·Services, services()nI)',~~so.on.
Wmdows may be revisited to modify earlier choices or to make additiorud selections.
See Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A Conquest Menu

COJ)q~~st menus &rearranged to allow users quick access to all"of a systems
configurable option$.

Thekn()wl~ge engineers control the appearance and logical seque~ce of the selection
windows. -They can specify constructs f~r objects including forms, radio bu~s, list
buttons, list boxes, tables and so on. Simple logic statements control progress from
object to obj~ ascontr()lled by user selections andin~ contr()ls....When the user
selects a given ite~ the component name corresponding to. that·item is ..written into the
resource request list . .

3. Configuring TbeSystem

1'l1eprocessjustdescribed builds .a~urce reqtl~,list.· Wh~ the system is ready~o
configQfe, tIl~ user selects Configure System. " ,

At this point the configuration engine takes over and accesses the knowledge base. It
uses recursive search techniques to select the series of system components, cables, and
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product ()ptionsth~tbestmateh the resource request list. Eacbcomponentselected exists
inthe·database.andmlly,includeresource ~'4uirementsd1at.Dl:ustbe. satisfied;
subcomponents that must also beincluded, or values t;hat gov~s\lbs'4uen~
configuration.prtlCessing.'rheengine then~chesforcomponents~tsatisfy~e .
requirements ()fthe initialc()mRQn~~ts.i·"As, itpr<>eee9s,the configpratiollenginedisplaYs
its progress and diagnostic messages·in the windows.

On completiJlgtheconfigurati()ll~theengine(jraws·asy~tem diagram showing the
cabinets, slots,. cards, .and othercompollentsasspec;:ifiedbythekn()wledgeengineers.
Peripheral cabinets, m04eJ'l'lPa.nels, uandsoonare displayed as:\Ven.Suchde~sas

cables are omitted. The user verifies via this diagram that the configuration resulting
from the original·requests appears ·tomeetthe solution requirements.

The user can.contin\leto.mO<.Ufy<th~confi.guration\Viththe.~nusev~nafter..COJ;lCl\lest
has gener~tedthesysteJtl~iagr~.·.H~ c~nalso_eellangesinter~vely.bypoiJ:lting
and clicking in the system diagram. When the process is finished the user may request a
Billo!Material to Gheckthe~sultsoftllecontigwationengine.

The'structureando~rationoftbisl110deling language is based on. the Gon~tsofobject
oriented programming.. Knowledgeellgirteersspecify cOlllponel'lts andbllild up the
system model. .Each component·belongs to a class which detennines properties of the
components within .that class.... Component objects inherit pro~rties from the class of
which they are a member.. Thesepro~rtiescan include such items as resources offered.
resources required, attribute values (integer or string) and.·sub components. The
knowledge engineers include components which may not be part of the final quotation,
but need to be included in the configuration in order to controlsubsequent component
selection. All example of such a component is a slot into which a given card may be
inserted.

Knowledge·engineers write statements which specify how to constrain or control the
selectionof components. These statements look at componentpro~rtiesas described
aboveandgovem the selection·ofcomponents that fulfill requirements such as "requires
slotnor nrequiresconnection." Thus the product configuration rules and limitations are
enforced.

When new products are introduced the model files generally can be updated by simple cut
and paste o~rations.

4. Generating tbe Quotation

Once satisfied with the configuration, the user selects Quote Systeni whereupon the
engine accesses an HP3000 server via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) to produce a
quotation. This invokes a bundling and quoting process that assembles the specific
products and options.
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The objective of the bundlingisto find a set of pr()ductsand optionsthat'includes allof
the required components at the lowestcost.The bundlingprocessusesasegtllent of the
knowledge base known as the ProductComponent Mapping (PCM) Table. The bundling
logic winds its way through the complicated product number and option lists to select
those line items required to produce aqvalidlufof products' for the' quotation.

The PCM filesinclude entries fora~ available Hewle~:Packatd products along~th all
the available options for each product' The selection of options may be governed by ,
selection of specific components·during the,resource'selection proCessor may" be
governed by reference to globalconditions such as software media or operating system
release level." Other statements control option seleCtion sothat,for example, only one of a
group such as software media,gets included in the quotation.• "

The quotation reflects the latest,HPprices, 'purchase-agreement discounts, and local
options which Conquest retrieves through interfaces to worldwide pricing systems.

Users can choose the level ofdetail in the quotation, add lines for third-party products,
define subtotals, and save formats to use with other quotations. Users can also use the
spreadsheet to quote nonconfiguredproducts by entering product numbers and having
Conquest retrieve prices and descriptions~, See·Figure 4.
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IIPCIIHIIWLlln
·~PACKAAD

QtJOTE 10: ISS

aJST()MER:

DATE:

:

HP9OOO1800 FellIS Business Saver

Model FlO for F Clas Business Saver

Lic:enselNexl DaY system SuppOrt-1st Yr.

MiniNova chassis installed in SPU

Next Day System Support- 1st Yr.

ScJce:t BCC SIMM .~·inaJaUed in Spv

Next Day System Support- 1st 'Yi.

Systems Admin Manuals

License to Use System Support-1st Yr.

474.00

I,···

I'7OO.OC

474.00

0.(

oJ:
1'700.0(

474.0:

Figure 4. Conquest Quotation

Users•••C8Il··••~h~\V~b1follJla,~ol1.···is ••C1i"~~ ·.~d.·.~~laye4· b!•.••.~•• a,nque$t
quotation.

When the quote has been approved by the customer, it can be exported to the Hewlett
Pac~ard.·.orderfulfillment·systernstba.tiniu.tes~orderfillinl4f'dmaJl~aeturing
process.
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Maintaining tbe System -;-:KnowledgeEngineering

1. Scope of tbe Task

Conquest is a great step forward, b~t it has little value if the configuration and pricing
information in the knowledge··base~s not current Keeping this information cmrent is the
job of the knowledge engineers. Conquest succeeds or fails based on the quality of the
knowledge used to maintain the knowledge base.· Just as any software system relies on
accurate user mquirementsto succeed, an expertsy~~~es~~~ k.n0wledge.
The CONRADJ)I'Oject andotherrelatedcopfigllTatioll.systeJ!lSprQjec~~~toCollQue$t
a heritage ofknowle(igeengin~g procC$ses IUldtel:bniques.

Hewlett-Packard management emphasizes the quality of knowledgeengmeering
dedicated to Conquest

A corps of specialized knowledge engineers work to codify timely and 8CCmatc
configuration information. To ensure error-free configurations and quotations the
knowledge engineers must acquire complete, factual, and accurate information from the
product and system divisions.

Knowledge categories:

• Product structure knowledge

• Configuration knowledge

2. Produd Strudure and Configuration Knowledge

Product structure knowledge.is information on what to order to deliver a functional
solution including product·numbering, required options, optional and delete options,
product support service levels, required ~Iated products, and optional related products.

Configuration knowledge, on the other hand, is used toassernble and connect systems
that work. This tindof knowledge includes the number ofperipherals supponed,
maximum I/O cards, power budgeting and cooling, products and software supponed by
operating system ~Ieases, and memory limits.

Often these twocatcgories overlap; nevertheless they help engineers organize their work.
The knowledge base struetureis composed of the Product Component Mapping(pcM)
segment, which incorporates product knowledge, and the System Model segment, which
incorporates configuration knowledge. The PCM data, though generally larger and
seemingly more complex, can be derived largely from the existing Corporate Price List
systems. These systems are updated and maintained often because the manufacturing
process relies heavily on the integrity of this database.
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Maintaining the configuration database, however, is more complicated.. One reason is
that configuration information often changes between releases as a result of test
qualification successes·and .products introduced by peripheral.divisions.· Gathering
accurate and timely configuration knowledge often takes corlsiderable effort.

3.WbereKnowledge Engineers Get Tbeirlnfornation

To maintainanaecuraie knowledge base~~lmowledge engineers must be aware olooth
new releases and introductions as wellas future prodUct plans>andprogress.

Knowledge engineers develop most product information through regular cOl1taetswith
divis~on product marketing engineers who usually work closely with counterparts in the
manUfacturing divisions whiledeveloping the product structure and configuration rules.
IDsotne·mstances,···however,·the.·knowledgeengineermust··interaet direcdy· with· a
manufacturing contaetto resolvespecific.issues.

A number of published information sources also help knowledge engineers gather
product·informatiorl. Often.knowledge ellgineers'mayobtairt early issues of technical
datasheets, support publications·such as the intemalHewlett-PackardCQmputerNews
and Computer Support News, and bulletins published by the Hewlett-Packard Software
Replication and Distribution Operation. The Configuration and Price Guides playa
crucial role in maintaining the Conquest·lmowledge base.· Knowledge engineers receive
draft copies of these and other productstructure and pricing documents as a routine part
of the document production cycle.

With the implementation of CONRAD maintenance requirements in 1991, Hewlett
Packard developed an additional check point in the Corporate Price List information flow.
Additions and deletions to the Corporate Price List now must be accepted by the
knowledge engineers before proceeding through to the Price List Update process. Thus,
knowledge engineers can insist on getting adequate information regarding product
structure changes before such changes become effective. This step, though bureaucratic,
emphasizes the importance placed on the role of knowledge engineering.

Conclusion

Hewlett-Packard has just begun transforming its reputation for inadequate quotation
production and order fulfillment. We are well on our way to improving the process by
producing quotations that meet the particular needs of each customer while providing the
capability to create specific product configurations that are so important to the Hewlett
Packard business style.

Already, Conquest is proving a valuable addition to the Hewlett-Packard order entry
process by accelerating the quotation process. It has done so by developing quotations
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that are. complete and accurate the first time and by developing a focus within the system
and product divisions on creating accurate data on the.product structure.A.substantial
savings over the CUlTent cost ofdoing business will result once the benefits of using
Conquest become apparent throughout Hewlett-Packard.

Conquest represents a major step.. Yet more work remains.. 1)e software needs tuning
for better performance and adding new features to facilitate ease of use. The Hewlett
Packard'worldwidenetwoddng~ll,Ild serv.~ strategy needs continualreviewand
development to meetthe servic~ level needs of our growing business.. ,The knowledge
engineering process needs further refinement including involving the system division
themselves.·in database maintenance.

The Conquest ..user still·needs.to·know how much disk space worder,. how much .memory
to order, and so' forth.. '. Potentialenhancements include a user profile interface whereupon
the user responds to such queries as number ofusers and size.of the database, and
Conquest selects system components that best solve the problem.

Hewlett-Packard clearly intends to emphasize Conquest as a major building block to
achieving the key goal of making Hewlett-Packard easier to do business with.

(\
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Michael' Rusnack
Hewlett-Packard Company

Disk Memory Division
11413 ChindenBlvd~

Boise, ID ·83704
(208)'396-2054

Introduction

Th:Sm~lle(JmputerSy~temsInterfqce{SCSI)is rapidly gaining in popul~ity.as. the
interface of choice for computer system developers. As a disk drive interface, the
intent was for application on small computers../ Over the yearsthis interface pas
groWn in popularity among system developers.. Companies have pooled resources in
the·develol?Illent of todaY'sSS~I'specification.~Emergingfrom these standards,
many workstation manufacturers adopted SCSI as the peripheral interface of choice:
M()st recently,. it was introducedfor use on the Multi-Us.er (mini-co!J1Puter) systems.

The use ••...of .this ·.in~erface .hasniariy implicatio~s'.·to.·. theeIld~hser:'iTliis presentation
di~cuss~~.those~.~plicati9ns;bY first.presentin~ •.~;s~ort.bist()ry •.f~rom .its inception •• to
thep~esent day....Ne~t,thisRresent~tion\Villdiscusst~~inology. and .f~~turest~at

def~~SSSJ devices.,}nclu?F4 i~thtsd~?~~Sio~ arego'Ythe~efellt;tI~~ cllJl i~pac!
the systemimpleme~!ation. !hird,areview ofdeviceJs~stem features, . and their
possible incompatibilities. Fourth, '. the. SCSI inte~aseisc~mparedwithother
peripheral interfaces in an effort to expand the understanding of the reader. Finally,
the presentation briefly covers future implementations of the SCSI interface.

T?e ••• jnteffClcestan~afod.finds •its .. r()ots"· in the •·.••1960swhere.· it. began a~.an.m~

mClinfraJDe ip~~rface .... ffiM 360s.. had.a b~te-\¥id~,:paralleIUOb~Sc t~at could do f~st
block transfers to and from peripheral devices. Then, this bus Was calledtheS::l~ct?r

Channel, subsequently known as the ffiM OEM-channel. After some political
wrangling, this parallel.UO .• bus evolyed.irltheANSIcommitteesas .,. the int~lligent

pe~ipheral interface{IPI). Works!ation u~~~slll~Y befamili(if'With this bus.; At about
the~atnetime,.,... Shugart Associates envisi?ne~t.~e need,for.alle0ible IJO~us.~.The

resllit .ofthis ,workwas.,lrnown ~ the ShugartAssociat~s.sy~t~m int~rface (SASI).
When tht(.propOllents ofSASI .' approac?ed ANSI 'With the. suggestion .that this
ipterface specification become adopted. as a standard". they .•. learned, that •. they .. were
competing, with .•• IPI, •. another •. high-level •. interfac~ .. FllrtherPJore,. they discovered that
thert( was a thirdcontelJder called the intelligent systeIll interface (ISI~. .• Rat~erthan
b~!llg a .. third co~tenderfor the high-end specification, SA.SI ', ••• proponents'()pted to
work with the standards cgmmittee that dealt\Vith.low-level illterf,(ices, and called the
new standard SCSI to set it apart from the others. .
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All of this work was taking place ill the 'early 1980's. The interface was finally
adopted as an Interface Standard by the .ANSI COrIlJnirtee in 1984. SCSI and its
successor SCSI-2 have most of the <;apabilities of the IPI and a few it lacked.
Whether it was politics, fate or just ,luck, even ,before the SCSI specification was
finalized in 1986, it was more widely accepted than the IPI.

Febroary 1982:
ANSI X3T9.2 committee

starts work on SCSI specification

Fall 1985 to Spring 1986:
Common Command Set

developed

1986-1990:
SCSI-2

development

1980 11981 I 19821198311984 1985 11986'1 1987 1988 11989 1 1990 I
Mid-1980:

Original
SASI

specification

April 1984:
SCSI-! Specification

forwarded out of
committee

June 1986:
ANSI

approves
SCSI-1

October 1989 to
Febroary 1990:
Comment period

for SCSI-2

Despite its existence 'for' over 9 years, relatively few people are aware of this
interface. . In~n informal, poll, MIS' .,with an average 15-20 years of computing
experience, had not heard of SCSI until, as recently as tw~,years ,ago. This is,a clear
indication of how rapidly this interface is taking, the industry by storm. The, SCSI
interface was initially intended for' the' Small Computer or ,PC ,user. As it •has
evolved, it eventually found use in the Workstation Market, an4 today is found on
some mini-computer/servers. This is seemingly a big step for what was initially
developed as, a Small Computer Systems Interface.

An Overview

The SCSI bus comes in two different forms: single-ended SCSI, in which the signal's
logic level is determined by a voltage relative to a common, ground reference,
whereas in differential SCSI, the signal is the potential difference between two wires.
The signal transmission on the differential bus is much more robust and less
susceptible to, electrical noise.

The SCSI specification asserts that thesingle-ended cable can be no .more than six
meters long. This cable length not only includes the cable connection from the host
to the drives, it includes any cables, internal to the cabinets. A differential cable can
be up to twenty-five meters long. Differentialand single-ended devices may not be
connected onto the same bus., Besides signal immunity and cable length,differential
SCSI devices are capable of faster transfer rates than t~e SCSI-l specification.T~e
advantage of the ,cable ,length" is many fold. Th~, cable limitationapplies notonly!o
the external illterconnect~abie,. but tqthe internal cabling also. A typical enclosure
<IW tower or rack)h~,an,internal,length.oflplus meters. This must be considered
when connecting computers to devices and devices to devices.
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The evolution .of the SCSI..1 standard continued with theadventSCSI-2. SCSI-2
defines features that are very common in high performance environments. Some of
these devices include:

• Complete compatibility with SCSI-l
• Transfer rates of 10MB/second on 8-bit SCSI bus
• 16- and 32-bit bus specifications that will ultimately offer 40 MB/second
• Device level error recovery to free the CPU for other tasks
• Command queuing will let intelligent devices improve their own performance

Delving deeper into the SCSI standards, one will ·learn that there are variations on
these variations. Both ~he single-ended and differential buses .are. available in 8 and
16 bit data lines. These buses are often referred to as narrow and wide. Expanding
further ont~e jargon of the interface, the ... interf~~ew~furth~r defined .~n SCSI-2. to
allow transfer rates at 10MB/sec (whenpre~io~~ly.it .was 5 MB/sec); this .•. interface is
often times referred to as fast. SCSI-2 also defined the differential bus, thus when
discussing a 16 bit -- differential bus, it is often called Fast-Wide.

The variations of the buses and their characteristics are:

Single-ended

Differential

Narrow
/Wide

N
N
W

N
W

SCSI-I/
SCSI~2

SCSI I
SCSI II
SCSI II

SCSI II
SCSI II

Cable
Length

6m
3m

25m

25m
25m

Total
Devices

7
7
15

7
15

Transfer
Rate

5MB/sec
10 "MB/sec
20 MB/sec

10MB/sec
20MB/sec

With the advent of Fast SCSI as defined in the· SCSI-2 specification, ..·problems
surfaced while' operating. the single-ended"illterface. •.•... Thephysical·.lillitations· of
hardware drivers in. the computer, the target disk and the cable became afactor. This
limitation was noted in the reliability of the data transmission. While attempting to
transfer data at 10MB/sec, using a6m cable, the operations. consistently failed.' ·The
failures were due to noise generated as a result of the fast transitions required by this
new, higher transfer rate. This failure Was' not .... observed>inthe differential
transmission, just the single-ended. To alleviate the. problem,when operating at 10
MB/sec and u.sing a single endedinterface, a maximum of 3 meters of cable may be
used.
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The wave form below is a SPICE m()del of the signal. Thejagged transitions 9ause
false signals to the controllers, th\ls fa~ling th~operation.

Figure .1- SPICE - ACKwave fonn from AMP model

Hard disk drives are not the only SCSI devices available for use on systems with this
interface. .SCSI devices available today includes:

• Floppy disk drives
• Hard disk drives
• Tape drives

~ inch cartridge
4-mm Digital Audio Tape (DAT)
8-mm

• Optical drives
CD-ROM
Read/write
WORM

• Printers
• Scanners

An advantage of SCSI devices is the fact that multiple types can be connected to the
same bus. Though there are restrictions, for the most part, the standard will allow the
collection ofdisk drives, tapes and optical devices--not only on the same bus, but in
the same enclosure.

Though not completely, I have described the SCSI bus, along with some of· its
characteristics. To·· date, numerous .. papers and articles have· been dedicated·· to the
technical execution of SCSI as well as·. its impact on system development. If a more
in-depth study is desired, I would suggest one or more of these articles.
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SCSI· -- Compatible or Maybe Not

SCSI devices are becqmingmore. and more .pervasive as a.standard .. for.· interfacing
different vendors' toa wiqe variety ofp~~ipberal devices. Chances are tbat if you
own· an lIP·ot'SunworkstatiQn, a Macintosb, .a N.eXTcub~,an •. Atari.SJ.or anA.tniga
with.al,1arddiskdrive you may be already using SCSI. With these computer
mcmufacturers.andmor.eadopting SC~I as tbeint~rface 0fc~oice for llard. di~kdrives
(and other peripherals),ypumight tl,1inkthat justaboutanye.tisk drivew()l.JJdwork on
any computer system -- NOT sq. .This la~kofcompatibilityj~despite the standards
and carefully documented by ANSI in the SCSI-2 Standard and common command
set (C.CS). ..The.iroplementationof·t,he SCSlcomlllaIl.d ..·setand .i1$ .features .. are·. at the
discreti()nof~hedeveloper.

Tbis.interpretation oCthe .. SCSI.· spt;cificatiQn allowseachdevelope~of a system .....
system· interface to peripheral,has ...•. cre.a~ive ·.lic~nse. ..11leinte!"pr~tation .. atl()ws '.' the
developer to. design a .system that is just slightly different from· the .next. This
differentiationmayoffer~nedge over. acompetitor'ssystelll'.Anexampleisread~
qhead cache~··Thi~diskqrive will read.a .. "block•.A!'. as·c.omtnandedbytheh()~t, then
independent ·of. h()st reqllest wiIlfi.ll its byfferwith thent;xt· several ... blocks. If the
next read comroandfroro the host is fOf ublock .. B" -- the data is illlmediat~ly
available.

Another ..,example is .atuned.system.approach. The· developer will ()verseethe
integration.anddevelopment of all. pieces ofthe puzzle.... In general, there are three
major pieces to the system: host driver, . system interface and peripheral. By using
the products.specified by the developer, tile system is. optimized. Thatis the best
overall performance isachi~ved. Another reason to use the recommended and
supported peripherals, yOll as an end-user is assured that the configurations aJ:e tested.

Remember, not all disk drives are the same. As a purchaser and user of these
systems, you are often forced to make trade-off; balancing price with performance.
Again.·caution. is ·advised. .IIP·and other.makers ofcomputing systems offer.·. several
flavors of their drives. In essence, ··,a11 .•·drives· appear to ..·work"-So ...•. wbat·, is the
difference?

.·····Performance --·it.'appears.towork. Is that.good enough?
eBootable·device -- does the system recognizethisasa·boot de,vice?
e Feature set -- the system expects to negotiate for· a feature and·. commands it.
•.Connector--does the drive have the correct 110 connector?
• Power failsupport-- the drive completes sectoriwrites during powet fail.

These-arejust.afewquestions·.that could·be. asked.. Itis my personal experience·that
even within Hewlett Packard, thesame 1.3 GBytediskdrives achieve their
personalityfrom thefirmware. ·.The:firmware inthis or any other vendor's.drive
determines the. characteristics and feature set. My best advise is to consult the
systems sales and configuration guide~- otherwisec",veat emptier.
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SCSI versus Other Interfaces

Thus ,far,-one might begin to wonder,how the world ever, survived without SCSI?
Well; it has, and in many cases -- it continues. In the world of workstations, SCSI
has 'been astandard interface for several years. -Today, migration of this evolving
interface'js seen onmini~cotiiputers. Computing systems that in the past that have
only -used proprietary' peripheral' interfaces. In --'lIP's ., case"HP-ffi (parallel~copper

wire) and more recently HP-FL (fiber channel) are two 'examples. Other companies
like DEC and IBM offer multiple interfaces, including SCSI.

The reason SCSI is-·emerging·astheinterface standard on many-computer systems is
cost. The cost saving is realized by both the developer and end-user. - 'The developer
now has a standard to develop against. Of course, this is less expensive, 'with the
savings' being passed on to the:buyer. If SCSI were so good then, why do companies
continue to offer a second choice -- their proprietary"interface? '

As an R&D project manager, I had the unusual experience to partake in a
performance comparison. SCSI and FL specifications were compared from the data
sheet. The specificationcomparedwas..i- performance: From the data sheet, 4-'and 5
MBytes/sec transfer rates were noted for FL and SCSI interfaces respectively. With
this data, it appeared a sure bet that SCSI drives' would out perform the FL hardware.
When the results were published, the opposite was observed. The FL drives -bettered
the SCSI consistently by 10 plus percent. The benchmark was performed on identical
systems, except for the disk drive interface. The SCSI interface required more direct
control by the CPU, -whereas the proprietary - interface' operated' much more
independent of the CPU. This experiment'showed that SCSI works; it may be' simple
and low cost. However, where speed and raw performance are necessary, it may not
fit the entire bill.

Looking Ahead

SCSI-2caine about because several manufacturers wanted to increase the mandatory
requirements of -, ,SCSI and define features for direct access devices. While
maintaining compatibility with SCSI-I, SCSI-2 far exceeds the original standard.
This coupled with the common command set (CCS), the SCSI standard was extended
to all device types, adding caching commands, performance enhancement features
and other worthwhile functions.

Two significant options offered, in SCSI~2 was wide SCSI (up to 32 bits wide) and
fast SCSI (synchronollstransfers up to,IO MBytes/second).Thecombined effect of
t4_ese two features alone could result burst transfers of 40 MBytes/second. Fas/
Wide disk drives are, expected to be available: this Fall. These devices (16 bit .wide)
are capable of transferring at 20 MBytes/second. Thesedevices i will exceed the
performance capabilities of the proprietary" interface noted, above.
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Eventually, theSeSl staJ1dard will evolve to· a fiberchannel--capable of up to 100
:MBytes/~econd.SCSljiberis part oftheSGSI-3specifica~ion. It is notknownwhen
the .first products; will be available, howeyer there is sufficient .··room .for growth .. in
performance and feature setwiththeSCSI-2definition·until then.

In Summary

Has SCSI met its promise and lived up to its early expectations? The initial goal was
to offer multiple plug-and-play compatible types of periphenl1s on the same physical
bus. Today it is the host adapter (SCSlinterfac.e for the computer)· that is a
considerable part of the equation. If the operating system driversfor that particular
interface are developed the goal may be met-Another facet of the equation is the

~ disk drive. Not all SCSI devices are created equal. Each has its own personality.
The· plug-and-play intention·. ()f .. the ·.SCSl.standard ... is .. most successful when using
supported devices. Rather .than .gambling on ··loss of· data, .functionality or system
down time, use the recommended peripherals.

Earlier, .I discussed thevariousattributesofthe~ peripheral interface --single-ended
and differential: Inconclusion,1 wanted to follow up on this discussion. Thesingle
endedinterface, by far the simplest and most versatile of the two has advantages and
disadvantages. >A real advantage is the connectivity. In the idealplug-and-play
world<of SCSI,multiple device types may behou.sed ona single enclosure. Atypical
configuratiorfItlightbe: '

TAPEIJACK-UP
CD-ROM

MULTIPLE

HARD DISK DRIV'ES

The flexibility of these.devices· affords the user to put up to seven devices ina single
enclosure (and/or on~single~us) ...•.. This reduces cos~~dincreases reliability with
theeliIl\inationofextra>eIlclosures and power suppIies.Thepricehowever is inthe
cable ... letlgth c0tlstraint .•.. The ~aximum. letl~~of .. cablefrolll ·~he ..... host driver
electronics to the fiIlal·.terminatigll is.six.lIleters(orapproxifilately.18 feet). When
combining several devices/enclo~ures. together, six meters is. notvery.long.

Another short coming. ofsingle-ended SCSI is its transfer speed..... This is the .. time it
takes to transfer the data from the peripheral to the host or vice versa. This is
important when systems are moving vast amounts of data back. and forth. Asingle
ended device can burst transfer data at up to 5 :MBytes/second.
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From" the following chart~,' it can be' observed how transfer rate 'can affect
perforrhance. The faster the 'transfer rate, the, less time spent 'on'" the data bus·' for a
fixed amount ofdatamoved~,T9is performance bottleneck is analog?usto traffic on
a congested freeway.' The faster the traffic moves, the more traffic that is allowed, to
pass, likewise with the SCSI bus. The faster interface --differential SCSI is faster,
thus allowing more data to be exchanged.

CJ
500~

A
~ 400
&.... 3'00VJ
U
VJ

200a
= 100=ue 0E::

2 4 ,6 8 10

Host Burst Transfer Rate
(MByteslsec)

As you may well ,have observed, 'the selection of a SCSI.peripheral is no, simple task.
The application, hardware "and software all·must" be brought together, with an
understanding of how the system is to play together. This can only be accomplished
through careful planning and development. Even though theplug'n play dreams of
the first SCSI specification may. not yet be realized, you the end user continues to
benefit. Development is leverag~d from device to device -- platform to platform. In
general, you are offered storage,' devices at a lower cost and performance point that
exceeds the rate projected just five years ago.

Conclusion

Now that you have' experienced a", non-t~chnical overview of SCSI" what does it
mean? By no way are you an expert. Engineers with technical degr~es spend'hours
in, seminars to cove~ the, technical nuances ofthisevolvi~g specification., The intent
however is to provide you with a background; a greater understanding of an interface
that will most likely be offered on your next new computer purchase or even offered
as an upg~ade in the future.
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An Innovatiye •Solution for.Monitoring .. the
Grouting Operation at Waddell Dam: A Case Study

Arden Mendenhall
Greg Neely
Michael Lemanski

United·· States Bureau of Reclamation
Arizoqa Projects Office
23636N. 7th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85024

OVERVIEW

Electronic monitpring,of.dam foundat iongrol.lt ing ·.·opera·tions
has been done on avery limited basis. This may be. due to initial
star,tup cos.t-sang equip~entcapabilities inaharshenyironment.
The. Bureau o~Reclaxnaltion(BOR) nqs perfortlledelectronic grout
monitoring .. on ... five .dcuns . since', 1982. The systems employed. . have
evolved. f:rom flow meters' and pressure transducers. with' a.· .. simple
strip chart recorder to a .. $ophisticated t.ele:metry and multi ..user
computer monitpring system.,. This system.provides real-time
monitoring and,record:i.ngof thegrouting.,process; printing of
reports, .. summaries, statistical data; and plotting of .the plan and
profile drawings of the as-constructed results. The grout
monitoring program for New Waddell Dam,locatedneqrPhoenix,'is
being monitored ona real-time basis by a grout monitoring system.

The;()riginalgr()utmon~tori:gg program was written in .laAS1C and
used double linked-list ..·..•. datastructures t.ostore .. data~ These
structures allowed the system to' search· through one t.able and reach
data in another table. by using linked-list pointers incorporated
within the structure. The system ran under HP BASIC/WS, "'a single
user environment, which. often led to slow response and data
deadlocks. The double linked-list data structures, which allowed
for efficient computer '.' search . and ·· .. storage capabiliti~s, made
updating by .• end-users. avery tedious . process . These '.' conditi.ons
were among the reaSOns ". that '.',.. brought about the l1.pgradeofthe .gront
monitoring system, which was completed in .' September of 1992.

The upgradedsysteIuallows formulti-user ... access to the
program·and·uses····anHP,rALLBASE database <for data storage. The
system still . exists in BASIC, but now .usesBASICsubroutines.
These. subroutines use. SYSTEM Vpipeswhich ... inturn access a "e"
routine that allows data communication between the main BASIC
programs and the ALLBASE data base~ System logic remains
essentiallyuncnanged,l:>utthe datalJ..pdatecapabilityandmulti
userenyirompent .. make for .. a much fr'iendliersystemthat is easier
to u~e th<:l.U the single -user syst:.emrunning under HP - WS . This paper
will describe the process of foundation.grout.ingand the evolution
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of the system to its current state,with the emphasis on the most
recently completed upgrades.

NEW WADDELL DAM

New Waddell Dam is located on the Agua FriaRiver, 35 miles
(56 km) northwest of downtown Phoenix, Arizona. New Waddell Dam is
the main storage reservoir of the Central Arizona Project, a 330
mile long canal that will bring water from the'· Colorado' River' to
Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona as well as farming communities and
Indian reservations between the Colorado River· and···Tucson. The··dam
is an embankment dam, and creates a reservoir with a conservation
storage capacity of 812,100 acre-feet (an acre foot is the amount
of water required to cover one acre with one foot of .water,
approximately 326,000 gallons) with a surface area of 9,970 acres.

The conditions of the dam foundation and an east-west trending
ridge on the right abutment are such that grouting is required to
produce an impermeable barrier to the water that will make up Lake
Pleasant, the lake that will: back up behind the dam. Both of these
areas are made up of conglomera.te arid volcanic rock of tuff and
andecite. The permeability rates for the materials can range from
O. to 200 feet per year (0 to.00002 cm/sec) up to as high as
320,000~eet pe~year (.31 cm/sec).

GROUTING PROCESS

The Bureau of Reclamation uses pressure grouting primarily to
eliminate seepage and to reduce uplift pressures in the foundation
beneath the structure. Grouting also increases the bearing
strength and stability of the foundation rock by filling any 'Voids
or fissures that maybe present, and the settlement of the
structure may be reduced.

Pressure grouting, for the most part, is the process of
inj'ecting grout·· (slurry made up of neat cement and water) under
pressure into holes drilled into the dam foundation for the purpose
of sealing seams; cracks, joints, voids, or other defects through
which water may travel.

Grouting involves the drilling of holes into the foundation of
the dam, normally under the area covered by the impervious (clay)
core. At New·Waddell Dam, two types 'of holes were used to grout
the foundation of the dam: blanket holes and curtain holes. The
blanket holes were typically shallow holes ranging from 15 to 30
feet deep, spaced at ten foot intervalscQvering the entire area of
the clay core of the dam. Curtain holes range from ten feet to 550
feet deep depending on what was needed to sufficiently treat the
foundation and create'an impenetrable grout curtain. The curtain
holes were in a single row down the centerline of the dam, with
extra rows added as necessary to achieve closure of the grout
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curtain (a condition.achievedwheIltheholes will no longer accept
grout). The Bureau of Reclamation normally drills the holes to
depth, then tests and treats the holes in stages from thehottom to
the top. Theholesaretested.withwater under<pressureforfive
minutes to see iftheymeettheeriteria requiring grout. If the
hole requires grouting, the Bureau will<startoutwith as: 1 water
to cement ratio, by volume (five cubic feet of water to 1 bag of
cement). Then, depending on the grout take of' the hole being
treated, .... the '. grout .. mix will be . thickened by reducing the amount of
water per bag of cement, .'. until the hole no longer accepts grout
(refusal). The pressure used in' testing and grouting depends on
the depthof.the stag~.being treated. The Bureau uses one to one
and half pounds per. square. inch pressure per foot of depth.

GROUT MONITORING EQUIPMENT

To successfully implement an electronic grout monitoring
application, the BORrequired electronic·' pressure transducers, .flow
meters and density meters. The pressuretransducer.is required.·to
maintain water and cement pressure down the hole" being worked on.
Flow meters display Iiquidtlow in gallons per minute. Sinceflow
meters do not work well near zero value, 'a flow meter is used on
both the supply and return lines. Return va.lues are then
subtracted from supply values to derive the actual down hole flow.
Bensityme·ters. monitor the waterjcementmixthatis being injected
into. a hole. Thedensitymetertogether"with the·flbwmeters are
used to. calculate bags of cement injected and hourly rate of
injection.

These three types of meters are essential' to maintaining a
cpmmunicati.on between the. field, Where . the actual grouting
application is taking place, and the computer, where the storage,
calculation and display. of monitoring data occurs. These' meters
must. be cleaned .often and maintenance is ······essential to keeping
correct readings.

TELEMETRy····. EQUIPMENT

Data is transmitted from the grout site to the computer by use
of. a telemetry system. Initially, data was sent by hardwiring the
electronic.· ·meters··.to· ··...·the•... computer. Extreme difficulties .were
encountered using ..•. this . system, as cables would .·become. entangled
witbotheractivitl.esgoing:on .' at .the construction>site. This
system also limitedthe·•.. area. that grout monitoring could .take
place, because of the logistics involved in the constant moving of
equipment from. one location to····another~

The telemetry system has proved to be a much more·effieient
method of communication between the computer and the field. The
system consists of Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) and a Central
Terminal Unit (CTU) . The RTUs consist of a microprocessor based
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complex with firmware. developed.· specifically' for the main data
acquisition system, which is the computer station. The RTUs
collect the field data from the elect'ronic meters' for transmission
to theCTU. The RTUsare located in the vicinity of the grouting
operations so thathardwires are shortened· and are in direct
control of the grouting operators. A schematic of the· system
appears on the following page.

The CTU located at the monitoring station contains a program
that receives the data fromthe.RTUs·and makes the data available
to the master processing.· computer station . Computer monitors,
printers and plotters at the central computer stat'ionprovide
readings of all system parameters on aperiodic basis as well as
tracking and time stamping of all changes of alarm states within
the system as they occur. These readings are supplied to the system
via a remote polling discipline.

The CTU can receive input data from up to 15 separate ". RTUs;;
Each.RTU has 12 analog channels,allowing theRTU to transmit data
for three grout pumping stations. Each station sends four pieces
of information, pressure, flow in, flow out and" density.

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

The grout monitoring programruns·on a Hewlett-Packard system
that allows for data input, graphics display, report printing,and
plotting ·outputs. The data acquisition portion of the system
converts the incoming signals into numerical and graphical data and
displays them on the color monitor. Graphical data consists of a
flow rate curve, pressure curve, bag rate curve and a water-cement
ratio curve. Numerical data displayed are port number (hole
number),· hole pressure, flow input, flow return, flow into the
hole , density, water- cement ratio and grout take express.ed' ·in bags
per hour. During the grouting or water test process, 'numerical
data includes stage depth, cumulative cement take in bags and
elapsed time of the water test. Only one set of curves can be
monitored, but curve displays can be switched instantaneously to
other ports which are simultaneously being grouted or tested.
Numerical· data from six ports can be monitored simultaneously.

Terminals are available to computer:·operators for data input.
Operators are. responsible for maintaining system calibrations,
water test starts and stops, grouting. starts and stops and report
and plot requests. Operators are also in cons·tant contact via
radio ·to. field inspect:ors for the purpose of relaying important
information received from the field to the inspector.

I?igure 1 shows an overview of the telemetry system and
computer'· equipment.
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THE GROUT MONITORING SYSTEM

The" grout monito:r.ing ",program. is a set of seventeen BASIC
programs ,that are used ,to maintain .calibrationandsystem data,
input grouting data, create and display reports and graphs, and
display graphic data and update th~,data base. ,The'system is menu
driven and allows users the flexibility of moving between different
options without returning to the main menu.

The,first set of programs are used for entering in hardware
defaults, dam axis information and calibration data. The hardware
defaults and dam axis information are used~()r routing data to
peripheral devices, setting up device defaults~nd creating report
headings. The calibration program recalculat:~s field values, .into
their actual data values,~>This progrcun. ,works , ' by, using
interpolationbetwe~nhigh and. low values input by, the term.inal
operators and 'calculating the stored numeric"value against the
inputted high and low values.

Operators input location header and drilling information
through a second set of programs. These programs are used to start
and stop water testing. and grouting operations, ,enter comments,
enter travel information' ,and update hole backfill information.
These programs are the heart of the system. They are used to
define the location and characteristics of the hole, to allow data
collection to begin and to document the status of operations as it
proceeds.

Operators produce reports detailing drilling operations and
grouting operations by hole. There are also three monthly reports
available through the system. The first, the grouting program
report, is a summary report of the monthly grouting operations and
is used in reviewing progress and the final results of the grouting
program. The second, the report of drilling and grouting, is a
condensed report of all drilling and grouting reports summarized in
the order of grouting. Finally, the grouting summary report is
used to give grouting totals, by hole, and total grout placed
during the time period.

Two types of plots are produced, profile drawings and plan
view drawings. The 'profile plot, gives the grouting engineer a
cross-section of the area being grouted, showing hole depths and
grout take by section. The plan view drawing gives a "bird's eye"
view of the area being grouted, showing the location of holes for
a specified area. The two a.re used together to provide work plans
and grouting estimates. .

THE ORIGINAL GROUT MONITORING PROGRAM

The original grout monitoring program had three main
deficiencies. First, the system was executed on older equipment
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which ran in single-user mode. Next, the data was stored in
linked-list datastructures\which were not reliable. Lastly, when
the data structures needed to be corrected manually, the users had
great difficulty finding the record in error.

The original system ran on Hewlett-Packard Workstations
without multi-user capabilities. ~onthly repc:>rts were often
requested while real-time process1.ng was g01.ng on. This
significantly impacted the. system, since resources were forced to
be shared between. the requested report ClIld the current grouting
activities. 1'he first step to upgrading the system was to install
new equipment which could handle multi-processing' activities.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the original·. computer equipment.
HP9000 Series 200 Workstations were connected to a Shared Resource
Manager (SRM) ~tlnning HPBASIC 3.0. The SRM server was anHP
9000/220 and the color display monitor was an HP 9000/236.
Workstations one through three were HP 9000/216's.

Double linked-list.data structures were the original means of
storing the incoR,ling data. Each structure was linked to at least
one other stru¢ture through the linked-list.. When the system
experienced a power fluctuation or was impacted in some other way,
the pointers tl:lat) made up the linked-list interface would'1:>e
corrupted, meaning that data" would be lost to •• the system at the
point in time that the power fluctuat:Eon occurred. The best method
for improving the .reliability of the .• collected. data was to install
a database to hold the data and maintain its own pointers.

Figure 2 iliustratesthe,collnectivity between the. series .of
double linked-lie;t'data str.uctures. This figure illustrat.es the
use of pointers to link rec2rds of the same stru.cture as well as to
link records of different structures.

When the data pointers became corrupted, the main users had
the task of restoring the pointers to their original state ,and
connecting up tJle lost data through the correcte~ pointers. Often,
this meant tracing through up to fourda~asets, record by record
via the linked list, until, the carrupted!"ecord could, be. found. ,An
example af •the pointer tracing req:uir~d./is ill\lstratedon te-e
following page. This job could take>hours to., conclude becau~eof

how involved and interconnected all tIle pointers. were. Through tlie
use of a query language, the time iand effort required to make
corrections could be greatly reduced and made much easier.

THE NEW GROUT MONITORING SYSTEM

The process of upgrading the Grout Monitoring Program began
with the purchase and installation of new hardware. An HP 9000/385
was set up as the main CPU, and was connectecl.' toa 330 megabyte
hard drive and a 660 megabyte hard drive. The HP 9000/385 allowed
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the system to be used in multi-processing mode, meaning that users
could run the system in normal, day-to-day fashion with little
impact when monthly reports or graphs were requested. Peripheral
devices include four HP ·C1701 X-term,inals with two megabytes of
memory e~ch, two 2379 pr~nters, a 7570 plotter,. a 9144 tape drive,
a DAT Tape drive and a. CD.'" ROM cOIllpactdisk reader. The disk space
more' than doubles the previous ·storage capac.ity,and· the multi
processing environment allows both printers and the plotter to be
used .. simultaneously.

Figure 3 shows the new hardware scheme. The HP 9000/385
Workstation running HP- UX 8.0 is the heart of the system. Four
C1701 Monochrome.X-stat.~oIlsactasuser.inP'lltstations. Each X
station, as well as the 385 server,. runs a BASICjUX.process, which
places a significant proce~~!I1g1043.4()ntl1eserver.. The 2 gigabyte
DAT drive acts as a backup device and the CD-ROM reader updates
software and reads on-line documentation.

The next step towardsupgraqing the system beg~n with fixing
the lost pointer problems associated .with the double linked-li,st
structures. It was. clear that an industry standard.database. with
a high degree of reliability was necessary aIlclwould replace the.
double linked-list data structures.ALLBASE(SQL was chosen. The.
existing software was written completely in HP BASIC 3.0 for thel!P
9000/200 workstations. To minimize the ¢bde rewrite, as much of
the original software as possible was preserved. In 1989, when the
decision was made, HP BASIC/UX and ALLBASE/SQL running under HP-:UX
were chosen. HP BASIC/UX would allow the screen grap1l.,!cs and
report generation routines to be retained.

HP-UX's networking would allow additional workstations to be
connected via the Local Area Network (LAN) 1 and also enable
collected data to be sent to other sites for ana:iysis .. ': The job
could be broken down into three parts:

c~

1) Extract the input/output portion of the existing BASIC
code and re-write it in ALLBASE/SQL.

2) Develop a scheme of conununication between ,BASIC/UX and
ALLBASE/SQL.

3) Convert the conunon BASIC 3.0 code to BASIC/UX.

Figure 4 shows the basic components of· '. the new software
design. The BAS IC/UX .programs are" actually a collectioriof '.17
independent routines that perform tasks rq,p.ging from. data
acquisition from the telemetry system to report and plot
generation. User defined softkeys control which routine is
executed~

Communication between the BASIC' programs and the database
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NEW GROUT MONITOR'INC HARDWARE SCHEME
TELEMETRY DATA COLOR
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Figure J
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NEW GROUTMONITORING SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

Figure 4
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takes place through the use of HP-UX···· SYSTEM V Pipes and a "CIt
routine. BASIX/UX can not directly access ALLBASE/SQLi however,
BASIC subroutines written. and compiled in "C" can.. Compiled
subroutines or "C Subs" in BASIC/OX require a large amount of
overhead and recompilation with each •new revision ofBASIC/UX. In
the interest of simplicity and decouplingBASIC/UX from the
database, a SYSTEM V is used to bridge the gap between BASIC/UX and
the database. The pipe is a simple . FIFO (first in, first out)
device that can be written to/read from with . OUTPUT and ENTER
statements from BASIC/UX.. The "C" routine reads/writes ito BASIC/UX
with fscanf and fprintf statements. The "C" routine contains
embedded ALLBASE/SQL commands which directly communicate with the
database.

The BASIC routine waits for a return when a database activity
is requested, effectively "waiting" for the background process to
do its work. The "C" process, in contrast, continuously checks the
pipe for information. The only time the "C" process halts its
checking is 'When. a.request.isreceived. At this time, the "C"
process suspends checking the pipe until it performs the requested
function. As soon as the "C" routine completes its function and
sends any required information back to the BASIC routine, the
process of continuous pipe checking begins again. This "C" process
will run in the background until halted by grout monitoring
personnel.

On the occasion that data corruption occurs, grout monitoring
personnel can now use SQLto access the database tables and make
corrections. SQL DELETES~ INSERTS, and UPDATES. can be used to make
changes to·large amounts of data· simultaneously, and the end users
find using SQL to be much easier and less time consuming than the
old process of correcting pointers. SQL can be used while the
system is operational at a minimum of impact on the system. The
entire process of loading.andmaintaining the database. uses only
about one tenth of the time the old data files required.

The system currently runs in the X-windows environment,
allowing grouting personnel the capability of opening several
processing areas simultaneously. This option allows personnel the
capability of running the· system real-time as intended while
pursuing other ad hoc needs as they occur.

DETAILS OF PIPE DATA TRANSFER

There are actually three separate pipes that are used to
maintain the information bridge between "C" and BASIC/OX:

1) Write Pipe - BASIC/UX writes to this pipe and "C"
reads it.
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2) Read Pipe BASIC/OX reads from this pipe and "C"
writes to it.

3) Procedure Pipe - BASIC/OX sends an integer 'to this pipe
corresponding to a specific procedure or
task to be performed. The "C" routine
reads this'value and,branches to the
appropriate procedure.

The terms "read" and "write" always refer to BASIC/OX's
perspective.

DETAILS OF THE NEW.GROUT MONITORING SOFTWARE

As mentioned ear;lier,the BASIC/OX main programs consist ofl.7
separate programs that each perform a different function. These
programs are loaded,'throughsoftkey choices. BASIC/UX performs the
sCreen graphics routines and all calculations on the telemetry data
from the field. When data needs to be sent/receivedtolfromthe
database, a "call" is executed with the appropriate variable list.
The BAS IC/UX subprograms handle the actual database, transfer. Each
database request from BASTC (update a row in the GROUT table, for
example) invokes a specific "C"procedure containing the embedded
SQLcommands to' perform the task . The following sequence outlines
a BASIC/OX request to write to the database. The specific example
illustrates the calls made when inserting a row into the GROUT
table.

1) BASIC/UX makes a call to ,insert a row in the GROUT tabl'e
CALL I_grout_I(@Rp,@Wp,@Pp,H$,G_loc$,(more data»

Here, @Rp,@Wp,and @Pprefer tbthe read pipe, write pipe
and procedure pipe, respectively.

2) Subprogram I_grout_l receives the parameter list and does
the following:

* Output the data to the write "pipe. The data will remain
in the pipe until it is read from thei_9rout_l
procedure, containing embedded SQL commands.
(see figure 5)

* Output an integer to the procedure pipe. This is read
by the background "C" routine in Figure 5 and in turn
causes a branch to the i_grout_l "C" procedure.

* Procedure i_grout_l opens the read and write
pipes, reads the data from the write pipe, and then
sends the data to the database. A zero value is ,sent
back to ,BASIC/OX to indicate the transfer was
successful.
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GROUT MONITORING PROGRAM SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

BASIC/UX
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Figure 5
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* Control is returnedto .. BAS:r:C/UX·..··for other. tasks.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Part of the future development of the grout monitoring system
includes interfacing the HP hardware with PC's through the LAN
connection. By connecting one or two PC' stothe system, .the end
user has the ·capability to moving HPgraphicslanguage programs
into a PC· based CAD system, for .. additional processing. Reports
generated·by the grout monitoring system can be imported into aPC
based word processor for documentation purposes. The interfaces
between the HP hardware and a PC are as numerous as the software
products available to PC's.

The system can· be connected to additional· color graphics
monitors or color printer/plotters to allow for color graphics
dumping. Currently, the end user is limited to 160king at
telemetry data for only six··· holes at a time. By .adding a second
color graphics monitor, and making a slight program change, the
user can view up to 12 telemetry data readings at one time. This is
a significant improvement, since the end users may have more than
four ports·unused.between holes being monitored, and currently must
page between the active ports to view incoming telemetry data. The
color printer/plotter .would allow. for a graphics dump of the
current picture displayed . Currently, the end user has .no graphics
dumping capability.

Finally, the use of expert systems capabilities maybe
available to the grout monitoring program. In this situation, the
system would be enhanced to not only read in readings from the
field, but.make corrections to the drive motor and flow meters as
required by the current situation. Currently, if pressure or flow
drop, operators must call to the field to inform the field
inspectors that an unacceptable condition is. occurring. Through
the use ·of expert system enhancements, the system would be self
correcting.

CONCLUSION

The New Grout···Monitoring Program allows end-users·to work in
a multi-processing environment, with no change to the operating
procedures that the old system had. It uses an ALLBASEdatabase,
almost eliminating data corruption errors, and makes correction and
maintenance a much·simpler·process. The new system contains more
space for data, has a stronger data·· .. storage process and contains
many more alternatives to running and using the hardware. The
system also provides an interface between BASIC andALLBASE,an
interface rarely usedd

, that will .allow future· developers more
opportunities for system development and codin.g options. In
conclusion, the New Grout MOnitoring Program not only gives
grouting personnel at the Waddell Dam a tool for more effective
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operation, but engineers and programmers through out the world a
flexible software interface that may satisfy many future needs.
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• backup· and restore
• disk management
• IPUng the.system
• process management

userrnanagement
upgrading the operatirigsystemand .il1stallingpatches.

The areas we will concentrate on are:

You are an experienced MPE administrator. Someone in managementdecides that we
are now hopping on' the bandwagon of Open Systems -all of a sudden into the middle
of yourco(ltroHable, famHiarworld sameone.dropsanHP-UXbux,and says "Administer
it." ... You're.e).<perienced! .. YQu., saysurelc~n do it, then all of~suddenthernanualsstart
arriving .and ··you ... fealizethat what~asoocea.•·rli.ce,. neat,. orderly world is naw .. looki[)g
prettyoverwhelmii'lg ~ndalien··.inligbtofthe.three-volume·set .. of.commands. Where do
you starttoJind,the information you needto run thiss,ystero? .... luckilytheworld 'ofa
System Administrator is fairly uoifonnacrossa.llplatforrnsandHP-UX .Manualsare v~ry

well written. This paperisdesignedfor the experienced MPE administrator who will be
or is. now "res(>,onsibl,e ·formana.giog an HP-UXsystem.·. We.wiU. takeyarious areas; of
responsib,litya.ndcomparethe,commandsandproceduresi.n both .MPEand HP-UX~ This
is not meant to be~cOrnprehQnsiveguidet>ut/rathera, briefoverview;ofsome of the
moreimportapt... and .frequent task~ Wee are called ·upon. ta ..·perform.. Each. <:ommand or
name ofaniJnportantpart of thesys,tem. will be;printed in .bolditalic~

HP-UX does provide a user friendlyinterfacecaUed samforsorneSA tasks but it doesn't
cover them all. It is helpful to understand whatsam is doing and to know how to
perform those tasks from the command line yourself. We will touch on whether .or not
sam handles a. particular task or function.

System Administration - MPE to HP-UX
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Let's start by briefly pointing out the differences in basic syntax between HP-UX and
MPE. In MPE, each command is usually a word in the English language followed by
options delimited by a semicolon, such as

showproc;job =@.

Someone with a knowledge of the computers and the operating system can glean what
the command means just by reading'it-sho\V all the processes running on the system.

In HP-UX however, the equivalent task is performed with the following syntax:

pS'-ef

It is not automatically apparent to the, user what this command meanshr' whafit is doing.
This is true for many HP-UXco:mmands and to compound the difficultythere are very
often several commands which can be used to accomplish the same end. We will try to
focus here on'giving'the most commonly used methods. However, the beauty of HP-UX

, is that onceyou have an understanding of the syntax and commands it can be much
faster, much more creative and sometimes more fun to work with.

Each HP-UX command has many different options available which are usually
implemented using the '-' symbol followed by a letter or number. The meaning of these
options can be found in the HP-UX helpfatHity 'called man. Type man and the name of
the command you want help with and the system will display the entry from above
referenced three-volume mantlal set. If you are reading the actual manual the System
Administrator~commands are listed in Volume 3, User Commands are Volume 1 and C
Programming Commands in Volume 2. For quick reference, we recommend you print
out the man pages for the commands you use most frequently using the Ip command (ex:
man ps lip) and create a personal notebook.

BACKUP and RESTORE

Backup and restore in HP-UX are not as simple and straightforward as MPE users are
accustomed to. However, once you are familiar with the different methods of backup
and it has been decided by your site which method is best suited to your needs backup
can be painlessly automated.

In MPE to do a. full system backup the command is:

file t;dev= 7
store @.@.@i*t;shoWidirectory

System Administration - MPE to HP-UX
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In HP-UXthesame commandcan be done in a few different ways. See the following
examples:

lind I-print ·Icpio -ovBcd·. :>IdevlrmtlOm

dump"Oundl 6250 IdevlrmtlOh lu2

letcllbackup. -D-uv ,-glusrlsam/conliglbrlgrapha17336-1
lusrlsamllog,lbr..index.lull-£;··./usrlsal71lcqnliglbrHbackllp_config·-d
IU$rladrnlfbackuplilesldates-lldevlrmtlc201d3m} 2 >&1

tar cvf IdevlrmtlOm

Below is listed a brief summary ofeach form.pf backup and the. pros. and cons. of using it.

cpio -

dumpl
rdump

fbackupl:"
Irecover

tal-

cpio'is a UNIX standard method of copying files. It is transferrable
to all non-HP UNIX systems. However, when doingrecovery on a
tape made with cpio it .. can ·be very slow because it reads each byte
ofdata onthetape.Wben used for backop it.is combit1eQwith the
lind command to capture the desired data .using the I symbol (see
above). You must also use the lindcomJ!land if you wish to use this
method for incrementals.

dumplrdump is also a UNIX,standard. It allows you to. do
incremental backups by writiogto a file entitled lettldumpdates
which records the last level of backup done. Dump onl¥ allows you
to backup ()nefile system. at a time.

fbacku/llftecover ·.is "an ·.HP-UX·proprietarymethod of
copying 'fHes.Thisis the method sam uses~ ftis much faster than
cpioon recovery..... 'The sam interface is very straightforward and easy
touse.Werecomrnendthismethoo.

taris·afsOstclntfarO·UNIX.'lt·is···the·'metf'lodof copying files used'. by
mostthirdpa,rty software vendors.. It gives you thecapahility of
compactingfiJes illloonebigfile. HoweVer, this method 1soot
recommended for system backups as it doesnotaUoW.you to cross
tapesvofumes.

Backup can be automated by placing the scriptofthemethocl you choose in a Jite and
using the mill faci-ltty.

System~Oa -:-·tdPE tQ HP-UX
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Note of caution: Because there are a variety olways to copy files users' may choose c,

different methods. It is therefore imperative in HP-UX that all tapes are not only labeled
with the date and the data contents but the method of backup used. Otherwise, you
may be asked to restore a tape and not know which -method was used create it.

One of the most common tasks of an SA on any system is to monitor and 111anage disk
space. In MPEthis is'done byissu.ing thedisdree command.withits various options (see
disdree e below) or.byrunning the report command againstgroups and accounts to see
how many sectors they occupy.

DISCFREE A.01.03 Copyright (C) Hewlett-Packard 1989. All rights reserved.
FRI, JUN18., 1993, 4: 46 PM

I Configured I In Use I Available I
--------~--+------------------~+---------------~---+~------------------+

TOTALS:
Device
Permanent
Transient

ACCOUNT
/GROUP

FOC67
FOCBETA
FOCDEMO
FOCUS"

16400512
16021040 98%)
14726368 90%)

FILESPACE-SECTORS
COUNT LIMIT

1187872 **
304848 **
207136 **
678480 **

15227536 93%)
15031600 92%)

195936 1%)

CPU~SECONDS
COUNT LIMIT
60731 **

2366 **
275089 **

2183237 ,**

1172976
989440

1172976

CONNECT-MINUTES
COUNT LIMIT
13966 **

2271 **
130048 **

53202 **

7%)
6%)
7%)

kbytes used avail capacity Mounted on
313742 ,269651 ·12716 95% /

1277886 950790 199307 B3% lu5
1277886 894766 255331 78% /u4
1277886 1135183 14914 99% /u3

386928 215001 133234 62% /u2

Note of Disk Configuration: In MPE all disk are dealt with through SYSGEN and
VOLUTIL. In HP-UX all devices are addressed through files which can be found in the
Idev directory of the root.or I file systel11. Files for disks are located in the Idsk aod Irdsk
directory. Files for. tape drives are in the Irmt directory. Thisis covered extensivelyin
th~ System Administrator Manual. _These d~vicefiles are then mounted to a directory you
name from the root file system. Disks may be added through satrJ~ Sam runs mediainit if
necessary and then newfs. The entries for the device file and mount' points are added to
the letdchecklist.file.. The reference, information for newfs is located in letddisktab.

In HP-ljX the command that corresponds to disciree isbdfcombined with duo The
output ,can :be seery, below:

# bdf
Filesystem
/dev/dsk/6s0
/dev/dsk/c41d5s0
/dev/dsk/c41dOsO
/dev/dsk/c41d6s0
/dev/dsk/5s0

System -Administration .. MPH -to HP-IDe
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# du -s *
2 I
2 ICD ROM
2 I MaTI
4384 ISYSBCKUP
8690 Ibin
86 Idev
45596 lete
4384 Ihp-ux
16338 Ilib
16 IIost+found
9494 Isystem
2 Itmp
430002 lu2
2068824 lu3
1789532 /u4
1899908 IuS
224 lusers
454226 /usr

Unlike MPE, the system in HP-UX is split into various partitions called file systems which are
in essense disk drives. Spac~,analysisis ther~fo"~done on afile-system-by-file-systern. basis~
You then need to analyze the directories under each file system. .

The du command which measures in 512kblock$,can first be used for global analysis. As
the larger directories are determined a closer analysis can be done usingeitherthedu or the
II command. II is a long listing of the contents ()fa particular directory, itrneasures the
number of bytes in a file. However, it is only useful for measuring file sizes not directories.
The entries you"see fordirectories.indicate the size ofthe entryfor ,that directoryinthe
inode tableandwiH gr?vvwith,the number of files in the directory: This'isnotthesizeof
the files within that~ir~ary. ,.Inoth~rwords, adirectorysuchasldevlr~tmaysay1024
w~en you' run II fr?m the Idev ditect?'y but. if,you run du-s, from there you may see that this
directory'is huge.• Avery comm?n'occurrencein this case is aus~r wh? inadvertently
created a file rather than actually doing a backup,bytyping Idevlrmt/om ratherthan
Idevlrmt/Om. The system created a file called Idevlrmt/om containing the files to be copied.
Imaginably, this can occupy large amounts of space on your root disk. Just by looking at the
II output from Idev you would not see this unless you cd into the Irmt directory where the
file is located.

Below is listed a sample of the II output from the root directory-notice how lu2, lu3, lu4
and lu5 are listed at 1024. These are mount point for 400 MB and 1.3 GB file sYstems.',lf
you look in the above du example you will see the correct listing of space those file systems
occupy.

System AdnUnistnltion - M~~ to HP-UX
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# 11
total 9258
-rw-rw-r--
-rw-------
drwx-----
-rw-r--r--
-rw-rw-rw-
drwxrwx--
-rw-rw-rw-
-r--r--r--
-rw-------
drwxr-xr-x
-r-xr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwx-----
-rwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
-rwxr-xr-x
dr-xr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
dr-xr-xr-x
lrwxrwxr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
drwxrwxrwx
drwxr-xr-x
drwxr-xr-x
dr-xr-xr-x

1 root
1 root
2 root
1 root
1 root
2 root
1 root
1 bin
1 root
7 root
1 root
2 root
2 root
2 root

109 125
3 root

13 root
17 root

2 root
4 bin
2 root

165 bin
1 root

29 root
19 root
22 root
24 root

4 root
35 bin

sys
sys
mail
sys
sys
sys
sys
bin
sys
sys
sys
sys
mail
other

qa
root
sys
sys
other
bin'
root
bin

sys
root
root
root
root
sys
bin

535 May 4 14:49
343 Jun 17 14:26 .Xauthority

1024 Mar 23 17:26 .elm
57 Feb 10 1992 .events
97 Apr 21 14:22 .glancerc

1024 Jan 22 17:13 .lrom
17 Jan 22 16:39 .lromrc

8507 Dec 21 13:13 .profile
2298 Jun 14 20:26 .sh_histo:ry
1024 Jun 18 16:22 .vue
2415 Jan 19 15:50 .vueprofile

24 Nov 17 1992 CD ROM
24 Apr 27 11:25 MaIl

2232320 Jun 17 15:40 SYSBCKUP
3072 Jun 17 09:18 batch qa

3072 May 14 20:47 bin 
3072 Jun 18 14:37 dev
5120 Jun 18 14:58 etc

2232320 Jun 17 15:40 hp...ux
1024 May 16 21:13 lib
8192 Jan 30 1992 lost+found

4096 Jun 1508:57 system
7 Nov 6 1992 tmp -> /u3/tmp

1024 Jun 10 14:07 u2
1024 Jun 18 16:10 u3
1024 Jun 18 16:13 u4
1024 Jun 16 14:38 uS
1024 May 26 09:08 users
1024 Jun 7 10:47 usr

At present there is no utility that we are aware of that measures the disk usage globally.
However,the script below captures the pietureof disk usage on a global scale.. First it issues
the date command measure$'ihe entire system using belt and then runs du on each
individual file system and sends the output to a file entitled diskout. This can be customized
for your site, printed and kept for analysis and tracking the history ofdisk usage.

use ()
{
date
bdf
du -s /*
du -s /u2/*
du -s /u3/*
du -s /u41*
du -s /u5/*
}
use >diskout

s,1tem AdnUniitratie. - MPE to HP-UX
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Disk Spaee Tips: If your root file system is very full you can move directories such as/tmp
to another file system and link them using the In or link command (see above). The fete
directory maycontaintwofiles-wfmp and btmp.These are log files usedhy the last and
lastb commands which register the number of successfulandunsuccessfullogons. They
tend to get very big. It is good to have this information online for security purposes but
these files can> be archived andrecreateda.nytimeusing,thetouchcomrnand. You' may want
to either purge or store thern off to tape periodically.

In MPE the typical series of events for bringingthe system down is:

1. Bring network down
2. Control A = shutdown
3. Control· B 'eM:> .rs
4. 1St> start notecovery

As. usucH, there~re a few ways to accompli~hthis inH~~UX.. The twom~st commonly used
are shutdown and reboot- both located in the/etedirectory. One very positive attribute of
HP-UXis that unlike MPE it can berestarted from any terminal on the system, whereas in
MPE it must be done from the console.

shutdown - Is the mostgra<:~fulwaytobrj~g the system down. It useskill-14 to
kill processes. Ifno options ar~ stated, shutdown will issu;~, by default,
a 60 second grace perioddurlng which users.can log off.tnaddition, it
will send a message indicating the system is coming down. You .can
also designat~users other than root to use this command by entering
their user iadn the /ete/shutdown.allow file. Here are examples ofthe
syntax for shutdown:

shutdown ..h
shutdown -r 30

shutdown

will halt the system and allow you to cycle power
wi II reboot the system with a 30 second grace
period
willbring:tbesystem into single.usermode;for
maintenance purposes.

reboot- Reboot is a. much quicker and meaner way of shutting the down the'
system~ If uses kill-9and·· does 'not give a grace period. See syntax
below:

reboot immediately brings the systerndoVvn and sends all
messages to the console.

System Administnition - MPEtoHP-UX
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We recommend·· using letclshutdown whenever possible.

You do not have to worry about bringing down the network. HP~UXwiHautomaticaHy

bring it down and· reset it.with the·system.

As in MPE, you can send: a.messageto users using the wall command. To issue this
command, type in your message and hit Ctrl D and the message wilt be sent. This is the
equivalent of MPE's warn or tell.

If you would like to see some of the procedures the system goes through in booting you can
print out letclrc which is ·run every time thesystemis,reset.

PROCESS MANAGEMENT

In MPE to know what processes are running and which users logged on to .the system we
use showjob and showproc. These display the current users and jobs on your system and
the corresponding session or job number. To display this on a more detailed level you can
do showproc;job=>@andit will tell you the actual process numbers of each part of the
session or job... If there is a problem with a session or job you first take the console and run
abortjob #jls[xxx}.

showjob
JOBNUM STATE IPRI JIN JLIST
#S196 EXEC 43 43
#J78 EXEC lOS· 124S
#S291 EXEC 69 69
#S308 EXEC 71 71
#S422 EXEC 131 131
#S429 EXEC 81 81
#S442 EXEC 84 84
#S445 EXEC 86 86

JOBNUM STATE IPRI JIN JLIST

#J121 SCHED 8 lOS LP

INTRODUCED JOB NAME
WED 4: lOP MGR.QA
WED 6:36P SRCH,ARU!~RU

FRI 1:21P QA.QA
MON 9:45A MGR.QA
TUE 5:44P MANAGER.SYS
WED 11:48A ARU.ARU
WED 2:41P YN.YN
WED·· 2: 56P MANAGER. SYS

SCHEDULED-INTRO JOB NAME

6/24/93 23:00 FULLBACK,MANAGER.SYS

Similaily in HP-UX this information can be displayed on a user or global scale. Users type
ps to display all their processes. The global version of this command is ps -ef, which will
display every system process. To further qualify the information desired use ps -ef Igrep
[uid] or any character string you may be looking for such as ps -ef Igrep ksh (see below>
which will show all users who are running Korn shell. With this command you will see user
name, parent process 10, child process 10, the time the process started, which device file the
user is accessing, how many CPU minutes they have used and a description of the process.
As the system administrator in HP-UX or the owner of a process you can abort that process
by using the kill command.

System Administration .. MPEto HP..UX
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# ps -ef Igrep ksh
UID PID PPID
stuart 1421 1391
qaid'176~217661

iqk 6922 6921
rid 26335 26334
root~1815718275

psh .1672916727

C STIME TTY
o Jun25 ttypb
o 17:39:49 ttypl
o Jun 2S,tt¥sc
o 10:36:43 ttys9
4 19: 07: 12 ttysO
o 17: 07:23 ttysd

TIME COMMAND
0:01 -ksh
O:OOksh
0:01 -ksh
0:00 -ksh
0: 00 grep ksh
0:00 -ksh

Here if you type kill-9 J39J stuart will be logged off the system. You have killed the parent
pro<:ess"",hich spawned. the process that runs hisksh or Korn shell.

UPDATES AND PATCHES

If you have upgraded anoperating system or ins,talled patfhesin MPE you cue famil iarwith
the Af{r()INSTprogram.,~nd the procedures of gathering, enough disk space on LDEY J
before youstart. '

We are glad to say that in HP-UX this is much easier ancflesspainful. You'(Jo have to make
sure you have sufficient space on the root file system before you start but HP-UXh~s ./
incorporated tools into its update program which will warn ,you if you have insufficient disk
space.

Updating an HP-UX operating system and instaHingnew products are done through the
letc/update program. From this program yousele<:t ';Vhich m~dium, you want. to use .as a
source. The default device is Idevlupdate.src which was therdevice for cartridge tape drives.
Change this to IUPDATE .CDROM or Idevlrmt/Om for CD or tape respectively. This program
is very user friendly and more or less self-explanatory.

Once the update is finished all components' installed are referenced in the Isystem directory
in the root file system. This directory lists all file-sets on your system. ··File-sets are how HP
UX stores parts of the operating system'and<additional products., "Should you have the need
to remove a file.-sefonceit has beeninstaHed, HP-t:.JX provides another rather friendly utility
calledrmfnwhichlooksisimHartollpdate. Be.ve~ycarefuliwhetrl.lsing'ithowever,this
program's sole purpose is to remove file-sets.' Although, it can be very helpful in viewing
information on which file-sets are loaded on your system.

HP-UX patches are sent in a tar format. Depending on type of patch, the inst~ll~tion

procedure may vary but for the most part you restore the tape into the Itmp directoryand
run tar or sh against the files. This will often give you a README file which then tells you
further information on how to install the patch. It may also require you to run /etc/updat~

against the files you have just loaded. For most patch installations, unlike MPE, it is not >

necessary to take the system down.

Everytime you run letc/updateit creates a login Itmpcaltedupdate./og.

System Administration - MPE to HP-UX
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USER MANAGEMENT

The MPE system has accounts with groups and users. To add a new account, group or user,
issue newacct, newgroup or newuser. Each user is assigned to a particular account .and
group and·given specific capabilities. A users freedom on the system is dependent on the
level of access given. Each user has a home account and group. To display or change
information for a user we .issue the /istuser or a/tuser commands.

Similarly, in HP-UX each user is assigned a home directory and group. The user's freedom
on the system is limited by the permissions assigned to the files and~irector.iestheyw()rk

with. All the user information is contained in one file called /etclpasswd.ln this fHe there
are seven. fieldsdelimlted by: listed bel()w.. Additonally, .• in that file the user i~ assigned a
group..The information for that groupiscontained. inthe letclgroupfile. ...• The user, ,
administration can all be done using sam. However, it's good practice to know howto .
handle it manually. The above referenced files can be edited using any HP-UX editor. The
three main components user administration are:

/et;c/passwd:
root:qtP6BUvxjYOwc:0:3:Ann McDermott,hp 29,911:1:/bin/sh
daemon:*:1:5:*:/:/bin/sh
bin:*:2:2:*:/bin:/bin/sh
adm:*:4:4:*:/usr/adm:/bin/sh
uucp:*:5:3:*:/usr/spoo1/uucppub1ic:/usr/1ib/uucp/uucic0
1p:*:9:7:*:/usrlspoo1/1p:/binlsh
10b:NwAwI4MRS88v.:16:200:Bi11 Lob,hp 29,411:/u4/10b:/bin/csh
hpdb: * :27: 1:ALLBASE: I: /bin/s'h

1. User 10
2. Password (encrypted)
1. User 10 number
4. Group·ID for that user
5. User Information which can be split into 4 different fields separated by

commas: Name, .location, Office Phone and Home Phone. This
information is used by several programs. to display who .is logged·onto
the. system (such as who and finger).

6. User Home Directory
7. DefauIt Shet1 for user.

/et;c/group
root: : 0:
other::1:
bin: :2:
sys: :3:
adm: :4:
daemon: :5:
mai1::6:
1p: :7:
users::20:demouser,amz,quest,ibiuk,joes,myq
programming:: 200:10b
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1. Group ID
2. Password
3. Group ID number
4. List of users included in that Group. Sam will automatically

handle this for you. If you decide to add users manually you
must enter them tothis file yourself.

The third component of every user is the.profile file f~ borne and korn shells or .login file
for C shell.

The default .profile for borne shell assigned by sam looks something like this.

# more .profile

# @(#) $Revision: 66.1 $

t Default user .profile file (/bin/sh initialization).

# Set up the terminal:
eval ' tset -s -Q -m ':?hp' '
stty erase "AH" kill "AU" intr "AC"eof "AD"
stty hupel ixon ixoff
tabs

# Set up the search paths:
PATH=$PATH:.:/usr/lib

# Set up the shell environment:
set -u
trap "echo 'logout'" 0

# Set up the shell variables:
EDITOR=vi
export EDITOR

Note of caution: In MPE the most powerful user is MANAGER.SYS or any user with SM
capabilities. In HP-UX it is root or any user with UID o. HP-UX will allow user root
unlimited access to all parts of the system (that includes being able to scratch the entire
system!). It is, therefore, CRITICAL for security reasons that you limit the number of people
who know the root password!

SUMMARY

Although the hardware looks identical on both MPE and HP-UX, the operating systems vary
greatly. One appears to be much more user friendly. The other can appear out right hostile.
Just like learning a new language, it may take some getting used to but once you are familar
with the commands and syntax you may actually enjoy running HP-UX.
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Paper Number: 7028
The Management Consultant's Toolbox, Don't. Be Left Without It

Leonard S. Block
The Apex Group
7151 .Columbia Gateway Drive
Columbia, Maryland 21046

(410) 312-2653

Introduction

More and more companies .a.re·· catling'onManagement·consultants>to help .•·.them .• sort through
and .. explainfbe~numerous options that are .·availablein InformatiorrSystems Technology.."•With
the advances. in .networking, database management, client/server computing~ ··andoffice
automation, finding the right· combination of, products is quickly.becoming a top assignment
for consultants.

What are .same 01 the' common duties·' that a .' Management
Consultantlhllst perform ··1

What Iretter' way to .. explain these technologies then to· showcase how you actually .use· these
tools· in .your ·OWl\iwo.rk !

Writing>;Reports*

Afte.r perforrJ1ing'tnany~ ,.hou·rso~ .~serll1~ervie~s,~ revi'""ing .endless sets of '.documentation and
analyzing·companyobjectives,···often·,the real work. is·just·beginning. How does one organize
and .' package.all of this.information '. that is presentable·to a client. Often the biggest
challenge' is whatinformation~hould be presented and in what format. As we all know, a
poor'presenta~,ionofac~nsu,ltant'sfindingscan negate many hours of hard work and
excellent Jesearch·.·.t~atl1as ~taken'plac~9n. the ·.assignl11ent:
Specific .responsibilitiesthatweface,whenpackagingourresuftsinclude:

* Preparing .Graphical Presentations
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*

*

*

Providing an engagement status via Electronic Mail

Transferring ,documents to others for review, editing and comments

Sharing results

Accessing mainframes or database' servers to update Accounting or billing information

Time is Money

Often we underestimate the amount of time we need to perform the above tasks when
developing, cost proposals for, engagements. Therefore it is extremely critical that a consultant
have at their disposal the" right tools to,' organize' their findings quickly, accurately and
effectively. 'Not having a' complete and organized, "Consultant's Toolbox" can erode a large
amount of an engagement's profit.

Why not kill 2 birds with one byte....

Besides enhancing our profitability by having the' right tools at our disposal when' preparing
documents, an even larger benefit can be obtained by having a readily available technology
showcase. We are going to spend endless hours learning and integrating, software and
networking tools '.,weneedto 'package ,our findings., .Why not capitalize on this investment of
our time ? By creating a Management Consultant's toolbox, wer can showcase and
demonstrate to clients how PC systems integration really works. Integrating graphs with
text, "uploadiogdata to ,serversf~r bil,R~,g, creating' slides fr,om report excerpts,. ,~nd u~ing ,the
power.of tAN's to share data, is,exactly the type of.things·that many of our clients are
paying us to h~lp them learn.

What bett~r~ay t().~nstruct, a. ,client; ,than to. show, them ,first ,~and .how system's, integration
can benefit their organization by showing, th~",how., you use it in your own work. This
approach will afford" you ",instant credibility Jhatyou "Pra.ctice What .You Preach" ,not to
mention that you had to get the report or "p'resentation done anyway. Showcasing your
toolbox during the pre-sales cycle maybe that little edge you need over your ~ompetition to
win the engagement. '
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How do you build yourtoolblJx?

I know.that .many programl1lers and application developers already h~ve .manyof the· tools
that I am going to mention. The focus here is on the role of the' Management ·ConsultClnt~nd
their toolbox. Often application developers and Management Consultants are one .and the
same. However, many times they are not. Many toolbox articles. seem to focu8,on the
technical programmer .or. analyst and their tools. Almost no mention is given to Management
Consultants .and. their .needs."." ·.·As '·bave mentioned, ·.aManagernent.Con$ultant's ,toolbox ,c,an
provide great dividends in ',. cost.savings, .winning. newengagemel)tsandlending'., credibility to
existing engagements.

Since··there..aremanyexcellentsoftware,grapJlics,., database·.and cli,nt/servertoolson .the
market.· today, "w~ich' .0ntlS should you include.. in.yourtoolbox? ....Remember, .. ~ur,·,toof.,.boxWin
be serving twO:,..f~flctions .. ·.,· .•.... The'.first',will ,allow IIst.o.·report .and package. Durwork ,Quickly
and effectively an,dJhe second .. 'isto;establi~h',a showcase,.fo,"sYstems integration",.. for~ur
clients.··' So ." the ·;·bettera.·toolfits.bolh·.. objectivestbe, mo(e.,vatuablt!··i.tvvill be .toyouas ,a
consultant. .Nomaner what ,specific package you select, it should be .able, to contribute to
these two main.objectives.

Regardtessof>the;specificpackagest;!tected,Jt. isimpo~t~nt ,to~aveatleastonepackagein

certain. functionCiI.areas. ,.·Each•area·. plays a central. role'··. in,"systelRs integration" that 'wiUbe
important .todemoRstrate•.. to· clients.Soon,~ or·.later you .will •.• nelldto performthe~ '. functions
anywayincol1lpletingyour.Cissignments.
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Toolbox Categories that should be included:

The following are the categories to include and some criteria to look'forwhen selecting .a
specific package.' .

* Operating Systems

Needless to say,a graphical' user ,interface (GUI) is' essential intoday's" market. The majority
of your' clients will have.DOS based machines··with an extreme' ,desire to utilize Windows .and
its power more effectively. Right away is a chance to. showcase technolOgy'· to;clients.
Windows 3.1 (current version at this time) has many features such as macros, startup
foldets, etc: that can be used asa starting point for your desktop., In 'addition, a Windows
bas'ed····environrnent·wiU· allow you to .demonstrate in' a limited"'vvay ths:·concept of'"
"multitasking".·Many clients have a hard time .understanding this conceptonJaPC
workstation. As operating' systems such as WindowsNl and ,OS/2 beco'me more popular,
your;showcase' can then "move' with 'the· technology ·to demonstrate truly "multi tasking"'·
operatingsysterns. <,:

A note here about Unix. Unix is becoming the preferred platform for many company's servers
and main .computers. However, 'in my ·opiniorfif'will"be,·,awhile'··before,·the."business
community" will feel comfortable with Unix' 'as the primary·basisfor their client PC
workstations;~ ,'Windows based client applications are'still going 'to dominate the;marketplace
for years to come and therefore will still be among the things clients will be impressed with.

* Desktop Management

This is a very important area when demonstrating technology to clients and is very often
overlooked. Most people say "I have Windows" and their done. There are several desktop
management packages for Windows that can greatly enhance your ability to' easily move from
one application to another, automate repetitive ta~ks, print documents and access data. A
small investment in such a' package will payoff many times in getting work done quicker and
showcasing some of technology "Magic". Remember, our point is not only to get our work
done but to also maximize our effort by creating an arena from which to demonstrate
technology.
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* Networking

I·am.sure this.are.a·.·.isat· theverv ··top .·of the· list when "vourareconsulting ..for vour· clients.· .on
howtheycanimprove.their ·i. information systems. Having .'a good .und~rstandingof how your
own organization's network ·.·..·.works can··.. set .anexcellent.example fOf'clients·· on hoW they .can
maximize their .network reso.lJrces •.. throughimproved· .file .and print sharing. In addition,
netw9rking.will provide the-backbone for other.showcase areas such as.·Terminal Emulation
and. Client Server computing.

* Document Creation

To many this area is thought of. as just some Word .Processing package. There lies a big
mistake. .Documents·...produced ·bV·Collsultants.areoftenacollaborationof ···.data,textand
graphics .from Civariety ·ofsolJrces~. Jhereforeit. is critical one· select· a.WordProcessing
package that can easily. incorporate and maintain the diverse kinds of data. that make .up the
IICompound ··Docume.ntsll .that .. consultants must.quickIVproduce.··..... . Manv, many,.many· .hours
can be .·spentmergingaod.. editing .graphs, .clipart··..·andbitmaps with written text. '.. Making' the
right decisi()fl in.selecting ..'a.package can save you .a lot of pain and '.' grief when reworking
your report or presentation after .it has been reviewedbyasupervisor~ln addition, by
making the· right choice in selecting a Word Processor, the need for additional graphics or
spreadsheet programs may be. eliminated.

* Image Capturing

Many..consultants are '. faced·'. with .the challenge •. of incorporating snapshots or copies'of
screens into theirreports.•JhisJsnot>thesameasbringingin·.a· pie of.·bar· chart~ .Almost all
oftoday'sWord Processing and Graph packages provide for the integration 01 the; two. ¥et
how about capturing screen: or n~port layoutsfrom.'applications?...•.. By .... having.·a to.olthatcan
~apture .·il11ages..quic~ly. forincorpprationinto.a,document··willgive·.presentations ··a much
higher .degree .otprofessional quaiity..:ltwillbe.very'impressivewhen .a client a.sks<.how
you ·incorporatedtheir. images in your reports without redrawing them~
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* Graphic Manipulation

As everyone knows, life is not perfect and"· even the images, bitmaps, .and clipartwe' capture
may need some cleaning up. Often we' want to add some texr to the image or.highlight one
area' of the' drawing. Most of our.drawings are captured in' color but· are printed in black
and white~ ··Contrast and brightness needs to be modified when ·converting from color tffblack
and white. In order for visual objects to look impressive in reports, a little "doctoring", here
and there. Having the right tool in our toolbox is the key to success.

* Terminal Emulation

With the move towards downsizing and· client/server engines, mote and more clients are in
need of downtoading transaction data~ There is an overwhelming need for effective data
transfer solutions from mini or mainframe computers to networks and or workstations for
further analysis. This is one area' where having a readily available' demo ready for clients on a
workstation can give'a client a feeling that what they need done is possible. Actual
simulation '. of this type of processing for clients has been one of my most successful
techniques in my years of consulting.

* Client/Server Ability

One can not pick up a technical journal without seeing several articles, ads etc. for;
client/server computing. Yet how many clients really understand this concept? You
yourself' are preaching it as the right solution but· actually ,.may never have experienced it
hands on. I believe that one must be able to effectively demonstrate' why this technology is
considered the wave 'of the future. Client/server tools may"notcurrently be helping you get
any of 'your .immediate work' done at ·the'present. If··, it is not helping you in packaging your
presentations, find a way!t The learning curve you will go through will once again payoff
in increased credibility for clients' in showing them that you are actually using what everyone
else is just talking about.
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So What do you recommend for each ·area....?

There .aremanygood·ipackagesfro~which·tochoose~rom/··in each of .th~functi~narareas
just···de~crib·ed ..The packages ..·that>lwill· ..rJ1enti~nareones ·~~.at Ihav~ chosen for) Rly ... toolbox.
I will e~plainwhat •features in:'eachofth.ose.~ackages.led 'me .to. choose them.··'In·.some
cases,software/hardware/networking .·.·packages .were chosen for'. me· based'onmycomp~ny's
software,.har~ware .and,net""orking configurations Please..·.·~ote·that I...• am '.. not .endorsing."'.any
of, these packages· from ·a'''marketing··" standpoint rather' that these packages 'have ··been
effective for ··me. These packages are not only effective '. onthiirown .bUt"interact" very ····well
with each other.

*

*

Operating Systems

Desktop Management·· ··NewWavefrom· Hewlett"Packard

NewWaveprovides·anextremelyeffective·desktop ··managementpackage. NewWave provides
you with an Object Oriented desktop>that has the'same look and feel as an "Apple" or
"MAC"cornputer.••.• ~Ite~sarenotlooked .. at f.iles but as objects...'This graphical drag and drop
approach. to 'document managementmakes it easy to manipulate your work. Object folders
can'easilybe<createdto organize your work. Drag and drop printing is also provided. One of
tl1emain powers of NewWave is its Agent macro or scripting language. The Agent can
perform routine or repetitive tasks. This is avery powerful toorfor showcasing your
technologyv;a .. various. automated Agent Tasks... NewWave .is inexpensive and is well worth
tlte price just· fOftheAgent Task LaRpage alone.

*

Tfiis areaWilofteibe' dictated b".rergadizatiOM'sconfiguratioR. AI oftoday's maiw
n8lWOrts '(Novell, 1.AI·.Mgr.···•. etcJ.·.Wilbe.····loprovidey.·witlttbe necessary ··1Ools._
sllDWcaseyaur ·.teelbox: '
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* Document Creation

This is "the one areawh,r,e y:ou have:l'I1any choices. I have chosen AmiPro from lotus.
Be,-,ideshaving all ,tbestandard Word Processillgfeatures""fOlltld in.WordPerfect and •others,it
does an excellent job ,in incorporating and editing graphicalrequirements ,of a document. In
my ... opinion, AmiPro .provides. the and easy and ,flexible .' avenue .. fo,(: incorporating and editing
g(~phical objects within thetextc)f a report.Jts built in drawing package allows,yoU.J9
quickly· add a picture or gOlphright .where you want, it tobe.'· This,JeCiture has· saved. rne
hundreds of hours w~en editing:the many comp,ound, documents, I have had to ,create and
revise over the years.

* Image Capturing

A shareware'application called PaintShop allows you capture and edit screen images.
PaintShop has proven invalua~le. when crea,t~og· reports or manuals where actual .•,replicas of
reports and or screens were required. B~sides its main function of taking snapshots of
screens, PaintShop lets you dither color images from 256 colors, increase or decrease
brightness, .contrast or make a color image black:: and white~lt .also,allows you tQstretch or
shrink an image to the desired fit that is needed in your document. One feature of
Paintsh9P, Jbat .cap" be .extremely·. valuable toa consultant is its .a,bilityto wgrk on graphic
images in a variety of formats.:" This' is very ,helpful when, you, are.trying to merge' •a"diverse
set oldata, text and ,graphs into a. report or presentation..for a.client. Formats such··as
BMp,TIFF, PCX and WordPerfect's WPG are supported by PaintShop•., PaintShQpis a standard
Window~:appli,c(Jtion ,and takes upa,very small amount, of. disk ;space andean ,be installed in
5 minutes.

* Graphic Manipulation

Almost all application developers using Windows are familiar with Paintbrush. Yet as a
'Management Consultant this standard Windows application can be extremely,' valuable when
preparing your, documents and presentations. Since it is included with Windows, no
additional inveslment may ~~ requ:jred in,an out$i,d~graphicspa~;kage. Paintbrush allows you
chang~ abitmap'$ :colqr: areas·, while: alsp providing';youwith, a small.,toolbox itself •. for. creating
simple flowcharts, organization charts or other graphs using simple shapes,lin~s and arrows.
As its name implies; Paintbrush's main strength lies in its ability to allow a user to change
color combinations.
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Paintbrush used in conjunction with a package like PaintShop can provide a one-two
combination in graphic manipulation that is a wen kept secret for many. Since Paintbrush
can only work on BMP files, how do" you edit an image in say"aWPGWordPerfect format?
You can open the graph up 'inPaintShopsince .itsupport$ WPGfiles, .save it as a BMP file
and then edit its colors in Paintbrush. These two packages (PaintShopand Paintbrush) have
been two .of my biggest toolbox assets.

* Terminal Emulation

My organization possess both an HP3000 and HP9000 server. Therefore I need an emulator
that will allow me to get to both. Even though I have and use Reflection (WRO), I am
strongly recommending you evaluate Hpls AdvanceLink for your toolbox. .Besides the standard
emulation functions, AdvanceLink· has a user friendly .•. scripting language for file transfers.
This feature is very important when showcasing Yourtoolbox.··AdvanceLink ·isavery· viable
alternative to Reflection especially· if your consulting base of clients· is Hp· oriented.

Client/Server Technology

Here the recommendation is Microsoft Access for your toolbox. Access is less. than.• a year old
but already is gaining in its user base. Access is perfect for the Management Consultant due
to its extremely easy way to build screens, reports,· queries, graphs and last but not least
databases. One· can use its built in Relational Database Management System or connect to
such· popular engines such as Oracle, SOL/Server or Sybase. In a very short. amount of time,
one can built a small Access demonstration of how "Client/Server" technology works which
will "wow" clients and spark interest which hopefully will result in additional consulting
engagements.
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Summary

Every· professional. needs agood set.· of .. tools to compete.. Athletes have their equipment,
musicians. have. their instruments,. pro.grammers have their.editors and .compilers·and·
ManagementConsultant's.need>a set of tools as well in order to effectively compete. If you
create an effective toolbox, you will be maximizing your. time and effort in learning today's
technology. Not only will you be ·able to get your. work done quicker and more effectively,
you will have created a built in showcase for new· and prospective. clients. You can prove to

._clients that in fact what you SAY can be done ACTUAllY can· get done. If youfoUow the
guidelines outlined in this paper, lam confident that you will· be able to:

1) Win new clients
2) Receive new engagements from existing .clients
3) Produce higher·quality .presentations and reports
4) INCREASE OVERALL PROfiTABILITY Of YOUR BUSINESS !

You wouldn't leave home without your American Express card, well the same could be said
for a Management Consultant's toolbox,

"Don't be left Without One"
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Some Examples

The next 3 pages contain some small examples that were created with some of the tools
mentioned in this report.

Example 1· AmiPro embedded graph

This example shows a simple yet effective flowchart done with AmiPro's built in graphics
editor. Note, no outside package was used. The.graphics editor is easily invoked at theinsertion point and the flow chart was created. By toggling back to text mode, the
continuation of preparing the document is easily obtained.

Example 2· Screen capture with PaintShop

This example shows a mainframe screen captured with Paintshop and saved as a BMP file.
Notice, that the lettering does not show. up very well against the black background. The
letter's original color was green. .In order to use this graph in a WordPerfect document we
will "doctoring up"· in Example 3.

Example 3 • Screen capture after cleanup with Paintbrush

Notice how with Paintbrush, some of the letters have been touched up (changed to white) to
blend in •. against the black background. Now the bitmap could be incorporated into a report
and when printed on a laser printer, would appear crisp and professional.
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A low 'cost Client-Server application

Mark C. Halstead
Aircast, Inc.
92 River Rd.

Summit, NJ 07901
800-526-8785

Client-Server computing is cooperation between two or more computers. Eacb computer
shares a part of the processing. Ho~efully each com~uter is doing what it does best.
Client-server .computing ·do:s·not.· require.' UNIX.••. Clie~t-server.d~s .not· require .SQL.
Client-server does not requiret?at someone call· your databases "relational"..... ~oucould
create a client-server application on a UNIX platform, using SQL commands against a
relational database but·· you aren't 'requiredto~ You can, in· fact, •create client-server
applications with the tools you already have.•..•••... In the example I'Udiscllss,aDOSPC is
used for its<ability to generate attractive graphics <and· act asa flexible data entry system.
TheHP3000 and TurbolMAGE·areused.to perform queries against a large database.

There is a growing list oftools available to help implement client-server compu~g. \\'hen
looking at the different packages my first criteria was cost. There was no strong support
for client-server at our company because few peopl~knew its potentiaL I wanted to put
together a demo application,.butwanted to avoid.wastingcompany.mon~on a·projectthat
noone?ad really asked for.,' I evaluated three solutions to generate the PC application
inte~ace' or front end. .All 'of them need a terminal.elllulation package to provide an
interface to the 3000. I chose Reflection I for Windows as the terminal emulation because
ofits strong commandlanguage,.its' ability to supporfdynarnic data exchange, ·and because
I already had it. The decision on the HP3000side was easy. I chose QueryCalc because
of its flexibility, power, and ease of use. I have worked with QueryCalc for several years
and feel very comfortable with it. It is worth mentioning that had IMAGE/SQL been
available when I wrote this application, I would have been tempted to use something like
Forest & Trees to put this application together.' But Forest & Trees would have still
required a cash outfaythatI wanted to avoid.

The first package I looked at to generate the frontend wasVisua] Basic. from Microsoft.
Visual basic has a lot going for it. It's inexpensive -... ·under $200 and can generatestaJ1d
alone applications that lean distribute without buying more copies· ofthe program. Visual
basic is a very powerful and flexible programming language. The downside of Visual
basic is that it is a real programming language··and 1 am not· a progtammet: ··'.1 began
teaching myself to program with VB but realized that. climbing the. learnin~curvewould
take more time than I wanted to. spend. I haven't given up on it, but I decided that learning
VB Was a long term personal growth project and·not the best fit for this project.

I 'haveheen using NewWave~omHPas~.myWindows desktop for some time' and.~ew that
it was' capable of generating my front end.· The NewWave agent task ··language is a rich
and .powerful tool. Underneath .' the pretty interface' NewWave is serious technology, it
could do everything I needed to do. HP has priced·NewWave very attractively but·1 would
still need to buy a copy for every person using my appli9ation. I would also need to train
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them to use the NewWave desktop. While Iperso~~lly lik:~ it very much some ofthe people
I showed it to didn't like it and didn't want to use it. I could make this project happen with
NewWave but it wasn't the best solution.

The third option was Excel from Microsoft. Excel has some good application development
tools built into it- as well as being avery good spreadsheet and graphics package. The
Excel macro language is powerful enoughto do. what I needed and isn't terribly difficult to
learn. Best of all, it was already ~n the machines I wanted to use. I chose Excel for my
interface. -,

1l.9w it works

The application I wrote takes infoQl1ation entered in dialog boxes through Excel. and
transfers that infonnation to. Reflection. The transfer. is entirely. in the ·background. ·.. The
user. never sees anything but the Excel screens. Reflection command files transfer the
information totheHP3000. The HP3000 product QueryCalc uses the information from
the Reflection command files to perfonn queries and return infonnation. The· Reflection
command files then gather the information from- QueryCalc and transmit it back to Excel.
Excel then displays the information graphically. The whole process requires nothing from
the user except to point, click, type a few characters, and click again.

The PC side

The PC side was by far the most difficult part .. of the whole project. Making Excel and
Reflection work together with DOE took much more time than the work on ·the HP -3000
side. I found it helpful to break the project into parts, the interface, the Excel component,
and the Reflection component. By working on only 'one component on a given day I .was
less. likely Jo confuse myself with differences. in command language' and. format. Luckily
th~y are similar enough that it wasn't a major problem.

Desig~ing.the interface --

The firstthing to remember when designing a user interface is the user. Who is going. to
use this application, what are they going to do with it, and how are they going to use it.
Make a plan, sketch out"the screens on paper and see how they flow. Once you know what
you want to. do you can. set about doing it. .Don't forget that' you have to make· your
program or macros manipulate these screens, so treat yourself kindly and don't bite off
more than you can chew. ,"

Dynamic Data Exchange, a quick overview '.;;0.

'-

Dynamic data· exchange (DOE) ..is one. of the .best kept. secrets. of Windows .and. Mac
computing. -" Most people have. beard of DOE and many have triedit with varying degrees
of success, but few people really know it's potential. There is a good reason for this-~

mpstofthe infonnation about DOEis buried in manuals that would.give even a serious
techie tlteheebie..-jeebies. DOE is the way Windows programs communicate with each
other.. They are able to open a conversatipn ona variety of topiCS. It worksmu~h like
cutting and pasting, but is automated. and doesn't require.. the .. use of the. Windows
clipboard.
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To begin a DDE conversation you need to supplythe name ofthe programtbat is going to
be the destination, and a topic for the conversation. The name for the destination program
is going to be something like EXCEL, WINWORD, or RIWIN. The documentation for
yours()1:hvarewilltell ... youtite •application'sDDE ••natll~.~ ....InRetlecti()n forWin~o~syou
canspecifytl1eDDE name?thisbelps loc~~ the ~get.de~on~hen·therearemore
than ··oneRetleetion session active. The' destination is the .' .application you ..•• are going to
send information to.

The topic of a DDE c()nversation'is the target of the data you wish to send to' or retrieve
from. If you wereusing Excel as the destination the topic could be the nameofa.nE~cel

file. In Reflection and most other applicatiollSyou can open a system topic that can
provide you with infonnation about other top.i9~ that are available as well as the status of
the application. In Reflectiql1 ~oum.ay also()pen an RCL topic that allows you to place
~ata in Reflection comman~.laJlguagn v~riable~or run command files. The typepf~opic

that is available depends~llthe4estinatiol1.iInRetlectiona topic is usually a type()fdata.
~··InWord·or Excel t{1e topic catl'bea type ofdata (like the system topic) but it is usually the
nameofa file that you wish to act upon.

()ncean application and topic' is selected we need to do .something with them. The data
transmitted between~~a}l}lli(;ations is. the •item· < The item can. be text, numbers, or
graphics. . .What ..••isi;~c~ep~blei ....~·••••.. an·it~midepends on. the source and destination
applications.. In Reflectlonit is<generally the value of a variable. In Excel it may be the
contents ofa cell ora-named range.

Ute differences in DDE implementation for different software. packages make it hard to be
more specific abouth()vvto useDDE.Thebasic buil<tipgblocks ofDDE are buried deep
within Windows. The way each software developer accesses them· is entirely their choice.
This means that a statement that performs a DDE task.isgoingto look slightly different in
every application you use.

TheE~cel compon~nt

Microsoft. Excel suppliesthe ,user~terface.ItproVides<{di~log boxes, graphs and<the
macros to drive them. Figure 1 is what·theuserseeswhen.th~aPl'lication isl0a.ded.. The
buttons on the left activate macros that load~dialogboxesfor user input when appropriate,
or simply perfonn tasks as. in th~ case ofthe Up~tetheScorebutton.. Figure 2 shows the
screen with the Update.,t{1e Gr~phdial()gboxi)pened .•The user may enter either ..'an
ctccount ID numberc)rt4eIJ) nwnbe~ofanyinvoice. Clicking "OK" or pressing the enter
key accepts the data and continues processillgthemacro.

figure 3 shows the code for the UpdateGraph macro... The first six lines of code control
the action described i!1t!t: previous paragraph... Figure 4 shows the code that defines the
dialog box infigure4.Itiisn'tnec:ss~rytonumu(1}lydefine the parameters for the dialog
box. The Dialog editorthatcomes\tVith Excel allows you to visually define and place
fields in a.frame. When the box is set-up to your satisfaction, copy it to the clipboard.
'When pasted to a macro page ~in Excel the "visual" dialog box you used in the dialog editor
is.'· converted to the code.you.see.in•figure 4 ... The textualrepresentationithat is displayed on
the macro page allows you to fine tune the alignment and adjustment of the elements. Th.e
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r~gecontaining. $eseyalues is named in a range so we .c~ later reference them in the
macro. •. The Excel manual and other Excel references do a good job .. of explaining the
particulars of-this process.
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Figure 3

The macro in figure 3 may be intimidating to those whohaven'tused macros. I will step
through it, explaining what is happening as I go. Theill1age you see in figure 3 isa
"display .fonnulas"vi~w, the actual values contained in the cells isshQWl1 in figure 5.
Column one contains the. range·. names that correspond to the cells.· immediately to· their
rightColwnn twocontainstbe code ofthe macro... III this case the macro UpdateGraph is
a range of cellsftom R55C2toR80C2. The third column contains .comment to· help me
rememberwbatthe.code does.
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The fonnulas in R56C2:R57C2 reset the values in the dialog bo~ to 0, if they weren't res~t

they would contain the last value entered into them. The values of the dialog boxes are
used later in the macro, initializing them will prevent problems and confusion.

The fonnula in R58C2 activates the dialog box. The macro pauses here until the user
finishes using the dialog box. The cells R59C2:R61C2 check to see whether the cancel
box was clicked in the dialog box. Clicking cancel sets the value of the cell R58C2 to
FALSE, clicking OK or hitting the enter key sets the value of the cell to TRUE. This
value is stored in the range name UpdateGraphBoxResult. The three cells in rows 59
through 61 are a conditional that checks the value of UpdateGraphBoxResult. If the value
is false the macro jumps to the named range· StopUpdateGraph and encounters the
=HALTO statement,·· =HALT() stops the .macro .execution. If the ·value of
UpdateGraphBoxResult is true the cells in rows 60 and 61 are ignored.

In rows· 62 and 63· I retrieve the values inputted from the dialog box and add some prefix
and suffix information· to· make the values correspond to the information in our Image
databases. The concatenated information is stored in the range names AcctNumber· and
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IpvNumber. .1 usually think ofthe rapge names as variables. They act ··like variables when
used in Excelmacros.

Row 64beginsaDDE conversatiollwith,Reflection u~ing system as atopic. The value
that is returned· is. stored in the range name/variable SysChan2. ··Tbeactual value as
shown in figure 5·. is the DDE channel number. That channel number is unique .and ·can
later be used to request information about Reflection's status.

Row 65 begins aDDE conversation with ReflectionusingRCL ~tltetopic. The channel
numberJor this conversation ·is stQred in the variable RCLChan2... RCL is a.· Reflection
Command·· Language DDEtopic. that .• allows us to t~mit·data to Reflection .. command
langu~evariables. -

In .rows .. 66 and 67...•.•.I ..•.u;se ... the .RCL.. DDE·..·channel.tg transmit· (POKE) .. qata (the .. variables
;\cctNumberandlnvNumber)illto ..• Reflection Command l(U)guage. "Variables (V5andV6).
Ifall has gone well, 1 now have the information that was entered into the dialog box st<).red
as variables in Reflection.

Row 68 .. uses. the> same RCL DDE channel to Tun areflectioncomptalld > file,
DDE_TWO.RCL intbiscase.

I. know th3.fthe .cotmriand file Ihave~executed· will· take betWeen· ·20.·· seconds and two
minutes to execute, depending on bow busy thefIP3000 is. l~ould just pause macro
executionfortwomlnutes but that would bea waste oftinteinthose. cases where it only
took 20 seconds.·· .. The next ..ninelines of code check: .whether Reflection is executing a
command··file, .and displays. a message while itwaits for the file to complete execution. In
row 69· 1 ·p~use· 3 seconds to give the command·.file ·a···chance.to·.get· going· and notify
Re~ectiotl that it i.s executing.

Row 70 uses the system DDE topic to determine what Reflectioll <is doing. Reflection
keePS track·.ofits~status . With. internal.~ariableswe~an a,?cess. frolll ·• Excel. .... Wh~n
Reflection is executing"a command file it sets its variable AppStattIsValue to 3, whenit is
idle it baSaD AppStatusValue ofo.

Row 71 sets the variable/range name "AppStat2" to the value ofthe cell directly above it (
~R[-llC.).. In.row 72·1 start a loop. routine that continues whil.ethe··value ofAppStat2 is nat
equal toO.

Row 73 displays a message in the bottom left comer ofthe screen while the loop continues~

~~w74 and 75 refresh tlte value ofAppStat2tothecurrent yalue so that the loop willstop
at the correct time. The loop. doesn't include the-cell in row· 71 that first checked the
AppStatusValue, if1 didn't refresh the value ofAppStat2 it would never stop looping.

Row 76 terminates the while .loop I· began in .row 72~The rest of the macro can now
execute.

Row 77 removes the message from the bottom ofthe screen asking us to please wait.
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Rows 78 and 79 close the DDE channels we' opened. It is" important not to leave DDE
channels open, they use system resources and there is a finite number of them. Probably
the best reason is that you might mistakenly reference a channel you had used in another
part of the program. Besides it's just sloppy programming to open things and not close
thetn~

Row 80 terminates macro execution.

TheUpdateGraph macro assumesthat the user logged onto the HP3000in Reflection with
the', appropriate files loaded. I could have added a routine, that ran "Reflection, 'logged'on
and loaded,the proper files but, security was a problem. I didn't want someone to click a
button and get access without going through the proper security. Clicking the Logon to
HP3000 button executes the LogonToHP3K macro(figure 6). This macro loads a dialog
box to accept password information, then logs on to the 3000 and loads the proper files~

Limitations of space preclude an in-depth explanation of that macro but it is very similar
to the UpdateGraph macro.

Figure 7, the UpdateScore macro doesn't use a dialog box. This macro is activated by
clicking the Update the Score button. It executes a Reflection command'file that refreshes
the small a h called The Score.
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The Reflection component

Reflectionl·.forWindows~version4,provides the link between the PC and the HP3000.
Reflection can provide a PC/3000 link. intwoways~. The first method is file transfer, I
could write a command file that would send infonnationback and forth. This might work
well for some applications but it is unnecessarily complicated for this .application. The
second method of transfer, the ability to store the .contents of specific screen areas in
variables, wasjustwhat I needed for this application.

Figure 8 shows the Reflection command file DDE_TWO.RCL. This file uses the
information that Excel transmitted to the Reflection variablesV5 andV6. Section I loadS
values into QueryCalc' and does the calculations. The third ·Iine. of the file tells QlleryCalc
to make the cell Al the active cell, "/J AI"M" tells QueryCalc tojumpt()Al~ The "M is
theRCL equivalent of hitting the return key.· The fifth line --Transmit tIm 8?V5&''''''MU

,

enters an apostrophe followed. by the value' of the variable V5,andthena return. The
apostrophe tells QueryCalc to accept the value following as text. The next fewlinesmove
down one row and enter the value of the second variable. The line Transmit
"HAI:D15"M", tell QueryCalc to calculate the block of cells in Al :D15. The double
exclamation point tells QueryCalc to calculate query questions as well as more typical
spreadsheet calculations. '

Section 2 initiates aDDEconversation with the Excel spreadsheet EIS.X~S and stores the
value of the DDE channel in the variable VO. The nine lines after the DDE-INITIATE line
store the values of screen areas in variables. The statement LET Vl=
SCREEN(5, 16,5,27) means: assign the value contained in the blockofscreenbeginningat
row 5 and column 16, and ending at row 5 and column 27 to the Reflection variable VI.

The following nine lines "POKE" the information into ExceL The statementDDE-POKE
VO "RIC30" "$1", means: take theRCL variable VI(VI translates to $1) and place itinto
the Excel spreadsheet EIS.XLS at row I, column 30. The VOdire.ctstheDDE-PQI<.Eto
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use the DOE channel we opened with the OPE-INITIATE command. . Because· it is
possible to have several DDE conversations active at the same time, Reflection insists.that
you specify the channel you want to poke the information through.

Reflection only allows variables VO through V9 to. be poked to other·applications. This
means we need to assign a group of variables, poke· them through to· Excel, then reassign
them in small groups until all the information is m()ved.. This happens in the background
and goes fairly quickly, how quickly depends .on the CPU,"memory,· disc speed, etc.,.in
your PC.

The line LET V9 = MID(V8,1, FIND("", V8)-1) isa special case. The variable V8 is
storing the name of a customer. In the past we coded our customer names with special!
characters surrounded by quotes. These quotes cause problems when 1 try to perfo~ the
DDE-POKE. They are interpreted as the end of a string rather than a part of one. I could
replace them with different characters that didn't cause problems but in this case it is
simpler to just remove them. The statement above takes the value in variable V8 and
stores everything to the left of a quote mark in the variable V9. I realize that this isn't a
terribly elegant solution to this problem, but the fact that it works at all endears it to me.

The second to last line DOE-TERMINATE VO closes the DOE channel and stops the
conversation.

Each of the Excel macros has a corresponding Reflection command file that is similar to
the one in figure 8.

SET DDE-TlMEOUT 15
Transmit "/J A1 A M"
Hold·For "A[JAQ"
Transmit "t" & V5 & "AM"
Hold For "A[JAQ"
Transmit "/J A2 A M"
Hold For "A[JAQM
Transmit "t" & V6 & "AM"
Hold For "A[JAQ"
Transmit"! !Al:D15 A M"
Hold For "A[JAQ"
WAIT 0:0:3
DDE-INITIATE "EXCEL" "EIS.XLS" VO
LET V1 = SCREEN(5,16,5,27)
LET V2 = SCREEN(6,16,6,27)
LET V3 = SCREEN(7,16,7,27)
LET V4 = SCREEN(8,16,8,27)
LET V5 = SCREEN(9,16,9,27)
LET V6 = SCREEN(10~16,10,27)

LET V7 = SCREEN(11,16,11,27)
LET V8 = SCkEEN(12,16,12,27)
LET V9 = SCREEN(13, 16, 13,27)
DDE-POKE VO "R1C30" "$1"
DDE ..... POKE va "R2C30" "$2"
DDE-POKE VO "R3C30" "$3"
DDE-POKE VO "R4C30" "$4"
DDE-POKE VO "R5C30" "$5"
DDE--POKE VO "R6C30" "$6"
DDE--POKE VO "R7C30" "$7"
DDE-POKE VO "R8C30" "$8"
DDE-POKE VO "R9C30" "$9"
LET V1 = SCREEN(14,16~14,~7)
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(The pattern· repeats as necessary in this space)

LET V7 = SCREEN(2,27,2,33)
LET V8 = SCREEN{3,39,3,67)
LET V9 .. = .• MID(Va,l, .. FIND ('''', V8) -1)
DDE--POKEVO "R19C30" "$1"
DDE--POKE:,VO "R20C30" "$2"
DDE-POKE VO "R21C30" "$3"
DDE-POKE VO "R22C30" "$4"
DDE--POKEVO "R23c30" "$5"
DDE-POKE vo "R24C30" "$6"
DDE-POKE· VO "R2C28" "$7"
DDE~POKE VO "R3c28" "$9"
DDE-TERMINATEV'O
iEND,OFPROGRAM
Figure 8

The HP3000 side

I use .QueryCalc from AlCS Research to perform the queries in my application.
QueryCalcisa report writer/3-D· spreadsheet program....Ir.rQueryCalcany cell can contain
text, numbers, or a query question. QueryCalc is highlyoptimized:(orspeed. WlJile spe~d

is a.lways .important, .in a client-server application it. is, crucial. I alsolike the fact that
QueryCalc .i8 so· robust, powerful.and. flexible.·· .'. The fact that QueryCalc .. looks like a 3-D
spreadsheet lends itself to my application. I can input values into c~Us and have a query
question· in another cell reference those values as criterion. ·The spreadsheet formatalso
allows me· to know the exact location of the information I need to load into Reflection
variables.

Figure 9 shows the equations from the QueryCalc worksheet. The cells ,in Aal:Ad15 are
used, in the example I discussed above. The database I need to Query has an account
number(cust-key) field, but not an .. invoice number field.. ,TheceU· Aal will·contain an
accountnumber ifone was entered in the Excel dialog box, .oth.erwise it will contain a zero.
ThecellA3.2willcontainaninvoice number if one 'was entered in the diaJog box, again it
will containa zero otherwise. The.query'q1.1estionin ceUAa3 provides an account number
for the· invoice-number in cell Aa2.

Eql4ations for Page A.

(Aa3) : @gSING ORDERS. ORDR~DETL, VAL OF CUST-KEYWHEN ORDER
NUMBER= [$A2 ]

(Aa4): @USING ORDERS.CUST-DETL, STORE IN A CUST-KEY WHEN CUST~

KEY=[$AI], [$A3]

SUM OE"DOLLARS/I0000'WHENFISCAL~PERIOD=01199201

SUM OF DOLLARSIIOOOOWHEN'FTSCAL-PERIOD=01199202
SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOOWHENFISCAL-PERIOD=01199203
SUM OF DOLLARS/I0000WHENFISCAL-:pERIOD=01199204
SUM OF DOLLARS1I0000WHENFISCAL~PERIOD=01199205

SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OIIg.9206
SUM OF. DOLIJ\RSII0000WHE:tf" FISCAL-PERIOD=0119-92 07
SUM OF DOLLARS/I0GOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199208

@REREADING,
@REREAPING,
~REREAPING,

@REREADING,
@REREADING,
@REREADING,
@REREADING,
@REREADING,

(Abl): ··@tJSINGORDERS. CUST-DETL, VAL· OF CUST-KEYWHEN. CUST";'KEY=!A
(Ab3) .: "·@USTNG' SALES. SALES- DETL,'.· .FIND ... WHEN ·CUST..;.KEY=!A AND····FISCAL;..;:.

PERIOD>==0119
9201

(Ab4):
(Ab5):
(Ab6) :
(Ab7) :
(Ab8):
(Ab9):

(AbIO) :
(Abll):
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(AbI2): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOO.OWHENFISCAL...PERIOD=01199209
(AbI3): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199210
(AbI4): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL~PERIOD=OI199211

(AbIS): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199212
(Ac4): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199301
(AcS): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199302
(Ac6): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199303
(Ac7): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199304
(Ac8): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI19930S
(Ac9): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199306

(AcIO): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199307
(Acll): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISeAL--J?ERIOD=OI199308
(Ac12): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL.;..PERIOD=OI199309
(AcI3): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199310
(AcI4): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-P~RIOD=OI199311

(AcIS): @REREADING, SUM OF DOLLARS/IOOOO WHEN FISCAL-PERIOD=OI199312
(Adl): $SUB$(BI,3,8)
(Ad2): @USING ORDERS.CUST-DETL, VAL OF NAME WHEN CUST-KEY=[$BI]
(Afl): $DAT$2(SYSDATE)
(Af2): @USING ORDERS.ORDR-DETL, STORE IN A ORDER-NUMBER WHEN ORDER

DATE=[$FI]
AND STATUS<>CN

(Af3): @USING ORDERS. ORDR-DETL, STORE IN B ORDER-NUMBER WHEN ORDER
NUMBER=!A
AND DOCuMENT--TYPE<>Z

(Af4): @USING, ORDERS. ITEM~DETL, SUM OF QTY-ORDERED/IOOOO *UN:I.T
SELL-PRICE/IO
OOOWHENORDER-NUMBER=!B AND LINE-

TYPE<>E@
(AfS) :@USING ORDERS.ORDR-DETL, STORE IN C ORDER-NUMBER WHEN ORDER.,..

NUMBER=!A
AND DOCUMENT-TYPE=Z

(Af6): @USINGORDERS.ITEM-DETL, SUM OF QTY-ORDERED/IOOOO * UNIT
SELL-PRICE/IO
000 WHEN ORDER-NUMBER=!C

(Af?): F4-F6
Figure 9

The cell Aa4 creates a "searcb set" of the account numbers, in cell Aal orAa3~ The idea
ofa search set may be unfamiliar to you~ The basic idea is create a list. of values that be
used in subsequent queries. Because zero is not a valid account number (either Aal or
Aa3 will be a zero and the other cell will contain an account, number) our search set
contains one valid account number. The search set is assigned the name A, valid search
set names are A through Z. The cell Ab1 returns the value of the account number' in
search set A, we'll use this a little later on. The cell Ab3 uses the account number stored in
search set A to query the database that contains my historical sales data. This cell gathers
the 'records that have the appropriate account' number and are from January of 1992 or
later.

In the block of cells Ab4:Ac15 I use the QueryCalc@rereading function to ,find the total
dollar sales, in each fiscal period, The,@rereading function is, something ,like the Query
subset function but is more flexible. The @rereading function does not disturb the original
group of records selected and cap .be reissued many time with different,qualifying, criteria.
Reading through a list of records, is much faster than asking.' a query question repeatedly.
Search sets and the @rereading',function are two of many features that make QueryCalc
well suited for an application sucbC;l.S this one. "

The cellAdlparsesout the account number in cell Abl, removing the 01 prefix it has in
the database. The value ofthis cell is passed back to'Excel.
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CellAd2 'ireturns the value of the acc~untname for the account in questioll..This
information is sent back to Excelfor display' in the graph.

The group of cells AfI:Af7 calculate the up to the minute sales for the day. The first cell
in the group.returns' the current date in the proper fonnat. The second cell uses that date to
create a search set ofall the invoice numbers for the aay (this is search set A).

GeUiA£J further refines the' search set to. filter out.- credit invoices.eeU.M4 returns the
dollar value of sales represented by search set B.. Cell M5 creates a new.search set of
invoice numbers for credit invoices. Cell M6 returns the dollar value for the credit
invoices. Cell AfT subtracts the credit invoices from the sales invoices to give the net sales
for the day. It may appear that separating the sales and credit invoices, then netting them
is •redundant. .·It is necessary. in this case because the values. in 'the··database.· for· a icredit
invoice are not ,negative numbers even· thoughthecreditO'invoice .is essentiallya· negative
sale.

The final value in AfT is transmitted back to Excel where it is displayed in the graph titled
THESCORE.

While neither of these examples used it, QueryCalc has a strong macro language that can
be helpful In an application that required a lot of manipulations of the spreadsheet a
macro within QueryCalc would be much faster and more reliable than issuing the
individual commands from the Reflection command file.

QueryCalc also has the ability to print to. MPE flat files. If all the information needed
couldn't fit on the screen it could be printed to. a file then transferred to the PC with the
Reflection command file. I avoided this because it added an unnecessary layer. of
complexity. Transferring the value ofvariables with DDE is much easier than transferring
files, bringing the file into Excel, parsing the ASCII data, and then manipulating the
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information within Excel. TheDDE data transfer is also much faster than a tile transfer.
File transfer data exchange can work but it adds a whole list of new things that can go
wrong with your application. Use file transfer ifyou have to but avoid it ifyou can.

AICSResearchhasjust added a new feature to QueryCalc that could simplify the process
even further. They have developed high quality PostScript graphics for QueryCalc.
Rather·than bringing the information.· into Excel to generate. the graphics I could just
download the PostScript files, then use· something like Adobe's •. Acrobat· to convertthem
into screen displayableimages.

Closing thoughts --

The. application lbave discussed is meantto .. be a demonstration ·.ofwhat client-server· can
do.Perhap~the thing that surprised me the most was how much people liked having this
application available to them. Everyone that saw it wanted something like it for
themselves.~veryone ··lovedthe fact that it.could provide them· information Oil .demand.
That information previously would have had to come through theDP department.

While this is· a real live·· client-server application. its .scope.is limited by the tools· I·.• have
used. I would never suggest thatsomeone try to write a large and complex application this
way. We are currently implementing a client-server order-entry system called Point.man
from Spectrum Associates. In this project we are using some of the more advanced tools
such as· Gupta. I certainly don't want to imply that the demo application I wrote had a
major impact on our decision to go to a client-server order entry system. It did however
show the potential ofclient-server to people who had never seen it before.

This project took about fiftybQurs of work. About thirtyh~urs of thattitne was s~ent

trying to find the correct syntax fortheDDE commanqs.. There were cases where I hatito
resort to .trial. and error to .. find· the ·right.combina~ions ..•lhope that .the.examples..I .. have
providedwillallowp~ple to put together a dem()l~strationclient-server application in a
very short period of time. Using a product like Forest'& Trees is certainly a better long
term solution to providing desktop accesstodata.•.·It is designed for that very purpose. If
however you need to convince people that client-server is·viable, and you don't have a lot
ofmoney to throw at the project, try this DDE method.
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"What's So Hard About Software on CD1":A CD-ROM Information Publishing Primer
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1. Introduction

Thepurposeof~spaperist() provide a high-level underStanding ofCD-ROM technology and
the issues associated with its use for software and documentation distribution. This paper
provides a starting point ·for·· readers. who want to learn •how to make .profitable use .of .this
technology in their busin.ess.

Section 2 provides· a brief techrUcal overview of the CD-ROM medium,···. followed, in ···sections 3
and 4, by a discussion of· the pros and·cons involved with using this medium for infonnation
distrib~tion.•... Thespecificstepsinv()l~ed in transferring information onto CD-ROM, and some
sUggestions for how to get started, will be outlined. in· Section,5: .Section 6 will focus on issues
Specific/:todistributingdoc~enta~on (textand~phics). on CD-ROM. Finally, we will
conclude· with some··· "wordsof··wiSiiom" <based on our· eXPeriences with using CD-ROM for
software and documentation distribution. atHewlett-Packard.

2•. CD-f{OM:History, Terrns,.and Standards

2.1 A Bit of History

Ouring>thetW'ly ·1980s,compactdiscs made a splash in the consumer musicnmket, Rrimarily
because of their capability for. high..fidelity reproduction, .tbeir .durability, and theatfJ'active
ecpnomicsof high-vPIUllle CD manufacturing.. CDs quickly. gaig.ed .acc~Ptance as .the..preferred
distribution medium for music by th~ end. of the 1980s. ··This .. early .• success. inspired. CD
manufacturers to look for other applications of this technology; at 'the same time, the computer
industry 'Was beginning tostplggle witllstoragecapacity problems resulting. fromtb.~ne'Wly
developillg interest in multi-media..•... By.·.themid-1980·s,..• it. had.becoJlle .apparent that CD
technology had considerable potential·for computer industry applications as 'Well.

2.2 .CbStandards

As the use of CD technology in many industries has continued to grow,· •researchers have
deyelo~standards that apply tobotbthe bardware (physical) 3lldda~ format (logical).
.Adherence to industIy-appr~vedstandards,asoPP9s~dto .developing proprietaty schemes, has
facilitated cr()ss-platform infonnation· interchange to a degree not·· often seen in the· computer
industry.
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Physical standards define the protocols for hardware interaction. These low-level definitions
enable the CD drive to read data from the CD media. The current physical CD standards.. most
of which were developed by Philips and Sony, include:

• Red Book: Compact Disc - Digital Audio (CD-DA). This standard (IEC 908) is used by the
music industry to publish your favorite titles at, the "record" store. Discs formatted to this
standard are usually stamped with '''Compact Disc Digital Audio".

• Yellow Book: 'Compact Disc-' Read Only Memory (CD~ROM). The Yellow Book standard
for CD~ROM (ISOIIEC 10149:1989)islliemost commonly used CD standard for
distributing information in the computer industry. Titles that conform to this standard will
usually be stamped with "Compact Disc Data Storage". An extension to the Yellow Book
standard, "CD-ROMIXA," provides for compressed audio and video/picture data in addition
to the standard computer data stored on CD-ROM.

• Orange Book: Recordable Compact Disc. ,', The, entrants. ,in, this hodge-podge standard
include CD-MO (Magneto-Qptical), CD-WO (Write Once), CD-R (Recordable), and multi
session "Hybrid Discs". The Orange Book "standard" continues to evolve, and is thus a
frequent subject of confusion. Its areas of application include systems, that produce "one
offs", used primarily by developers who need to "burn" a CD for testing prior to shipping to a
vendor, for mastering and ,replication. Kodak's new Photo-CD, will 'also, ,adhere to this
standard.

• GreenBCJOk: Compact Disc,' - Interactive (CD-I). ,This" standard is part ,of the emerging
multi..media industry. CD-I is a comprehensive'software and hardware system specification
for storingte~ graphics, and audio~ ,TheCD-I technology was designed for home use: CD-I
players can be plugged into your television and stereo.

• Blue Book: This is the Laser Disc standard for full motion video and audio.

The above standards cover a broad range of compact disc technologies; in this paper we will
focus exclusively on CD-ROM. (A good technical comparison of these standards is available in
[4].)

The physical layout of the disc is only part' of the CD-ROM story. A protocol is also needed for
how the operating system' is' to interpret the information stored on 'a CD-ROM. For software and
documentation publishing, 'we ',have the ISO"9660 file ,system standard and the emerging
RockRidge format,' which extends ISO-9660 for UNIX systems.

ISO";9660. ' This is one of the most widely implemented cross-platform standards in the industry.
ISO-9660emerged from the High Sierra Group recommendations and was formalized into the
standard with a few modifications. 'The High Sierra Group, and the' High Sierra/onnat that
emerged from that group, were named for the' High Sierra Hotel at Lake Tahoe, site of the first
meeting held to formulate the standard. Although there are some minor differences, between, the
original High Sierra format and the current ISO-9660 standard, you may still hear the two names
used interchangeably.

150-9660 (or High Sierra), standardized in 1988, was develop«t to proVide system
interoperability for CD-ROM. The ISO-9660 file system looks ,much like aDOS file system,
however there are different levels of implementation and interchange. At the'most limiting level,
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filenames are at most eight' characters in len~ followed by a period and a three character
eXtension."No special characters are allowed and directories caD only be eight levels deep.'. It is
important to note that different. operating· systems'.choosedifTerent levels of implementation of
180-9660, and thus ·have' different file system limitations. Not all 180-9660· disks are
intercJ:Jartgeable across· all' . systems •. · that support· the ••... standard. You must "check'> the
implementation level for compatibility.

R~kRidge. ..·••..•.••• ··UNIX •file ••. syste.dlS .. are .more· complex .. than·'early PC .file.· systems.. Filename
conventions are less restrictive, and files have attributes for ownership, permissions and special
files: The R<JCkRidge extension' to 180-9660 \Vas developed to provide these much. needed
features that were missing from the 180-9660 standard.' .RockRidge layers P08IX file· system
semantics on top of 180-9660, allowing UNIX-like file. systems. to live ona CD"ROM and be
read just like any other mounted disk on the system. One of the key advantages RockRidge
provides·. is.·.the •ability to. eXec~te ••.UNIX" software directly from.·· the .• CD·ROM, ,.withoutfirst
installing the .software ontoyourltard ,disk..,. RockRi~~e is··.currently working· its. way•through the
standardsprocess~ However, many vendors have already' implemented. RockRidge in" their
operating SYstems.

2.3 Multi-media and Other Trends

Current trends in.CD-ROM technologyi1l9~ucie recordableandmuIti-sessioIlCO-R0'1-Where
data can be al?~nded toa p~evi0\,tSly,recordecidisc> 7.. aI1dtnlUti..mediaal.'plications thatin~Iude

sound, animation, and full-motion video..••.Ne\V.,stan~~~dtechnolpgie~ beillg develeped to
support these types of applications include CD-I, CDIXA; and Photo-CD. These technologies are
still in their infancy, however, and the commercial availability of autho~n~ toolsto faciliUite
multi-media development is slow. The result is that multi-media titles·· continue to be extremely
expensive and time-eonsuming to make, generally out of reach for all but the most specialized
and sophisticated of applications.

3.. TheCaseforC[)·ROMDisfributiol1

Inbfowsillgthrou~~anrofthe l1l~JorPC, orworksta~on joumals, it becomes immediately clear
that CD-ROM is a "bot" topic.Bu~ why all the interest?

The advantages of using CD-ROM can be categorized, with some •overltip, as .either btlsiness
advantages or customer advantages. Historically,. business reasons, such as cost 'savings, have
beellthe initial triggers for adopting .CD"'ROM.for inforiIlation distribution; ·however, recently
there haS been a shift towards,the customer perspective.

3.1 Business Advantages

Amongtllebusiness reasons foradoP9ngCD-ROMfqrsoftware anq documentation distribution
are:

• Cost-savings. In larger volumes, CD-ROM materials are significantly less expensive than
other distributioDllledia. After paying the initial set~upcharges(see SectionS.lfo~moreon
CD-ROM m<plufacturing), CD-ROMs can ,be duplicatecifot $1-1eac1l, with packaging and
shipped adding .another $2-5, depending()D complexity. Contrast this with magnetic tape,
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•

•

•

which·.tnust be·recorded.serially, yielding no significant. savings for volume·replication".or
paper,which canbeduplicatedUcheaply, but forwhicll the packaging and shipping charges
quickly mount up As an example, .one of our HP divisipns. estimateci their manuf~turing
cost for paper manuals, not including shipping, at over $150,000. This division recently
made the: switch to CD-ROM, and is now spending under 530,000, including packaging and
shipping.

Time-savings. The CD4tQMreplication pr()Cess is a·simple "widget-sUpnping" '. proceduf(~.
As. such, it. is much faster to produce .CP-ROM .media ill. vQlume than. to duplicate tape
media or paper. Shortened manufacturing times can trans~~te .into shorter',. lead time
reqUirements for application and learning products developers and decreased time~to-market

for new products.

Capacity•. A single CO-ROM can storealmost--700MBytesof information, compared. 'With
traditional distribution media, .such as floppy. disks· (1.44 MBytes) or. 9.-track magnetic tape
(100 MBytes).. To put this in real terms, a full CD-ROM can replace approximately 1000
pounds worth of paper manuals, saving.40 feet worth of shelf space. As· shipping costs
continue to increase, this "compact" property of CD-ROM can result in significant additional
savings for businesses through decreased packaging and shipping costs.

Multi-platform distribution capabilities. CD-ROM is unique among distribution media in
the ,existence,. and wide-spread adoption of cross-platform file system. standards for this
medium. A CD-ROM formatted according to these standards can be mounted and read
across multiple hardware and_operating system platforms.

3.2. Customer Advantages

Benefits for end-users of CD-ROM-based software products inc1ude:

•

•

•

More ,efficient software installation and update. BeCause CD-ROM is a random-access
medium containing afile system image (versus tape, which must be read. sequentially), end
users, 'can partially install- or update large software products directly from the medium,
avoiding. the unnecessary read time associated with sequential media. PC users used to
repeatedly changing floppies during installation will find that this ~oyance goes away
when installing from CD-ROM. Another advantage of CD-ROM for software installation is
that.the'disc can. be mounted as a network file system and accessed remotely.

Fast and convenient access. to informagon. Searching for information is a considerable
source of lost time in an organization. Hewlett-Packard's Microwave Instruments Division
estimates that, without electronic access to documentation, its service engineers lose
approximately one-third of their day to searching for information. CD-ROM, along with the
appropriate indexing and retrieval software, facilitates efficient electronic access to· huge
quantities of information.. For individuals, this means increased productivity. Quality of
work increases too, as individuals are more likely to take the time to· gather the information
they need to do their jobs if it is conveniently available at their desktops. For businesses, this
can also translate in~o better service for your customers.

Bringing together informatiollfrom. diverse sources. As wehavefolind at H~wlett

Packard, customers like the fact that with HP LaserROM CD-ROMs· they have at their
fingertips not only all ofthe manuals for the products they have purchased, butalso manuals
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•

•
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formany other products, technical notes, product catalogs, and much more. With CD-ROM,
customers have cost~ffective and convenient accesS to many more sources for information
than they have had with traditional media.

Space savings.. .Hewlett:Packard's LaserR()~' CD~ROM •containso~er200m.anuals.
The paper. versions •• of these. same.u13n.ualswoUld require shelf space,··covering·•• an··entire
cubicle wall. For system administrators,'support engineers,seIVice technicians, and other
personnel whose jobs require access to large amounts· of technical documentation, this isa
very important advantage.

Sharability. Manuals can only be used by one Person'at a time. They can also be lost or
borrowed, makillg them inacces~Jblewhenypu need th~m.... To .counteract this,organization~
often· buy multiple.copies of important Ulalluals.•.. IncQntrast, by purchasing. a single' CD
ROM seIVice.. everyone in the •• organization .. may have. access .• all the time to •. on-line
information.

Durability. COlIJpared t() paPer fo~docUJl!entatiqn,or to magnetic media fOl'software,CD
ROMs are relatively illdestructible. . They are not easily damaged by scratches~smudges,

being dropped, or other handling artifacts. They ,can ..withstand fairly .extremev~atio~in
tempera!lJJ!ewitb.Qut •degradingtheq~ity of their data,~d. their lifetime expectancy. is
considerably longer th;m thatofIllagnetic tapeJ3]. .

Presernngnatural resourf!es. •. The'use ofCD-R()M ,in ,pl~c~ .of paPer to distribute
documentation. saves trees',HewlettjPackard,along. with .. other companies dedicated to
preseIVing the environment, is also initiating recycling programs for both the media itself
and for th..~packa.ging, including plasticjewetcases.

4..Obstacles to ,Adopting CD-ROM

While we have looked at the advantages CD-ROM may provide .·for companies and. their end
users, there are also reasons why adopting CD-ROM as a distribution medium may not be right
for your company. • It is important to understand that there ..•arehurdles 'associated.·.with the
adoption of a. CD-ROM program, which both your 'company and your customers must be willing
to negotiate and overcome. ' In this section, we will discuss some of, the ,.negatives you may
encounter•from your management and/or·your customers,·..• and. suggest alternative perspectives. to
help you counter these objections.

4.1 Business Considerations

Start-Up Cost. Business considerations regarding whether to implement a CD-ROM program
often come down to a simple question of economics. Will the long-term savings associated with
using CD-ROM in place·of other distribution media be worth the initial set-up costs?· To find the
answer to this question, you must first understand what are the initial· set-up costs. This topic
will be discussed in detail in Section 5, but the point thatwe will make here is that you must be
able to convince .. your management (and ypurselfl) that the long~term cost savings for your
company will be worth the start-up investment required.

Paradigm Shift. .Ifyou intend to distribute documentation on CD-ROM, you mu~ keep in mind
the costs associated with the paradigm shift from paper manuals to on-line technical
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dOCUlllentation. I, call,. this a "paradigm shift" ,and not, simply, a., migration, because, in.,order to
make the .shift without" negatively, impacting your customers, your technical writers, and, editors
must adopt a different way of thinking about infOrmation presentation. (This ,topic will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.) This paradigm shift may require a change in authoring
tools, it often necessiUitesa (sometimes major) data conversion effort, and it may even lead to
reorganization(or:·e~tablishment) of an editorial, staff., The key to acceptance of this paradigm
shitt, within, your •organization "lies, in 'coJllDlunication., education, and, partnership, .between
decision-makers, ,developers"and production staff.

4.2 Customer Considerations

Cost ofDrive. 'The most obvious end-user obstacle you may face is the requirement that all of
your customerS' have CD-ROM drives.< As we have found at Hewlett-Packard, there is still a
Perception among' consumers'~t, CD drives 'are' very' eXpensive. In fact, low-end drives, can
easily be purchased for a few hundred dollars. When viewed in the context of the purchase price
of an entire computer system -- even a PC system -- this incremental cost is very minimal.
Further, the a.vailability of CD-ROM products is growing rapidly, making the purchase ofa CD
ROM drive more of a strategic' investment. The, installed base of CD-ROM drives more"than
doubling' between ','1991 and 1992, and" the" head of Microsoft's consumer division, believes that
within two years all PCs will be equipped with CD-ROM drives (5). Hewlett-Packard and other
companies have found that promotional programs giving away CD-ROM drives can be an
effective way to increase CD-ROM penetration into the customer installed base. In the ,long-ron,
the cost sa~ngs HP" has experienced using CD-ROM for information distribution 'has easily
outweighed the expense associated 'with these promotional programs.

Customer Value Perception. A related, and perhaps more serious, obstacle 'is that customers do
not see a compelling reason for them to purchase a CD-ROM drive. You may experience an
attitude along the lines of: "I don't have a problem, so why do I need a solution?" The way to
counteract this problem is communication. Customers must be made 'aware ofthe advantages to
them of receiving their software and documentation on CD-ROM. They must not perceive the
move to CD-ROM as simply a cost-cutting measure for you, the supplier.' This is important to
keep in mind. There must be real and perceived benefitfor the end-user, else attempts to initiate
a CD-ROMprogram will not succeed.

On-line versus Paper Documentation. Ifyour target audience is highly technical, you may not
encounter a lot of resistance to switching from paper documentation to on-line. However, some
of the concerns you may hear from customers, and some suggestions for addressing ,these
concerns, include:

• On-line documentation is not portable. I have to be sitting at my desk 'to' get at the
information I need.

Response: The retrievalsoftwareyou provide with your CD-ROM should have flexible print
functionality.

• I can dog-ear'and mark up my paper manuals,. but CD-ROM is read-only.

Response: The retrieval software should provide bookmark and annotation features.

• I'm used to finding my way around in a book. ,How do I find my way around a ~D-ROM-full

ofinformation?
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Response: The retrieval software should have a .range. of intuitive navigational.aids to
facilitate browsing, in addition to full-text search capabilities.

•. This product cart'tpossibly be worth this much ifaU the documel'ltation fits on this little disc.

Response.; IntroduQtionofyourCD-ROMprogram· should include .broad-based marketing
communications programs to make· clear the· benefits to end-usersofon-linedoctlinentation.
Forfuture re.le~es, youmightalso consider adding c~mput~r-based trainings0jtware and
other educational aids to demonstrate the added-value of CD-ROM>over paper
documentation.,.

The process ofputtin~inforlnation.onaCD.ROM·is outlined in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1.;C»-ROM Production Process
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The basic steps in CD-ROM production are:
(

1. Conversion -- Text and graphics must be captured in electronic form and converted into
whatever·format is required by your indexing andlor display prograa-n5. Any softWare· that is
to be placed on the CD-ROM must be prepared for the target platform in the same manner as
with other distribution media.

2. Configuration -- Configuration involves gathepng together the files to ..be placed on the CD
ROM and specifying how they are to be arranged on the disc to facilitate.retrieval..Forboth
software and documentation, configuration may include specifying a file system or database
structure and building control files for indexing and publishing engines. For simple
applications not requiring full-text indexing, orsj~ple softWare product configurations, it
may suffice to organize your files into an ordinary file system structure, as software products
and files can be located on the CD-ROM without the need for indexing. For more complex
configurations consisting of many software products andlor many MBytesofdocumentation,
you may need to overlay some kind of database structure on top of the files to aid efficient
retrieval. In this case, you will likely need to build control files for use by an .indexing
program as part of the configuration process.

3. Publishing -- The term "publishing" has come to mean something quite different in the
computer industry than its traditional meaning in the paper publishing world. Further, even
in the computer industry the term is used to refer to a wide range of activities. What we
mean here is the process of building·and indexing the ·final versions of all files that are to be
placed on the CD-ROM. For documentation CD-ROMs, this may include indexing your
data for full-text search, building hyperlinks, and generating· other navigational aids such as
tables of contents and indices. For software CD-ROMs, this may include indexing your files
for efficient retrieval and installation using a software distribution utility such as the OSF's
emerging standard, SOU (Software Distribution Utilities).

4. Protection -- Because many more products can be stored on a CD-ROM than on traditional
media, securing the individual products from unauthorized access becomes a particularly
important issue. Using a codeword protection scheme, the contents ofyour CD-ROM can be
secured for install-time unlocking. The main problem with install-time security, however, is
that it offers no protection against unauthorized copying once the data has been installed
from the original media. For protection at softWare execution time, run-time licensing
(password protection) may be used. The technology to support run-time licensing must be
built into the software to be protected, however, and must be supported by the target
oPerating system.

5. Pre-mastering -- Once all the files are available and the configuration set, the next step
involves formatting the data into a CD-ROM file system, using a CD-ROM file system
standard such as ISO-9660, and adding error correction information. This step is called
"pre-mastering". Usually, you will generate a pre-master tape, which will be transferred
onto a CD-ROM master later in the process...Ifyou choose to have an outside vendor do the
pre-mastering, your cost will usually be in the $200-500 range, dePending on whether the
vendor charges a flat fee or an hourly rate. .

It is also possible to generate a CD directly out of the pre-mastering step using technologies
like CD-R (Reco~dable) or CD-WO (Write Once). These technologies allow "one-offs", as
they are called, to be created in-house using special recording equipment costing as little as
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$5~000. Many CD-ROM manufacturerswillal$og~Il~rate one-offs~usuallyfor $200-300
each. The blank media is more expensive than CD-ROM, and the manufacturing process is
different~ .but theelld result is.co~pletelycornpatible.with GD-ROM~and· can .• be·· read from
at.lystandard·CP:RQM drive.· .Tl\esetecbnologiesca.n.bea,g09d.. ~~e~ti\,e to CD-R;QMfo{
limited ·editi()D. ,. CDs, .,.prototyiles"and- in-housearclriving. (for. mOl'e information on
R~ordableCD-ROM,seeJ1].)

6. Mastering -- A£D master is a glass. disc that is encoded with your pre-mastered data
thrOugha..specialprocess~rformed at a mastering facility. A mold is created from the
trUlSter.diSC,and.tllismoJ(jisusec!topress,copies of:yo~, CD..ROM.'fypical mastering costs
are in the$900..1~OOrange.

7. R.lication.,--·Bulk',quantitiesof'CD..ROMsarestampOO-,oUl. very" cheaply.,once.a '.,mold ,is
created. CD ,repJicationistypicallyperfol1lled byth~samefacilitythatbuilt the master.
Costs. v3.JY,.dependingOllquantity,packaging, ."turn-aroundtime,ang()~erconsiderations,
but $1-2· per disc is typical. (for technical details .about the CD.;.ROM ntaIlufacturing
process, see [8].)

5.2 How'to Get Started

There are some, general guidelines that will help you get started on the right track with your CD
ROM program. At Hewlett-Packard~ a lot ofexperience haS taught us these lessons. In sharing
them here with you, we hope to make your transition to CD-ROM ~ier.

Get a quick education.' ". Your program will getoff thegrouna·jasterandwith fewer problems if
youstarto~~withsomeunderstandingalloutthe technology andproce~~f building CO-ROMs.
I{eadingffiispaper isa good place tostart Talkingto people who have'already gone through the

-' process' is another,excellent way to. gather information.

Be ',realistic ~bouttimeandeff0rt.D~n't kid yourself~ttheprobleJllS0thershaveexperienced
ingettingtheirprQ~.goingwon'tappl}'toyou.••·..Kn~w ,the potential··pitfalls, and be prepared
toad~7ssthem..- CSonversionofl~acy, da~,' forexarrtple,is:often av~~expensiye.andtime

consuming·effort..,. Planning. for it" as, we have .atHewlett-PacJ.card,·,ccan significantly bring doWll
the cost and ensure that-your program is launched on schedule. Administering your softWare
licepsing,scheme is~other 'area that,.often presents.·problems. Once again, look for help, from
people who are doingthese things already.

Invest.inprototyping., 'Whether youchoose tobtri1d!our 0'Wll'cD-ROM publishing,and retrieval
softWare, or·you~ecideto ,take advantage of a thirdparty's.offering, take the time for. ~ .. round. ofe
prototyping.. "Prototypin~givesyoutheoPPQrtunityto ~e .·sureyour design.fits the··'nee4s of
Y01.llcusto~ers,and helps youassessthefeasibility ofyourideasandgetafulndIe on costs ana
potentialdifticuIties. Many vendprswill bujld a prototypefor you, usually for a. small fee.-

You don't "need to go· it alone:" Your introductory education shoUld include a survey· of the
industry, to find.out, who.ca.n help you with .some. or an o~ theimplelllentation. of your·'program.
One o!the 7asiest and fastest ways to do tlUs survey is to attend conferences on CD-RO~, multi
Illedia, ". or on-line. p\lblishi!lg.•.. "Roam theeXhibitst1~()r to, find out who is doing what Attend
talks--not only to hear thespeal(ers, but alSQto learn from the experience ofother attendees who
have already implemented CD"ROM programs.
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5.3 Considerations for In-House Production

Many companies today, particularly those without in·houseexpertise in CD-ROM 'or on-line
technologies, are electing to work with one or more specialists (serVice bureaus, tools' proViders,
consultants, etc.) during the initial implementation of their ,CD-ROM program.. Specialists can
fill in knowledge gaps in your organization and get your program off the ground more quickly.
For organizations that choose to go it alone, however, we have highlighted below some of the
issues you will want to consider.

Hardwa.re requirements. "Unless you will be mass-producing,extremely•large quantities of CD
ROMs, it generally does not make sense for a company to invest,iniiS own'CD.-ROM mastering
or replication equipment. What may make sense, however, is to invest in a CD Recordable
system"for small 'volume 'custom!CDs and prototypes~ For larger 'volume applications, it is
usually cheapest to' contract with a third party for mastering' and replication services. Ingeneral,
you' will need to assess your goals, and long-tetlll plans to' determine what hardware purchases
make sense for you.

Publishing and delivery software. There are several pieces of software you may need to develop
or purchase for your CD-ROM program. You will need pre-mastering software to" build CD
ROM format (e.g. ISO-9660) file system images from your files. You will need indexing
s9ftware,to prepare your data for search and retrieval. You will need,publishing software to build
hyperlinks and other rulvigational aids and ,prepare your te~ and graphics for on-line, display.
Options, ranging from least expensive and,least flexible to most, include pre-packaged software..
toolkits, custom third party development, and in-house development. The best solution is usually
the cheapest and least customized solution that still meets your company's 3Ild end-users' needs.. '"

Conv~rsion costs. Format conversion is often the most expensive and time-consuming elem~nt

in initiating a CD-ROM program for documentation distribution. Some ,information ,to be placed
on the CD may be available only in hardcopy, and must first' be captured electronically -- either
by,scanning and OCR (Optical Character Recognition), or throughmanllal, retyping. Text that is
not in the format required by, your publishing and indexing software must be converted. ,(See
Section 63 for a discussion on options for conversion.) Similarly,grap~c images may need to
be scanned or regener~ted and converted toa format suppot,ted by ,your on-line presentation
software. '

Information/configuration management. Managing the content of a CD-ROM is an important
task that is often overlooked in the implementation of a new program. Ensuring that the correct
version of every piece of, software ,and every document, on a CD-ROM is maintained can be a
huge headache, if this, activity is not planned for and ,staffed. At Hewlett-Packard.. we have
developed" our own, configuration management syStem, and electronic warehouse for managing
and archiving CD-ROM content. Configuration management systems are also starting to become
available for purchase, from third party vendors. Be aware, however, that these systems
purchases are often the "hidden monster" in launching an in-house production program. The
additional hardware, systems, and staff required can add considerable overhead to your operation.

Protection, ,', One of the great advantages of CD-ROM for information distribution is the volume
of data that can be, distributed on a single, piece of media. A problem that stems from this
advantage, however, is the need for a security mechanism that prohifJits users from accessing any
content on the CD-ROM to which they are not entitled. At Hewlett-Packard.. we have developed
and are using both install-time codeword security and run-time password security, using a
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technology called NetLS.. Customers are provided with a codeword thatallows them to install
only those software programs on the CD-ROM to which they are entitled. Once ..·installed,. 'run
time. licensing technology built into the software .monitors software usage and controls
unauthorized copying.

Operating system support for CD-ROM. Keep in mind that the file system format you use to
build your CD-ROM applications (e.g. ISO-9660) mustbeS1J~portedonthe targetoP,erating
system platforms. Some oP,erating systems.' fully support.only proprietary CD-ROM. file system
fo~ts (al~ougb thisisbecoming less aIl~ less'the~e).. Tllis isSlle. is furthercolllplicatedif
you intenq to .produce multi-platform CD-ROMs..."In~tcase,youIlltlstaccotnmodatethe
idiosyncrasies of each pl~tformforwhichy~urCD-RONi:is intended.. (An. interesting discussion
ofs~meofthe issues inpro()ucing mUlti-platform CD-ROMs ..is available.in·[2].)

6. Documentation •. ODeD-ROM

What ~ouldbe so hard about putting documentation onCI?rROM? Af(~r all,~.mountedCD

~OM.look$ .like any other file <system to your computer. •.I~d~if your.i~tention is to use CD
ROM to distribute pre-formatted files for. demand printing, then.you can,skip most ofthis section.
However, if your objective is to provide your customers with a high-qualityalternative to printed
documentation, then there are quite a fewchaUenges in.store for .you~ ~

Competitive pressure. .'. Providing·.··.dbc~entation,.>on-line. can.still,be .. considered .• a
c~mP,etitive advantage for manY businesses; .but\\4thinsome indUstries, such as computer
hardware and softWare, . where ..• adoption of this tecliliology is ,growing rapidly, on-line
documentation. is fast becoming a competitive necessity.

Because the switch to on-linedOCU111entation is anexpensivea.ndtime~onsumingendeavor, you
will'need to presenfastrong·casdin favor of Ufidertaking this effort to your management and to
the other functional areas that will partner in this .effort In addition to the pros and cons of CD
ROM .asa. distribution medium, set forth in Section 3.2, following is some ammunition in favor
of on-line doclUllentationthathas been used s~cCessfullyatseveralc0ntpaniesthatnow distribute
on-line'documentation on'CD-ROM~ .Also .included below are some negatives that you·will "'need
to bepreparedto'address.

•

• Enhanced produclvalue.Providing .... softWare'.doot.Ullentation .'ori-linecreates'" a····rtrore
integrated software package, enhancing thevalne of the softWare loyour customers inmbch
the same way as with on-Hnehelp.

• Costsavings.'CD·ROM is· partiCularly attractive as an economical a.1ternative .to paper
distribution~ Companies that distribute their documentation onCD·ROM' are realizing an
order of magnitude savings in associated manufacturing costs.

• Readability. Paper is easier.on the eyes. for extended' reading. On-line information is better
for infonnation that is "referenced rather than read" '[6].
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• Portability. 'Paper manuals can be read anywhere~whereasyoumust beat your computer to
read an on-line document.

• Familiar interface. People know how to use books. On-line information~ on the other
hand, is new and can be intimidating to many people.

6.2 Selecting an On-line Browser

Whensele,eting an on-line browser, for your documentatio~ you. must choose between ' two
fundamentally different ,approaches to the display of.on~line.,information:, page-turning or soft
copy. Page-turners attempt to exactly'~tch the .look-Qf the printed d~ument, including fonts,
display enhancements1 and page breaks. The page-turning paradigm says that all information
provided by the author through formatting is important and should therefore be retained. Soft
copy viewers, while maintaining the structure of the original documents, do not attempt to
exactly match the formatting. The guiding principle behind soft~opy viewers is that information
should be displayed on-line in a manner that is optimal for that medium, and that takes
advantage of the unique aspects of the medium. Soft-copy viewers generally use scrolling rather
than page-flipping, and make much greater use of hyperlink-based navigation mechanisms, such
as collapsible tables of contents.

The biggest advantage of page-turners over' soft-copy viewers is that page-turning programs
usually read documents in their originally authored format. Sun's AnswerBook, for example,
reads and displays Postscript. Frame Technology's FrameReader ,·~d .FrameViewer display
Frame format files. Because format conversion is perhaps the single most expensive step in
putting documents on-line" using, a page-turner as your browser can be, a significant time and
money saver for your company, -- assuming, that you do not intend to index your files for keyword
search.

While page-turners may,·appear to offer.·savings ,for your company and a whizzy look,for your
end-users, there are, in fact, some significant disadvantages associated with their use. First of all,
because the pages were created with very high-resolution media in mind (paPer), on-screen
reproductions of these printed pages are often very difficult to read. Further, what looks okay on
a high-resolution workstation screen may be completely illegible on a low-resolution PC monitor,
and not displayable at all on an ASCII terminal. Page-turners may exhibit slower display
performance· as well, since,pages are rendered on the screen as graphic images rather than as
primarily streamed text. The "page-as-image" approach can also result in fewer or less
functional on-line features. A page-turner may not highlight keywords following a keyword
search, for example. In-line hyperlink features may also be among the missing. In general, it is
important not to be overly impressed by marketing hype. Perform usability testing of candidate
browsers with some ofyour potential·end-users before making a decision.

Customer-driven feature set. .Based on customer research conducted for the most recent version
ofHP's LaserROM (soft-copy) browser, the following key features were identified as particularly
important to end-users:

• Keyword search -- full-text search and retrieval capability.

• Navigation -- flexible and intuitive ways of navigating qrrough the CD-ROM information
base: books organized into bookshelves, tables of contents, end-of-book index, etc.
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• Printing --. multiple granularities ofprint functionality: printcUrrent section" .print multiple
sections~print'selected text,,' etc.

• Graphics -- legible graphics" either in"line ordisplayedin a separate pop-up window.

• Hyperlinks"'- author-provided "jumps"between·.related topics. "

• :Bookmarks and annotations. -- ability to mark locatiolls and attach notes to on-line
d~uments.

• Customization --ability to create customized "Views" consisting ··of· subsets of the
information on the CD-ROM.

• Ability to update -- Persistence' of customizations, bookmarks, and. annotations such that
theseJinks are ..notbrok~n.when thepD-ROM isupdatec1.

• Multiple" platfonns _... ··supportfora varietyof'platforms,' includill.gUNIX, PC,'andASCII
terminals.

Multiple .Ianguages-- localized versions of the browser, including the .• major EuroPeaD
languages and Japanese.

Ifyou choose a browserthaf displays all of your documentation in its native format, then you can
ignore. this .section. For the vast majority of .companies,. however, some .am~qnt of format
conversion is required: for your legacy data and o.n an on-going basis. The format you will be
converting into is dictated by the browser you have selected. However, be sure that you do not
"put the cart before the horse",making the browser decision without considering the
'consequences of that decision for your data. Remember that your data are your company's
"crown jewels".· The browser is simply a means for accessing and presenting that data.

SGML•. H:re iswhere<the value of SGMLbecomes apparent.SGML(IS08879-1986)· is a
platform-,and format-independentlanguagefor conveying strttctural ,information.' 'Anincreasing
number ofcompanies, including Hewlett-Packard, Silicon Graphics, and Novell, are adopting
SGML-based browsers and converting their documents··· to' SGML. .' (For a· good~on-technical
overviewof·SGML, referto·(9).)·Theadvantages provided by' SGML foron-linedQcumentation
and document managementinclude:

•

•

•

Separation offormattillg audstl11cture•. SGMLencodes'structure only... This •. separation of
presentation. from structure .. aj.ows tll~ same·SGML docmnent to be formatted differently for
different viewing.environments oraPl1lications.

Ea$ily localizable•...•.. An ..... SGML-cOded.docUlnent is' nothing but .ASCII'. text, and so is
completelyplatf()nn-indePendent.Further, unlike with pag~description languageslike
Adobe's·· Postscript,orrich~text formats like Microsoft's .' RTF~ the taggingisclea.rly offset
from. the text, simplifying the job of localization. Since no formatting .. information is
included in the SGMLfile, text localization will not introduce formatting problems.

Open standard•..'Using a' standard format ··protects your investment 'in your' documentation.
Wbileauthoring systems come ahd go, andwiththeIIl proprietarY formats, SGML
documentS are application-independent.
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•. Stnacturalviews. Explicit encoding' of structuremakesSGML particularly well·suited to
on-line applications. Using the structure encoded in your docUments· and an SGML-savvy
browser, y()u can provide structure-based sear~h~s. (where the. search. domain is constrained
to only selected' stmetural elements within the text), alternate views (such as tables of
contents or tables offigures),' hyPertext, and other added-value features for your customers.

TeXt Conversion. You have selected (or built) a browser, and it is the greatestthing since sliced
bread -- except for the tiny fact that it will. not display your documents in their native formats.
The biggest headache. you will likely experience as a publisher of on-line documentation.will be
the job of text format conversion. (For a good overview of, text .' conversion issues,·. and, in
particular, issues in converting to SGML, I recommend [1].)

The alternatives available to you for text conversion are outlined below. The code following each
entry identifies whether the option. can be· appl_edto· legacy data. conversion. (L) or on-going
conversion (0):

1. Author directly (0) -- If you are in a position to influence a change in the authoring
software used by your writers, you may be able to select a tool that generates the necessary
format directly. There are several native SGML authoring tools, for example. This
alternative eliminates the need for conversion altogethe.-.

2. Export filters (0) -- Many authoring. tools offer import filters and some offer export filters
for some of the more popular text formats. Ifyou are converting between presentation-based
formats (versus structure-based formats such as SGML), you may be able to take advantage
of these filters. But watch out for unannounced inforMation loss. Most export filters cannot
convert all constructs and formatting instructions perfectly, so you will likely need to do
some "clean-up" work on the filtered output. '. .

3. Senice bureau (L,O) -.. Service bureaus take your data and a specification of the output
format and convert the data for you. Service bureaus are very convenient, but may be costly
ifyou'have a large volume ofdata or need quick turn-around. You also need to keep in mind
that, especially if the vendor does not have specific expertise with the target output format,
you will need to be very precise in your specifications. Some vendors will offer a reduced
price optionwherein the gross conversion work is done by the vendor, with the clean~up and
exception work left to you~ In practice, even ifyou choose to have the vendor do the whole
job, there is usually some amount of fix-up that you will need·to do on 'the converted data
after it is returned.

4. Pre-configured software (L,O) -- Some cOJlversion software vendors offer versionS of their
products that are pre-configured to undeistand input from some of the more popUlar text
processing tools. If you decide to do Conversion in-house, purchasing' pre-configured
software from a conversion software vendor eatl free you from needing. to. understand the
inner workings of the input format..• These same vendors may offer custom development
services to further configure their softWare" for your particular output format. The same
warning'applies'here as with· service bureaus, however: beware of the' resUlts of incomplete
specifications.

5. Software toolkit (L,O) -- Ifyou prefer to develop your own conversion software, or want to
haye more controlover.the maintenance and upgrading of the software in..house, you may
find that purchasing.a toolkit from a c()nversion vendor is .the best option. Conversion
software toolkits usually provide you with a macro-like language and/or API that shields you
from many of the nastier and more repetitive aspects of converter programming. Although
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this ()ptionprovides you with a high -degree of control., it also requires that you undersfattd
both the input andoutprit text formats in detail.

6.J)evelop in-house (L,O) .-peveloping conversion software. in-house provides you with, the
highest possible degt'~ofc()ntrol over t!te,finishedprodllct. Italso4~mands them.0st
extensive knowledge of text processing techniques, as ",ell as'?f the input and ()tltputtext
formats. Unless your application is very simple (very rudimentary input and output formats,
for instance), it .is,~y ,moreefficie!1t andcq~~ffective to select one of tbeother
alternativ~sforcpnversion..Where ~n-housedevel()PD:tent. ofte~ i~agOOd,optie>n", Jlowever,~s
for automating repetitive clean-up worIc; in conjunctionwith.op.e ofthe otherD\~tbods,f9r

bulk conversion.

Graphics Conversion. Graphics conversion is tile easier ofthe .two conversion problems. There
~eman~graphics packag~~ ~~ .. too~tst~th ,coll1D1erciai ~d~ublic dom5 that co~vert

re~~~bly betwet:~,most~fthepopulargnlptii5s formats.: ,~ost,co~version service burea~'will

c~nvert ~phi~s:forY0tf '~ •.well.~ t~~altII?ugh tltey~! .'tl.\emselves .out-source the·graphics
conversion~ TlUngsyou should watch out for, however,include:

•

•

Legi~ility. , Becausep~~ter resolutio~~eso 1Il~~h finerthan \Vllat can be su~~rtedona
comp~t:r .. scret:n,agraPlii.c~e~e,~ted forpa~r. mayn~!displaywen\~n~reen ..,.•·¥ou: may
need to'manipulate .• (edit, ·'sCale, ··etc.) the· graphic before or after· conversion' to,·· ensure its
legibilitY OIialow"resolutiondisplay.

Graphics nstandatds"~ Beware:ifyouhaveseetiotie TIFF, you have not seen them all.
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is an open-ended bitmap graphics standard., supported by
many on-line viewers: thathas about"asmanyfl~vorsas t?ere are fish in the ocean. You
need to'make sure that the conversioni'softvvareyouselect"can convert to both the graphic
formatand flavor supported by youron4ine browset:

6.4 Authoringfo,rqn-I,il1e

Do nottUlC\~r-estimate tlt~ impacti9n-li~e doCumen~tion \Villh~Y~9n yopr aUth9ring (;oIIl)1l1J.Irity.
lTnless."you,i~volv<r. and get puy-in fr()myour·t~c~calp\19!icatlo,DS-i.,grollP ,early. int!te J~r()Cess,
you will likely enc0tPltertl0tlUIlg btlt., ~esistance" from\-Vfiters.:whose percepti()!1 is .fJlat thf!Y are
being asked, to do extra work. to make your project a' success. The biggest key to successful
aut1l.oring for on-line presentation.. is.edu(;ation.Followingare. sQlJ).e()f the ~SS\l~syoushouid

address in yoqr writ~r training.program.

A~thoriDg Soft}¥are•.. Ifyopr (ll1!hOfsarecurrentlyproduGing doqmp~nts ina fOrmatdifferent
ft-om the one ,reqf1ired 'bYYQ1lf on,~line brQws~r,thentlj.~y :~ll eitlj.er,neeqJo StartllSillg ~erent
autlj.orillg softwar~thatproduces the,.required.~ormatdirectly, or you wiU"needto.setUP.,anew
productioll process tllat includ~s format (;9nversion.

Consistency. •To facilitate automated (to the extent poss~b.l~).(joc,ument (;onversion" wri~ers. must
strictly adhere to the styles or templates on which conversion programs are based. The extent to
which they deviate from this rule will directly impact the amount of manual work required to
correctly convert their documents. Writers must also try to use consistellt '., tertffinolo~
throughout their documents in order to improve the effectiveness of on-line search for end-users.
A gl9ssary of terms can pe a h~lpful tool for (iuthors.
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Hyperlinks. While certainhyperlinkfeatures, such as tables of contents and· i~dices. can
sometimes be constmcted automatically by Y9tg". 9n~line publishing .•. software, most .hyperlinks
have to be explicitly a~ded to the docwnent text by your ,authors. Even .the auto~tically

generatedhyperlink features typically leverage off of elementS added for print (index entries..for
examp~e) .. The req\lirementswith respect to placement and use'of such elements are often much
more stringent for on-line applications. .

Graphics. •. Figures produced' for print may' need to be .scaled .and/or converted' for on-line
pre~ntation.•,' A.~thors .sh~uldkeep tlUsln •mind anduy,'aS much as possible,· to create figures
that will be legible at low resolutions.

6.5 The~roduction Process:· I,,~ouse or ()ut-Siource

Throughout most of thiscllaPter, we haveassumc;(Lthat you intend to publish youron-l~ne

documentation. in-house..·.•.Howeyer, for. some companies it may·make ,more. sense ·to· out-source
the production process to a third-party vendor. How do you know ifout-sourcing is right for/your
company? Following ar~ some reasons why companies decide to out-source:

• Expertise.F()r ~y companies, the biggest hurdle to getting started with anon-line
documentation.· program is the. need to develop in-house expertise. Hiring consultants to get
you started can help; but ultimately, if your company decides to publish in-house, you will
need to have in-house expertise. Out-sourcing can be attractive because it provides your
.qompany with on-going access to proven expertise (assuming you work. with an established
vendor,.ofcourse).

• E~..nomics. Publishing on-line documentation requires .a significant investment in time and
resources. The cost of out-sourcing .these actiVities. varies widely. depending.on volume,
distribution frequency, customization requirements, vendor selection, and many other
factors. Companies often find that their configuration of requirements is such that at least
some amount of out-sourcing is more attractive economically than doing the entire job in
house. For example, ifyou are able to use an off-the-shelf browser without requiring a high
level ofcustomization, .significant savings can be had on an on-going basis through out
sourcing publishing. Ask' potential vendors' to include in their proposal a comparison of
their quoted price'with what it would cost for you to do the work in-house.

• COlDmitment to a peripheral activity. Successful on-line publishing requires commitment
across functional areas to the quality of what has traditionally been seen as a peripheral
activity -- documentation.· Smaller organizations, in particular, may'prefer to focus resOurces
on their primary business -- product development -- and farm out documentation production.
With the trend toward head-count reduction going on in many industries,' this desire to focus
on traditional strengdls is increasingly becoming true for larger companies as.' well
Although you cannot get around the fact that your company"must take responsibility fOf
documentation content, you can reduce your overall resource commitment' (personnel and
hardware) by out-sourcing production to a··third party.

7. Conclusion

CD-ROM. is only beginning to come into its" own as' a' distribution. medium. As .such, there is
both good news and bad news for companies interested in taking advantage of this technology.
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The bad news first: getting started can be a complex process. Now the good news: there are lots
of people out there who can help you. As we have found at Hewlett-Packard, the most important,
and unfortunately often the most under-valued or even over-looked, factors influencing success
with CD-ROM information publishing involve establishing partnerships, both internal and
external, and gaining cross-functional commitment within your organization.
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INTRODUCTION

Rightsizing, Downsizing, or Mainframe Alterriative .Solutions provide a maj()t
opportunity for cost savings \Vhile often improving service to the user ~om

munity.This paper will discuss thepredomi~ant issuesinvolvedwithdooision
Illakingwhen.. app~o~chinga •.••~aifil]rameAlternative(MFA)situation ". concen
trati~g.on those •..iss~es relati~~to.perform~nce.<\Vhile~otall~ftheissues listed
Illay.be directly~related to performance, theremaybean~~irect relationship or
an impact on Service Levels that· should be considered as part ofthe overall
solution.

MFA covers·abroadspectrum.·.ofissues. ·A>paper·ofthis type Gannot begin to
a?dress all ()fthepossible situations or obstacles that may arise. '.' The intent here
is to focus at a high level 'on areas that the'analyst· will generally have to review
in order to size asystel11,choosea data base, pic~a platform, select an applica
tion,et ~eteraasp~ o~ the pl~nned~ainfr~mealternative solution. Every one
oft~ese·areas.would.make,excellenttopics •• for otHer' papers allowing mor~

teclinicaldetailand.tnore case studies, but a global view is also. needed. This
paper presents that'view from the top.
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MAINFRAMEALTERNATIVEDRWINGFORCES

"74% of mainframe users -are either--investigating", currently migrating from, or
have completely migrated from mainframes."

Dataquest .··1991

What are those mysterious forces driving computer industry users away _from
the traditional mainframe environment? There are,many.factors named in a·va
riety of ways, but they can .all be boiled down to a small number.' If those are
examined closely, you caneventualty find a cost benefit. The differentiator is
how~soon-and how easy to measure is the cost b~nefit?

For thesake~fsimplicity, let us think oCcost savings as'short term saving!t or at
least a short term return on investment. Because oftechnolQgical advances in
computer hardware, and software, ther~ is an· obvious.· and· up front savings in
operating costs when a movement from the.mainframe environment toa state of
the art system and operating', environment is completed. But doe~,the cost of
migration or conversion to a new environment and ~he risk to the corporation

,justify the investment? In about 50% of the cases I have been involved with,
this initial cost saving exceeded the conversion.or migra~ioninvestment.

A'second driving force is the strategic decision to move to a more Open System
environment, to take advantage of all the opportunities offered. ,This is very
easy to justify with cost savings as weU, ,but the investment may, be, higheres...
pecially when a move to new Client/Server application tecm.()logy is to, be, ac
complished"at the same time. The return on Information Systems (IS), invest
ment may be farther into the future but advantages to,the end users, application
maintenance, and operations could be used to accelerate the financial payoff

This movement to Open Systems is fueled by requirements for features like
RAD (Rapid Application Development) and CASE (Computer Aided Software
Engineering) 'tools. Easier" access to data for end users and decision support,
reduced application maintenance, better, networking capabilities, 'vendor' inde
pendence, desk-top integration tool sets, better. "data integrity features, and
many other considerations are important facets of the Open System environ
ment.

These types of Information Technology (IT) justifications,are bas~d on gaining
competitive advantages such as' faster time -getting new products to market,
better product offerings at less cost, more flexible customer service, and so on.
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Ifa company can access th~irdata faster, more intuitively, and with greater
flexibility, .they can make decisions faster and provide.better service to their in
ternal· and. external customers. This will allow the company to respond more
guicklyto changjng1.lusiness.~eeds.

Open .....Systems. offers.more..portability an4 ..enabling~oftware ·so that··. as ..'techno...
logjcaladvance~ ,.andstandards,eDlerg~ in the future tltey·.canbeea~ily imple
mented. .The obstacles experienced moving from the Rlainframe environment
Ilowwillbegreatlyredu~edwhen changes are needed in,the future.. Ifthe Open
System is RlSC (Reduced. Instruction Set Computing).based, tlte.scalability·ad
vantages ofRlSC·will be a large bonus to the user community.

Companies, ar~alsoexamining. ~ain frame alternatives as part of a·· reduction in
vendor risk ... and cost. Many···computerhard'¥8.fe.and.software vendors··in tile
mainframe.woJ;ld·arereducing.·theirle,¥et pfsupp()rt.··. while .. increasing the. sup
portcosts'fUldlicens~ngfe~stoth~custoDler. tdany customers are mo~~ con
cernedabO\ltsuPP9rtreduction.tltan ·.in~reasiJ1g c()sts.but it· is a. problem. they
cannotignoferTllirg.>pa.rtYsoftware1icensingfees .. alsp tend to .be larger on
mainframes than on Open Platforms.

There is also concern about the .. fUture·direction ofthe ..•proprietaryprod~ctof
ferings of some vendors by many customers considering an alternative. POSIX
compliance is· being.offered .bysoD)e ve[ldorsas .a·wayofopening their- proprie
tary· op~rating enyironmentsbut ,this does .110t ..seem ·tobeh~ppening .in .the tra
ditional..mainframe.world.

A·new trend seen recently is'thatnew college.graduates do n()twantto work in
IS departments. with tools they consider antiquat~dorwith 3rd generation lan
guages.· They prefer. to .work with ll,ew,Graphi~aIUserInterfaces{GUIs) like
MOTIF and Windows and 4th. generation languages an<tCASE tOQls. A IS
staff with a· need .for entry level programmers·.··.. and .. programmer-analysts will
need to be concerned with this at an escalating rate.

Perhaps even.more ..,critical is the Rl.()rale.· pro1:>lems·with. existing staffmembe~s

fe~ling •..they~re falling. behind. in· techni~~l ..·expertise .because.of·.theage ·oftheir
systellls~architecture'and .•.·supporting .tools There.·. is .a .growipgfaction.. ,of sys-
tetnspersQnnel .. ""ho feel tltat character·mode·· dlllDb}llack·an<.twhiteteQI1il'lals
and even PCs with 286 orolder chip sets are anchot;sholdingthem.d()wn.They
feel these devices would be more useful at the bottom of a lake where a boat
anchor,; should·be..These .p~ople.•·may-console,.tbemselves with the fact that
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there are· still systems out there with punch cards as their primary source ofdata
entry.

These issues are creating the interest in mainframe alternatives. The-·benefits
can be enormous. There are however many-concerns to be addressed when
considering a move-to a new and l~sser known enviromrient: An important cri.;.
terion ill studying the mainframe alternative is to offer thesameof'better'fbnc~
tionality:tothe users-arid IS staff'while-rilaintaining the same-performance--serv
ice. In many cases, customers Will a.ccept a slight reduction in services ifthere
are substantial other benefits or cost savings.

For example, on their previous mainframe system, a customer was getting an
average response time of 1.7 seconds. After porting the same· application -to a
less expensive open system the -average response time was measured at 1.95
seconds. While it was measurably slower, there was no perception of degraded
performance- by the- users. The system.- resources were;tiot being taxed and a
performance analysis showed that response time would remain at less than 2.0
seconds with 30% increase in usage. This was well within acceptable --limits-to
this customer.

FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

There are many factors that can have an impact on system or server --- perform
ance. There areothetfactors that can have an effect on performance ina dis
tributed or client/server environment. These can be categorized in five basic
categories as follows

CPU speed and utilization
Disk I/O rates and demand
Memory -access rates and utilization
Network delays
Software locks and latches

The traditional factors of CPU, Disk I/O and Memory Utilization are familiar to
most people involved-with system -performance. -The basic -- concept for these
factors -is that they are resources -required to do work on a computer system-and
that the amount required of each- resource and the time it takes to acquire and
use that --resource -effect response -time ot-throughput.There have been many
presentations and papers at Interex coveting those topics.

The network delay factor includes notomythe speed ofthe network and queu
ing within the network, but also delays due to the work performed either on the
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remote server or on the client system ifone is involved. Stated another way,
fora transaction on system A to.·complete, itmayhave.tow_t·forpartofthe
trat1saction to complete on system.B. For theloeaL serveJ;", this. appears to be
Part of network delay because it takesplaee on the network outside .the local
systept.

Softw~~Locks .. and ·.Latclles .refers to othertypesof.softwaredelays~ These
can. includefilelocks,cQlltentionfordata.baseb\lffers,.m~ssaging.delays forlo
cal cooperative processipg,artificiall!>cks such as for local mailboxes, and
other unique delays that do not have to do with the physical .resources of the
system.

Tbere are five .l?asicimpleDlentatitln methods to meet .the business .need in .·a
mainframealtemativesituation. ~'I'hey.are ··TR.ANSFER, .. CQNVERT,·.· RE
PLAQE,·.:R.EWRITE~,and·SURROmID.

'I'RANSFERmeans move the same application from the mainframe to the alter
native platform. Many.financialand other application packages ronon.several
platforms IIld can-be transferred with a rninimum.·amount··ofeffort·.•··Ci\SEtools,
4GLs,ExecutivelnformationSystems, .and ·other types of apJ.lli~atiqn.software
Can b~ported. Examples.of tllese.areL~wson Financials,FOCUS,andSAS.
The advantages of TRANSFER. includec.easier.transition for progl"am.mainte~

I!~ce and little.·or n.otraining forend~sers.

REPLACEingthe.currentapplic~tionwith ..~.··off-the ..shelr· package offers
many adVantages. ··A newipaclcagemay have. abetter feau.resetthanaten year
old pa~kageora·user· d~velop~dpackage. . A. package. sp~cificallyde~ignedand
tuned.for the o~nenvirolUllentutilizingclientlserverconceptswilllikelyoffer

better~esponse .andthrougb.Put than existing systems.·. . End ...users.wiU·•.• need to
use the new package of course. Jtis likely that maintenance will 'be easier be
causeofthe.la.ckef ttspaglletti".code and newera.v_IabI~tools.

The best example of the CONVERT strategy is to· convertCICS/COBOL ap
plications to ron in the .open environment. This could be anemuIation, a
-coexi$f~ncestrategy()r amo"ernent toClanguage withanewGUl.Thereare
advantages .. and disadvantages in ··this ·strat~gy·, from a .. perfol1llatlce· perspective.
Some .. cases .have. shown.perf<>rmance.impro~ements, .others ·degradation. The·
largest advantage is that there areutiIities and services that aid in this conver
sion rather than having to do a total rewrite ofthe .. applications.
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Automated conversions can be performed by third parties with tools and meth
odologies developed precisely .for this purpose. .With .this strategy· it is:also
possible to .change·to a new data base or file structure, to a new·· user interface,
and even to a new language if desirable. :For example, customers have con
verted from DB2 with COBOL and CICS to VPLUS with TurboImage under
MPEiX or to COBOL with CURSES and Oracle under HP-UX. Similar to the
TRANSFER,· the ··end .users would· not need ··retraining·and the·progranuners
would be familiar with the· source code ... since-it is essentially the same. There
may ha.ve to be training on the new.data base·or user interface.-'

A REWRITE may have the advantage of allowing an improvement in theproc
ess or conversion to client/server or adoption ofa new data base or file system.
There may be a performance edge over some ofthe other 'possible···implementa
tion paths. With the c~rrent Rapid Application Development tools this may be
a desirable solution for 'off-load application targets in particular. End users will
have to learn the new system but on the· other hand: could contribute to' a better
design. Clearly there would be a relatively massive programming and ·design
effort involved. The expense associated with the REWRITE option is generally
high as a result.

The'SURROUND strategy is one where the mainframe can sit in the middle of
a network of open systems as a server. The'mainframe could· have a corporate
data base so cumbersome that conversion· is too complex. With the current
newer Middleware tool sets it is possible to use open systems as'aclienf to a
large mainframe data base while using the Structured Query Language (SQL)
tools available in the open environment. There also may be certain applications
that are difficult to ·'migrate ·that require the mainframe environment In the pur
est sense the SURROUND strategy means coexistence with the mainframe
while usingiheenabling tools on the open systems: around it. The main advan
tage to this solution is that the investment in the data base design is' protected.
Other advantages include the use of SQL type tools and the ability to use less
expensive systems for, the clients 'to' the mainframe server. The mainframe
would be off-loaded because·the· application would be on toe client systems~

This could prolong the life of the mainframe and provide cost avoidance for
mainframeupgrades.'

These implementation strategies have performance advantages and' disadvan~

tages in different situations. Deciding whether the solution selected is viable
may depend·on judgment and'knowledge ·of the.· performance situations dis
cussed in the sections to follow.
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A:PPLICATIONSELECTION

A mainframe alternative may involve off-loading one application or moving the
entire suite of applications. . Often it is.desirable to select one application first.
Tbemethodology .,. for selecting this first ' application,varies .... depending .on the
needs ofthe customer. Inherent. in any selection must.·be' the acceptability ofthe
resultant response orthroughput.

Some criteria for application selection are:
- Query only
- Decision Support
... 3t06'month development cycle
- Less tl1an80,000 transactions perday
-Relatively smalldisk files
... Packaged applications
... Missiollcriticalapplication
_. Feasible project

17hemostimpottant thing to consider when picking an· application is to be sure
the application selected would not be/"justatest~"Iftheorganizationisjust
"kicking the tires". there will notbeenough.of an· interest or commitment to see
the.project. through to completion. Select one that must succeed.

Thereis '.' no technique for accurately.sizing a replacement.· CPU.w1th,.a ··different
archi,lectbre...• J;he .. traditional methods·.·' use ·industry.·.bencliriflarks,. muketing .in;.
formation, number ofusers,. number. of transactions ·perhour,.MIPS'Fating,YO
rates, and'many other.types ofmetrics·that can'be used .to estimate which. CPU
can best fitthe needs ofthe application users. Analytic Modeling has been used
to study feasibility ofmigrating and providing suitable performance.

If illformationon CPU per transaction, disk·110 .per transaction, '.' average thitlk
time,··and number oftransactions perhour··is;known, analytic modeling tools"can
be ,applied for/interactive applications. . For batch type modeling it is necessary
to.·knowthe·CPUand diskIlO··perjob and.number ofjobs per hour.. ·.·· Inaccuracy
is introduced '.by not knowing therelationships.betweenthemainframe .environ~

ment .and the new environment. Differences in disk techllologyandfile'system
access.techriology must· be considered also....·Operating system.differences such
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as internal buffering mechanisms can have a large impact on this type ofmodel
ing.

It is necessary to create a ratio of main frame CPU (MFCPU) second to alter
nate ".CPU (ALCPU) second to migrate within the model. This is done by using
ratios' of known performance benchmarks with. similar applications or other
criteria to estimate the relationship. For example ifitis known that MFCPUis
rated at 50 TPC-A transactions per second and the ALCPU is rated at 60 TPC
A transactions per second, it is logical to use that ratio, for on-line type transac
tions. It is logical but it may not be accurate.

In this type of scenario, analytic modeling is often used as a sanity check, after
other CPU sizing efforts using more traditional methods such as comparing
similar installed applications at known sites are completed. Other methods are
to examine how many users are most customer systems supporting doing simi
lar transactions. It is impossible for any of these methods to be correct 100%
ofthe time. Most analysts responsible for sizing systems in main framealterna
tive scenarios do it based on a combination of these methods and mixing in a
great deal of experience to'finally come up with "the 'answer." Generally a con
servative approach is used and if there is any doubt about which CPU is most
likely to succeed, the faster CPU will be selected.

It is too simplistic to look at a competitive information chart from one vendor
or from an independent third party and say that since the ALCPU is the same
speed as the MFCPU it can be a replacement with the same performance. For a
first estimate this might be acceptable,but more study is needed. Fortunately it
is common for MFCPU systems to have performance reports generated. Unfor
tunately they are not always accurate.

Another consideration is that if only one application is moving from the main
frame, it will be necessary to size based on the part of the main frame that ap
plication is using. The trap here is that if the application is using 35% of the
MFCPU 'at apeak time it would be easy to assume that an ,ALCPU could be
used that is J 5% ,the ,speed oftheMFCPU. This probably would not be true.
This is the ,advantage of analytic modeling.,' . The differences in CPU speed per
transaction can be considered and the differences in disk technology also' can be
part. ofthe model. Queues created by waiting for the various resources can be
predicted and a resultant response time can' be estimated.

In a similar fashion, batch throughput can be estimated. If a batch job takes 8
hours on the mainframe and the ALCPU is 10% faster it could,be estimated that
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the oatch joo.would run 10% faster.....• This·.mightoe.approximately correct, out it
is more complex than that. ... 'fhe CPU compol'lent ofthe 8 h.ours might only oe 2
hours and.the. remainder·could oeattributedto disk·yO..•... After migr~tion to the
ALCPU, the disk110 mightoe 6·.5 hours and the CPU, 1.8 hours. Thetotaljoo
therefore.would now take 8.3·.hours even. though the.CPU is faster. Again this
iswhereanalyticmodelingmayoeusefut

Even with·analytic .. modelingitools ...•and •.•···services•. (HPCAPLAN), ··it is·.oftenre..
quiredto benchmark or do same sort ofpilot. Benchmarkingise"pensive and
perhaps only gives an estimate. o£-actualprQduction results. .A pilot may reveal
unexpected technical issues and is ofvalue. as a proofof concept. ..·Oftenapilot
or small benchmark can· oeaccurately measured and used as a basis .for sizing
other application migrations. .Modeling isa.more flexible, less expensive way to
make a good business decision onsystemsi~ngthan benchmarKing in.most
cases. Benchmarking is often more. accurate.ifperformedproperly.hQwever. /A
good··performapceconsultantcan .recommendthebest·solutiQn ·fo.. the .·main~

frame alternative situation being considered.

DISK CONSIDERATIONS

While·· there... are.many··..disk considerations .in·.. ··mainframe···.alternatives· such •• as
RAID,filespace, and mirroring, Jrom .a performance pQinf of view the most
important factors are the amount of110 required to dotransaetions in the alter
native environment and the length oftime it takes to do an I/O.

Similar to our discussion about•CPUialternatives, .the· alternative platformgen
erally ·vviUhavediskcapacitiessmaller···onaveragethan... the ·.typicalDiainframe
with access•rates .similar, but probably slower. There.are exceptwnsito this
guideline however.. ·Tbis .means. that the disk 110 .in an alternative .•. environment
may oeslightly slower. .To offset· this handicap, the altemativeenvironmepts
may·have better access methods·toreduce the amount of physical IlO·needed to
do the·same work. The·net ofthis is that. the·alternative·environment is slightly
faster in .some cases and slightly slower in others. .

The major··disk performance concern is generally .. theIlO system inherent in the
database selected..Thatwillbe•discussed in the data base,section.

There are.often .operating .. system requirements.for ...·disk·spacesucb·· as· a certain
percentage. of ·free disk space· for optimum performance ·and adequa!e.·. tempo
rary and sort space availability.. In sizing an alternative solution it is critical to
allow for sufficient sort space·in particular.
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Another area that isoften·overlooked·is limitations to growth' in the·. areas of tile
systems, total disk', space· in' a single systelIl, and' limitations in· the data base
caused by structural situations There· may be a limitation·totable size in the al
ternative relational data base thatdid not.exist in the mainframe database.

Analytic modeling techniques can take this" type of·knowledge on disk'I/O
situations and predict both on-line and batch performance as discussed in .the
CPU section previously~,Aswith CPU, the analY,stswilftake aU known factors,
mix in any information on .similar installed customer systems, and,ia smattering
of experience to come up with' a proper disk configuration to allow for accept
able performance.' A conservative'approach' is generally used with .disk I/O as
well.

Channel and controller' speed also •can affect·· I/O, access rate when a system is
busy enough. This is usually 'only indirectly considered in··analytic modeling·but
should be considered by the analyst if the I/O rates are high enough.

Disk performance usually starts with, "Will it fit on the spindles?" "Will it fit in
the file system?" "Will it fit in the data base?" Sometimes after those questions
are addressed, as with CPU, a pilot or benchmark may be needed to see what
will·, really happen with disk '·1/0. The simplest scenario' to predict is the
TRANSFER because of the large number ofpotential· changes in the other im
plementationmethodologies.

The SURROUND strategy has a very interesting disk perspective. There are
two basic scenarios--the mainframe contains all of the data and the mainframe
is a central repository server with distributed.databases on other servers linked
in to the corporate data base. The idea is to let the mainframe be the data base
110 engine but let the users use tools·,on·the client systems that'give them the
accesses they need.

From a performance '. perspective, we can say. we are' using less expensive dis~

tributed MIPS on the alternative systems while maintaining the corporate data
base intact and thus avoiding potential upgrades or poor response on the main
frame. This strategy is very important. in the ,very large environments .and is a
way ofimproving"performance and·price/performance while'the distributed.··data
base environment is evolving. Part of the SURROUND plan is to realize that
long term even the main frame· data: base will be distributed to alternative net
worked systems.
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In thisclientlserVettype6farrangement, the Middleware and the network now
be~ome components of the respol1se.·and ·.should be.•.considered .When.trying to
predict migrated· response and throughput.·, •Middleware is software that allows
client/server applications to be easily developed and supported.

NETWORKING ISSUES

Thereartrmanynetworkingissues ·with·.·maillframealtematives. From'· a. .per
formanceperspective, we. must be)surethaf theinetwork isadequa.te··to handle
thenewclientlservettraffic~~icklyenou~.. If th~re is tobe'/netWorkbacku~

and· recoveryoffiles····and·.··transactions, ·the network·componentsneed•to be able
to handle that

If client/server is part of the direction or application mix, the performance im
plications of the two'· tiered: or three tiered approaches WiU>needto '. be con
sidered.

ConnectiVity··and.functiollalitY .issues abound,·' but •are beyond the •sco-peof this
paper. (See the A.priI26,1993, issue ofCOMPUTERWORl1D forrnyanicle
on client/server network performance issues titled ."Network Jam".)

Clearly file transfer'· a.nd applicationssuchasEDI can>have a serious impact on
system performance and business success.Propersystern sizing will need .'. to
take tbeseoften overlooked system loads into account.

Another.possibleqarea forconsideratio~ is the concept ofoverhead and.rec~very
time/Jrom two-phase commits· from .distributed ••. data ,bases. ·.'•••··In.· the. simplest

. sense, .client-server distributed data bases require a· two-phase ..•• commiffer the
transaction to complete and this implies overhead on both the client and the
servera.sweU as possible network delays.

This becomes even·more contplexwhen a three.tiered approach is··used or when
a data base is distributed throughout the network of serVers requiring;multiple
two-phase commits and extremely complex staging oftransactions and recover
ies>whena server is down.. Thesecolllplex recoveries can Cause major tempo
rary.petform.ance degradation.

It is highlyrecotnntended that a networklpefformancemollitor be part of the
mainframe alternative solution set. This will help identify and sizeparticl1lar
parts of the network that may be slowing data transfers either through high er
ror rates or from too small a pathway for the demand.
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Network planning and design •. are critical· to-the successful implelIl~ptation of a
mainftame·alternative solution rrhe important .!hing. is to be sure that· there .is
enoughband-widtb for all connectionsto support the data to be. transferred.in a
rapid enough fashion~

OPERATIONS & SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Performance monitoring, system.tunill8,and reporting ofservice leyels are im
portant~omponentsofa mainframe ca1temativesolution. .Systell)sneed to b~

monitored for •sufficient memory, C:rUtand pislciacces$ibility... Itepts such .as
systemtables and buffering also need to be lIlonitoredan4 reconfigured as nec..
essary. Often these exercises lead to suggested improvements in the database
or application code.

Software performance engineering ... techniques are highly recommended if a
REWRITE implementation is indicated. Exceptional performance can be de
signed into the code and the data base rather than attempting to retrofit it later
at a higher cost ·and ·lower .success rate. These· techniques .can be .applied. to
other implementation methodologies, but the.best investm~nt is. in new designs.

Consulting may be needed to establish Metrics for service level agreements or to
implement performance tools properly in the new envjronment.Withoutper
formance tools, the customer is "driving his system in the dark." .Reporting
mechanisms need to be established as well. These tend to be standard.·in the
mainframe world, but are often overlooked in the open environments.

Capacity planning or other types of long and short range business consulting are
also recommended.

Backup and recovery strategies are also important and. are sometimes consid
ered performance issues. If the backup strategy selecfed is too time consuming,
operations will be more expensive and may interfere with production work be
cause ofthe infamous race to daylight.

Is a lights out environment desirable? What about historical or hierarchical
storage on optical disks? What about disk mirroring or·. SPU .Switchover .to re
duce the probability and duration of downtime? These types of facilities are all
available. in the alternate environments in a different way than they are .in the
mainframe shop.
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There· are· data integrity· issues· that. have. an·· impact on performance. . For ··ex
ample if there is to be some type. ofdata base logging, there is· certainly over
head in both the CPU and disk I/O areas of the system. This overhead can be
as 'high as, 10% extra on ·what •every user does.. This" factor should be consid
ered in the CPU and Disk·configurations as discussed earlier.

DATABASES

Ifa database· is transferred, there are two situations which impact performance.
Is the· data base.actually•backed up .and moved? .··.Or is the •data base unloaded
and reloaded? ·•• Ifthedatabase is moved ·without the unload, chances are· that
performancewillbe\ worse than expected·because·.the·.·data basecannot·be tuned
for the new environment..lfthe data is unloaded and loaded into anewlycre~

ated data. base, the performance ·may. be better than expected ·because 'of the
potential· improved design ofthe database on the new· platform.

If there is a move to a new data base as part of thettansition,theperformance
mayor may not be similar. There is a high~r chance of accurate •• prediction if
both data bases are relational SQL type databases for example. ··Ifone is net
worked and one relational, it is difficult to predict performance ofan application
because ofthe ch3l.\ge in access path to the data.

Selection ofa new data base also may.'· be a performance·.issue.· There have been
various.·types······ of benchmarks·done comparing different data bases·and.e'Ven
different releases of.the same data bases on. various hardware platforms.•·· .•. ·. It is
important to consider all known information as was discussed in the earlier
CPU, and Disk sections before selecting a\ data· base based .olt.performance.
Current·data bases are differentiated more byfeature sets <than by performance.

The .... recommended overall strategy should be ·to select an open data' base that
performs well and has all the features needed. If there will be a •client/server
type. of access be sure to consider the features and performance implications of
that. It also maybe wise to .review the features· and performance factors in
volvedwith the distributed data base\featuresofthe databases inmakingase...
lection.

Relational data bases have many features and capabilities thatcanandshol.lld be
taken advantage of when possible. Some of these items are ability· to use raw
partitioning, concurrence sep~ration ··(indexes from .·tables), striping,. spreading
data across .[)lany less expensive drives .and controllers, isolating· transaction log
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files from other files 'and controllers,.·andconfiguring.large.memory and •. buffer
ing·areas.. Each relational data·base allows' adifferent subset ofthese features.

A very important decision to be made is to choose to repair or .improve defi
ciencies in the current database structure as part .of the migration or conver
sion. An example ofthis is a customer with a five year old relational data base.
As the data base evolved and. needs' changed, the staff did not take the time. to
alter the data base table structure to meet those. needs the most efficient .way.
Instead the,··expedient way' was found to.···add·.new/tables,··,creating··redundant··data
structures and wasting 110 and CPU asa result.: As part ofthis customer's con
version to anew relational.data·base, the· integrator redesigned the tables and
the .. 4th Generation Language '. access .' routines to .repair·. the problem. This' al
lowedthe performance that resulted to exceed expectations.

It may be very wise to purchase some data base design and· tuning consulting
from the data base vendor as part of the implementation plan and to allow time
for those functions in the project.

THIRD PARTY APPLICATIONS

Like the CPU and Disk discussions earlier, ifa.third party application is selected
to replace an existing one, examine whatever data is available including vendor
information and benchmarks as well as. any customer reference sites for infor
mation on expected response. Data base used also will be a part ofthis decision
process.

If an application is to be transferred, try to be sureitis.a version optimized for
the new platform rather thana port of the. source code. If you have to choose
between one that is ported or one that is designed and written on the new alter
native system, pick the native version. There is .a high probability the perform
ance will be better.

Be consetvative in your expectations. However, it has been my experience that
the newer. versions of these applications tend to run better than the old main
frame versions.

CLIENT/SERVER

Ifpossible, move to client/server applications. as .part· of. the conversion effort.
Often this isa REWRITE, but it also may be a REPLACE· strategy. ,The per.;.
formance implications'of client/server are that cheaper MIPS will be doing the
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work with similar response in most cases as long as the network is adequate.
There are also all the other benefits associated with client/server ·.technology
such as the better tools and lower maintenance.

With a move to client/server, the expensive MIPS will be saved to be used for
other things. In the SURROUND situation, the main frame life without up
grade may be extended. In the REWRITE scenario, the.new server will have a
similar benefit and may be able to be a smaller CPU than was originally ex
pected or sized based on a main frame CPU to alternate CPU comparison.

It is very common to suggest a move to client/server as phase II of a migration
project. This sounds like a good strategy, but in real· practice it seldom gets
completed. Phase I is of course to get as. much off the main frame as possible
to save money and gain the other benefits discussed. It is wise to size the sys
tem for phase I and not for phase II that mayor may not be in the future.

CONSULTING

In addition to the network, data base, and performance consulting mentioned
earlier, migration planning and project. management consulting may be neces
sary to implement the project in a timely fashion and to be sure that the per
formance needs and milestones are not overlooked.

Integration and conversion consulting also may be needed. Be sure that all con
sulting is scheduled. in the project and meshes with the requirements definition.

SUMMARY

There are many performance considerations in planning a main frame· alternative
solution. This paper has attempted to discuss some of them at a high enough
level to be applicable to a variety of situations. In whatever situation develops,
some or all of these topics may.come into play. The analyst or consultant must
gather all the information available and proceed with the best business decision
possible. It is critical to the successful completion ofa main frame alternative
project that consideration be given beforehand so that surprises are minimized
and that performance service levels are met.
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Paper 7034
Cooperative Design Methodology

Developing a System with End Users as well as For End Users
By Pamela Herbei"t

Octet··Consulting, .Inc.
Walnut Creek, CA.

510-942-3027

In the traditional development of systems it is not uncotnlllon for managers from tbe
d~taprocessingdepartmenttoworkwith managers from the. user community to design a
system that handles some particular business .function. Tllere.is an inherent.shortcoming in
thismethodology< in that the. actual en~ users<of the system, having had no voice in its
creation, often d~n't like it. Typically a system developed this way is uncomfortableif not
aWkwa~dto use and is often missing ceItain details that then have to be handled manually
or through<the use. ofcumbersom~work-arounds:The end result in the implementation of
these systems can·be user dissatisfaction leading··. to .low··moraleand reduced productivity.
It is also very expensive to design an incomplete System and then to have to retrofit the
system to include features that were unforseen in the original design due to a lack of
understandingot" the end uset'sjob.
There is abetter way tod~sign a system. A data processing system developed in cooperation
with its users is much more likely to have the features needed by the users of that system
and to perf?rm all of~he requisite businessfunetions: . Gettingend~sersinvolvedin the
design process is still a fairly novel.ideabut ·is one well worth· examining. ·Reluetance.to
adopt this methodology is due at least in part to the misguided notion that end users who
have no formal training in systems design have nothing to offer in the·design process. There
are, in fact, several advantages to using a cooperative design methodology. Three of the
major advantages are:

- The synthesis of a diverse expertise in solving the problem produces a fuller
more correct solution.

- Participation in the design process engenders full ownership of the system by
those who will be using it. This is especially critical when it comes to
implementation time where bugs, quirks and oversights rear their ugly heads.
Users who feel that the end result of the implementation was at least partly their
doing will be far more accepting of these problems then those who feel they
have unwillingly had the system foisted upon them.

- Giving the end users an opportunity to participate in decision making always
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has a positive effect on morale.,· People like to feel that their voices are being
heard when it comes toh()w they do their jobs.

- The· cooperative designpTocess prQvides a forum in which the system
developers can get constant fe~dback as to how they are doing to satisfy the.end
tiser's needs. (This i~ both useful·and,dangerous as will be discussed later.)

For the purpose of illustration I will use the development of an· order entry system
because it is an area. in which I have some expertise· and one most anyone who has ever
ordered anything can relate to.

·Certain .assumptions .• have been..made ..~oncerning thissY$t~tn .•. In·•• ollrcompanywe
develop systems in a FourthGL using anJterative protQtypingmethodology.•.. This can be
very useful sinc~ the users aren't~ways able to articulate t~eir needs until. they have tried
using the system. It .also makes it.possible .to, try out. different approaches. to,solving a
problem and having more designers generally leads .to the·.. proposal.of •more approaches.
This paper ·assumes that. you begin tne cooperative' d~sign process after,. management and
the· systems .professionals have come to some conclusion regarding the general approach to
and scope of the project. A budget may already have been agreed to.

I feel the need to apologize at this point for refemng to .the users of the system as
'end users'. In this day and age this is considered by. some ... to be politically. incorrect.
Information management professionals are now encouraged to refer to the actual users of
the systems they build as "clients' or 'customers'. lagree with this in theory and evenin
practice however, for thepulpose of this paper I think that 'end user' is an accurate
description and therefore acceptable. All persons are· ref~rred to in the.male gender.
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THE VALUE OF COOPERATIONAND ARTICULATION OF MUTUAL EXPECTATIONS
Fundamental to this designapproachis.arecognition' of the value ·ofthe cooperative

effort~ ... "Virtuallyall work. ha.s a· cooperative element.._To take an extreme case, ,,-even
prisoners .. in·· chain gangs .often cooperate .. in some ..·simple .ways .wi~h their guards in their
CQnfiuetofdailylife... Otherwise, they.would have to be\drflgg~dfrom.place toplace,cven
if they didnot rebel violently. If, however,. their relatiQ~hipswereprimarily.cooperative,
theprisonef$wollld<not Qech~il!ed..t[l] .A work plac~, in which users arecoe,rced to accept
a system they find unacceptablecanhayeaverypunitive feel aboutit. In devel()ping anew
system .. it·· is wise· not to· .. cast· the systems professionals into theroJe ofprisQnwarden,
delineating all of the rules and regulations and then enforcing them. It is, however, the job
of MIS management to ensure that.oncemUtl!algoals andexpeetations have been set, the
team adheres to. mutually~anived .atbudgets'andsch,edules.

A developer'sgoal iJl;creating~anew system, simplystateQ, .. ,is toprovidefull business
functionality and increasedprodu~iyity... in ·a (;osteffective.manner. ···..·An end·.. llser's .goal is
to build. a system full of bells and.whistles .tl)atmakeshisjoQ .more efficient and easier to
do. These are notmutuallyexclusive·goals putwithoiltaconcert,e-deffort t().k~ep them both
as stated .. end points of the project· they can cause friction... It is critical that the project be
map.ag~dwithJjoth.. of these,-objectives in nlind .or both won't be .met.· . Instead, lhe end
prod1Jctwillb~eithera syste.m that~otnesinontimeandwithin budgelbutdoesn't fit the
user's.n.eeds, .. ()t: a .. fabulous··.·.system.·that .•t~e. users,.lovebut.·~hat .. islate.·and .. oyer .. budget.
Neither. outcome .. isacceptable~ .. ;;. ,.~is .. paper.isnot ·an .attempt .to,outlille, .. a .....detailed
methodology; for' prq(}ucinga .system that...meetsbothgoals,.• but rather· a ~es~rlptionof the
eletnents required toeffe.et cOQperative~esignwith some discussion ofproje(;t management
issllestbatmust be attended to in ordertoavoiddisast,er.

THE START1NG£OINT FOR COOPERATIVE DESIGN
Thefirst,thingthatmustlle dOne ist()d~cidewho,will be ontbed~v~lopmentteal1,1.

At·· theveryleastthe team wiUconsistofJbe in.fonnation Illanag~ment·projectmanager(s),
the 'business. manager ··ultimate.lyresponsible. for lbesystem (in this .. caSe ,. the ;.ope.rations
manager) .and·; the managers ,of the enf! uSer departments; Including.the .. end usef$· at ;this
point isoptiona.l_as the depattmentmanage..s<can garner end-user. support, and willingness
to·.participate ·in';3:..departmental meeting ·late~on '.. ~.' • . . "'.

Once the development teamhasbeen.assetnbled,·bilveakickoff Illeeting to discuss
the goals and. scope of. the project. It. is in thismeetingtbat. the entire team .. \Yill define
goals and expectations for the .project .' and· establish .what .. the end._user's .. goals .. and
expectations are.· MIS can then acknowledge-its understanding of the user's goals,·~escribe

the-methodology to ·be.used to meet their needs and the ways in which end users will be
included in the design process. By the end. of this meeting the business managers.and any
other users. involved should begin to feel like members of the development team and win
be in a position to· go ~to .their. employees and/or peers to recruit' them in a· positive,
affirmative way. Having this meetin~ iscritical.in. order to garner the departmental
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manger's full support for dedicating their employee's time to the 'design effort.
One other key player on the team has to be an upper level manager who can'function

to ensure that both MIS and the business unit carry out the project .plan as it is defined.
This high level champion is essentialto ensure success since neither the MIS manager nor
the· business manager are· in a position to 'watch dog' each other when problems arise.
Without a single, high level overseer,· the project can be stopped dead at any point due to
lack of performance (either intentional or not) on the part ofany other manager on the
team. This person must be fully committed to the collaborative effort and function from
an unbiased perspective.

THE VALUE OF EACH PLAYER'S PERSPECTIVE
How can an order entry clerk actually participate in the design of an orderelltry

system? A better question would be how can you design a'decent system without the full
expertise of the·order entry clerkS? Without the detail knowledge these people have a.bout
what it takes loget from a phoneconversa.tion with a customer, t({shipping the correct
merchandise out of a warehouse· to ·the proper address, the system designers simply'can't
design a usable system.

System designers understand conceptually what the pieces to an order entry system
are. They understand· the· file management system being used and its features and
limitations. They understand the programming language being using and how it interacts
with the screen handler and the file management system. They also understand information
processing, data flow, perhaps a. little system management and details about how the
current system works from a data processing'perspective (if there is· an existing system).
None of this means that there is a full understanding of what must be done to produce an
order entry system for these particular users to handle this particular business.

The order entry clerk understands 'exactly what it takes to translate the customer's
needs into an order using the current system... He understands how. to get the information
out of the customer that will allow him to figure out the correct item number, how to come
up with a price,how to communicate this information to .the warehouse ... and what
procedures to use when there are problems filling the order. None of this qualifies this
person to design a system to manage· the flow and collection ·of information required to
carry out the stated business functions (including sales history and service level statistics).
It is only through the intelligent combining of these two areas of expertise that the correct
design for this order entry system can be derived.
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MUTUAL LEARNING [2],
Successful cooperative .. design. requires' that both the .. end'.users .and .the .systems 

designers. feel. that .. theY,arenenefiting. n:omthe relationship by learning from each other.
This me~that the systemsgevelopers learnabout.th~business function. and the end users 
learn aboqtthe 'technologies thaL~ be usedjnautomati~gtheirJobs.

'.... There .. are two ..·maj()r tech~'luesto be. used by systems develope~ '.' to .. gather the
oetaile<:linf0rJll~tioncollcerning tile,.user's. j()b.. In the initial phases'of~tem analysis the
systemsqesigner will.·need to •interview the us,ers 'I,beimmediategoalofthese.interviews
istog~ta clear picture (lfthe user's. day~ today tasks and the precise, current Rr()~dures
used. to carryou! th~se.tasks.' .. 'WiAtsome. users it is.sufficient to ask them to·describe their
job.indetail.Not~lpeople .respond tosuc,11 ayagg.tr request, however....It is notul1~mmon
for~,userJoiviewhis job assimplisti~coJIllllon~g.. not requiringe~lan~ti~ This~_
of I?ersonapproaches the_task of describingJlisj()bLwith an:8ttitude'of'everybodyknows
that, don't they?' .andas~umes noexplana.tion is neees,sa.ryfor the most fundamental, and
probably most. crucial .asp~cts of qisjob., .. If,as ".an}~terview~r"you .' find .... titat .. you .aren't
getting ll1()re ·in~9rntatiol1 tll~youcan easily process .'. YOllneed' to askmoJ"C1specific
'lllestfons... ·SometilDesaquestionl~e,"\Vha.t.~()es_\VeUinyourj()b?. Whataresollle effe~ive

proceduresyou use" or"what is the most diffi~~lt/cumbersomeas~ctofyourjob?"canlead
the user to .. impartimportantgetails Iltore··easily.

Secondly, .."the' systeIllS_gevel()perll1J.lst ..· observ~ .. ·the'us~r •... doing ..'his .'. job. .This'
observation should.be .. passive.and> quiet witbouta .lot of interruptions to ask questions.
Again, the objeetiye·berei~togeta.g0odh~ghlevel view of the. user'sjob. '..Make notes
<:oncerningQUestions ·or. mallual· procedures. and .' pllrsu~ .these ~reas in. furth~rinterviews.
Clearly, atthis.point,tlle.systemsqesigner isdoingaUof the learning.since the "Qseralready
knowshisjop. .<'f' .i'> '. '..> .' '. ,-~> " .. ""....»'

The~rdertakerwillbe much.more.usefulasa design .ally ift~atpers9nis taught
enough about the technology beingusedtoallowhimJoassistt~~ designerin aPPIyingtHat
tecHnology to the system design. .......For examplej .the' businessplaybemoying .'. to a
client/server system that has a graphical user, interface (GUI). The users may already be
Ne,! Wave or .Maclntoshusetsin wh.ichcase -they willhav~ some sense gf\Vhatthe
tecllnology'can do and.may.havesome .ideasas to how they. wouldJike it applied inthelle\V
system.,' If, ..howevet, .tlley .hav~. never"useda.GUlbased.system·theywill.need...t2 ,be taught
what it is and the ways in\Vhicll itjstiseful.At1inte,rvi~w~r ntaysayto the user,"Wecould-
provide you . 'button' to click on near the description field a.nd,afterentering an item
number, 'p~shing·.·this button'wouldcause ... awjndow ... filled with·. other ... types .ofdetailed
infomla;tion,·conceming.th~item ... to .'poP.up'...••.Wouldlhis beuseful.fiJf,You? How else' might
you like J2see tllistype off~atureusetl?" . If tHe user has n~ver used a qUlbefore~this

description ,will.be .quite cryptic andsome •.oth~rqUI application or.aprototype application
will have to be. shown to the user. Once the userknows w~at is being described, bema~.be
able, .. tos~ggest '.' other' areas ". in the ..•• system wHe_r~, the. useo! .. thattechn()]ogy. would ·be
beneficial.
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NEW WAYS OF THINKING
It is critical to understand that the useofnew technologies to solve existingproblems

can have 'a tremendous impact on the methodology used to solve those problems. In other
words, the introduction of a new system using new technologies can'actually alter they way
work flow is handled and change the very nature of the user's job~'A systems designer is
more likely' to conceptualize tbesechangesand it is th~" designer's job to dra\Vout of the
users those areas that are",~ost in ne,ed of change due to, a 'changin~ ~usiness climate.

Joint design sessions should "focus on concrete applications issues~ The' end user does
not considerllis' job in tetlns of infonnation flow and management. To him there are a
numbet, ()ftasks that need to be accomplished and he may even have a very strong idea as
to the correct proc~dure to use in sol~ng th~problem.Itis the job of information
managers to raise the user's level of thinking, to' higher ground in order to 'enable him to
accept or eyen ptoposealternative solutions't(j:the problem.

COnsider the re~~acementofa multi-part form with an on-line function~ ,·Specifically,
in one systelJ1 wedeveloped, the users had been using>a Problem Information Form(PIF)
to document,communicateand recor~ the resolution to all problems related to ~rderentry.
Problems "could span multiple functional areas including cUstomer service, transportation,
inventory managerilentand accounts receivable. Proble~often'began their jou~ey'in the
customer service area when a customer called to complain about ali order or when an order
taker couldn't fill 'an '" order due ,to inadequate, inventory.. The "customer', 'service
representative (CSR) would take a blankPIF, check off the appropriate boxes," write in
some description of the problem and what he 'had been done about it so far, and 'route it
to 'the appropriate department for action an~" resolution. Once it got to its ~estination.,the

user there might discover that the problem really originated in another department. so' he
would make additional notes and send the form on its Viay. If the problem waspartieularly
urgent and the appropriate person,was not, at his desk, a highlighter pen' was used to
highlight the entire page and theCSR taped the form to ,the, person's terminaL' This was
a very low tech, but unquestionably' high visibility system.

Additionally, these PIFs were used to track customer s~tvice statistics for
perf0nnance measure~ents., Infonnation concenting.fill rates, inventory control, carrier
reliability, and customer satisfaction was extracted 'based on the boxes checked on the form
and 'the'verbiage manually entered. This tracking was done manually by a person reading
through the forms; categorizing,the information and entering it in' to' another file' by
category. ,

We replaced' this system with an' on-li,ne function that 'accomplishes the same goal.
Had we simply looked at the form 'and designed a screen that simply resembled it, our
design would have failed because it would not have include" a commuhication mechanism
for routing the PIF on-line. Our ability to categorize the problems for ,statistical reporting
mightalso have been inaccurate because there is a human interface bet\1Veen the actual data
recorded on the form and the data entered in to the PIF statistics data base. We needed
a complete understanding of all the ways in which the PIF is used and the user needed: some
understanding of the technological possibilities of putting the PIF on-line in order that we
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jointly develop a full solution to the problem.
The.cooperative design process is'evolutionaryin nature.·.• Ourinitial.design proposal

for the'PlF,' based' on many hours of' interview with order takers, transportation clerks and
AR clerks," had some .features that, the users found. to be very attractive. For example, for
PlFsrelated to orders the system'automatically fills· in the 'order information (ordernumber,
trucking,·.company, customer,. shipping address) with no effort on thepart.ofa.user.' .They
felt uncertain, however, about the communicationmechanisms we propos.ed.. Theywere very
accustomed to using highlighting pens and tape to convey urgent messages concerning
problems. Our sense of alternative communication .methods (e-mail, phone)' didn't satisfy
the users' sense oftheir needs.. Because we included them in the design process and showed
them anewPI~method()logyin a prototype we were be. able to.arrive at a .better solution
before the·.$ystem·had been implemented in'a production"environment. This enabled US to
modifyth~systeminaccordance with t~eirneeds withoutincurring allof the headaches of
making changes to a production system··andwithout forcing them to use.a technology they
felt uncomfortable'with when they were actuallytrying to dotheir jobs.

WHATMEASIJRE, SUCCESS?
The end users are never aware of the cost of their wishes and they aren't often

persuaded' to. put budgetary concerns ahead of their needs. "For .them the ·success·.of the
system.' is a function of how many of the features they requested are actually in the
delivered product. "Upper .management has .'amanifest to' holdall.depart~ents to stated
budgets' and ,to keep business flowing at a smooth and. reasonable pace... It is· therefore
critical to upper management tharnew systems get delivered on time and within budget.
Project managers are .charged .. with the duty of fulfilling both of these.goals.

Generally, by·the time.the users have been included in the'design process a proposal
has already been submitted to upper managementoutlining the scope of the project and a
proposed budget. After including the users inthedesign process new system needs will be
uncovered that. were not included· in the original estimate. Resolving this discrepancy
requires very careful management. If it's not possible to get approval for an extended
budget, new features will have to be designated as being out of the scope of the project and
not included in the delivered product. It is crucial that the users understand thatifa feature
they want is not included in the final product it is because it was designated,as out of 'the
project scope and not because. the information management people decided that it wasn't
really necessary. To the greatest extent possible, the users need to be encouraged to agree
with the perspective that making such cuts is in the interest offurthering the business and
making'as many improvements as possible in the shortest possible time frame.

Although deadlines and project budgets can appear to· be frustrating limitations on
the system developer's ability to satisfy the user's requests, they' can' also work to the
project's advantage. Asystem that isn't implemented until well past the stated release date
due to constant pre-release .enhancements and that· goes substantially over budget loses
credibility in' everyone's eyes. Even though. the . effort to'·· implement all' possible
enhancements is ·an. attempt to fulfill the user's dreams, when these efforts cause the
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implementation date to be extended, it appears·· to the users that project leadership has
made commitments that can't be kept.·This generally leads to,the entire project becoming
the object ofmuch negative speculation~ .Upper management's perspective on overextended
budgets is well known.

It is to everyone's advantage to implementan initial release of the software on time
and within budget and to use the success of that implementation to get further funding for
a subsequent release· that will include features not yet implemented. This ··is a win/win
approach for everyone.

CONCLUSION
We have found that using a cooperative design methodology results in a solid system

that is quickly and easily accepted by the end user community. No methodology is without
pitfalls··and in this case one of the· biggest threats to·· success .is to have the users eagerly
expecting to ,have their design ideas implemented only to find them excluded from the
software for budgetary reasons. WitlI proper management and a very strong effort to inform
the user base of the precise scope of the project this risk can be minimized and all of the
players in the production of a new system can have their objectives successfully met.
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